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This document is available from the Clearinghouse for Federal Scientific 
and Technical Information (CFSTI). Springfield, Virginia, 221 51, for $3.00. 
INTRODUCTION 
Aerospace Medicine and Biology is a continuing bibliography which, by means of 
periodic supplements, serves as a current abstracting and announcement medium for ref- 
erences on this subject. The publication is compiled through the cooperative efforts of the 
Aerospace Medicine and Biology Bibliography Project of the Library of Congress (LC), 
the American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics (AIAA), and NASA. It assembles, 
within the covers of a single bibliographic announcement, groups of references that were 
formerly announced in separate journals, and provides a convenient compilation for medi- 
cal and biological scientists. Additional background details for this publication can be found 
ir, the first issue, NASA SP-7011, which was published in July, 1964. Supplements are 
identified by the same number followed by two additional digits in parentheses. 
In its subject coverage, Aerospace Medicine and Biology concentrates on the biological, 
physiological, psychological, and environmental effects to which man is subjected during 
and following simulated or actual flight in the earth’s atmosphere or in interplanetary space. 
References describing similar effects on biological organisms of lower order are also in- 
cluded. Such related topics as sanitary problems, pharmacology, toxicology, safety and 
survival, life support systems, exobiology, and personnel factors receive appropriate atten- 
tion. In general, emphasis will be placed on applied research, but references to fundamen- 
tal studies and theoretical principles related to experimental development also qualify for 
inclusion. The contents of this issue are comprised of abstracts that were prepared by the 
three contributing organizations. 
Each entry consists of a standard citation accompanied by its abstract. It is included 
in one of three groups of references that appear in the following order: 
a. NASA entries identified by their STAR accession numbers (N68-10000 series); 
b. AIAA entries identified by their ZAA accession numbers (A68-10000 series); and 
c. LC entries identified by a number in the A68-80000 series. 
Many of the abstracts included in this publication have been reproduced from those 
appearing in STAR and ZAA. This procedure, adopted in the interests of economy and 
speed, has introduced some variation in size, style, and intensity of type. 
... 
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AVAILABILITY F DOCUMENTS 
, Availability of this Bibliography 
Copies of Aerospace Medicine and Biology (NASA SP-7011) and its supplements are 
available to the public from tne Clearinghouse for Federal Scientific and Technical In- 
formation, Springfield, Virginia 22151, for $3 each. Copies are available on initial dis- 
tribution without charge to the following: 
1. NASA Offices, Centers, contractors, subcontractors, grantees, and consultants; 
2. Other U.S. Government agencies and their contractors; 
3. Libraries in the United States that have arrangements with NASA to maintain 
4. Other organizations in the United States having a need for NASA documents in 
5. Foreign government or academic organizations that have established appropriate 
collections of NASA documents for public use; 
work related to the aerospace program; and 
reciprocal arrangements with NASA. 
Availability of NASA Documents 
NASA documents are identified by an asterisk in the STAR Entries section. NASA 
documents that have been microfiched(’) (identified by the # sign in the  STAR Entries 
section) are available on microfiche without charge to an organization eligible to receive 
Aerospace Medicine and Biology without charge. 
Availability of Non-NASA Documents 
Non-NASA documents are those documents that do not carry an asterisk in the citation. 
Department of Defense documents (identified by the “AD” number in the citation and 
indexes) are available, subject to a service charge, in hard copy or microfiche from the 
Clearinghouse for Federal Scientific and Technical Information, Springfield, Virginia 
22151. Microfiche copy of DOD reports will continue to be available to Defense Docu- 
mentation Center users at  no cost from the Defense Documentation Center, Cameron 
Station, Alexandria, Virginia 223 14. National Lending Library (NLL) for Science and 
Technology translations are available from NLL at the price stipulated in the citation. 
Requests for purchase should be addressed to: 
National Lending Library for Science and Technology 
Boston Spa, Yorkshire, England. 
Dissertations selected from Dissertation Abstracts are available in xerographic copy 
(HC) and on microfilm for sale from University Microfilms, Inc., Ann Arbor, Michigan, 
48106. All requests should cite the author and Order Number as they appear in the 
citation. Note that the dissertations are provided on microfilm and not microfiche. 
Other non-NASA documents are publicly available as indicated in the citation. Those 
documents which have been microfiched are available on microfiche without charge only 
to NASA Offices, Centers, contractors, subcontractors, and consultants. 
How to Obtain Microfiche 
If you are registered with NASA and eligible to receive reports as described above, send 
the completed Document Request (Facility Form 492) to: 
NASA Scientific and Technical Information Facility 
P.O. Box 33 
College Park, Maryland 20740 
( I )  A microfiche is a transparent sheet of film, 105 x148 mm in size, capable of containing up to 72 
pages of information reduced to micro images (not to exceed 201 reduction). 
iv 
If you are not registered with NASA and wish to receive information concerning regis- 
tration, request Registration Form-Technical Publications (Facility Form 7 13) from the 
NASA Scientific and Technical Information Facility at the address given above. Others 
may obtain microfiche copies by purchase from: 
Clearinghouse for Federal Scientific and Technical Information 
(CFSTI) 
Springfield, Virginia 221 5 1 
U.S. Government Sales Agencies 
Publications with a CFSTI availability statement in the citation are sold in hard copy and 
microfiche copy by: 
Clearinghouse for Federal Scientific and Technical Information 
(CFSTI) 
Springfield, Virginia 221 5 1 
The following unit price has been established by CFSTI: $3.00 for hard oopy, $0.65 for 
microfiche. 
Publications with a GPO availability statement in the citation are sold in hard copy by: 
Superintendent of Documents, U.S. Government Printing Office (GPO) 
Washington, D.C. 20402 
NASA documents available from the GPO are also available from CFSTI at the GPO 
price given in the citation. 
NOTE: Documents announced without specific availability statement may be requested 
from the issuing activity. 
Bibliographic information, e.g., report number, etc., rather than the NASA accession 
number (Le., N68- 12349, should be provided when requesting a document from other 
than NASA. 
IAA Entries 
All cited documents are available from the AIAA Technical Information Service as fol- 
lows: Paper copies are available at $3.00 per document up to a maximum of 20 pages. 
The charge for each additional page is $0.25. Microfiche are available at the rate of $0.50 
per microfiche for documents identified by the symbol # following the accession number. 
A number of publications, because of their special characteristics, are available only for 
reference in the AIAA Technical Information Service Library. Minimum air-mail postage 
to foreign countries is $1.00. 
Please refer to the accession number, e.g., A68-I 3193, when requesting documents. 
Address all inquiries and requests to: 
Technical Information Service 
American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics, Inc. 
750 Third Avenue, New York, N. Y. 10017 
For further details please consult the introductions to STAR and I A A ,  respectively. 
L C  Entries 
Articles listed are available in the journals in which they appeared. They may be bor- 
rowed or consulted in libraries maintaining sets of these journals. In some instances, 
reprints may be available from the journal offices. 
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WATER M A N A G E M E N T  SUBSYSTEM SPECIFICATION SOURCE 
NASA SPONSORED 
DOCUMENT 
NASA c N68- 10552*# General Dynamics/Astronautics. San Diego. 
ACCESSION NUMBER Calif 
l l T l  e 7FOR SPACE FLIGHTS OF EXTENDED T I M E  PERIODS. 
I l l L C  
LIFE SUPPORT SYSTEM FOR SPACE FLIGHTS OF EX- PUBLICATION 
TENDED TIME PERIODS DATE 
* J A Steele 30 Nov? 965 3 1 p refs Revised AUTHOR 
(Contract NASl -2934) 
(NASA-(33-67600: GD/A-64-26211, Rev A) CFSTI. HC $3.00/ c--. SALES AGENCY 
M F $ 0 6 5  CSCL 06K 4 1 AN0 PRICE 
CONTRACT 
ORGRANT 
REPORT 
NUMBER 
COSATI 
CODE 
The water management subsystem specifications are pre- 
sented for the equipment required in  an operational water 
management program as an integral part of the life support 
system for space flight The requirements of the subsystem 
components are summarized and the operational procedures 
for normal and emergency situations are outlined Both the 
prototype and the flight systems are discussed E E B. 
vi 
STAR ENTRIES 
N68-36017# Department of Transportation. Washington, D C 
Office of Aviation Medicine. 
C O M P O U N D S  U P O N  PERFORMANCE A T  THREE 
ALTITUDES 
E. Arnold Higgins, Audie W Dav:s. J r ,  Vincent Fiorica, P. F 
lampietro. John A Vaughan. et al Jun 1968 17 p refs 
EFFECTS OF T W O  ANTIHISTAMINE-CONTAINING 
(AM-68-15) CFSTI HC$3 OO/MF$O 65 
In a study of 45 human subjects it was determined that 
a compound drug containing the antihistamine phenindamine did 
not statistically impair performance on a modified Mashburn 
coordinator Another compound containing the antihistamine 
chlorpheniramine did impair performance Performance was also 
impaired by increasing altitudes The combined effects of the 
chlorpheniramine compound and increased altitude proved more 
detrimental to performance than the sum of the decrements that 
each influence caused when encountered separately Although no 
significant performance decrement resulted from the administration 
of the phenindamine compound, undestrable side-effects were 
noted Author 
N68-36044 Stanford Univ . Calif 
THE THERMODYNAMIC THEORY OF THE ELECTROCAPIL- 
LARY CURVE INCLUDING A CONSIDERATION OF VARIA- 
TION WITH TEMPERATURE 
Hayden Wayland Pitman. Jr (Ph D Thesis) 1967 191 p 
Available from Univ , Microfilms HC $8 80/Microfilm $3  00 
Order No 67-17481 
The thermodynamic theory of the electrocapillary curve is 
developed in a rigorous manner by application of the Gibbs 
adsorption theorem to the ideal polarized electrode, taking into 
account the electroneutrality conditions applying to the phase interiors 
and to the surface layer A general and exact differential equation 
for the variation of surface tension is obtained in terms of an 
experimentally observable set of independent variables consisting of 
the following properties temperature, pressure, the molalities of 
the components of the metallic and nonmetallic phases of the 
polarized electrode, and the applied EMF From this equation exact 
expressions for the variation of the electrocapillary curve with each 
of these variables are set forth, one of the resulting expressions 
is the well-known Lippmann-Helmholtz equation relating the slope 
of the electrocapillary curve to the charge density of the double 
layer Dissert Abstr 
N68-36069 
ON DISCRIMINATION AND RADIOSENSITIVITY 
James Michael Johnson (Ph D Thesis) 1967 11 0 p 
Available from Univ Microfilms HC $5 40/Microfilm $3 00 Order 
Twelve male albino rats were trained on a two bar 
discrimination task They were required to emit a specified minimum 
number of responses to the left bar of a Skinner box and then one 
additionat response to the right bar for each reinforcement obtained. 
Following initial training, the Ss were divided into four groups of 
three animals each Each group was then exposed to Or (control). 
7r (low), 14r (medium) or 21r (high) each day at the rate of 7r 
per minute Employlng the same discrlmination task, behavioral 
assessments of the radiation effects were calculated for the days 
of stable responding on two different ratio requirements. Some of 
the conclusions were that an amount of radiation is less effective 
when delivered in fractionated doses than a dose of equal magnitude 
delivered in a single exposure Also, a history of low-dose exposures 
sensitizes an animal to later high dose exposure It makes him less 
able to sustain the radiation inlury Dissert Abstr 
Florida State Univ , Tallahassee 
THE EFFECTS OF REPEATED LOW DOSE X-IRRADIATION 
NO 68-361 
N68-36155# 
PHARMACOLOGICAL IMPROVEMENT OF CAPACITY OF 
PULMONARY CIRCULATION AT HIGH ALTITUDE Final 
Report, Apr. 1967-Apr. 1968 
Kazuo Asahina APO San Francisco. Calif. Army Res. and Develop. 
Group (Far East)! Jul. 1968 2 4  p 
(Grant DA-CRD-AFE-S92-544-67-G77) 
Toho Univ.. Tokyo (Japan). Dept. of Physiology 
(ARDG(FE1-FE-348-2-F; FR-2: AD-673742) 
The effect of ascorbic acid on increasing tolerance to hypoxia 
has been proved. The noticeable findings have been found in our 
experiments; (1) ascorbic acid moves from organs to  blood in 
hypoxia and (2) the proportion of oxydized ascorbic acid is much larger 
in the heart than any other organs in hypoxia. The explanation for 
these findings have not yet been given. However, these results 
suggest that there may be some important relationship between 
ascorbic acid and heart activity which was proved in our previous 
experiments to be the most significant factor limiting the altitude 
tolerance. Author (TAB) 
N68-36172*# General Dynamics/Convair, San Diego. Calif. 
FEASIBILITY STUDY OF A CENTRIFUGE EXPERIMENT 
FOR THE APOLLO APPLICATIONS PROGRAM. VOLUME 
4: MANNED CENTRIFUGE TEST REPORT Final Report 
J. F. Brady et al 15 Aug. 1968 7 6  p refs 
(Contract NASl -7309) 
HC$3.00/MF$0.65 CSCLO6P 
This study examines the application of an on-board centrifuge 
as a versatile research tool for the measurement of human 
physiological responses in the space environment. A realistic orbita’ 
centrifuge is configured based on a specified series of experiment 
(NASA-CR-66684; GD/C-DCL-68-004. SRC-MS-302) CFSTI: 
1 
N68-36235 
dealing primarily with vestibular and cardiovascular physiology 
Experiment feasibility is established in terms of spacecraft stability, 
reliability. safety. economics, weight, power and other influential 
.factors. A ground based prototype of the orbital machine is defined 
and the required test prgram outlined. The effect of cross-coupled 
angular accelerations induced by the interaction of the 
astronaut/machine/vehicle motions is examined by a series of 
ground cenaifuge tests with human subjects Author 
N68-36235# 
GLYCINE [DARSTELLUNG UND REAKTIONEN VON C-PER- 
Walter Oettmeier (Ph 0 .  Thesis) 8 Jul 1968 83 p refs In 
GERMAN 
CFSTI: HC$3.00/MF$0.65 
Free 2. 2. 2 trihalogen N acyl acetaldimines were prepared 
from 1, 2. 2. 2 tetrahalogen N acyl ethylamines through separation 
of hydrogen halide with triethylamine in absolute tetrahydrofuran 
under nitrogen Also obtained were 3. 3, 3 trifluor 2 aminopropion 
acid (trifluoralanine), 3, 3, 4. 4, 4 pentafluor 2 aminobutyric acid, 
and 3. 3. 4, 4. 5, 5. 5 heptafluor 2 aminovalerian acid 
(heptafluornorvaline) in racemic form by means of addition reactions 
of vinylmagnesium bromide with N-acylaldimines, oxidation of the 
vinyl group to the carboxyl group, and separation of the acyl rest. 
Similarly and starting with hexafluorglutar acid dichloride, the 
preparation of 3. 3, 4. 4. 5. 5 hexafluor-2. 6 dibenzaminopimeline 
acid was accomplished The synthesis of 3. 3. 3, trichloro 2 
aminopropion acid (trichloroalanine) was identical w i th  that of 
trifluoralanine The chemistry of the trifluoralanine was investigated 
as an example of the reactions of the C-perfluoralkylglycines. 
Normal acylation and esterization were possible, and the formation 
of a crystalline dicyclohexylammonium salt resulted 
Transl. by K W 
Technische Hochschule Munchen (West Germany) 
PREPARATION AND REACTIONS OF C-PERFLUORALKYL- 
FLUORALKY L-GLYCIN EN] 
N68-36248# 
PROBLEMS OF SPACE RESEARCH INVESTIGATED 
18 Sep 1968 23 p Transl into ENGLISH from Nauk i Zhizn' 
(Moscow). no 3. 1968 p 25-29, 110-1 11  
(JPRS-46446) CFSTI. HC$3 0 0 / M F $ 0 6 5  
CONTENTS 
PSYCHOLOGY V Lebedev p 1-12 (See N68-36249 23-04) 
PLANETS D Kulin p 13-18 (See N68-36250 23-07) 
Joint Publications Research Service, New York 
1 SCIENTIST REVIEWS PROBLEMS OF SPACE 
2 HOW MAN MIGHT COMMUNICATE WITH OTHER 
N68-36249# 
SCIENTIST REVIEWS PROBLEMS OF SPACE PSYCHOLOGY 
V Lebedev ln Its Probl. of Space Res Invest 18 Sep 1968 
p 1-12 (See N68-36248 23-04) 
Psychophysiological factors affecting interplanetary spacecrews 
are reviewed The electromagnetic field influence on mental 
processes is examined. and it is hypothesized that a system of 
bioelectrical potentials. located on body surfaces, interacts with the 
earths magnetic field A general physiological mechanism of a 
conditioned time reflex (biological clock) is considered in terms of 
the effect of the pulsating geomagnetic field An understanding of 
these phenomena is necessary t o  explain the effects of the 
absence or variations of terrestrial magnetism on the processes of 
cosmonauts An evaluation of the periodical rhythm of plant and 
animal life activities and its interruption led to the conclusion that 
r sound rhythm activity must be established for crew members to 
tain high operational capabilities and to raise the reliability of 
an-automaton system 8 P  
Joint Publications Research Service, New York 
r 
N68-36304 Michigan Univ ,Ann Arbor 
M E A S U R I N G  H U M A N  PERFORMANCE WITH A 
PARAMETER TRACKING VERSION OF THE CROSSOVER 
MODEL 
Glenn Alben Jackson (Ph.D. Thesis) 1967 252 p 
Available from Univ. Microfilms. HC $1 1.50/Microfilm $3.25 
Order No 67-17783 
The purpose of this research is the evaluation of a particular 
parameter tracking system for use in measuring the performance 
of human operators in low order compensatory manual control 
systems The system is based on a proposed crossover model which 
assumes that the entire forward loop of the compensatory control 
system can be represented by a gain. an integration and a pure 
time-delay A continuous parameter tracking system is developed 
using an approximate version of the crossover model as the basic 
system model The approximation involves the use of a first order 
Pad6 tirne-delay in place of the pure time-delay. The parameter 
tracking system is tested on subjects controlling single and double 
integrator plants, with input signals of bandwidth limited Gaussian 
noise It is concluded that. as long as the input bandwidth is 
properly chosen, the parameter tracking system developed is an 
excellent method for measuring human performance in certain low 
order compensatory control systems Dissert Abstr 
N68-36316*# Techtran Corp . Glen Burnie, Md 
ON PERCEPTION AND MEASUREMENT OF SOUND LEVEL 
[UBER EMPFINPUNG UND MESSUNG DER LAUTSTARKE] 
Ulrich Steudel Washington NASA Sep 1968 28 p refs Transl 
into ENGLISH from Hochfrequenztech u Elektroakust (Leipzig), v 
41,1933 p 116-128 
(Contract NASw-1695) 
(NASA-TT-F-11926) CFSTI HC$3 OO/MF$O 65 CSCL 05E 
Initially are measured the sound levels of many-fold noises, 
generally clicks. both single and periodic. either directly through 
comparison with a 1,000-c/s tone or by the intermediary af another 
calibrated comparison noise From the entirety of the measurements, 
conclusions are then drawn which have as most important result 
the establishment of a new sound-level formula which furnishes 
satisfactory approximation values The formula can also be expanded 
to noises and tones The second part indicates an objective 
sound-level meter and the development of its individual components, 
which is capable of accurately measuring any sound. even individual 
clicks Author 
N68-36318*# Aztec School of Languages, Inc , Acton. Mass 
EFFECT OF GAMMA-RADIATION FROM COBALT-60 ON 
THE PROCESS OF OVULATION, FERTILIZATION, A N D  
EMBRYONIC DEVELOPMENT OF A FROG [VLIYANIYE 
GAMMA-IZLUCHENIY CO 60 N A  PROTSESS OVULYATSII. 
OPLODOTVORENIYE I EMBRIONAL'NOYE RAZVlTlYE 
LYAGUSHKI] 
A V Voyno-Yasenetskiy Washington NASA Oct 1968 5 p refs 
Transl into ENGLISH from Dokl. Akad Nauk SSSR (Moscow), v. 
100, no 2.1955 p 3 8 9 3 9 1  
(Contract NASw-1692) 
(NASA-TT-F-11966) CFSTI HC$3 OO/MF$O 65 CSCLO6R 
The paper discusses the effect of penetrating radiation from 
cobalt-60 on the ovulation, fertilization. and embryonic development 
of a frog Particular significance is given to the role of the pituitary 
gland of the mother organism It is established that the embryonic 
development of a frog is particularly affected by irradiation both 
of the females and of the males. Author 
N68-36356*# Institute of Modern Languages. Inc.. Washington. 
D. C. 
LOWER-BODY DECOMPRESSION FOR THE TREATMENT 
OF LUNG EDEMA 
2 
N68-36461 
A. Buhlman NASA Aug 1968 2 p ref Trans1 into ENGLISH 
from Schweiz Med. Wochschr (Basel). v 95. no 23, 1968 p 
972 -973 
(Contract NASw-1693) 
(NASA-TT-F-11903) CFSTI HC$3 00/MF$0.65 CSCLO6S 
Effect of lower body decompression on blood pressure and 
lung capacity was studied in five patients who exhibited lung 
congestion The body below the diaphragm was enclosed in a plastic 
bag connected to  a common suction pump and a water manometer 
Within 1 5  sec of exposure to pressures of 1 4  to  3 0  m m  Hg, there 
was a clearly defined pressure decrease in the lung capiilaries and 
the pulmonary artery Pressure in  the right auricle decreased 
slightly. pulse rate remained almost constant, and peripheral blood 
pressure dropped slightly Elimination of decompression immediately 
restored lung circulation. I t  was found that lower body compression 
with a negative pressure of 40 to 60 m m  Hg affected diaphragm 
mobility and resulted in a deterioration of ventilation M.W.R 
N68-36400# City Univ. of New York Center for Research in 
Cognition and Affect 
DETECTION OF AN AMBIGUOUS VISUAL SIGNAL WHILE 
IMAGING Final Report, Oct. 1967Jun.  1968 
Sydney Joelson Segal Jul 1968 3 7  p refs 
(Contract F44620-68-C-0013) 
(AFOSR-68-1622, AD-67351 6) 
The experiments reported used a simple discrimination task as 
a baseline, against which to  compare the effects of discrimination 
and imaging In all the experiments, imaging plus discrimination 
and discrimination tasks differed significantly in d. regardless of order 
of presentation. nature of the stimuli. information and familiarity 
with the stimuli The d scores for imaging tasks under several 
conditions were 74, 1 36, 161, 1 77, 1 9 4 ,  and 2 0 3 .  for 
comparable discrimination tasks, d scores were 2 19. 2 68, and 
2.71 Response bias (CX) was also generally higher for imaging, 
indicating a more conservative criterion Author (TAB) 
N68-36442# 
AFRN.  Mex 
HALOGRAPHIC ANALYSIS TECHNIQUES Technical Report. 
Mar.-Jul. 1967 
Charles E Todd Sep. 1967 4 8  p refs 
Air Force Missile Development Center, Holloman 
A DESCRIPTION AND EVALUATION OF ELECTROENCEP- 
IMDC-TR-67-106. AD-673890) 
The report describes and evaluates the data processing 
procedures and techniques used t o  qualify and t o  quantify 
physiological impairment associated with prolonged sleep deprivation 
as evidenced by the electroencephalogram The primary compression 
of the data was accomplished by computing the power spectra of 
selected time intervals using digital filters Consecutive spectral 
estimates were then used to describe a surface which was contoured 
and plotted for display’. The evaluation of the processing procedures 
shows the final spectral estimate error to be thirty to  fifty per cent 
of the ideal spectra as a result of a ten to fifteen per cent error 
in the quantized data being propagated through the digital filters 
The data characteristics were determined by autocorrelation and 
associated statistical functions and the data reduction systems 
response to  these characteristics was investigated. The properties of 
the data and the limitations of the techniques discussed suggest 
the need for improved methods for studying the EEG 
Author (TAB) 
N68-36455# Du Pont de Nemours (E. I ) and Co, Aiken. S. C. 
Savannah River Lab 
BIOLOGICAL INDICATORS OF ENVIRONMENTAL 
RADIOACTIVITY 
R S Harvey 3 Jan 1968 9 p refs Presented at the Health 
Phys Soc Symp on Environ Surveillance in the Vicinity of Nucl 
Facilities, Augusta, 24-25 Jan. 1968 
(Contract AT(07-21-11 
(DP-MS-67-99, CONF-680108-11) CFSTI HC$3 OO/MF$O 65  
Monitoring the uptake of radionuclides by biota in the 
environs of a nuclear facility is an important part of environmental 
surveillance because many of these organisms may be in the food 
web of man Although each new facility must develop a monitoring 
program to suit the nature of its releases and its environment. 
much use can be made of radioecological data developed at exiting 
facilities to determine the kinds of organisms that should be 
samples Criteria are discussed for the selection and use of specific 
organisms to indicate the radionuclide content in various segments 
of man’s food web in the environs of the Savannah River Plant 
Author (NSA) 
N68-36467*# National Aeronautics and Space Administration 
Ames Research Center, Moffett Field. Calif. 
USE O F  A N  ELECTROLUMINESCENT DISPLAY IN 
MANUALTRACKING AND I N  A READING TASK 
Frank Neuman and John D Foster Washington Oct 1968 22 p 
refs 
(NASA-TN-D-4841) CFSTI HC$3 OO/MF$O 65  CSCL05H 
The purpose of this research was to  determine whether 
performance differences existed between electromechanical and 
electroluminescent (EL) displays in a closed loop manual tracking 
task and in  reading accuracy tests Both displays had vertical scales, 
which are considered acceptable for spacecraft use Studies were 
made with two EL displays. a single-scale. and a double-scale 
bargraph display Pursuit tracking of sine and random waves and 
readability tests were conducted The double scale instrument was 
used in the tracking tasks and the single scale instrument in the 
readability tests The discreteness of the EL instrument’s 128 
vertical scale segments (12 6/cm) did not appear to cause any 
problems in either task In the tracking tasks, the electroluminescent 
instruments were comparable to  the electromechanical instruments 
in the region of their flat frequency response In the readability tests, 
in which the environmental illumination was changed, readability of 
the EL instruments reduced rapidly with increasing environmental 
illumination above 550  lumens/m2 However. at the low ambient 
light conditions expected in a spacecraft environment, less than 1 
lumen/mZ. the readability was adequate Author 
N68-36461*# National Aeronautics and Space Administration 
Langley Research Center. Langley Station. Va 
A SYNTHESIS OF HUMAN RESPONSE I N  CLOSED-LOOP 
TRACKING TASKS 
James J Adams and Hugh P Bergeron Washington Oct 1968 
35 p refs 
(NASA-TN-D-4842) CFSTI HC$3 OO/MF$O 6 5  CSCL 05H 
Experiments have been conducted to  determine the variability 
in a human subject’s control stick response to  the stimulus of 
displayed displacement and of rate of change of displacement to aid 
in the implementation of the time variations to  be included in a 
linear mode: of the human subject Additional tracking tests were 
made to obtain a definition of the characteristics of the random 
signal to  be added t o  the model These two factors, the time 
variations and the random signal. were then added to the linear 
model, and the resulting composite model was placed in analog 
representations of single loop and multiloop systems The results 
demonstrate that this composite model reproduces the dynamic 
characteristics of the time histories and mean square system error 
which more closely match the response obtained with the human 
subject than does the linear model Author 
3 
N68-36472 
N68-36472# Brookhaven National Lab. Upton. N Y Medical 
Research Center 
INFLUENCE OF EXTRACORPOREAL IRRADIATION OF THE 
BLOOD A N 0  LYMPH O N  LYMPHOPOIESIS A N D  
IMMUNITY 
Eugene. P Cronkite. Arjun D Chanana, Darrel D Joel, Kanti R. Rai. 
and Lewis M Schiffer 25  Mar 1968 25  p refs Presented 
at the IAEA Symp on the Effects of Radiation on Cellular 
Proliferation and Differation, Monaco, 1 -5 Apr 1968 Sponsored 
by AEC 
$3 OO/MF$O 6 5  
The theoretical and practical aspects of extracorporeal 
irradiation of blood and lymph are reviewed The following studies 
are included size of intravascular and extravascular pools of 
lymphocytes, average time spent by lymphocytes in blood; rate of 
mobilization of lymphocytes from tissue. lymphocyte production 
rates, function of lymphocytes, comparison of preceding variables 
in leukemic and normal animals of the same species, factors 
controlling lymphopoiesis, role of the lymphocyte in immunologic 
processes, and as a possible adpnct to aid in the allotransplantation 
of tissues and organs This technique is extremely useful in 
delineating basic lymphocyte physiology and immunology and is a 
powerful tool for the investigation. either alone or in conjunction with 
cell labeling studies, of normal and leukemic kinetics NSA 
(BNL-12300, SM-103/18,  CONF-680413-1) CFSTI HC 
N68-36484# Air Force Systems Command. Wright-Patterson 
AFB. Ohio Foreign Technology Div 
A N  EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATION OF THE SELF 
ADAPTION FUNCTIONS OF THE HUMAN OPERATOR 
(EKSPERIMENTAL'NOYE ISSLEDOVANIYE FUNKTSIY 
G A Sergeyev 18 Sep 1967 24  p refs Trans1 into ENGLISH 
from Sarnoobuchayushchiyesya Avtomat Sisterny (USSR). 1966 
p 222-232 
SAMONASTROYKI CHELOVEKA-OPERATORA] 
(FTD-HT-67-337, AD-673784) 
The work examines results of experimental studies of the 
self-adjusting functions of human operators working at consoles 
under the effect of nonsteady input signals The following were 
investigated The effectiveness indexes of operator self-adjustment 
function. The structure of informational elements comprising the 
cybernetic model of the human operator, and Qualitative 
characteristics necessary for mathematical and physical Simulation 
of self-adjusting systems An automatic stochastic regulator system 
operating under the effect of random input signals was the general 
model used for output signal analysis Author (TAB) 
N68-36545*# National Aeronautics and Space Administration 
Langley Research Center, Langley Station, Va. 
STATUS REPORT ON RECENT LANGLEY STUDIES OF 
Donald E Hewes Washington Oct. 1967 21 p refs Presented 
at AGARD 24th Aerospace Med Panel Meeting. Brussels. 24-27 
Oct. 1967 
LUNAR AND SPACE STATION SELF-LOCOMOTION 
(NASA-TM-X-60686) CFSTI: HC$3.00/MF$0.65 CSCL 05E 
Reduced gravity simulators are described which permit the 
subjects to experience the sensations and physical effects produced 
by space environments. The lunar locomotion studies are being 
made on an inclined-plane technique developed for simulating lunar 
gravity It was observed that significant differences between earth 
and lunar locomotive gait characteristics exist, and that a gravity 
level equal to that of the moon had a favorable effect on these 
locomotive capabilities. The space station studies utilize a simulator 
capable of rotation which together with the inclinedplane technique 
adapted from the Lunar Walking Simulator can provide weightless 
and rotational conditions. Subjects could initiate and sustain a walk 
at gravity levels below 0.2 times earth's gravity In addition to 
walking, "space soaring" could be employed under these conditions. 
K.W. 
N68-36566*# McDonnell-Douglas Corp.. Huntington Beach, Calif. 
Missile and Space Systems Div 
EVAPORATIVE COOLING G A R M E N T  SYSTEM (ECGS). 
PART 1 Final Report 
J. G Bitterly Sep 1968 186 p 
(Contract NAS9-7207) 
$0.65 CSCL 06K 
An Evaporative Cooling Garment System (ECGSI demonstrated 
high cooling rates during simulated 4-hour heavy work load 
extravehicular activity. Short run cooling rates exceeded 7,000 
Btu/hr, with maximum cooling rates instigated in  less than 1 sec. 
Cooling duration was limited only by the cardiovascular system's 
ability to transmit internal body heat via the capillaries to the skin 
surface Heat rejection rates were controlled to less than 1%. and 
1,500 Btu/hr of heat rate were stored within the ECGS patches 
as water. The ECGS displayed mobility limits comparable to that 
for the full pressure suit, wearing comfort was adequate during 
long-duration running speeds on a treadmill. and cooling up to 5.000 
Btu/hr metabolic rate carried to the limit of human endurance 
resulted jn a no measurable body sweating and maintained thermal 
equilibrium The ECGS operates by conducting body heat through 
a thin membrane that completely encloses a wick water supply. 
which undergoes low pressure boiloff M.W R. 
N68-36567*# McDonnell-Douglas Co , Huntington Beach, Calif. 
Missile and Space Systems Div 
EVAPORATIVE COOLING GARMENT SYSTEM (ECGS), 
PART2 Final Report 
J G Bitterly Sep 1968 252 p refs 
(Contract NAS9-7207) 
0 6  K 
Details are presented for the various analyses conducted 
in connection with the testing of an Evaporative Cooling Garment 
System (ECGSI The ECGS performance and steam line analysis 
is presented along with the boiler void pressure drop analysis and the 
steam line pressure drop effects on overall system performance 
Biochemical responses to exercise are discussed Complete data 
results on a typical design verification test run are presented in the 
form of 176 graphs The patterns used for the patches on the 
ECGS are included M.W.R. 
N68-36568*# Mayo Association, Rochester, Minn 
STUDIES OF THE EFFECTS OF GRAVITATIONAL AND 
INERTIAL FORCES O N  CARDIOVASCULAR A N D  
RESPIRATORY DYNAMICS Semiannual Status Report, Period 
Ending 1 Oct. 1968 
Earl H. Wood I Oct 1968 22  p refs 
(Grant NsG-327) 
(NASA-CR-92332, MDAC-62364. h. 1 )  CFSTI. HC $3 OO/MF 
(NASA-CR-92333. MDAC-62367, Pt 2) CFSTI. $3 00 CSCL 
(NASA-CR-97192) CFSTI. HC$3 OO/MF$0.65 CSCL 0 6 s  
Biplane roentgen videometry for dynamic studies of the 
size and shape cardiac chambers was developed, along with 
computer methods for two and three dimensional dynamic and stop 
motion displays of the data obtained Other projects t o  study the 
effects of the gravitational-inertial force environment on the 
cardiopulmonary system of animals are underway Hydraulic 
properties of the pleural space. regional differences in pleural and 
esophageal pressures in head-up and head-down positions, position 
dependent regional differences in pericardial pressure, and influence 
of body position on regional pulmonary arterial-venous shunts were 
investigated in dogs without thoractomies. Effect of gravitational 
and inertial forces on the regional distribution of pulmonary blood 
flow was studied in chimpanzees using a radioactive microsphere 
scintiscanning technique. and transient changes in stroke volume 
from the aortic pressure pulse were determined Timing of left 
ventricular end-diastole was studied in dogs with chronic heart 
blocking. Low bandpass filters were designed for selective 
discrimination against high frequency noise to physiological signals. 
M.W.R. 
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N68-36571*# General American Transportation Corp., Niles, 111. 
General American Research Div. 
STUDY FOR EVALUATION OF INCINERATION A N D  
MICROWAVE TREATMENT OF HUMAN FECAL MATTER 
FOR SPACECRAFT OPERATION 
T. L. Hurley. E. J. Rollo, and G. A. Remus 119681 71 p 
(Contract NAS2-4438) 
(NASA-CR-73247) CFSTI: HC$3.00/MF $0.65 CSCL 06K 
Incineration and microwave treatment of human feces were 
studied; influence of pressure, oxygen concentration, temperature, 
and power level were evaluated, and concentration ranges and 
identities of the liquid, gaseous, and solid products were established. 
During incineration, gaseous products of complete oxidation were 
primarily carbon dioxide and some nitrogen; carbon monoxide. 
methane, and nitrogen oxides accounted for less than 0.1%. With 
incomplete oxidation, minor gas concentrations were as high as 
20%. Water condensate in both complete and incomplete 
condensation was generally acidic, with a pH from 1 to  8, and the 
solid residue was grey-white ash. While the condensate and 
solid residue were generally sterile, there was bacterial growth in 
isolated cases that might have been externally introduced. Microwave 
treatment produced minimal amounts of carbon dioxide. carbon 
monoxide, methane, and hydrogen sulfide; and pressure affected the 
process only by lowering the water boiling point. Condensates 
escaping the reactor appeared sterile, but solid residues were sterile 
only with maximum boiling. M.W.R 
N68-36572*# Presbyterian Medical Center, San Francisco, Calif. 
Inst. of Medical Sciences. 
INVESTIGATION OF THE FEASIBILITY OF AN EXTERNAL 
BIOSENSOR FOR CONTINUOUS DETERMINATION OF 
BLOOD OXYGENATION ( A N D  CONCOMITANT HEART 
RATE AND RESPIRATORY RATE) BASED UPON OPTICAL 
BACKSCATTER FOR USE I N  SPACECRAFT AND AIRCRAFT 
Final Report,24Jun. 1964-1 Nov. 1965 
Robert F. Shaw and Wall M. Malik 1 Nov. 1965 153 p refs 
(Contract NAS9-2937) 
(NASA-CR-923 18) CFSTI: HC$B.OO/MF $0.65 CSCL 06P 
Spectrophotometric studies of whole blood indicated that 
optical backscatter could be used for measuring oxygen saturation 
of blood samples by implementing an optical geometry in which 
volume illuminated by the light source and blood volume viewed 
by the photometric sensor were congruent Such a method was 
unsatisfactory for in-vivo measurements in humans and animals 
because of excessive signals that could not be separated from the 
signal-bearing photic energy returned from the blood Signal-to-noise 
ratio was found to be approximately 1 :7. Non-congruent external 
backscatter mode transducers, however, demonstrated sufficient 
sensitivity and signal-to-noise characteristics necessary for an external 
biosensor. Variations in physical and optical coupling of the 
transducers to  the subjects were the chief problem for both 
backscatter and transmissive external biosensors. External 
backscatter-mode biosensors were more flexible in terms of 
positioning and more comfortable than classical transmission-mode 
devices, but both the backscatter and classical modes exhibit the 
same perturbations in output caused by variations in pressure. 
position. and motion. M.W.R. 
N68-36637# Howard Univ.. Washington, D. C. Dept. of 
Biochemistry 
CHEMICAL EFFECTS OF IONIZING RADIATIONS ON THE 
INDIVIDUAL AMINO ACIDS WITHIN INTACT AND PURE 
PROTEIN MOLECULES Annual Progress Report, 1967-1968 
Felix Friedberg 3 0  Nov 1967 6 p refs 
(Contract AT(30-11-2735) 
(NYO-2735-8) CFSTI HC$3.00/MF$O 65 
Progress is reported in studies on the effects of y radiation 
on the induction of changes in the molecular weight of individual 
amino acrds within intact and pure protein molecules Exposure of 
native ribonuclease or lysozyme in the dry state in vacuo to y 
radiation caused formation of higher molecular-weight components 
of the protein molecules but no evidence of degradation of protein 
molecules was observed Exposure of alkylated form of rubonuclease 
or lysozyme to y radiation caused formation of smaller 
molecular-weight components of the protein molecules. NSA 
N68-36674 State Univ of Iowa, Iowa City 
THE EFFECTS OF FOUR WEEKS OF CENTRIFUGATION 
ON CARDIOVASCULAR FUNCTION IN THE ALBINO RAT 
Brian Russell Duling (Ph D Thesis) 1967 145 p 
Available from Univ Microfilms HC $6 EO/Microfilm $3 00 Order 
Male Simonsen albino rats weighing 260-300 g at the 
onset of exposure were centrifuged a t  3 2 G's (36 1 rpm) for four 
weeks After centrifugation the animals were removed and 
anaesthetized with sodium pentobarbital administered 
intraperitoneally Measurements were made on systemic blood 
pressure, resistance of the perfused hind end vascular bend. and the 
characteristics of vascular reflex control Vascular reflex changes, 
in response to systemic pressure alterations induced by epinephrine 
or acetylcholine. were compared in 12 centrifuged and 12 
noncentrifuged animals Centrifuged rats exhibited a significantly 
greater alteration in peripheral resistance for a given change in 
systemic pressure These results are discussed in terms of their 
implications with respect to the interaction between the inertial field 
and cardiovascular function Dissert Abstr 
NO 67-16789 
N68-36681# Princeton Univ , N. J Dept of Psychology 
DISPOSITIONAL AND INDUCED INFORMATION 
PROCESSING STRUCTURES 
Robert E Lee, 111 (Ph D. Thesis) Apr. 1968 145 p refs 
(Contract Nonr-l858(12)) 
(TR-18; AD-673677) 
In this investigation, short-term training sequences are 
used to systematically manipulate two major aspects of structural 
complexity: (1) the number of dimensions of information available 
to the individual: (2) the level of complexity with which these 
dimensions are integrated. Ss are 72 undergraduates differing in 
dispositional conceptual level The specific experimental concern is 
the effect of these manipulations upon the ability of these Ss to 
generate and to entertain alternate perspectives when engaged in 
a complex problem-solving task 80th training sequence and 
dispositional conceptual level are found to significantly influence the 
extent to which the Ss generate alternate perspectives as a strategy 
of conflict resolution and decision making However, openness to 
the perspectives of others is significantly influenced only by 
conceptual level Author (TAB) 
N68-36700 8aylor Univ.. Waco. Tex. 
THE EFFECTS OF STRESS OF HUMAN PERFORMANCE OF 
A TWO COMPONENTTASK 
Paul Daniel Jacobs (Ph.D. Thesis) 1967 9 8  p 
Available from Univ. Microfilms: HC $5.00/Microfilm $3.00 Order 
Thirty-six human subjects, eighteen males and eighteen 
females were employed in  an investigation of the effects of stress 
on the performance of continuous and discrete avoidance tasks. 
The subjects, all volunteers, monitored two visual displays while the 
three treatment conditions were presented for fifteen minutes each. 
The treatments consisted of a no-stress condition, a task-related 
stress condition. and a task-unrelated stress condition. The stressor 
used in this study was mild electric shock which the subjects 
reported as being unpleasant but not painful. The dependent variables 
were simple reaction time, number of cumulative responses, and 
cumulative response errors (overestimations of continuous avoidance 
interval). The results indicate that simple reaction time is faster 
during the task related stress condition than during the other two 
conditions No differences in reaction time performance were found 
NO. 67-1 7876 
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N68-36719 
between the time intervals when the effects of stress were held 
constant Dissert Abstr 
i 
N68-36719# Brookhaven National Lab. Upton. N Y 
RELATION OF IRRADIATION DOSE-RATE EFFECTS IN 
M A M M A L S  A N D  IN M A M M A L I A N  CELLS 
J L Bateman [ I9681 20 p refs Presented at the Symp on 
Dose Rate in Mammalian Radiation Biology, Oak Ridge. Tenn 
(8NL-12581. CONF-680410-4) CFSTI HC$300/MF$O 65 
Data of other investigators were utilized to derive and present 
certain features of mammaltan cell and animal survival after 
exposure to ionizing radiations Survival of cells tends, as it decreases, 
towards an exponential relation to dose The dose to  produce a 
constant level of survival tends, with decreasing survival. towards 
a linear relation to the reciprocal cube root of dose rate Survival 
of small mammals, expressed in probits, appears to be linear on 
reciprocal dose Regressions for various dose rates appear to be 
parallel The dose to produce 50% survival bears a linear relation 
to the reciprocal cube root of dose rate Species specificity appears 
to be expressed for animals by different slope constants (10 relating 
the LDS0 to the reciprocal cube root of dose rate Strain specificity 
appears to be characterized wirhin one species by the infinite dose 
rate intercept of the extrapolated straight best fit line of LDBO 
on the reciprocal cube root of dose rate NSA 
N68-36748*# Tracerlab., Inc , Richmond, Calif 
RADIO-FREQUENCY PLASMA AND HEATTREATMENT OF 
H U M A N  FECAL MATTER 
Merle M Millard and Bill B Stafford Aug. 1968 20 p refs 
(Contract NAS2-4702) 
(NASA-CR-73249) CFSTI. HC$3 OO/MF $0.65 CSCL 06K 
Laboratory studies were made to determine the feasibility 
of adapting the radio-frequency electrodeless discharge method for 
low temperature ashing of human fecal matter on-board space 
vehicles The process assures 100 percent reduction of organic 
wastes to inorganic forms The tests were conducted in a 1 5 liter 
plasma reactor chamber using oxygen, carbon dioxide. hydrogen. 
water and a carbon dioxide-hydrogen-water mixture The effects of 
treatment gas, discharge power, and gas pressure were studied 
during low temperature plasma ashing of ‘normal’ fecal material. 
Author 
N68-36749*# Public Health Service, Phoenix, Ariz Planetary 
Quarantine Unit 
SERVICES PROVIDED IN SUPPORT OF THE PLANETARY 
QUARANTINE REQUIREMENTS OF NASA Progress Report. 
1 J u I . 3 0  Sep. 1968 
M. S Favero Sep 1968 28 p 
(NASA Order R-137) 
(NASA-CR-971 52: Rept -23) CFSTI. HC $3 OO/MF $0.65 CSCL 
0 6  M 
Studies were continued on the evaluation of the vacuum 
probe for sampling surface contamination. The probe technique was 
compared with the standard strip assay procedure for recovering 
Baollus subrdis var niger spores and naturally occurring 
microorganisms in dust from stainless steel strips The dust was 
prepared by sifting a fresh soil sample. collecting the fraction that 
passed a 125 p screen. and drying this fraction at 5 0  C for 48 
hours to reduce the vegetative microbial population A summary 
of all comparisons made to  date is presented Although no 
explanation can be offered for the differences in recovery rates for 
the three sets of experments. all rates were considered relatively 
high compared with those achieved with other sampling procedures 
currently in use The relatively good agreement between the 
coefficients of variation for the probe and the standard strip assay 
procedure in each set suggested that the probe accurately reflected 
the inherent variation in the deposition of fallout contamlnation. 
Author 
N68-36755*# Institute of Modern Languages, Inc , Washington, 
D C  
PULMONARY EDEMA IN UREMIA [LUNGENOEDEM BIE 
U RAEMIE] 
A Buhlman NASA Aug. 1968 2 p ref Trans1 into ENGLISH 
from Schweiz Med. Wochschr. (Basel). v. 98, no 23, 1968 p 
872-873 
(Contract NASw-1693) 
(NASA-TT-F-11904) CFSTI. HC$3.00/MF$O 65 CSCLO6P 
Pulmonary edema can be a complication of acutely worsening 
uremia The mechanism of its origin is complex and obscure The 
author measured the circulation pressure of 7 uremia patients with 
roentgenological symbols In 5 cases a slightly increased median 
pressure of 20 to 3 0  mm Hg was found, while pressure in the right 
auricle was normal. which is the argument against over-hydration 
as a causative factor No decrease of pressure was found after 
peritoneal or hemodialysis respectively The author interpreted these 
findings as left cardiac insufficiency Roentgenologically. 5 out of 
5 patients also showed a considerable enlargement of the heart 
as well as circulatory hypertomia Author 
N68-36759# Johns Hopkins Univ, Baltimore, Md Dept of 
Biochemistry 
ON EFFECTS OF ULTRAVIOLET RADIATION ON NUCLEIC 
ACIDS A N D  RELATED COMPOUNDS Progress Report, Dec. 
1,1964-Nov.31,1967 
Shih Yi Wang Sep 1967 18 p 
(Contract AF(30-1 )-2798) 
(NYO-2798-32) CFSTI HC $3 OO/MF$O 65 
Ultraviolet radiation effects on nucleic acids and related 
compounds were investigated Radio-induced formation of cyclobutyl 
dimers and thymine products in deoxyribonucleic acid was studied, 
as were the mechanisms of photochemical reactions in pyrimidines 
Photochemistry of derivatives of 5-bromo-uracil and thymine in 
aqueous solutions was studied NSA 
N6836760# 
TABLES OF BETA DOSE DISTRIBUTIONS 
William G Cross Nov 1967 32 p refs 
Atomic Energy of Canada. Ltd , Chalk River (Ontario) 
(AECL-2793) CFSTI HC$3 OO/MF$O 65 
Tables are given of dose distributions near isotropic point 
and plane beta sources m atr and water for 37 nuclides of 
importance in medicine and health physics These were calculated from 
Spencer’s dose distribution tables for monoenergetic electrons A 
simple method is given for deriving dose distributions in other 
l o w 2  media Author (NSA) 
N68-36766# Sensory Systems Lab, Tucson. Ariz 
EXPERIMENTAL STUOIES O N  ECHOLOCATION 
MECHANISMS I N  BATS Final Report,Jul. 1 9 6 5 J u l .  1967 
Frederic A Wesbter and Oliver G Brazier May 1968 165 p 
refs 
(Contract AF 33(615)-2964) 
(AMRL-TR-67-192; AD-673373) 
Comparative pursuit studies carried out on three species 
(Myotis lucifugus, Eptesicus fuscus and Lasiurus borealis) revealed 
similar tactics of pursuit and capture in Myotis and Eptesicus. 
Detection and localization capacities of Eptesicus appeared equal to 
the other species. but discrimination between spheres and 
mealworms proved highly variable. and the capacity to capture small 
targets inferior Though the measured pursuit signals of the three 
species had definable differences. the phases of pursuit exhibited 
common characteristics. adequate for real-time machine 
identification. and thus usable for pursuit-controlled triggering of 
stimuli or recording equipment Echoes returned by Objects 
discriminated by bats have been studied by oscilloscope and human 
listening Due to  the number of relatively nonfluctuating echoes 
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from mealworms (projected into a sound field of ultrasonic pulses). 
other details must provide essential clues for the bats observed 
discriminations. Author (TAB) 
N68-36808 California Univ., Los Angeles. 
CHOICE REACTION T IMES A N D  CONFIDENCE IN 
AUDITORY SIGNAL DETECTION 
James Mitchell Smith IPh.D. Thesis1 1967 318 p 
Available from Univ. Microfilms: HC $1 4.40/Microfilm $4.10 
Order No. 68-240 
Two preliminary studies and one main study were run using 
a modified Yes-No procedure in which trial pacing and duration 
of the stimulus presentation were subject-determined. Subjects 
initiated stimuli presented on trials and terminated them by making 
choices as to which stimuli were being presented. The time 
between onset of a stimulus presentation and its termination, that 
is. onset of the choice, constituted the choice reaction time for that 
trial. On each trial, the stimulus presented was either white noise 
alone (No Tone) or white noise with a 1000 cps tone added (Tone) 
and the choice made was either a Yes or a No. After his choice, 
the subject received feedback as to whether or not he was correct. 
In the second study each subject also indicated his confidence 
(High, Medium, or Low) in his choice prior to feedback. In the main 
study. in which confidence was also recorded, 6 paid subjects were 
run for an extended number of sessions under each of three 
probability conditions (.2, .5. and .8) for a Tone trial. 
Dissert Abstr. 
N68-36817# 
RELATION OF S IGNAL L IGHT INTENSITY TO 
PHYSIOLOGIC END POINTS DURING +% ACCELERATION 
Final Report, Apr .dc t .  1967 
James D Rogge May 1968 14 p refs 
School of Aerospace Medicine, Brooks AFB, Tex 
(SAM-TR-68-38, AD-673480) 
Results of previous studies suggest that lowering the luminance 
of the signal lights lowers the blackout and grayout level during 
+Gz acceleration In this study. variations in luminance of the 
central and peripheral signal lights in the range that IS suitable for 
routine centrifuge operation failed to produce any detectable change 
in blackout or grayout levels The visual phenomena described in 
the previous studies may have arisen mainly from such local 
changes in the eye as changes in visual threshold. retinal metabolism. 
and visual acuity. whereas, blackout obtained with light intensities 
used in this study resulted from hemodynamic changes caused by 
+Gz acceleration and possibly some local changes in the eye itself. 
Author (TAB) 
N68-36850# Rochester Univ., N. Y. Dept of Radiation, Biology 
and Biophysics 
BIOLOGIC EFFECTS OF MICROWAVE EXPOSURE Final 
Report 
Sol M. Michaelson. Roderick A. E Thomson. and Joe W. Howland 
25  Jul. 1967 131 p refs 
(Contracts AF 30(602)-2248: W-7401 -eng-49) 
(UR-49-8 101 CFSTI: HC $3.00/MF $0.65 
Animals exposed to microwaves at specific frequencies 
and flux densities experienced thermal stress. Duration of exposure, 
environmental temperature, and drugs that affect the central nervous 
system (CNS) and temperature regulation influenced the response 
of animals High ambient temperature exaggerated the thermal 
response. while exposure in a cold environment prolonged the time 
interval for an increase in body temperature. Microwave effects on 
hematopoiesis. thyroid function and interaction w i th  ionizing 
radiation are discussed. Sufficient data were not available to establish 
a comprehensive safe level for microwave exposure because of 
microwave frequency related factors that affect biologic response. 
The subtle nature of some of our findings such as modification of 
response to x-irradiation and effect on bone marrow and thyroid 
require careful evaluation. Soviet reports alluded t o  asthenic 
reactions, CNS, cardiovascular, and thyroid changes from radar 
exposure. NSA 
N68-36873# 
and Biophysics. 
COMPUTER CONTROL OF BEHAVIORAL EXPERIMENTS 
Louis Siege1 27 Jul. 1967 11  p Presented at the Am. 
Psychological Assoc. Meeting, Washington, D. C., 3 Sep. 1967 
(Contract W-7405-ENG-49) 
Rochester Univ., N. Y. Dept. of Radiation, Biology 
(UR-49-814; CONF-670918-1) CFSTI: HC$3.00/MF$0.65 
It is shown how the LINE computer goes about executing 
a particular schedule of reinforcement, a Fixed Ratio 7, for 
behavioral experiments. NSA 
N68-36877# Aerospace Medical Div Aerospace Medical 
Research Labs. (6570th). Wright-Patterson AFB, Ohio 
AIRCREW COOLING PROBLEMS Final Report, Feb.-May 
1967 
Robert E Van Patten and Ralph Gaudio, Jr Jun 1968 19 p 
refs 
APPLICATION OF THE RANQUE-HILSCH VORTEX TUBE TO 
(AMRL-TR-67-124, AD-673345) 
The Ranque-Hilsch vortex tube, a device with no moving 
parts, produces significant refrigeration effect when driven by 
compressed air This report disseminates up-to-date information on 
the performance of current vortex tubes, reports the results of an 
aircrew cooling experiment using the device, and suggests other 
uses of potential interest to the Air Force The history of the vortex 
tube and its basic theory are presented briefly Author (TAB) 
N68-36888# 
Jerusale m 
TOXICOLOGY OF THE RARE METALS 
Z I Izrael'son. ed 1967 224 p refs Trans1 into ENGLISH 
of the book "Toksikologiya Redkikh Metallov" Moscow. Medgiz , 
1963 p 1-234 Prepared for AEC and Natl Sci Foundation 
Israel Program for Scientific Translations, Ltd . 
(AEC-TR-6710) CFSTI HC$3 OO/MF$O 65 
Problems of industrial hygiene during the production and 
use of certain metals, metal alloys, and metal compounds are 
discussed Emphasis is placed on the toxicity of inhaled aerosols and 
dusts to personnel The metals considered were cadmium, cobalt, 
copper, barium. molybdenum. nickel. niobium. rare earth metals, 
tantalum, tellurium. titanium. tungsten, vanadium. zinc. and zirconium 
Silicon dusts of various metals are also discussed NSA 
N68-36915# Junta de Energia Nuclear, Madrid (Spain) Seccion 
de lsotopos 
FOOD PRESERVATION BY IRRADIATION.  PART 7 :  
INVESTIGATIONS CARRIED OUT WITH TWO VARIETIES 
( A L A V A  A N D  GINEKE) OF SPANISH POTATOES 
[CONSERVACION DE ALIMENTOS POR IRRADIACION.  
PARTE 7 :  INVESTIGACIONES REALIZADAS CON DOS 
VARIEDADES (ALAVA Y GINEKE) DE PATATAS] 
A Garcia de Mateos Lopez, A Rivas Garcia, N Ortin Sune, and 
M del Val Cob 1967 28  p refs In SPANISH, ENGLISH 
summary 
(JEN-189-SI/I-18) CFSTI: HC$3 OO/MF$0.65 
Radiation doses from 5 to 50 Krad have been used and 
during a twelve months' period the effects of gamma radiation on 
the weight loss, sprouting and spoilage control, texture, ascorbic 
acid and total carbohydrate content have been studied. Tests of 
sprouting in field conditions are described The dose of 8000  
rads provided excellent control of sprouting regardless of variety. 
Author (ESRO) 
7 
N68-36999 
N68-36999# Commissariat a I'Energie Atomique. Saclay (France). 
Centre d'Etudes Nucleaires 
~ FUNDAMENTAL RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN LINEAR 
ENERGY' TRANSFER, ABSORBED DOSE, KERMA, A N D  
EXPOSURE. APPLICATION TO CHANGES OF MEDIUMS 
[RELATIONS FONDAMENTALES ENTRE TRANSFER1 
LlNElQUE D'ENERGIE DOSE ABSORBEE, KERMA ET 
EXPOSITI'ON APPLICATION AUX CHANGEMENTS DE 
MILIEUX] 
Henri Joffre and Lucien Pages Feb 1968 39 p refs In 
FRENCH; ENGLISH summary 
(CEA-R-3424) 
After briefly defining the quantities used in dosimetry and 
presenting them with a view to their simple adaptation to health 
physics problems, simple mathematical relations were established 
to express the absorbed dose, kerma, and exposure in the case of 
electrons and photons, and also relations between these various 
quantities considered in air The variations in these quantities at 
the interface between the air and the soft tissues of the organism 
and in depth in the tissues were studied. The numerical values of 
the discontinuities liable to appear at the interface and the values 
obtained, relative to air, after electronic equilibrium is established 
in depth in the tissues are given An example of application to 
dosimetry is also given in the case of an aluminium-walled ionization 
chamber Also the conditions to be fulfilled in order to make a direct 
measurement of the absorbed dose in the tissues are presented and 
discussed Author (NSA) 
N68-37111# lnstitut fur Plasmaphysik G m b H , Garching (West 
Germany) 
A METHOD FOR MEASURING SMALL DIFFERENCES OF 
THE COMPLEX MICROWAVE DIELECTRIC CONSTANT OF 
FLUIDS A N D  ITS APPLICATION TO THE STUDY OF 
MOLECULAR STRUCTURE OF HEMOGLOBIN [EINE 
MESSMETHODE FUER KLEINSTE DIFFERENZEN DER 
KOMPLEXEN GHz-DIELEKTRIZITAETSKONSTANTEN VON 
FLUESSIGKEITEN ZUR UNTERSUCHUNG VON 
HAEMOGLOBIN-STRUKTURAENDERUNGEN] 
Wolf v Casimir Jan 1968 50 p refs In GERMAN, ENGLISH 
summary 
(IPP-3/66) CFSTI HC $3 00/MF$0.65 
The effect of oxygenation on the structure of hemoglobin 
molecules was investigated by microwave measurements. A 
measuring method for phase shifts 10 5" (accuracy +O 01 ") and 
attenuation differences 50 1 db (accuracy K K K l 2  db) in  high loss 
fluids was developed using a 3 cm waveguide interferometer with 
a measuring cell connected to a closed loop circulation system The 
resulting differences of the dielectric constant of an aqueous soluton 
of human hemoglobin (66 '  = -0 022 f 0 005 and 6 t " =  -0 009 
f 0003) indicate a change in molecular structure due to the 
oxygenation Author (ESRO) 
N68-37139# 
FURTHER ANALYSIS OF TSR 2 FLIGHTS T H R O U G H  
TURBULENCE 
T. B Saunders 1966 43 p refs Supersedes S&T-Memo-3/67. 
ARC-29469, See X68-10056 
(ARC-CP-997. S&T-Memo-3/67; ARO-29469) CFSTI HC 
$3 0 0 / M F $ 0 6 5  
Human pilot describing functions are derived from records 
of two flights through turbulence by the TSR 2 based on the 
assumption of the use of pitch rate cues and normal acceleration 
cues respecttvely No tndicatlon can be gained of the validity of these 
assumptions Small, low frequency errors in pitch rate introduced 
during trace readings were magnified by subsequent integration 
and produced large errors in the time histories of vertical gust 
velocity at very low frequencies This prevented the estimation of 
turbulence power spectra Author (ESROI 
Aeronautical Research Council (Gt Brit.) 
* 
N68-37204"# Federal Aviation Agency. Washington. D C Office 
of Aviation Medicine 
THE BIOPHYSICAL BASIS AND CLINICAL APPLICATIONS 
OF RHEOENCEPHALOGRAPHY 
John H Seipel May 1967 6 4  p refs 
(Grant NsG-388) 
CSCL 06E 
A method for screening large populations for asymptomatic 
but potentially incapacitating cerebrovascular disease has obvious 
application in aviation medicine. Rheoencephalography (REG). a 
simple, rapid and innocuous method of studying the cranial 
circulation. was investigated for this purpose. A standardized, 
repeatable method involving tracing during brief arterial compressions 
was developed and is fully described. A 95% predictive accuracy 
in diagnosis and localization of carotid occlusive disease is 
demonstrated in  patients w i th  cerebrovascular insufficiency. A 
significant number of asymptomatic. medically certified normal.airmen 
are found to be potential stroke Candidates by the same method. 
Individual extra- and intra-cranial arterial circulatory components 
are demonstrated for the first time Previously reported difficulties 
in REG diagnosis are elucidated The potential value of REG scre- 
ening of normal populations for cerebrovjlscuiar *nomalies and 
early disease is demonstrated Author (TAB) 
(NASA-CR-97261, AM-67-1 1) CFSTI HC $3 OO/MF $0.65 
N68-37224# Polytechnic Inst. of Brooklyn, N. Y. Dept of 
Electrical Engineering 
OPTIMALTIME ALLOCATION IN COMPLEX TASKS 
Ronald R Yager Jun 1968 236 p refs 
(Contract AF 49(638)-1402) 
(PI8EE68-0008; PIBMRI-68-1388, AFOSR-68-1192, AD-673891) 
The thesis studies the problem-solving situation from an 
input-output point of view. with emphasis on the following two 
aspects First. the expected payoff IS related to  the time spent 
analyzing the various components of the problem. Second, the 
optimal allocation of a finite amount of time among m independent 
problems is derived in terms of the complexities of the problems, 
and the correlation between each problem and the problem solvers 
ability and experience By alluding to the stochastic theory of 
learning it is shown that, in general, the expected payoff in a 
problem-solving situation is a concave function of time satisfying 
four conditions. Justifications are given for the approximation of the 
payoff by an exponential function of time. The theory of hypothesis 
testing in the presence of white Gaussian noise is also used to 
verify these assumptions about the functional form of the expected 
payoff. Author (TAB) 
N68-37225# International Atomic Energy Agency. Vienna 
(Austria). 
1967 143 p refs Its Bibliographical Series No. 23 
(STI/PUB-21/23) Available from Intern. Atomic Energy Agency: 
$3.00 
Seven hundred and fifty-four references are presented on 
various aspects of solid-state dosimetry. Author and keyword 
indexes are included. NSA 
SOLID-STATE DOSIMETRY 
N68-37285# 
D C  
FIELDS O N  CONDITIONED REFLEX REGULATION OF 
CARDIAC AND RESPIRATORY ACTIVITY 
M I Yakovleva 9 Oct. 1968 1 0  p refs Trans1 into ENGLISH 
from Zh Vysshei Nervnoi Deyatel'nosti (Moscow), v 16. no 3 
p 418-423 
Joint Publications Research Service, Washington, 
EFFECT OF SUPERHIGH-FREQUENCY ELECTROMAGNETIC 
(JPRS-46632) CFSTI HC$3 OO/MF$O 65 
An investigation is presented of the effect of superhigh 
frequency electromagnetic fields on conditioned reflex regulation of 
8 
N68-37641 
cardiac and respiratory activity in rabbits The cardiac and respiratory 
functions were judged on the basis o f  frequency of cardiac 
contractions and on the frequency and type of respiratory movements 
It is  concluded that a single exposure to SHF with a power flow 
density of 5 milliwatt/sq cm and a wave length of 12 6 cm does 
not produce changes in cardiac and respiratory reflexes SHF fields 
with a power flow density of 14 to 26 milliwatt/sq cm in a single 
exposure produces increased stability of cardiac and respiratory 
reflexes Continuing (1 to 3 months) exposure t o  SHF fields with 
a power flow density of 5 milliwatt/sq cm produces a higher level 
of conditioned cardiac response and does not change it Only one 
rabbit showed a reduction in the stability of conditioned reflexes 
which then returned to normal during continuing irradiation. 
C.T.C. 
N68-37345# Joint Publications Research Service, Washington, 
D. C. 
EVALUATION OF THE DEGREE OF ACTIVITY INTENSITY 
UNDER CONDITIONS OF HYPOXIA A N D  OXYGEN 
BREATHING UNDER EXCESSIVE PRESSURE 
Ye V Bondarev, V A Yegorov, and V. N. Kuznstsov 14 Oct. 
1968 1 4  p refs Trans1 into ENGLISH from Vopr Psikhologii 
(Moscow). no 4. 1968 p 151 -1 55 
(JPRS-46656) CFSTI HC$3 OO/MF$O 6 5  
An investigation IS reported to  determine the effects of 
the extreme conditions on the quality of the aircraft pilot's activity 
and the assimilation rate of additional information when simulating 
flying activity on  the TL-1 flight trainer The experiments were 
carried out on 1 1  persons well experienced in the operation of the 
trainer Each person was exposed to, 15  minutes of hypoxia 
corresponding to  an altitude of 6200 m or to oxygen breathing at 
a pressure of 3 5 0 4 0 0  mm of water, and was tested no more 
often than twice a week It was determined that the pilot's activity 
may be maintained at a fairly high level. but at the expense of greater 
intensity of activity accompanied by considerable diminution of 
the psychophysiological reserves of the organism determined by 
the assirnilation rate of additional information. The positive training 
effect of repeated exposure was established Author 
N68-37370*# Midwest Research Inst.. Kansas City, Mo. 
BIOMEDICAL APPLICATIONS OF AEROSPACE 
GENERATED TECHNOLOGY Quarterly Report, 1 J u n . 4 1  
Aug. 1968 
David Bendersky 31 Aug. 1968 51 p refs 
(Contract NSR-26-002-083; MRI Proj. 321 7-E(A)) 
0 6  B 
(NASA-CR-97266; OR-1) CFSTI: HC $300/MF $0 65  CSCL 
Nineteen biomedical applications problems were acted upon, 
'3ree of which were new and potential solutions were found for 
12 of these problems Five of these potential solutions resulted in 
successful transfers of technology: (1) a technique for enhancing 
X ray photographs; (2) a temperature telemetry system for internal 
organs, (3) an enzyme electrode amplifier and telemetry system; 
(4) cardiac output measurement; and (5) a learning machine for 
mentally retarded children. Author 
N68-37461 Washington Univ.. Seattle 
A STUDY OF PREFERRED LISTENING LEVELS AND THEIR 
RELATIONSHIP TO LEVELS OF M A X I M U M  SPEECH 
DlSCRl MINATION ABILITY 
Stanford Harold Lamb (Ph D Thesis) 1967 82 p p 82 
Available from Univ Microfilms HC $4.40/Microfilm $3 00 Order 
No 68-3860 
Instructions were devised that asked the listener to select 
the level at which he could understand best everything being said 
for a sample of connected discourse The connected discourse 
material was taped and fed into a commercially available self-testing 
automatic audiometer which allowed the rate of intensity change 
and the duration of the listening task to be carefully controlled The 
purpose of this study was to describe and evaluate this method 
with respect to its reliability and validity on both normal hearing 
and hearing impaired listeners Ten normal-hearing and e20 
sensori-neural hearing loss individuals were tested twice The Most 
Intelligible Listening Levels (MILL) administered with an automatic 
audiometer was highly reliable over short and longer time intervals 
both normal and hearing impaired listeners A very low correlat 
was found between the MILL and the level of maximum 
speech discrimination ability for hearing impaired listeners A high 
percentage of the hearing impaired listeners experienced a significant 
decline in their speech discrimination ability at hearing levels above 
their PE maximum level This suggests the need for audiologists to 
measure speech discrimination ability at more than one sensation 
level Dissert Abstr 
N68-37462 Ohio State Univ .Columbus. 
SPEECH AUDIOMETRY BASED ON THE SELECTED 
BAND-PASS FILTERING OF WORDS 
Sidney Jordan (Ph D Thesis) 1967 p 131 
Available from Univ Microfilms HC $6 40/Microfilm $3 00 Order 
Responses of listeners to words selected on the basis of 
their octave band-pass patterns were investigated Twenty-four 
normal listeners ludged sixty-six disyllabic words by indicating which 
one of four filtered versions of a word was most like the unfiltered 
version with respect t o  the distinctiveness of the phonemes The 
pass bands for the four filtered versions were 660  Hz t o  1320  Hz, 
1320 Hz to 2640 Hz, 2640 Hz to 5280 Hz. and 4080 Hz to 8160 
Hz In a similar manner, a second group of 2 4  normal listeners 
judged 114 monosyllabic words and nonsense syllables Words or 
nonsense syllables were considered to be low-frequency words or 
nonsense syllables if the 660 Hz to 1320 Hz band was significantly 
selected as being most like the unfiltered version of the word or 
nonsense syllable, medium-frequency if the 1320 Hz to 2640 Hz 
band was significantly selected, and high-frequency if the total 
selections for the 2640 Hz to  5280 Hz and 4080 Hz t o  8160 Hz 
bands were significant The component syllables of disyllabic words 
do not tend to fall significantly into the same frequency categories 
as the entire disyllabic word Monosyllabic words are more suitable 
as material for speech audiometry based on the frequency of words 
than are disyllabic words Dissert Abstr 
NO 68-3004 
N68-37641 Indiana Univ, Bloomington 
THE INFLUENCE OF UNISENSORY A N D  BISENSORY 
PRACTICE UPON AUDITORY DISCRIMINATION 
Davis Anthony Scott (Ph D Thesis) 1967 7 4  p 
Available from Univ Microfilms HC $400/Microfilm $3 00 
Order No 68-2359 
This study investigated the influence of four kinds of practice 
condition upon auditory discrimination skills Subjects included 4 0  
college students with normal hearing During auditory discrimination 
tests and whatever auditory training sessions they participated in. 
subjects were exposed to speech signals distorted by means of a 
filter with low-pass frequency cut-off at 900 Hz Ten subjects were 
assigned to  each of four practice conditions One practice 
condition involved no training The other three conditions required 
participation in a series of ten auditory training sessions One of 
these three conditions provided bisensory stimuli during training 
(both visual and distorted auditory cues). another provided bisensory 
and unisensory stimuli alternately from session to session. the third 
provided unisensory stimuli (one distorted auditory cues) Prior to 
and following training. subjects took auditory discrimination tests 
The results demonstrated that residual hearing could be made more 
functional through auditory training and that more improvement could 
be expected with unisensory training procedures Dissert Abstr 
9 
N68-37698 
N68-37698*# Naval Aerospace Medical lnst, Pensacola. Fla 
EFFECT OF DRUGS ON OCULAR COUNTERROLLING 
Earl F. Miller. II and Ashton Graybiel 5 Aug 1968 19 p 16 refs 
(NAMI-1046) CFSTI: HC$3 OO/MF $0.65 CSCL 0 6 0  
To determine the temporal effect of each of several selected 
drugs and a placebo upon ocular count‘errolling. a specific indicator 
of otolith activity. measurements under controlled conditions were 
made before and at various times after the oral administration of 
the dru’g or placebo. Nine normal subjects participated. and from 
four to six were used in each experimental trial. Alcohol, 1 cc/lb 
body weight, had a marked and progressive depressant effect on 
the amount of eye roll during the intoxication period; complete 
recovery was recorded six hours after its ingestion Scopolamine, 
meclizine, acetylsalicylic acid. meprobamate. chlordiazepoxide 
hydrochloride. d-amphetamine, and diphenidol. given in twice the 
usually recommended doses. had little or no effect. Author 
N68-37722*# General Technical Services, Inc , Philadelphia. Pa 
A STUDY O F  THE GENERAL DYNAMICS OF THE 
PHYSICAL-CHEMICAL SYSTEMS IN MAMMALS Final Report 
Arthur S lberall Oct 1968 3 1  p 27  refs 
(Contract NASw-1066) 
(NASA-CR-97316) CFSTI HC$3 OO/MF$O 65  CSCLO6C 
Reported are results of studies of dynamic aspects of 
thermoregulation. cardiovascular system hydrodynamics. dynamic 
regulation in physiological systems, hormonal regulation. and behavior 
in mammals One major idea that was the keynote of these studies 
was that homeostatic control in the biological system originates 
from dynamic regulation in which the stability of nonlinear chains 
of near-relaxation oscillatory types is mediated near the boundary 
between aperiodic and periodic instability These studies were 
undertaken in an attempt to  explain temperature regulation starling 
at the level of the microcirculation where the monitoring of oxygen 
supplies to  tissue and the governing of heat production takes 
place, overall control and transmission characteristics in the 
cardiovascular system, hormonal regulation through interactions of 
the products of the endocrine system with regulated parameters and 
blood constituents. and in the behavioral system for consistency 
of orienting physical views of the dynamics of a complex computer 
control network with psychological and physiological overtones 
Although the overall program was concerned with the theoretical 
treatment of such pertinent biological data as in the literature. an 
attempt was made to develop new data consonant with a proposed 
redefinition of life Experimental work was mainly in the fields of 
mammalian thermoregulation and on the chemistry o f  blood 
constituents which appear to  be homokinetically regulated by 
hormonal and electrical mechanisms Included is a discussion on the 
use of concepts in the spectral a1 -lyzer approach to the analysis 
of living systems S C W  
N68-37735*# National Aeronautics and Space Administration 
Flight Research Center. Edwards, Calif 
COMPARISON OF HUMAN RESPONSE MODELING IN THE 
TIME AND FREQUENCY DOMAINS 
Lawrence W Taylor. Jr 1967 3 5  p 8 refs Presented at the 
USClNASA Conf on Manual Control. Los Angeles. 1-3 Mar 
1967 Previously announced as N68-25276 
(NASA-TM-X-59750) CFSTI HC$3 OO/MF$0.65 CSCL 05H 
Frequency and time domain methods of analyzing human 
control response while performing compensatory tracking tasks are 
reviewed Sample linear model results using these methods are 
compared and discussed The inherent requirement of constraining 
the freedom of the form of the pilot models is also discussed The 
constraint in the frequency domain consists of smoothing with 
respect to  frequency, whereas. the constraint for the time domain 
model is more natural and meaningful in that it consists simply 
of limiting the memory of the pilot model The linear models 
determined by both methods were almost identical The time domain 
method o f  analysis enables the determination of a nonlinear pilot 
model The inclusion of a cubic as well as a linear term accounted 
for only a small additional part of the pilot’s remnant and indicated 
that only a small portion of the total power of the pilot’s output 
is caused by nonlinearities The power spectral density of an 
ensemble average of the pilot’s output is used to determine the 
upper limit of the amount of power associated with a deterministic 
response The indication is that more than half the remnant is 
stochastic when a linear model is used Author ’ 
N68-37747# lsomet Corp , Palisades Park. N J 
A SOLID ELECTROLYTE CARBON DIOXIDE REDUCTION 
SYSTEM Final Report, Nov. 1965-Aug. 1967 
Horace W Chandler and Lawrence J Howell Wright-Patterson 
AFB. Ohio AMRL Jan 1968 92 p 7 refs 
(Contract AF 33(615)-3320) 
(AMRL-TR-67-209, AD-672006) 
Solid electrolyte cells utilizing a 9 0  mole percent Zr02(-10) 
mole percent Y203 electrolyte and platinum electrodes were used 
for the reduction of carbon dioxide to carbon monoxide and 
oxygen Methods of fabricating multicell units were investigated and 
the performance of these units under a variety of temperature 
conditions and feed gas compositions was studied Current 
efficiencies of these units were found to vary with temperature and 
current density when pure carbon dioxide was used as a feed 
Multicell units were operated continuously for up to 750 hours with 
no evidence of cell deterioration Studies on single-cell units were 
carried out to correlate cell polarization effects with feed gas 
composition. voltage and current density at a fixed temperature 
Author (TAB) 
N68-37770# Texas Univ , Austin Electronics Research Center 
A STUDY OF PROPOSED NEURAL EXCITATION BY 
INTERACTION OF ULTRASONIC AND ELECTROMAGNETIC 
ENERGY 
James D Wolfe and Elmer L Hixson 1 May 1968 124 p refs 
(Grant AF-AFOSR-766-671 
(AFOSR-68-0879. TR-48, AD-672002) 
A neural stimulation system is proposed exploiting the low 
frequency response of neurons to an excitation potential Ultrasonic 
and electromagnetic energy interact in electrolytic solutions due to 
conductivity variations caused by the ultrasonic pressure waves in 
the solution The potential of largest magnitude resulting from the 
interaction has a frequency equaling the sum and difference of the 
ultrasonic and electric field frequencies The frequency of the 
applied field is chosen to exceed the response time of the neurons, 
preventing excitation. the frequency of the induced potential. being 
the difference of two frequencies. can be constrained to  fall within 
the response time of neurons and produces excitation The shape 
and position of the volume containing the excitation potential IS 
controlled by focusing the ultrasonic waves to high intensity in a 
small volume The system is modeled both electrically and 
ultrasonically by a simple salt solution similar t o  body interstital 
fluids The relevant field equations for a conducting solution are 
applied to  the model, the conductivity function contains a small time 
varying perturbation which is a linear function of the local 
dynamic pressure due to a focused ultrasonic source The resultant 
nonlinear. partial differential equation is solved by an assumed 
power expansion of the solution in applying perturbation theory 
Author (TAB) 
N68-37819*# Lockheed Missiles and Space Co , Sunnyvale, Calif. 
DISCRIMINATION OF INCREASES I N  THE BRIGHTNESS 
OF A FLASHING BEACON 
R. S. Lincoln. S. Seidenstein and C. V Juliano Washington 
NASA Oct. 1968 47 p 8 refs 
(Contract NASl-6801) 
(NASA-CR-1220) CFSTI HC$3 OO/MF$0.65 CSCLO5E 
The effects, on pilot judgments, of four variables were studied: 
beacon flash rate, beacon on  time, beacon intensity, and rate of 
10 
N68-38008 
vehicle closure The 2 5  subjects viewed a point source beacon, 
represented by a xenon arc lamp. through a lens that provided a 
virtual image of the beacon at a point near infinity Flash rate and 
on time were controlled by motor driven cams, while closure rate 
was controlled with a servomotor that rotated a circular neutral 
filter, the density of which increased linearly Initial brightness was 
varied with a second circular filter In a counter-balanced 
experimental design each subject was exposed to  combinations of 
all four variables, each at five levels On certain trials. a steady 
rather than a flashing beacon was employed The prrncipal measure 
of performance was the time required to  discriminate a change in 
beacon brightness, measured from the initiation of a trial to  its 
termination by the subject when he was absolutely sure that the 
brightness of the beacon had increased The results indicated that 
the thresholds for brightness increase were positively related to  the 
rate at which the brightness of the beacon increased Author 
N68-37859*# Naval School of Aviation Medicine. Pensacola, Fla 
LABYRINTHINE DEFECTS AS SHOWN BY ATAXIA AND 
CALORIC TESTS 
Alfred R Fregly and Ashton Graybiel Aug 1968 1 9  p 8 refs 
(NASA Order R-93) 
06 P 
Groups of individuals with various loss or disturbance of 
labyrinthine function (N=49) and patients who had vertigo as a 
major symptom or complaint (N =76) were very different from a 
control group of normals (N=240) in the frequency with which 
their ataxia test battery performance scores and threshold caloric 
test responses fell within the lowest 5 per cent of the normative 
distributions Generally. caloric test results could be predicted from 
ataxia test results better than results of ataxia tests from those of 
caloric tests in the various groups In those individuals with total 
or near total loss of labyrinthine function all test findings were in 
perfect or near perfect agreement in  relation to the 5th percentile 
cut-off criterion employed Author 
(NASA-CR-97365, NAMI-994) CFSTI $3 OO/MF $0 65  CSCL 
N68-37871*# Sandia Corp, Albuquerque. N Mex 
A N  IMPROVED TECHNIOUE FOR MICROBIOLOGICAL 
SAMPLING OF SURFACES: AGAR SPRAY Research Report, 
Period Ending 3 0  Sep. 1968 
F W Oswald. L W Hughes (N Mex Univ), M E Morris, and 
J W Beakley(N Mex Univ) Sep 1968 1 8  p 
(NASA Order R-09-019-040, Proj 0064010) 
CSCL 0 6 M  
This report describes an improved technique for biological 
sampling of surfaces While previous approaches have been limited 
to  the removal of the microorganisms from the surfaces. the 
technique described herein deletes this often questionable operation 
and initiates growth and enumeration of the organisms in situ, I e .  
without removing them from the surface The method employs 
spraying molten (53°C) agar media directly onto the surface t o  be 
sampled and incubating the microorganisms thereon A description 
of the spray apparatus with drawings is provided Test results and 
advantages of the technique are presented Author 
(NASA-CR-97349, SC-RR-68-593) CFSTI HC $3 OO/MF $0 65 
N68-37876*# Miami Valley Hospital, Dayton, Ohio Dept of 
Research. 
THE BIOCHEMICAL, PHYSIOLOGICAL AND METABOLIC 
EVALUATION OF H U M A N  SUBJECTS DURING A 
SIMULATED GT-7 MISSION Final Technical Report, 19 Sep.-1 
Nov. 1965 
Bernard J Katchman. James P F Murphy. Carol A Linder and 
Vickie R Must Wright-Patterson AFB. Ohio AMRL Dec 1967 
60 p 43 refs 
(NASA Order R-85. Contract AF 33(657)-1 1716) 
$0 65  CSCLO6S 
(NASA-CR-97363. AMRL-TR-67-165) CFSTI HC $3 OO/MF 
Four human male subjects were confined for six weeks 
during which time they participated in a simulated Gemini 14-day 
flight They ate a diet of bite sized compressed foods for 30 
consecutive days. 14 days were spent in a Life Support Syste7ns 
Evaluator This diet was organoleptically unacceptable It  was 
significantly less digestible than the fresh food diet and caused an 
increase in fecal void frequency and a significant increase in fecal 
mass The protein in the diet was sufficient to maintain’the 
subjects in  positive balance for nitrogen but the mineral content 
(except magnesium) was inadequate The subjects were in negative 
balance for sodium. potassium. phosphorus. calcium, and chloride 
but in positive balance for magnesium Under the conditions of 
these tests, 1500 m / l  /man/day of water were adequate Water 
balance data and urinary 17-hydroxycorticoids attest to the low level 
of activity in the chamber Blood pressure, oral temperature, pulse 
rate, respirations. hematology, and blood chemistries were all in the 
normal range of clinical values Author 
N68-37897# 
Final Report, 1 M a r . 3 0  Nov. 1967 
S. C Ban. F D Ordway and F E Swindells 3 0  Nov 1967 58 p 
refs 
(Contract AF 33(615)-5431) 
(Rept -6339-F, AD-672004) 
The program IS a study of possible mechanisms for use 
in a fast-acting. variable-density filter for high intensity flash 
protection Fibers of boehmits, silicon carbide. and snapphire. with 
and without metal coatings, were dispersed in amyl acetate-toluene 
mixture. observed in an electro-optical test cell Absorption spectra 
and light scattering measurements did not show a strong, specific 
absorption at a wavelength twice the fiber length Discussion of 
theoretical results suggests such absorption is not to be  expected 
Experiments with electrochromic cells revealed that high-voltage 
activation is effective mostly through gas generation rather than 
oxidation of leuco dye The two processes are almost equally 
efficient To develop a workable flash-protection device. the use of a 
combined gas-bubble/electrochromic cell appears most promising 
Author (TAB) 
Melpar. Inc , Falls Church, Va 
RESEARCH O N  SUBMICRON METAL-FIBER SOLUTIONS 
N68-37988# Deutsche Versuchsanstalt fur Luft- und Raumfahrt, 
Bad Godesberg (West Germany) 
INVESTIGATIONS ABOUT THE REACTION OF BLOOD 
FLOW I N  H U M A N  SKIN UNDER EXPOSURE TO H I G H  
AND LOW PRESSURE [UNTERSUCHUNGEN UEBER DAS 
VERHALTEN DER MENSCHLICHEN HAUTDURCHBLUTUNG- 
SGROESSBE BE1 UEBER- UND UNTERDRUCKEXPOSITION] 
K Held Sep 1968 79 p Refs In GERMAN, ENGLISH summary 
(DLR-FB-68-56, DVL-784) CFSTI HC$3 OO/MF $0 65 
This report is aimed at settling the question concerning the 
reaction of human skin blood flow For this reason. measurements of 
cutaneous circulation with thermal-conductance-heads have been 
performed with male subjects under 1 to  4 atmospheres and in 
simulated high altitudes o f  9 800 t o  1 5  7 5 0  ft. The results 
showed unchanged levels during exposure to high pressure and a 
significant increase of blood flow in subatmospheric pressure In a 
subsequent discussion we try to  analyze the causal factors for 
these reactions Author 
N68-38008# Joint Publications Research Services. Washington, 
D C  
SOVIET REPORTS DELIVERED AT UNITED NATIONS 
SPACE CONFERENCE 
9 Oct 1968 48 p refs Trans1 into ENGLISH from Russian 
Conf Speeches Presented at the 34th United Nations Conf on 
Space Res and Use for Peaceful Purposes, New York. Jun 1968 
(JPRS-46630) CFSTI HC$3 OO/MF$O 6 5  
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CONTENTS 
1 SPACE RESEARCH AND THE BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES 
0 G Gazenko p 1 12 refs (See N68-38009 24-04) 
2 PROFESSIONAL WORK OF THE COSMONAUT 
Yu A Gagarin p 13-22 refs (See N68-838010 24-05) 
3 HUMAN PHYSIOLOGY IN RELATION TO CONQUERING 
SPACE V V Parin p 23-37 refs (See N68-38011 24-04) 
N68-38003# 
D C  
SPACE RESEARCH A N D  THE BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES 
0 G Gazenko /n lis Soviet Rept Delivered at United Nations 
Space Conf 9 Oct 1968 p 1-1 2 refs (See N68-38008 24-04) 
The role that space biology will play in providing information on 
terrestrial needs is discussed in the context of its interrelationships 
with space engineering, spacecraft experiments. cosmonautics. and 
the numerous medical problems related to  manned space flights 
The important corollaries resulting from the development of 
cosmonautics are identified as (1) studies of the evolution of living 
matter in the universe. and experimental investigations of life forms 
on other planets, (2) creating highly efficient and multicomponent 
biological systems for space cabins or planetary stations. (31 the 
ecological approach to evaluating the biological acceptability of an 
artificial human environment. (4) the applications in clinical practice 
of data obtained on the physical effects of weightlessness. and (5) 
the broad implementation of biotelemetric systems M G J  
Joint Publications Research Services, Washington, 
N68-3801 O# 
D C  
PROFESSIONAL WORKOF THE COSMONAUT 
Yu A Gagarin In I ~ S  oviet Rept Delivered at United Nations 
Space Conf 9 Oct 1968 p 13-22 refs (See N68-38008 24-04) 
The importance of man in space exploration is stressed. 
and the principal factors involved in  the selection and training of 
cosmonauts are discussed The main requirements are listed as 
p d e c t  health. profound knowledge in various field of science and 
techno!ogv. skill in  conducting research work. pilot experience. and 
certain necessary psychophysiological qualities Space flight training 
is discussed in relation to flighr and parachute training, engineering 
and technical training. flight simulation and survival training, and 
biomedical training to increase the functional capacities of the 
body. improve tolerances to space flight stress, and increase work 
capacity An overview is presented on cosmonaut performance 
during the Vostok. Voskhod, and Soyuz flights M G J  
Joint Publications Research Services, Washington, 
N68-38011# Joint Publications Research Services. Washington. 
D C  
H U M A N  PHYSIOLOGY IN RELATION TO CONQUERING 
SPACE 
V V Parin In ~ t s  Sov Rept Delivered at United Nations Space 
Conf 9 Oct 1968 p 23-37 refs (See N68-38008 24-04) 
Theoretical principles of space physiology are defined, and 
the general methodological concepts are characterized The 
application of biocybernetics to clinical medicine is examined, and 
several examples are cited to  show the impact of such 
space-developed techniques The data show (1 ) A diagnostic 
algorithm can be developed for evaluating the state of the central 
regulation of blood circulation apparatus solely on the basis of 
pulse rate (2) Seismocardiographic investigations established the 
relationship between intracardiac and extracardiac compensation 
factors for healthy individuals under space flight conditions and for 
various cardiac patients (3) A philosophy of medicine is developing 
which regards the living organism in its dielectric relationship to 
the environment as a dynamic system whose reactions. although 
not determined are subject to  prediction M G J  
N68-38014# lnstituto di Richerche Farmacologiche (Mario Negri). 
Milan (Italy) 
PHARMACOLOGICAL A N D  BIOCHEMICAL CHANGES IN 
A N I M A L S  M A D E  AGGRESSIVE BY ISOLATION Final 
Technical Report 
S Consolo. S Garattini, E Giacalone. and L Valzelli May 1968 
37 p refs 
(Contract D N A - 3 7 - 6 7 4  05861 
(AD-674665) CFSTI HC$3 OO/MF$O 65 
The decrease of brain serotonin turnover in aggressive animals 
was confirmed and was found to be proportional to the dffferent 
conditions of graded isolation experimentally adopted Other 
biochemical parameters, as represented by brain noradrenaline 
turnover and N-acetyl-L-aspartic acid levels, are changed by 
prolonged isolation More precisely in aggressive mice brain 
noradrenaline turnover is increased whereas the levels of 
N-acetyl-L-aspartic acid are decreased no evident changes can be 
found for what is concerning the cholineacetylase activity in brain 
between normal and aggressive mice Chlordiazepoxide showed the 
interesting property of preventing the behavioral effect of isolation. 
when administered chronically to the animals Author (TAB) 
N68-38051*# National Aeronautics and Space Administration, 
Washington, D C 
AEROSPACE MEDICINE A N D  BIOLOGY: A CONTlNUlNG 
BIBLIOGRAPHY WITH INDEXES 
Sep 1968 168 p refs 
(NASA-SP-701 l (54))  CSCL 0 6 s  
Subject coverage concentrates on the biological. physiological, 
psychological, and environmental effects to  which man is subjected 
during the following simulated or actual flight in the earth's 
atmosphere or in interplanetary space References describing similar 
effects on biological organisms of lower order are also included 
Such related topics as sanitary problems, pharmacology, toxicology. 
safety and survival. life support systems, exobiology. and personnel 
factors receive appropriate attention Each entry consists of a 
standard citation accompanied by its abstract Author 
N68-38061# Dynatech Corp , Cambridge, Mass. 
A DIELECTROPHORETIC LIQUID OXYGEN CONVERTER 
FOR OPERATION IN WEIGHTLESS ENVIRONMENTS Final 
Report, 17 Jan. 1966-22 Dec. 1967 
John R Blutt and Mathew Hurwitz Jul 1968 199 p refs 
(Contract AF 33(615)-3583) 
(AMRL-TR-68-21. AD-67461 6) CFSTI. HC$3 OO/MF$O 65  
Analyses. experiments. and designs were executed to establish 
the performance characteristics. optimum weight. and safety of a 
dielectrophoretic liquid oxygen converter A theory was developed 
for electric field gradient stabilization of Iiquid/vapor systems. 
Laboratory liquid-liquid experiments and KC-1 35  zero-g tests 
corroborated the theoretical performance. Vibration tests 
demonstrated the structural integrity of typical electrodes and their 
supports Also experiments were conducted t o  determine the 
electrical breakdown strength of cryogenic oxygen These tests 
demonstrate the compatibility and safety of typical electrode and 
support structures under intense electric fields and even under 
electrical arcs having orders of magnitude more energy than could 
be experienced in practice A computer and analysis was used to  
determine minimum weight system designs based on experimentally 
verified performance equations. structure weight formulas, and 
safety criteria The total weight of the dielectrophoretic electrodes, 
supports, power supply, and tank feedthrough t o  orient the 
liquid in a 25-liter oxygen converter subject to  randomly directed 
accelerations up to  0.001 g is 7 Ibs. The operating voltage is 21 
kv. A prefimrnary design is presented for a 25-liter converter 
system for orbital flight testing Author (TA8) 
N6B-38073# Naval Submarine Medical Center, Groton. Conn. 
Submarine Medical Research Lab. 
AT 2.2 KC 
AUDITORY FATIGUE FOLLOWING TONE-BURST TRAINS 
12 
N68-38207 
J Donald Harris 28  May 1968 13 p refs 
(SMRL-529, AD-6745001 
Three hundred and two sailors were exposed by phones 
in groups of 1 1-20 men to 2 2 kilocycle/sec (kc) pulses (5 msec 
rise-fall time) of 37-250 msec pulse duration at 105-120 dB 
sound pressure level, duty cycle (on-time/total time) from 0 1 - 
100%. and for 5-120 min/session Permutations were selected to  
throw direct light on the four stimulus variables and on their 
interactions as well Pulse-tone audiometry by magnetic tape was 
accomplished 7 times in 6 min at 2 5, 3, 4, 6. and 8 kc. before and 
immediately after exposure The concept of a criterion temporary 
threshold shift (TTS) was developed in which 1 Kryt represents the 
area of TTS plotted on an audiometric chart from 2-8 kc Any TTS 
can then be expressed in terms of the Kryt Thus. for each of our 
subjects. for each of seven audiograms taken approximately once 
per minute. we have seven successive Kryt values When plotted 
over recovery time, these values can be compared t o  the area 
enclosed on the graph representing 1 Kryt lasting for 2 min. this 
summation datum is termed the Nox Mean Nox values for each 
experimental condition were determined Within our data (1) each 
5 dB SPL adds 0.5 Nox. (2) pulse duration as such is negligible. 
(3) each log session duration adds 0 65  Nox: and (4) the Nox IS 
a linear function of duty cycle Subjective and to some extent 
objective observations lead us to set a damage risk criterion of 2 
Nox for pulsed sttmulation at 2 2 kc Graphs are provided by which 
any cb,..,bination of stimulus parameters which would yield 2(+) 
Nox may be predicted Author (TAB) 
N68-38077# Indiana Univ , Bloomington Dept of PsyLtloloyy 
CONDITIONS CONTRIBUTING TO VARlA8lLlTY IN PULSE 
VOLUME 
Yvette Gagnon Aug 1968 13 p 
(Contract Nonr-908(15)) 
(TR-28, AD-674448) 
The purpose of this report is to suggest some conditions 
which contribute to the variability of pulse volume (and conceivably 
other autonomic measures as well) Specifically, the influence of 
recording site (preferred vs non-preferred hand). arousal conditions 
(aroused vs relaxed). and a personality dimension (introversion vs. 
extraversion) is discussed The effects o f  these variables are 
illustrated by graphs Author (TAB) 
N68-38099# Armed Forces Radiobiology Research lnst , 
Bethesda. Md  
EFFECT OF PRElRRADlATlON AND POST IRRADIATION 
ERYTHROPOIETIC S T I M U L A T I O N  , O N  S U R V I V A L  
FOLLOWING EXPOSURE T O  HE M A T O P O I  ETICALLY 
LETHAL X-RAY DOSES Scientific Report 
J P Okunewick and K M Hartley May 1968 2 4  p refs 
$0 65 
Experiments were carried out to evaluate the effect of 
erythropoietic stimulation on postirradiat~on survival A/He and SWISS 
mice were stimulated to  produce red cells at a greater than normal 
rate through the use of a high altitude chamber. The response to 
stimulation both before irradiation and after irradiation was examined 
and compared with that shown by simultaneously irradiated but 
unstimulated control animals The mice were maintained at a normal 
atmosphere for about 3 hours after irradiation in the case of the 
postirradiation Stimulation and for 3 days prior to irradiation in the 
case of the preirradiation stimulation The effect of postirradiation 
stimulation was tested at 700  and 775 R The poststimulated mice 
demonstrated poorer survival than the unstimulated controls These 
doses were 100 percent lethal at 30 days to both groups. however 
the mean survival time of the irradiated. stimulated mice was 
shorter than that of irradiated, unstimulated controls, 4 9 days 
versus 5 9 days respectively at 775 R. and 5 9 days versus 7 4 days 
at 700 R In contrast. mice which were previously erythropoietically 
stimulated by 3 weeks continuous exposure to one-half atmosphere 
exhibited a markedly better postirradiation survival than did the 
(AFRRI-SR68-13. AD-674860) CFSTI CH HC $3 OO/MF 
unstimulated controls The effect of preirradiation stimulation was 
tested at 675 R, 725 R and 775 R Increased 30-day survival of 
the prestimulated animals over that of the untreated controls was 
found at all doses Author (TAB) 
N68-38164*# Techtran Corp , Glen Burnie, Md  
THE BEHAVIOR OF LIVE FROG EGGS A N D  FROG 
LARVAE IN DISTILLED WATER [UBER DAS VERhALTEN 
LEBENDER FROSCHEIER U N D  FROSCHLARVEN IN 
DESTILLIERTEM WASSER] 
Jaroslav Kriezencki Washington NASA Oct 1968  1 7  p 
refs Trans1 into ENGLISH from Arch Entwicklungsmech Organ 
(Ber l in) .~  42.1917 p 604 621 
(Contract NASw-1695) 
(NASA-TT-F-11962) CFSTI HC$3 OO/MF$O 65  CSCLO6C 
The factors in survival and development of frog eggs and 
larvae in distilled water are analyzed. oxygen in the water and 
nutrition bemg found to  be decisive factors Experiments with frog 
eggs and larvae in distilled and common water are reported 
Author 
N68-38172# George Washington Univ , Alexandria. Va Human 
Resources Research Office 
F R O M  RESEARCH TO PRACTICE IN ELECTRONICS 
MAINTENANCE TRAINING 
William A McClelland Jun 1968 13 p ref Presented at the 
Army Command School Curriculum. Fort Knox, Ky , Feb 1967 
(Contract DA-44-188-ARO-2) 
(PP-21-68. AD-674738) CFSTI HC$3 OO/MF$O 65  
The problem of converting research results into training 
practice in the area of U S Army electronics maintenance IS 
discussed The need for a systematic. generalized procedure for 
designing. testing, and revalidating training courses is emphasized 
Functional context training and a course using new instructional 
techniques are described Author (TAB) 
N68-381 sa# 
LASER EYE A N D  SKIN HAZARD EVALUATIONS 
W D Burnett Mar 1968 29 p refs 
(Contract AT(29-1 J-789) 
Sandia Corp , Albuquerque, N Mex 
ISC-DC-68-2108, CONF-680503.1) CFSTI HC$3 OO/MF$O 65 
A method is presented for the systematic evaluation of laser 
direct-beam hazards to the eyes and skin The three parameters 
required for calculation of the exposure intensity incideni WJ the 
surface of the eye or skin were laser output, laser oedin divergence. 
and the range Knowledge of the exposure intensity was not 
considered to be sufficient tor evaluation of laser hazards to the eye 
since optical transmission characteristics of the eye account for 
retinal exposure The hazards from exposure of the eye to uv and 
infrared wavelengths are also discussed N SA 
N68-38197# Army Aeromedical Research Unit , Fort Rucker, 
Ala 
USER EVALUATIONS OF TWO AIRCREW PROTECTIVE 
HELMETS 
James A Bynum Aug 1968 37 p refs 
(USAARU-69-1, AD-674184) CFSTI HC$3 OO/MF$O 65 
Two aircrew protective helmets were evaluated by 2 4  instructor 
pilots who were divided equally into groups subjected to three 
ambient noise environments Pilots rated the Army APH-5 and the 
SPH-3X (Experimental) on eight categories designed to  assess 
relative comfort. acceptability. and noise attenuation Ratings 
were compared, using a Split-Plot Factorial Analysis o f  Variance 
Author (TAB) 
N68-38207*# Spacelabs. Inc.. Van Nuys. Calif. 
APOLLO MEDICAL EXPERIMENTS SYSTEM Final Report 
13 
N68-38290 
8 O c t  1968 133 p 
(Contract NAS9-543 1 1 
(NASA-CR-92348. SR68-1055) CFSTI HC$3 00 CSCLO6S 
The Medical Experiments Program involves the measurement 
of various physiological phenomena under conditions imposed by 
the Apollo flight environment Design. development, and technical 
aspects of the Medical Experiments System are described in this 
report The system consists of (1 ) the phonocardiogram subsystem 
(PCG) for detecting Korotkow sounds, (2) the electroencephalogram 
subsystem (EEG) for measuring brain wave activity. (3) the 
vectorcardiograph subsystem (VCG) for vector representation of the 
standard electrocardiogram signals. and (4) the thoracic blood flow 
measurement subsystem (ZCG) for determining thoraic impedance 
variations A program chronology. subsystems documentation, and 
schematic drawings are included K W  
N68-38290# Office of Naval Intelligence. Washington. D C 
AIRBORNE SURVEYING OF THE GLOBAL FRAGMENT 
CONTAMINATION OF TERRITORIES I N  THE GAMMA-RAY 
SPECTRUM [IZMERENIYE S SAMOLETA GLOBAL‘NOGO 
OSKOLOCHNOGO ZAGRYAZNENIYA TERRITORY PO 
SPEKTRU GAMMA-LUCHEY] 
L I Boltneva. A V Dmitriyev. R M Kogan. V A lonov et al 
3 Jul 1968 12 p refs Transl into ENGLISH from Fiz Zemli 
(USSR) no 2 1967 p 114-120 
(ONI-TRANS-2634, AD-6744891 CFSTI HC$3 OO/MF $0 65  
The atmosphere, the terrain and the natural water become 
radioactively contaminated after lengthy. atmospheric, nuclear 
testing Radioactive products get into vegetation and living organisms 
and have a harmful biological effect on them There is also danger 
from the external irradiation of organisms. which is occasioned by 
radioactive contamination of the natural environment Information 
on the natural environments contamination is necessary for solving 
diverse problems of agriculture. medicine and biology 
Author (TAB) 
N68-38337# Air Force Systems Command. Wright-Patterson 
AFB, Ohio Foreign Technology Div 
SOME ASPECTS OF PATTERN RECOGNITION WITH THE 
APPLICATION OF THRESHOLD ELEMENTS [NEKOTORYE 
METODY RASPOZNAVANIYA OBRAZOV S PRIMENENIEM] 
A B Shubin 29 Nov 1967 12 p refs Transl into ENGLISH from 
the book “Samoobuchayushchiesya Avtomaticheskie Sistemy” 
Moscow Acad of Sci , 1966 p 94-101 
(FTD-HT-23-1044-67, AD-673929) 
The general problem of pattern recognition is briefly discussed 
from a purely theoretical point of view, with attention given to the 
various interrelated aspects and suppositions involved It is shown 
that, technically speaking, the realization of the pattern recognition 
problem breaks down into two sub-problems which are to  some 
degree independent (1) the rational selection. or organization of 
the selection, of the essential (to recognition) coordinates of the 
pattern, (2) the actual recognition of the pattern according to the 
coordinates selected Pattern coordinate selection IS discussed on 
the basis of a generalized block diagram of a recognition device 
using threshold elements for the segregatron and recognition of 
local attributes in a stage between the picture coordinates and the 
recognition circuit The method of scanning the adlustment of the 
threshold element and the attribute discrimination process (primarily 
through external configuration coordinates) are discussed in detail 
TAB 
N68-38354# Illinois Univ , Urbana Biophysical Research Lab 
UHF ACOUSTIC ATTENUATION A N D  RESEARCH I N  
BIOLOGICAL ACOUSTICS Final Report 
Floyd Dunn 21 Aug 1968 2 0  p refs 
(Contract Nonr-l834(29)) 
(AD-674519) CFSTI. HC$3 OO/MF$0.65 
P 
The report summarizes research on the following topics 
instrumentation for the generation and detection of UHF sound in 
liquids, ultrasonic absorption spectroscopy in solutions of biological 
macromolecules, degradation of DNA by intense noncavitating 
ultrasound, effects of intense noncavitating ultrasound on proteins 
in solutions. noncavitating ultrasonic’ effects in biological media, 
acoustically induced birefringence in iiquids. and correlation o f  
naturally occurring infrasonics and selected human behavior 
Author (TAB) 
N68-38367# California Univ . Livermore Lawrence Radiation 
Lab 
TAUTOMERIC INTERCONVERSION I N  THE A-T AND G-C 
BASE PAIRS OF DNA 
Balazs Rozsnyai 1 0  Apr 1968 2 8  p refs 
(Contract W-7405-EN G-48) 
(UCRL-50412) CFSTI HC$3 OO/MF$O 6 5  
Solutions of a set of four first-order coupled differential 
equations governing the tautomeric interconversion rate of the 
DNA base pairs are presented The method of calculation represents 
a simplified way of treating the quantum mechanical tunnel effect for 
the protons forming the hydrogen bonds between the nucleotide 
base pairs of DNA Results are presented for the A-T and G - C  
base pairs for several cases of interest Author (N SA) 
SOLUTION OF THE TIME-DEPENDENT EQUATIONS FOR 
N68-38374# Grumman Aircraft Engineering Corp , Bethpage. 
N Y Research Dept 
STIMULUS RATE DIFFERENCES A N D  VIGILANCE 
PERFORMANCE 
S Klier and R Pain Oct 1968 11 p refs 
(R M-427 ) 
An investigation was conducted of the effectiveness with 
which monitoring behavior occurs in long term vigils Identification 
of the factors affecting this behavior IS important in the design of 
equipment and training procedures aimed at improving a signal 
detection During an 80-minute vigil, sub~ects responded to a 
difference in  the brightness between two successively illuminated 
lights In one condition (fast stimulus rate) 2400 pairs of lights were 
presented. 20 of whrch were different in brightness In another 
condition. 400 pairs were presented. (slow stimulus rate) 2 0  of 
which were different The percentage of signals correctly detected 
was significantly higher for the slow stimulus rate, although the 
number of signals presented and the total length or time were the 
same for both conditions These results substantiate those in the 
literature and have implications for explaining monitoring behavior 
Author in vigilance situations 
N68-38435# Conductron-Missouri. St Charles 
SYNTHETIC FLIGHT TRAINING SYSTEM DEVICE 2824 
Concept Formulation Report 
J T Clausen. J G Curtin. J F Egler et al Orlando. Fla Naval 
Training Device Center Jul 1968 343 p refs 
(Contract N61339-68-C-0108) 
$3 OO/MF$O 6 5  
The concept formulation was developed to determine the 
technical feasibility. economic and military training considerations 
related to  the development of the Synthetic Flight Training Sygtem 
(SFTS) Trainer performance, operating characteristics and training 
technology were analyzed to  determine SFTS requirements and 
implementation techniques Configurations were synthesized and 
compared in trade-off analysis and the best technical approach wa% 
selected to  provide common modules for the trainer 
Author (TAB) 
(NAVTRADEVCEN-68-C-0108-1, AD-673982) CFSTI HC 
N68-38436# 
lNFORMATION AND INDUCTION: A SUBJECTIVISTIC VIEW 
OF SOME RECENT RESULTS 
RAND Corp , Santa Monica, Calif 
14 
N68-38474 
Dan Jamison Aug 1968 4 9  p refs Submitted for publication 
(P-3921, AD-674038) CFSTI HC$3 OO/MF$O 65  
Four purposes are attributed to the paper (1) to  attempt 
to provide a definition of semantic information that is adequate 
from a subjectivist point of view and that IS based on the concept 
of information as change in belief. (2) to  suggest a solution to  the 
inductive problem that Suppes points out to  lie at the foundations 
of a subjectivistic theory of decision, (3) to show how Carnaps 
continuum of inductive methods may be easily interpreted as a 
special case of the subjectivistic theory of induction to be presented, 
and (4) to  provide a subjectivistic interpretation of Hintikkas two 
dimensional inductive continuum, and show how this IS related to  
the problem of concept formation Author (TAB) 
N68-38440# Naval Submarine Medical Center, Groton, Conn 
Submarine Medical Research Lab 
THE RESPONSE ANALYSIS TESTER (RATER) A N D  
LOGICAL INFERENCE TESTER (LOGIT). 11. ADDITIONAL 
PILOT STUDY DATA Interim Report 
James W Parker May 1968 11 p ref 
This report presents additional. normative data for the Response 
Analysis Tester (RATER). a performance testing instrument, using 
geometric forms as stimuli The results showed that somewhat 
higher scores were obtained with the geometric form stimuli than 
had been previously obtained using color stimuli Examination of 
RATER scores as related to the Navy Basic Test Battery showed 
the only significant relationship to be between RATER scores and 
the CLER portion for men in  non-technical rates only A second 
part reports the results obtained using the Logical Inference Tester 
(LOGIT) in a study to determine the effects of flashing light stress 
on performance It was found that for two pre-trained subjects no 
significant decrements in performance (number of errors) resulted 
from the addition of the flashing light while performing the test 
The additional experience with these two performance measuring 
instruments has resulted in increased confidence in their usefulness 
The data presented add to the cumulative data being collected and 
wi l l  augment base-line data available against which 
decrement-inducing studies can be compared Author (TAB1 
(SMRL-525, NAVMED-MFO22 0 1  04-9009-1, AD-673996) 
N68-38453# Air Force Systems Command Wright-Patterson 
AFB. Ohio Foreign Technology Div 
MOST] 
A V Yegorov and G I Pavlov 16 Jun 1967 89 p refs Trans1 
into ENGLISH from RUSSIAN 
(FTD-MT-66-157. AD-674040) CFSTI HC$3 OO/MF$O 65 
The article summarizes the information thus far accumulated 
in regard to weightlessness The authors begin with a review of 
gravity, weight, and inertia. and proceed to  a description of 
experiments already performed by astronauts with a variety of 
reactions The role of the senses in orientation is reported on the 
basis of numerous experiments with men and animals Since all 
experience up to  now has involved only relatively short periods of 
weightlessness. the true effects on the human system of prolonged 
space flights is still largely unknown It IS suggested that substituting 
rotation for gravity will produce a suitable environment for long 
Author (TAB) space journeys 
ATTENTION-WEIGHTLESSNESS [VNIMANIE-NEVESO- 
N68-38457# Rome Air Development Center, Griffiss AFB. N Y 
SPECIFICATION OF PRIMARY INTENSITIES FOR 
SEVEN-COLOR ADDITIVE DISPLAYS 
R J Christman Jul 1968 47 p refs 
(RADC-TR-68-3 19. AD-674589) 
Five subjects served in a laboratory experiment to determine 
the effects of luminance degradations in the three prim? y color 
channels of a seven-color film projection additive color display 
Positive performance and the incidence of errors were d [ermined 
for a control condition and four levels of output reduction (20. 50, 
62 5, and 84%) in each of the primary channels Effects were 
determined for overall performance as well as ability to read 
characters in each of the seven resultant colors red, blus. green, 
yellow. magenta, cyan. and white Recommendations are provided 
concerning tolerances for luminance reduction of the primary 
channels, colors to be selected for coding purposes, and application 
of the data to non-projection systems such as CRT phosphors and 
electro-lu minescent displays Author (TAB) 
' 
N68-38460# Los Alamos Scientific Lab. N Mex 
AN INVESTIGATION OF A BUBBLER TRITIUM SAMPLER 
Allen M Valentine 26  Jul 1968 11 p refs 
(Contract W-7405-ENG-48) 
(LA-39161 CFSTI HC$3 OO/MF$O 65 
Investigation of a bubbler tritium sampler indicated collection 
characteristics similar to reported human body uptake rates for 
tritium gas and tritiated water vapor The bubble collector consisted 
of a dry gas wash bottle with a fritted glass tip on the inlet and 
distilled water as the collecting medium Tests were made under 
both laboratory and field conditions. and the effects of varying the 
flow rate, water volume, and water temperature were determined A 
flow through ionization chamber instrument was used to measure 
the tritium concentrations sampled, and the collected tritium was 
determined by liquid scintillation counting The observed collection 
efficiency for tritiated water vapor was >90% for sampling rates 
from 8 to 10 Ipm. water temperatures from 25 to 35°C. and water 
volumes from 3 0  to 50 cc Tritium gas was collected with an 
efficiency of < 0 0 1 %  with the same sampling rates and water 
volumes but with a water temperature of 18°C Author (NSA) 
N68-38466# 
MEASUREMENT OF CLINICAL RADIOACTIVITY 
D A RossandC C Harris Feb 1968 51 p refs 
(Contract W-7405-ENG-26) 
Oak Ridge National Lab, Tenn 
(ORNL-4153) CFSTI HC$3 OO/MF $0 65 
A discussion is presented that is intended to help doctors 
and technicians understand what a pulse-height spectrometer is. 
what it can do, and what it should not be expected to do It offers 
the operator a means of finding out. easily. which y energies the 
instrument IS counting. and the privilege of adjusting the energy 
pass band to suit the counting problem at hand, relative freedom 
from errors due to uncontrolled scattered radiation, an improved 
signal-to-background ratio. since much of the background is out of 
sight. improved stability. when the instrument is operated correctly, 
greater freedom in using two nuclides together, since the instrument 
can. within limits. pick out the characteristic radiations individually. 
and a powerful analytical tool that can check the radiochemical 
purity of supplied material, or establish the identity of an unknown 
emitter. by revealing the y-ray spectrum These advantages become 
available only at a price A spectrometer is more expensive than 
an ordinary threshold scaler, which. in effect, has a window sill but 
no window top, there are more components in a spectrometer to 
get out of order. and it requires careful and informed operation 
NSA 
N68-38474# George Washington Univ , Alexandria. Va Human 
Resources Research Office 
COLLECTED PAPERS PREPARED UNDER WORK UNIT 
LIFT: ARMY AVIATION HELICOPTER PILOT TRAINING 
Jun 1968 28 p refs 
(Contract DA-44-188-ARO-2) 
(HUMRRO-PP-18-68. AD-673936) CFSTI HC $3 OO/MF $0 65 
Results of studies to develop more efficient and more effective 
methods for Army helicopter pilot training are discussed in this 
publication The papers include The effects on flight proficiency 
measurement reliability of differences on check pilot standards. by 
George D Greer. Jr , Briefing on Task LIFT, by John 0 Duffy ana 
Oran B Jolley. A quality control program applied to helicopter 
{ 
15 
N68-38478 
training. by John 0 Duffy. and Flight training quality control. by 
John 0 Duffy and Edgar N Anderson Author (TAB) 
N68-38478# Air Force Systems Command, Wright-Patterson 
AF8. Ohio Foreign Technology Div 
MAN ANDTECHNOLOGY 
V P Zinchenko et al Oct 1967 7 5  p refs Trans1 into ENGLISH 
from Chelovek i Tekhn Sistemy Upr I lnzh Psikhologiya (Moscow). 
1965 p 3 4 8  
Contents Problem of the cybernetic century. Human factors and 
operator activity. Perception -- Decision action. In the language 
of nwdels TAB 
(ATD-MT-24-328-67. AD-674696) CFSTI HC $3 OO/MF $0 65  
N68-38486# Hofstra Coll . Hempstead. N Y 
THE EFFECT OF H I G H  INTENSITY INTERMITTENT 
STIMULI ON HUMAN BEHAVIOR AND PHYSIOLOGY Final 
Report, 1956-1967 
Robert Plutchik Apr 1968 2 6  p refs 
(Contract Nonr-2252(01)) 
(AD-673970) 
Intermittent tones are judged' as unpleasant or painful at 
lower intensity levels than steady tones and pain thresholds are 
related primarily to power per pulse rather than total energy in a 
series of pulses Skin impedance characteristics varied widely with 
electrode location and females had significantly higher skin 
impedance than males The impedance of the human skin decreased 
from 130 to 3 0  kohm as the frequency of the a-c input increased 
from 1 to 1000 cps Phase angle also decreased over this frequency 
range High intensity intermittent sound had no effect on mean 
heart, rate, blood pressure of skin temperature, but did produce a 
decrease in skin impedance which was linearly related to the 
intensity of stimulation Using an EEG frequency analyzer. it was 
found in all subjects that 10 cps pulse rate inputs at auditory pain 
threshold produced a partial inhibition of the alpha rhythm 
Maximum evoked responses to auditory clicks were obtained with 
monopolar leads over the motor area and the parietal area and 
evoked responses to flashes of light were quite different from those 
to auditory pulses Stimulus intensity and repetition rate affected 
some characteristics of the evoked response and the simultaneous 
presentation of clicks and flashes of light changed the pattern of 
the response Comparing photic stimulation. audio stimulation, 
hyperventilation. electric shock and condition, results showed that 
photic stimulation produced the maximum decrease in percent time 
alpha, but the effect was mainly an on-off one Heart rate decreases 
occurred during photic stimulation and during the weak auditory 
CS. findings which seem consistent wi th  Laceys concept of 
environmental intake Author (TAB) 
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TWO-TONE INHIBITION IN AUDITORY -NERVE FIBERS. 
Murray B .  Sachs and Nelson Y .  S.  Kiang (Massachusetts Eye and 
E a r  Inf i rmary,  Eaton-Peabody Laboratory,  Boston, Mass .  ). 
Acoustical Society of America,  Journal ,  vol. 43, May 1968, 
p. 1120-1128. 12 r e f s .  
Research supported by the Joint Services  Electronics  P r o g r a m  
and NIH, Grants  No. NsG-496, No. NsG-22-009-019. 
Spihe discharges f r o m  single f ibers  in the auditory nerve of 
anesthetized ca ts  were  recorded with microelectrodes.  Rates  of 
dischaige were  measu red  a s  functions of the frequencies  and levels  
of e i ther  single tones or  two tones presented simultaneously. I t  was 
found that the presence of a second tone diminishes the responses  
to the f i r s t  tone i f  appropriatg stimulus parameters  a r e  chosen. 
All f ibers  tes ted showed this two-tone inhibition. Response a r e a s  
and inhibitory a r e a s  were defined f rom isorate  contours. 
e r a l  character is t ics  of the inhibitory a r e a s  a r e  found to be s imi la r  
for  a population of over 300 f ibers .  
The gen- 
(Author) 
A68-43389 * 
CORNEAL CALCIFICATION. 
Ben S. Fine (U.S. Armed Forces  Institute of Pathology, Ophthalmic 
Pathology Branch, George Washington University, Medical Center, 
Dept. of Ophthalmology, Washington, D. C. ), Joseph W. Berkow 
(U. S. Armed Forces  Institute of Pathology, Ophthalmic Pathology 
Branch, Washington, D. C. ), and Samuel Fine (Northeastern 
University, Dept. of Biophysics and Bio-Medical Engineering, 
Boston, Mass. 1. 
Science, vol. 162, Oct. 4, 1968, p. 129, 130. 9 refs .  
Contracts No. DA-49-193-MD-2680; No. DA-49-193-MD-2436; 
No. DA-49-193-MD-2437, Grants No. NB-05575; No. NB-07774, 
No. 2FllNB1589, No. NGR-22-011-007. 
Superficial calcification was produced in the normal  rabbit 
cornea by mild i r radiat ion with a carbon dioxlde laser .  
calcification was entirely extracel lular  and closely resembled that 
observed in human band keratopathy, which was character ized as  
hydroxyapatite by X-ray diffraction. The electron-microscopic  
appearance of calcific spherules and conglomerates in  ear ly  corneal  
calcification i s  presented.  The calcific spherules a r i s e  a t  the basal  
plasma membrane surface of the epithelial cells in c lose relation to  
their  basement membrane.  (Author) 
The 
A68-43499 * 
CHARACTERISTICS OF REM SLEEP FOLLOWING DIFFERENT 
CONDITIONED RATES OF WAKING EYE MOVEMENT IN THE 
MONKEY. 
Ralph J. Berger  (California, University, Space Biology Laboratory 
and Dept. of Anatomy and Brain Research Institute, Los Angeles, 
Calif. 1. 
Perceptual and Motor Skills, vol. 27, 1968, p. 99-117. 30 refs .  
Contract No. A F  49(638)-1387; Grants No. NsG-502; No. NsG- 
05-007-011. 
eye movement to rapid eye movement (REM). High and low ra tes  
of waking eye movement were  conditioned in  four monkeys, using 
schedules of fixed-ratio reinforcement (FR6) and discriminated 
differential reinforcement of low rate  (DRL5). with the electro-  
oculogram (EOG) a s  the operant. 
cannot be explained by conventional learning mechanisms;  but they 
a r e  consistent with the hypothesis that REM sleep furnishes  periodic 
innervation of the oculomotor system to maintain facilitation of 
binocularly coordinated eye movement into subsequent wakefulness. 
P. G. M. 
Investigation of a generalization of conditioned ra tes  of waking 
The resu l t s  of the investigation 
A68-43640 
INFLUENCE O F  DURATION OF HYPERVENTILATION ON RISE 
TIME O F  Pco2 AFTER S T E P  REDUCTION O F  VENTILATION. 
S. D. Ivanov and J. F. Nunn (Leeds University, Dept. of Anaes- 
thesia. Leeds. England). 
Respiration Physiology, vol. 5, Sept. 1968, p. 243-249. 8 refs .  
following s tep  reduction of ventilation af ter  a previous period of 
hyperventilation. The rise of Pcoz was exponential in  f o r m  and 
was analyzed into two components. The t ime constant of the first 
component had a mean  value of 29.4 sec and was not influenced by 
the duration of the previous hyperventilatlon. 
of the second component was influenced by the duration of the 
previous hyperventilation. 
periods of hyperventilation lasting 50 min but appeared to  increase  
toward a limiting value of the order  of 20 min  when the previous 
hyperventilation was prolonged to 300 min. 
The t ime course  of changes of Pcoz was observed in  17 patients 
The t ime constant 
Values of 5 min were  obtained af ter  
(Author) 
A68-43641 * 
PULMONARY MECHANICS WITH A SJMULATED POSTURAL 
BLOOD REDISTRIBUTION. 
R. C. Mains, F. S. Musgrave (Kentucky, University, College of 
Medicine, Dept. of Physiology and Biophysics, Lexmgton, Ky. ), 
and F. W. Zechman (Kentucky, University, College of Medicine, 
Dept. of Physiology and Biophysics, Lexington, Ky. ; NASA, 
Mannefi Spacecraf t  Center ,  Houston, Tex. ). 
Respiration Physiology, vol. 5, Sept. 1968, p. 288-301. 31 re fs  
Contract No. A F  33(615)-674-1370. 
The study was designed to  simulate the postural redistribution 
of blood in  o r d e r  to study i t s  independent effects on pulmonary 
mechanics. Subjects in the supine position were  exposed to  s ix  
minutes of 40 m m  Hg leg  negative pressure  (LNP) which shif ts  
500 to 600 mil l i l i ters  of blood to the legs. Dynamic pulmonary 
compliance, total  pulmonary resis tance,  and s ta t ic  e las t ic  pres -  
sure-volume and conductance-volume relationships were measured,  
and no significant changes were found. End-expiratory lung 
volume increased and end-expiratory intrathoracic  pressure  
decreased.  LNP also produced a smal l  decrease  in  thoracic  cir- 
cumference. 
system, lung volume i s  increased and thoracic volume decreased.  
I t  is believed that the observed pressure  and volume changes resul t  
f r o m  an increase  in  the virtual thoraclc  space caused by the shift 
of blood from the thorax. (Author ) 
Thus, a t  the equilibrium point of the resp i ra tory  
A68-43718 # 
RESPONSE TO LOW-FREQUENCY VIBRATION. 
J. C. Guignard (Southampton, University, Institute of Sound and 
Vibration Research,  Southampton, England). 
Chartered Mechanical Engineer, vol. 15, Oct. 1968, p. 399-401. 
16 refs .  
Discussion of the principal frequency-dependent effects of 
a i rborne (noise) and s t ructure-borne vibration on man. 
effects of audible and nonaudible noise upon efficiency a r e  t reated.  
Safe exposure l imits  for whole-body vibration in  the range f rom 1 
to  90 Hz, tentatively s e t  a t  b d B  above the corresponding fatigue- 
decreased proficiency l imits  a r e  presented. 
The 
M. G. 
A68-43824 # 
EVACUATION FROM SUPERSONIC TRANSPORT TYPE AIRCRAFT. 
J. D.  Garner  (Federa l  Aviation Administration, Aeromedical Service,  
Civll Aerorfiehcal Research  Institute. Oklahoma City, Okla.). 
Air  Line Pi lots  Association, Air Safety Forum,  15th, Seat t le ,  Wash., 
July 9-11, 1968, Paper .  4 p. 
Investigahon of passenger  evacuation f r o m  supersonic t ransport  
a i rc raf t  through various exls ts ,  par t icular ly  the double-door utiliza- 
tion. The tes ts  were  performed in daylight con&tions with no vis i -  
bility problems.  The belly-lan&ng configuration represents  only one 
condition of a n  emergency,  simulating a potential threat  of f i r e .  
Deployment and use of escape chutes by passengers  and other pa ram-  
e t e r s ,  such a s  exl t  location in low visibility, a r e  factors  in  the total 
evaluation of an aircraf t -evacuat ion system. The door-opening seg-  
ment of escape t imes was only parha l ly  simulated to c rea te  an  air- 
craf t  environment with specific segments of the evacuation profile 
under observation. M.M. 
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A68-43874 ' 
BRAIN SEROTONIN CONCENTRATION - ELEVATION FOLLOWING 
INTRAPERITONEAL ADMINISTRATION OF MELATONIN. 
Fernando Anton-Tay, Chuan Chou. Sylma Anton, and Richard J .  
Wurtman (Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Dept. of Nutrition 
and Food Science, Cambridge, Mass.) .  
Science,  vol. 162, Oct.  11, 1968, p. 277, 278. 26 refs .  
PHS Grant No. AM-11709; Grant No. NGR-22-009-272. 
Experimental  investigation of the effect of intraperitoneal ad-  
mni s t r a t ion  of melatonm in r a t s .  It was found that the intraperitoneal 
administration of melatonin to rats caused an increase in b ram se ro -  
tonin concentration, especially in  the midbrain.  This effect  could be 
demonstrated w i t h n  20 mmutes of melatonin administration and was 
not assoclated with changes in norepinephrine Concentration. 
A6843878 * 
DETERMINATION O F  THE HEAT ENDUR4NCE LIMITS IN MAN 
NOSIMOSTI TEPLOVYKH NAGRUZOK U CHELOVEKA (OBZOR 
LITERATURY)]. 
E. I. Kuznets, V. I. Chadov, G. S .  Zharikova, L. V. Sadovmkova, 
B. S .  Perepletchikova. V. M. Inshakova, and L. G. Mordovskaia. 
Kosmcheskaia  Biologiia i Meditsina, vol. 2, July-Aug. 1968, 
p. 11-17. 31 refs .  In Russian. 
of the human orgarusm under the action of h g h  temperature  and a i r  
humdi ty .  
limts of human endurance a s  a function of the absolute temperature  
and air huzmdity, the adaptation of the organism to the heat factor, 
and the general  s ta te  of the organism prior  to the heat effect. Atten- 
tion 1s given to the possibihty of using a single physiolopcal pa ram-  
e t e r  a s  the cr i ter ion fo r  estimating the thermal  s ta te  of the organism 
The efficiency of different physiological factors  used a s  this  cr i ter ion 
i s  evaluated, including the pulse rate, body temperature ,  cardiac 
contractions,  the heat-accumulation index, and other pa rame te r s .  
M.M. 
(SURVEY OF THE LITERATURE) [OPREDELENIE GRANITS PERE- 
Survey of the l i terature  data regarding the functional possibilities 
Numerous studies a r e  h s c u s s e d  which concern the 
T .M.  
A6843879 # 
CHANGE IN THE CONTENT O F  DRY MATTER, SUGARS. AND 
ASCORBIC ACID IN PLANTS AFTER THE ACTION O F  SPACE 
FLIGHT FACTORS ON THE SEEDS O F  THESE PLANTS [IZMENE- 
NIE SODERZHANIIA SUKHOGO VESHCHESTVA, SAKHAROV I 
ASKORBINOVOI KISLOTY V RASTENIIAKH POSLE VOZDEISTVIIA 
FAKTOROV KOSMICHESKOGO POLETA NA SEMENA ETIKH 
RASTENII]. 
I. V. Nikitina, D. F. Gertsuskli, and L. M. Petrenko. 
Kosnucheskaia Biologiia i Meditsma, vol. 2, July-Aug. 1968, 
p. 18-20. 13 r e f s .  In Russian.  
cabbage, and onion seeds and bulbs ca r r i ed  by the Cosmos 110 satel-  
l i te  on a 22-day flight w t h  an orbi ta l  apogee of 904 km.  
were  subsequently planted under laboratory conditions on the ground 
together w t h  control seeds w h c h  were  not subjected t o  the flight. 
The tes t  plants differed f r o m  the control plants in a lower content 
of dry  ma t t e r  and a higher content of sugars  and ascorbic  acid. 
is concluded that these differences were  caused by the combined 
effects of space flight on the seeds of the plants. 
A6843880 # 
CHANGE IN THE ENZYME ACTIVITY O F  CELLULAR AND SUB- 
CELLULAR STRUCTURES UNDER THE INFLUENCE OF ACCELERA- 
SUBKLETOCHNYKH OBRAZOVANII POD VLIIANIEM USKORENII]. 
A. S .  Barer ,  I. D. Ertanov, K. I. Murakhovskii, L. A. Rubashluna, 
and E. M. Semina. 
Kosmicheskaia Biologiia i Meditsina, vol. 2, July-Aug. 1968, 
p. 21-25. 25 refs .  In Russian.  
tivity of several  enzymes of cellular and subcellular s t ructures  i n  
humans and small  animals.  
was ohserved i n  the blood of humans exposed to  back-to-chest 
accelerations (at a n  angle of 80' to  t he  longitudinal axis  of the  body) 
of 6 g fo r  120 sec  and 10 g fo r  20 sec.  Experiments on r a t s  exposed 
to accelerations of 10 and 25 g for 6 min revealed changes m ce r t am 
hve r  enzymes. 
increased in  the 10-g experiments while the cathepsm and a r y l  
Study of the effects of combined space-flight factors  on lettuce, 
The seeds 
It 
T. M. 
TIONS [IZMENENIE AKTIVNOSTI FERMENTOV KLETOCHNYKH I 
Experimental  study of the influence of accelerations on the a c -  
Increased aminotransferase activity 
The insoluble glutamate dehydrogenase actlvlty 
sulphatase A + B activlty Increased in  the 25-g experiments.  
cytochrome oxidase activlty remained unchanged m the experiments.  
It is concluded that the enzyme changes resul t  f r o m  a changed 
permeabili ty of the cellular and subcellular membrane s t ructures .  
The 
T.M. 
A6843881 # 
SIGNIFICANCE O F  THE TYPOLOGICAL FEATURES O F  THE 
CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM IN THE SENSITIVITY O F  ANIMALS 
TO ACCELERATIONS [K VOPROSU 0 ZNACHENII TIPOLOGI- 
CHESKIKH OSOBENNOSTEI TSENTRAL'NOI NERVNOI SISTEMY 
V CHUVSTVITEL'NOSTI ZHIVOTNYKH K USKORENIIAM]. 
N. N. Uglova. 
Kosmicheskaia Biologiia 1 Meditsina, vol. 2, July-Aug. 1968, 
p. 26-28. 18 r e f s .  In Russian.  
Experimental  study of the significance of excltatory-inhbltive 
processes  in the sensitivlty of white r a t s  to accelerations.  
s ta te  of the excitatory and mhibltlve processes  was evaluated by a 
method proposed by Krushnsk i i  - 1. e . ,  response to  sound I r r i t a -  
tion. The reaction of the hypophysial-adrenal sys tem to acoustlc 
excitation was evaluated m some animals.  It i s  shown that the 
indimdual sensitivity of the animals to  accelerations depends on 
the excitahon-*bition ratio in  the central  nervous sys tem and 
the character is t ic  reactions of the hypophysial-adrenal system. 
The 
T.M. 
A68-43882 # 
INFLUENCE O F  TRANSVERSE ACCELERATIONS ON THE SECRE- 
TORY ACTIVITY O F  THE GASTROINTESTINAL TRACT O F  DOGS 
[VLIIANIE POPERECHNO NAPRAVLENNYKH USKORENII NA 
SEKRETORNUIU DEIATEL'NOST ZHELUDOCHNO-KISHECHNOGO 
TRAKTA SOBAK]. 
K. V. Smirnov, L. S .  Potemkina, L. G. Goland, a n d A .  G. Barakov 
Kosmcheskaia  Biologiia I Meditsina, vol. 2, July-Aug. 1968, 
p. 29-33. 14 r e f s .  In Russian. 
Experimental  study of the influence of t i ansve r se  accelerations 
(8 g for 3 min)  on the secretory actirnty of the stomach, the activlty 
of pancreatic enzymes in the blood, and the ad iv l ty  of the intestinal 
enzymes in the feces. 
dogs. 
Ihe influence of the central  nervous sys tem in the mechanism of 
disturbances caused by accelerations.  
pancreatic enzymes in the blood se rum and of intestinal enzymes in 
the feces a r e  associated m t h  significant disorders  of the secretory 
function of the pancreas and sma l l  intestine, respectively.  T. M. 
The experiments were  conducted with five 
The observed variations in gastric-juice secretion indicate 
Changes in  the activity of 
A6843883 * 
INFLUENCE O F  A TWO-WEEK IMMOBILIZATION BY A PLASTER 
BANDAGE ON THE REACTION O F  THE CARDIOVASCULAR SYSTEM 
IN DOGS DURING ORTHOSTATIC TESTS AND UNDER THE ACTION 
O F  TRANSVERSE ACCELERATIONS [VLIIANIE DVUKHNEDELI- 
NOGO OBEZDVIZHIVAI'LZA GIPSOVOI POVIAZKOI NA REAKTSII 
SERDECHNO-SOSUDISTOI SISTEMY U SOBAK PRI  ORTOSTATI- 
CHESKIKH PROBAKH I VOZDEISTVII POPERECHNYKH PERE-  
GRUZOK]. 
B. F. Asiamolov and A. D. Voskresenskll .  
Kosmcheskaia  Biologiia i Medltsina, vol. 2, July-Aug. 1968, 
p. 33-37. InRussian.  
to t r ansve r se  acceleratlons i n  female dogs weighing f r o m  6 to 12 kg 
which were  immobilized for  a period of 14 days pr ior  to the experi-  
ments by means of plaster  bandages. 
s i m l a r  changes m pulse ra te  and a r t e r i a l  p re s su re  mdications. 
Strong tachycardiac reactions were  observed m acceleration testing. 
After hypodynamia, an inverse relationship between changes i n  
pulse ra te  and a r t e r i a l  p re s su re  was clear ly  evident. 
cance of the t e s t  resul ts  is evaluated. 
Experimental  study of the orthostatic tolerance and resis tance 
Orthostatic tes ts  revealed 
The signifi- 
T.  M. 
868-43884 # 
ANIMAL TOLERANCE TO IMPACT ACCELERATIONS AS EVAL- 
UATED BY ENZYMATIC BLOOD TESTS [OTSENKA PERENOSI- 
MOST1 ZHIVOTNYMI UDARNYKH PEREGRUZOK P O  NEKOTORYM 
FERMENTATIVNYM PROBAM KROVI]. 
E. E .  Simonov and V. A. Korzhen'iants. 
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Kosmicheskala Biologiia I Meditsina, vol. 2, July-Aug. 1968, 
p. 38-41. 9 refs.  In Russian. 
rats (86 in all) that w e r e  exposed t o  impact accelerations which 
were  known to produce o r  not to produce cer ta in  t raumat ic  effects 
m o r d e r  t o  tes t  the animals '  tolerance t o  such accelerations.  After 
4, 24, and 72 hr ,  the t e s t  r a t s  w e r e  decapitated, the i r  blood s e r u m  
was evaluated, and the i r  enzyme activlty was compared with that of 
40 control r a t s ,  which were  kept intact. There  was, in  general, an 
increase  in enzyme activity a f te r  exposure t o  impact accelerations,  
t h s  increase  being m o r e  pronounced under damaging effects.  It I S  
concluded that a study of the changes m the activity of aspar t lc  
a m n o t r a n s f e r a s e ,  alanine a m n o t r a n s f e r a s e ,  aldolase,  and lactate 
dehydrogenase is of prac t ica l  value for  investigabng safety h d t s  
of impact accelerations applied t o  kving organisms.  P .G.M.  
A6843885 # 
GLYCOLYSIS RATE AND LACTIC ACID CONTENT IN THE 
MYOCARDIUM OF RATS AT VARIOUS STAGES OF ADAPTATION 
TO HYPOXIA [SKOROST' GLIKOWZA I SODERZHANIE MOLOCHNOI 
K I S M T Y  V SERDECHNOI MYSHTSE KRYS V RAZNYE SROKI 
TRENIROVKI K GIPOKSII]. 
I. V. Khavkina. 
Kosmicheskaia Biologiia 1 Meditsina, vol. 2, July-Aug. 1968, 
p. 41-43. 9 refs.  In Russian. 
Experimental  determination of the glycolysis ra te  and lactic 
acid content in the myocardium of r a t s  durmg adaptation to hypoxia 
induced by simulation of altitudes of 2500 to 7600 m u s i n g  a p r e s s u r e  
chamber.  With the adaptation of these  ra t s  t o  hypoxla, the i r  hear t  
niuscles showed a gradually increased glycolysis r a t e .  After ten  
days in the p r e s s u r e  chamber,  the average  glycolysis activity 
remained unaltered, while the dispersion value doubled in comparison 
t o  that of control r a t s .  This seemed t o  indicate the beginning of the 
reconstruction of the t i s sue  b y  glycolytic metabohsm.  
day, the glycolysis activity reached a maximum, exceeding the 
control value by 40%. In the course of adaptation of the r a t s  t o  
hypoxia, no lactic acid was accumulated m t h e n  myocardlum. 
Results of experiments c a r r i e d  out on three  groups of white - 
By the t lu rbe th  
P .G.M.  
A68-43886 +t 
GENERABLE ABSORBERS O F  CARBON DIOXIDE [SRAVNlTEL'- 
NAIA TOKSIKO LOGICHESKAIA KHARAKTERISTIKA NEKOTORYKH 
REGENERIRUEMYKH POGLOTITELEI KISLOTNYKH GAZOV]. 
K. K. Sidorov, G. M. Gorban', and G. P.  Tikhonova. 
Kosmicheskaia Blologiia I Meditsma, vol. 2 ,  July-Aug. 1968, 
p, 44-49. 17 r e f s .  In Russian. 
Discussion of the  toxicological charac te r i s t ics  of some r e -  
generable a b s o r b e r s  of GO2 belonging to the group of a m n o  alcohols. 
These include monoethanol a m n e  (MEA), monoethanol ethylene 
diamine (MEEDA), diethanol a m n e  (DEA), and triethanol a m n e  
(TEA). 
to reduce MEA to TEA. 
was s l m l a r  t o  the level obtained experimentally f r o m  different 
animal species.  The mean lethal dose of amino alcohols for  ra t s  
was 2050 mglkg of MEA, 3600 mglkg  of MEEDA, 3460 mglkg  of 
DEA and 8400 mg/kg of TEA. 
compounds produced a n  opposite effect on the animals.  
alcohols showed a distinct irri tating effect of local nature.  
A68-48887 # 
USE O F  HEAT TREATMENT IN AN INERT-GAS MEDIUM FOR 
REFINING ELASTIC FOAM POLYURETHANE IN ORDER TO REDUCE 
INERTNOGO GAZA DLIA "OBLAWRAZHIVANIIA" ELASTICHNOGO 
PENOPOLIURETANA S TSEL'IU SNIZHENIIA VYDELENUA GAZO- 
OBRAZNYKH TOKSICHESKIKH PRODUKTOV ]. 
V. D. Iablochkin and A. M. Popov. 
COMPARATIVE TOXICOLOGICAL CHARACTERISTICS OF RE- 
The ability of these  amlno alcohols to absorb  GO2 was found 
The level of acute toxlcity of the compounds 
Repeated administration of these 
The a m m o  
P. G. M. 
TOXIC OUTGASSING [PRIMENENIE TERMOOBRABOTKI v SREDE 
Kosmicheskaia. Biologiia i Meditsina, vol. 2 ,  July-Aug. 1968, p. 49- 
51. 5 re fs .  In Russian. 
sphere  i n  o r d e r  t o  improve elastic foam polyurethane i n  the s e n s e  
of reducing the toxic outgassing of such products as acetone, 
isobutanol, carbon monoxlde, carbon dioxide, ammoma. hydro- 
carbons, and nitrogen oxldes. Ths t rea tment  i s  shown to reduce 
the outgassing of toxic substances released by  this construction 
mater ia l  by  a factor of two to five.  I ts  mechanical properties a r e  
found to remain  unchanged. 
Study of the application of heat treatments in a n  inert-gas atmo- 
P. G. M. 
A68-43888 # 
CERTAIN SPECIFIC FEATURES OF THERMAL MINERALIZATION 
O F  BIOCOMPLEX WASTES IN CLOSED LIMITED SPACE [O NE- 
KOTORYKH OSOBENNOSTIAKH TERlMICHESKOI MINERALIZATSII 
PRODUKTOV ZHIZNEDEIATEL'NOSTI BIOKOMPLEKSA ? ZAMK- 
NUTYKH OGRANICHENNYKH PROSTRANSTVAKH]. 
B. G. Gusarov, L. B. Zarudnyi, 0. R. Ivanov, and S. N. Shorm. 
Kosmicheskaia Bloloplia 1 Medltsina, vol. 2, July-Aug. 1968, 
p. 51-56. 5 re fs .  In Russian. 
tinuous high-temperature mineralization of biological wastes of closed 
l ife-support  sys tems using mater la l  conversion cycles. Equations 
a r e  derived to estlmate the energy balance of such reac tors  a s  a 
function of the regeneratlon heat, reac tor  thermal  losses ,  enthalpy 
of mater ia l s ,  t empera ture  of the final products, formation energy 
of mater ia l s  and products, and the ambient temperature.  Tempera-  
ture conditions required for  obtaining a complete ashing of mater ia l s  
being mineralized in such reac tors  a r e  given. The degree of particle 
divlsion IS noted a s  essential  fo r  the effective realizatlon of the min-  
eralization process .  
A68-43889 # 
PRINCIPLES OF MEDICAL CONTROL UNDER CONDITIONS OF A 
LONG SPACE FLIGHT [PRINTSIPY MEDITSINSKOGO KONTROLIA 
V USLOVIIAKH DLITEL'NOGO KOSMICHESKOGO POLETA]. 
V. V. Par tn ,  R. M. Baevskii, and Iu. G. Nefedov. 
Kosmicheskaia Blologlla 1 Meditsma, vol. 2, July-Aug. 1968, p. 57, 
58. In Russian. 
medical checkups of spacecraft  crews during extended space flights. 
General  examinations with a maximum number of tes t s  (car r ied  out a t  
l eas t  twice a month), t es t s  of essentialphysiologlcal functions a t  inter-  
vals of 7 to 10 days, and continuous t e s t s  during speciflc operations 
such a s  liftoff, touchdown, stay in f r e e  space,  repa l r  work, and 
passage through the radlation belts,  a r e  visuallzed. Also treated 
a r e  examnat ions  of saliva 
reactions of c rew members  a s  well a s  environmental yarameter  
control. v. z. 
868-43890 ## 
CERTAIN NEUROLOGICAL PROBLEMS O F  SPACE MEDICINE 
[NEKOTORYE NEVROLOGICHESKIE PROBLEMY KOSMICHESKOI 
MEDITSINY 1. 
A. G. Panov and V. S. Lobzin. 
Description of the technical characterlstzcs of reac tors  for  con- 
v. z. 
Outline of a computer-controlled program for onboard periodic 
and enzyme actlvlty, and imiunologica l  
Kosmicheskaia Biologiia i Meditsma, vol. 2, July-Aug. 1968, 
p. 59-67. 15 refs.  In Russian. 
Description of a simulation experiment car r ied  out on a group 
of four healthy male person6 22 years  old who were  confined t o  a 
s t r ic t  72-day bed r e s t  in an attempt to determine a hypokinetic 
condition which may affect spacecraft  c r e w  members  during extended 
space flights. The three  stages observed in the gradually developing 
reactions of the tes t  persons t o  hypohnes ia  include a ten day period 
of adaptation with a diminished pulse, abdominal pains and general  
weakness, a ten day  period of generally improved conditions with 
increasing calcium content in  the blood plasma, increasing electro- 
excitability of the muscles,  increased pulse ra tes  and unstable 
a r t e r i a l  p ressure ,  and a period of d i sorders  in  the higher nervous 
activity such a s  res t less  sleep, unmotivated anxiety, changes of 
mood, a n  urge  to be movlng, t r e m o r s ,  and general hyporeflexia. 
A decreased tolerance of acceleration is a l so  noted In the subjects. 
v. z. 
A68-43891 t# 
SIMILAR TRENDS OF CHANGES IN THE OXYGEN REGIME O F  
MAN DUE TO BED REST AND CONFINEMENT IN A SEALED 
CHAMBER [ODNONAPRAVLENNOST' IZMENENII KISLORODNOGO 
REZHIMA CHELOVEKA, VYZVANNYKH POSTEL'NYM REZHIMOM 
I PREBYVANIEM V GERMOKAMERE]. 
L. R. Iseev and B. S. Katkovskii. 
Kosmicheskaia Biologiia 1 Meditsina, vol. 2, July-Aug. 1968, 
p. 67-72. 17 refs.  In Russian. 
Discussion of the resu l t s  of two series of space flight hypo- 
kinesia simulation experiments in which the oxygen balance was 
studied in  two groups of four healthy male persons 21 to 32 years  
old, confined (1) to a 20-day bed r e s t  with and without physical 
exercises,  o r  (2) to a four-month stay in a smal l  sealed chamber 
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A68-43892 
in which they per formed prescribed physical exerc ises .  
higher oxygen requirements and the lower efficiency of physical  
performance established by the tes t s  f o r  the subjects in  both s e r i e s  
v. z. 
The 
of experiments a r e  discussed. 
A68-43892 
DYNAMICS O F  THE DISCHARGE O F  CERTAIN METABOLIC 
VYDELENIIA NEKOTORYKH PRODUKTOV METABOLIZMA U 
CHELOVEKA, NAKHODIASHCHEGOSIA V IZOLIRUIUSHCHEM 
SNARIAZHENII]. 
S .  M. Gorodinskii, A. D. Seriapin, A. N. Mazin, A. V. Sedov, 
G. A. Gaziev, A. P. Kleptsova. and L. 1. Zhukova. 
Kosmicheskaia Biologiia i Meditsina, vol. 2, July-Aug. 1968, 
p. 72-76. 13 r e f s .  In Russian. 
of 17 healthy male  SubJeCts 27 to 47 years  old, confined in a p r e s -  
s u r e  chamber and wearing specially designed airt ight rubber su i t s  
and gas masks.  Measured amounts of oxygen (8 t o  15 l i t e r s )  were  
admitted into the previously evacuated suits,  and GOz, CO, hydro- 
carbons, acetone, phenol, NH3, amines,  HzS, aldehydes, and 
oxidizable compounds were  determined in the exhaled a i r ,  i n  the 
a i r  of the suit, and in  the condensates a f te r  experiments.  Higher 
ra tes  of discharge of these metabolic products were established when 
PRODUCTS IN MEN WEARING INSULATING SUITS [DINAMIKA 
Study of the discharge r a t e s  of metabolic products in  a group 
the subjects were  exposed to physical s t r e s s e s .  v. z. 
A68-43893 # 
SYSTEMS FOR PROCESSING PHYSIOLOGICAL DATA IN SPACE 
V KOSMICHESKIKH ISSLEDOVANIIAKH]. 
A. P. Kalinovskii. 
Kosmcheskaia  Biologiia i Meditsina, vol. 2, July-Aug. 1968, 
p. 76-82. 7 r e f s .  In Russian.  
of physiological data in space flights, provlding for  the separation 
of these data f rom the bulk of information received. for their  conver- 
sion into numbers ,  and for the transformation of these numbers into 
analyzable form.  The capability of various computer types to p e r -  
f o r m  this task  i s  a s s e s s e d ,  and suggestions are made concerning 
the choice of appropriate computers and computer programs.  Also 
given a r e  severa l  specialized versions of this general  scheme t o  be 
applied in specific physiological data-processing assignments,  such 
a s  continuous, periodic,  and sporadic onboard medical checkups with 
variable volumes of s tored  data.  V.Z. 
STUDIES [SISTEMY OBRABOTKI FIZIOLOGICHESKOI INFORMATSII 
Outline of a general  scheme for  automatic computer processing 
A68-43894 #t 
DAILY DYNAMICS O F  CERTAIN PHYSIOLOGICAL FUNCTIONS 
AND PERFORMANCE O F  MAN UNDER CONDITIONS O F  ISOLA- 
TION [SUTOCHNAIA DINAMIKA NEKOTORYKH FIZIOLOGI- 
CHESKIKH FUNKTSII I RABOTOSPOSOBNOSTI CHELOVEKA V 
USLOVIIAKH IZOLIATSII]. 
A. N. Litsov. 
Kosmicheskaia Biologiia i Meditsina, vol. 2, July-Aug. 1968, 
p. 83-86. 15 refs. In Russian. 
pera ture  during wakefulness, motor activlty during sleep, and 
physical and mental  efficiency of a group of eight male subjects 
25 t o  38 years  old performing assigned physical and mental  t asks  
durlng a 10 to 12-day confinement in  an anechoic chamber.  Lower 
efficiency during the morning and evening hours than during the 
midday hours was established in the subjects,  but no i r regular i t ies  
v. 2. 
Study of the EEG, hear t  beat and respiration ra tes ,  body t e m -  
i n  the physiological functions were  noted. 
A68-44023 # 
STUDY O F  UNICELLULAR ALGAE AS A POSSIBLE SOURCE O F  
FOOD [ISSLEDOVANIE ODNOKLETOCHNYKH VODOROSLEI KAK 
VOZMOZHNOGO ISTOCHNIKA PITANIIA]. 
V. P. Bychkov, Iu. I. Kondrat'ev, and A. S.  Ushakov. 
IN: PROBLEMS O F  CREATING CLOSED ECOLOGICAL SYSTEMS 
[PROBLEMY SOZDANIIA ZAMKNUTYKH EKOLOGICHESKIKH 
SETEM]. 
Edited by A. A. Nichiprovich and G. M. Lisovskii. 
Moscow, Izdatel'stvo Nauka, 1967, p. 52-55. In Russian.  
Description of the physiological effects of d ie t s  with additions 
The development of various minor d isorders ,  and 
of a d r y  b iomass  of Chlorella/Scenedesmus on a group of healthy 
male subjects. 
other m o r e  persistent ones,  such a s  nausea, heartburn,  depressed 
appetite, itching, and toe cyanosis i n  t e s t  subjects is indicated. 
v. z. 
A68-44035 # 
INFLUENCE OF THE COMBINED EFFECTS O F  GAMMA RADIATION 
AND SPACE FLIGHT FACTORS ON BARLEY SEEDS IN DIFFERENT 
PHYSIOLOGICAL STATES [VLIIANIE KOMBINIROVANNOGO VOZ- 
DEJSTVILA GAMMA-OBLUCHENIIA I FAKTOROV KOSMICHESKOGO 
POLETA NA SEMENA IACHMENIA, NAKHODIASHCHIESIA V 
RAZLICHNOM FIZIOLOGICHESKOM SOSTOL4NIIl. 
I. I. Nuzhdin and R. L. Lozortseva.  
IN: 
RADIATION ON THE ORGANISM [EKSPEXIMENTAL'NYE RABOTY 
P O  VLIIANIIU IONIZIRUIUSHCHIKH IZLUCHENLI NA ORGANIZM]. 
Edited by N. I. Nuzhdin. 
Moscow, Izdatel 'stvo Nauka, 1967, p. 3-29. 46 refs.  In Russian. 
board the space  ship Voskhod 1.to investigate the influence of the 
combined effect of gamma radiation and space flight factors (SFF) 
on a i r -dr ied  seeds  of the barley Wintering Moscow in  different 
physiological states.  This f o r m  of barley i s  stable and en ters  a 
s ta te  of organic dormancy af te r  maturation, Both nonirradiated 
seeds and seeds  i r rad ia ted  by gamma rays were sent into orbit. 
Two control groups were  kept on earth.  The germination charac-  
te r i s t ics  of all  the seeds were determined. 
radiation without S F F  did not r a i s e  the germination threshold, but 
that  S F F  stimulated the germmation of seeds  which were  preradiated.  
Other cytological effects of gamma radiation and S F F  were  de te r -  
mined. P.G.M. 
EXPERIMENTAL STUDIES ON THE EFFECTS O F  IONIZING 
Description and resu l t s  of experimental  studies c a r r i e d  out on 
It was found that gamma 
A68-44051 * 
ANXIETY, ATTENTIVENESS-ALERTNESS - A PHENOMENOLOGICAL 
STUDY O F  THE CNV. 
Morton D. Low, Alfred C. Coats, Gayle M. Rettig, and Joseph 
W. McSherry (Baylor University, College of Medicine, Dept. of 
Physiology and Methodist Hospital, Dept. of Clinical Neurophysiology, 
Houston, Tex. ). 
Neuropsychologia, vol. 5, 1967, p. 379-384. 9 refs.  
NIH Grant No. MH-05204, Grants No. NsG-390, No. NsG-44-003-001. 
Study of the concept of the "contingent negative variahon" (CNV) 
of Walter (1964), a slow, surface-negative potential which appears  
maximally in  frontal  regions of the bra in  of man during psycho- 
physiological states of "preparation set ." CNV i s  shown, in a non- 
pahent  population (1) to have no consistent relation t o  subject s c o r e s  
on an objective m e a s u r e  of mani fes t  anxiety (IPAT Self-Analysis 
F o r m )  in  a nonstressful experimental situation, and (2) to increase  
in  amplitude and decrease  in variabil i ty with heightened attentive- 
ness-alertnes S. F. R. L. 
A68-44052 
OXYGEN POISONING IN VARIOUS MAMMALIAN SPECIES AND 
THE POSSIBLE ROLE OF GAMMA-AMINOBUTYRIC ACID METAB- 
OLISM. 
J. D. Wood, W. J. Watson, and A. J. Ducker (Defence Research  
Establishment,  Toronto, Canada). 
Journal of Neurochemst ry ,  vol. 14, 1467, p. 1067-1074. 28 refs.  
(OHP) se izures  of the  mouse,  ra t ,  hamster ,  gmnea pig, and rabblt, 
and comparison m t h  the respectrve levels of gamma-amnobutyrlc 
acid (GABA) and the activihes of glutarmc acid decarboxylase (GAD) 
and amnobutyra te  t r a n s a m n a s e  (GABA-T) in the brain. The effect 
of OHP on these  levels and achvities was a l s o  determmed. Sus- 
ceptibility to OHP-induced se izures ,  in  decreasing o r d e r  of suscep- 
tibility, was observed in  the mouse,  hamster ,  rabbit, rat, and 
guinea pig. GAD is very  sensit lve to OHP but GABA-T is relatively 
unaffected. F. R. L. 
Quantitative study of the SusceFtibility t o  high-pressure oxygen 
A68-44053 * 
SOME MORPHOLOGIC AND BIOCHEMICAL OTaERVATIONS O F  
SEMEN IN NEMESTRINA MONKEYS DESTINED FOR SPACE FLIGHT. 
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A68-44074 
R. C. Reznichek, J. D. Roussel, N. L. Mangelson, R. T. Kado, 
and A. T. K. Cockett (Harbor General Hospltal, Dept. of Surgery/ 
Urology, Torrance ,  California, University, Bra in  Resea*ch In- 
stitute. Space Biology Laboratory,  Los Angeles, Calif. ). 
(American Fer t i l i ty  Society, Annual Meehng, 15th, Scottsdale, 
Ariz. ,  Sept. 28-Oct. 1, 1967.) 
Fer t i l i ty  and Steril i ty,  vol. 19, May-June 1968, p. 376-381. 
Contract No. NAS 2-2151, Grants  No. NsG-237-62, No. NsG-05-007- 
003. 
in  a male  Macaca nemestrina monkey (weighng 15 lb) w h c h  was 
being studied f o r  a possible 30-day pr imate  orbital  space  flight. 
Determnat ion  of the percentage of l ive spermatozoa, the  resu l t s  
of which were  often a t  variance m t h  those of the  mobility studies,  
would s e e m  t o  be  a useful addition to the standard morphologic e x a m -  
nation. Fructose,  lactic acid,  and c i t r i c  ac ld  levels w e r e  de te r -  
mined. 
w e r e  observed in  liquefied coagulum. 
7 re fs .  
P r e l i m n a r y  repor t  of s o m e  base-line observahons of s e m e n  
Consistent lower fructose and higher lac t lc  acld values 
M. G. 
i68-44056 * 
E F F E C T  O F  TEMPERATURE ON METABOLIC RATES OF LIVER 
AND BROWN FAT HOMOGENATES. 
Jane  C. Roberts and Robert  E. Smith (California, University, School 
of Memcine, Dept. of Physiology, Los Angeles, California, Univer- 
sity, School of Veterinary Medicine, Dept. of Physiological Sciences, 
Davls, Calif. ). 
Canadian Journal of Biochemistry, vol. 45, 1967, p. 1763-1771. 
39 refs.  
PHS Grant No. HD-01826, Grants No. NsG-721, No. NGR-05-004- 
035. 
r a t e s  of homogenate5 of brown fa t  and l iver f r o m  control and cold- 
acclimated rats over  the range f r o m  10 t o  37OC. 
brown ampose t i s sue  exhibits a higher r a t e  of oxygen consumption 
((20,) than does l iver,  &ketoglutarate being used a s  substrate.  At 
10°C, brown adipose t i s sue  retains a l a r g e r  percentage (36 t o  3870) 
of its 37'C metabolic r a t e  than does l iver (22 t o  2470). 
and energies of activation have been determined and compared wlth 
other data reported f o r  these  t issues.  
cold-induced increases  in  m a s s ,  vascularity,  and Qoz  of brown fat ,  
the decreased  tempera ture  sensit ivity in the cold-acclimated r a t s  
appears wholly consonant with the adaptive behavior of brown fat  
i n  its ro le  as a thermogenic effector. 
Investigation of the effects of tempera ture  i n  v i t ro  on metabolic 
At a l l  t empera tures ,  
(110 values 
In view of prevlously reported 
M. M. 
A6844060 * 
EFFECTS O F  GRAVITATIONAL CHANGES ON RNA O F  CEREBRAL 
NEURONS AND GLIA. 
AND GLIA, 
I - RNA CHANGES O F  DEITERS' CELLS 
R. G. Greneil ,  H. Hazama, M. Nakazawa, and E. Einherg (Maryland 
University, School of Medicine, P s y c h a t r i c  Insti tute,  Section of 
Neurobiology, Bethesda, Md. ). 
Brain  Research, vol. 9, 1968, p. 115-125. 12 re fs .  
Grants No. NsG-566, No. NsG-21-002-026. 
a l te red  gravitational f ields i n  a specially constructed centrifuge 
f o r  periods of 1, 4, 8, and 12 h r  and f o r  1. 7, and 30 days. The 
total  RNA content of the l a r g e  Dei te rs '  cells  of the l a t e r a l  vestibular 
nucleus was analyzed after each period of exposure, as well as 1 
and 2 weeks a f te r  the experiments. The RNA content of glia asso-  
ciated with the Dei te rs '  cells  was measured  in  s o m e  cases ,  and the 
bases  in  control Deiters '  cells  w e r e  analyzed, together m t h  those 
f r o m  animals exposed t o  1.65 g for  1 day. 
in  total  RNA content indicate a period of stimulation during the f i r s t  
12 h r  of exposure (as  shown by  a n  increase) ,  a f te r  1, 7, and 30 days, 
there  is a marked  decline RNA content, w h c h  appears  grea tes t  a f te r  
1 day of exposure. During the  two-week period following the  t e r m -  
nahon of the experiment, the an imals  exposed f o r  1 day show a re turn  
toward normal;  the ce l l s  of the 7- t o  30-day animals,  however, con- 
tain a hzgher than normal  RNA content a f te r  1 week, which declines 
again b y  the end of the  second week. 
the glia follow those of the  neurons with increasing s i m l a r i t y .  
the experimental  conditions have a pronounced effect on the  RNA 
levels and synthesis in  Deiters '  cells  and associated glia. Certain 
fur ther  experiments designed t o  clarify s o m e  of the many still un- 
resolved a r e a s  a r e  discussed. V. P. 
Discussion of experiments in which r a t s  w e r e  exposed t o  
The observed changes 
The changes in  RNA content of 
Thus,  
A68-44067 # 
PROTECTION FROM RADIATION I N  SPACE FLIGHTS [ZASHCHITA 
OT RADIATSLI PRI KOSMICHESKIKH POLETAKH]. 
E. E. Kovalev. 
[VOPROSY DOZIMETRII I ZASHCHITY OT IZLUCHENII]. 
Edited by  L. R. Kimel'. 
Moscow, Atomizdat (Moskovskii Ordena Trudovcdo Krasnogo 
Znamei Inzhenerno-Fizicheskii Institut, No. 7), 1967, p. 24-32. 
8 re fs .  In Russian. 
Review and s u m m a r y  of the resu l t s  f r o m  Soviet and U. S .  studies 
on space radlatiop conditions, c r i t e r i a  concerning radiation danger 
for  various kmds of space flights, the expected dose reduction by 
the use  of shielding, and optimal shielding of spacecraft. Known 
values a r e  given for  galactlc space radiation, which var ies  with 
stages of so la r  activlty and with stages of the  radiation belt  created 
by the geomagnetic field. 
The determination of radiation c r i t e r i a  i s  considered. 
t o  duration, 1 to 2 months at a dose of 15 rem are considered 
admissible. Danger i s  assumed at  50 rem,  and radiobiological 
effects a r e  expected in the range f r o m  150 t o  200 rem. 
IN: PROBLEMS OF DOSIMETRY AND RADIATION PROTECTION 
Solar corpuscular irradiation is evaluated. 
With respect 
M. G. 
~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 4 0 ~ ~  3+ 
CHARACTERISTICS O F  COSMONAUT WORK ACTIVITIES DURING 
PROLONGED SPACE FLIGHTS [NEKOTORYE OSOBENNOSTI TRU- 
DOVOl DEIATEL'NOSTI KOSMONAVTOV V DLITEL'NOM KOSMI- 
CHESKOM POLETE]. 
N. N. Gurovskii. 
IN: STUDIES ON THE PSYCHLPHYSIOLOGY O F  THE WORK O F  
COSMONAUTS [OCHERKI PSlKXOFlZIOLOGII TRUDA KOSMO - 
NAVTOV]. 
Edited by N. N. Gurovskii. 
Moscow, ledatel'stvo Meditslna, 1967, p. 5-13. In Russian. 
The a r t ic le  deals with the problem of composing a work 
schedule for  cosmonauts. 
that  there  a r e  no  experiences that can be  taken for a bas is  and that 
the psychologxal and physiological condition of a cosmonaut during 
a prolonged spaceflight (under the effects of weightlessness,  con- 
finement, monotony, and the  feeling of being cut off f rom the  ear th)  
would be different f r o m  that in any laboratory experiment. 
rational organization of r e s t  t ime should compensate f o r  the lack 
of movement and s t r a i n  of constant attentiveness during the shift  
at  the control panel. 
The task  i s  complicated by the facts 
A 
(ATD /LC ) 
A68-44073 ## 
PHYSIOLOGICAL BASIS O F  HUMAN ADAPTATION TO SPECIFIC 
WORK CONDITIONS [FIZIOLOGICHESKOE OBOSNOVANIE PRISPO- 
SOBLENIIA CHELOVEKA K SPETSIFICHESKIM USLOVIIAM 
DEIATEL'NOSTI]. 
S .  A. Kosilovand B. A. Dushkov. 
IN. STUDIES OF THE PSYCHOPHYSIOLOGY O F  THE WORK OF 
COSMONAUTS [OCHERKI PSIKHOFIZIOLCGII TRUDA KOSMO- 
NAVTOV]. 
Edited by  N. N. Gurovskii. 
Moscow, Izdatel'stvo Meditsina, 1967, p. 14-32. 38 refs.  In 
Russian. 
need f o r  a scientifically based fatigue-prevention program. 
effective method of preventing fatigue is a rational work and r e s t  
schedule. Physical and mental  fahgue. adaptation to a l te red  c i r -  
cadian rhythms, and mechanisms of such adaptahon a r e  t rea ted  
m detail. The complicating effects of weightlessness and emotional 
tension on fatigue and biorhythms a r e  considered, and the u s e  of 
hypnosis. electrosleep, and drugs  IS suggested a s  a means of 
facil i takng adaptation t o  the working condihons prevaihng during 
Discussion of fatigue encountered by cosmonauts and the urgent 
An 
prolonged space flights. I. P. 
A6044074 * 
RATIONAL ESTABLISHMENT O F  COSMONAUT WORK SCHEDULES 
[O RATSIONAL'NOM POSTROENII REZHIMA TRUDA KOSMO- 
NAVTOV]. 
F. P. Kosmolinskii and B. A. Dushkov. 
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A6844075 
IN 
COSMONAUTS [OCHERKI PSIKHOFIZIOLOGII TRUDA KOSMO- 
NAVTOV 1. 
Edited by N. N. Gurovskii. 
Moscow, Izdatel'stvo Meditsma, 1967, p. 32-39. 13 refs.  In 
Russian . 
fatigue and envlronmental fac tors  of cosmonauts. 
effects of various space-flight fac tors  such a s  hypodynamia, 
sensory deprivation, eye fatigue, c r e w  size,  and nuss ion  duration, 
which have t o  be taken into account m t h  the development of proper 
I. P. 
STUDIES ON THE PSYCHOPHYSIOLOGY O F  THE WORK O F  
R e n e w  of known data on work- res t  schedules in  relation t o  
Studied a r e  the 
work- res t  schedules for  speclflc mission profiles.  
~68.44075 # 
SENSORY DEPRIVATION DURING SPACE FLIGHT [SENSORNAIA 
DEPRIVATSIIA V KOSMICHESKOM POLETE]. 
F. P. Kosmokinslui and Z. D. Shcherbina. 
IN: STUDIES ON THE PSYCHOPHYSIOLOGY OF THE WORK OF 
COSMONAUTS [OCHERKI PSIKHOFIZIOLOGII TRUDA KOSMONAV - 
TOV]. 
Edited by N. N. Gurovskil. 
Moscow, Izda te l ' s tvo  Meditsina, 1967, p. 39-58. 54 r e f s .  In 
Rus sian . 
pathetic, and bram-function changes a r e  discussed, and their  mech- 
an isms  are described. Experiments of Western scientists a r e  c r i t i -  
clzed a s  i r re levant  to the situations actually possible in  a spacecraft .  
The difference of the psychological state of an experimental  subJect 
and a cosmonaut fulfilling his mission is a l so  regarded as very  im-  
portant.  
of the cosmonauts,  physical excerc ise ,  use of drugs ,  careful choice 
of psychologically compatible crew members ,  and their  instruction 
concerning the possible symptoms of sensory  deprrvation a r e  sug- 
Effects of sensory  deprivation expressed  a s  emotional, sym-  
Construction of a spacecraft  satisfymg indindual  needs 
gested as preventive measures .  (ATDILC) 
A68-44076 #$ 
E F F E C T  O F  CHANGED AFFERENTATION ON THE HUMAN BODY 
[VLIIANIE NA ORGANIZM CHELOVEKA IZMENENNOI AFFE-  
RENTATSII]. 
F. P. Kosmolinslui. 
IN: STUDIES ON THE PSYCHOPHYSIOLOGY OF THE WORK O F  
NAVTOV]. 
Edited by  N. N. Gurovskii. 
Moscow, Izdatel'stvo Meditsma, 1967, p. 59-68. 30 re fs .  In 
Russian.  
The author examines sensory  deprivahon as a s u m  of insuffi- 
cient ex terna l  and mterna l  afferentation (the l a t te r  due t o  weightless- 
n e s s  and hypodynama)  and points out the s t r e s s  occurring when 
excess  afferentation suddenly rep laces  sensory deprivation, a s  may 
happen during special  work assignments o r  emergency situations. 
He recommends physical exerc ise  as a means  of maintainmg phys- 
iological tonus, work capacity, and psychic stability. He a l s o  
suggests a pleasant in te r ior  a r rangement  of the  cabin, u s e  of drugs,  
and special  self-control training, and speculates on t h e  possibility of 
compensating for  the functional atrophy of the muscular  analysor 
by intensified functioning of the  vlsual and auditory analysors.  
COSMONAUTS [OCHERKI PSIKHOFIZIOLOGII TRUDA KOSMO- 
(ATD /LC )
A68-44077 # 
PRINCIPLES AND RESEARCH METHODS OF TXE SPACE DAY 
PROBLEM [PRINTSIPY I PUT1 ISSLEDOVANILA PROBLEMY 
KOSMICHESKJKH SUTOK]. 
B. 5 .  Ahakrinskii .  
IN: STUDIES ON THE PSYCHOPHYSIOLOGY O F  THE WORK O F  
COSMONAUTS [OCHERKI PSIKHOFIZIOLOGLI TRUDA KOSMO- 
NAVTOV]. 
Edited by N. N. Gurovskii. 
Moscow, Izdatel'stvo Meditsina. 1967, p. 68-76. 14 re fs .  In 
Russian . 
f o r  cosmonauts, includmg the charac te r i s t ics  and aftereffects of 
the work a t  control panels, a r t i f ic ia l  light, charac te r i s t ics  of 
muscular  activlty, and number of c rew members  and the i r  individual 
The author d iscusses  factors determining the w o r k l r e s t  resme 
adaptability. He a l so  reviews the resu l t s  of experiments and ob- 
servations on adaptabllity t o  changed circadian rhythms, offers a 
var ie ty  of day lengths and emphasizes the importance of experi-  
ments in  w h c h  only one fac tor  is changed at a time. 
of fur ther  r e s e a r c h  programs h e  recommends such factors m -  
fluencing adaptahon as drugs,  afferentation changes, psychological 
training, and the  creation of methods for  determining individual 
As a n  object 
adaptability. (ATD / LC ) 
~68.44078 # 
EFFECTS O F  VARIOUS WORK AND REST SCHEDULES ON THE 
FUNCTIONAL CONDITION O F  MAN DURING PROLONGED CONFINE- 
MENT IN HERMETICALLY SEALED CABINS [VLIIANIE RAZLICH- 
NYKH REZHIMOV TRUDA I OTDYKHA NA FUNKTSIONAL'NOE SOS- 
TOIANIE CHELOVEKA PRI DLITEL'NOM PREBYVANII V GERMOKA- 
MERE]. 
A. A. Veselova, N. N. Gurovskii, B. A. Dushkov, V. V. Zhuravlev, 
5. N. Zaloguev, P. R. Iseev, Z .  M. Karelina,  M. I. Kozar', F. P. 
Kosmolinskii, E. M. Krutova, G. M. Manovtsev, Iu. G. Nefedov, and 
V. M. Shlov. 
IN. STUDIES ON THE PSYCHOPHYSIOLOGY O F  THE WORK OF 
COSMONAUTS [OCHERKI PSIKHOFIZIOLOGII TRUDA KOSMONAV- 
TOV]. 
Edited by N. N. Gurovskii. 
Moscow, Izdatel 'stvo Meditsina, 1967, p. 76-106. 10 re fs .  In 
Russian. 
Experiments with 24- and 18-hr-day schedules in  hermetically 
sealed cabins have shown a genera1 decrease  i n  mental and physical 
capability. 
to memor ize  assigned tasks  and forgot them m o r e  easily,  and the 
thinking processes  became slower and l e s s  effective. Body tem- 
pera ture ,  welght, and respiration showed slight deviations, wlule 
a r t e r i a l  p r e s s u r e ,  pulse ra te ,  muscular force  
coordinahon, erythrocyte resistance,  and natural  immunity showed 
considerable unfavorable changes. In the 24-hr-day experiment, 
functional changes were  m o r e  pronounced i n  subjects whose r e s t  
periods were  scheduled during the astronomical day: w h l e  the 
most  significant deviations were  observed in  the  18-hr-day experi- 
ment. (ATD/LC) 
Concentration diminished, the  subjects needed m o r e  t ime 
and tonus motor 
~68-44079 # 
E F F E C T  O F  ALTERED DAILY ACTIVITY SCHEDULE ON THE 
HUMAN ORGANISM DURING CONFINEMENT [VLIIANIE IZMENE - 
NIIA REZHIMA SUTOCHNOI DEIATEL'NOSTI NA ORGANIZM 
CHELOVEKA V USLOVIIAKH IZOLLATSII]. 
V. I. Miasnikov. 
IN: STUDIES ON THE PSYCHOPHYSIOLOGY O F  THE WORK O F  
COSMONAUTS [OCHERKI PSIKHOFIZIOLOGII TRUDA KOSMO - 
NAV T OV 1. 
Edlted by  N. N. Gurovskii. 
Moscow, Izdatel'stvo Meditsina, 1967, p. 107-125. 27 re fs  In 
Russian. 
The author underlines the importance of a carefully organized 
work and r e s t  schedule f o r  cosmonauts and points out the difficulty 
of the task. 
with different work and r e s t  schedules and d iscusses  the physiological 
and neuropsychological effects. 
producing fatigue, poor sleep, reduction of working capacity, 
slowness of reaction, dozing durlng work t ime and hallucinations, 
could seriously impair the fulfillment of a mission. 
make any given schedule effective, means should be  found to keep  
the duratmn and depth of s leep  under control. 
He then descr ibes  a s e r i e s  of confinement experiments 
Changes in  physiological functions 
In o r d e r  t o  
(ATD/LC) 
A68-44080 # 
WORKING CAPACITY AND HIGHER NERVOUS ACTIVITY O F  MAN 
FOLLOWING VARIOUS WORK AND REST SCHEDULES [RABOTO- 
SPOSOBNOST' I SOSTOIANIE VYSSHEI NERVNOI DEL4TEL'- 
NOSTI PRI RAZLICHNYKH REZHIMAKH ZHIZNI LIUDEI]. 
M. A. Gerd. 
IN: 
COSMONAUTS [OCHERKI PSIKHOFIZIOLOGII TRUDA KOSMONAV- 
TOV]. 
Edited by  N. N. Gurovshi .  
Moscow, Izdatel'stvo Meditsina, 1967, p. 126-136. 5 refs. In 
Russian. 
STUDIES ON THE PSYCHOPHYSIOLOGY O F  THE WORK O F  
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A68-44086 . 
The paper is based on experiments performed in  conditions 
irmtatmg cer ta in  features of a spacecraf t  with a three-man crew. 
The working capakity of the subjects was controlled during the ex- 
periment,  and the condition of h g h e r  nervous activlty was tested 
before and af ter  the experlment. Reactions of the subjects whose 
sleep was scheduled during daytime slowed down considerably in  
the b e g i m n g  of the experlment,  normalized as the  subjects adjusted 
to  the new situation, and slowed down toward the end of the experi-  
ment a s  a resul t  of fatigue. The EEG te s t s  showed a predomination 
of st imulatory processes  which developed and then dlsappeared rapid- 
ly. The idubi t ion processes  were  also weakened. (ATDI LC) 
A68-44081 # 
SIGNIFICANCE O F  MUSCULAR ACTIVITY FOR CONSERVING THE 
STABILITY OF THE MOTOR FUNCTION O F  A COSMONAUT 
[ZNACHENIE MYSHECHNOI AKTIVNOSTI DLIA SOKHRANENIIA 
USTOICHIVOSTI DVIGATEL'NOI FUNKTSII KOSMONAVTA]. 
A. V. Korobkov and B. A. Dushkov. 
IN: STUDIES ON THE PSYCHOPHYSIOLOGY O F  THE WORK O F  
COSMONAUTS [OCHERKI PSIKHOFIZIOLOGII TRUDA KOSMONAV- 
TOV]. 
Edited by N. N. Gurovskii. 
Moscow, Izdatel'stvo Meditsina, 1967, p. 148-159. 17 refs .  In 
Russian. 
the development of seve ra l  mental ,  physiological, and biochemical 
processes  and the importance of physical training for  better adapta- 
tion to environmental changes (al tered gas mixture,  temperature ,  
radiation) and for compensation of the injurious effects of space-flight 
factors. 
ness ,  and decrease of motor coordination and general  res is tance 
caused by hypodynamia, should be prevented by adequate physical 
exercises .  
and adaptation to prescr ibed work and r e s t  schedules. 
tion and organization of the exercises  should be based on the charac-  
t e r i s t i c s  of cosmonaut's activities, and onthe space -flight-conditioned 
changes of physiological mechanisms. 
should be divided in  several  sho r t  periods and performed during 
work and r e s t  periods.  
isometr ic ,  relaxational, and exercises  with an expander, weights, 
and veloergometer) applied during prolonged hypodynamia and 
al tered daily rhythm experiments caused increase of muscular 
force and maintained work capacity at a high level. 
The authors point out the role of stability of motor function in  
Muscular weakness and even atrophy caused by weightless- 
The exercises  should also improve emotional condition 
The selec-  
The physical exercises  
Various types of exercises  (inertial, 
(ATD/LC) 
~68.44082 # 
THE CONDITIONS OF AN ALTERED DAILY RHYTHM [ISSLEDO- 
INVESTIGATION O F  THE HUMAN MOTOR FUNCTION UNDER 
VANIE DVIGATEL'NOI FUNKTSII CHELOVEKA V USLOVIIAKH 
IZMENENNOGO SUTOCHNOGO REZHIMA]. 
V. M. Devishvili, B. A. Dushkov, A. V. Korobkov, M. M. Wrsk i i ,  
G. G. Ratishvili, a n d I .  P. Ratov. 
IN: STUDIES ON THE PSYCHOPHYSIOLOGY OF THE WORK OF 
NAVTOV]. 
Edited by N. N. Gurovskii. 
Moscow, Izdatel'stvo Meditsina, 1967, p. 159-167. In Russian. 
Study of the effects of an a l t e red  daily rhythm on muscular 
functions based on experiments with an 18-hr daily rhythm in 
hermetically sealed cabins. The ability to pe r fo rm the co r rec t  
muscular expenditure and appreciation of t ime i n  seconds were  
a l s o  observed. 
tentionally straining and relaxing the skeletal muscles ,  and the 
latent t ime of these actions was recorded. 
tions observed in the pa rame te r s  of muscular  strength, muscular  
endurance, sensation of muscular  articulation, and t ime apprecia-  
tion a r e  due t o  individual differences i n  adaptability t o  the al tered 
daily rhythm. The fact  that the al tered daily rhythm did not induce 
significant changes in the strength and endurance of the basic  
muscular groups indicates that the organization of motion activities 
of the subjects during the experiment was appropriate.  (ATD/LC) 
COSMONAUTS [OCHERKI PSIXHOFIZIOLOGII TRUDA KOSMO- 
Special  attenhon was given to  the capacity of in- 
The considerable varia- 
A68-44083 #k 
CHANGES IN THE INDICES OF EXTERNAL RESPIRATION, G M  
EXCHANGE, AND ENERGY EXPENDITURE DURING WEIGHTLESS- 
NESS [IZMENENIE POKAZATE LEI VNESHNEGO DYKHANIIA, 
GAZOOBMENA I ENERGOTRAT X USLOVIIAKH NEVESOMOSTI]. 
I. I. Kas'ian, G. F. Makarov, and B. V, Blinov (Akademiia Nauk 
SSSR, Moscow, USSR). 
International Astronautical  Federation, International Astronautical  
Congress,  18th. Belgrade, Yugoslavia. Sept. 24-30, 1967, Paper.  
15 p. 18 refs .  In Russian.  
Discussion of the functional s ta te  of external  respiration, gas 
exchange, and energy expenditure based on data concerning the e f -  
fects  of brief weightlessness produced during parabolic flights. 
During the brief period of weightlessness,  a higher level of gas 
exchange was observed in  all cases  in  comparison to the initial 
values and to the values measured  during acceleration. Oxygen 
consumption increased by 75 to 215 mllmin,  energy expenditure 
increased by 0.36 to 1.0 kcal/min, and i n  s1x cases ,  per-minute 
respiration volume increased by 0.4 to 4.2-4/min. 
vital capacity and the s t ructure  of the respiratory cycle were  also 
found to increase.  
even g rea t e r  shifts i n  the indices under study. 
were  per formed both during quiet and work periods.  
Pulmonary 
It is shown that wearing a space sult caused 
Measurements 
M. G. 
868-44084 # 
CHANGES IN HUMAN TOLERANCE TO TRANSVERSE ACCELERA- 
TIONS FOLLOWING HYPODYNAMIA OF VARYING DURATION 
[IZMENEME PERENOSIMOSTI CHELOVEKOM POPERECHNYKH 
PEREGRUZOK POSLE GE'ODINAMII RAZLICHNOI PRODOLZHI- 
TEL'NOSTI]. 
A. R. Kotovskaia, R. A. Vartbaronov, and S. F. Simpura (Akade- 
miia Nauk SSSR, MOSCOW, USSR). 
International Astronautlcal  Federation, Internatlonal Astronautlcal 
Congress,  18th, Belgrade, Yugoslavia, Scpt. 24-30, 1967, Paper .  
18 p. 28 refs. In Russian. 
Investigation of human tolerance to t r ansve r se  accelerations 
after hypodynamia a s  a factor useful for predicting the physlological 
effects of reentry. The r e s d t s  indicate that 3-day hypodynamia has 
no noticeable effects  on human tolerance t o  acceleratlon s t r e s s ,  
while 15 t o  20-day hypodynamia reduces to  tolerance by 2 .4  g. 
A 60-day hypodynamia, however, did not involve any further reduc- 
tion In tolerance.  All subjects regained thelr  lnitial tolerance levels 
after 15 to  50 days followlng the te rmmat ion  of two-month hypodyna- 
mia. 
respiratory systems to  acceleration af ter  hypodynamia. 
Thls applies a lso to  the reactions of the cardiovascular and 
v. P. 
~68-44085 t# 
PECULIARITIES O F  THE AUDITORY ANALYSOR FUNCTION 
DURINGPROLONGEDEXPOSUREOFMANTOANALTEREDGAS 
MEDIUM [OSOBENNOSTI FUNKTSII SLUKHOVOGO ANALIZATORA 
PRI DLITEL'NOM PREBYVANII CHELOVEKA V USLOVIIAKH 
IZMENENNOI GAZOVOI SREDY]. 
E. M. Iuganov, Iu. V. Krylov, and V. S. Kuznetsov (Akademiia 
Nauk SSSR, Moscow, USSR). 
Investigation of the human auditory analysor function a t  baromet- 
The effects of atmospheres containing up to  2% CO2 
r i c  pressures  on the o rde r  of 380 m m  Hg and normal  oxygen partial 
pressure.  
and of breathing helium-oxygen mixtures a r e  a lso studied. 
audiometry and investigations of the inverse adaptation t ime revealed 
no deviations in  excess  of the normal  physiological fluctuations. 
The human auditory analysor is found to  be  highly stable during 
Dynamic 
prolonged exposures to  artificial atmospheres.  v. P. 
A68-44086 ## 
INVESTIGATION OF VISUAL CAPACITY DURING SPACE FLIGHT 
[ISSLEDOVANIE ZRITEL'NOI RABOTOSPOSOBNOSTI V KOSMI- 
CHESKOM POLETE]. 
23 
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E. A. Ivanov, V. A. Popov, and L. S. Khachatur'iants (Akademiia 
Nauk SSSR, Moscow, USSR). 
International Astronautical Federahon,  International Astronautical 
Congress, 18th, Belgrade, Yugoslavia, Sept. 24-30, 1967, Paper. 
9 p. hi Russian. 
Analysis of the effects of space-flight factors  on h w a n  visual 
performance. The resul ts  of a i r c r a f t  parabolic-flight experiments 
a r e  discussed in t e r m s  of the effects of shor t - te rm weightlessness 
on vision. 
of the visual analysor  of as t ronauts  under condihons of weightless- 
ness ,  and the resul ts  indicated that the visual resolution was almost  
unchanged. 
rzo2ate dunng  flight. 
and the largest  recognition e r r o r s  were reported with purple, 
azure,  and green. Minimum e r r o r s  occurred with red. The func- 
tional capacity of the visual analysor undergoes definite changes 
in flight. The cxact  nature of the effects  requires  fur ther  study. 
The Voskhod program involved tes ts  of the resolution 
Visual capacity was also studied and shown to dete- 
Objective perception of color was examined 
T. M. 
A68-44087 
INVESTIGATION O F  THE LONG-TERM EFFECT O F  A LOW-PRES- 
SURE OXYGEN ATMOSPHERE ON ANIMALS AND HUMAN BEINGS 
[ISSLEDOVANIE DLITEL'NOGO VOZDEISTVIIA NA ZHIVOTNYKH 
I CHELOVEKA KISLORODNOI ATMOSFERY S PONIZHENNYM 
DAVLENIEM]. 
A. M. Gemn, S. G. Zharov, E. Ia. Kaplan, V. V. Ogleznev, and 
V. I. Solov'ev (Akademiia Nauk SSSR, Moscow, USSR). 
International Astronautical Federation, International Astronautical 
Congress ,  18th. Belgrade, Yugoslavia, Sept. 24-30, 1967, Paper .  
14 p. 8 refs .  In Russian. 
to  9470 oxygen atmospheres  at  p ressures  corresponding to 7000 
to  10,000 m on human beings, mice,  rabbits, and rats .  The 
exposure t imes  were 2 and 30 days. 
and biochemical investigations indicate that the environmental con- 
ditions studied did not c rea te  any adaptive difficulties for  the 
organism. Changes in the physiological and biochemical indices 
a r e  attributable to the actlvity (exerc ises )  of the subjects and to  
the duration of the experiments  to  a much grea te r  degree than to  
Discussion of experiments  aimed a t  studying the effect of 90 
The resul ts  of physiological 
atmospheric pressure  o r  oxygen par t ia l  pressure.  v. P. 
A68-44088 # 
CURRENT STATE AND PROSPECTS O F  STUDYING THE HUMAN 
CARDIOVASCULAR SYSTEM IN SPACE FLIGHTS [SOVREMENNOE 
SOSTOIANIE I PERSPEKTIVY ISSLEDOVANIIA SERDECHNO- 
SOSUDISTOI SISTEMY CHELOVEKA V KOSMICHESKIKH POLETAKH] 
I. T. Akulinichev, V. A. Degtiarev, and D. G. Maksxmov 
[Akademiia Nauk SSSR, Moscow, USSR). 
International Astronautical Federation, International Astronautical 
Congress. 18th, Belgrade, Yugoslavia, Sept. 24-30, 1967, Paper .  
10 p. 15 re fs .  In Russian. 
Eva1uat:on of var ious methods f o r  studying the human cardio- 
vascular  systgm during space flight, and analysis  of the problems 
which m u s t  be solved to  determine the effects  of space-flight fac-  
to rs  on the functioning of the system. 
hear t  in  flight can be determined by electrocardiogram, phono- 
cardiogram, and seismocardiogram measurements .  The de ter -  
mination of the duration of differedt phases  of the cardiac cycle, 
the relationship between the electr ical  and mechanical systoles, 
and the amplitude of the cardiac tone may be used to study en- 
docardial hemodynamics. Addxtional measurements  should in-  
clude the a r t e r i a l  blood pressure ,  the ci rculatory volume, and the 
blood flow rate. 
i s  discussed. T. M. 
The general  condition of the 
The use of an  onboard computer to process  data 
A68-44089 # 
BIOENGINEERING PROBLEMS ASSOCIATED WITH THE HABITABLL- 
ITY O F  SPACECRAFT AND PLANETARY STATIONS [BIOLOGO- 
TEKHNICHESKIE VOPROSY OBITAEMOSTI KOSMICHESKIKH 
KORABLEI I PLANETNYKH STANTSII] 
B. A. Adamovlch and Iu. G. Nefedov (Ministerstvo Zdravookhrane- 
niia SSSR, Moscow, USSR). 
Discussion of the major  problems associated with hfe-support 
systems and spacecraf t  habitabillty. 
such a s  developing efficient training methods for  cosmonauts, de te r -  
mining the physiological reactions of individuals to space-flight 
fac tors ,  establishing permissible  l imits  of cabin ennronments ,  
and ensuring conditions under which crew members  could perform 
adequately for  long periods of t ime a r e  examined. 
of a life-support system a r e  r enewed  in t e r m s  of such requirements  
a s  providing cosmonauts with food, water ,  oxygen, removing carbon 
dloxide and other harmful substances, processing metabolic wastes, 
maintaining proper temperature  and biochemical monitoring, and 
protecting against cosmic radiation. The types of life-support 
system required for  missions of different length a r e  reviewed, 
and the need for  minimizing their  weight 1s  emphasized. 
various methods of providing cosmonauts with oxygen, food, and 
water  a r e  noted, and the problem of regeneration IS examined. 
Major biomedical problems, 
The functions 
The 
V. P. 
A68-44090 * 
SPACECRAFT ENVIRONMENT AND TOLERANCE TO HYPOXIA 
[USLOVIIA OBITANIIA V GERMOKABINAKH 1 PERENOSIMOST' 
GIPOKSII]. 
N. A. Agadzhanian, I. N. Zakhorova, L. V. Kaliuzhnyl, and A.V. 
Sergienko (Ministerstvo Zdravookhraneniia SSR, Moscow, USSR). 
International Astronautical Federation, International Astronautical 
Congress, 18th, Belgrade, Yugoslavla, Sept. 24-30, 1967, Paper .  
13 p. In Russian. 
living objects. 
of conditioned reflex activity with changes in EEG in unrestrained 
animals  subjected to  hypoxia, with the purpose of establishing a 
correlat ion between changes in the bioelectrical activity of the brain 
and conditioned reflex activlty under hypoxic conditions. 
shown that a s  the six t es t  rabbits were "elevated" in a pressure  
chamber  a t  a ra te  of 25 m l s c c ,  a t  least  two qualitative s tages  of 
changes in their  behavior were  reflected In the conditioned reflex 
and the EEG - the f i r s t  a t  3000 m where a diminution of conditioned 
reflexes takes place and the second a t  6000 m where feeding ref lexes  
disappear but defensive ref lexes  a r e  retained. I t  is found that  the 
energy (amplitude) of the delta waves drops by 25 to 5070 f rom initial 
levels upon "elevation, ' I  indicating that at those altitudes a s t imu- 
lation of brain s t ruc tures  takes place which cor re la tes  with changes 
of higher activity noted ear l ie r .  At 5000 and 7000 m the second 
qualitative increase  takes place, re la ted to the donunance of the 
function of the adrenergic  sys tem of the brain (par t icular ly  of 
the re t icular  formation of the bra ins tem and the hypothalamus). 
Other tes ts  showed that in both humans and animals  a minimum of 
26 to 28 days 1s necessary for  full alpine acclimatization, and that  
hgh-al t l tude tolerance depends not only on the cabin envlronment 
but a l so  on the h m e  of day and on seasonal  changes. 
that i t  i s  necessary  to formulate ophmum conditions in spacecraf t  
cabin environments and to  organize a satisfactory work-rest  schedule. 
I. P. 
Study of the effects of various ra tes  of decompression on 
The experimental investigation combines the study 
It  is 
It  i s  concluded 
A68-44091 # 
EFFECT O F  62-DAY HYPODYNAWA O N  THE HUMAN 
ORGANISM [VLUANIE 62-SUTOCHNOI GIPOKINEZII NA ORGANIZM 
CHELOVEJSA]. 
T. V. Benevolenskaia, M. M. Korotaev, T. N. Krupma, I. A. 
Maslov, G. P. Mikhailovskii, T. A. Petrova,  K. V. Smirnov, 
and I. Ia. Iakovleva (Ministerstvo Zdravookhraneniia SSSR, Moscow, 
USSR). 
International Astronautical Federation, Internahonal  Astronautlcal 
Congress, 18th, Belgrade, Yugoslavla, Sept. 24-30, 1967, Paper .  
8 p. In Russian. 
nervous system, the cardiovascular sys tem (and the eyes, e a r s ,  
nose, throat ,  and kidneys), and gas t r lc  secret ion,  morphologlcal 
composition of the blood, and immunological reacbvi ty  were  studied 
in  a group of s ix  healthy men 23 to  36 years  old, confined to 62 days' 
bed rest .  
sively during the experiment a r e  descr lbed as physical discomfort 
observed between the t h r d  and surth day, adaptation to the e n n r o n -  
Resul ts  of a hypodynamia experiment in which the central  
The disorders  w h c h  developed i n  the subjects succes-  
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mental conditions between the seventh and twentieth day, develop- 
ment of asthenia between the twentieth and thr ty-f i f th  day, and 
asthenia p rogres s  during the r e s t  of theperiod. 
p re s su re  i n  the central  a r t e r y  of the retina gradually increased,  
r e a c h n g  a peak between the thr ty-second and the forty-second 
days. while - on the other hand - atrioventricular conduction de- 
creased during the experiment, especially i n  the three of the sub- 
jects who performed physical exercises.  Decreased gastr ic  s e -  
cretion, increased diuresis and a sha rp  reduction in  general  organic 
reactivlty w t h  the progress  of the experiment a r e  a lso noted. 
The chastolic 
V. 2. 
A68-44099 # 
TYPES OF VEGETATIVE SHIFTS IN MAN INDUCED BY EMOTIONAL 
STRESS [TIPY VEGETATIVNYKH SDVIGOV U CHELOVEKA PRI 
EMOTSIONAL'NOM NAPRIAZHENII]. 
L. P. Grimak and V. A. Ponomarenko. 
Zhurnal Vysshei Nervnoi Deiatel'nosti, vol. 17, May-June 1967, 
p. 408-412. 10 refs. In Russian. 
Study of cardiovascular and respiratory reactions to s t r e s s  
situations rn parachutlsts and pilots. Plethysmograms, oscil lograms, 
and electrocardiograms were  recorded continuously during a s im- 
ulated jump (using hypnosis). 
under actual flying conditions with automahc controls failing to 
operate on landing. Three distinct types of vegetative shifts in  
response to s t r e s s  stimuli a r e  revealed. 
of reaction to a s t r e s s  st imulus does not directly reflect the quality 
of performance but ra ther  the typical features  of higher nervous 
activity and the degree of experience. Individual functional var ia-  
tions can help test reactions under cr i t ical  conditions and evaluate 
I. P. 
Experienced pilots were also studied 
It i s  found that the type 
reliability of automatic control operators.  
A68-44102 # 
INCREASING MAN'S STATOKINETIC STABIUTY [O POVYSHENII 
STATOKINETICHESKOI USTOICHIVOSTI CHELOVEKA]. 
V. I. Kopanev, V. Ia. Lopukhin, and V. G. Strelets. 
Voenno-Meditsmskii Zhurnal, no. 3, 1968, p. 58-61. In Russian. 
increasing the statokinetic stability in space t ravelers .  
were conducted with 237 athletes and 22 control subjects exposed 
to an accelerated Coriolis force in a Barany chair  for up to 5 min 
a t  15 rpm with eyes open, head inclined, and torso forward. 
Evaluations were made from subjective and objective symptoms. 
The data indicate that athletes, a s  a rule, had higher statokinetic 
stability than nonathletes, with highest ranking shown by divers, 
figure skaters ,  swimmers,  gymnasts, and basketball players.  
Symptoms appeared l a t e r in  athletes than in the control group, with 
the exception of trackmen, oarsmen,  and pole vaulters. The ef- 
fect of swimming on statokinetic stability was tested on two groups: 
one with ordinary strokes, the other with movements revolving 
around the longitudinal axis  of the body ("corkscrew crawl"). 
increase in stability achieved by training in  regular s t rokes was 
lost in 3 months, but only reduced by the end of 6 months in the 
"corkscrew" group. 
change in  afferentation, enabling the central  nervous system to a c t  
against a new, changed functional background. Swimming and the 
"corkscrew" crawl, in particular, a r e  recommended fo r  increasing 
Study of the role of physical exercises  and sports  activities in 
Tests  
The 
The physiological mechanism i s  due to a 
statokinetic stability. I. P. 
A68-44105 
METHODS OF CHEMfCAL ANALYSIS IN THE: STUDY O F  MASS 
TRANSFER IN LIFE-SUPPORT SYSTEMS BASED ON BIOLOGICAL 
CYCLES [KHIMIKO -ANALITICHESKIE METODY GSLEDOVANIIA 
MASSOOBMENA V SISTEMAKH ZHIZNEOBESPECHENIIA, OSNOVAN- 
NYKH NA KRUGOVOROTE VESHCHESTV]. 
I. M. Zhuravlev, V. I. Karpov, Iu. V. Pepeliaev, E. 1. Pokrovskaia, 
L. I. Riazaeva, and A. P. Tereshchenko. 
IN: PROBLEMS O F  CREATING CLOSED ECOLOGICAL SYSTEMS 
[PROBLEMY SOZDANIIA ZAMKNUTYKH EKOLOGICHESKIKH SIS - 
TEM]. 
Edited by A. A. Nichiporovich and G. M. Lisovskii. 
Moscow, Izdatel'stvo Nauka, 1967, p. 175-178. 12 refs. In Russian. 
chemical analysis of solid, liquid, and gaseous phases inthe study 
Outline of the main features of a possible scheme fo r  mass-scale  
* 
of the migration of mat ter  in the biological cycles of life-support 
systems. 
S ,  P, Na, K, Mg, Ca, Fe. and C1 (and also Zn, Co, Ni, Cu, Cd, 
Pb,  Mn, Cr. Mo, V, Al, Ti, B, and Si in  some samples)  solid 
and liquid samples f rom various cycle stages, and for the chromato- 
graphic determination of N, 0, C02, and H20 in  gaseous form. 
The chemical tes ts  used to  determine the various elements a r e  
described, and the accuracy of the methods employed i s  briefly 
assessed.  P. G. M. 
This scheme provides for the determination of C, H, N, 
A68-44106 ## 
MOISTURE -CONTAINING HUMAN WASTES AS A MATERIAL FOR 
OBTAINING BASIC NUTRIENTS FOR AUTOTROPHIC PLANTS 
D U  POLUCHENIIA OSNOVNYKH ELEMENTOV PITANIIA AVTO- 
TROFOV]. 
G. I. Kozyrevskaia, Iu. S. Koloskova, N. N. Sitnikova, and 
V. I. Iazdovskii. 
IN: PROBLEMS OF CREATING CLOSED ECOLOGICAL SYSTEMS 
[ PROBLEMY SOZDANIIA ZAMKNUTYKH EKOLOGICHESKIKH 
SISTEM]. 
Edited by A. A. Nichiporovich and G. M. Lisovskii. 
Moscow, Izdatel'stvo Nauka, 1967, p. 166-170. 5 refs .  In Russian.  
Investigation of the amounts and propert ies  of the feces and 
urine discharged f rom the bodies of an unspecified group of random- 
ly chosen individuals, aimed a t  obtaining data concerning byological 
mineralizatlon of human wastes In a life-support cycle. The weight 
and moisture content, the proportion of soluble and lnsoluble f r ac -  
tions (with the total content of organic mat ter  in each fraction), the 
total nitrogen, the nitrate and nitrite nitrogen, and the composition 
of mineral sal ts  were determined for the urine. It was found that 
the daily discharge of feces equaled 43 -i. 14 g, with the soluble and 
insoluble portions equaling 26 8 and 17 f 5 g, respectively. The 
amount of absorbed bichromate oxygen varied between 50, 000 and 
108, 000 mgfl i ter  in  the daily discharges of feces ,  f rom 10, 800 to 
17, 200 mgll i ter  in their soluble fractions, and f rom 13, 000 to 
36,000 mgll i ter  in the individual urine specimens.  Large quan- 
titative and qualitative fluctuations in  the intestinal flora were 
observed. v. P. 
[VLAGUSODERZHASHCHIE OTKHODY CHELOVEKA KAK PRODUKT 
A68-44111 # 
POSSIBLE MAGNITUDE O F  ARTIFICIAL GRAVITY BASED ON 
ELECTRICAL ACTIVITY OF THE SKELETAL MUSCLES [0 
VOZMOZHNOI VELICHINE ISKUSSTVENNOI VESOMOSTI, 
OPREDELIAEMOI PO SOSTOIANIIU ELEKTROAKTIVNOSTI 
SKELETNYKH MYSHCHTS]. 
E .  M. Iuganov and G. I. Pavlov. 
IN: MEDICO-BIOLOGICAL STUDIES O F  WEIGHTLESSNESS 
[MEDIKO-BIOLOGICHESKE ISSLEDOVANIIA V NEVESOMOSTI]. 
Edited by V. V. Par in  and I. I. Kas'ian. 
Moscow, Izdatel'stvo Meditsina, 1968, p. 398-402. 14 refs .  
In Russian. 
magnitude of ar t i f ic ia l  gravity according to data on the bioelectrical 
activity of skeletal muscles and a consideration of cardiac and 
respiratory activity. 
position on a centrifuge on board an a i r c ra f t  which attained weight- 
lessness .  
Pulse ra te  and respiration showed no reliable relationship in  their 
changes and were  not used to evaluate the effectiveness of the a r -  
tificial gravity. Bioelectrical  muscular activity dropped to half 
the normal value, increasing when the ar t i f ic ia l  gravity reached 
0.15 g. The biopotentials increased paral le l  with the t ransverse 
acceleration f rom 0.15 to 0.28 g, and reached normal  values be- 
tween 0.28 and 0.37 g. 
(up to 0 . 7  g) did not affect the biopotentials. Therefore the ar-  
tificial gravity resulting f rom an acceleration of 0.28 to 0.37 g 
can be regarded as the minimum effective magnitude which nor- 
malizes the electr ical  activity of skeletal muscles  in  weightlessness.  
These resul ts  agree with the data obtained f rom a motor activity 
Investigation aimed a t  a determination of the minimal effective 
Dogs (6 to 8 kg) were  placed in  a recumbent 
The accelerations acted in  a back-to-chest direction. 
Further  increase of ar t i f ic ia l  gravity 
study. I.P. 
25 
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A68-441132 * 
PHYSIOLOGICAL AND BIOCHEMICAL ASPECTS OF THE WEIGHT- 
PROBLEMY NEVESOMOSTI]. 
P. A. Korghuev. 
IN MEDICO-BIOLOGICAL STUDIES OF WEIGHTLESSNESS 
[MEDIKO-BIOLOGICHFSKIE ISSLEDOVANIIA V NEVESOMOSTI]. 
Edited by V. V. Pa r in  and I. I. Kas’ian. 
Moscow, Izdatellstvo Meditsina, 1968, p. 89-93. In Russian. 
Discussion of the effect of weightlessness on organisms. 
noted that there  a r e  some grounds to assume that prolonged weight- 
lessness  IS a s  dangerous as space radiation. The mit ia l  p remise  
in  a study of the weightlessness problem should be that all living 
organisms on ea r th  exzst under gra-ntational-field conditions and 
that the ent i re  living process  of the organisms is adapted t o  thls 
field. The effects of gravltational change have been disclosed by 
means of studies in the comparative physiology and b iochems t ry  
of various groups of ver tebrates ,  showng that an inc rease  of 
skeletal weight in  land ver tebrates  was basically d e t e r m n e d  by the 
bone marrow which f i r s t  appeared m tailed amphibians. In space 
flight the bone marrow,  no longer st imulated by gravltational forces ,  
must become l e s s  active, and then undergo degeneration. Studies 
of m a r m e  mammals  a r e  outlined, and it is concluded that gravita- 
tion has  a slgnificant effect on the organism and produces changes 
in vltal s t ructures .  I. P. 
LESSNESS PROBLEM [FIZIOLOGO-BIOKHIMICHESKIE ASPEKTY 
It is 
A68-44116 # 
URINARY CREATININE-BASED RATIOS IN RELATION TO 
SEASON. 
Henry B. Hale, James  P. El l is ,  and Edgar W. Williams (USAF, 
Systems Command, Aerospace Medical Div., School of Aerospace 
Medicine, Physiology Branch, Brooks AFB, Tex. ). 
Aerospace Medicine, vol. 39, Oct. 1968, p. 1048-1051. 18 refs .  
A group of 12 healthy men was studled over an ent i re  year 
for the purpose of establishmg seasonal baselines fo r  each of a 
number of ur inary variables which a r e  currently being used fo r  
assessing flight s t r e s s ,  reasoning that seasonal changes, If any, 
might predispose toward flight s t r e s s  or obscure fllght effects. 
One overrught urine specimen per  man pe r  week was analyzed f o r  
norepinephrine, epinephrine, 17-hydroxycort1costeroids, phosphorus, 
potassium, sodium, u r i c  acid, urea,  and creatimne. 
flig$+stress studies, creatinine was used a s  the base  to wluch the 
other ur inary constituents were  r e fe r r ed .  
the sodiumlpotassium and the norepinephrine1 epinephrine rat ios  
were  investigated also. 
mean values,  the creatinine-based rat ios  a l l  showed long-term cyclic 
shifting, as did the two special  ratios, however, there  was no common 
pattern of change. 
based raixos came In various months, as did the maximum values. 
Fl ight-s t ress  studies must  take Into f u l l  account such background 
shifting. (Author) 
As IS done in 
The seasonal t rends for 
On tha basis  of either monthly or  seasonal 
The m n i m a l  values for the individual creatinine- 
A68-44117 * 
RADIOISOTOPIC COLOR SCANNING OF PULMONARY AEROEMBOLI 
IN EXPERIMENTAL DECOMPRESSION SICKNESS - DYSBARISM. 
A. T. K. Cockett, N. L. Mangelson, R. T. Kado. R. M. Nakamura, 
D. B. Rhodes, and L. Swanson (Harbor General Hospital, Dept. of 
Surgery,  Urology and Pathology, Califorma, University, Brain 
Research  Institute, Space Biology Laboratory,  Los Angeles, Calif. ). 
Aerospace Medicine, vol. 39, Oct. 1968, p. 1052-1054. 
Contract No. N 00014-66-C-0295, Grant No. NsG-237-62. 
presented. A modified dlagnostlc technique-radioisotopic color 
scanning of the lungs IS described. 
t h ree  groups a r e  presented. The pathologic physiology 1s discussed 
briefly. Complete recovery in  the t reated groups is seen i f  dextran 
infusion IS not delayed or  mthheld beyond 3 to  4 hr  af ter  decom- 
pression. (Author) 
A lethal overcompresslon-decompression model for  dogs 1s 
Examples of color scans f r o m  
A68-44118 
LIMITATIONS IN THE TREATMENT OF DIVING AND AVIATION 
BENDS BY INCREASED AMBIENT PRESSURE. 
Robert  C. Bornmann (U.S. Naval Material  Command, Chevy Chase,  
Md.).  
Aerospace Mehc ine ,  vol. 39, Oct. 1968, p. 1070-1076. 13 refs .  
to decompression sickness and a i r  embolism. 
logical mechanism of gas-pressure changes in  the tissue due to envi- 
ronmental p re s su re  changes a r e  explained, and the resulting effects 
a r e  discussed. Recompression is suggested a s  the main therapy. 
Therapeutical  techniques such a s  application of p re s su re ,  varylng 
gas  m x t u r e s ,  and varylng t imes of application a r e  descr ibed.  
most frequent e r r o r s  related to such treatment a r e  tabulated. 
Treatment a t  great  depths or  extremely h g h  p res su res  and some 
adjuncts to recompression a r e  also cbscussed. 
Outlme of the general  principles of pressure therapy as applled 
The underlymg physio- 
The 
R.M. 
A68-44119 
MANAGEMENT OF BENDS ARISING DURING SPACE FLIGHT. 
Robert  G. McIver (USAF. Systems Command, Aerospace Medical 
Div. ,  Aeromedical Research Laboratory,  Holloman AFB, N. Mex.). 
Aerospace Medicine, vol. 39, Oct. 1968, p. 1084-1086. 
Discusslon of measures  w h c h  could be utilized to mnlmize  the 
morbidity f r o m  decompression s ickness .  Experiments with human 
volunteers a r e  described, where the subjects were decompressed 
to 35,000 f t  equivalent (3.5 psia)  in  altitude chambers af ter  a period 
of 1-112 h r  denitrogenation using 100% 0 2  a t  ground level. It was 
found that most of the symptoms, such a s  bend pains, e t c . ,  dxsap- 
peared af ter  recompress ion  to 9.5 psia  i n  a pure-oxygen atmosphere 
Procedures  fo r  managing the consequences of decompression s ick-  
ness  in  different stages of space-flight activities a r e  recommended. 
R .M.  
19 r e f s .  
A68-44120 
CONCEPTS FOR ADVANCES IN THE THERAPY O F  BENDS IN 
UNDERSEA AND AEROSPACE ACTIVITY. 
6. J. Lamber tsen  (Pennsylvania, University, Undersea-Aerospace 
Environmental Research  Laboratory,  Phlladelphia, Pa.  ). 
Aerospace Medicine, vol. 39, Oct. 1968, p. 1086-1093. 22 refs. 
Discussion of modern t rends in  the therapy of bends. 
stated that the fundamental premise which should gulde investigation 
toward fur ther  improvement in the therapy of bends is that most 
of the factors  and principles which provlde the ultimate in the t r ea t -  
ment of bends a r e  the same ones which a r e  involved in  the ult imate 
methods for bends prevention and the facilitation of normal  decom- 
pression a f t e r  diving. 
and the aims of the therapy, the circulatory aspects  of bends 
therapy a t  s i tes  of physiological and pharmacological attack a r e  
considered, and s teps  toward fur ther  improvement in bends therapy 
It i s  
After describing the nature of the problem 
a r e  examined. z. w. 
A68-44121 
RELIABILITY O F  QUANTITATIVE TILT TABLE DATA. 
E s a r  Shvartz (Negev Institute for Arid Zone Research, Beersheba, 
Israel) .  
Aerospace Medicine, vol. 39, Oct. 1968, p. 1094-1097. 35 refs. 
Eighteen normal  male subjects were  used to  d e t e r m n e  the 
reliability of hear t  ra te  and blood p res su re  data recorded i n  a tilt- 
table test. 
s ame  conditions each time. 
and subjects were  tilted to 70° f r o m  the horizontal for  20 m n .  
r e t e s t  reliability coefficients were  computed using the Spearman Rank 
method. The analyses pertained to hear t  r a t e  and blood p res su re  data 
recorded i n  a horizontal  posihon, t o  differences between horizontal  
and vertical, and t o  data obtained i n  orthostasis. Mean values and 
the most  adverse values were  analyzed. The  resul ts  indicated that 
the most  reliable measu res  were  systolic blood p res su re  data ob- 
tained in  or thostasis  (r  = .851 for lowest value, and r = .844 for 
mean value). 
obtained in orthostasis were  slighfly lower. Blood p res su re  changes 
f rom recumbency to vertical displayed low reliabihty. 
data were  l e s s  reliable than blood p res su re  data. 
Subjects were  tested twice, seven days apart ,  under the 
A bicycle seat-type tilt table was used, 
Tes t  
Diastolic blood p res su re  and pulse p re s su re  values 
Heart  ra te  
(Author) 
A68-44122 
BURN PRODUCTION AND PREVENTION IN CONVECTIVE AND 
RADIANT HEAT TRANSFER. 
26 
A6844152 
A. M. Stoll and M. A. Chianta (U. S. Naval Material  Command, 
Naval Air Development Center,  Aerospace Medical Research  
Dept., Johnsville, Pa. 1. 
Aerospace Medicme, vol. 39, Oct. 1968, p. 1097-1100. 8 refs. 
W h t e  burns in  anestheixzed r a t s  a r e  used to co r re l a t e  the 
heat flux and exposure t ime measured  during convective heating 
with that of radiant heatmg. 
s ame  for  both types of heatmg and a r e  fur ther  correlated with 
temperature  r i s e  measured  in  an ine r t  mater ia l  (skm simulant) 
to  provlde an assessment  of the protection afforded humans by  
clothmg. 
exposure t ime  unth given mater ia ls  o r  insulabon required for  pre-  
vention of burns f r o m  thermal  exposures of given duration and 
intensity. (Author) 
These parameters  a r e  seen to  be the 
This protection may be  expressed in  t e r m s  of permissible  
A68-44123 * 
PHYSIOLOGICAL FACTORS ASSOCIATED WITH SWEATING DURING 
EXERCISE. 
J. A. J. Stolwjk,  B. Saltm, and A. P. Gagge. 
Aerospace Medicme, vol. 39, Oct. 1968, p. 1101-1105. 15 refs. 
Contract No. NAS 9-7140; NIH Grant No. UI-00426. 
subjects clothed i n  shorts ,  wlule exercising at 50 r p m  on a bicycle 
ergometer at 4, 7, and 10 b m e s  the sitting metabolic r a t e  and at 
th ree  temperature  levels, 10, 20, and 3OoC ambient. 
reported for 72 experiments,  represent  conditions at about 45 min 
after the s t a r t  of exercise.  Skin sweatmg during steady s t a t e  exercis  
may be described by a linear function of a metabolic ra te  and ambient 
a i r  temperature  o r  b rectal  and skin temperature.  
t u re  i s  essentially a l inear  function of metabolism and independent 
of ambient air temperature.  
a linear function of the ambient a i r  and i s  not significantly dependent 
on metabolic rate. 
rn2-hr-OC a s  much a s  1.5% of the volume of the extra  s h n  blood 
flow caused by exercise  i s  lost  in s h n  sweatmg. Since exercise  
principally affects rectal  or  internal body temperature  ra ther  than 
skin temperature,  moderate exercise  a t  even cool temperatures  
causes  sweating. The suppression of skin sweating during light to 
moderate exercise  by lowering skin temperature  is difficult and 
perhaps impossible mthout  causing unacceptable discomfort. (Author) 
The present  observatzons were  made on four healthy male  
The data, 
Rectal  tempera-  
Average skin temperature  is essentially 
Above a threshold skin conductance of 15 kcal l  
A68-44124 
STUDY OF FLASH BLINDNESS EFFECTS USING NAVAL AVIATORS. 
Roland A. Bosee (U. S. Naval Air Systems Command, Crew Systems 
Div., Washington, D. C. ), James  F. Pa rke r ,  Jr. (BioTechnology, 
Inc. , Arlington. Va. ), and Gloria T. Chisum (U. S. Naval Material  
Command, Naval Air Development Center,  Johnsville, Pa. ). 
Aerospace Medxcine, vol. 39, Oct. 1968, p. 1105-1108. 6 refs. 
m t h  operational avlation personnel.  Tlurty-one naval avlators, 
flymg attack and fighter a i rcraf t ,  served as subjects. A xenon 
gas discharge source,  delivering 6.378 x lo5  m l l i l i t e r s / s e c  of 
vlsible energy, was used to  simulate the light f r o m  a nuclear burst. 
Results show, as in  p r io r  laboratory investigations, that there  is 
a consistent decrease in  the f lash blindness recovery period a s  
cockpit illurmnation is increased. 
50 foot-candles, little additional benefit is seen. Measures  f rom 
an instrumented control s t ick show fo r  some subjects an abrupt pitch- 
up movement at the moment of flash. This is interpreted as an adap- 
h v e  attempt to  gam alhtude rather  than as a reflexive s t a r t l e  reac-  
hon. 
protectzve benefits gained f rom the  gold vlsor were  reaffirmed 
unth operational personnel. (Author) 
The f l a sh  blindness problem was investigated a s  it might e a s t  
However, when this light exceeds 
No s i rmlar  acbon  was noted in the roll axm. The excellent 
A68-44125 
CORONARY HEART DISEASE - A PREDICTIVE STUDY INVOLVING 
THE AEROSPACE MANUFACTURING INDUSTRY. 
C. I. Bar ron  (Lockheed Aircraf t  Corp.,  Lockheed-Califorma Co., 
Burbank, Calif. ) and R. H. Rosenman (Harold Brunn Insbtute, 
Mount Zion Hospital and Medical Center,  San Francisco,  Calif. ). 
Aerospace Medicine, vol. 39, Oct. 1968, p. 1109-1115. 5 refs. 
In 1960, 1013 Lockheed-California and the Missi le  and Space 
Go. salar ied employees between the ages of 39 and 59 joined 2511 
employees f r o m  mne other Califorma-based companies in  a ldng- 
range prospective study on coronary hear t  disease (CHD). 
f inhngs of the f i r s t  four and one-half yea r s  are presented. During 
this period, 133 new cases  of CHD occurred, including 43 Lockheed 
subjects. 
an incidence r a t e  identical to that of the  enhre  study group and that 
var iancesin cr i t ical  parameters  were  comparable to  the other groups. 
The la t ter  included abnormahbes  in lipoprotein patterns, hyper- 
tension, positive farmlial lustory of CHD, and the exhbi t ion of a 
specific overt  behavior pattern (type A). 
specific work assignments o r  responsibilities peculiar to  the  aero-  
space industry influenced the incidence of CHD. 
the evldence indicates that CHD i s  a product of our  way of life and 
that measures  taken to reduce the morbidity mus t  r e l a t e  to  the total 
environment of the person. (Author) 
The 
The findings lndicate that the Lockheed subjects elrperienced 
There  was no evldence that 
To the contrary,  all 
A6844126 
ALLERGIC PROBLEMS IN SCREWWORM F L Y  ERADICATION 
PROGRAM PERSONNEL. 
J. Robert Dille, Har ry  L. Gibbons (Federal  Aviation Administra- 
tion, Aeromedical Service,  Civll Aeromedical Research Institute, 
Oklahoma City, Okla. ), and George A. Spikes (Federal  Aviation 
Administration, Aeromedical Service,  Civil Aeromedical Research  
Institute, Douglas, Ariz .  ). 
Aerospace Medicine, vol. 39, Oct. 1968, p. 1116-1119. 6 r e f s .  
Study of the incidence of a l lergic  symptoms in  personnel 
engaged in the screwworm-fly eradication program i n  the south- 
western U.S. and northern Memco. A questionnaire revealed 
that 68% of the present  f l ight-crew members  reported having 
al lergy symptoms (seven of them severe) ,  and 71% had a reaction 
to  the f l ies  on skin testing. 
with severe symptoms, 
symptoms. Some decreased pulmonary function was noted and was 
of concern.  Three case  reports a r e  described. Recommendations 
a r e  made on screening newly hired personnel, periodic pulmonary 
function testing, u se  of r e sp i r a to r s  in flight, hyposensitazion, and 
fur ther  tes ts  to idenhfy antibodies and d e t e r m n e  antibody levels. 
Hyposensitization was t r ied for two 
one returned t o  ful l  flying duties mthout 
M. M. 
A68-44127 
FLIGHT DECK VISION AND THE AGING EYE. 
6. R. Harper (United Air Lines,  Inc., Denver, Colo.) and G. J. 
Kidera (United Air Lines,  Inc., Chlcago, Ill. ). 
(International Congress on Avlation and Space Medxcine, 17th, Oslo, 
Norway, Aug. 5, 1968.) 
Aerospace Medicine, vol. 39, Oct. 1968, p. 1119-1122. 
to accurately visualize his flight instruments is reviewed. T h s  
grounng number of pilots who command the commerc ia l  j e t  fleet 
require  indimdual evaluation and education regarding the special  
spherical  prescriptions required i n  the cockpit. 
allows the e x a m n e r  to  quickly t e s t  i n  a real is t ic  setting the pilot 's 
vlsual ability is presented. 
i s  discussed. 
a s  recommended solutions to solving the problem of the aging eye 
In the cockpit. Industry-unde emphasis is urged. (Author) 
The ability of the senior pilot with m n i m a l  accommodation 
A device that 
The educational aspect  of the device 
Special lens arrangements  a r e  presented and discussed 
A6844152 * 
INFLUENCE OF THE AMBIENT ACCELERATIVE FORCE UPON 
MATURE BODY SIZE. 
Arthur H. S m t h  and Russell  R. Burton (California, University. 
Dept. of Animal Physiology, Dams, Calif. ). 
Growth, vol. 31, 1967, p. 317-329. 32 refs .  
Grant No. NGR-05-004-008. 
gravity have a reduced mature body s ize ,  and the reduction is re&- 
linearly related to field strength. This smaller  body s ize  is closely 
regulated, and appears  to be a physiological adaptation to the hyper- 
dynamc  envlronment. 
i s  not permanent, and upon return to ear th  gravlty a n  essentially 
normal s ize  i s  regained. Since these variations a r e  rapidly estab- 
lished i n  skeletally mature  ammals ,  they appear t o  reflect changes 
m the soft tissues. 
Animals ra ised under acceleration fields s t ronger  than ear th  
T h s  acceleration-lirmtation on body mass  
[Author) 
27 
A68-44174 
A68-44174 ## 
DIURNAL RHYTHM OF SYMPATHETIC FUNCTIONS DURING 
SPACE FLIGHT [SUTOCHNAIA RITMIKA VEGETATIVNYKH FUNK- 
TSII V KOSMICIIESKOM POLETE]. 
G. V. &ltukhov, P. V. Vasll 'ev, P. V. Belai, and A. D. 
IN MEDICO-BIOLOGICAL STUDIES OF WEIGHT1,ESSNESS [MEDIKO- 
BIOLOGlCHESI<IE ISSLEDOVANIIA V NEVESOMOSTI]. 
Edited by V. V. Pa r in  and I. I. Kas'ian. 
Moscow, Izdatel 'stvo Meditsina, 1968, p. 201-205. 10 refs. In 
Russian. 
A study was made of the hear t  ra te  and systaltic index of 
cosmonauts Nikolacv, Popovich, Bykovslui, and Tereshkova during 
their group flight. It was considered that the hear t  r a t e  represents  
the integra! response of the organism to the effect of various factors  
in  the external environment and that the systaltic index reflects the 
functional s ta te  of the myocardium. The recorded data were  s ta t is-  
tically proce-ssed and a r e  presented i n  graphlc form. Unfortunately, 
the effects of space flight ox these cosmonauts did not produce any 
uniform changes in the indices under study. and no definite conclu- 
sion could be drawn r e g a r l n g  the effects of weightlessness o r  other 
space-flight factors  on cardiac function. 
the average hear t  ra te  tended to  be slxghtly lower during fhght. I t  
was concluded that i r regular  changes in  diurnal rhytfuns of sympa- 
thetic functions do occur during prolonged exposure to  weightless- 
ness and that the mechanism of these changes, while complex, is 
ie la ted to the effects of weightlessness and of nervous and emotional 
tension. (ATD/LC) 
Egorov. 
It was found, however, that 
A68-44175 # 
AN EXPERIMENTAL STUDY OF THE QUALITY O F  SPEECH 
RECEPTION AND TRANSMISSION UNDER WEIGHTLESSNESS 
CONDITIONS [OPYT I Z U C H E N U  KACHESTVA PRIEMA 1 PERE- 
DACHI RECHI V USLOVIIAKH NEVESOMOSTI]. 
I. la .  Borshchevskn, G. M. Beliakov, N. N. Gurovskii, and 
V. S .  Kuznetsov. 
IN: 
DIKO-BIOLOGICHESKIE ISSLEDOVANU V NEVESOMOSTI]. 
Edited by V. V. Pa r in  and I. I. Kas'ian. 
Moscow, Izdatel'stvo Meditsina, 1968, p. 440-442. In Russian. 
Study of the quality of speech received and t r a n s m t t e d  under 
weightlessness conditions. Four pilots during 23 flights a r e  exam- 
ined in communication experiments during 30 t o  40 sec  of weight- 
lessness  m a n  a i r c ra f t .  A comparative analysis of speech t r ansmis -  
sion and reception in flight is made before, during, and af ter  ex- 
posure t o  weightlessness.  It is found that weightlessness does not 
have a significant effect on reception of speech signals t r a n s m t t e d  
f r o m  the ground. 
pilot's speech IS somewhat different f r o m  that under ordinary flight 
conditions - namely, the speech is rather  forced and a n  increase in  
the intensity of vowel sounds IS noted. The frequency spec t rum of 
the pilot's speech during weightlessness i s  comparable to  the spec- 
t r u m  under ordinary flight conditions. It IS concluded that changes 
i n  speech quality during weightlessness a r e  not substantial and do 
not exclude the possibility of maintaining good commurucation. 
MEDICO-BIOLOGICAL STUDIES OF WEIGHTLESSNESS [ME- 
In a s ta te  of weightlessness,  the quahty of a 
z. w. 
A68-44176 4t 
STUDY OF THE COORDINATION OF MOTION DURING WRITING 
UNDER SPACE-FLIGHT CONDITIONS [ISSLEDOVANIE KOORDI- 
NATSII DVIZHENlI PRI PIS'ME V USLOVIIAKH KOGMICHESKOGO 
POLETA]. 
A. I. Mantsvetova, I. P. Neumyvakin, V. F. Orlova, V. A. 
Trubnikova, and I. M. Freidberg.  
IN: MEDICO-BIOLOGICAL STUDIES OF WEIGHTLESSNESS 
[MEDIKO-BIOLOGICHESKIE ISSLEDOVANIIA V NEVESOMOSTI]. 
Edited by V. V. Par in  and 1. I. Kas'ian. 
Moscow, Izdatel'stvo Meditsina, 1968, p. 384-397. 13 r e f s .  In 
Russian. 
coixhtions, and comparison of these specimens with the handwrihng 
of the same subjects on ear th under normal  conditions. 
that motion coordination during space flight decreases .  
crease I S  most  marked a t  the beginning of the flight, but as the 
flight progresses ,  a l l  cosmonauts improve their motion coordination. 
However, the degree of improvement var ies  pnth each cosmonaut. 
Marked alterations of handwriting, which could indicate a functional 
Analysis of handwriting specimens obtained under space-fl ight 
It is found 
m s  de- 
disruption of the central  nervous system, a r e  not observed. A 
comparison of the wrihng indicates that coordination of motion 
w h l e  writlng depends on the duration of flight. Devlahons in  hand- 
writing under space-flight concLtions a r e  ascr ibed not to a disrup- 
tion of the functioning of the central  nervous system, but to  the 
unusual conditions under which the writing i s  performed. Z. W. 
A68-44177 * 
VESTlBULAR ANALYZER AND ARTIFICIAL GRAVITATION OF 
ANIMALS [ VESTIBULIARNYI ANALIZATOR I ISKUSSTVENNAIA 
VESOMOST' ZHIVOTNYKH]. 
E. M. Iuganov, P. K. Isakov, I. I. Kas'ian, D. V. Afanas'ev, 
and G. I. Pavlov. 
IN: MEDICO-BIOLOGICAL STUDIES OF WEIGHTLESSNESS 
[ MEDIKO- BIO LOGICHESKIE ISSLEDOVANIIA V NEVESOMOSTI] . 
Edited by V. V Parin and I. I. Kas'ian. 
Moscow, Izdatel'stvo Meditsina, 1968, p. 289-297. 5 r e f s .  
In Russian. 
effective magnitude of ar t i f ic ia l  gravitation required to maintain 
the body in a normal  position and to maintain motion coordination. 
The tes ts  were  performed with white ra ts  and mice by centrifuging 
them on board an a i r c ra f t  flying parabolic curves.  
that normal  motor performance was reestablished a t  loads between 
0.28 and 0.30 g. 
a s  0.1 g to exhibit normal motor activity-. The resul ts  indicate that 
the vestibular analysor impedes rather  than facilitates the normaliza- 
non  of motor behavior during weightlessness.  Disorder of the mo- 
tor  function of intact animals during weightlessness apparently 
rqsults f rom a disturbance of the functional interaction of the 
Experimental  investigation aimed a t  determining the minimum 
It was found 
Delabyrinthectomized animals required a s  little 
analysor systems.  V. P. 
A68-44201 
VIOLET RADIATION ON IN VITRO DNA O F  PHAGE LY. 
M. Cremonese (lstituto Superiore d i  Saniti,  Rome, Italy). 
Biophysical Journal, vol. 8, no. 2, 1968, p. 153-163. 
on the physicochemical properties of DNA of phage LY irradiated in 
mt ro  a r e  discussed. An analytical ultracentrifuge and a spectro-  
photometer were used to study (1) the breaking of individual poly- 
nucleotide strands; ( 2 )  the local denaturation; (3)  the presence of a 
fraction of molecules res is tant  to denaturation; and (4)  the increase 
in  the buoyant density of irradiated DNA. 
slight variation of the radiation efficiency in the range 2600 t o  2800A, 
and a well defined peak a t  2880 A. 
THE WAVELENGTH DEPENDENCE OF SOME EFFECTS OF ULTRA- 
25 refs. 
The wavelength dependence of some of the effects  of UV radiation 
All the curves show a 
(Author) 
A68-442 19 
AN IMPLANTABLE BIOINSTRUMENTATION SYSTEM. 
J .  J. Konikoff. 
International Astronautical Federation, Connress,  19th, New York, 
N.Y., Oct. 13-19, 1968, Paper  B 36. 6 p. 9 refs .  
New York, American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautlrs,  $1.00. 
Using power derived f rom a pair  of diss imilar  metall ic e lec-  
trodes, a telemetered biopotential (EKG) has been transmitted on 
an AM rf band using a specially designed anipl i f ier l t ransmit ter  a lso 
completely implanted within an experimental  animal.  The power 
electrodes produce electr ic i ty  by means of the galvanic reaction. 
Electrode life and output a r e  reliably predictable f rom the resul ts  
of experimental  studies that will be presented. The t ransmit ter  is 
a very low drain amplifier and t ransmit ter  combination with a high 
input impedance whose output i s  a pulsed ca r r i e r .  It operates on a 
fixed power input of 50 p'l a t  0.8 V derived f rom the implanted 
power electrodes,  
the EKG input signal. (Author) 
The pulse repetition frequency is modulated by 
A6844220 
THIRTY DAY PERFORMANCE AND RELIABILITY TEST OF A 
REGENERATIVE LIFE SUPPORT SYSTEM. 
Thomas M. Olcott and Warren J. Conner (Lockheed Aircraf t  Corp. I 
Lockheed Missiles and Space Go., Sunnyvale, Calif. ). 
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International Astronautical Federation, Congress,  19th, New York, 
-_ N.Y., Oct. 13-19, 1968, Paper- 
New York, American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronauhcs,  
9 p. 
$1.00. 
Descriphon of a two-gas regenerative life support  sys t em 
developed to provide a flexlble tes t  bed for the mnveshgahon of 
problems associated m t h  regenerative life support  subsystems 
and their integration into a complete system. 
cessfully operated durlng a manned t e s t  maintaining a habitable 
envlronment for  a four-man crew. 
t e s t  was then conducted to establish failure modes,  failure ra tes ,  
and maintenance requirements.  
were  simulated. Performance and rel iahihty resul ts  of thls t e s t  
a r e  presented. 
demonstrated the feasilibity of the two-gas regenerative life 
support  sys tem concepts, their integratlon, and the soundness of 
the basic  design. P. V. T. 
Thzs sys tem was suc- 
A thirty-day unmanned reliabllity 
All metabolic and sys tem loads 
The development t e s t s  coiiducted lutherto have 
a6a.44224 * 
ADVANCED TWO-GAS SENSOR TECHNOLOGY RESEARCH. 
Walton L. Jones (NASA, Office of Advanced Research  and Tech- 
nology, Washington, D. C. ) and Joseph N. Pecora ro  (NASA, Office 
of Advanced Research  and Technology, Biotechnology Branch, 
Washington, D. C. ). 
International Astronautical  Federation, Congress,  19th, New York, 
N.Y., Oct. 13-19, 1968, Paper  B 136. 
New York, American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics,  
8 p. 5 refs. 
$1. 00 
Contracts No. NAS 1-6387; No. NASw-1612. 
fabrication of a reliable mass  spectrometer  system f o r  sensing 
and controlling a two-gas spacecraf t  atmosphere.  
lightweight (6-1/2 lb), has output voltages compatible with existing 
te lemetry and control devices,  and is remarkably reliable. Its 
reliabllity was tested and proven in  a 60-day, four-man simulated 
run in  which an oxygen-nitrogen atmosphere was used. The sys-  
tem continuously monitored the par t ia l  pressures  of water vapor, 
nitrogen, oxygen, and carbon dioxide, and controlled the oxygen 
and nitrogen concentrations with desmed accuracy. 
A sizable effort begun in  1965 has resulted in  the design and 
The unit i s  
(Author) 
~68.44226 
THE SENSITIVITY OF THE NEURORETINA IN CONDITIONS O F  
HIGH ALTITUDE HYPOXIA. 
M. P. Popescu (Medicalpharmaceutical Instltute, Bucharest ,  
Rumania), M. Stefan, and I. Pintilie (Medical Aviation Centre ,  
Bucharest  I Rumania). 
International Astronautical Federation, Congress,  19th. New York, 
N.Y., Oc't. 13-19, 1968, Paper  B 60. 
New York, American Institute of Aeronautics aril Astronautics,  
3 p. 9 refs. 
$1. 00. 
Slight ocular changes occurring during hypoxia of various 
degree m a y  be detected by means of one of tne most  sensitive 
sensorial  tes ts  for the function of the neuroretina - adaptometry. 
The sense of light under sham high-altltude conditions was studied. 
The functional changes revealed by the adaptogram a f t e r  the hypoxia 
t e s t  were assessed with the aid of the light sense value. The s ta t is-  
t ical  processing of the findings revealed a statistically very significant 
decrease in hypoxla in comparison with resting values. In the type 
of hypoxia investigated, a decrease in retinal sensitivity was noted, 
the luminous sense being reduced by the influence of hypoxia on the 
retinal synaptic system. (Authpr) 
a68-44229 
PHOTOGRAPHIC OBSERVATIONS OF THE HUMAN FUNDUS OCULI 
DURING +Gz BLACKOUT ON THE USAF SCHOOL OF AEROSPACE 
MEDICINE CENTRIFUGE. 
S. D. Leverett, Jr. and W. A. Newsoni (USAF, Systems Command, 
Aerospace Medical DIV., School of Aerospace Medicine, Biodynamlcs 
Branch, Brooks AFB, Tex. 1. 
lnternational Astronautical  Federation, Congress,  19th, New York, 
N.Y., Oct. 13-19, 1968, Paper B 139. 3 p. 
New York, Amer ican  Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics, $1.00. 
aviator's blackout during +Gz acceleration. 
Exposition of the retinal hypoxia theory a s  the genesis of 
Approximately 200 t G z  
runs a r e  conducted on 15 suhjects photographing s t i l l  (every d.6 sec )  
and cine (30 fps )  changes in retinal circulation during blackout. 
Using the fluorescence angiography technique, the course of retinal 
circulahon during the blackout episode i s  observed. It i s  found that 
(1) both the central  r ehna l  a r t e r i e s  and vcins collapse a t  sul3jective 
blackout but only in  the optic disk region, (2) blanching of thenerve 
head and apparent retrograde a r t e r i a l  flow occurs  a t  blackout, and 
this pe r s i s t s  for the exact period of blackout, (3) a slight delay be- 
tween shutdown of retinal circulation and macula a rea  circulation 
is apparent,  and (4 )  reactive hyperemia pers is ts  f o r  about 30 sec 
af ter  the exposure. 
during tG, acceleration is caused by the above sequence of events, 
and a re turn of vision during the same plateau level is due to a 
r eve r sa l  of the sequence. 
It IS suggested thai the etlology of blackout 
z. w. 
A68-44230 
BIORADIOTE LEMETRIC EQUIPMENT FOR CARDIOVASCULAR 
STUDIES IN VARIOUS CONDITIONS. 
Gr.  Benetato, R. Vrinceanu, and Val. Ionescu (Academca RomSn6, 
Institutul de Fiziologie Normals 51 Patologic:, Bucharest, 
Rumania). 
International Astronautical  Federation, ConEress, 19th, New York, 
N.Y., Oct. 13-19, 1968, Paper B 141. 15 p, 
New York, American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics, $1.00. 
e t ry  system capable of measuring, storing, and transmitt ing five 
different physlologlcal parameters .  The system conslsts of three 
different  equipment packages involving (1) portable equipment for 
the tes t  subject, (2)  portable equipment fo r  receiving, storing, and 
checking data, and (3) stationary equipment f o r  decoding and pro-  
cessing data. This a r rangement  is dictated by the limited t rans-  
mit ter  power. Techniques of modulation a r e  described, along with 
frequency, sensihvity, stability, and power specificahons.  T. M. 
Description of the operation and circui t  diagrams of a biotelem- 
~68.44231 * 
FEEDING STUDIES WITH HYDROGEN BACTERIA. 
A. D. Mandel and 3. Shapira (NASA, Ames Research  Center,  
Moffett Fleld, Calif. ). 
International Astronautlcal  Federation, Congress,  19th, New York, 
N.Y. I Oct. 13-19, 1968, Paper  B 178. 
New York, American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautlcs,  
4 pa 6 refs .  
$1. 00. 
Hydrogenomonas eutropha, a bacterlum which can utilize carbon 
dioxide a s  a carbon source,  urea a s  a nitrogen source,  and hydrogen 
a s  an energy source,  and which has  potential a s  a regenerated food 
fo r  long duration space missions,  has  been incorporated into a 
variety of diets which were fed to weanlmg rats  for prolonged 
periods.  In the range of 13 to 54% of the diet, whole H. eutropha 
cells grown under heterotrophlc conditions and killed by heat were  
well tolerated and resulted in growth a t  least  a s  good a s  that of 
ammals  fed casein at a level equivalent to the amount of protem In 
the bacterla. A fur ther  breeding study showed that diets containing 
27% by weight of H. eutropha kllled either by heat or  by t reatment  
with acetone could successfully maintain r a t s  through three genera-  
tions wlthout lmpalrment of the abllity of the females to  conceive, 
deliver, and nurse their h t t e r s .  (Author ) 
am-44233 
PHYSIOLOGICAL INFLUENCES O F  HIGH OXYGEN RESPIRATION 
IN CLOSE ENVIRONMENTAL SYSTEMS. 
Hisashi Saiki (Jikei University, School of Medicine. Space Medicine 
Laboratory, Tokyo, Japan). 
International Astronautical  Federation, Congress,  19th, New York, 
N.Y., Oct. 13-19, 1968, Paper  B 183. 20 p. 19 refs .  
New York, American Inshtute of Aeronautics and Astronautics,  $1.00. 
of mice,  guinea pigs, and rabbits - f o r  prolonged exposure under 
normal  atmospheric pressure.  
tion on small  animals 1s confirmed. 
that occur can be observed not only in the respiratory organs but 
even in organs that have no direct  contact with the oxygen gas. 
changes of respiratory and ca rmovascda r  sys tem funchons follow 
a wave-like process .  
Study of the effect that pure-oxygen respiration has  on behavror 
The f a t a l  effect of oxygen r e sp i r a -  
It i s  found that the changes 
The 
The resplratory gas metabolism i s  mea-  
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sured dkring the e n n r e  oxy-gen exposure until death. 
that the dynamic process  in the metabolic functions of the subjects 
It is noticed 
is s imilar  to the adaptalion process  under s t r e s s .  z. W. 
1 
868-44234 
SPACE IONIZING RADIATION AS A PROBLEM IN SPACE MISSION. 
Carl-Johan Clemedson (Swehsh Armed Forces ,  Stockholm, Sweden). 
International Astronautical  Federation, Congress ,  19th, New York, 
N.Y., Oct. 13-19, 1968, Paper  B 184. 13 p. 91 r e f s .  
New York, American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics,  
$1.00. 
Discussion of ionizing radiation encountered during long space. 
The main types of ionizing radiation of interest  in space - flights. 
namely,  galactic cosmic  particle radiation, geomagnetically trapped 
radiation consistmg mainly of naturally occurring protons and elec-  
t rons ,  solar  f l a r e  par t ic les ,  and secondary radiations, a r e  reviewed, 
par t icular ly  with respect  to the character is t ics  of the radiation envi- 
ronment in  space.  
tributions f r o m  the various kinds of radiation a r e  presented. It i s  
pointed out that in  the relatively low-altitude orbi ts  of the manned 
space flights performed so far, the doses  actually received by the 
astronauts and  cosmonauts have been very small  and far below any 
objectionable level even when measured  by our present  s tandards 
for radiation protection. The possibility of creat ing a solar  flare 
prediction and warning sys tem is discussed. 
Some data on expected dose r a t e s  and dose con- 
P.v.T. 
A68-44242 
LATEST DEVELOPMENTS FOR EVA SPACE OPERATIONS. 
Pe te r  N. Van Schaik (USAF, Systems Command, Research  and 
Technology Div.,  Aero  Propulsion Laboratory,  Space Technology 
Branch, Wrieht-Patterson AFB, Ohio). 
International Astronautical  Federation, Congress,  19th, New York, 
N.Y., Oct. 13-19, 1968, Paper  B 106. 
New York, American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics,  
11 p. 8 refs .  
$1.00. 
Summary of the la tes t  developments in  extravehicular space 
activity, particularly the equipment and techniques to  be used. 
Described and illustrated a r e  portable space welders including 
annular and linear tools, astronaut attachment systems including 
electro-adhesive pads and a tether system. a dual purpose maneuver- 
ing unit, a low-cost simulator floor, and EVA assembly  techniques. 
It i s  noted that the i tems discussed have been tested in  a 1-g environ- 
ment and that the next big s tep is to tes t  in  space. I.P. 
A68-44343 
PLANETARY LANDER RE-CONTAMINATION HAZARDS AND 
SPACECRAFT-PARTICLE INTERACTION PHYSICS. 
J. Friedrich Vandrey (Martin Marietta Gorp., Aerospace Group, 
Research  Institute f o r  Advanced Studies, Baltimore,  Md. ). 
Journal of the Astronautical  Sciences,  vol. 15, July-Aug. 1968, 
p. 177-182. 10 refs .  
f rom a spacecraf t  during an interplanetary flight: they wohld then 
have a ve ry  sma l l  but in  real is t ic  ca ses  not yet  negligible geometric 
probability to recontaminate an attached lander by penetrating 
through meteori te  punctures in  i t s  biobarr ier .  
fur ther  p rogres s  can be made by analyzing the spacecraft-particle 
interaction physics.  Using as a n  example a somewhat "s t ream- 
lined" Voyager configuration in i t s  normal  flight attitude - the lander 
in  the shadow of the solar  panels - adequately reliable es t imates  
f o r  the strengths of the physical fields around the lander  a r e  ob- 
tainable f r o m  space experiments and general  physical  theory. 
found for  a l l  p a r e c l e  s izes  of concern that their dissipative interac-  
tions with electrostat ic  and thermal  radiation fields a r e  considerably 
s t ronger  than opposing ones with the spacecraft  gravity and the solar  
wind, often by several  o rde r s  of magnitude. 
that par t ic le  dynamics and obvious geometric res t ra ints  on biobarr ier  
puncture directions will normally prohibit a penetration, with excep- 
tions demonstrably too r a r e  for concern. 
Spores and contaminated dust par t ic les  can become separated 
It is shown that 
It is 
This gives the resul t  
(Author) 
A68-44425 * 
SPECIES DIFFERENCES IN INDUCIBILITY O F  PHENYLETHANOL- 
AMINE -N-METHYL TRANSFERASE. 
Richard J. Wurtman, Julius Axelrod, Elliot S. Vesell, and Griff T. 
Ross  (Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Dept. of Nutrition and 
Food Science, Cambridge, Mass.  ; U. S. Public Health Service,  
National Institute of Mental Health; National Institutes of Health, 
National Heart  Institute and National Cancer  Institute, Bethesda, 
Md. ). 
Endocrinology, vol. 82, Mar. 1968, p. 584-590. 21 refs .  
PHS Grant No. AM-11237; Contract No. NGR-22-009-272. 
phenylethanolamine-N-methyl t ransferase (PNMT), in the frog and 
the rat .  
and to  examine its dependence on pituitary-adrenocortical  function. 
The studies show that PNMT activity can be demonstrated i n  all 
of the organs which contain epinephrine, but that the frog enzyme 
differs  f rom the mammalian enzyme in i t s  physical properties and 
in  the fai lure  of its activity to decline following hypophysectomy. 
M. F. J. 
Comparison of the role of the epinephrine-forming enzyme, 
Studies were  undertaken to character ize  PNMT in frogs, 
A68-44426 * 
DIURNAL CHANGES IN BRAIN NORADRENALIN. 
Donald J. Reis  and Rlchard J. Wurtman (Cornel1 University, 
Medical College, Dept. of Neurology, Ithaca, N. Y. ; Massachusetts 
Institute of Technology, Dept. of Nutrition and Food Science,  Cam-  
bridge, Mass.  ). 
Life  Sciences,  vol. 
NIH Grants  No. NB 
7, no, 1, 1968, p. 91-98. 22 refs. 
-06911; No. AM-11709; No. AM-11237; Grant No. 
NGR-22-009-272. 
Description of experiments performed to determine whether 
cyclic fluctuations occur in the concentrations of noradrenalin in  
various regions of the cat brain and spinal cord.  
the noradrenalin concentrations in par ts  of the cat hypothalamus 
and cervlcal  spinal cord vary diurnally. 
than a t  0700. The 
diurnal changes in brain noradrenalin content probably occur mlthin 
the axon terminals  of noradrenalin-containing neurons. 
It was found that 
They a r e  higher a t  1900 
No such variation occurs  elsewherein the brain. 
EVI. F. J. 
A68-44427 * 
RHYTHM OF DETACHED AND DISSECTED BEAN LEAF. 
K. Yokoyama, W. H. Jones (NASA, Ames Research  Center,  
Moffett Field, Calif. ), and T. Hoshizaki (California, Universlty, 
Brain Research  Institute, Space Biology Laboratory,  Los Angeles, 
Calif. ). 
Llfe Sciences,  vol. 7 ,  no. 14, 1968, p. 705-711. 
the bean plant because of the distinct rhythmic movements of i ts  
leaves. The leaves were  detached and dissected t o  find whether 
o r  not they would maintain their  rhythm under such treatments.  
The rhythm of detached leaves was approximately that found in 
leaves of intact plants, and found to  be endogenous. 
midrib par ts  exhibited a rhythm ranging f rom 10 to  20° amplitude 
which approximated that of the angles of detached leaves.  
leaves and dissected petiole-pulvinus -midrib par ts  show that the 
pulvinus a r e a  exhibits a continuous undulating movement of the 
extremit ies ,  without the r e s t  of the plant and the la t ter  a lso without 
the whole blade. 
6 refs .  
Study of the effect  of space environment on leaf rhythms, using 
Petiole-pulvinus- 
Detached 
M. F. J. 
A68-44428 * 
A MINIATURE, SKULL-MOUNTED, MULTIPLE CONNECTOR FOR 
SMALL ANIMALS. 
Zoltan Annau and Stephen A. Weinstein (Johns Hopkins University, 
Baltimore,  Md. ). 
Journal of the Experimental  Analysis of Behavior, vol. 11, Mar. 
1968, p. 197, 198. 
NIH Grant No. HE-10342-01; Grant No. NGR-21-001-035; Contract 
No. DA-49-193-MD-2726. 
Description of a small  six-contact connector for  small  animals, 
that can be readily made i n  a small  machine shop. 
described has  the following characterist ics:  (1) it is easy  to  connect 
and disconnect from the animal;  (2) the experimenter can determine 
the desired number of connections (from two to  six); (3) there  is no 
The connector 
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need to  solder  c lose to  the animal's head; (4) the connectors a r e  
reusable  a f te r  removal; and (5) the animal  cannot disconnect i tself  
accidentally. M. F. J. 
A68-44429 * 
CHROMOSOMES IN BACILLUS SUBTILIS SPORES AND THEIR 
SEGREGATION DURING GERMINATION. 
Hiroshi  Yoshikawa (California, University, Space Sciences Labora-  
tory,  Berkeley, Calif. ). 
Journa l  of Bacteriology, vol. 95, June 1968, p. 2282-2292. 17 refs .  
Grants  No. NsG-479; No. NsG-05-003-020. 
spores  by uniformly labeling with 3H-thymidine and then following 
segregation of the label  in progeny cel ls  during germination. 
radiographs of microcolonies c lear ly  showed four conserved units 
i n  one spore.  
cel l  divisions. It was calculated that one detectable fragmentation 
of each  conserved unit occurred every 6 .0  generations. F r o m  the 
data presented it is concluded that each  B. subtilis spore contains 
four conserved units of DNA, each represent ing a complete single 
strand of a chromosome. The principal alternative interpretation 
of the data would hold that the four segregating radioactive units 
resulted f rom fragmentation of two units due to  crossing over 
between s i s t e r  chromosomes. 
Measurement of the numbers  of conserved units in  B. subtilis 
Auto- 
The four  conserved units were fair ly  stable during 
M. F. J. 
~68.44430 * 
INDUCTION OF HEPATIC TRYPTOPHAN PYRROLASE AND 
TYROSINE TRANSAMINASE BY HISTONES AND OTHER POLY- 
PEPTIDES. 
Jeanie M. Caffery, Leona Whichard, and J. Logan Irvin (North 
Carolina, University, School of Medicine, Dept. of Biochemistry, 
Chapel Hill, N.C. 1. 
Biochlmca et  Biophysica Acta, vol. 157, 1968, p. 616-626. 24 re fs .  
American Cancer Society Grant No. E-24H, NIH Grant No. GM- 
08318-06: NSF Grant No. GB-4577, Grants No. NsG(T)-63, No. 
NsG(T)-34-003-001. 
Description of experiments showmg that intraperitoneal injec- 
tion of histones, poly L-Lys, poly L-Ala, or poly L-Tyr into 
adrenalectomzed m c e  resul ts  in increases  in hepatic tyrosine-a-  
ketoglutarate t r a n s a m n a s e  and tryptophan pyrrolase which reach 
peak activities In 5 to 6 h r .  
"induction" of tryptophan pyrrolase by poly L-Lys and histones r e -  
sul ts  f rom a decreased rate  of enzyme degradation rather  than an i n -  
creased r a t e  of enzyme synthesis .  M. F. J .  
The kinetic data indicate that the 
~68.44432 * 
ULTRASTRUCTURAL CHANGES IN THE STRATUM CORNEUM 
AFTER PROFUSE SWABBING OF THE SKIN WITH DIMETHYL 
SULFOXIDE. 
L. F. Montes, J. L. Day, Charlotte J. Wand, and L. Kennedy 
(Alabama, University, Medical Center ,  Dept. of Dermatology, 
Birmingham, Ala. ; Baylor University, College of Medicine, Dept. 
of Dermatology, Houston, Tex. ). 
Experlentla, vol. 23, no. 616, 1967, p. 1-3. 7 refs. 
Grant  No. NGR-44-003-018. 
Observation that the profuse swabbing of guinea-pig skin with 
an aqueous solution of the controversial  penetrating solvent dimethyl 
sulfoxide (DMSO) produced strilung changes in the basal  layers  of 
the s t ra tum corneum. 
ment, showed enlargement of the basal  cornified cel ls  and a d is -  
appearance of the normal  keratin pattern. 
detachment of the basal horny cel ls  f rom the underlylng granular  
layer  wlth formation of a subcorneal cleft. 
support an e a r l i e r  finding that the increased cutaneous permeability 
mduced by dimethyl sulfoxide resul ts  f rom modiflcation, perhaps 
a dissolution, of the kerat in  content of the cel ls  ra ther  than changes 
in  their membranes.  
Specimens obtained half an hour af ter  t rea t -  
There  was also frequent 
These findings seem to  
M. F. J. 
A6844433 
FRACTIONATED HEAVY ION IRRADIATION OF CULTURED 
HUMAN CELLS. 
Paul  Todd (California, University, Lawrence Radiation Laboratory, 
Donner Laboratory of Medical Physics  and Biophysics, Berkeley, 
Calif. ). 
Radiation Research,  vol. 34, May 1968, p. 378-389. 
NASA Contracts  No. R-104(2), No. R-09-019-900. 
28 refs. 
Analysis showing that exponential inactivation of cultured 
human kidney T1 cells,  when i t  occurs .  is due to single i r reparable  
lethal events and not to a fortuitous summation of survivals of s ig-  
moidally inactivated populations. The reparability of injur ies  a c -  
cumulated following radiation doses  delivered at low LET to asyn-  
chronous human cel l  populations is demonstrated. 
inactivation by heavy ions is correlated with the absence of recovery 
M. F. J. between two doses  separated in time. 
Exponential 
A68-44439 * 
INHIBITION O F  THE METABOIJSM O F  H3-MELATONIN BY 
PHENOTHIAZINES. 
Richard J. Wurtman, Julius Axelrod (U. S. Public Health Service, 
National Institute of Mental Health, Laboratory of Clinical Science, 
Bethesda, Md. : Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Dept. of 
Nutrition and Food Science, Cambridge, Mass. ), and Fernando 
Anton-Tay. 
Journal  of Pharmacology and Experimental Therapeutics, vol. 161, 
no. 2, 1968, p. 367-372. 23 refs .  
PHS Grant No. AM-11709; Grant No. NGR-22~009-272. 
e f fec ts  on melatonin metabolism produced by chlorpromazine and 
related drugs. 
inhibiting the metabolism of melatonin in  the l iver .  
Description of the temporal  and dose-response relat ions of the 
Evidence is presented that chlorpromazine ac ts  by 
M. F. J. 
~6a-44440 *
CENTRAL CONTROL O F  THE PINEAL GLAND - VISUAL PATH- 
WAYS. 
Robert Y. Moore, Alfred Heller, Ranbir K. Bbatnager (Chicago, 
University, Dept. of Pediatr ics  and Dept. of Anatomy and Dept. 
of Medicine and Dept. of Pharmacology, Chicago, I l l .) ,  
Richard J. Wurtman (Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Dept. 
of Nutrition and Food Science, Cambridge, Mass. ), and Julius 
Axelrod (U.S. Public Health Service, National Institute of Mental 
Health, Laboratory of Clinical Science, Bethesda, Md. ). 
Archives of Neurologv, vol. 18, Feb. 1968, p. 208-218. 39 re fs .  
National Institute of Neurological Diseases and Blindness Grant No. 
NB-05002-04, National Institute of Arthr i t is  and Metabolism Grants  
No. AM-11709, No. AM-11237, NIH Grant  No. MH-04954-05. Grant  
No. NGR-22-009-272. 
Description of experiments in which female, albino ra t s  were 
exposed to continuous environmental illumination. 
there i s  a decrease in the pineal content of norepinephrine and the 
melatonin forming enzyme, hydroxyindole-0-methyl t ransferase,  
and an increase in the percent of animals  showing vaginal e s t r u s  
when compared with animals  kept in constant darkness .  Blinding by 
bi la teral  orbi ta l  enucleation abolishes these responses  to light. 
Similarly, bi la teral  transection of the infer ior  accessory  optic 
t rac ts ,  sparing the pr imary  ret inal  projections, e l iminates  the 
pineal and gonadal responses  to environmental light whereas  
bi la teral  ablation of the pr imary  ophc t rac ts  alone has  no effect  on 
these responses .  These findings establ ish a separate  function for  
the infer ior  accessory  optic t rac t  components of the central  visual 
projections in the maintenance of light-mediated neuroendocrine 
responses. M. F. J. 
I t  was found that  
~68-44441 *
ROLE OF 5s RIBOSOMAL RNA IN POLYPEPTIDE SYNTHESIS. LI. 
M. A. Q. Siddiqui and Keiichi Hosokawa (California, University, 
Space Sciences Laboratory, Berkeley, Calif. 1. 
vol. 32, 
no. 1, 1968, p. 1-8. 23 refs .  
NIH Grant No. GM-12932; Grants  No. NsG-479; No. NsG-05-003-020. 
f rom E. coli were  dissociated into 5s rRNA and 445 par t ic les  in  
which a t  l eas t  one of the protein components was missing. Dis- 
sociation was produced by dialysis vs  0.5 M NH4C1 in Mg+f-free 
medium and the resulting 44s par t ic les  were isolated by centrifuga- 
Description of an  experiment in  which 505 ribosomes obtained 
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tion through Mgft-free sucrose solution. 
of the 445 par t ic les  to RNase was noted, suggesting that the p a r -  
t ic les  had a par t ia l ly  uncoiled s t ructure .  
A pronounced sensitivity 
M. F. J. 
A68-44443 * 
THE CONSUMPTION OF A SACCHARIN-GLUCOSE SOLUTION 
BY SATTATED AND FOOD-DEPRIVED IMMATURE RATS. 
Jan W. Kakolewski, Verne C. Cox, and Elliot S. Valenstein 
(Fe ls  Research  Institute, Yellow Springs, Ohio). 
Psvchonomic Science, vol. 2, no. 9, 1968, p. 317, 318. 8 refs. 
NIH Grant  No. M-4529, Grants No. NsG-437, No. NsG-36-005-001. 
Resul ts  of experiments  to determine whether immature r a t s  
would consume even more  saccharm-glucose soluhon relative to 
body weight than do adult animals .  It was found that immature ra t s  
consumed a combined saccharin-glucose solution in large quantitles 
comparable to that consumed by adult animals. However, during 
periods of food deprivation, immature animals  consumed relatively 
more  of this soluaon than mature animals .  
re la ted to the development of antidiuretic activity. 
These resul ts  a r e  
M. F. J. 
A68-44445 * 
THE EFFECTS O F  CARBON DIOXIDE ON HYPOTHALAMIC SELF-  
STIMULATION DURING HYPOXIA. 
Stephen A. Weinstein and Zoltan Annau (Johns Hopkins University, 
Dept. of Environmental Medicine and Dept. of Psychiatry,  Labora- 
tory of Behavioral Physiology, Baltimore, Md. ). 
Communications in Behavioral B i o l o m  vol. 1, Apr. 1968, 
p. 223-229. 10 refs .  
PHS Grants  No. HE-01929; No. TG-HTS-5453; No. HE-06945; 
Grant No. NGR-21-001-035; Contract No. DA-49-193-MD-2726. 
Investigation of the effects  of carbon dioxide on self-stimulation 
in  hypoxia in  o r d e r  to es tabl ish in  a quantitative manner  the physiolog- 
ica l  role that carbon dioxide plays i n  the maintenance of a functional 
neuronal population. This is discussed in  the light of the circulatory, 
resp i ra tory  and acid-base effects  of carbon dioxide alterations. Ex-  
per imental  data obtained with r a t s  c lear ly  demonstrate  that the ad- 
ditlon of carbon dioxide to hypoxic gas  mixtures  produces significant 
protection against  the deleterious effects of diminished inspired 
oxygen. The amount of protection is a function of the carbon dioxide 
concentration, with grea te r  protection bemg afforded by increasing 
carbon dioxide levels. M. F. J. 
A68-44525 
EXPERIMENTAL GENETIC INVESTIGATIONS OF LYSOGENIC 
BACTERIA DURING FLIGHT OF THE AES "KOSMOS-110." 
N. N. Zhukov-Verezhnikov, M. N. Volkov, I. N. Maislui, M. A. 
Guberniev, N. I. Rybakov, V. V. Antipov. V. A. Kozlov, P. P. 
Saksonov, G. P. Parfenov,  A. V. Kolobov, K. D. Rybakova, and 
E.  D. Anislun. 
(Kosmicheskie Issledovanira, vol. 6, Jan.  -Feb. 1968, p. 144-149.) 
Cosrmc Research,  vol. 6, Jan. -Feb.  1968, p. 121-125. 6 re fs .  
Translation. 
A68-44568 ## 
AIR REGENERATION BY HIGHER PLANTS [REGENERATSEA 
VOZDUKHA VYSSHIMI RASTENIIAMI]. 
N .  T.  Nilovskaia and M. M. Bokovaia. 
IN 
SISTEM]. 
Edited by A. A. Nichiporovlch and G. M. Lsovski i .  
Moscow, Izdatel'stvo Nauka, 1967, p. 108-114. 5 re fs .  In Russian. 
of cabbage, two species  each of sugar  beets  and beans, and one 
species  each of radish, peas, soybeans, car ro ts ,  potatoes, chmese 
sweet potatoes, and colocasia were  grown for  periods r ang inqf rom 
1 to  2 months on keramsi te  with a well-balanced nutritive solution 
of macroelements  to  full development of foliage. The plants were  
then exposed daily to 18 hr  of light f r o m  mcandescent lamps a t  50 
PROBLEMS O F  CREATING CLOSED ECOLOGICAL SYSTEMS 
[PROBLEMY SOZDANIIA ZAMKNUTYKH EKOLOGICHESKIKH 
Description of an  experiment i n  which plants of th ree  species  
to 300 * 10 W/m2, m a n  air t ight  chamber. 
through the chamber t o  maintain a content of 20 t o  2270, and an  IR 
URAS gas  analyzer  continuously recorded the GO2 concentration 
and maintained it a t  0.15 t o  0.35%. A formula IS derlved w h x h  is 
used to measure  the intensity of the gas  exchange. 
balance between GO2 assirmlated and released was highest in sugar  
beets ,  car ro ts ,  and soybeans (88.18 to  144.73 g r a m s  of GO2 per  
square  me te r  of planted a r e a ) ,  lowest in beans and sweet potatoes 
(23.64 and 23.59, respectively), and between 38.16 (peas)  and 66.41 
(radish)  in  the r e s t  of the plants. Substantially lower values were 
obtained when the C02  concentration was reduced t o  0.04 to  0.06% 
or the light intensity was kept lower. 
Oxygen was d r a m  
The daily 
M. G. 
A68-44604 
CONTRIBUTION TO STUDIES O F  HIGH-ALTITUDE ACCLIMATIZA- 
L'ALTITUDE]. 
Pierre-Louis  Biget (Minist'ere des Armges,  Service de S a n d  de 
l 'Air, P a r i s ,  Ecole d'Application de Mgdecine Agronautique, France) .  
France ,  Minist'ere de IIAir, Publlcatlons Scientifiques e t  Techniques, 
no. 439, Aug. 1968. 153 p. 326 re fs .  In French.  
Study of cer ta in  problems ar ls lng in theoretical physiology in  
connection with high-altitude acclimahzation. After a review of 
previous research  done in this field, the mechanism of GO2 st imula-  
tion of the resp i ra tory  centers  is discussed, experimental condl- 
tions f o r  physiological experiments a r e  evaluated, and experiments 
involving animal  tes t  subjects such a s  whlte ra t s  a r e  descrlbed. 
It 1 s  shown that in  human physiology a rise in the excitation level  
of the respiratory centers  a t  high altitude can be observed and that 
this r i se  i s  maintained af te r  regression to normal  conditions pro-  
vided that a somewhat diminished sensitivity existed previously. 
TION [CONTRIBUTION A L'ETUDE DE L'ACGLIMATEMENT A 
R. M. 
A68-44860 #b 
HEMODYNAMIC CHANGES I N  HUMANS IN FLIGHT [iZMENENIIA 
GEMODINAMIKI U CHELOVEKA V POLETE]. 
A. 2. Kotenko and L. A. Fel'dman. 
Biulleten' Eksperimental 'noi Biologii i Meditsmy, vol. 65, no. 4, 
1968, p. 20-23. 5 re fs .  In Russian. 
during flight. 
to 40) under simulated flight conditions in a pressurized chamber. 
Pulse  ra te  and ar te r ia l  p ressure  were taken a t  different intervals 
before and during ascent, before  and af ter  the accomplishment of 
the cr i t ical  par t  of the mishion, during descent, and  upon landing. 
A rising acceleration of the pulse ra te  and a minute volume r i s e  
before completion of the cr i t ical  par t  of the m s s i o n  were observed, 
w t h  a subsequent drop af te r  completion. 
ra te  during flight IS achieved, apparently, due t o  emohonal factors  
ra ther  than to energy requirements. 
tion with rising energy requirements i s  due, apparent ly ,  to a de-  
Investigation of the changes In a r t e r i a l  blood pressure  of humans 
A total of 69 tes t s  were made with SIX pilots (ages 29 
The pulse acceleration 
The intensification of circula- 
I. P. c r e a s e  in the systolic volume, 
A68-44863 * 
STIMULUS DURATION AND THE HUMAN HEART RATE RESPONSE 
David B. D. Smith and Phyllis J. Strawbridge (NASA, Ames 
Research Center, Moffett Field, Calif. ). 
Psychonomic Science, vol. 10, no. 2, 1968, p. 71, 72. 8 refs .  
tions and two intensities of an auditory stimulus. A l - sec  tone 
evoked a predominately acceleratory response and no decrement 
with repetition. Initially, a 15-sec tone evoked a response charac-  
ter ized by a prolonged deceleration phase. 
changed to an acceleration s imi la r  to the 1-sec tone and then showed 
no decrement with fur ther  repetition. 
not influence the form of the hear t  ra te  response. (Author) 
The adult hear t  ra te  response was studied follounng two dura-  
With repetition this  
Intensity (40 and 85 dB) did 
A68-44892 * 
FREE RADICALS FORMED IN CYTOSINE-5-3H BY DECAY OF 
THE CONSTITUENT TRITIUM ATOM. 
Brent  Benson and Wallace Snipes (Pennsylvania State University, 
Dept. of Biophysics, Unlversity Park ,  Pa. ). 
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Journal of Chemical Physics,  vol. 492 Aug. 1, 1968, p. 1435, 1436. 
5 refs .  
AEC Contract No. AT (30-1)-3799; Grant No. NsG-324 
radicals a r e  produced by decay of a constituent tr i t ium atom in 
pyrimidines. The products of tr i t ium decay were studied at the 
5 position of cytosine. 
5-3H 1s  shown, together with a plot of the number of spins vs  the 
number of decays. Control experiments using 'OCo radiation of 
s lmilar  and higher doses  did not produce any radicals, confirming 
that the radicals a r e  produced at the s i te  of the tr i t ium decay. 
M. M. 
Description of the use of ESR techniques to show that f ree  
The first-derivative spectrum fo r  cytosine- 
A68-44906 
TRANSIENT HEAT TRANSFER IN HUMAN SKIN. 
P. D. Richardson (Brown University, Dlv. of Engineering, Provi- 
dencc, R.I. ) and J. H. Whitelaw (London, University, Iixperial 
College of Science and Technology, Dept. of Mechanical Engineer- 
ing, London, England). 
- Franklin Institute, Journal,  vol. 286, Sept. 1968, p. 169-181. 
11 refs .  
localized changes of thermal  load on the conductance of human skin, 
the conductance 1s expected to  change due to the thermal  regulatory 
role of skin. 
skin in contact with passive probes which a r e  preheated o r  precooled. 
I t  IS found that the change in conductance IS effectively independent 
of the surface temperature  (and of the surface heat flux) to whlch 
the skin 1s exposed a t  the beginning of each tes t ,  for elapsed t imes 
exceeding 1 min. (Author) 
A68-44934 *# 
EXTMTERRESTRIAL BIOLOGY - PROSPECTS AND PROBLEMS 
IN THE EARLY 1970'5. 
Richard D. Johnson and Harold P. Klein (NASA, Ames Research 
Center,  Moffett Field, Calif. ). 
Discussion of experiments w h c h  a s s e s s  the influence of sudden, 
The changes a r e  produced by placing local a r e a s  of 
American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics,  Annual Meeting 
and Technical Display, 5th, Philadelphia, P a . ,  Oct. 21-24, 1968, 
Paper  68-1122. 7 p. 17 refs. 
Members,  $1. 00; nonmembers,  51. 50. 
The scientific rationale and experimental  strategy for the bio- 
logicdl exploration of Mdrs a r e  d ~ s c u s s e d  in t e rms  of the chemical 
and biological experiments planned fo r  these mlssions in the ear ly  
1970's 
t reated in conjunction with the various mission constraints. 
cally, the chemical experiments a r e  discussed in t e rms  of the 
specificity of the analysis a s  applied to extraterrestr la l  samples,  
the experimental  complexity with respect to sample processing, 
and the various types of analysis wlth respect to the detectors.  
The biological experiments a r e  discussed in t e rms  of growth and 
reproduction, metabolism, enzyme actwlty,  and microscope 
scanning. 
ity, and interference f rom soil a r e  t reated in t e rms  of the experi-  
ment design. (Author) 
A68-44944 ** 
LIFE SUPPORT FOR LARGE SPACE STATIONS. 
A. L. Ingelfmger (NASA, Offlce of Advanced Research  and Tech- 
nology, Washington, D .C . )  and T .  C. Secord (McDonnell Douglas 
Gorp.,  McDonnell Douglas Astronautics Co.,  Advance Blotechnology 
and Power Dept., Santa Monica, Cahf . ) .  
The experimental  concepts and hardware development a r e  
Specifi- 
Problems associated with growth medla, water availabil- 
American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautlcs,  Annual Meeting 
and Technical Display, 5th. Philadelphia, P a . ,  Oct. 21-24, 1968, 
Paper  68-1032. 13 p. 8 refs .  
Members ,  $1.00; nonmembers,  $1.50. 
Large space stations w i l l  require  mamtamable regenerative 
life support systems to achieve the required capability for operation 
over extended periods of time with rmnimum penalty in  t e rms  of 
expendables, power and fixed welght. To achieve these goals, life 
support sys tem re sea rch  has  advanced f rom a period of building 
nonmission-oriented "bench top" components to the construction of 
inregrated systems followed by manned tes ts  m space cabin s imu- 
la tors .  
by conducting orbital tes ts  of systems technology closely oriented 
to vehicle applications. Specific equlpment is discussed. Promising 
new concepts a r e  shown in a baseline system which may be the life 
support system for  large space stations In the next decade. 
Plans a r e  now being made to advance the development cycle 
(Author) 
A68-44982 *# 
CREW FUNCTIONS AND TRAINING. 
Donald K. Slayton (NASA, Manned Spacecraft  Center,  Houston, 
Tex. 1. 
American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics,  Annual Meeting 
and Technical Display, 5th, Philadelphia, P a . ,  Oct. 21-24, 1968, 
Paper  68-1009. 7 p. 
Members,  $1. 00; nonmembers,  $1.50. 
Description of a continuing program of astronaut training ac -  
tivities. 
b e r s  prepared to operate a spacecraft  in the best  possible manner 
throughout both the normal  flight phases and in emergency situations, 
and to provide crew members  capable of competently accomplishing 
the scientific objectives of the flight. The discussion i s  divided into 
the a r e a s  of academic,  operational, contingency, and specific flight 
training. F. R. L. 
The objechves of this program a r e  to provide c rew mem- 
868-45052 
RADIO FREQUENCY RADIATION FOR ASTRONAUTS DURING 
EXTRA VEHICULAR ACTIVITY. 
Harry  E. Heskett (Martin Marietta Gorp.,  Aerospace Croup, Denver 
Div., Denver, Cola. ). 
Society of Automotive Engineers,  Aeronautic and Space Enginecring 
and ManufacturlnE Meeting, Los Angeles, Cahf . ,  Oct. 7-11, 1968, 
Paper  680681. 10 p. 10 refs .  ~-
Members,  4 0 . 7 5 ,  nonmembers,  $1.00. 
Evaluation of hazards f rom r f  radiation during extra vehicular 
activity (EVA) of an astronaut in space. 
ment,  the study assumes  that. (1) the cluster  transmitt ing antennas 
a r e  operated in  the switchng configuration that radiates maximum 
power, (2) the astronaut is  In the main beam of each antenna, ( 3 )  no 
allowance IS made for the rf attenuation of the sui t ,  (4) no allowance 
1s made for  the mcta lhc  reflection f rom thc cluster ,  and (5)  no cor- 
rection is  nmdc f o r  the shielding effect of the cluster. Under thesr  
assumptions the maximum rf field that the astronaut can encountcr 
during EVA IS 0.175 W/m2. Laboratory tes ts  made on a sample of 
mater ia l  f r o m  the EVA suit shows an attenuation in the range of 
29 to 40 dB In the neighborhood of 2.  0 Gc. This implies that the 
r t  attenuation of tht, LVA suit is  apprcciablc Iirflrction c%ffc.Lts 
because of the mctall ic surfaces  of the cluster appear,  a t  most ,  to 
be no larger  than a factor  of 4. The biological limit that a man 
can withstand fo r  unlimited t ime i s  now generally estahllshed to  
be 100 W/m2.  These data establish that a factor of safety of ap- 
proximately 570, or 27. 5 dB, exists i o r  the hazard i rom rf radiation 
for  the EVA that 1s now deOnrd. 
To evaluate thc r l  cnviron- 
P. V. T.  
A68-45086 
MAINTAINABILITY AND RELIABILITY OF ENVIRONMENTAL 
CONTROLILIFE SUPPORT SYSTEMS. 
Hugh A. Jenmngs (Boeing Co., Aerospace Group, Space Dlv., 
Seattle, Wash. ). 
Society of Automotlve Englneers, Aeronautic and Space Engineering 
and Manufacturing Meeting, Los Angeles, Cahf . ,  Oct. 7-11, 1968, 
Paper  680745. 10 p. 
Members,  $0.75; nonmembers,  $1.00, 
Discussion of the reliabllxty and mazntainability analyses con- 
ducted during two different long-duration m s s l o n  studies vnth rela-  
tion to the impact on the Envlronmental ControlILlfe Support (ECILS) 
systems.  Brief descriptions of the m s s l o n  and ECILS systems a r e  
presented. The two computerized analysls teclrmques used a r e  de- 
scribed. The resul ts  presented Include redundancy and spares  weight 
required to achieve a specific probabillty of m s s i o n  success ,  and 
redundancy identzfied f o r  the EC/LS systems.  
associated wlth incorporating redundancy i n  the design, expected 
spa res  usage for different resupply intervals, and the impact of 
scheduled and unscheduled maintenance on the EC1J.S systems a r e  
a l so  discussed. 
sul ts  obtained f rom analyses of the ECILS sys tem configuratlons 
and data which were  used in other studies. 
Some problems 
It IS noted that the data presented a r e  based on r e -  
I .P .  
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RELIABILITY AND MAINTAINABILITY PROBLEMS CONFRONTING 
ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROLILIFE SUPPORT SYSTEMS FOR LONG 
DURATION SPACE FLIGHT. 
A68-45088 
J. R. Burnett and C. D. King (General Dynanucs Corp., Convair 
Div., San Diego, Calif. ). 
Society of Automotive Engineers, Aeronautic and Space Engineering 
and Manufacturing Meeting, Los Angeles, Calif., Oct. 7-11, 1968, 
Paper  680744. 14 p. 13 re fs .  
Members ,  $0. 75, nonmembers. 51.00. 
fronting the designer in his quest f o r  progress  in  the development 
of re l iable  and maintainable envlronmental control/ h f  e support 
sys tem designs. Some of the real i t ies  of cur ren t  experience m t h  
respec t  to  these parameters  a r e  r enewed ,  and some of the apparent 
inconsistencies in  concepts concerning the nature  of fa i lure  and 
effechve In-flight maintenance a s  a means of augmenting reliability 
a r e  examined. Two of severa l  analytical and design approaches 
which p r o m s e  to  be of value In resolving some of the reliabllity 
Discussion rllustrating some of the most pressing problems con- 
and maintainability problems a r e  illustrated. I. P. 
A68-45088 * 
LOW-GRAVITY CAPABILITIES OF LIFE SUPPORT SYSTEM COM- 
PONENTS AND PROCESSES. 
J. C. Balhnger and G. B. Wood (General DynarmcsCorp.. Convair 
Ihv. ,  San Diego, Cahf .  ). 
Society of Automotive Engineers, Aeronautic and Space Engineering 
and Manufacturing Meeting, Los Angeles, Cahf . ,  Oct. 7-11, 1968, 
Paper  680742. 16 p. 
Members ,  $0.75, nonmembers, $1.00. 
Contract No. NAS 1-6939. 
ponents and processes  of the Langley Research Center Integrated 
Life Support System (ILSS). 
aspects  of liquid droplet re lease,  heat exchanger passage plugging, 
and liquid f i lm stabdi ty .  
included a detailed review of low gravlty and gravity related tes t  
techniques and an  evaluation of the application of the methods to the 
tes t  candidates. The u h h t y  of analytical techniques In assess ing  
gravlty effects on performance became apparent in screening studies. 
Consequently, the development of these techniques was expanded 
beyond the immediate needs of the ILSS into generalized analytical 
approaches applicable to basic  processes  wh.ch may  be common to 
most  foreseeable  life support systems.  Processes  considered in 
thls  phase of the study included heat  t ransfer  between fluids and 
sol ids ,  liquid behavior control by gas flow, capillarity, and cen- 
trifugation, solids control by gas  flow, fluid m u n g ,  mechanical 
device operation, and flame propagation. (Author) 
Evaluation of the low-gravlty capabilities of life support com- 
Experiments included gravity-sensitive 
The investigation of experimental methods 
AM-45089 * 
EVALUATION OF A CLOSED-CYCLE LIFE-SUPPORT SYSTEM 
DURING A 60-DAY MANNED TEST. 
J. K.  Jackson, M. S. Bonura, and D. F. Putnam (McDonnell 
Douglas Gorp., McDonnell Douglas Astronautlcs Co., Hunhngton 
Beach, Calif. ). 
Society of Automotive Engineers. Aeronautlc and Space Englneering 
and Manufacturmg Meeting, Los Angeles, Cahf . ,  Oct. 7-11, 1968, 
Paper  680741. 20 p. 9 re fs .  
Members ,  $0.75, nonmembers, $1.00. 
Research supported by the McDonnell Douglas Corp . ,  
No. NASw-1612. 
completed in a space cabmn simulator .  
installed witlun the chamber and was operated, maintained, and 
repaired by a four-man crew. 
demonstrations of the recovery of potable water f rom urine and 
humdi ty  condensate, and the recovery of oxygen f r o m  carbon dioxide 
Other life-support equipment lncluded a thermal-control subsysteni, 
a two-gas atmosphere control, a trace-contarmnant removal  sub- 
system, and a fecal-waste collector that featured vacuum dehydra- 
(Author ) tion. 
Contract 
A 60-day manned tes t  of a closed-cycle Me-support sys tem was 
hfe-support  equipment was 
Mador ob3ectlves of the tes t  included 
A68-45098 
EVALUATION OF AN AIR CONDITIONING SYSTEM FOR A 1970 
SHORT HAUL COMMERCIAL J E T  AIRCRAFT. 
David T. Feldman (Fairchi ld  Hiller Corp. ,  Ai rcraf t  Div., Hagers-  
town, Md. ). 
Society of Automotive Engineers ,  Aeronautic and Space Engmneering 
and Manufacturing Meeting, Los Angeles, Calif.,  Oct. 7-11, 1968, 
Paper  680725. 8 p. 
Members ,  $0.75; nonmembers, $1. 00. 
Description of design c r i te r ia  used in the development of an  
a i r  conditioning system for  a 50- to 70-passenger je t  a i rcraf t  for  
the short-haul market. Because the aircraf t ' s  mission requires  
high speed over short-s tage lengths, special problems result. A 
short-haul a i r c r a f t  i s  described and related to the environmental 
system. Concepts for  air conditioning that were considered, a s  
well a s  the one recommended, a r e  discussed. Final  air conditioning 
design is reviewed relative to performance,  operation, safety, 
reliability, and maintamability. The resul t  1s a package with la rger -  
than-average cooling performance per  passenger ,  and design features  
not found In any other  a i rc raf t  environmental system. M. M. 
A68-45099 
DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT OF THE LOCKHEED C-5A EN- 
VIRONMENTAL CONTROL SYSTEM. 
R. C. Bready (Lockheed Aircraf t  Corp. I Lockheed-Georgia Co. 
Marietta, Ga. ). 
Society of Automotive Engineers, Aeronautic andspace Engineerlnp 
and Manufacturing Meeting, Los Angeles, Calif., Oct. 7-11, 1968, 
Paper  680722. 14 p. 
Members ,  $0. 75, nonmembers, $1.00. 
Description of the bleed-air control, a i r  condltloning, tem- 
perature  control, and fuselage-pressurizahon systems of the C-5A, 
an a i r  vehicle designed to t ransport  personnel and cargo,  a s  well 
as  mil i tary vehicles and equipment. Pecullar design problems of 
this mammoth cargo t ransport  a r e  discussed with respect  to the 
effect on sys tem configurations and equipment design. 
tes t  programs conducted by the subsystem contractor and the a i r -  
vehicle manufacturer a r e  br ief ly  reviewed. 
Development 
M. M. 
A68-45 100 
CARBON DIOXIDE REDUCTION AND WATER-VAPOR ELECTROL- 
YSIS SYSTEM. 
B. C. Kim and J. E. Clifford (Battelle Memorial Institute, Columbus, 
Ohio). 
Society of Automotive Engineers, Aeronautic and Space Engineering 
and Manufacturing Meeting, Los Angeles, Cahf . ,  Oct. 7-11, 1968, 
Paper  680719. 9 p. 
MFmbers, $0.75, nonmembers, $1. 00. 
Contract No. AF 33(615)-3444. 
vapor e lectrolysis  unit for oxygen recovery f r o m  carbon dioxide IS  
described. 
able solid absorbent for  periodic water-vapor t ransfer  in  a gravlty- 
independent manner  to avoid gas-liquid separation problems. 
carbon dioxide reduchon subsystem was based on batchwise operation 
of two Bosch reac tors  to permi t  periodic shutdown for  carbon re-  
moval. 
Bosch reactor  which include catalyst  achvation, recycle ra te ,  re -  
cycle gas composition, reactor  temperature ,  catalyst consumptlon, 
packing density of carbon and life of reactor  mater ia ls  during 
extended opcialion. Experimental data a r e  presented on the 
solid-absorbent unit with silica grl and synthettc zeolltes f o r  
removal of water  vapor f r o m  the Bosch reaction and for  water-  
vapor feed to an clectrolysis unit. The feaslblllty of the subsystem 
Integration was demonstrated for the laboratory model operatlng a t  
the 112 to 1-man ra te  in a 50-hr run. (Author) 
Experimental r e s e a r c h  on an  integrated Bosch reactor  and water -  
A principal feature  of the integration is the use  of regener-  
The 
Experimental resul ts  a r e  presented on operation of the 
A68-45101 * 
ON-BOARD AIRCRAFT OXYGEN GENERATING SYSTEM. 
R.  J .  Kiraly, A. D. Babinsky (TRW, Jnc., Mechanical Products  
Div., Cleveland, Ohio), and P. D. Quattrone (NASA, Ames Research 
Center ,  Moffett Field,  Calif. ). 
Society of Automotive Engineers ,  Aeronautic and Space Engineering 
and ManufacLurmg Meeting:, Los Angeles, Cahf . ,  Oct. 7-11, 1968, 
Paper  680716. 9 p. 7 re fs .  
Members ,  $0.75, nonmembers, $1.00. 
Contract No. NAS 2-4444. 
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TRW, under NASA sponsorship, is developing an  on-board 
a i rc raf t  oxygen generation system. 
electrolysis  and carbon dioxide is removed f rom the rebreather  loop 
by an electrochemical carbon dloxide concentrator. 
jectives a r e  to develop a safe .  re l iable ,  compact sys tem which would 
replace the present  LOX system, thereby mnimizing the need for  
ground support facilities and reduce t ime and effor t  required for 
servicing. 
reservoi r  between flights. 
requires  only the generation of oxygen a t  a ra te  equal to approximate- 
ly 1.5 t imes that metabolically consumed by the user .  
i s  a lso applicable for use in closed environments such a s  spacecraf t  
and submarines .  
design. Projected s izes  and weights for  a fully developed prototype 
a r e  presented. Other applications a r e  discussed.  (Author ) 
Oxygen is generated by water 
The design ob- 
The only periodic servicing required is to  re f i l l  a water  
The system, with the rebreather  loop, 
This system 
The paper descr ibes  the oxygen system and its  
A68-45211 * 
AVERAGE EVOKED POTENTIALS AND UNCFRTAINTY RESOLU- 
TION. 
Emanuel Donchin (NASA, Ames Research Center, Moffett Field, 
Calif. ). 
Psychonomic Science, vol. 12, no. 3, 1968, p. 103. 5 re fs .  
NSF Grant No. GB-1844, Grant No. NsG-623. 
optical stimuli. 
threshold flashes of light and instructed to report  for each f lash in  
which of eight different positions it appeared, and the degree to 
which they were cer ta in  about this judgment. Average evoked poten- 
t ials to the flashes were also recorded f rom the occiput. A positive- 
going wave with latency to the peak of 250 msec  appeared when the 
subject was cer ta in  about his judgment, whether o r  not he was 
cor rec t .  F .R .L .  
Study of human average evoked potentials to near-threshold 
Two subjects were presented with a s e r i e s  of near -  
A68-45281 # 
HUMAN RESPONSES AND CONTROLLABILITY LIMITS AS MEA- 
SURED FROM FIXED BASE FLIGHT SIMULATOR TESTS. 
Tetsuo Ema and Tsuruo Tsukahara (Defense Academy, Dept. of 
Ae ronautlcal Engineering, Yokosuka, Japan). 
Japan, Defense Academy, Memoirs, vol. 7, Mar.  1968. 18 p. 
8 re fs .  
human response ability tes t s  using a type of flxed-base flight 
simulator, to determine the l i m t  of controllability by stick control 
for  an  unstable second-order system. 
in the tes t  were undergraduates of the Japan Defense Academy who 
had no piloting experience. By analysis of the resul ts  of the pilot's 
controllability l i m t  as der ived f rom the tes t s ,  i t  was possible to 
evaluate some effects of parameters  considered to be of importance 
in controlling an  unstable element. 
Results of experimental studies, accompanied by fundamental 
The human pilots sampled 
F. R. L. 
A68-45345 * 
PHASE RELATIONS BETWEEN CIRCADIAN PERIODS OF ACTIVITY 
AND HUMAN DEEP-BODY TEMPERATURE [PHASENBEZIFHUNGEN 
ZWISCHEN DEN CIRCADIANEN PERIODEN DER AKTIVITAT UND 
DER KERNTEMPERATUR BEIM MENSCHEN]. 
Jiirgen Aschoff, Ursula Gerecke, and Riitger Wever (Max-Planck- 
Inshtut fiir Verhaltensphysiologie, Seemesen-Gber-Starnberg and 
Erhng-Andechs, West Germany). 
PflGgers Archiv Ilir die gesamte Physiologie des  Menschen und der  
Tiere ,  vol. 295, 1967, p. 173-183. 26 refs .  In German. 
Research supported by the Bundesmnister ium f<r Wxssenschafthche 
Forschung. Grants No. NsG-259-b2; No. NsG-52-015-001. 
Inveshgation of the relation between periods of activlty and r e s t  
in humans and their  body temperature .  F o r  thls  purpose, rec ta l  
temperatures  were taken on normally active or  on rest ing subjects 
unler the following conditions: (1) in  an  underground bunker a t  room 
temperature  m t h  constant illurnnation and exclusion of all known 
t ime i n b c a t o r s ,  (2) i n  the same bunker wth a 12 12-hr kght-dark 
cycle a s  the tlme indicator, and (3) in  a climatic chamber  with con- 
stant temperature ,  with the t ime of day known to  the subjects and 
i l lurnnahon a t  choice. 
and the temperature  cycle be considered a s  two coupled oscillators, 
whose phase-angle difference changes considerably when, af ter  the 
The resul ts  suggest that the activity cycle 
exclusion of external  t ime indicators, they s ta r t  to oscillate with a 
spontaneous circadian frequency. P.v. T. 
A68-45386 * 
EFFECT OF ALTERATIONS IN PROTEIN INTAKE ON LIVER 
XANTHINE DEHYDROGENASE IN THE CHICK. 
R. W. Scholz and W. R. Featherston (Purdue Uruversity, Dept. 
of Animal Sciences, Lafayette, Ind. ). 
Journal of Nutrition, vol. 95, June 1968, p.  271-277. 20 re fs .  
PHS Grant No. AM-11487-01, Grant No. NsG(T)-27. 
Experimental mvestigahon of the influence of alterations In 
protein i n b k e  on body weight, liver weight, liver nitrogen, and 
liver xanthine dehydrogenase (XDH) act iwty in clucks. After a 
10-day period in  which all chicks were  fed a diet containing 25q0 
isolated soybean protein, one-half of the chicks were changed to a 
diet containing 75% isolated soybean protein and one-half were con- 
tmued with the 25% diet. The resul ts  of the lnvestigations showed 
no significant difference in body o r  live1 welghts at  20 days between 
birds fed the 25 and 75% isolated soybean protem diets. 
for 24 h r  resulted in a s i m l a r  decrease In body and l iver  weights 
for  birds  fed the two protein levels, but the decrease in  liver N 
was greater  for  b i rds  fed the high-protem diet. Feedmg a protein- 
f ree  diet for  24 h r  resulted in la rger  l ivers  and lower total l iver  N 
a s  compared with control values. M.M. 
Fasting 
A68-45393 * 
DAILY RHYTHMS IN THE CONCENTRATIONS O F  VARIOUS AMINO 
ACIDS IN HUMAN PLASMA. 
&chard J. Wurtman, Christopher M. Rose, Chuan Chou, and 
Frances F. Larin (Massachusetts lnstltute of Technology, Dept. of 
Nutritlon and Food Science, Cambridge, Mass. ). 
New England Journal  of Medicine, vol. 279. July 25, 1968, p. 171- 
175. 16 refs .  
PHS Grants No. AM-11237, No. AM-11709, No. AM-06274, 
No. FR 88, Grant No. NGR-22-009-272, Contract No. A F  41(609)- 
3151. 
23 healthy male volunteers on diets  contaming various amounts of 
protein, the plasma was assayed for  16 ammo acids .  Among sub- 
jects receivlng 0.71 or  1. 5 g of protein per  kl logram of body weight, 
the concentrations of tyrosine, phenylalanine, and tryptophan tended 
t o  he lowest a t  2 00 and highest a t  o r  af ter  10.30 a .m.  
given a diet contaming less  than 0.04 g of pro temper  kdogram showed 
s i m l a r  fluctuahons in  the concentrations of the above a m n o  aclds  
and methionine, but peak plasma levels  were observed somewhat 
ear l ie r  in the morning. All the a m n o  acids  studied showed some 
tendency to  vary with time of day. 
Blood was collected a t  intervals durmg a 24-hr perlod f r o m  
Volunteers 
(Author) 
A68-45394 * 
HISTOCHEMICAL STUDIES ON THE DISTRIBUTION OF SOME 
ENZYMES OF THE GLYCOLYTIC PATHWAYS IN THE OLFACTORY 
BULB OF THE SQUIRREL MONKEY (SAIMIRI SCIUREUS). 
T .  R.  Shantha, G.  H. Bourne (Emory University, Yerkes Regional 
Pr imate  Research  Center ,  Atlanta, G a . ) ,  and K. I i j ima.  
Hlstochemie, vol. 10, 1967, p. 224-229. 24 r e f s .  
NIH Grant No. FR-00165, Grant No. NGR-11-001-016. 
Evaluation of detailed histochemical studies on the distribution 
of glycolytic enzymes in the olfactory bulb of the Squirrel  Monkey. 
The olfactory glomeruli. mi t ra l  cel ls ,  tufted cel ls ,  glial cel ls ,  and 
nerve f ibers  a r e  well equipped with the enzymes of the glycolytic 
pathways. 
break down glycogen, but they use the Embden-Meyerhof-Parnas 
pathway and the Warburg-Dickens pathway. The synapses of the 
olfactory glomeruli may have the ability to break down glycogen for  
an  energy source.  
may be a special  type of oligodendiocyte. 
m and around the olfactoryglomerul i  may be energy donators to the 
synapses of the olfactoryglomeruli. I t  1s suggested that oligoden- 
drocytes  and astrocytes  of the olfactory bulb may have different 
branching enzymes.  P . v . T .  
Granule cel ls  do not have the ability to synthesize or to 
Small  glial cells found in the olfactory glomeruli 
Glial cel ls  found abundant11 
A68-45395 * 
FORCE FEEDING ON THE RESPONSE OF JAPANESE QUAIL TO 
OXYGEN TOXICITY. 
35 
A68-45396 
Harold S. Weiss and Ronald A. Wright (Ohio State University, 
College of Medicine, Dept. of Physiology, Environmental Physaology 
Laboratory,  Columbus, Ohio). 
Comparative Biochemistry and Physiology, vol. 25, 1968, p. 95-106. 
19 re fs .  
NIH Grant No. HE-09026, Grants No. NsG-295-62; No. NsG-36-008- 
004. 
(Cotrunix japonica) t o  oxygen toxlcity. 
m o r e  res i s tan t  t o  1 a t m  O2 than most smal l  animals, with m o r e  than 
half surviving beyond 12 days.  
food and water intake of the quail - m o r e  severely and persistently 
in those that succumb, reversibly in  those that survive.  Force  
feeding helps maintain body weight vnthout altering mortali ty ra te ,  
and apparently, digestive processes  can proceed normally in  O2 
toxicity and food and water intake have little effect on survival. 
Experimental  study of the physical res i s tance  of Japanese quail 
It i s  found tha t  the quail is 
Oxygen depresses  body weight and 
P.v. T. 
A68-45396 
AUDITORY HAZARD FROM SONIC BOOMS? 
C. G .  Rice (Southampton, University, Institute of Sound and Vibra- 
tion Research ,  Audiology Group, Southampton, England) and R. R. 
A. Coles (Southampton, University, Institute of Sound and Vibration 
Research ,  Auhology Group, Southampton; Royal Naval Medlcal 
School, Audiology Dept., Alverstoke, Hants. ,  England). 
International Audiolog& vo1. 7, M a r .  1968, p. 85-91. 
boom produced by supersonic a i r c r a f t  is likely to c rea te  a n  auditory 
hazard.  
known impulsive-noise sensitivity were exposed to simulated sonic 
booms and Friedlander p r e s s u r e  waveforms produced by spccially 
developed line charges of explosive. 
threshold shift  (T.T.S.)  result ing suggesled that exposure to a sonic 
boom type of N-wave of 17 psf (152 dB) would not constitute a n  auditory 
hazard and that exposures considerably in excess  of this can be 
tolerated.  
regarded a s  a souicc  of auditory hazard.  
10 re fs ,  
Experimental  evldence has been obtained on whether the sonic 
In order  to obtain quantitative evidence, 1.2 SubJects of 
The degrees  of temporary 
It wab therefore  concluded that the sonic boom can be dis- 
(Author) 
A68-45397 * 
S. W .  F o x a n d  R. J .  McCauley. 
American Museum of Natural History, Journal, vol. 77, Aug. - 
Sept. 1968, p.  26-30. 
Grants No. NsG-689, No. NsG-10-007-008. 
Discussion of abiogenesis - 1. e. ,  the spontaneous generation 
of l ife,  f r o m  the viewpoint of c h e m c a l  sys tems that assemble  
themselves and have many of the  properties of contemporary liIe. 
The conversion of five bas ic  elements - namely, carbon, nitrogen, 
hydrogen, oxygen, and sometimes sulfur into simple amino acids,  
which in  turn  f o r m  simple organic compounds, is e x a m n e d .  Argu- 
ments a r e  presenked as to whether l ife could a r i s e  spontaneously 
in  the present era. M. G. 
COULD LIFE ORIGINATE  NOW^ 
A68-45398 *# 
HISTOCHEMICAL STUDIES ON THE DISTRIBUTION O F  ESTERASES, 
MONOAMINE OXIDASE AND DEPHOSPHORYLATING ENZYMES IN 
THE AREA POSTREMA O F  THE SQUIRREL MONKEY. 
G. H. Bourne (Emory University, Yerkes Regional Pr imate  Re- 
search  Center,  Atlanta, Ga. ) and K. Iijima. 
Acta Histochemica, vol. 29, 1968, p. 349-362. 46 re fs .  
NIH Grant No. FR-00165; Grant No. NGR-11-001-016. 
hon  of cholinesterases,  simple es te rase ,  monoamine oxidase, and 
dephosphorylating enzymes in  various components of the a r e a  
postrema of the s q u i r r e l  monkey. 
neurons,  glialoid ce l l s ,  as t rocytes  and oligodendrocytes, the 
neuropil, sinusoids, ependymal cells,  and the boundary layer.  
Specific cholinesterase and nonspecific cholinesterase were  tested 
by the Coupland and Holmes (1957) methods, simple e s t e r a s e  by the 
Burstone (1962) method, monoamine oxidase by the Glenner e t  al. 
(1957) ne thod ,  adenosine triphosphatase by the Wachstein and 
Meisel  (1957) method, and alkaline phosphatase and acid phosphatase 
by Burstone's (1962) method. P. G. M. 
Results of detailed histochemical studies made on the distribu- 
These  components include the 
A68-45399 * 
IN VITRO NEOPLASTIC TRANSFORMATION O F  HAMSTER PINEAL 
CELLS BY THREE ONCOGENIC DNA VIRUSES. 
S. Kirby Orme,  Alan S. Rabson (National Institutes of Health, 
National Cancer  Institute, Surgery  Branch and Pathologic Anatomy 
Branch, Bethesda, Md. ), Samuel A. Wells (Duke University, Medic.'? 
Center,  Durham, N. C. )> and Richard J. Wurtman (Massachusetts 
Institute of Technology, Dept. of Nutrition and Food Science, 
Cambridge, Mass. ). 
Cancer,  vol. 21, Mar.  1968, p. 477-482. 10 refs. 
PHS Grant No. AM-11709; Grant No. NGR-22-009-272. 
polyoma n r u s ,  including a description of tumors  produced by 
polyoma-transformed pineal ce l l s  and comparison of these with 
tumors  produced by ce l l s  transformed by  simean v i rus  40 and the 
LLE46 s t r a i n  of a d e n o n r u s  7. 
were pioduced by subcutaneous in~ec t ions  of transformed cells 
into adult i r rad ia ted  hamsters .  
tologically, hydroxymdole-0-methyl t ransferase  (HIOMT), an 
enzyme found exclusive1 
tumors  produced by the 
transformed ce l l s .  P. G. M. 
Results of the transformation of hamster  pineal ce l l s  by 
Three  histologically distinct tumors  
Although the tumors  differed h i s -  
n the pineal gland, was present in a l l  
ected ce l l s  and in  the cultures of the 
A68-45400 * 
EFFECTS O F  HORMONES SUPPLIED IN THE DIET ON CHICK 
GROWTH AND BONE MINERALIZATION. 
L .  C. Norr i s  and F. H. Kra tzer  (California, Universzty, Dept. of 
Poultry Husbandry, Davis, Calif. ) .  
Journal of Nutrition, vol. 95, Aug. 1968, p. 639-646. 14 rc fs .  
Grant No. NGR-05-004-014. 
purified diet modrra tc ly  deficient m calcium, on growth and bone 
mineralization of cbi'ks. Hydrocortisone at all  levels was found, 
in general, t o  increase  the percentage of bone mineral ,  calcium, 
and phosphorus. Growth at higher hormone levels, however, was 
markedly retarded. 
cortisone, and gonadal hormones in  the amounts used failed to 
influence bone mineralization. 
hydrocortisone had bones which were  smal le r  but better minerahzed  
than those receiving the other hormones. 
Results of studies of the effects of hormones, supplied in a 
Cortlsone was much lcss effective than hydro- 
It was found that chicks receiving 
P.G.M. 
A68-45401 * 
MEMBRANE AND INTRACELLULAR MECHANISM GOVERNING 
ENDOGENOUS ACTIVITY IN NEURONS. 
F. St rumwasser  (California Institute of Technology, Div. of 
Biology, Pasadena, Callf. ). 
IN: PHYSIOLOGICAL AND BIOCHEMICAL ASPECTS O F  NERVOUS 
INTEGRATION. 
Edited by F. D. C a r b o n .  
EnglewoodCliffs, N. J., Prentice-Hall ,  Inc. ,  1968, p. 329-341. 
PHS Grant No. NB-07071; Grant  No. NGR-05-002-031. 
actlvity in  a particular single neuron (parabolic b u r s t e r )  of the s e a  
h a r e  (Aplysia cahfornica).  
separated by quiet periods of re la tme membrane  hyperpolarization 
(POBH). The POBH which te rmina tes  a burs t  of impulses appears  
to be t r iggered  by  Kt ions accumulating on the outside, ra ther  than 
Nai ions on the inside, of the c e l l  membrane. 
appears  t o  be due to an electrogenic Na+-pump coupled to, o r  
dependent on, C1-. 
rhythm of impulse activity in  the isolated ganglion that can be 
entrained by photoperiod in  the intact  specimen. 
Study of the mechanisms which p v e  r i s e  t o  patterned endogenous 
This  neuron produces groups of impulses 
The POBH itself  
The parabolic b u r s t e r  a l s o  displays a circadian 
F. R. L. 
A68-45405 * 
METABOLIC ADAPTATIONS IN MYOCARDIAL TISSUE DURING 
REPEATED EXERCISE. 
J a m e s  L. Poland and Don H. Blount (West Virginia University, 
Dept. of Physiology, Morgantown, W. Va. ). 
West Virginia Academy of Science, Proceedings,  vol. 39, 1967, 
p. 287-293. 14 refs.  
PHS Grant  No. HE-06747; Grants  No. NsG(T)-21; No. NsG(T)-49- 
001-002. 
Populations of trained Sprague-Dawley ra t s  were  produced by 
daily running on a treadmill .  Mildlytrained r a t s  compared vllth 
36 
A68-45573 
controls exhibited g r e a t e r  myocardial glycogenesis during a 24 -hr 
fast and grea te r  myocardial  glycogenolysis durmg 15 min of running. 
This increased activity observed in  the trained animals WAS not due 
to an  increase  in  enzyme concentration withln the t i s sue  since 
training tended to  d e p r e s s  both aerobic activity ( a s  measured  by 
oxygen uptake i n  heart homogenates) and anaerobic activity (as  
measured by lactate production in  hear t  homogenates in  a nitrogen 
atmosphere). (Author) 
A68-45407 
DUAL VERSUS SOLO PILOT NAVIGATION IN HELICOPTERS AT 
LOW LEVEL. 
R. E .  F. Lewis, W. D. d e  la &mere ,  and D. M. Sweeney (Defence 
Research  Establishment,  Toronto, Canada). 
Ergonomics,  vol. 11, no. 2, 1968, p. 145-155. 6 re fs .  
proved when the task IS shared  by two helicopter pilots f o r m n g  a 
pilot and navlgator team,  instead of a single pilot, on low-level 
mili tary m s s i o n s .  Six pilots participated in  a comparison of solo 
and dual performance, m which 358 short  t racks  were  flown i n  the 
course  of 36 sor t ies .  No difference was  found between dual and solo 
performance in t e r m s  of the numbers of endpoints reached (entering 
a c i rc le  of 1/8 m l e  radius a t  the endpoints). 
secondary nature,  however, were shown for  the dual teams - e.g. ,  
smal le r  e r r o r s  m landings beyond the cri terion circle ,  fewer initial 
heading e r r o r s  and enroute "sit downs. ' I  
mendations a r e  presented. P.v. T. 
Discussion of the question whether navigation accuracy 1s im- 
Advantages of a 
Conclusions and recom-  
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DISTINGUISHING LOCAL FEATURES O F  INTERSECTING AND 
BRANCHING TYPE IN AN IMAGE WITH THE AID OF LAYER 
NETWORKS [WYDZIELANIE Z OBRAZU CECH MKALNYCH TYPU 
WYCH]. 
Ryszard Dulewicz. 
Polska Akadema  Nauk, lnstytut Automatylci, P r a c e ,  no. 51, 1967, 
p. 37-53. 7 r e f s .  In Polish. 
Description of a simple method for  synthesizing a sys tem for  
detecting the information points (local fea tures )  of an  image. Physio- 
logtcal data indicate that the optical sys tems of livmg organisms 
contain neuron networks a r ranged  i n  layers  and connected by local 
effects .  
inhibition and excitation in  neuron-like layer networks. T.M. 
S K R Z Y Z O W A ~ ~  I ROZGAS&ZIE~~ ZA P O M O C ~  SIECI WARSTWO- 
The proposed method of detection 1 s  based on la te ra l  
A68-45415 * 
CHANGES IN LIVER XANTHINE DEHYDROGENASE AND URIC 
ACID EXCRETION IN CHICKS DURING ADAPTATION TO A HIGH 
PROTEIN DIET. 
W. R.  Featherston and R.  W. Scholz (Purdue University, Dept. 
of Animal Sciences,  Lafayette, lnd.) .  
Journal of Nutrition, vol. 95, July 1968, p .  393-398. 
PHS Grant No. AM-11487-01; Grant No. NsG(T)-27. 
Examination of the relationship between changes in l iver 
xanthine dehydrogenase with those In u r i c  acid excretion during a 
10-day adaptation period in chicks fed diets containing 25 o r  75% 
isolated soybean protein. 
dehyrogenase levels and u r i c  acid formation, and the influence of 
dietary protein level on weight gain, feed consumption, l iver weight, 
and l iver nitrogen during the 10-day adaptation period is presented. 
A h r e c t  correlation between the elevated activlty of hepatic x a n t h n e  
dehydrogenase measured i n  vitro and the uric acid excretion was ob- 
served. P.G.M. 
12 re fs .  
The re la t ionshp  between IIver xanthine 
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O F  LIFE [ABIOGENEZ I NACHAL'NYE STADII EVOLIUTSII ZHIZNI]. 
Edlted by A. I. Oparin (Akademiia Nauk SSSR, Institut Biokhimri, 
Moscow, USSR). 
MOSCOW, Izdatel'stvo Nauka, 1968. 215 p. In Russian. 
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EVOLUTION O F  THE BIOGEOCHEMICAL FUNCTIONS O F  
E. A. Boichenko (Akademiia Nauk SSSR, 
M. M. Kamshilov (Akademiia Nauk SSSR, Borok, USSR), 
F. F. Soprunov (Mini- 
ROLE O F  MEDIATORS IN INDIVIDUAL DEVELOPMENT AND 
D. A. Sakharov and 
CERTAIN LAWS O F  CHANGES IN BRAIN PROTEINS DURING 
COMPARATIVE BIOCHEMICAL STUDY O F  MUSCLES [SRAV- 
GEOCHEMICAL ECOLOGY [GEOKHIMICHESKAIA EKOLO - 
GEOCHEMICAL ECOLOGY O F  SILT AND SOIL MICROFLORA 
GEOCHEMICAL ECOLOGY OF PLANTS [GEOKHIMICHESKAM 
AQB-45574 # 
STATE AND PROBLEMS OF STUDIES O F  THE PROBLEM O F  T h E  
ORIGIN O F  LIFE [SOSTOIANIE I ZADACHI ISSLEDOVANIl PO 
PROBLEME PROISKHOZHDENIIA ZHIZNI]. 
A. I. Oparln(Akadern1ia Nauk SSSR, Instltut Blokhimil, Moscow, USSR) 
IN. ABIOGENESIS AND THE INITIAL STAGES O F  THE EVOLUTION 
O F  LIFE [ABIOGENEZ I NACHAL'NYE STADII EVOLIUTSII ZHIZNI]. 
Edited by A. I. Oparin. 
Moscow, Izdatel'stvo Nauka, 1968, p. 5-10. In Russian. 
origin of l ife on earth. 
e a r t h  should be considered as a process  of gradual formation of 
carbonaceous compounds of grea ter  complexity composing multi-  
molecular sys tems.  Stages of this process  a r e  outlined as (1) the 
formation of hydrocarbons and the l r  closest  derivatives during the 
development of the e a r t h  as a planet and during the  formation of the 
e a r t h ' s  crust ,  the  atmosphere,  and the  hydrosphere,  (2) the t r a n s -  
formation of the carbonaceous compounds on the ear th ' s  sur face  
into m o r e  complex organic compounds; (3) further formation and 
multiplication of open sys tems capable of reacting with the ambient 
medium; and (4) fur ther  evolution of carbonaceous compounds into 
p r i m o r d i d  organisms by way of prebiological selection. V. Z. 
General  assessment  of modern approaches t o  the problem of the 
It is contended that the beginning of l ife on 
A68-45575 ## 
EVOLUTION O F  THE GASES O F  THE EARTH'S CRUST AND THE 
ATMOSPHERE AND ITS ROLE IN THE ORIGIN O F  LIFE ON EARTH 
[EVOLIUTSIIA GAZOV ZEMNOI KORY I ATMOSFERY I E E  ROL' V 
PROISKHOZHDENII ZHIZNI NA ZEMLE]. 
V. A. Sokolov (Akademiia Nauk SSSR, Instltut Geologn I Razrabotkl 
Goriuchikh Iskopaemykh, Moscow, USSR). 
IN. ABIOGENESIS AND THE INITIAL STAGES O F  THE EVOLUTION 
O F  L I F E  [ABIOGENEZ I NACHAL'NYE STADII EVOLIUTSII ZHIZNI]. 
Edited by A. I. Oparin. 
Moscow, Izdatel 'stvo Nauka, 1968, p, 11-15. 6 refs.  I n  Russian. 
Outline of a scheme f o r  the evolution of gases in the ear th ' s  
c rus t  and the atmosphere.  
successive multlstage process  of the inltial differentlation of the 
primordial  protoplanetary gas  cloud followed in succession by the 
development of gases  f r o m  the hot earth 's  crust ,  by the beginning 
of the atmosphere when the tempera ture  of the ear th ' s  sur face  
decreased  below 100°C, and, finally, by the formation of the atmo- 
V. 2.  sphere  as a medium of life. 
The evolution i s  described a s  a 
A68-45576 # 
CARBONACEOUS CHONDRITES [UGLISTYE KHONDRITY]. 
L. G. Kvasha (Akademiia Nauk SSSR, Komitet PO Meteoritam, 
Moscow, USSR). 
IN ABIOGENESIS AND THE INITIAL STAGES OF THE EVOLU- 
TION O F  LIFE [ABIOGENEZ I NACHAL'NYE STADII EVOLIUTSII 
ZHIZNI]. 
Edited by A. I. Oparin. 
Moscow, Izdatel 'stvo Nauka, 1968, p. 16-22. 25 re fs .  In Russian. 
Discussion of the s t ruc tura l  charac te r i s t ics  and chemical and 
mineralogical composition of carbonaceous chondrites, based on 
published mater ia l s  and presented in an attempt to extend existing 
knowledge concerning abiogenetic synthesis of organic compounds. 
Fluctuations in  the content of the  principal elements and the i r  oxides 
in  carbonaceous chondrites a r e  tabulated. Indications a r e  found 
that carbonaceous chondrites were  not heated during the i r  formation. 
A relation is believed t o  exist  between the gaseous components of 
carbonaceous chondrites and the i r  si l icate components. v. z. 
A68-45577 * 
ORGANIC COMPOUNDS O F  METEORITES IN RELATION TO THE 
PROBLEM O F  THE ORIGIN O F  LIVING MATTER [ORGANICHESKIE 
SOEDINENIIA METEORITOV V SVIAZI S PROBLEM01 VOZNIKNO- 
VENIIA ZHIVOGO VESHCHESTVA]. 
G. p. Vdovykin (Akademiia Nauk SSSR, Institut Geokhimii 1 Analiti- 
cheskoi Khimn. Moscow, USSR). 
IN: 
TION O F  LIFE [ABIOGENEZ I NACHAL'NYE STADII EVOLIUTSII 
ZHJZNI]. 
Edited by  A. I. Oparin. 
Moscow, Izdatel'stvo Nauka, 1968, p. 23-33. 26 re fs .  In Russian. 
Review of studies of the organic compounds of meteor l tes  
conducted in recent years by the author and other researchers  in an 
attempt t o  come c loser  t o  an understandlng of the  prebiological 
evolution of organic matter.  
the  carbonaceous compounds of meteorites represent polymer 
organic mat te r  with condensed aromat ic  s t ruc tures  containing f r e e  
organic radicals and finely dispersed bltuminous substances.  It is 
ABIOGENESIS AND THE INITIAL STAGES O F  THE EVOLU- 
The studies have shown that most of 
38 
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surmised  that the presence  of f r e e  radicals is due t o  the effect of 
cosmic rays .  
in  meteorites a r e  known t o  occur on earth.  
compounds established in  carbonaceous chondrites is given. 
It i s  a l so  noted that all  the organic compounds found 
A listing of organic 
V. Z. 
A68-45578 # 
RESULTS O F  THE DIAGNOSTICS O F  CARBONACEOUS SUBSTANCES 
FORMED DURING VARIOUS GEOLOGICAL PROCESSES [REZUL' - 
TATY DIAGNOSTIKI UGLERODISTYKH VESHCHESTV, OBRAZU- 
IUSHCHIKHSIA PRI  RAZLICHNYKH GEOLOGICHESKIKH PROTSES - 
SAKH]. 
V. N. Florovskaia (Moskovskii Gosudars tvennp Universitet, Geolo- 
gicheskii Fakul'tet, Moscow, USSR). 
IN: ABIOGENESIS AND THE INITIAL STAGES O F  THE EVOLUTION 
NI]. 
Edited by A. 1. Oparm. 
Moscow, Izdatel'stvo Nauka, 1968, p. 34-40. In Russian. 
the diagnostics of the presence of various carbonaceous compounds 
in  a la rge  group of rocks f rom the Kola peninsula, the Urals,  
Slberia,  Armenia, and the Caspian Sea coast  by mass-sca le  lumi- 
nescent microscopy, luminescent and IR spectroscopy, and chemical 
and mlneraloglcal analysls. The occurrence of f r e e  and bonded 
dispersed bituminous compounds, various carbonaceous minera ls ,  
t a r ,  and hydrocarbons of the pyrene s e r i e s  1s established in the 
rock. 
the endogenous rock formation process are reconstructed.  
OF LIFE LABIOGENEZ I NACHAL'NYE STADII EVOLIUTSII ZHIZ- 
Discussion of recent Moscow Unlverslty studles dealing with 
Hypothetlcal carbon evolution cycles taklng place during 
V. Z. 
A68-45579 # 
PREBIOLOGICAL SYNTHESIS O F  BIOCHEMICALLY IMPORTANT 
VAZHNYKH SOEDINENII]. 
T .  E. Pavlovskaia, V. S .  Sidorov, A. I. Ladyzhenskala (Akademila 
Nauk SSSR, Institut Biokhimii, Moscow, USSR), and A. G. Pasynslai .  
IN: ABIOGENESIS AND THE INITIAL STAGES O F  THE EVOLU- 
TION O F  LIFE [ABIOGENEZ I NACHAL'NYE STADII EVOLIUTSII 
ZHIZNI]. 
Edited by A. I. Oparin. 
Moscow, Izdatel'stvo Nauka, 1968, p. 41-48. 14 refs. In Russian. 
Experimental  demonstratlon that complex combinations of ammo 
acids can be obtained when sys tems contaimng v e r y  simple aldehydes 
and ammonium sa l t s  a r e  exposed to W rays.  It is contended that 
se r ine  and threonine, established among these amino acids,  might 
have played a n  important role in the prebiological evolution of actlve 
protein-like substances. The formation of imidazole and i t s  deriva- 
t ives along with amino ac ids  is a lso  estabhshed. It is fur ther  shown 
that indole and i t s  derlvatives a r e  formed when aqueous acetaldehyde 
and NH4NO3 solutions a r e  subjected to UV Irradiation. The possible 
s i  nificance of these  observations for  an understanding of the 
COMPOUNDS [DOBIOLOGICHESKII SINTEZ BIOKHIMICHESKI 
abiogenetic carbon evolution on ear th  is discussed. v. z. 
A6845580 # 
SYNTHESIS O F  BIOLOGICALLY ACTIVE SUBSTANCES IN AN 
ULTRASONIC -WAVE FIELD [SINTEZ BIOLOGICHESKI AKTNNYKH 
VESHCHESTV V POLE UL'TRAZVUKOVYKH VOLN]. 
I. E. El'piner (Akademiia Nauk SSSR, Institut Biologicheskoi Fiziki ,  
Moscow, USSR). 
IN: ABIOGENESIS AND THE INITIAL STAGES O F  THE EVOLU- 
TION O F  LIFE [ABIOGENEZ I NACHAL'NYE STADII EVOLIUTSII 
ZHIZNI]. 
Edited by A. I. Oparin. 
Moscow, Izdatel'stvo Nauka, 1968, p. 49-51. 
substances were  synthesized in  a primordial  reducing atmosphere 
durmg the e a r l y  s tages  of the formation of the earth.  Studies a r e  
cited in which amino acids, ammonia, formaldehyde, and cyanides 
were  obtained f r o m  N, H, CHq, and CO in  a n  aqueous medium under 
the action of ultrasonic waves. 
In Russian. 
Brief comment on a theory of Oparin according t o  which organic 
v. z. 
A6845581 
STUDIES O F  ASYMMETRIC ADSORBENTS AND CATALYSTS 
SIMULATING THE ASYMMETRIZING E F F E C T  O F  ENZYMES 
[OB ISSLEDOVANIIAKH ASIMMETRICHESKIKH ADSORBENTOV 
I KATALIZATOROV, MODELIRUIUSHCHIKH ASIMMETRIZU- 
IUSHCHEE DEISTVIE FERMENTOV], 
E. I. Klabunovskii (Akademiia Nauk SSSR, Institut Organicheskoi 
Khimii, Moscow, USSR). 
IN: ABIOGENESIS AND THE INITIAL STAGES O F  THE EVOLU- 
TION O F  LIFE [ABIOGENEZ I NACHAL'NYE STADII EVOLIUTSII 
ZHIZNI]. 
Edited by A. I. Oparin. 
Moscow, Izdatel'stvo Nauka, 1968, p. 52-55. 15 refs. In Russian. 
Brief review of recent advances in  the synthesis of optical 
and geometrical  i s o m e r s  by using asymmetr ic  adsorbents and asym-  
met r ic  catalysts with an asymmetrizing effect s imi la r  to that of 
natural  enzymes. Starch, cellulose, optically active polymers,  
and sil ica gels a r e  considered a s  asymmetr ic  adsorbents. 
active metall ic catalysts a r e  considered a s  asymmetr ic  catalysts. 
The role of asymmetr ic  catalysis in the occurrence of pr imary  
optlcally active i somers  of organic compounds in nature i s  indicated. 
Optically 
v. z. 
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THE MATCHING O F  DIFFUSION PROCESSES AND CHEMICAL 
REACTIONS, AND THE EVOLUTION O F  OPEN BIOCHEMICAL 
SYSTEMS [SOPRIAZHENIE PROTSESSOV DIFFUZII I KHIMI- 
CHESKIKH REAKTSII I EVOLIUTSIIA OTKRYTYKH BIOKHJMI- 
CHESKIKH SISTEM]. 
L. N. Moiseeva, V. P. Slobodskaia (Akademua Nauk SSSR, Institut 
Biokhimii, Moscow, USSR), and A. G. Pasynskii. 
IN: ABIOGENESIS AND THE INITIAL STAGES O F  THE EVOLUTION 
OF LIFE [ABIOGENEZ I NACHAL'NYE STADII EVOLIUTSII ZHIZNI]. 
Edited by A. I. Oparin. 
Moscow, Izdatel'stvo Nauka, 1968, p. 56-62. 9 re fs .  In Russian. 
Results of a simulation study of dynamically stable enzymatic 
coacervates.  
used a t  pH 4. 5 t o  5.5 a s  a stabilizing membrane. The coacervate 
stability i s  measured  by  changes in the solutlon turbidity. 
of diffusion of the RNA toward the enzyme particles is found t o  be 
300 t imes  that of the enzymatic reaction. 
for  carbohydrate t ranspor t  through negatively charged membranes  
in the course  of the phosphorylation of glucose by hexokinase. 
experiments are based on matching the chemical and enzymatic 
reactions. 
An enzymelsubstrate complex of RNA-RNA-ase 1s 
The ra te  
Simulated data a r e  given 
The 
The resu l t s  a r e  discussed in t e r m s  of a theory of the 
evolutionary development of coacervate systems. V. z. 
A6845583 * 
ENZYMATIC PROCESSES ON M!3MBRANE MODELS [FERMENTA- 
TNNYE PROTSESSY NA MODEL'NYKH MEMBRANAKH]. 
G. A. Deborin (Akademiia Nauk SSSR, Institut Biokhimii, Moscow, 
USSR). 
IN: ABIOGENESIS AND THE INITIAL STAGES O F  THE EVOLUTION 
O F  LIFE [ABIOGENEZ I NACHAL'NYE STADII EVOLIUTSII ZHIZNI]. 
Edited by A. I. Oparin. 
Moscow, Izdatel'stvo Nauka, 1968, p. 63-68. 18 refs. In Russian. 
with a lipide membrane  separating the enzyme (ribonuclease) f r o m  
the substrate (RNA). 
membrane t o  the RNA is established. 
is investigated. 
membranes in controlling the enzymatic activity in the biological cell. 
Results of a study of enzymatic activity in  a n  experimental  setup 
The migration of the enzyme through the 
The effect of pH on this process 
Considerations a r e  given concerning the role of 
V. z. 
A6845584 # 
ORGANIZATION PRINCIPLE O F  COACERVATE SYSTEMS AND 
SIMULATION O F  PRIMARY FORMS O F  METABOLISM IN THEM 
[O PRINTSIPE ORGANIZATSII KOATSERVATNYKH SISTEM I 
MODELIROVAMI V NIKH PERVICHNYKH FORM OBMENA VE- 
SHCHESTV]. 
A. I. Oparin (Akademiia Nauk SSSR, Institut Biokhimii, Moscow, 
USSR). 
IN: ABIOGENESIS AND THE INITIAL STAGES O F  THE EVOLUTION 
O F  LIFE [ABIOGENEZ I NACHAL'NYE STADII EVOLIUTSlI ZHIZNI]. 
Edited by A. I. Oparin. 
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Moscow, Izdatel'stvo Nauka, 1968, p. 69-75. 
principle of coacervate sys tems and the simulation of enzymatic 
processes  in such systems. It i s  felt that  the degree  of polymeriza- 
tion of the polymers talung par t  in  these enzymatic processes  plays 
the most important role in  the self-formation of coacervate droplets.  
Expenmenta l  resu l t s  indicate that the presence of a synthesizing 
enzyme in  these  droplets leads  to their  growth. 
increase  In the number of components of the external medium which 
can be used by the droplets intensifies their  growth. It is concluded 
that lhe subsequent evolution of primordial  life systems proceeded 
via the successive selection of f o r m s  which possessed more  complex 
and multistage processes,  thus reducing the dependence of the s y s -  
tem on the external medium. P.G.M. 
In Russian. 
Discussion of experimental  resu l t s  concerning the organization 
It is found that an 
A68-45585 * 
CHEMICAL CHANGES IN LIPOPROTEIN COACERVATES [KHIMI- 
CHESKIE PREVRASHCHENIJA V LIPOPROTEIDNYKH KOATSER- 
VATAKH]. 
K.  B. Serebrovskaia [Akademiia Nauk SSSR, Institut Blokhlmll, 
Moscow, USSR). 
IN: ABIOGENESIS ANE THE INITIAL STAGES O F  THE EVOLUTION 
O F  LIFE [ABIOGENEZ I NACHAL'NYE STADII EVOLIUTSII ZHIZNI]. 
Edited by A. I. Oparin. 
Moscow, Izdatel'stvo Nauka, 1968, p. 76-80. 30 refs. In Russian. 
Study of the oxidation-reduction reaction senslt ized by chloro- 
phyll in  oleate-protem and phosphatide-protein coacervates.  
shown that coacervates whlch contain phosphatides a r e  characterized 
by a higher sensit izmg actwity than coacervates which contain oleates 
of potassium. Pigment actxvity in a coacervate IS found to be more  
than 100 t imes  grea te r  than the actlvity in  lecithin a s h  and in  a sus-  
pension in  the presence of protein. 
wlth a phosphatide leads to a shift of the pigment absorption spectrum 
into the longwave region of the spectrum. 
It 1s 
The combining of chlorophyll 
P. G. M. 
A68-45586 * 
NUCLEIC ACIDS AND EVOLUTIONARY SYSTEMATIZATION 
[NUKLEINOVYE KISLOTY I EVOLIUTSIONNAIA SISTEMATIKA]. 
A. N. Belozerslui (Moskovskn Gosudarstvennyi Universitet, 
Moscow, USSR). 
IN: ABIOGENESIS AND THE INITIAL STAGES O F  THE EVOLUTION 
O F  LIFE [ABIOGENEZ I NACHAL'NYE STADII EVOLIUTSII ZHIZNI]. 
Edlted by A. I. '3parm. 
Moscow, Izdatel'stvo Nauka, 1968, p. 81-91. 21 re fs .  In Russian. 
Discussion cf experimental data concerning the composition of 
nucleic acxds, and specifically DNA, in  relation t o  the evolutionary 
systematization of microbes,  plants, and animals. The main con- 
clusion is that  DNA, which forms the basis of the species specificity 
o r  organisms, may serve  a s  one of the most important c r i t e r i a  for  
the determination of a systematic position of a group of orgamsms. 
I. P. 
A68-45587 * 
INORGANIC POLYPHOSPHATES IN THE EVOLUTION O F  PHOS- 
PHORUS EXCHANGE [NEORGANICHESKIE POLIFOSFATY V 
EVOLIUTSII FOSFORNOGO OBMENA]. 
I. S. Kulaev (Moskovskii Gosudarstvennyl Universitet; Akademiia 
Nauk SSSR, Institut Biokhmn,  Moscow, USSR). 
IN. ABIOGENESIS AND THE INITIAL STAGES O F  THE EVOLUTION 
O F  LIFE [ABIOGENEZ I NACI-AL'NYE STADII EVOLIUTSII ZHIZNI]. 
E h t e d  by  A. I. Oparm. 
Moscow, Izdatel'stvo Nauka. 1968, p. 97-102. 20 refs.  In Russlan. 
o r  their  e s t e r s  nmy have participated m the synthesis of various 
organic compounds under the conditions which prevailed on the 
primeval ear th .  
s ized  under conditions created in model tes t s  are v e r y  c lose  t o  the 
compounds encountered in modern orgamsms.  
played by  polyphosphates in  the  metabolism of primeval hving 
Analysls shomng that, in  principle, inorganic polyphosphates 
It 1s pointed out that  numerous compounds synthe- 
The possible role 
organisms is exammed. v. P. 
A68-45588 * 
EVOLUTION OF THE BIOGEOCHEMICAL FUNCTIONS OF THE 
BIOSPHERE [OB EVOLIUTSII BIOGEOKHIMICHESKIKH FUNKTSII 
BIOSFERY]. 
E .  A. Boichenko (Akademiia Nauk SSSR, Institut Geokhimii i 
Analiticheskoi Khimii, Moscow, USSR). 
IN ABfOGENESlS AND THE INITIAL STAGES O F  THE EVOLUTION 
O F  LIFE [ABIOGENEZ I NACHAL'NYE STADII EVOLIUTSII ZHIZNI]. 
Edited by A. I. Oparin. 
Moscow, Izdatel'stvo Nauka, 1968, p. 103-108. 18 refs.  In Russian. 
Discussion of the changes produced by plants in the biochemical 
functions of the biosphere, and of the changes experienced by the 
plants themselves during the evolution of the biosphere.  It is shown 
how morphological changes have led f r o m  green-blue algae t o  highly 
differentiated plants, such as the oak t ree .  
fermentative processes  which have t ransformed the ancient anaerobic 
biosphere into the present oxidized biosphere a r e  also examined. 
The changes in  the 
V.P. 
A68-45589 * 
EVOLUTION O F  THE PHOTOSYNTHETIC ASSIMILATION O F  
CARBON [OB EVOLIUTSII FOTOSINTETICHESKOI ASSIMILIATSII 
UGLERODA). 
N. G. Doman (Akademiia Nauk SSSR, Institut Biokhimxi, Moscow, 
USSR). 
IN ABIOGENESIS AND THE INITIAL STAGES OF THE EVOLUTION 
OF LIFE [ABIOGENEZ I NACHAL'NYE STADII EVOLIUTSII ZHIZNI]. 
Edited by A. I. Oparin. 
Moscow, Izdatel 'stvo Nauka, 1968, p. 109-113. 12 r e f s .  In Russian. 
general  photoassimilation of carbon by photosynthesizing organisms, 
in particular by the various types of bacteria.  
and autotrophic assimilation of carbon dioxide is a l so  examined. It 
i s  shown that there  exist  severa l  independent types of heterotrophic 
fixation of carbon dioxide by leaves of green plants.  The results of 
various investigators concerning these  types of fixition a r e  r e -  
viewed. V.P. 
Discussion of the role played by organic compounds in the 
The heterotrophic 
A68-45590 * 
ULTRAVIOLET RAYS AND ONE-CELLED ORGANISMS [UL'TRA- 
FIOLETOVYE LUCHI I ODNOKLETOCHNYE ORGANIZMY]. 
M. M. Kamshilov (Akademiia Nauk SSSR, Institut Biologii Vnutren- 
nykh Vod, Borok, USSR). 
IN. 
TION O F  L l F E  [ABIOGENEZ I NACHAL'NYE STADII EVOLIUTSII 
ZHIZNI]. 
Edited by A. I. Oparin. 
Moscow, Izdatel'stvo Nauka, 1968, p. 119-121. 7 refs.  In Russian. 
Results of a systematic study of the effect of ultraviolet radia- 
t ion at  2 5 3 .  7 m p  on the following one-celled organisms 
marina,  Rhodoturula glutinis, and Paramecium caudatum. These 
resu l t s  a r e  found t o  support the hypothesis that there  exist  two 
basic centers  which a r e  affected by the action of UV radiation the 
pyrimidines of nucleic acids and the adenine sys tem.  At leas t  two 
rudimentary UV stages in the formation of life a re ,  i t  seems,  p r e s -  
ent in the organisms studied 
effect of weak UV doses.  P.G.M. 
ABIOGENESIS AND THE INITIAL STAGES O F  THE EVOLU- 
Bodo 
photoreactivation and the stimulating 
A68-45591 3 
STUDY O F  THE COMPONENTS O F  FOSSIL ORGANIC MATTER 
[ISSLEDOVANIE KOMPONENTOV ISKOPAEMOGO ORGANICHESKO - 
GO VESHCHESTVA]. 
T. V. Drozdova (Akademiia Nauk SSSR, Institut Geokhimii 1 Analiti- 
cheskoi Khimii, Moscow, USSR). 
IN: ABIOGENESIS AND THE INITIAL STAGES O F  THE EVOLUTION 
O F  L I F E  [ABIOGENEZ I NACHAL'NYE STADII EVOLIUTSII ZHIZNI]. 
Edited by A. I. Oparin. 
Moscow, Izdatel'stvo Nauka, 1968, p. 122-129. 19 refs.  In Russian. 
the i r  use  in establishing place for an orgamsm in  the evolution 
scheme. 
and carbohydrates. It 1s claimed that under na tura l  conditions the 
organic remains  of organisms a r e  most  often subjected t o  chemical 
changes leading to the formation of highly condensed carbonaceous 
Study of the various organic components of fossil  remains and 
The components considered include proteins, amino acids,  
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mat te r  which fo rms  the hasis  of peat, coal, and the organic par t  of 
shale. 
processes  and a scheme for  the possible paths of humic acid fo rma-  
tion a r e  discussed. 
of the condensability of fossi l  organic ma t t e r  i s  the qualitative and 
quantitative composition of amino acids in the hydrolysates. 
The role  of the melanoid reaction in  these condensation 
It is shown that one of the character is t ic  indices 
P.G.M. 
A6845592 # 
THE EARLIEST FORMS O F  LIFE IN NORTHERN EURASIA [0 
DREVNEISHIKH FORMAKH ZHIZNI SEVERNOI EVRAZII]. 
A. G. Vologdin (Akademiia Nauk SSSR, Paleontologicheskii Institut, 
Moscow, USSR). 
IN: ABIOGENESIS AND THE INITIAL STAGES O F  THE EVOLUTION 
O F  LIFE [ABIOGENEZ I NACHAL'NYE STADII EVOLIUTSII ZHIZNI]. 
Edited by A. I. Oparin. 
Moscow, Izdatel 'stvo Nauka, 1968, p. 130-136. In Russian. 
deposits t o  a n  investigation of the ear l les t  fo rms  of life. A study 
of c r o s s  sect ions of many rock formations m the USSR, Mongolia, 
C h n a ,  Czechoslovakia, and Poland resulted in the observation and 
par t ia l  recording of vestiges of a number of groups of organisms 
which clear ly  belong to  various s tages  of the development of llfe 
during P recambr ian  t imes.  The data  collected supplement the sma l l  
amount of data available in foreign countries on vestiges of organisms 
by citing a large number of new specles  of blue-green algae. 
iiges of simple life forms such a b  jellyfish and sponges we ie  alsc, 
discovered. 
the USSR were established ,is being about L. 6 billion years  old, 
which definitely cannot bc considered 
Application of the paleontological method of studying sedimentary 
Ves- 
The ear l ies t  fo rms  of org.lnlsms on the terrbtory of 
the time of ong ln  of life. 
I. P. 
A6845593 #i 
GEOCHEMlCAL ECOLOGY ~GEOKHIMICHESKAIA EKOLOGIIA]. 
V. V. Koval'skii (Akademlia Nauk SSSR, Institut Geokhimi I 
Anahticheskoi Khimii, Moscow, USSR). 
IN 
O F  LIFE [ABIOGENEZ I NACHAL'NYE STADII EVOLIUTSII ZHIZNI]. 
Edited by A. I. Oparln. 
Moscow, Izdatel'stvo Nauka, 1968, p. 188-197. 5 refs .  In Russian. 
the envlronment of living organisms and the physlologlcal and bio- 
c h e m c a l  propert ies  of organisms defined by natural  and artificially 
controlled biogeochemcal  a l imentary cycles a r e  t reated f rom a 
unified pomt of n e w .  Par t icular  attention i s  given to  the pa r t  played 
by a n  excess  o r  deficiency in  the mcroe lemen t s ,  the variability of 
the biogeochcmlcal a l imentary cycles, t he  intermediate me tabo l sm,  
and morphological indices in the adaptatlon of orgarusms to geochem- 
i ca l  environmental conditlons and the appearance of bxogeochemcal 
ABIOGENESIS AND THE INITIAL STAGES O F  THE EVOLUTION 
f i scuss ion  of a sys t em of biogeochemcal  distrlbutlons, i n  whlch 
e n d e m a s .  V. P. 
A68-45610 
V. V. Par in ,  R. M. Baevskii, Iu. N. Volkov, and 0. G. Gazenko. 
Leningrad, Izdatel'stvo Meditsma, 1967. 208 p.  275 refs .  In 
Russian. 
preservation of human health during space flight. 
made to  systematize the resul ts  of experimental inveshgations ob- 
tained during space flight. 
search,  including those based on mathematical and s ta t is t ical  data, 
a r e  described in  detail. Certain clinical data obtained with the ald 
of space cardiology and the resul ts  of a clinicophysiological analy- 
s i s  of data obtained during space flights are a l s o  presented. 
logical theories  a r e  considered in connection with the overal l  reac-  
tions of the organism t o  space flight factors .  Electrocardiograph 
measurements  made during the flights of Vostoks 3 t o  6 are pre-  
sented, and the r e sv l t s  of the American Mercury and Gemini mis- 
sions a r e  discussed. M. G. 
SPACE CARDIOLOGY [KOSMICHESKAIA KARDIOLOGIIA]. 
T h s  book deals  mth the problems of space medicine and the 
An attempt is 
Cardiological methods of space re- 
Cardio- 
A68-45611 *# 
TRANSMISSION CHARACTERISTICS O F  AXIAL WAVES IN BLOOD 
VESSELS. 
M. Anliker (Stanford University, Dept. of Aeronautics and Astro-  
nautics, Stanford, Calif.), E.  Ogden (NASA, Ames Research Center, 
Moffett Field, Calif. ), and W. E.  Moritz. 
Society for Experimental S t r e s s  Analysis, Spring Meeting, Albany, 
N.Y., May 7-10, 1968, P a p e r  1350. 39 p. 23 refs .  
$0.50. 
Grant No. NGR-05-020-223. 
axlal waves in  the carotid a r t e ry  of anesthetized dogs using an 
electrooptical tracking system. 
Hz, the speed of the axial waves ranged between 20 and 40 m l s e c  
and generally increased with frequency, while the natural  p re s su re  
wave t raveled at a speed of about 10 m l s e c .  It is noted, however, 
that  on the basis  of a n  isotropic wall model, the axlal wave speed 
should be approximately 5 t imes  higher than the  p re s su re  wave 
speed. This  discrepancy can be  interpreted a s  an indication of 
anisotropic behavior of the carotid wall. 
t o  be m o r e  elast ic  in the axial than in the circumferential direction. 
Determination of the phase velocities and damping of sinusoidal 
F o r  frequencies between 25 and 150 
The carotid a r t e r y  appears  
M. M. 
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AN APPROACH TO UNDERSTANDING THE BASIC PHYSICS 
INVOLVED IN MEETING PLANETARY RUARANTINE. 
D. L .  Enlow and P. E. Kubasko (General Electr ic  Co., Aerospace 
Group, &ssi le  and Space Dzv., Re-Entry Systems Dept., Space and 
Biological Physics  Laboratory, Valley Forge, Pa. ). 
IN 
ANNUAL TECHNICAL MEETING AND EXHIBIT, 7TH, CHICAGO, 
ILL . ,  MAY 13-16, 1968, PROCEEDINGS, [A68-45645 24-05] 
Boston, American Association f o r  Contamination Control, 1968, 
p. 38-41. 5 refs .  
on other  planets t o  preclude the possibility that ea r th  organisms 
were deposited the re  by the spacecraft. Such organisms,  especially 
bacter ia  able to survIve In a great  var ie ty  of environments, could 
disrupt the ent i re  nature  and f lora  Of the planet visited. T o  maintain 
the quarantine of ex t r a t e r r e s t r i a l  systems,  numerous precautions 
would be implemented into the design and fabrication of spacecraft 
fo r  these missions.  It is also necessary to  know that. once a probe 
o r  lander  is s ter i le ,  its condition can be maintained for  the period 
AMERICAN ASSOCIATION FOR CONTAMINATION CONTROL, 
Discussion of the problem of contamination control in landings 
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of the mission.  Experiments made in amblent conditions a r e  d is -  
cussed,  however, In order  to understand the basic  physical concepts 
involved in adhesion and charge phenomena, the experiments must  
be done in a vacuum environment. P .v .T .  
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HANDBOOK OF BIOLOGICAL ASPECTS OF SPACECRAFT 
STERILIZATION. 
Martin G. Koesterer  (General Electr ic  Go., Aerospace Group, 
Valley Forge Space Technology Center, King of Pruss ia ,  P a .  ) and 
Frederick J. Beyerle  (NASA, Marshal l  Space Fhght  Center, 
H u n t s d l e ,  Ala. 1. 
IN 
ANNUAL TECHNICAL MEETING AND EXHIBIT, 7TH, CHICAGO, 
ILL. ,  MAY 13-16, 1968, PROCEEDINGS. 11468-45645 24-05] 
Boston, American Association for Contamination Control, 1968, 
p. 50-52. 
prcpared for the nonlife-science oriented individual concerned with 
the development of a planetary spacecraf t  program. 
this  handbook IS to  present  microbiological background information 
useful to personnel so that they a r e  bet ter  able to  appreciate the 
microbiological requirements imposed on planetary spacecraf t  and 
to  evaluate the effects  of englneering procedure on microbial  life, 
a s  well as  the effects of contamination control, decontamination, 
and s ter i l izat ion procedures  on spacecraf t  design and functional 
tes t  requirements. An outline of the contents of the handbook I S  
presented, listing the topics covered In the manual, wlth some 
examples of the mater ia l .  P . v . T .  
AMERICAN ASSOCIATION FOR CONTAMINATION CONTROL, 
Discussion of a handbook on the biological aspects  of sterilization 
The purpose of 
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DEVELOPMENT OF DETECTION TECHNIQUES FOR THE PENE- 
TRATION OF BACTERIAL CELLS THROUGH ISOLATION SUIT 
MATERIALS. 
A. Bryre (General  Electr ic  Co. ,  Biological Physics  Laboratory, 
King of Pruss ia ,  P a . ) .  
IN 
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Boston, American Association f o r  Contamination Control, 1968, 
p. 99-101. 
Contract No. NAS 1-6537. 
Study and prel iminary specification of a Bio-Isolator Suit 
System (BISS) with the object of developing a 'glove sult" which 
would allow aseptic assembly of a spacecraft in a s te r i le  chamber  
by a worker who would be topically isolated from it .  The chamber  
and suit would be isolated by dry  heat. The chamber would then be 
supplied with an overpressure of ster i le  nitrogen of 4 in.  of water .  
The physical requirements  for the suit were quite unique. Along 
with propert ies  of resis tance to  wear due to flex, abrasion, and 
repeated heating, these mater ia ls  had to function as absolute 
b a r r i e r s  to the passage of microorganisms.  Two technlques have 
been demonstrated for determining the effectiveness of suit mate-  
r ia l s  as  biological h a r r i e r s  
culture method. Both have been proven to be effective. P . v . T .  
AMERICAN ASSOCIATION FOR CONTAMINATION CONTROL, 
thc isotope methods and the viable 
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STUDIES O F  METHODS FOR THE PREVENTION OF MICROBIAL 
CONTAMINATION OF CLEAN ROOMS AT CAPE KENNEDY. 
G. 6. Webster and R. C. Sanborn (Pan  American World Airxays,  
Inc., Aerospace Services  Div., Medical Dept., Cape Kennedy, Fla . ) .  
IN AMERICAN ASSOCIATION FOR CONTAMINATION CONTROL, 
ANNUAL TECHNICAL MEETING AND EXHIBIT, 7TH, CHICAGO, 
ILL. ,  MAY 13-16, 1968, PROCEEDINGS. [A68-45645 24-05] 
Boston, American Association f o r  Contamination Control, 1968, 
p. 102-107. 9 refs .  
Discussion of the nccessity of clean rooms in the aerospace 
industry and for  medical purposes. In both cases ,  the utility of 
clean rooms f o r  the conlrol of microbial levels depends upon the 
attainment of the desired low microbial  levels unthout undue inter-  
ference with the activities and comfort of personnel In the clean 
room. 
control of microbial levels, these levels were examined in five 
different clean rooms at  Cape Kennedy. 
In order  to ascer ta in  how effective clean rooms can be in  the 
These clean rooms were 
operated under a var ie ty  of conditions likely to  influence microbial 
levels and offered some insight into conditions important for  the 
control of microbial  populations in clean rooms.  Microbial levels 
in different clean rooms var ied from 25 to  438 microorganisms per  
square foot of surface and 0.02 to 1.05 microorganisms per  cubic 
foot of a i r .  Major pathways of microbial entrance into the clean 
rooms were on personnel clothing and equipment, In water and in 
personnel. Restriction of microbial entrance via these pathways 
resulted in a lowering of microbial levels to the lowest levels 
hitherto obtained during operations m the clean rooms under study. 
P . v . T .  
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CONTAMINATION CONTROL FOR SPACECRAFT QUALITY. 
J. I. Black (TRW Systems Group, Systems Engmeering and Integra- 
b o n  Div., Redondo Beach, Calif. ). 
IN. AMERICAN ASSOCIATION FOR CONTAMINATION CONTROL, 
ANNUAL TECHNICAL MEETING AND EXHIBIT, 7TH, CHICAGO, 
ILL., MAY 13-16, 1968, PROCEEDINGS. [A68-45645 24-05] 
Boston, American Associahon f o r  Contamination Control, 1968. 
p. 108-111. 7 refs .  
success  in  spacecraf t  launchngs is presented by reviewing severa l  
fa i lure  modes detected in recent years .  
of a typical contamnat ion control p rog ram a r e  given to  descr ibe its 
operation a s  par t  of the overal l  quality effort. Types of contamna-  
(Author) tion and typical examples a r e  described. 
The vital role w h c h  contamnat ion control plays i n  assur ing 
The objectives and elements 
A68-45656 * 
APPLICATION OF AVIATION MEDICINE AND AEROMEDICAL RE- 
SEARCH. 
P. V. Slegel (Federal  Aviation Admmistrahon, Washngton, D. C. ). 
IN CIVIL AVIATION SAFETY CENTRE, ANNUAL TECHNICAL 
CONFERENCE, 4TH, BEIRUT, LEBANON, JUNE 4-7, 1968, 
PROCEEDINGS. [A68-45653 24-02 1 
Beirut, Lebanon. Civil Aviation Safety Centre ,  1968. 16 p. 
regarded f r o m  the standpoint of preventive safety. 
experience of many years ,  it 1s believed that an  annual physical 
examination of pilots i s  probably frequent enough. 
changes have been made m the physical standards a s  a resul t  of 
past experience. Thus the modern improved contact lenses  a r e  
now acceptable for  pilot use and often provlde bet ter  correct ions than 
conventional glasses .  States, management, and pilots a r e  a l l  in- 
terested in  fatigue studies m relation to  flight t ime limitation. It 
i s  believed that, in  ths field, the standards must  be revised, to be 
adapted to  the changing a i rc raf t  equipment. Finally, the important 
par t  played by a i rpor t  operators  in  avlation safety i s  discussed.  
P. v. T. 
lhscussion of the pract lce  of preventive medicme in aviation, 
Based on the 
Many significant 
Ads-45657 * 
MEDICAL ASPECTS OF SUPERSONIC TRANSPORTATION. 
F. H. Zebouni. 
IN. CIVIL AVIATION SAFETY CENTRE, ANNUAL TECHNICAL 
CONFERENCE, 4TH, BEIRUT, LEBANON, JUNE 4-7, 1968, 
PROCEEDINGS. [A68-45653 24-02] 
Beirut, Lebanon, Civil Aviation Safety Centre, 1968. 13 p. 
supersonic t ransportahon - namely, high-speed problems and high- 
altitude problems. 
in fact  has no means of appreclating speed without external  vlsual 
reference.  It wll be different, however, when al ter ing course,  for  
a centrifugal force  will add its weight to  the gramtabon force,  due 
t o  speed. The smaller  the radius curve. the hlgher the centrifugal 
force exerted on the body. High acceleration reac ts  adversely on 
hear t  and circulation. 
a i rc raf t  will have to  a l t e r  course  over a very wide radlus. SST 
a i rc raf t  mll fly between 15, 000 and 25,000-m altitude. Since a t  
these altitudes no human being can live without pressurization, 
pressurized cabins must  be used. 
pressurizat ion would be fatal .  
SST passengers ,  it  is pointed out that the accelerat ion and decelera-  
tion of the SST a i r c r a f t  in  the takeoff and landing might produce 
anxiety among the passengers .  Last but not least ,  it 1s believed 
that the upsetting of the physiological t ime scale  of the passengers  
will have an  adverse effect on their  body funcbons. 
lhscussion of two types of medical problems occurring in 
The human body IS not affected by speed and 
To  avoid these symptoms, pilots of SST 
The effects of a possible loss  of 
In discussing the psychology of the 
P.v.T.  
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EFFECT O F  PREVIOUS ACCLIMATIZATION AT MOUNTAIN 
TIONS [VLIIANIE PREDVARITEL'NOI AKKLIMATIZATSII V 
GORAKH NA PERENOSIMOST' CHELOVEKOM POPERECHNYKH 
PEREGRUZOK 1. 
A. R. Kotovskaia, P. V. Vasil'ev. R. A. Vartbaronov, andS. F. 
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CHARACTERISTICS OF THE DEVELOPMENT OF AN ACUTE 
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IN: PROBLEMS OF SPACE BIOLOGY. ADAPTATION TO HYPOXIA 
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KOSMICHESKOI BIOLOGII: ADAPTATSIIA. K GIPOKSII I USTOICHI- 
VOST' ORGANIZMA. VOLUME 81. 
Edited by V. N. Chernigovskii. 
Moscow, Izdatel'stvo Nauka, 1968, p. 11-19. 19 refs .  In Rnsslan. 
ranging f r o m  2000 to 4000 m on the transverse-acceleration tolerance 
of a group of 16 mountam climbers and persons wthout  a high-altitude 
background. It is found that hgh-alt i tude adaptation strengthens the 
functions of the human organism under hypoxic conditions and in- 
c reases  the resistance t o  t ransverse  accelerations by an  average of 
1.7 g. This positive effect pers i s t s  for  about 1 t o  3 months. It is 
suggested that a s tay  at mountain heights be included i n  the preflight 
VOLUME 8 [PROBLEMY 
Study of the effect of a 1 t o  1.5-month s tay  at mountain altitudes 
training program of astronauts.  v. z. 
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accelerations of a group of 14 mountain c l imbers  and persons  without 
a previous hgh-alt i tude background who stayed at mountain alt i tudes 
ranging f r o m  2000 to 4000 m f o r  1 to  1. 5 months before the tes ts .  
The EKG, EEG, a r t e r i a l  p ressure ,  respiration ra tes ,  pulmonary 
ventilation and gas exchange, and the t i m e  of motor reactions t o  
light signals a r e  recorded. It was found that a s tay  at mountam 
heights strengthened the physiolopcal functions of these  persons  
and markedly increased  the i r  resistance t o  t ransverse  acceleratlons.  
The positive effects of exposure t o  the hypoxic conditions of moun- 
tain heights on the functions of the cardiovascular and resp i ra tory  
sys tems a r e  noted. The possible mechanisms of these  effects  a r e  
discussed. V. z. 
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Investigation of the physiological reactions to t r a n s v e r s e  
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E F F E C T  O F  ADAPTATION TO HYPOXIA UNDER PRESSURE- 
CHAMBER CONDITIONS ON THE TRANSVERSE-ACCELERATION 
TOLERANCE [VLIIANIE ADAPTATSII K GIPOKSII V USLOVIIAKH 
BAROKAMERY NA PERENOSIMOST' POPERECHNYKH PEREGRU- 
ZOK]. 
A. R. Kotovskaia, R. A. Vartbaronov, F. V. Babchinshi,  and 
S. F. Simpura.  
IN: PROBLEMS O F  SPACE BIOLOGY: ADAPTATION TO HYPOXIA 
KOSMICHESKOI BIOLOGII: ADAPTATSIIA K GIPOKSII I USTOICHI- 
VOST' ORGANIZMA. VOLUME 81. 
Edited b y  V. N. Chernigovslui. 
Moscow, Izdatel'stvo Nauka, 1968, p. 40-48. 15 refs.  In Russian. 
Study of the effect of intermittent adaptation t o  hypoxla i n  a 
p r e s s u r e  chamber  on the res i s tance  of humans t o  t ransverse  acce ler -  
ations. 
vals of 3 to 7 days to  p r e s s u r e s  corresponding to  altitudes of 4000, 
5000, 6000, 6500, and 7000 m in a training cycle lasting 20 t o  25 
days.  
of the subjects to t ransverse  accelerations after the  pressure-  
chamber exposures.  
p r e s s u r e  chamber can be usefully applied in a preflight training 
AND STABILITY OF THE ORGANISM. VOLUME a [PROBLEMY 
A group of four subjects was  exposed f o r  30 min at in te r -  
An average  increase  of 1.35 g is established in the tolerance 
It is believed that adaptation to hypoxia in a 
v. z. 
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IN: PROBLEMS O F  SPACE BIOLOGY. ADAPTATION TO HYPOXIA 
KOSMICHESKOI BIOLOGII: ADAPTATSIIA K GIPOKSII I USTOICHI- 
VOST' ORGANIZMA. VOLUME 81. 
Edited by V, N. Chernigovskii. 
Moscow, Izdatel'stvo Nauka, 1968, p. 48-57. 7 re fs .  In Russian. 
mountain c l imbers  and a group of 20 control subjects performing a 
stepwise "ascent" in  a p r e s s u r e  chamber.  The altitude res i s tance  
is found t o  be  higher in the mountain c l imbers  than i n  the control 
subjects. Most mountain c l imbers  of the group showed a grea te r  
increase  m pulmonary ventilation a f t e r  p r e s s u r e  chamber exposures 
than the control subjects.  The reactions of the resp i ra tory ,  cardio- 
vascular,  and cent ra l  nervous sys tems a t  p ressure-chamber  alti- 
tudes of 7000 to 9000 m a r e  described. 
AND STABILITY OF THE ORGANISM. VOLUME 8 [PROBLEMY 
Study of the development of a hypoxic syndrome m a group of 19 
V. z. 
A68-45750 # 
E F F E C T  O F  HIGH-MOUNTAIN ADAPTATION ON HUMAN RESIS- 
TANCE TO ACUTE HYPOXIA, HIGH TEMPERATURE, AND 
NA USTOICHIVOST' CHEMVEKA K OSTROI GIPOKSII, VYSOKOI 
TEMPERATURE I VESTIBULIARNYM RAZDRAZHENIIAM]. 
V. B. Malkin, G. D. Iukhnovskn, a n d S .  S. Markarian.  
IN PROBLEMS O F  SPACE BIOLOGY. ADAPTATION TO HYPOXIA 
KOSMICHESKOI BIOMGII.  ADAPTATSIIA K GIPOKSLI I USTOICHI- 
VOST' ORGANIZMA. VOLUME 81. 
Edited by  V. N. Chernlgovskii. 
Moscow, Izdatel'stvo Nauka, 1968, p. 57-65. 8 refs. In Russian. 
Pressure-chamber  investigahon of the res i s tance  t o  acute 
hypoxia, high tempera ture ,  and vestibular st imuli  i n  a group of 11 
mountain climbers and a group of 15 persons without hgh-mountain 
training, pr ior  to and af te r  a stay of up t o  20 days a t  bgh-mountain 
altitudes ranging f r o m  2000 t o  4200 m. 
t o  hypoxla a f t e r  a s tay  a t  high-mountaln altitudes i s  established in 
most subjects wlthout a previous hgh-alt i tude background. 
res i s tance  t o  h g h  tempera tures  decreased  slightly, while the resis- 
tance t o  vestibular s t lmuh increased  slightly a f t e r  a 
altitudes. V. z. 
VESTIBULAR STIMULI [VLILANIE ADAPTATSII K VYSOKOGORW 
AND STABILITY OF THE ORGANISM. VOLUME 8 [PROBLEMY 
An increased  res i s tance  
The 
s tay  a t  high 
A68-45751 * 
EFFECT O F  A REPEATED STAY AT MOUNTAIN HEIGHTS ON THE 
RESISTANCE OF MOUNTAIN CLIMBERS TO ACUTE HYPOXIA 
[O VLIIANII POVTORNOGO PREBYVANIIA V GORAKH NA USTOI- 
CHIVOST' AL'PINLSTOV K CSTROI GIPOKSII]. 
N. M. Asiamolova and V. B. Malkin. 
IN: PROBLEMS OF SPACE BIOLOGY: ADAPTATION TO HYPOXIA 
AND STABILITY OF THE ORGANISM. 
KOSMICHESKOI BIOMGII.  ADAPTATSIIA K GIPOKSII I USTOICHI- 
VOST' ORGANIZMA. VOLUME 81. 
EdIted by  V. N. Chernigovslui. 
Moscow, Izdatel'stvo Nauka, 1968, p. 65-72. 7 r e f s .  In Russian. 
Pressure-chamber  investigation of the resistance t o  acute 
hypoxia m a group of 12 professional mountain climbers p r i o r  t o  
and af te r  high-mountain expeditions of 5 t o  6 weeks t o  altitudes of 
up to 6995 m. 
t o  hypoxla was established u1 the subjects a f te r  the expedition. A 
correiation between the altitudes and the  content of hemoglobin 
V. z. 
VOLUME 8 [PROBLEMY 
A relatively insigmficant increase  in  the res i s tance  
and erythrocytes in  the blood could not be  established. 
A68-45752 * 
RESISTANCE O F  ANIMALS TO HYPEROXIA, HYPERCAPNIA 
AND HIGH TEMPERATURE AFTER ADAPTATION TO LOW BARO- 
METRIC PRESSURE [USTOICHIVOST' ZHIVOTNYKH K GIPEROKSII, 
GIPERKAPNII I VYSOKOI TEMPERATURE POSLE ADAPTATSLI K 
PONIZHENNOMU BAROMETRICHESKOMU DAVLENIIU 1. 
F. V. Babchinskii, V. B. Malkin, and G. D. Iukhnwskii. 
IN: PROBLEMS OF SPACE BIOLOGY. ADAPTATION TO HYPOXIA 
KOSMICHESKOI BIOLOGII: ADAPTATSIIA K GIPOKSII I USTOICHI- 
VOST' ORGANIZMA. VOLUME 81. 
Edited by  V. N. Chernigovskii. 
Moscow, Izdatel'stvo Nauka, 1968, p. 72-79. 12 re fs .  In Russian, 
AND STABILZTY OF THE ORGANISM. VOLUME 8 [PROBLEMY 
Study of the survival rates of white mice  kept in a n  atmosphere 
of 96% oxygen, o r  40% carbon dioxide, at tempera tures  ranging 
f r o m  50 to 60°C pr ior  t o  and af te r  adaptation to hypoxia under low 
barometr ic  p r e s s u r e s .  It i s  found that pr ior  adaptabon t o  hypoxia 
does not increase  the res i s tance  of mice  t o  high oxygen concentra- 
hons  o r  to high carbon dioxide concentrahons.  
mice t o  elevated tempera tures ,  on the other hand, did increase  
The res i s tance  of 
slightly a f te r  adaptation to hypoxia. v. z. 
A68-45753 * 
EFFECT O F  ADAPTATION TO LOW BAROMETRIC PRESSURE ON 
RESISTANCE TO HYPOCAPNIA [VLIIANIE ADAPTATSII K 
PONIZHENNOMU BAROMETRICHESKOMU DAVLENIIU NA USTOI- 
CHIVOST' K GIPOKAPNII]. 
A. K. Kochetov. 
IN: PROBLEMS OF SPACE BIOLOGY: ADAPTATION TO HYPOXIA 
KOSMICHESKOI BIOMGII.  ADAPTATSIIA K GIPOKSII I USTOICHI- 
VOST' ORGANIZMA. VOLUME 81. 
Edited by  V. N. Chernigovskii. 
Moscow, Izdatel'stvo Nauka, 1968, p. 79-84. 6 re fs .  In Russlan. 
p r e s s u r e  in the alveolar a i r  m groups of 12 mountain climbers and 
12 persons vnthout a high-mountain background under hypocapnxc 
conditions a t  normal  barometr ic  pressure .  
capnla is found to be  h g h e r  i n  mountain c l imbers  than i n  persons 
without previous hgh-mountain training. 
hear t  contraction r a t e s  due t o  hypocapnia was 12% grea te r  In the 
second group than In the h r s t .  The changes In the EEG were  a l so  
m o r e  pronounced in  the second group, even though the CO2 par t la l  
p r e s s u r e  in  the  alveolar a l r  decreased  t o  a lower level m the f i r s t  
group than i n  the second. 
hand, could be established In the blood p r e s s u r e  of either group. 
AND STABILITY OF THE ORGANISM. VOLUME 8 [PROBLEMY 
Inveshgation of the EEG, EKG, blood pressure ,  and C02 par t ia l  
The resistance to  hypo- 
The increase  in the mean 
No substantial difference, on the other 
V. z. 
A68-45754 * 
RESISTANCE OF ANIMALS TO ACUTE HYPOXIA AFTER TRAINING 
WITH PHYSICAL LOADS UNDER HIGH-MOUNTAIN CONDITIONS 
ROVKI K FIZICHESKIM NAGRUZKAM V USLOVIIAKH VYSOKO- 
GOR'IA]. 
E .  V. Loginova. 
IN. PROBLEMS O F  SPACE BIOLOGY ADAPTATION TO HYPOXIA 
AND STABILITY O F  THE ORGANISM. 
KOSMICHESKOI BIOLOGII ADAPTATSIIA K GIPOKSII I USTOICHI- 
VOST' ORGANIZMA. VOLUME 81. 
Edited by  V. N. Chernigovskii. 
Moscow, Isdatel'stvo Nauka, 1968, p. 84-93. 25 r e f s .  In Russian. 
Pressure-chamber  inveshgation of the resistance t o  acute 
hypoxia of a group of 180 white mice and a group of 45 w h t e  r a t s  
prevlously subjected t o  sta'ac and d y n a m c  loads at high-mountain 
altitudes rangmg f r o m  2000 to 3800m. The m c e  and the r a t s  were  com- 
pelled t o  run for  cer ta in  periods of h m e  in  a special  stand, and 
the mice were  a l s o  kept hanging on poles with 10-gram weights 
attached t o  the i r  t a i l s  p r ior  t o  exposure t o  hypoxia in a p r e s s u r e  
chamber a t  p r e s s u r e s  correspondmg t o  altitudes ranging f r o m  9000 
to 12,000 m. The weight, the blood oxygen requirement, the hemo- 
globin, erythrocyte,  reticulocyte and eosmophll contents m the blood, 
and the survival ra tes  of the anlmals were  determined. 
r a t s  subjected t o  d y n a m c  loads was a slightly increased  resistance 
[USTOICHIVCST~ ZHIVOTNYKH K OSTROI GIPOKSII POSLE TRENI- 
VOLUME 8 [PROBLEMY 
Only i n  
estabhshed. V. z. 
A68-45755 * 
MUTUAL EFFECTS OF TRAINING WITH PHYSICAL LOADS AND 
ADAPTATION TO HYPOXIC HYPOXIA [O VZAIMOVLIIANII TRE- 
NIROVKI K FIZICHESKIM NAGRUZKAM I ADAPTATSII K GIPOKSI- 
CHESKOI GIPOKSII]. 
E. V. Loginova. 
IN. PROBLEMS O F  SPACE BIOLOGY. ADAPTATION TO HYPOXIA 
AND STABILITY O F  THE ORGANISM. 
KOSMICHESKOI BIOLOGII. ADAPTATSIIA K GIPOKSII I USTOICHI- 
VOSTI ORGANIZMA. VOLUME 81. 
Edited by V. N. Chernigovskii. 
Moscow, Izdatel'stvo Nauka, 1968, p. 93-96. In Russian. 
VOLUME 8 [PROBLEMY 
Pressure-chamber  study of adaptation to hypoxia car r ied  out on 
45 
A68-45756 
a total  of 44 white rats subjected t o  stepwise decreasing pressures  
a t  simulated altitudes ranging f r o m  3000 to 7000 m with o r  without 
simultaneously performing running exerc ises  in  a special  stand, o r  
a f te r  running exerc ises  at normal  barometr ic  pressure .  
the hemoglobin and erythrocyte contents in the blood, and the s u r -  
vival r a t e s  of the rats are determined in  the process.  
ra tes  w e r e  generally lower rn the experimental  rats than m the 
The weight, 
The survival 
control rats, which did not per form running exerc ises .  V. z. 
A68-45756 * 
E F F E C T  O F  PROLONGED PERIODS UNDER CONDITIONS O F  
REDUCED BAROMETRIC PRESSURE ON RESISTANCE TO ACCEL- 
ERATIONS [VLIIANIE DLITEL'NOGO PREBYVANIIA V USLOVIIAKH 
PONIZHENNOGO BAROMETRICHESKOGO DAVLENIIA NA USTOICHI- 
VOST' K PEREGRUZKAM]. 
N. N. Uglova. 
IN: PROBLEMS OF SPACE BIOLOGY: ADAPTATION TO HYPOXIA 
AND STABILITY O F  THE ORGANISM. 
KOSMICHESKOI BIOLOGII: ADAPTATSIlA K GIPOKSII I USTOICHI- 
VOST' ORGANIZMA. VOLUME 81. 
Edited by  V. N. Chernigovskii. 
Moscow, Izdatel 'stvo Nauka, 1968, p. 97-103. 28 refs.  In Russian. 
Results of experiments t o  determine the effect  of the  adaptation 
of white mice,  rats, and guinea plgs t o  hypolna on the i r  ability t o  
endure t ransverse  accelerations. It is established that an intermit-  
tent 14-day adaptation t o  hypoxia at vacuums of 525.8 t o  307 mm Hg, 
a s  well a s  a 30-day acclimatization t o  altitudes of 2000 t o  3800 m, 
causes an increase  in survival during accelerations of 25% for  
adapted mice (on the average),  19% for  ra t s  and 30% for  guinea pigs. 
In view of this, it is noted that the adaptation effect l a s t s  approxi- 
mately three  weeks. Both forms  of training a r e  found t o  be  
accompanied by  a n  increase  in the quantity of hemoglobin and 
erythrocytes in  the peripheral  blood supply. 
VOLUME 8 [PROBLEMY 
P.G.M. 
A68-45757 * 
THE EFFECT O F  A PRELIMINARY INTERMITTENT EXPOSURE 
TO RAREFIED ATMOSPHERE ON THE ABILITY O F  RATS TO 
ENDURE TRANSVERSE ACCELERATIONS [VLIIANIE PREDVARI- 
TEL'NOGO PRERYVISTOGO PREBYVANIIA V RAZREZHENNOI 
ATMOSFERE NA PERENOSIMOST' KRYSAMI POPERECHNYKH 
PEREGRUZOK] . 
V. G. Petrukhin. 
IN PROBLEMS O F  SPACE SIOLOGY ADAPTATION TO HYPOXIA 
AND STABILITY O F  THE ORGANISM. 
KOSMICHESKOI BIOLOGII ADAPTATSIIA K GIPOKSII I USTOICHI- 
Edited by  V. N. Chernxgovskii. 
Moscow, Izdatel 'stvo Nauka, 1968, p. 103-109. 23 refs.  In Russian. 
Results of an experiment to determine the effect of a 23-day 
period at  altitudes of 4500 to 5000 m on the ability of white r a t s  t o  
endure t ransverse  accelerations.  
level of endurance t o  such accelerations than did r a t s  that  did not 
undergo training in ra ref ied  atmospheres.  
a statist ically reliable increase  in the relative weight of the adrenal 
glands and the heart ,  an abrupt hemorrhaglng in  the lungs, and in 
many cases  glycogen In the l iver were  found. It was also found that 
the  dystrophltic and necrobiotic changes in the myogenic miocardium 
fibers of the t ra ined  r a t s  were  l e s s  than those occurring in the  
untrained animals.  
found to h e  in the increased resistance of the organism t o  an 
insufficient supply of oxygen to the t i s sues  and to an improvement of 
the oxygen supply t o  the vital organs, a s  well a s  in a strengthening 
of the red  blood cells and an increase  in the abllity of the  miocardium 
to per form more  physical work than before the experiment. P. G. M. 
VOLUME 8 [PROBLEMY 
VOST' ORGANIZMA. VOLUME 81. 
The trained ra t s  showed a higher 
F o r  the trarned rats,  
The bas is  for the favorable effect of training is 
A68-45758 # 
E F F E C T  O F  ADAPTATION TO CONDITIONS O F  AN ALTERED GAS 
MEDIUM ON RESISTANCE TO ACCELERATIONS [VLIIANIE 
ADAPTATSII K USLOVIIAM IZMENENNOI GAZOVOI SREDY NA 
USTOICHIVOST' K PEREGRUZKAM]. 
P. V. Vasil'ev and N. N. Uglova. 
IN: PROBLEMS O F  SPACE BIOLOGY: ADAPTATION TO HYPOXIA 
AND STABILITY O F  THE ORGANISM. 
KOSMICHESKOI BIOLOGII: ADAPTATSIIA K GIPOKSII I USTOICHI- 
VOST' ORGANIZMA. VOLUME 81. 
VOLUME 8 [PROBLEMY 
Edited by V. N. Chernigovshi.  
Moscow, Izdatel 'stvo Nauka, 1968, p. 109-122. 43 refs.  In Russian. 
effect  of prolonged periods under conditions of an altered gas  
medium on the resistance of such organisms t o  acceleratzons. 
found that when these  a n n a l s  breathe hypercapnic gas  mixtures 
(5 to 12% C02)  for  SIX hours a day durmg a 14-day period, the i r  
resistance to accelerations does not change. However, when they 
breathe a mlxture which is deficient in  oxygen (down to 8.6% 02) o r  
a mixture which i s  both hypolnc and hypercapnic, their  resistance 
t o  accelerations is increased. It is shown that hypercapnla inhibits 
the reaction of erythrocytes t o  a lack of oxygen. The physiological 
mechanisms of such reactions a r e  discussed. 
Results of an investigation on white mice  and ra t s  t o  study the 
It is 
P.G.M. 
A68-45759 # 
COMPARATIVE EVALUATION O F  THE EFFECTIVENESS OF 
VARIOUS MODES O F  ADAPTATION TO HYPOXIA [SRAVNITEL' - 
NAIA OTSENKA EFFEKTIVNOSTI RAZLICHNYKH REZHIMOV 
ADAPTATSII K GIPOKSII]. 
P. V. Vas i l ' ev ,  F. V. Babinslui, E .  V. Loginova, V. B. Malkm, 
N. A. Roshchina, and G. D. Iukhnovskii. 
IN: PROBLEMS OF SPACE BIOLOGY: ADAPTATION TO HYP- 
OXIA AND STABILITY O F  THE ORGANISM. VOLUME 8 [PROBLE- 
MY KOSMICHESKOI BIOLOGII: ADAPTATSIIA K GIPOKSII I USTOI- 
Edited by V. N. Chernigovskii. 
Moscow, Izdatel 'stvo Nauka, 1968, p. 122-129. In Russian.  
Comparison of high-mountain and p r e s s u r e  chamber adaptation 
of white mice and r a t s ,  using data f r o m  the measurement  of wexght, 
erythrocyte count, quantlty of hemoglobin, oxygen consumption, and 
survival.  The adaptation schemes investlgated were  (1) prolonged 
and continuous adaptation ( 3 0  days a t  altitudes of 2000 to 3800 m ) ,  
(2) short-duration adaptation ( 3  days a t  altltudes of 3000 t o  7000 m) .  
and (3)  discontinuous adaptatlon (6 hours each day f o r  a period of 
2 weeks a t  alt i tudes of 3000 to 7000 m) .  I t  is estab1:shed that the 
e f fec ts  of adaptation at  high altitudes and a t  simulated hlgh altitudes 
(using a p r e s s u r e  chamber) a r e  essentially the same.  P .G.M.  
CHIVOST' ORCANEMA. VOLUME 81. 
A68-45760 # 
INFLUENCE OF HYPOXIA ON THE STATE OF PROTECTIVE 
MECHANISMS IN THE ORGANISMS O F  MICE [VLIIANIE GIPOKSII 
NA SOSTOIANIE ZASHCHITNYKH MEKHANIZMOV ORGANIZMA 
MYSHI]. 
A.  S. Kaplanskii, G. N. Durnova, and N. A. Roshchina. 
IN: PROBLEMS OF SPACE BIOLOGY: ADAPTATION TO HYPOXIA 
AND STABILITY OF THE ORGANISM. 
KOSMICHESKOI BIOLOGII: 
E&ted  by V. N. Chernigovskn. 
Moscow, Izdatel 'stvo Nauka, 1968, p. 129-137. 28 r e f s .  In Russian. 
Investigation of the state of the cellular and humoral immunity 
a s  well a s  the peculiar fea tures  of immunomorphological reactions 
m lymph organs and subcutaneous t issue at  the point of antigen 
introduction in  m c e  kept under low atmospheric pressure .  
t es t s  were  performed on m c e  kept continuously for  two weeks in a 
p r e s s u r e  chamber a t  596 m m  Hg, then immunized by killed typhoid 
vaccine. I t  is shown that there is no observed variation in  the cel-  
lu la r  o r  humoral immunity. 
the immunomorphological reaction which develops in  the subcuta- 
neous t i s sue ,  at  the point of antigen introduction, and in  the regional 
lymph nodes. In the course of multiple 6-hr daily "ascents" of mice 
in the p r e s s u r e  chamber to altitudes rangxng f r o m  4000 to 6500 m 
f o r  a period of 10 days,  i t  was observed that the alumals revealed a 
decrease  in antibody production. a decrease  iu glycogen content in 
neut rophls ,  which rnfiltrate the t i s sues  a t  the point of antigen in t ro-  
duction, and a decrease  in  the reactive changes on the p a r t  of the 
light cen ters  of the lymphoidal follicles of regional lymph nodes. 
VOLUME 8 [PROBLEMY 
ADAPTATSLIA K GIPOKSII I USTOICHI- 
VOST' ORGANIZMA. VOLUME 81. 
The 
There  is no change in the charac te r  of 
I.P. 
A68-45761 # 
SIGNIFICANCE O F  CERTAIN CONTROL SYSTEMS IN THE DEVEL- 
OPMENT O F  ADAPTATION TO HYPOXIA [O ZNACHENII NEKOTO- 
RYKH UPRAVLIAIUSHCHIKH SISTEM V RAZVITII ADAPTATSII 
K GIPOKSII]. 
V. B. Malkin. 
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A68-45767 
IN PROBLEMS O F  SPACE BIOLOGY. ADAPTATION TO HYPOXIA 
AND STABILITY O F  THE ORGANISM. 
KOSMICHESKOI BIOLOGII: ADAPTATSIIA K GIPOKSII I USTOICHI- 
VOST' ORGANIZMA. VOLUME 81. 
Edited by  V. N. Chernigovshi.  
Moscow, Izdatel'stvo Nauka, 1968, p. 137-143. 10 refs.  In Russian. 
glands, and the hypophysis in the adaptation of wlute ra t s  to a moder- 
a te  degree of hypoxia. 
one o r  both c e r e b r a l  hemispheres significantly increases  the res i s tance  
of the animals to s e v e r e  hypoxia. 
moderate hypoxia does not influence their  altitude resistance.  The 
removal of the cerebellum reduces the res i s tance  of the animals to 
severe  hypoxia. 
removal of the adrena l  glands does not result In disappearance of 
the adaptation effect, and the altitude res l s tance  IS higher than that 
of intact animals.  T.  M. 
VOLUME 8 [PROBLEMY 
Study of the role of the c e r e b r a l  cortex,  cerebellum, adrena l  
I t  i s  shown that the removal of the  cortex of 
The adaptabon of such  animals t o  
After adaptation of the animals t o  hypoxia, the 
IN: PROBLEMS O F  SPACE BIOLOGY: ADAPTATION TO HYPOXIA 
AND STABILITY O F  THE ORGANISM. VOLUME 8 [PROBLEMY 
KOSMICHESKOI BIOLOGII: ADAPTATSIIA K GIPOKSII I USTOI- 
CHIVOST' ORGANIZMA. VOLUME 81. 
Edited by V. N. Chernigovshi.  
Moscow, Izdatel'stvo Nauka, 1968, p. 151-157. 15 refs.  In 
Russian. 
the process  of adaptation of w h t e  rats t o  long-term hypoxia. 
involved adrena lec tomzed and intact  animals in  mountainous envlron- 
ments and in  a p r e s s u r e  chamber. 
erythrocytes,  the weight, and the altitude res i s tance  of the animals. 
The  resu l t s  indicate that removal of the adrena l  glands does not im- 
pa i r  the adaptation of the animals t o  long-term oxygen deficiency. 
The adaptive changes observed in  the adrena lec tomzed animals a r e  
sirmlar t o  those evldent in the intact animals.  T. M. 
Experimental  study of the sigmficance of the  adrena l  glands in  
T e s t s  
Observations w e r e  made  of the  
A68-45765 # 
HYPOPHYSECTOMIZED RATS TO HYPOXIA [REAKTSIIA KROVI 
REACTION O F  THE BLOOD OF ADRENALECTOMIZED AND A68-45762 # 
ROLE O F  CERTAIN SUBCORTICAL FORMATIONS IN THE 
DEVELOPMENT O F  ADAPTATION TO OXYGEN INSUFFICIENCY NA ADRENALEKToMIRoVANNYKH I 
[O ROLI NEKOTORYKH PODKORKOVYKH OBRAZOVANII V RAZ- 
VITII PRISPOSOBLENIIA K KISLORODNOI NEDOSTATOCHNOSTI]. 
N. Z. Epshtem. 
IN: PROBLEMS O F  SPACE BIOLOGY: ADAPTATION TO HYPOXU AND OF THE ORGANISM. iPRoBLEMY 
AND STABILITY O F  THE ORGANISM. 
KOSMICHESKOI BIOLOGII: ADAPTATSIIA K GIPOKSII I USTOICHI- VoST' 
VOST' ORGANIZMA. VOLUME 81. 
Edited by V. N. Chernigovskii. 
Moscow, Izdatel'stvo Nauka, 1968, p. 143-146. In Russian. 
on the adaptation of white r a t s  t o  chronic hypoxla. 
involved the impairment of these formations before and a f t e r  adapta- 
tion to hypoxla. 
reticularis of the pons (includmg the nucleus reticularis tegmenti)  
increases  the survival capability of the animals at  12, 500 m both 
before and af te r  adaptation to hypoxla. 
of the ventromedlan thalamus and the posterior hypothalamus 
increases  the stability of the animals t o  severe  hypoxia. 
in  the a r e a  of the anterior hypothalamus before adaptation increases  
the altitude res i s tance  and after adaptation reduces the altitude 
resistance.  T.M. 
IN: p' PROBLEMS B1agovestova OF and SPACE N '  A *  BIOLOGY: RoshchIna' ADAPTATION TO HYPOXIA 
KOSMICHESKOI BIOLOGII: ADAPTATSIIA K GIPOKSII I USTOICHI- 
Edited by V. N. Chernigovskii. 
Moscow, Izda te l ' s tvo  Nauka, 1968, p. 158-166. 12 r e f s .  In Russian. 
VOLUME 8 [PROBLEMY 
Discussion of the changes in  the blood and hemopoietic organs 
Study of the role of Certain subcortical  formations of the braln Of adrenalectomized and hypophysectomized rats, and Of the effect 
of hypoxia on their  blood sys tems.  
and the mitotic act'v1ty Of cells from the bone marrow and 
the spleen were studled. I t  is found that a f te r  an adrenalectomy o r  
a hypophysectomy the r a t s  became anemic. 
hypoxla, the adrenalectomized r a t s  contracted erythrocytosis,  while 
the hypophysectomized r a t s  showed no stimulation of the blood s y s -  
The morphology of the bone The study 
It is shown that the impairment of the formatlo 
After the action of 
Brain damage in the a r e a  
Damage 
A68-45763 4 
INFLUENCE O F  AMINAZINE ON THE RESISTANCE O F  ANIMALS 
TO SEVERE OXYGEN DEFICIENCY [VLIIANIE AMINAZINA NA 
USTOICHIVOST' ZHIVOTNYKH K OSTROMU KISLORODNOMU GOLO- 
DANIIU]. 
V. B. Malkin and E. V. Logmova. 
I N :  PROBLEMS O F  SPACE BIOLOGY. ADAPTATION TO HYPOXIA 
AND STABILITY O F  THE ORGANISM. 
KOSMICHESKOI BIOLOGII: ADAPTATSIIA K GIPOKSII I USTOICHI- 
VOST' ORGANIZMA. VOLUME 81. 
Edited by V. N. Chernigovslui. 
Moscow, Izdatel'stvo Nauka, 1968, p. 147-151. 8 refs. In Russian. 
Study of the ro le  of the formabo rebcular i s  of the bra in  on 
adaptation t o  severe  oxygen deficiency in w h t e  rats and m c e  both 
adapted and unadapted t o  hypoxia. The  Armnazine was introduced 
intraperitoneally in  a dose of 10 m g  for  1 kg of weight. 
consumption of the  animals was studied along with the  survlval 
capability at high a lb tudes  in  a p r e s s u r e  chamber.  It is shown that 
the utilized dose of A m n a z i n e  reduces the res i s tance  of the animals 
t o  oxygen deficiency. 
not fully disappear a f te r  t rea tment  m t h  A m n a z i n e  and improves the 
immunity t o  the effects of Amnazine .  
VOLUME 8 [PROBLEMY 
The oxygen 
Previous adaptation t o  s e v e r e  hypoxla does 
T. M. 
A68-45764 # 
ROLE O F  THE ADRENAL GLANDS IN THE DEVELOPMENT O F  
ADAPTATION TO HYPOXIA [ROL' NADPOCHECHNIKOV V RAZVITII 
ADAPTATSII K GIPOKSII]. 
N. A. Roshcluna. 
tem. P.G.M. 
868-45766 # 
THE SIGNIFICANCE OF THE HYPOPHYSIS IN DEVELOPING AN 
ADAPTATION TO HYPOXIA [0 ZNACHENII GIPOFIZA V RAZVI- 
TI1 PRISPOSOBLENIIA K GIPOKSII]. 
N. A. Roshchina. 
IN. PROBLEMS OF SPACE BIOLOGY. ADAPTATION TO HYPOXIA 
AND STABILITY O F  THE ORGANISM. 
KOSMICHESKOI BIOLOGII. ADAPTATSIIA K GIPOKSII I USTOICHI- 
VOST' ORGANIZMA. VOLUME 81. 
Edited by V. N. Chernigovskii. 
Moscow, Izdatel'stvo Nauka, 1968. p. 166-171. 7 refs.  In Russian. 
Study of the ro le  of the hypophysis in the adaptation of white 
rats t o  hypoxic hypoxia. 
were  brought to heights of 2000 to 3800 m, where the i r  adaptation 
t o  hypoxia was observed. The a r t e r i a l  blood, weight, and altitude 
resistance were  then studied during a simulated ascent  rn a p r e s s u r e  
chamber.  It was found that the altitude resistance t o  acute hypoxla 
for  hypophysectomized r a t s  increased. However, a gradual anemic 
condition was noted. The removal of the  hypophysis did not essen- 
t ially change the altitude resistance of the r a t s .  P. G. M. 
VOLUME 8 [PROBLEMY 
Both intact  and hypophysectomzed ra t s  
A68-45767 * 
DYNAMICS O F  THE CHANGE OF THE OSMOTIC RESISTANCE OF 
ERYTHROCYTES IN HUMANS AND ANIMALS IN THE PERIOD O F  
NATURAL ACCLIMATIZATION TO HIGH-MOUNTAIN CONDITIONS 
[0 DINAMIKE IZMENENIIA OSMOTICHESKOI REZISTENTNOSTI 
ERITROTSITOV U LIUDEI I ZHIVOTNYKH V PERIOD ESTESTVEN- 
NO1 AKKLIMATIZATSII K VYSOKOGOR'IU]. 
2. I. Barbashova and G. I. Grigor 'eva.  
IN: PROBLEMS O F  SPACE BIOLOGY. ADAPTATION TO HYPOXIA 
AND STABILITY O F  THE ORGANISM. VOLUME 8 [PROBLEMY 
KOSMICHESKOI BIOLOGII: ADAPTATSIIA K GIPOKSII I USTOICHI- 
VOST' ORGANIZMA. VOLUME 81. 
Edited by V. N. Chernigovslui. 
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Moscow, Izdatel 'stvo Nauka, 1968, p. 171-181. 
and r a t s  during acclimatizabon t o  a lb tudes  of 2000 t o  5635 m. A 
r i s e  in  the ORE in  humans was noted during achve  bgh-mountain 
acclimabzation. T b s  rise was found to b e  cor re la ted  with an in- 
c r e a s e  in  the general  res i s tance  of the organism t o  acute hypoxia 
and accelerahons.  In the  absence of special  physical training, a 
regular change in  ORE was not observed. 
was likewise cor re la ted  with a n  increase  in  the overall  res i s tance  
of the organism. No regularity between changes in  ORE and m o r -  
phological blood s t ruc ture  could be  found. 
In Russian. 
Study of the osmotic res i s tance  of erythrocytes (ORE) in  humans 
A r i s e  in  the ORE in  rats 
P. G. M. 
A68-45768 # 
CHANGE IN THE OSMOTIC RESISTANCE OF ERYTHROCYTES IN 
ADRENALECTOMIZED AND HYPOPHYSECTOMIZED RATS UNDER 
HIGH-MOUNTAIN CONDITIONS [IZMENENIE OSMOTICHESKOI RE- 
ZISTENTNOSTI ERITROTSITOV U ADRENALEKTOMIROVANNYKH 
I GIPOFIZEKTOMIROVANNYKH KRYS, NAKHODIVSHIKHSIA V US- 
LOVIIAKH VYSOKOGOR'IA]. 
Z. I. Barbashova and G. I. Grigor'eva. 
IN. PROBLEMS O F  SPACE BIOLOGY ADAPTATION TO HYPOXIA 
AND STABILITY O F  THE ORGANISM. 
KOSMICHESKOI BIOLOGLI, ADAPTATSIIA K GIPOKSII I USTOICHI- 
VOST' ORGANIZMA. VOLUME 81. 
Edited by V. N. Chernigovskii. 
Moscow, Izdatel'stvo Nauka, 1968, p. 181-188. 5 refs.  In Russian. 
the osmotic res i s tance  of erythrocytes (ORE) in  adrena lec tomzed and 
hypophysectomzed ra t s .  
groups of animals showed an increase  in  ORE. 
grea tes t  In the hypophys ec tomzed ra t s ,  and was significantly higher 
than the ORE level in  intact animals under s i m l a r  conditions. 
change in ORE was noted in the adrenalectomized ra t s .  The possible 
mechanisms for changes in ORE and the  role of adrenal and pituitary 
hormones in these mechanisms a r e  discussed. P. G. M. 
VOLUME 8 [PROBLEMY 
Study of the effect  of adaptation to altitudes of 2000 to 3900 m on 
I t  was found that after the operation, both 
Tlus increase  was 
No 
868-45769 # 
REPEATED EXPOSURE TO "HIGH ALTITUDE" AS A METHOD OF 
DETECTING LATENT TRACES OF HYPOXIA ADAPTATION [POV- 
TORNAIA EKSPOZITSIIA NA "VYSOTE" KAK METOD VYIAVLE- 
NIIA SKRYTYKH SLEDOV ADAPTATSII K GIPOKSII]. 
E .  V. Loginova. 
IN: PROBLEMS OF SPACE BIOLOGY: ADAPTATION TO HYPOXIA 
AND STABILITY OF THE ORGANISM. VOLUME 8 [PROBLEMY 
KOSMICHESKOI BIOLOGII: ADAPTATSIIA K GIPOKSII I USTOICHI- 
E&ted  by V. N. Chernigovskii. 
Moscow, Izdatel 'stvo Nauka, 1968, p. 188-198. 8 re fs .  In Russian. 
tion following high-mountain and pressure-chamber adaptation. 
White mice and r a t s  were used in  the tes t s .  
determined f r o m  the variation in animal weight, erythrocyte number,  
hemoglobin capacity, and oxygen consumption. 
c a r r i e d  out f o r  6 h r  per  24-hr period for 13 days a t  altitudes f r o m  
3000 to 7000 m. After the animals had been exposed to these alt l-  
tudes,  even following normallzatlon of the erythrocyte frequency, 
hemoglobin capacity, and other indicators,  there  s t l l l  remamed latent 
t races  of reactions f rom the preceding adaptation. The presence of 
t r a c e  reactions makes i t  possible for animals subjected t o  repeated 
adaptation to acquire a grea te r  res i s tance  t o  acute hypoxla more  
rapidly.  In the course of multiple repetitions of altitude tralnmg 
the t race  reactions a r e  found to be cumulative. 
VOST' ORGANIZMA. VOLUME 81. 
Discussion of data concerning latent t races  of hypoxia adapta- 
T r a c e  phenomena were  
The adaptation was 
I.P. 
A68-45770 # 
DURATION OF THE REACTION OF BONE MARROW TO ACCLIMA- 
TIZATION TO HYPOXIA [PRODOLZHITEL'NOST' REAKTSII 
KOSTNOGO MOZGA NA AKKLIMATIZATSIIU K GIPOKSII]. 
N. P. Blagovestova, E. V. Loginova, E .  E. Simonov, a n d M .  M. 
Fomenko . 
IN: PROBLEMS O F  SPACE BIOLOGY: ADAPTATION TO HYPOXIA 
AND STABILITY O F  THE ORGANISM. 
KOSMICHESKOI BIOLOGII: ADAPTATSIIA K GIPOKSII I USTOICHI- 
VOST' ORGANIZMA. VOLUME 81. 
VOLUME 8 [PROBLEMY 
Edited by V. N. Chernigovsku. 
Moscow, Izdatel'stvo Nauka, 1968, p. 198-204. 9 refs.  In Russian. 
Experimental  investigabon, under bgh-mountain and pressure-  
chamber conditions, of the durahon of the hemopoietic reaction of 
rats t o  different procedures of acclimatizahon t o  hypoxia. 
state of hemopoiesis was judged f r o m  the variation III the prolifera- 
tion rate of bone marrow elements,  estimated by means of statmo- 
h n e t i c  =dices and curves of variation of the quantity of des- 
oxyribonucleic acid in the ce l l  nuclei. The acid content was con- 
sidered as a n  indicator of the intensity of the synthetic processes  
underlymg the preparahon of a cell  for  division. Prolonged one- 
t ime and repeated presence of animals under decreased pressure ,  
corresponding t o  "altitudes" of 2000 to 7000 m above s e a  level, 
caused a n  appreciable increase  III the number of acid-synthesizing 
cells and in  the m t o t i c  activity of the erythroblast  elements,  a s  
observed durmg a 3 to 5-week period a f te r  t e r m n a t i o n  of the  tes t s .  
An increase  in  the rate of proliferation of cells in ths s e r i e s  was 
independent of the acclimatization procedure and was even observed 
i n  caees where the blood picture typical of hypoxic states did not 
develop. 
by contrast ,  depressed. 
of the myeloid cells make it possible t o  observe not only the in- 
fluence of various acclimatization procedures,  but a l so  the possibil- 
i ty of a cumulative effect of changes during a repeated exposure of 
I. P. 
The 
The m t o t i c  activlty of myeloid cells in  the test  ra t s  was, 
The changes i n  the proliferative activlty 
the organism t o  hypoxia. 
A68-45771 * 
THE MECHANISM OF ADAPTATION OF WHITE MICE TO A 
HYPERCAPNIC GASEOUS MEDIUM [0 MEKHANIZME ADAPTATSII 
BELYKH MYSHEI K GIPERKAPNICHESKOI GAZOVOI SREDE]. 
V .  E .  Belai ,  P. V. Vas i l ' ev ,  a n d G .  D. Glod. 
IN: PROBLEMS O F  SPACE BIOLOGY: ADAPTATION TO HYPOXIA 
AND STABILITY O F  THE ORGANISM. 
KOSMICHESKOI BIOLOGII: ADAPTATSIIA K GIPOKSII I USTOICHI- 
Edited by V. N. Chernigovskii. 
Moscow, Izdatel 'stvo Nauka, 1968, p. 204-211. 19 re fs .  In Russian.  
Investigation of the charac te r  of the shifts  of the functional state 
of various sections of the central  nervous system of animals in  the 
course of their  adaptation to various degrees  of hypercapnia. 
ca tors  of the changes of the reactivlty of the animals to narcotic 
media were  used a s  the c r i t e r i a  of the functional state of the nervous 
system. 
accompanied by phase shifts in the reactivity of animals to narcotics.  
A change in the reactivity to narcotics testif ies to the disruption of 
the functional interrelationship between the cortex and the subcortical 
s t ruc tures  of the brain.  The adaptation of animals t o  a 3 to 5% CO2 
medium 1s  accompanied by a manifestation of symptoms of re ta rda-  
tion pr imar i ly  of the subcortical formations.  
a n  8 to 10% CO2 medium is accompanied by an inhibition of the func- 
tions of the cortical  s t ruc tures  of tbe brain.  
VOLUME 8 [PROBLEMY 
VOST' ORGANIZMA. VOLUME 81. 
Indl- 
Prolonged presence in a hypercapnic gaseous medium i s  
Prolonged action of 
I.P. 
A68-45772 * 
ENZYMATIC ACTIVITY O F  MONOAMINOXIDASE IN DIFFERENT 
TISSUES AND ORGANS OF EXPERIMENTAL ANIMALS DURING 
THE ACTION O F  CERTAIN EXTREMAL FACTORS. I - MONO- 
AMINOXIDASE ACTIVITY IN DIFFERENT TISSUES AND ORGANS 
OF WHITE RATS UNDER NORMAL CONDITIONS AND DURING 
ADAPTATION TO CHRONIC HYPOXIA [FERMENTATIVNAIA 
AKTIVNOST' MONOAMINOKSIDAZY V RAZLICHNYKH TKANIAKH 
I ORGANAKH EKSPERIMENTAL'NYKH ZHIVOTNYKH PRI DEISTVII 
NEKOTORYKH EKSTREMAL'NYKH FAKTOROV. I - AKTIVNOST' 
MONOAMINOKSIDAZY V RAZLICHNYKH TKANIAKH I ORGANAKH 
BELYKH KRYS V OBYCHNYKH USLOVIIAKH I PRI  ADAPTATSII K 
KHRONICHESKOI GIPOKSII]. 
Iu. N. Kopaev, E. F. Kotovskii, V. V. Korolev, Iu. N. Korolev, 
and L. L. Shimkevich. 
IN PROBLEMS OF SPACE BIOLOGY ADAPTATION TO HYPOXIA 
AND STABILITY OF THE ORGANISM. 
KOSMICHESKOI BIOLOGII ADAPTATSIIA K GIPOKSII 1 USTOICHI- 
VOST' ORGANIZMA. VOLUME 81. 
Edited by V. N. Chernigovskn. 
Moscow, Izdatel'stvo Nauka, 1968, p. 211-218. 10 refs.  In Russian. 
VOLUME 8 [PROBLEMY 
4% 
A68-45778 
Experimental ztudy of monoaminoxsdase (MAO) activity in  the 
lungs, kidneys, liver. pancreas, intestines, and skin t issues  of white 
ra ts .  The highest MA0 activity for  t he  control animals occurs  in  
the per ipheral  nerves, cel ls  of the  vegetative nerve networks, 
intestmal epithelium, and the parenchymatous elements of the l iver  
and pancreas. A significant decrease in MA0 activity was noted in  
mos t  t issues  and organs during adaptation t o  chronic hypoxia. 
Subsequently MA0 activity sharply recovers, which is an indication 
of adaptation t o  chronic hypoxla on the  cellular level. T.M. 
A68-45773 * 
ENZYMATIC ACTIVITY O F  MONOAMINOXIDASE IN DIFFERENT 
TISSUES AND ORGANS O F  EXPERIMENTAL ANIMALS DURING 
THE ACTION OF CERTAIN EXTREMAL FACTORS. 
AMINOXIDASE ACTIVITY IN DIFFERENT TISSUES AND ORGANS 
O F  WHITE RATS SUBJECTED TO ACCELERATIONS [FERMENTA- 
TIVNAIA AKTIVNOST' MONOAMINOKSIDAZY V RAZLICHNYKH 
TKANIAKH I ORGANAKH EKSPERIMENTAL'NYKH ZHIVOTNYKH 
PRI DEISTVII NEKOTORYKH EKSTREMAL'NYKH FAKTOROV. 
I1 - AKTIVNOST' MONOAMINOKSIDAZY V RAZLICHNYKH 
TKANIAKH I ORGANAKH BELYKH KRYS PRI VOZDEISTVII NA 
NIKH PEREGRUZOK]. 
E.  F. Kotovskii, V. V. Korolev, Iu. N. Korolev, L.  L. Shimkevlch, 
and Iu. N. Kopaev. 
IN: PROBLEMS O F  SPACE BIOLOGY. ADAPTATION TO HYPOXIA 
AND STABILITY OF THE ORGANISM. 
KOSMICHESKOI BIOLOGII: ADAPTATSIIA K GIPOKSII I USTOICHI- 
VOST' ORGANIZMA. VOLUME 81. 
Edited by V. N. Chernigovskli. 
Moscow, Izdatel 'stvo Nauka, 1968, p. 218-222. In Russian. 
Experimental study of the monoaminoxidase activity in the 
lungs, kidneys, liver, pancreas, and small  and large intestines of 
white r a t s  subjected to  accelerations. 
t o  la teral  (chest-spine) accelerations of 25 g for  10 min. 
enzymatic activity in the organs was studied by a histochemical 
method and compared wxth that in control animals and animals  
adapted to hypoxia. A weak reduction of enzymatic a c t i n t y  was 
noted in a l l  the studied organs of the t e s t  animals. The resul ts  
obtained a r e  discussed f r o m  the viewpoint of the mechanisms of 
cellular adaptation to  accelerations. T.M. 
I1 - MONO- 
VOLUME 8 [PROBLEMY 
The animals were subjected 
The 
A68-45774 * 
DEHYDROGENASE ACTIVITY O F  THE SUCCINIC AND LACTIC 
ACIDS UNDER CONDITIONS O F  CHRONIC HYPOXIA [AKTIVNOST' 
DEGIDROGENAZ IANTARNOI I MOLOCHNOI KISLOT V USLOVIIAKH 
KHRONICHESKOI GIPOKSII] . 
L. L.  Shimkevich, Iu. N. Kopaev, E .  F. Kotovskii, V. V. Korolev, 
andIu.  N. Korolev. 
IN. PROBLEMS O F  SP-ACE BIOLOGY. A-DAPTATION TO HYPOXIA 
AND STABILITY O F  THE ORGANISM. 
KOSMICHESKOI BIOLOGII ADAPTATSIIA K GIPOKSII I USTOICHI- 
VOST' ORGANIZMA. VOLUME 81. 
Edited by V. N. Chernigovskii. 
Moscow, Izdatel'stvo Nauka, 1968, p. 222-229. 14 refs. In Russian. 
genases of succinic and lactic acids in white rats during their  
acclimatization to  chronic hypoxia. 
of succinic acid and increased dehydrogenase activity of lactic acid 
were noticed in mos t  organs of the  animals during the tes ts .  
concerning the features of the adaptive changes in various t issues  
and organs a r e  presented. The resul ts  obtained a r e  analyzed f r o m  
the viewpoint of the  cellular-adaptation mechanisms which constitute 
a par t  of the overal l  adaptation of the  organism to chronic hypoxia. 
VOLUME 8 [PROBLEMY 
Results of histochemical studies of the activity of the dehydro- 
Reduced dehydrogenase activity 
Data 
T. h1. 
A68-45775 * 
INFLUENCE O F  HYPOXIA ON THE REACTIVITY TO CERTAIN 
PHARMACOLOGICAL SUBSTANCES [VLIIANIE GIPOKSII NA 
REAKTIVNOS T' K NEKOTORYM FARMAKOLOGICHESKIM 
VESHCHESTVAM] . 
V. E.  Belai. M. I. Briuzgina, P. V. Vasil'ev, and G. D. Glod. 
IN PROBLEMS OF SPACE BIOLOGY. ADAPTATION TO HYPOXIA 
AND STABILITY O F  THE ORGANISM. 
KOSMICHESKOI BIOLOGII, ADAPTATSIIA K GIPOKSII I USTOICHI- 
VOST' ORGANIZMA. VOLUME 81. 
VOLUME 8 [PROBLEMY 
Edited by V. N. Chernigovskii. 
Moscow, Iadatellstvo Nauka, 1968, p. 230-235. 19 refs. In Russian. 
Experimental study of the  effects  of breathmg a hypoxic gas 
mixture (7 .5  t o  9.0% 02) for  periods ranging f rom 1 to  4 h r  on the 
r eac t in ty  of white mice to  cer ta in  narcotlcs (ether, Intranarcone) 
and analeptics (Corazol). 
associated with phase changes in  the sensitivity of the  animals t o  the 
pharmacological media. 
narcone is increased, w h l e  the sensitlvity to  toxic doses of Corazol 
decreases .  It is concluded that the hypoxia-associated change in the 
resistivity to the medicines signifies functional changes in the 
central nervous system with retardation processes  predominating. 
It is shown that the effects of hypoxia a r e  
The narcotic effect of e ther  and Intra- 
T. M. 
868-45776 * 
EFFECT O F  ANTIOXIDANTS ON THE RESISTIVITY O F  AN 
ORGANISM AND ON CERTAIN FUNCTIONS DURING HYPOXIA 
[VLIIANIE ANTIOKSIDANTOV NA REZISTENTNOST' ORGANIZMA 
I NEKOTORYE FUNKTSII PRI GIPOKSII]. 
E.  Ia .  Kaplan and V. V. Ogleznev. 
IN PROBLEMS O F  SPACE BIOLOGY. ADAPTATION TO HYPOXIA 
AND STABILITY O F  THE ORGANISM. 
KOSMICHESKOI BIOLOGII: ADAPTATSIIA K GIPOKSII I USTOICHI- 
VOST' ORGANIZMA. VOLUME 81. 
Edited by V. N. Chernigovskii. 
Moscow, Izdatel 'stvo Nauka, 1968, p. 235-243. 9 r e f s .  In Russian. 
Study of the effect of antioxidants on selected functions of the  
organisms of whlte mice and r a t s  and on their  resistivity to hypoxia. 
It 1 s  established that antioxidants increase the reslstlvlty of these 
animals to acute, subacute, and chronic hypoxia. An especially stable 
increase was noted a f t e r  frequent injections of 5-methoxytrlptamlne 
(mexamine). 
t ime and l e s s  pronounced changes in the stlmulatlng process  were 
observed In the anlmals' brains .  
oxygen requirement of these animals was reduced. 
VOLUME 8 [PROBLEMY 
In this case, sma l l e r  changes in the latent motor  reflex 
After the mexamme injections, the 
P . G  M. 
A68-45777 * 
THE MECHANISM OF THE ACTION O F  MEXAMINE DURING 
HYPOXIA [K VOPROSU 0 MEKHANIZME DEISTVIIA MEKSAMINA 
PRI GIPOKSII]. 
E.  Ia. Kaplan, V.  G. Petrukhin, and V. I. Solov'ev. 
IN. PROBLEMS OF SPACE BIOLOGY ADAPTATION TO HYPOXIA 
AND STABILITY O F  THE ORGANISM. 
KOSMICHESKOI BIOLOGII ADAPTATSIIA K GIPOKSII I USTOICHI- 
VOST' ORGANIZMA. VOLUME 81 
Edited by V.  N. Chernigovskii. 
Moscow, Izdatel 'stvo Nauka, 1968, p. 243-253. 6 r e f s .  In Russian. 
Study of the  biochemical blood character is t ics  and the histo- 
chemical changes in the organs of r a t s  exposed to  acute, subacute, 
and chronic hypoxia and a pr ior  injection of mexamine. It is found 
that single and chronic mexamine injections a r e  accompanied by a 
decrease in pH, standard bicarbonate, and the overal l  CO2 content 
i n  the blood, a slight suppression of alkaline phosphatase activity, 
and other  changes. Mexarmne mJections a l so  promote a f a s t e r  
s t ructural  recovery in the organs of the animals tes ted,  
protective action of these animals is found to  be connected unth a 
decrease in  the oxldation-reduction processes  in t issues  under the 
influence of mexamine mjections. P.G.M. 
VOLUME 8 [PROBLEMY 
The 
A68-45778 * 
EFFECT O F  ATHLETIC TRAINING AND ACCLIMATIZATION 
UNDER AVERAGE-MOUNTAIN CONDITIONS IN THE CAUCASUS 
ON SOME PERIPHERAL BLOOD INDICES O F  YOUNG TRACK AND 
FIELD ATHLETES [VLIIANIE SPORTIVNOI TRENIROVKI I 
AKKLIMATIZATSII V USLOVIIAKH SREDNEGOR'IA KAVKAZA NA 
NEKOTORYE POKAZATELI PERIFERICHESKOI KROVI IUNYKH 
LEGKOATLETOV] . 
E. B. Gippenreiter. 
IN: PROBLEMS O F  SPACE BIOLOGY: ADAPTATION TO HYPOXIA 
AND STABILITY OF THE ORGANISM. 
KOSMICHESKOI BIOLOGII: ADAPTATSLIA K GIPOKSII I USTOICHI- 
VOST' ORGANIZMA. VOLUME 81. 
Edited by V. N. Chernigovshi. 
Moscow, Izdatel 'stvo Nauka, 1968, p. 254-261. 24 r e f s .  In Russian. 
VOLUME 8 [PROBLEMY 
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A68-45912 
Investigation of the  effect of trainxng and acclimatization of 
young t r a c k  and field athletes at an altitude of 2000 m on  cer tam 
peripheral  blood indices. 
age of 16 y e a r s  and an athletic experience of less than 8 months, 
sprinted,  r a n  medium distances, and walked. 
res ted  at  the  s a m e  altitude. An increase  in  the  number of erythro- 
cytes,  reticulocytes, and i n  the 'mount  of hemoglobin was observed 
in  the blood of the  m e m b e r s  of the experimental  group. A decrease  
in the number of eosinophlls in the blood, which indicates an activa- 
tion of the functioning of the hypophysial-adrenal system, was a l so  
detected. P.G.M. 
Six boys and four girls ,  with a n  average 
A control group 
A68-45912 
SENSORY DEPRIVATION PROBLEM IN SPACE MEDICINE. 
F, P. Kosmolinskii. 
(Kosmicheskaia Biologiia i Medltsina, vol. 1, July-Aug. 1967, 
p. 3-11.) 
Environmental Space Sciences, vol. 1. July-Aug. 1967, p. 231-237. 
48 re fs .  Translation. 
- 
A68-45913 
EXTRALABYRINTHINE SYMPTOMS O F  MOTION SICKNESS IN 
SPACE FLIGHT. 
I. M. Khazen. 
(Kosmcheskaia Biologiia i Meditsina, vol. 1, July-Aug. 1967, 
p. 11-18.) 
Environmental Space Sciences, vol. 1, July-Aug. 1967, p. 238-243. 
56 re fs .  Translation. 
A68-45914 
CONTINUOUS MICROALGAE CULTURE AS A COMPONENT O F  A 
CLOSED ECOLOGICAL SYSTEM . 
L. V. Kirenskii, I. A. Terskov, I. I. Gitel'zon, G. M. Lisovskii. 
B. G. Kovrov, and Iu. N. Okladnikov. 
(Kosmicheskaia Biologiia 1 Meditsina, vol. 1, July-Aug. 1967, 
p. 19-22.) 
Environmental Space Sciences,  vol. 1, July-Aug. 1967, p. 244-246. 
9 refs.  Translation. 
866-4591 5 
GAS EXCHANGE BETWEEN MAN AND ALGAL CULTURE DURING 
A 30-DAY EXPERIMENT. 
L. V. Kirenskii, I. A. Terskov, I. I. Gitel'zon, G. M. Llsovskii, 
B. G. Kovrov, F. Pa. Sid'ko, Iu. N. Okladnikov, M. P. Antoniuk, 
V. N. Behanin, a n d M .  S.  Rerberg.  
(Kosmicheskaia Biologna I Meditsina, vol. 1, July-Aug. 1967, 
p. 23-28.) 
Envlronmental Space Sciences, vol. 1, July-Aug. 1967, p. 247-251. 
Translation. 
868-45916 
PROLONGED CULTIVATION O F  CHLORELLA WITH A DIRECT 
RETURN O F  THE MEDIUM. 
G. I. Meleshko, E .  K. Lebedeva, 0. A. Kurapova, a n d I u .  N. 
Ul'ianin. 
(Kosmicheskaia Biologiia i Meditsina, vol. 1, July-Aug. 1967, 
p. 28-32.) 
Environmental Space Sciences, vol. 1, July-Aug. 1967, p. 252-255. 
6 re fs .  Translation. 
A68-459 17 
DETERMINATION O F  THE BIOLOGICAL VALUE O F  PROTEIN 
FROM UNICELLULAR ALGAE AND SOY BEAN FOR FOUR 
GENERATIONS O F  WHITE RATS. 
N. S. Khushkina, V. I. Fofanov, a n d I .  T .  Troitskaia.  
(Kosmicheskaia Biologiia i Meditsina, vol. 1, July-Aug. 1967, 
Envlronmental Space Sciences, vol. 1, July-Aug. 1967, p. 256-258. 
Translation. 
p. 33-35.) 
A68-45918 
EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATION O F  REFLEX INTERACTION BE- 
TWEEN SENSORY SYSTEMS. 
Z .  Novotnyi. 
(Kosmicheskaia Biolo&a i Meditsina, vol. 1, July-Aug. 1967, 
p. 36-40.) 
Environmental Space Sciences, vol. 1, July-Aug. 1967, p. 259-262. 
6 refs.  Translation. 
A68-45919 
REACTIVITY AND RESISTANCE OF WARM-BLOODED ANIMALS. 
L. L. Marfina. 
(Kosmicheskaia Biologiia I Meditsina, vol. 1, July-Aug. 1967, 
p. 40-47.) 
Environmental  Space Sciences, vol. 1, July-Aug. 1967, p. 263-268. 
19 re fs .  Translation. 
A68-45920 
REACTIVITY O F  ANIMALS TO CAFFEINE AND STRYCHNINE 
DURING AFTEREFFECTS OF TRANSVERSE ACCELERATION, 
V. E. Belai, P. V. Vasil'ev. G. D. Clod, and M. I. Briuzgma. 
(Kosmicheskaia Biologiia 1 Meditsina, vol. 1, July-Aug. 1967, 
Environmental Space Sciences, vol. 1, July-Aug. 1967, p. 269-273. 
27 re fs .  Translation. 
p. 47-53.) 
A68-45921 
DEOXYGENATION O F  THE ORGANISM DURING ELEVATION TO 
HIGH ALTITUDES. 
E .  A. Kovalenko. 
(Kosmicheskaia Biologiia I Mehtsina,  vol. 1, July-Aug. 1967, 
p. 53-61.) 
Environmental Space Sciences, vol. 1, July-Aug. 1967, p. 274-280. 
12 re fs .  Translation. 
A68-45922 
EFFECT O F  LOSS O F  AFFERENT IMPULSE ACTIVITY ON TONIC 
FUNCTION O F  SKELETAL MUSCLE. 
M. N. Murav'ev. 
(Kosmcheskaia Biologiia i Meditsina, vol. 1, July-Aug. 1967, 
p. 61-65.) 
Envlronmental Space Sciences, vol. 1, July-Aug. 1967, p. 281-284. 
26 refs.  Translation. 
A68-45923 
HISTOCHEMICAL EXAMINATION O F  TISSUE ENZYMES IN HYPO- 
THERMIA AND HYPOBIOSIS. 
V. V. Portugalov, I. B. Krasnov, E. I. Il'ina-Kakueva, N. N. 
Timofeev, and L. L. Marfina. 
(Kosmicheskaia Biologiia i M e l t s i n a ,  vol. 1, July-Aug. 1967, 
p. 66-70.) 
Environmental Space Sciences, vol. 1, July-Aug. 1967, p. 285-288. 
5 refs.  Translation. 
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A68-46117 
A68-45924 
HYPEROXIA AND THE FORMATION O F  TOXIC LIPIDS IN RATS, 
F. V. Babchinskii and I. N. Savateev. 
(Kosmicheskaia Biologiia i Meditsina, vol. 1, July-Aug. 1967, 
p. 70-73.1 
Environmental Space Sciences, vol. 1, July-Aug. 1967, p. 289-291. 
10 re fs .  Translation. 
Ab%-45925 
PSYCHOPHYSIOLOGICAL CHANGES PRODUCED BY AUTOGENOUS 
AND EXOGENOUS SUGGESTION. 
G. I. Gurvich, V. L. Marlshchuk, M. I. Tishchenko, G. D. 
Efimenko, and B. S. Khvoinov. 
(Kosmicheskaia Biologiia i Meditsina, vol. I, July-Aug. 1967, 
p. 73-76.) 
Environmental Space Sciences, vol. 1, July-Aug. 1967, p. 292-294. 
Translation. 
A68-45926 
SIMULATION OF PSYCHOPATHOLOGICAL SYNDROMES BY 
METHODS OF SPACE PSYCHOLOGY. 
0. N. Kuznebsov and V. I. Lebedev. 
(Kosmicheskaia Biologiia i Medltsina, vol. 1, July-Aug. 1967, 
p. 77-81.) 
Environmental Space Sciences, vol. 1, July-Aug. 1967, p. 295-298. 
11 refs .  Translation. 
A68-45927 
COMPUTER ANALYSIS O F  CERTAIN CHARACTERISTICS O F  
MOTION IN BIOMECHANICAL INVESTIGATIONS. 
B. A. Dushkov, V.  P. Produnov, and$.  A. Kosllov. 
(Kosmicheskaia Biologua 1 Meditslna, vol. 1, July-Aug. 1967, 
p. 81-87. ) 
Environmental Space Sciences, vol. 1, July-Aug. 1967, p. 299-304. 
Translation. 
A68-4592% 
STRUCTURE O F  COORDINATION AND PHASES IN THE REORGANI- 
ZATION O F  MOTOR HABITS UNDER CONDITIONS O F  WEIGHTLESS- 
NESS AND IN POSITIVE ACCELERATIONS. 
I. F. Chekirda. 
(Kosmicheskaia Biologiia 1 Meditsina, vol. 1, July-Aug. 1967, 
p. 87-92.) 
Environmental Space Sciences, vol. 1, July-Aug. 1967, p. 305-308. 
5 r e f s .  Translation. 
A68-45929 
EFFECT O F  ELECTRICAL STIMULATION ON RESPONSES O F  THE 
HUMAN VESTIBULAR APPARATUS TO ACCELERATION. 
G. V. Voronin. 
(Kosmcheskaia Biologiia i Mehts ina ,  vol. 1, July-Aug. 1967, 
p. 92-99.) 
Environmenta, Space Sciences, vol. 1, July-Aug. 1967, p. 309-313. 
Translation. 
Environmental Space Sciences,  vol. 1, Mar.-Apr.  1967, p .  81-83. 
Translation. 
A68-46111 
AUTOMATION O F  OPERATIONAL MEDICAL CONTROL IN COSMIC 
FLIGHT. 
B. B. Egorov, A.  D. Egorov, A. A. Kiselev, andI .  S. Shadrintsev. 
(Kosmicheskaia Biologiia I Meditsina, vol. 1, Mar .  -Apr. 1967, 
p. 7-14.) 
Envlronmental Space Sciences, vol. 1, M a r .  -Apr. 1967, p .  84-89. 
5 re fs .  Translation. 
A68-46112 
TRENDS IN THE DEVELOPMENT O F  SPACE PSYCHOLOGY. 
B. S . Aliakrmslui.  
(Kosmcheskaia Biologna i Meditsina, ~ o l .  1, Mar.  -Apr. 1967, 
Environmental Space Sciences,  vol. 1, Mar .  -Apr.  1967, p. 90-95. 
42 r e f s .  Translation. 
p.  11-21.) 
A68461 13 
INVESTIGATIONS OF THE CUMULATIVE E F F E C T  OF IMPACT 
ACCELERATIONS. 
S. A. Gazulov, N. P. Morozova, a n d V .  A .  Elivanov. 
(Kosrmcheskaia Biologiia I Meditsina, vol. 1, Mar .  -Apr. 1967, 
p. 22-26.) 
Environmental Space Sciences,  vol. 1, Mar . -Apr .  1967, p. 96-99. 
8 re fs .  Translation. 
A68-46114 
OXYGEN METABOLISM O F  THE BODY EXPOSED TO PROLONGED 
ACCELERATION. 
E .  I. Sorokma. 
(Kosmcheskaia  Biologiia I Medztsina, vol. 1, Mar .  -Apr. 1967, 
p. 26-30.) 
Environmental Space Sciences,  vol. 1, Mar.-Apr.  1967, p. 100-103. 
9 refs. Translation. 
A68-46115 
INFLUENCE OF HYPOXIA ON CELLULAR AND HUMORAL IM- 
MUNITY IN MICE. 
A. S .  Kaplanskn, G. N. Durnova, a n d N .  A. Roshchna .  
(Kosmcheskaia Biologiia 1 Meditsina, vol. 1, Mar.  -Apr. 1967, 
p. 31-35.) 
Environmental Space Sciences,  vol. 1, M a r .  -Apr. 1967, p .  104-107. 
24 re fs .  Translation. 
A68-46116 
OBJECTIVE ASSESSMEYT O F  THE RESPONSE OF THE ORGANISM. 
L. Novak. 
(Kosrmcheskaia Biologiia I M e h t s i n a ,  vol. 1, Mar.-Apr.  1967, 
p. 35-38,) 
Environmental  Space Sciences,  vol. 1, Mar.-Apr.  1967, p. 108, 
109. Translation. 
A6%-46110 A68-46117 
RADIATION AND SPACE FLIGHTS. 
Iu. G. Gr igor 'ev ,  E .  E .  Kovalev, a n d V .  N. Pravetskii .  
(Kosmcheskaia  Blologlla i M e d i t s a a ,  vol. 1. Mar.-Apr.  1967, 
p. 3-6.) 
BIOLOGIC VALUE OF PLANT PROTEINS IN CONNECTION W I T H  
THEIR POSSIBLE UTILIZATION IN A CLOSED LIFE-SUPPORTING 
SYSTEM. 
N. S. Kliushkina, V. I. Fofanov, and I. T. Troitskaia.  
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A68-46118 
(Kosmicheskaia Biologiia i Meditsina, "01. 1, M a r .  -Apr. 1967, 
p. 38-43.) 
Envlronmental  Space Sclences,  vol. 1, Mar.-Apr.  1967, p .  110-113. 
8 refs. Translation. 
A68-46118 
PHYSIOLOGICAL REGENERATION OF THE EPITHELIUM OF THE 
CORNEA AND DUODENUM EXPOSED TO FRACTIONATED FISSION 
NEUTRON IRRADIATION. 
V. M. Mastriukova and A. D. S t rzhehovski i .  
(Kosmicheskala Biologiia 1 Meditsina, vol. 1, Mar.  -Apr. 1967, 
p. 43-47.) 
Eniaronmental  Space Sciences,  vol. 1, Mar .  -Apr. 1967, p. 114-117. 
9 re fs .  Translation. 
868-46120 
EXTREME FACTORS IN LONG SPACE FLIGHTS AND HEALTH 
REQUIREMENTS O F  SPACESHIP CREW MEMBERS. 
P. V. Bmanov and V .  G. Terent ' ev .  
(Kosmicheskaia Biologila i Meditsina, vol. 1, M a r .  -Apr. 1967, 
p. 52-54.) 
Envlronmental Space Sciences,  vol. 1, Mar.-Apr.  1967, p .  122, 123. 
13 r e f s .  Translation. 
A68-46121 
ACTIVITY CYCLES IN GROUPS OF TEST SUBJECTS EXPOSED 
TO RELATIVE ISOLATION. 
N. N. Gurovskii ,  B. A. Dushkov, and F. P. Kosmolinslui. 
(Kosrmcheskaia Biologiia i Meditsina, vol. 1, Mar .  -Apr. 1967, 
Environmental Space Sciences,  vol. 1, Mar.-Apr.  1967, p .  124-127. 
6 refs.  Trans labon.  
p. 54-59.) 
A68-46 122 
FEATURES OF S L E E P  I N  SIMULATED COSMIC FLIGHT. 
V. I. Miasnikov. 
(Kosrmcheskaia Biologiia 1 Meditsina, vol. 1 ,  Mar.  -Apr. 1967, 
p. 59-63.) 
Environmental Space Sciences,  vol. 1, Mar.-Apr.  1967, p. 128-131. 
5 r e f s .  Translation. 
A68461 23 
CHANGE IN MOVEMENT COORDINATION DURING A PROLONGED 
STAY IN A SMALL CHAMBER. 
B .  A. Dushkov. 
(Kosmcheskaia  Biologiia i Meditsma, vol. 1, Mar.-Apr. 1967, 
p. 64-70.) 
Environmental Space Sciences,  vol. 1, Mar.-Apr.  1967, p. 132-136. 
8 re fs .  Translation. 
A68-46124 
EFFECTS OF ACCELERATION AND HYPOKINESIA UPON GASTRIC 
FUNC TlON. 
P. I. Egorov, K. V. Smirnov, M. M. Korotaev, a n d M .  V. Luka- 
sheva. 
(Kosmicheskaia Biologiia i Meditsma, vol. 1, Mar .  -Apr. 1967. 
p. 71-74.) 
Environmental  Space Sciences,  vol. 1. Mar.-Apr. 1967, p .  137-139. 
6 re fs .  Translation. 
A68-46125 
CHANGES IN WATER AND ELECTROLYTE METABOLISM DURING 
HYPOKINESIA. 
E .  N. Biriukov, L. I. Kakurm, G. 1. Kozyrevskaia, Iu. S. Koloskova, 
Z. P. Paek ,  and S. V. Chizhov. 
(Kosmicheskaia Biologiia i Meditsina, vol. 1, Mar .  -Apr. 1967, 
P. 74-79.) 
Environmental  Space Sciences,  vol. 1, Mar.  -Apr. 1967, p. 140-143. 
12 r e f s .  Translation. 
A68-46126 
E F F E C T  OF VIBRATION AND NOISE ON ABILITY TO DO MENTAL 
WORK UNDER CONDITIONS O F  TIME SHORTAGE. 
K. K. Ioseliani. 
(Kosmicheskaia Bioloaiia i Meditsina, vol. 1, Mar.-Apr.  1947, 
0. 79-82.) 
1, Environmental  Space Sciences,  
5 r e f s .  Translation. 
vol. Mar .  -Apr . 1967, p. 144-146. 
A68-46127 
EFFECT OF VESTIBULAR STIMULATION ON DARK ADAPTATION 
BY NYCTOMETRY. 
T .  A. Petrova, M. P. Kuz'min, I. Ia. Iakovleva, a n d V .  P. B a r a -  
nova. 
(Kosmicheskaia Bioloaiia i Meditslna, vol. 1, Mar.  -Apr. 1967, 
p. 82-86.) 
Environmental  Space Sciences,  vol. 1, M a r .  -Apr. 1967, p. 147-150. 
19 re fs .  Translation. 
A68-46144 
NUTRITION ON SPACE FLIGHTS. 
V. P. Bychkov. 
(Kosmcheskaia Biologiia 1 Meditsina, vol. 1, May-June 1967, 
p. 8-15.) 
Environmental Space Sciences,  vol. 1, May-June 1967, p. 155-160. 
41 r e f s .  Translation. 
A68-46145 
PROBLEMS O F  PHARMACOLOGY IN SPACE MEDICINE. 
V. E .  Belai, P. V. Vasil'ev, and G. D. Glod. 
(Kosmicheskaia Blologiia i Meditsina, vol. 1, May-June 1967. 
p. 15-21.) 
Environmental Space Sciences, vol. 1, May-June 1967, p. 161-165. 
32 re fs .  Translation. 
A68-46146 
MECHANISM OF THE FORMATION O F  RESPONSES AND ADAPTA- 
TION TO HYPOXIA. 
G. I. Gurvich and N. 2. Epshtem. 
(Kosmicheskaia Biologiia i Meditsina, vol. 1, May-June 1967, 
p. 22-25.) 
Ennronmenta l  Space Sciences,  
9 re fs .  Translation. 
VOl.  1, May-June 1967, p. 166-166. 
A68-46147 
VITAL ACTIVITY O F  CHLORELLA UNDER CONDITIONS O F  SPACE 
FLIGHT. 
V. A. Shevchenko. I. S. Sakovlch, L. K. Meshcheriakova. and 
M. G. Petrovnin. 
(Kosmicheskaia Biologiia i Meditsina, vol. 1, May-June 1967, 
p. 25-28.) 
Environmental Space Sciences, 
9 r e t s .  Translation. 
vol .. 1, May- June 1967, p. 169-171. 
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A68-46161 
868-46155 
POSITION O F  PILOT'S HANDS AND EEET ON COCKPIT CONTROLS 
AFTER FAINTING DURING FLIGHT SIMULATION. 
I. I. Dvorzhalc, V. V. Cherny, S. S. Chizhek, B. F. Filsa'kova, 
B. I. Grubeshova, L. la.  Kdyrova. and A. A. Roublchek. 
(Kosmcheskala Blo lopia  1 Meditsina, vol. 1, May-June 1967, 
p. 55-57.) 
A68-46148 
SPERMATOGENESIS IN THE DOGS UGOLEK AND VETEROK AFTER 
THEIR FLIGHT IN THE SATELLITE "KOSMOS"-llO. 
N. L. Federova. 
(Kosmicheskaia Blologna 1 Meditsina, vol. 1, May-June 1967, 
p. 28-31.) 
Environmental Space Sciences, vol. 1, May-June 1967, p. 172-175. 
6 re fs .  Translation. 
A68-46149 
INFLUENCE O F  EXTEROCEPTION ON THE MOTOR REACTION O F  
PIGEONS UNDER CONDITIONS O F  BRIEF WEIGHTLESSNESS. 
Zd. Novotnyi. 
(Kosmcheskaia Biologiia i Meditsina, vol. 1, May-June 1967, 
p. 32-37.) 
Ennronmenta l  Space Sciences, vol. 1, May-June 1967, p. 176-179. 
8 re fs .  Translation, 
A68-46150 
ALTITUDE TOLERANCE O F  ANIMALS AS A FUNCTION O F  THE 
STATE O F  PHOSPHORYLATION PROCESSES. 
T .  A. Allik and L. I. Karpova. 
(Kosmcheskaia Biologlia i Meditsma, vol. 1, May-June 1967, 
__ Environmental Space Sciences. vol. 1, May-June 1967, p. 180, 181. 
Translation. 
p. 37-39.) 
A68-46151 
MEASUREMENT OF TISSUE DOSES OF COSMIC RADIATION WITH 
NUCLEAR EMULSIONS. 
K. S. Bogomolov, la. M. Veprik, M. Iu. Deberdeev, E .  E .  
Kovalev, E. G. Litvmova, K. M. Romanovskaia, A. A. Sirotinskaia, 
S. S. Skvortsov, V. P. Skuredin, and L. N. Smirennyl. 
(Kosmicheskaia Biologiia 1 Meditsina, vol. 1, May-June 1967, 
Ennronmenta l  Space Sciences, vol. 1, May-June 1967, p. 182-185. 
9 re fs .  Translation. 
p. 39-43.) 
A68-46152 
NITROGEN METABOLISM IN ANIMALS EXPOSED T O  HYPOKINESIA. 
I. V. Fedorovand L. A. Grishanina. 
(Kosmcheskaia Blologiia i Meats ina ,  vol. 1, May-June 1967, 
p. 43-48.) 
Environmental Space Sciences, vol. 1, May-June 1967, p. 186-189. 
10 refs.  Translation. 
A68-46153 
EXPERIMENTAL STUDY OF MASS METABOLISM IN CLOSED 
LIFE-SUPPORT SYSTEMS. 
A. P. Tereshchenko. 
(Kosmicheskaia Biologiia i Meditsina, vol. 1. May-June 1967, 
p. 48-51.) 
Environmental Space Sciences, vol. 1, May-June 1967, p. 190-192. 
17 refs.  Translation. 
A68-46154 
SENSORIMOTOR COORDINATION IN MAN DURING WEIGHTLESS- 
NESS. 
N. N. Gurovskii and M. A. Cherepakhin. 
[Kosmicheskaia Biologlia i Meditsina, vol. 1. May-June 1967, 
p. 52-54.) 
Environmental Space Sciences, vol. 1, May-June 1967, p. 193-195. 
5 re fs .  Translation. 
Environmental Space Sciences,  vol. 1, May-June 1967, p. 196, 197. 
Translation. 
A68-46156 
TRACKING ACTIVITY OF THE HUMAN OPERATOR WHEN EXPOSED 
T O  SOME FACTORS OF COSMIC FLIGHT. 
E. S. Zav'ialov and S. G. Mel'mk. 
(Kosmicheskala Blolopza I Medltsina, vol. I, May-June 1967, 
p .  57-62.) 
Envlronmental Space Sciences, vol. 1, May-June 1967, p. 198-201. 
Translation. 
a68-46'157 
C I .  Gurvlch ana G. D. Efxmenko. 
(Kosnxcheskaia BI .<oglla 1 Meditsliia, vol. 1, May-June 1967, 
p. 62-66.) 
Envl;onmental Space Sciences, vol. 1, May-June 1967, p.  202-205. 
7 r e f s .  Tianslatlon. 
G?.EF;RAL IIEMODYNAMICS DURING PROLONGED HYPOKINESIA. 
__  
A68-46158 
FUNCTIONAL STATE O F  AUDITORY SYSTEM IN PROLONGED 
(TWO MONTHS) HYPOKINESIA. 
I. Ia. Iakovleva and E .  I. Matsnev. 
(Kosmcheskaia Biologiia i Meditsina, vol. 1, May-June 1967, 
p. 66-70.) 
Environmental Space Sciences, vol. 1, May-June 1967, p. 206-208. 
18 refs.  Translation. 
A68-46159 
DIFFERENTIAL DIAGNOSIS OF SOMNOLENT AND PRECOLLAPSE 
STATES IN MAN. 
0. P. Kozerenko and V. I. masnikov.  
(Kosmicheskaia Bio lopia  I Meditsina, vol. 1, May-June 1967, 
p. 70-76.) 
Environmental Space Sciences, vol. 1, May-June 1967, p.  209-213. 
12 r e f s .  Translation. 
A68-46160 
SOME INDICES O F  NATURAL IMMUNITY IN MAN FOLLOWING THE 
SUBSTITUTION O F  ANIMAL PROTEINS BY CHLORELLA PROTEINS 
IN THE DIET. 
V. I. Fofanov, M. I. Kozar', and N. N. Dobronravova. 
(Kosmicheskaia Blologiia i Meditsina, vol. 1, May-June 1967, p. 77- 
80. ) 
Environmental Space Sciences, vol. 1, May-June 1967, p. 214-217. 
18 refs.  Translation. 
A68-46161 
USE O F  THE MONOSYNAPTIC H-REFLEX METHOD TO RECORD 
THE EFFECT OF ELECTRICAL STIMULATION O F  THE HUMAN 
VESTIBULAR APPARATUS. 
Ia. M. Kots and V. A. Mart'lanov. 
(Kosmcheskala Blologna 1 Medltsina, vol. 1, May-June 1967, 
p. 81-85.) 
Environmental Space Sciences, vol. 1, May-June 1967, p. 218-221. 
10 re fs .  Translahon. 
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A68-82258 
A68-82253 
THE HIBERNATOR AS A TOOL I N  BIOLOGICAL 
RESEARCH. 
Roger A Hoffman (Colgate U ,  Dept of Biol. Hamilton. N Y I 
Federation Proceedings, vol 27, Jul 1968, p 999-1007 19 refs 
Grant DA-HC19-67-G-0032 
A brief and generalized account of current knowledge on 
gibernation was presented The major seasonal changes in the life 
cycle of hibernators called the homeothermic phase, the preparation 
or acclimatization phase and the hibernating phase were described 
The endocrinological. neurophysiological. biochemical, nutritional, 
biophysica, and pharmacological aspects of hibernation were studied 
The information derived from these studies would be most helpful 
in the field of clinical medicine The hibernator seemed to be the 
biological tool of choice for basic studies of frostbite, shock and 
trauma, stress of all types, excessive irradiation. nutritional 
diseases etc, because of its unique change from one state to 
another with concurrent changes in its response to various abnormal 
conditions Thus far its use had been limited. but its potentials in 
most disciplines were far reaching 
A68-82254 
CLINICAL OBSERVATIONS ON ADAPTATION TO ANT- 
ARCTIC LIFE. 
Robert B Hunt (Mary Imogene Bassett Hosp. Cooperstown. 
N Y )  
Milrtary Medicine, vol 133, Aug 1968, p 625-628 
Monthly physical examinations. laboratory studies and chest 
roentgenograms were performed on persons living in Ant- 
arctica in  order to  detect any clinical changes which rnay 
occur Although the subjects remained in good health for the 
most part. significant elevations in white btood cell counts and 
hematocrits were noted Hematocrit elevations were thought to 
be on basis of altitude and possible mild dehydration and cold 
stimulation The cause for white blood cell count elevations 
remains obscure. though mild dehydration could be a factor 
That no person developed hypertension and that personnel in 
general lost weight during winter is in contrast with previous 
studies in Antarctica 
A68-82255 
IMPROVED CLINICAL CARE ALOFT. 
Harold F Funsch 
Military Medicine, vol 133, Aug 1968, p 647-649 
A general description is  given of a newly constructed 
aircraft for air transportation of ambulatory or litter patients 
The C-9 (DC-9) is specifically designed for en route care to 
the extent that Air Force Medical Service personnel worked on 
the specificaPions in conjunction with the aeronautical engi- 
neers Major features include a three-patient isolation area, a 
folding hydraulic ramp for enplaning patients, a capacity of 
forty, special litters, rearward facing seats and 110 volt, 60 
cycle current for using existing hospital equipment With this 
aircraft continuous treatment can be provided from hospital to 
hospital while en route 
A68-82256 
OCCUPATIONAL DERMATITIS FROM PLASTICS. 
Marcus M Key (HEW. Dept. Natl Center for Urban and Ind 
Health. Cincinnati, Ohio) 
Journal of the Medical Association Georgia, vol 57. Sep 
1968. p 42 1 -424 1 2 refs 
Occupational dermatitis from plastics is discussed Those 
groups of plastics usually associated with occupational derma- 
titis include the phenolics. aminos, epoxies. polyesters. poly- 
vinyls and polyurethanes Some methods o f  minimizing 
contact while working with plastics and personal methods, such 
as protective clothing and ointments. are presented Occupa- 
tional dematitis is easy to diagnose and is amenable to local 
therapy. but prevention is complicated by the complexity of 
technology. inadequate labeling and poor communication 
between the practicing physician and plant management 
A68-82257 
EFFECT OF STARVATION AND REFEEDING ON SERUM IM- 
MUNOREACTIVE GLUCAGON AND INSULIN LEVELS. 
James E Vance. Keith D Buchanan, and Robert H Willtarns 
(Wash. U ,  School of Med, Div of Endocrinol and Metab. 
Seattle) 
Journal of Laboratory and Clinical Medicine, vol 72. Aug 
1968, p 290-297 
A m  Diabetes Assn, 27th Ann Meetmg. Atlantic 6?y, Jun 
Grants PHS A M  02456-09. PHS AM 05020-13. PHS F-37, and 
PHS F2 AM-32, 466-2 
The effect of starvation on circulating immunoreactive 
glucagon (IRG) levels was reinvestigated. employing new tech- 
niques which prevent degradation of glucagon in the assay 
During a three day starvation period, peripheral venous IRG 
levels fell in six normal male subjects. but in 11 mongrel 
dogs starved for a similar period. IRG levels remained un- 
changed Serum immunoreactive insulin (IRl) levels declined 
during the starvation in both the humans and the dogs Acute 
refeeding fol lowing starvation demonstrated carbohydrate 
intolerance. and in the human subjects this was associated with 
a delayed and excessive IRI response The serum IRG responses 
to a carbohydrate meal before starvation were variable and 
statistically instgnificant in the humans After starvation, 
carbohydrate ingestion elicited a slow. steady rise in circulating 
IRG levels The demonstrated fall in circulating IRG levels does 
not necessarily reflect the actual secretory status of pancreatic 
glucagon, since serum glucagon levels are probably derived 
from more than one source, including the pancreas and the 
intestine It is suggested that glucagon rnay play a role in the 
regulation of insulin secretion during starvation and after 
carbohydrate ingestion 
17-18, 1967 
A68-82258 
ADRENALINE DEPLETION INDUCED BY LIGHT IN THE 
DARK-ADAPTED RETINA. 
B D Drujan and J M Diaz Borges (Inst Venezolano de In- 
vest. Cient , Dept of Neurobiol , Caracas, Venezuela) 
Experienria, vol 24, Jul 15. 1968. p 676-677 8 refs 
Grant NIH R01 -NB-05770 
Toads (Bufo marinus) having been dark-adapted were 
exposed to strong light of variable duration The epinephrine 
content was measured in the retina The results showed that a 
marked depletion in this catecholamine occurred in the retina 
At five min of light exposure a 50% decrease in epinephrine 
was found. and recovery did not begin for five to  ten min It 
was suggested that light could only liberate epinephrine from 
one specific pool, and that another epinephrine source was 
notaffected by light 
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EXPLORING MARS VIA ANTARCTICA. 
Judith Randal 
BioScience. vol 18. Aug 1968. p 789-790 
A microbial investigation of Antarctica is reviewed Studies 
of Antarctic life are being conducted in the hopes that a greater 
understanding of a similar life on Mars might be acquired 
Although they are only partial imitations of conditions on 
Mars. they are the closest approximations to  the ones found 
on Earth The findings are encouraging in terms of the Iike- 
lihood of there being life on other planets 
A68-82260 
EVALUATION OF THE EFFECT OF ISOMETRIC TRAINING IN 
FUNCTIONAL AND ORGANIC MUSCLE ATROPHY. 
Hans Stoboy (Freien U. Physiol lnst, Berlin, West Germany). 
Guenter Friedebold (Staedisches Krankenhaus. Berlin-Blitz. 
West Germany), and F L Strand (N Y U .  Washington Square 
Coll , Dept of Biol , New York City) 
Archives of Physical Medicine and Rehabil/tation. vol 49. Sep 
1968. p 508-51 4 16 refs 
Am Congr of Rehabil M e d ,  4 5 t h  A n n  Session. M iami  
Beach, Aug 30, 7967 
Progressive isometric training of the human quadriceps 
femoris was undertaken for ten wk Four groups of subjects 
were studied healthy physical therapy students, subjects with 
muscular atrophy due to disuse patients with residual para- 
lysis after poliomyelitis and patients with tabes dorsalis Each 
week, maximal strength, thigh circumference. static endurance, 
strength-endurance, electrical activity, average change of 
Circumference of migh during contraction, and the initial cir- 
cumference at the beginning of the contraction were meas- 
ured In ai! the groups except the tabetic, a marked increase 
in strength and circumference of the thigh occurred It is con- 
cluded that the atrophied or poliomyelitic muscle cannot be 
trained as well as the norval muscle and that training has no 
effect on the tabetic muscle Intact peripheral nerve fibers are 
essential therefore for the training of a muscle Once a Critical 
threshold of strength or hypertrophy has been reached muscle 
contraction becomes more economical. as indicated by the 
change in pattern of electrical activity 
A68-82261 
OCULAR EFFECTS PRODUCED BY EXPERIMENTAL 
LASTER. 1. Q-SWITCHED RUBY LASER. 
Chailes J Campbell, M Catherine Rittler (Columbia U ,  Coll 
of Physicians and Surgeons, Presbyterian Hosp, lnst of 
Ophthalmol, Knapp Mem Lab of Physiol Optics. New York. 
N Y ) ,  C Hermas Swope. and Charles J Koester (Am Opt 
Corp , Res Div , Framingham. Mass ) 
American Journal of Ophthalmology, vol 66, Sep 1968. 
p 459-470 10 refs 
Grant PHS NE-07130 
The ocular effects of an experimental Q-switched ruby 
laser were explored in rabbits Little or no damage was caused 
to  any structure other than the retina A t  low-power values 
the retinal lesions appear clinically similar to those produced 
by a conventional ruby laser. except that little fibrosis and 
pigmentation were found histologically several weeks after 
treatment With higher-power values. the lesions were explo- 
sively hemorrhagic in  character and resulted in total local 
retinal destruction The ocular hzard of high powered Q-switched 
equipment was demonstrated No clinical applications were 
found 
A68-82262 
FILTERS USED BY DRIVERS AT NIGHT. 
A J Phillips 
Ophthalmic Optician, vol 8. Jul 1968, p 756-758. 763 20 refs 
Some implications of the use of filters which may be worn 
intentionally or unintentionally by drivers at night were discussed 
It was shown that, while any form of tinted filter may aid in re- 
ducing discomfort glare. such filters will worsen other visual 
functions Some possible dangers of this were discussed Special 
consideration was given to  the use of tinted contact lenses 
Ophthalmic and dispensing opticians can help their patients by 
advising them upon their particular visual needs for night driving, 
and by actively discouraging the use of any form of tinted filter. 
except in very special cases 
A68-82263 
COMMAND RADIATION GUIDANCE. 
Roger E Linnemann (Minn , U . Hosp, Minneapolis) 
Military Medicine, vol 133. Sep 1968. p 71 1-716 14 refs 
Notweg Armed Forces Ann M e d  Meeting. Bergen, Norway, Sep 
14-77,1966 
The knowledge and estimates of human response to whole 
body irradiation are based on a relatively small group of 
individuals subjected to  non-uniform conditions of exposure and on 
extrapolation from animal data Neither is sufficient to warrent a 
sophisticated quantitative approach to fighting a "rad' war The staff 
surgeon, like the clinician. must look at the patient and heavily 
weigh his advice with medical evaluation 
A68-82264 
LIVER REACTION AS MANIFESTED I N  INCREASED 
ACTIVITY OF ORNITHINE CARBAMOYL TRANSFERASE IN 
SERUM AFTER SHORT HEAVY EXERCISE A N D  
PROLONGED EXERCISE I N  MAN.  
Bjorn Ahlborg and Johan Brohult (Mil rMed Exam Center (MMUC) 
and Karolinska sjukhuset. Dept of Clin Physiol. Stockholm and 
Danderyds sjukhus. Dept of Clin Chem , Danderyd. Sweden) 
Forscardmed/cm,vol 4, Jul 1968, p 133-140 21 refs 
Min of Defence, Stockholm County Council. and Carl-Berthel 
Nathorst Found supported research 
The course of serum ornithine carbomoyl transferase IS-OCT) 
was studied after two principally different types of physical work 
in order to elucidate the various conceivable causes of the liver 
reaction that is manifested as an elevation of S-OCT after 
physical exercise Anthropometric data for the subjects were 
given Subjects displayed significant increases in S-OCT immediately 
after short exercise, but no  such immediate rise was found 
after prolonged exercise The probable explanation for the lack of 
increase after prolonged exercise was that, judging from the pulse 
rate, circulatory factors were not as decisive for the duration of the 
prolonged exercise This suggested that the impairment of the 
circulation was not as great as after the short exercise. which 
supports the assumption that it was the impaired circulation in the 
liver and not the functional demands for the liver that elicited the 
rise in S-OCT after the short exercise The subjects did not display 
any significant rise in S-OCT one wk  after prolonged exercise. in 
contrast t o  earlier results 
A68-82265 
THERMOREGULATION DISTURBANCES I N  RABBITS 
DURING HYPOXIA ORIGINATING AT DIFFERENT RATE 
lNARUSHENl lA TERMOREGULlATSll  U KROLIKOV VO 
VREMIA GIPOKSII, VOZNIKAIUSHCHEI S RAZLICHNOI 
SKOROST'IUl. 
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V A Konstantinov. M A Alimbaeva, and V I Tsitsurin (USSR, Acad 
of Sci. I P Pavlov lnst of Physiol, Lab of Thermoregulation. 
Leningrad) 
Patologicheskaia Fiziologiia i Eksperimental'naia Terapria, vol 12, 
May-Jun 1968. p. 55-60. 19 refs In Russian 
Disturbances of thermoregulation were studied in rabbits with 
acute and chronic hypoxia at room temperature and oxygen content 
in the inhaled gaseous mixture at 10% Sudden reduction of 
oxygen content caused a rise in ear temperature by 6 6 f 1 0°C. 
reduction in rectal temperature by 0 6 + 0 3"C, and a fall by 
about 50% in the electrical potentials of lumbar muscles Gradual 
decline of oxygen content in the inhaled air to 10% failed to 
provoke any thermoregulation disturbances The difference is evidently 
explained by the fact that in gradual reduction of oxygen content 
in the inspired air the organism had time to adapt to its deficiency 
However, in conditions of cooling, a gradually developing hypoxia 
immediately caused depression of shivering Evidently. in intense 
thermoregulation, even an insignificant degree of hypoxia produced 
an inhibitory effect on the central thermoregulation mechanism 
A68-82266 
EFFECTS OF ANESTHESIA A N D  ARTIF IC IAL  
VENTILATION O N  CAVAL FLOW A N D  CARDIAC OUTPUT. 
Francis L Abel and John A Waldhausen (Ind U , School of Med, 
Heart Res. Center and Depts of Physiol and Surg , Indianapolis) 
Journal of Applied Physiology, vol 25. Nov 1968, p 479-484 
10 refs 
Grants PHS HE 08042, PHS HE 10659, and PHS H 6308. 
The effects of droperidol-fentanyl and pentobarbital on heart 
rate, stroke volume, cardian output, and thoracic vena caval flow 
were studied in dogs with implanted electromagnetic flow probes 
Droperiodol-fentanyl decreased heart rate and increased stroke 
volume without changing cardiac output Administration of 
pentobarbital to  the normal animal increased heart rate by 22% and 
decreased stroke volume by 32% The percentage of cardiac 
output returning to the heart via the inferior thoracic vena cava 
increased from 59 to 74% When the two drugs were combined, 
the results were similar to those whith pentobarbital alone The 
animals were subsequently studied during positive-pressure ventilation 
and thoracotomy The former decreased over-all venous return and 
cardiac output. without altering the relative distribution of caval 
flow Thoracotomy had no significant effect 
COOLING REQUIRED TO SUPPRESS SWEATING DURING 
WORK. 
Paul Webb and James F Annis (Webb Associates, Yellow Springs, 
Ohio) 
Journal of Applied Physiology, vol 25, Nov 1968. p 489-493 
9 refs 
NASA Contract NASW-1306 and NASA Contract NAS9-3556 
During work. if environmental temperatures are low enough, 
sweating should not be needed to dissipate metabolic heat This 
idea was explored with air-cooling experiments in which air-wall 
temperatures were lowered at the onset of work for men dressed 
in shorts and boots, and in other experiments with controlled 
cooling of thermally isolated working men in water-cooled suits In 
both types of experiments weight loss was limited to 100 g /hr 
Work levels ranged from 2 5 0  kcal /hr to  over 900 kcal /hr , with 
work periods ranging from 3 hr to  10 min The heart rates and 
rectal temperatures of the subjects increased as a function of work 
level, as expected, while mean skin temperatures were increasingly 
lower as the work was greater In the first 3 0  to  6 0  min of any 
work period there was heat storage. followed by an apparent 
steady state During the steady state, the cooling required to supress 
sweating was calculated for each work level and found to be 
approximately 80% of the heat production estimated from oxygen 
consumption. 
A 6 8 4 2 2 6 7  
A68-82268 
S T I M U L A T I O N  OF AORTIC A N D  CAROTID 
CHEMORECEPTORS D U R I N G  C A R B O N  M O N O X I D E  
INHALATION. 
Elliott Mills and Mclver W Edwards. Jr (Middlesex Hosp , Med 
School, Dept of Physiol , London, Great Britain) 
Journal o f  Applied Physiology, vol 25. Nov 1968. p 494-502 
23  refs 
Grants PHS 5-F2-HE-28.390-02 and PHS 2-F2-N8-25,982-02 
In carboxyhemoglobinemia it is more difficult for hemoglobin 
to  give up oxygen to tissues than normally Thus. a given decrease 
in 0 2  content reduces Pop of tissues more when blood IS 
carbonylated than when it is not, even at the same PaOz 
It was found that aortic and carotid chemoreceptors were always 
stimulated when anesthetized cats spontaneously breathed 1 0% 
or were ventilated wi th  0 3% CO in air The frequency of 
chemoreceptor impulses when the cats were given CO was compared 
with that when they breathed air (Pao2&two mm Hg ,  blood 
pressure i five mm Hg ) When the percentage of saturation of 
hemoglobin with CO (q0) reached 18 to 40%. the impulse 
frequency was two to five times its air control rate The rise was 
comparable to that in a low 0, control period (Pao, = 6 2  to 
75 mm Hg ) even though Pao, was 16 to 20  mm Hg higher during 
CO inhalation When CO was discontinued. impulse frequency fell 
toward control rate as Sco fell The stimulation was not due to 
low arterial Po, to hypotension. or to a direct effect of CO on 
cytochrome axidase It is attributed to the decrease in local tissue 
Po, that occurs in carboxyhemoglobinemia 
A68-82269 
CHANGES IN REGIONAL DISTRIBUTION OF SWEATING 
DURING ACCLIMATIZATION TO HEAT. 
W Hofler (Tubingen U ,  Tropenmed lnst. West Germany) 
Journal of Applied Physiology, vol 25. Nov 1968. p 503-506 
8 refs 
Regional distribution of sweating was examined wlth the 
method of Weiner during acclimatization experiments of 18 to  35  
days duration Four Subjects exposed to humid heat showed an 
increase in the relative sweating of the limbs from initial values of 
28  to 42% to 3 4  to 54% of the total sweating rate In two 
subjects exposed to dry heat an increase from 40 to 43% was not 
significant Two subjects with high initial values of 48 to 55% of 
the total sweating rate did not exhibit a further increase during 
acclimatization A shifting of sweat distribution toward the limbs 
implies a better utilization of large surface areas with most favorable 
evaporation conditions 
A68-82270 
HEMODYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS A N D  BLOOD GAS 
EXCHANGE IN THE NORMAL BABOON. 
Clarence A Guenter, Donald R McCaffree. Lloyd J Davis. and 
Vernon S Smith (Okla, U ,  Dept of Med and Veterans Admin 
Hosp. Oklahoma City) 
Journal o f  Applied Physiology, vol 25, Nov 1968. p 507-510 
1 4  refs 
Grant PHS AI 00326, Okla Heart Assn and Veterans Admin 
Hosp supported research 
Seven healthy male baboons were studied under light 
pentobarbital anesthesia Following endotracheal intubation and right 
heart catheterization, the animals were evaluated with respect to 
minute ventilation, tidal volume, physiological dead space. oxygen 
consumption. and alveolo-arterial (A-a) oxygen tension gradients 
Stimultaneous measurement of cardiac output, pulmonary artery 
pressure, systemic artery pressure. arterial pH. and PO, 
were performed The mean minute ventilation was%% I /kg , the 
mean oxygen consumption 5 5 m l  /kg, and the mean cardiac 
output 0 19 I /kg per min Inhalation of 10% oxygen in nitrogen 
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resulted in hyperventilation, increased cardiac output, and elevated 
pulmonary artery pressures Inhalation of 100% oxygen reversed 
these changes Arterial hypoxia associated with high A-a gradients 
occurred in animals breathing spontaneously The hypoxia was 
readily prevented by deep inflation of the lungs every 15 min Under 
the latter circumstances, A-a gradients breathing ambient air did 
not exceed 11 mm Hg These studies demorktrate the feasibility 
of detailed physiological evaluations of the baboon. document 
normal values, and demonstrate that the ventilatory and 
hemodynamic response to hypoxia is similar to that of man 
A68-82271 
EXERCISE IN SUPINE POSITION. 
Ulla Freyschuss and Tore Strandell (Karolinska Sjukhuset. Dept of 
Clin Physiol ,Stockholm, Sweden) 
Journal of Applied Physiology, vol 25. Nov 1968. p 51 1-51 5 
17 refs 
Karolinska lnst and Riksidrottsforbundets poliklinikkommitti. 
supported research 
In eight healthy male subjects right and left femoral 
arteriovenous (A-V) oxygen and lactate differences, oxygen uptake 
of the lungs. and aortic pressures were measured during exercise 
with one and two legs The loads were the same for the active, 
right leg during both types of exercise During one-leg work, heart 
rate, aortic pressure, ventilation. and aortic lactate concentration 
were significantly higher than during two-leg exercise for a given 
oxygen uptake With the same oxygen uptake per leg, the aortic 
pressures were similar during both types Of exercise In relation to 
work load and oxygen uptake per leg. the A-V oxygen difference 
over the right leg was significantly lower when the leg worked 
alone, indicating a higher blood flow The observed difference in 
circulatory and metabolic adaptation to one- and two-leg exercise 
seems t o  be related to a higher sympathetic outflow with 
small muscle groups working The results agree with comparisons 
between arm and leg work or a combined arm and leg exercise 
CIRCULATORY ADAPTATION TO ONE- AND TWO-LEG 
A68-82272 
REGIONAL PULMONARY ARTERIAL-VENOUS SHUNTING 
CAUSED BY GRAVITATIONAL AND INERTIAL FORCES. 
Russel A Vandenberg, A Clark Nolan, John H Reed. Jr and Earl 
PI Wood (Mayo Clin , Sect of Physiol . Rochester, Minn ) 
Journal of Applied Physiology, vol 25. Nov 1968, p 516-527 
27 refs 
NASA Grant NsG-327, Grants NIH H-3532. NIH FR-00007. and 
AHA CI 10. Minn Heart Assn supported research 
Superior (SPV) and dependent pulmonary venous (DPV). 
aortic. and pulmonary arterial (PA) blood oxygen saturations were 
measured simultaneously and continuously in anesthetized dogs 
before, during. and after exposures to acceleration i n  different 
body positions In right and left lateral decubitus positions during 
respiration with air or 9 9  6% oxygen, blood oxygen saturation in 
DPV decreased to the same level as in PA. remained unchanged 
in SPV. and decreased in aortic to a level between that in DPV 
and SPV These changes and their time course suggest that 
pulmonary arterial-venous shunting occurs in dependent regions of the 
lungs and is caused by a combination of volume and absorption 
atelectasis of dependent alveoli During respiration with 9 9  6% 
oxygen. aortic saturation increased. and calculated total (mixed) 
shunt decreased toward the end of 120-sec exposures to five to 
seven g acceleration in lateral positions and. more strikingly. in the 
first 3 0  sec after termination of the exposures The fact that these 
decreases in total (mixed) shunt occurred despite persistent 
100% arterial-venous shunting via dependent regions of the lungs 
suggests redistribution of pulmonary blood flow away from the 
atelectatic areas 
A68-82273 
CIRCULATORY RESPONSES TO ARM EXERCISE WITH 
DIFFERENT ARM POSITIONS. 
Irma Astrand. Asit Guharay. and John Wahren (Serafimerlasarettet. 
Karolinska lnst, Natl lnst of Occupational Health and Dept of 
Clin Physiol , Stockholm. Sweden) 
Journal of Applied Ph$wology, vol 25. Nov 1968, p 528-532 
20 refs 
Natl Swed Council for Building Res supported research 
The circulatory response to  arm exercise by nailing at bench 
capacity into wall at head level, and into ceiling 1 0  crn above the 
head was studied in 11 subjects and compared to leg exercise 
Oxygen uptake was approximately 1 Iiter/min for all three types 
of arm exercise and for 300  k p m /min on a bicycle ergometer 
Heart rate, blood pressure. and lactate concentrations during arm 
exercise Were higher for nailing into ceiling than for nailing into 
wall and bench In comparison with nailing into bench, bicycle 
exercise at 3 0 0  k p  m /min resulted in lower heart rate, blood 
pressure, and ventilation in relation to oxygen uptake The diastolic 
blood pressure during nailing into ceiling was higher than 
during maximal leg exercise The observed differences between the 
hemodynamic responses to arm exercise in different positions indicate 
an increased sympathetic vasoconstrictor tone for exercise with 
elevated arms 
A68-82274 
VASOCONSTRICTOR RESPONSE TO SIMULATED DIVING 
IN MAN. 
Donald D Heistad. Francois M Abboud. and John W Eckstein 
(Iowa. U , Coll of Med , Dept of Internal Med , Cardiovascular Res 
Labs, Iowa City) 
Journal of Applied Physiology. vol 25. Nov 1968. p 542-549 
27 refs 
Grants PHS HE-09835, PHS HE-02644. PHS HE-K3-17013. PHS 
HE-K6-4626. and PHS 5T-12HE-05729. Am Heart Assn supported 
research 
A vasconstrictor response to simulated diving has not been 
demonstrated clearly in man Intra-arterial blood pressure and 
blood flow to the forearm and finger were measured simultaneously 
Measurements of blood flow were obtained with plethysmographs. 
and observations were made during breath holding and during 
immersion of the face in water Both breath holding and immersion 
caused vasoconstriction as indicated by a reduction In blood flow 
and an increase in arterial pressure The reduction in blood flow 
to the finger was greater than the reduction in flow to the forearm, 
and the vasoconstrictor response was more pronounced with 
immersion than with breath holding A bradycardia was observed 
during immersion and breath holding. and the intravenous 
administration of atropine antagonized this bradycardia without 
altering the vasoconstrictor responses The possibility that a reflex 
cholinergic vasodilation might have reduced the net vasoconstrictor 
responses in the forearm was thus excluded A significant systolic 
pressure gradient occurred between the brachial and digital arteries 
during immersion. indicating constriction o f  arteries upstream from 
the digital arteries The volumes of the congested finger and 
forearm decreased during breath holding and immersion of the face 
when pressure in the congesting cuffs was constant, suggesting 
decreased compliance of capacity vessels 
A68-82276 
OXYGEN AND CARBON DIOXIDE TENSIONS I N  TISSUE 
AND BLOOD OF NORMALANO ACIDOTIC RATS. 
Hugh D Van Liew ( N  Y .  State U .  Dept of Physiol. Buffalo) 
Journal of Applied Physiology. vol 25. Nov 1968, p 575-580 
23 refs 
Contract ONR NO01 4-68-A-021 6 and Grant PHS AM-08070-03 
Tensions of O2 and C02 in tissue. insofar as they are 
close to tensions in venous blood, are determined by the relation 
5 8  
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of alveolar ventilation to total metabolism. the relation of local blood 
perfusion to local metabolism, the quality of the local metabolism, 
and the gas-carrying characteristics of the blood The interactions 
of these factors were studied in rats using subcutaneous gas 
pockets to estimate tissue gases Conclusions (a) in metabolic 
acidosis. altered blood-gas characteristics tend to counteract the 
effect of increased ventilation, so tissue Pco is near normal although 
PaCo, is low. (b) when local blood flow is so low that PO2 
of thc tissue-venous environment is below 12 m m  Hg tissue Pcol 
estimates are unexpectedly high possibly because of local acid 
production. and (c) tissue PQ, in normal air-breathing rats ranges 
from 0 to 40 mm Hg and Pco2 from 40 to 6 0  m m  Hg Part 
of this variability may be an artifact of the technique. but part is 
due to variability of the several factors that determine tissue gases 
A68-82276 
CHANGES I N  CENTRAL CIRCULATION AND BODY FLUID 
SPACES DURING ACCLIMATIZATION TO HEAT. 
C H Wyndham. A J A Benade. C G Williams. N B Strydom, 
A Goldin. and A J A Heyns (South Africa. Chamber of Mines. 
Human Sci Lab and Mining Res Lab, Johannesburg, Transvaal) 
Journal of Applied Physiology, vol 25, Nov 1968, p 586-593 
20  refs 
Arterial-venous differences (using the acetylene rebreathing 
technique), oxygen consumption. and heart rates were measured 
on six subjects. and cardiac output and stroke volume were 
calculated on days 1. 3, 5. 7, 9. 13. and 17 of acclimatization to 
heat (four hr of work daily at 1 0  I /min oxygen consumption at 
33  9°C DB. 32  2°C WB and air movement of 0 5 m /sec Plasma 
volume, extracellular volume. and total body water were 
determined with albumin - 1311, 8%. and H30. respectively. before 
acclimatization, and again on days 5 and 17 Cardiac outputs and 
A-V differences did not change significantly. oxygen consumption 
rose on the first few days in heat and then returned to control 
values, heart rate rose to a mean of 153 beats/min on day 1 and 
fell to 126 beats/min by day 3. stroke volume fell sharply on day 
1 but rose to close to control values by day 3 The increase in 
stroke volume was associated with an increase by day 5 in 
volumes of plasma, extracellular space, and total body water The 
first two spaces decreased between days 5 and 17  It IS postulated 
that both antidiuretic hormone and aldosterone are involved in the 
increase in the three body fluid spaces in the first five days of 
acclimatization as a result of the emergency of central circulatory 
instability which stimulates the volume receptors in the vascular 
system 
A68-82277 
EFFECT OF SEASONAL TRAINING ON MAXIMAL CARDIAC 
OUTPUT. 
F G V Douglas and Margaret R Becklake (McGiII U and Roy 
Victoria Hosp , Cardiorespirat Serv , Montreal, Canada) 
Journal of Applied Physiology, vol 25, Nov 1968. p 600-605 
23 refs 
John A Hartford Found, Natl Health and Welfare, Dept and MRC 
supported research 
Four university hockey players were exercised up to maximal 
work capacity on a bicycle ergometer before the start of their 
season and again after four mo of training Measurements were 
made of heart rate (HR), cardiac output (Qcl. oxygen uptake (Voz), 
and minute ventilation (V) at several increasing submaximal work 
loads as well as in the range of maximal capacity, both in the 
untrained and trained states Although each subject increased his 
maximal work capacity after training. maximal HR. 0,. Voz. and 
V showed no consistent or significant change An explanation for 
this finding is afforded by the observation that, after training. 
subjects performed any given work load with less increase in HR. 
Q, and V, I e .  there was less stress on circulation and respiration 
than before training Thus, a greater maximal work capacity was 
possible after training even though n o  increase in  maximal 
circulatory capacity was demonstrable 
A68-82278 
EFFECTS OF ALTITUDE ACCLIMATIZATION O N  
PULMONARY FUNCTION I N  WOMEN. 
J L Shields. John P Hannon, C W Harris. and W S Platner 
(Fitzsimons Gen Hosp. U S  Army Med Res and Nutr Lab, 
Physiol Div . Denver, Colo ) 
Journal of Applied Physiology, vol 25, Nov 1968. p 606-609 
13 refs 
Forced vital capacity, timed vital capacity (FEV1). maximum 
breathing capacity. maximum midexpiratory flow. and voluntary 
apnea were determined in eight college women first at low altitude 
and then during and after a summer's residence (65 days) at Pikes 
Peak, Colorado (14.100 f t )  Vital capacity decreased 3 7% by 
seven days at altitude and recovered after one mo FEV, increased 
4% at seven days and recovered by summer's end Maximum 
breathing capacity and maximum midexpiratory flow increased 13 7% 
and 26%. respectively Voluntary apnea was decreased 
approximately 50% during high-altitude residence It was concluded 
that pulmonary function tests in women at high altitude are 
qualitatively and quantitatively similar to those in men, with the 
exception of a much smaller increase in maximum breathing capacity 
A68-82279 
CARDIAC OUTPUT I N  ATHLETES. 
Bjorn Ekblom and Lars Hermansen (Gymnastlk- och 
Idrottshogskolan. Dept of Physiol , Stockholm, Sweden) 
Journal of Applied Physiology, vol 25. Nov 1968. p 619-625 
20  refs 
Swed Natl Assn against Heart and Chest Diseases. Swed Sports 
Federation Swed Med Res Council, and Norweg Council for 
Humanities and Sci supported research 
Cardiac output (dye-dilution technique) was determined during 
submaximal and maximal treadmill exercise on eight well-trained 
top athletes with very high maximal oxygen uptake (average value 
5 57 I /min or 73  9 ml  /kg per min ) Cardiac output and stroke 
volume averaged 3 6  0 I /min and 189 ml , respectively The 
highest individual values were 6 2 4  I /min (81 1 ml /kg per min 1 
for oxygen uptake and 42  3 I /min for cardiac output Owing to 
a relatively low arterial oxygen content (mean hemoglobin 
concentration 1 4  3 g / 100 ml of blood) during maximal exercise, 
the maximal arteriovenous oxygen difference averaged only 156 
ml /I 
A68-82280 
URIC ACID PRODUCTION OF MEN FED GRADED 
AMOUNTS OF EGG PROTEIN AND YEAST NUCLEIC ACID. 
Carol I Waslien, Doris Howes Calloway, and Sheldon Margen 
(Calif, U , Dept of Nutr Sci , Berkeley) 
American Journal of Clinical Nutrition, vol 21. Sep 1968, 
p 8 9 2 4 9 7  1 8  refs 
Federation of Am SOC for Exptl 6101, 52nd Ann Meeting, Atlantic 
City,Apr 1968 
NASA Grant NGR-05-003-068. NASA Grant NGR-05-003-089, 
and Grant NIH A M  10202 
Healthy male subjects were fed purine-free basal diets 
containing 0 to 7 5  g of protein and, at the highest protein level. 
0 to  8 g of added yeast ribonucleic acid in order to differentiate 
effects of these dietary components on plasma and urinary uric 
acid production Urinary uric acid levels were significantly higher and 
plasma levels lower wi th 75  g of protein than with a protein-free 
diet When nucleic acid was fed, plasma and urinary uric acid 
increased linearly in four of five subjects Predictive equations were 
derived describing this response to dietary nucleic acid 
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A68-82281 
ULTRASTRUCTURE OF THE LUNGS OF DOGS EXPOSED 
TO B ERYLLl U M-CO NTAlN I NG DUSTS. 
Farrel R Robinson (Aerospace Med Res Labs, Wright-Patterson 
AFB. Ohio). Fenton Schaffner. and Esther Trachtenberg (Mt Sinai 
School of Med , Dept of Pathol , New York, N Y ) 
Archives of Environmental Health. vol 17, Aug 1968, p 193-203 
24  refs 
Contract AF 33(615)-3464 
Two beagle dogs were exposed by the natural respiratory 
route to rocket exhaust fumes containing beryllium oxide. beryllium 
fluoride. and beryllium chloride The lung tissue was examined 
electron microscopically after a three-yr post-exposure period 
Beryllium particles and small agglomerates less than 1 p i n  size were 
deposited in lysosomes in the cytoplasm of histiocytes in the 
interstitium of the septa They were closely associated with collagen 
bundles several microns wide and with increases in numbers of 
septal capillaries The lesions were more typical of the classical 
reaction to a foreign-body than immunologic in character and 
represented an early form of chronic beryllium disease 
A68-82282 
PERCEPTUAL CONSTANCY OF AUDITORY DIRECTION 
WITH HEAD ROTATION. 
R H Day (Monash U ,  Dept of Psychol, Melbourne. Australia) 
Nature,vol 219.Aug 3 1968 p 501-502 8 refs 
The purpose of the work was to establish whether or not 
judgments of the direction of the sound source are relatively stable 
with changes in the binaural stimulus as the head rotates between 
0" (median plane) and 80"  with reference to a fixed body position 
The reported data demonstrated the occurrence of perceptual 
constancy of auditory direction judgements with variation in the 
binaural stimulus consequent on head rotation 
A68-82283 
STROKE ANIMALS. 
F J Burger and F M Engelbrecht (Stellenbosch U ,  Dept of 
Physiol CSlR Tissue-Damage and Cell Metab Res Unit South 
Africa) 
Sooth African Med/cal Joori1,Ji vol 42. Aug 3 1968 p 780-783 
28 refs 
In this investigation the oxygen uptake of several tissues 
of heat stroke and of control rats was measured manometrically 
Male albino rats weighing about 250 g and starved for 2 4  hr 
were used Heat stroke was induced by partial submersion of the 
animal in a waterbath at supranormal temperatures Three 
supranormal waterbath temperatures were used, I e 41, 42 and 43" 
C to obtain rectal temperatures of 41  5, 42 5 and 43  5' C .  
respectively The animals were kept at a specific rectal temperature 
until air hunger developed As soon as possible tissues were 
prepared for the measurement of oxygen uptake Two control groups 
for each experimental group were used one at room temperature 
and the other kept at waterbath at 37  5' C for the same 
period as the experimental animals The oxygen uptake of cerebral 
cortex, hypothalamus. cerebellum liver. heart, lung kidney cortex 
skeletal muscle, small intestine and skin was measured Judged by 
a decrease in oxygen uptake liver heart lung kidney cortex. 
skeletal muscle and small intenstine are partly damaged in VIVO The 
following parameters were also used as reference baseline for the 
rate of oxygen uptake dry weight (in all tissues) and in some tissues 
total protein non-collagenous-protein nitrogen, deoxyribonucleic acid 
and ribonucleic acid content and packed-mitochondria volume No 
major differences were observed except in the total protein content 
of the kidney The survival times for rats at rectal temperatures of 
41  5, 42 5 and 43 5" C were 100, 40 and 20 min , respectively 
The degree of damage of a specific tissue at this end point (air 
hunger signs) was practically the same for all temperatures 
THE IN V/TRO OXYGEN UPTAKE OF TISSUES OF HEAT- 
A68-82284 
TOTAL CARDIAC OUTPUT RESPONSE DURING FOUR 
MINUTES OF EXERCISE. 
W E Jones and T J Reeves (Ala. U ,  Med Center and Med 
Coll Dept of Med . Birmingham) 
Aiiierican Hedrt Journal, vol 76. Aug 1968, p 209-21 6 10  refs 
GrantsNIHHE 11310-01 andVRARD2219-8 
Cardiac output was monitored continuously during four min 
of steady state exercise in 3 4  human subjects, of whom 16 were 
normal volunteers. nine had heart disease with a cardiac index 
within normal limits during the fourth min of exercise, and nine had 
subnormal levels of cardiac output during the same period of timed 
exercise The linear flow velocity in the ascending aorta was 
computed The cardiac output was examined each 30 sec throughout 
the four min period of exercise as a percentage of the level 
attained during the fourth min Striking differences between the 
three groups were seen 3 0  sec after the start of exercise The 
normal subjects had achieved 88  4% of the maximal level at 3 0  
sec The patients with a subnormal steady state cardiac output had 
achieved only 77 9% of their final value at this time while the 
patients with normal steady state levels were intermediate at 30  
sec The differences in the groups were still present but diminished 
at one and two min of exercise The output was cumulated for 
the entire four min exercise period in each patient and plotted as 
a function of work load Considered in  this manner, a wide 
separation of the patients with low steady-state cardiac output and 
the normal subjects was achieved without overlap These data 
suggest that patients with a subnormal cardiac output during the 
steady state phase of exercise tend to increase their cardiac 
outputs more slowly in response to a given exercise than do normal 
subjects or patients with less severe heart disease 
A68-82285 
TAMINE UPON TIME JUDGMENT: INTERSENSORY 
FACTORS. 
Sanford Goldstone and James E Kirkham (Cornell U , Med Coll , 
New York, N Y and Baylor U , Coll of Med Houston. Tex 1 
Psychophariiiacologia. vol 13. May 30, 1968. p 65-73 8 refs 
One hundred and sixty subjects judged the duration of 
short lights and sounds along nine-category response scales with no 
drug a placebo 200 mg secobarbital. 15 mg dextroamphetamine 
Measures of average category response and intrasubject response 
variability were obtained from single stimuli judgments of blocks 
of alternately presented auditory and visual signals using two 
temporal standards (I e ,  social and subjective) 3 0  60 and 9 0  min 
post-drug The experiment produced main effects and interactions 
among six factors (1) four drug conditions (21 two  sense 
modes (3) two sense mode orders. (4) two temporal standards 
(5) seven durations, and (6 )  three post-drug trials 
Dextroamphetramine yielded longer judgments or overestimation 
relative to control conditions at 30  min which persisted to 60 and 90 
min , secobarbital produced shorter judgments or underestimation 
at 60  and 90 min The stimulant effect was more rapid and greater 
than the sedative effect in shifting the location of temporal scales, 
and these results were independent of sense mode. order and tem- 
poral standard While the placebo and dextroamphetamine subjects 
were more variable than controls, this effect was greatest with 
secobarbital suggesting reduced consistency as the prime sedative 
effect 
THE EFFECTS OF SECOBARBITAL AND DEXTROAMPHE- 
A68-82286 
THE USE OF TEAMS I N  I M A G E  INTERPRETATION: 
INFORMATION EXCHANGE, CONFIDENCE AND RESOLVING 
DISAGREEMENTS. 
6 0  
A68-82290 
George W Doten. John T Cockrell (System Develop Corp , Advan 
Systems Div , Falls Church. Va 1, and Robert Sadacca (U S Army 
Behavioral Sci Res Lab, Washington. D C ) 
Human Factors, vol 10. Apr 1968, p 107 -1 16 
Contract DA 49-092-ARO-65 
Using the common procedure of having each team member 
in two-man teams check the interpretations of his teammate, three 
experiments centered around the following questions (1 How 
much knowledge should the checker have of the initial interpreter's 
work? (2) How accurately can the initial interpreter rate the 
accuracy of his interpretations and can the initial interpreter 
effectively designate which of his interpretations need checking? 
And, (3) how can a third interpreter best be utilized to resolve 
conflicts in interpretations made by the original two-man team? 
Variations centered about the amount of information passed from 
initial interpreter to checker. discussion between team members 
versus no discussion. consensus versus one-man decision in 
determining the team product, confidence ratings made by 
interpreters and confidence levels below which interpretations were 
checked, and participation of a third team member under varying 
conditions to resolve conflicts in interpretation Results were 
evaluated in terms of completeness of information extracted, accuracy 
and efficiency 
A68-82287 
TERRAIN-FOLLOWING WITH A HEAD-UP DISPLAY. 
Stanley M Soliday and James R Milligan (North Am Aviation, 
Inc , Human Factors Group, Columbus, Ohio) 
Human Factors, vol 10. Apr 1968, p 1 17-1 2 6  
Contract AF 33(6571-13798 
A head-up display (HUD) was evaluated in simulated 
low-altitude high-speed terrain-following flight using a four degree 
of freedom moving-base simulator An aircraft representative of the 
RF-4C was programmed as the test vehicle through analog 
computers associated with the simulator Six Air Force pilots made 
a total of 108 one-half hr flights in various terrain. airspeed. and 
visibility conditions The pilots' tasks during the flights were to 
maintain a given clearance altitude and headrng at all times The 
results showed that terrain-following with the HUD was better than 
it was with typical in-cockpit instruments The pilots also preferred 
the HUD to the in-cockpit instruments, although they felt that 
numerous improvements could be made to  the particular HUD that 
was used General findings were that terrain-following efficiency 
varied with type of terrain, airspeed. and visibility 
A68-82288 
WORK SCHEDULES A N D  PERFORMANCE D U R I N G  
CONFINEMENT. 
W Dean Chiles (FAA, Civil Aeromed lnst , Oklahoma City, Okla 1, 
Earl A Alluisi (Louisville, U , Dept of Psycho1 , Ky ), and Oscar S 
Adams (Lockheed-Ga Co , Operations Res Div , Marietta. Ga ) 
Human Factors. vol 10, Apr 1968, p 143-1 95  28 refs 
Contracts AF 33(616)-3745. AF 33(616)-6050. AF 33(616)-7607. 
and AF 33(657)-10506 
Thirteen investigations were carried out  as part o f  an 
eight-yr program of research on the performance effects of various 
work/rest schedules during confinement to  a simulated aerospace 
vehicle crew compartment A total of 139 subjects were tested 
using a standard battery of performance tasks The synthetic work 
approach used provided a reliable. face-valid, and sensitive technique 
for assessing complex operator performance It was found that a 
man can work 12 hr per day on a four-hr work/four-hr rest 
schedule for periods of at least 3 0  days For shorter periods. a man 
can work 16 hr per day on a four/two schedule but a significant 
cost to his reserves for meeting emergencies such as sleep loss 
Circadian periodicities are found in psycho-physiological functions 
paralleled by similar periodicities in performance functions. the latter 
being subject to modification by special motivational instructions 
A68-82289 
EFFECT OF SOME FACTORS OF HIGH-ALTITUDE FLIGHTS 
UPON VASCULAR SYSTEM STRUCTURE [VLIIANIE 
NEKOTORYKH FAKTOROV VYSOTNYKH POLETOV NA 
STROENIE SOSUDlSTOl SISTEMYJ. 
M G Prives, A K Kosourov. and A A Aleksina (I P Pavlov First 
Leningrad Med lnst, Dept of Normal Anat, USSR) 
Arkhiv Anatomii, Gistologii i Embriologii, vol 55, Jul 1968, 
p 54-60 16 refs In Russian 
Effects of high altitude flights on the structure of the vascular 
system in  living organisms were roentgenologically studied This 
method permitted a long-lasting follow-up of changes caused by 
variaus impacts in one and the same Object Roentgenoangiography 
of arteries in the rabbit pelvic extremity and of lymphatic capillaries 
in the pelvic extremity in the rat was applied In the organs and 
parts of the body peripheral to the centrifuge (caudal half of the 
body overloading directed from head to pelvis. cranial half of the 
body reverse direction of overloading). hyperemia of the blood 
vessels was observed with resulting morphological changes in the 
vascular system (dilatation of the main extremital artery. tortuosity 
of the arterial trunk, increased number of arteries of the middle and 
small calibers relative to that in normal) Examination of the 
lymphatic system in living objects revealed an increased amount of 
injected lymphatic vessels, enlargement of their lumina. increased 
lymphatic nodes, etc Similar changes. on a larger scale, were 
found in post-mortem examination The arterial system suffered 
greater changes relative to the lymphatic one Effect of hypokinesia 
(immobilization of extremities) upon the collateral lymph circulation 
was also studied Immobilization of extremities caused a delay in 
restitution of the interrrupted main lymphatic pathway. long-lasting 
functioning of collaterals and phenomena of hyperemia Increased 
physical loading contributed to a more rapid development of 
collaterals Effect of preliminary special training in centrifuge was 
also studied It was stated that preliminary training in the centrifuge 
prevented. to a considerable extent. changes in the lymphatic 
system produced by gravitation overloading The authors came to 
a conclusion that training under gravitation overloading was of 
great importance for normalization of the vascular system activity 
and its rapid adaptation to new conditions 
A68-82290 
SOVIET SPACE EXPLORATION: THE FIRST DECADE. 
William Shelton 
New York. Washington Square Press. Inc, 1968, xii+339 p 
3 7  refs 
$6 95 
An account is given of Soviet space exploration including 
the preparations and technical developments before the Sputnik I 
flight in 1957 Much of the story comes from the author's firsthand 
interviews with cosmonauts and others throughout Russia An 
attempt is made to negate the myths and to  present a true 
assessment of the Soviet flights Topics of interest include (1) a 
discussion of the contribution of German rocket technicians to the 
Soviet effort, (2) use of women in the space program, (3) deaths 
of Soviet cosmonauts: (4) use o f  automatic Earth satellites, 
(5) concealment of Soviet Space failures, (6) aspects of Soviet 
medical approach to  space exploration. and (7) comparison of 
Soviet and American development of military applications in space 
The author's personal observation of Soviet scientific centers, space 
vehicles and his talks with cosmonauts and scientific personel bring 
much interesting detail to the book A chronology of Soviet space 
flights in included as an appendix 
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A68-82291 
FORM AND SPACE VISION. 
Yves Le Grand (Museum Natl d'Hist Nat. Lab de Phys, Paris, 
France) 
Bloomington and London, Indiana U Press, 1967, xvi+367 p 
Many refs 
$17 5 0  
This book is a thoroughly revised and updated edition of 
the volume L'fspace Visuelfirst published in France in 1956 The 
book is not a tome on visual perception but is an effort to 
explain the visual phenomena of normal people on a physical and 
physiological basis This explanation dictates an initial consideration 
of the analysis of the retinal image, and the theory of optical 
dioptrics Gaussian optics is reinterpreted in light of the consideration 
of spherical and chromatic aberrations This analysis is tied to the 
problems of form perception. visual acuity. motion perception and 
peripheral vision Binocular vision is discussed in relation to the 
structure of visual space A number of later chapters are devoted 
to practical applications such as carrying out visual tasks and 
using proper illumination, seeing in water, and seeing through the 
atmosphere Many charts and graphs are used, and many references 
are cited in an extensive bibliography 
A68-82292 
ORAL MICROBIOLOGY. 
Edited by William A Nolte (Tex, U ,  Houston Dental Branch, Dept 
of Microbiol , Houston) 
St Louis, The C V Mosby Co , 1968, x+436 p Many refs 
This book is a compilation of current information in the 
field of oral biology Individual specialists contribute information on 
separate subject areas in each chapter The book includes work on 
oral ecology. host defense mechanisms, microbial diseases. 
sterilization. chemotherapy, oral hygiene. and the use of laboratory 
animals in studying oral biology An appendix on the morphological 
characteristics of the bacterial cell is included Many references are 
given at the end of each chapter 
A68-82293 
ADVANCES IN BIOMEDICAL ENGINEERING AND MEDICAL 
PHYSICS: VOLUME 1. 
Edited by Sumner N Levine (N Y State U ,  Coll of Eng. Stony 
Brook) 
New York, Interscience Publishers. 1968, vii+407 p Many refs 
This first volume of the series presents various papers reviewing 
subjects in  the field of biomedical engineering and medical physics 
Articles of interest include those on biotelemetry. laser application 
in medicine and biology and analysis of pulsatile blood flow In  the 
discussion to  telemetry application to biology the usage in the 
American and Soviet space programs are compared It IS stressed 
that the monitoring efforts of both countries need to develop 
multichannel transmission Other problems in the space effort are 
mentioned Each article included many references 
A68-82294 
RADIATION BIOLOGY. 
Alison P Casarett (Cornell U , N Y State Vet Coll , Dept of Phys 
Biol . Ithaca, N Y ) 
Englewood Cliffs, Prentice-Hall, Inc , 1968, xiv+368 p Many refs 
This textbook presents a comprehensive work on many 
aspects of radiation biology A short historical review is given, and 
the major principles of radiation physics are reviewed Aspects of 
radiation biology covered in other chapters include (1) radiation 
genetics. (2) radiation effects on the cell, (3) acute radiation 
effects in whole animals. (4) chemical protection. and (5 )  maximum 
permissible exposure and estimate of risks from radiation The final 
chapter on applied radiation biology stresses the effects in humans 
as a result of the increasing use of radioactivity 
A68-82295 
HEAT OF COMBUSTION I N  THE BIOMASS OF THE ALGA 
SCENEDESMUS QUADRICAUDA DURING ITS ONTOGE- 
NETIC CYCLE 
J Komarek and S Pribil (Czech. Acad of Sci, lnst of Microbiol . 
Lab of Algol, l iebon) 
Nature.vol 219,Aug 10, 196B.p 6 3 5 4 3 6  1 5  refs 
The combustion semimicrocalorimeter was used to evaluate 
changes in calorimetric values in the biomass of Scenedesmus 
Quadrtcauda during the ontogentic cycle in synchronous cultures. 
and to determine the influence of temperature on the quality of the 
biomass The heat of combustion was determined by BartoSov5 
and KonicBks method Values for heat of combustion (g ) changed 
from 5,700 to 6,060 cal /g of dry weight This range may vary 
in individual life cycles depending on the culture conditions, but 
the course of the changes during the life cycle is analogous in all 
conditions The heat of combustion decreases slightly im the first 
third of a life cycle; in the second third it decreases intensely by 
four per cent, and at the time of the formation of autospores in 
the mother cells it again increases Changes of the heat of 
combustion of the biomass of algae during one life cycle are probably 
connected with a higher energy consumption during differentiation 
of autospores and metabolism of lipids 
A68-82296 
RENAL FUNCTION I N  WATER DEPRIVATION. 
I ForgBcs, R Chltel. and Mhria Visy (U Med School, lnst of 
Physiol , Budapest. Hungary) 
Acta Physiologica Academiae Scientiarum Hungaricae. vol 33, no 
3. 1968, p 297-304 15 refs 
The renal response to water deprivation with free food 
uptake was studied in dogs over periods of seven to 12 days 
Urine osmolality reached its peak on the first or second day of fluid 
restriction More sodium than water was retained by the kidneys 
Towards the end of the experiments, plasma sodium level and 
hematocrit increased to extremely high values Renal blood f low 
and glomerular filtration rate were significantly depressed All the 
changes in renal function may be regarded as compensatory efforts 
to maintain extracellular fluid volume, and are not due to some 
impairment of the kidneys 
A68-82297 
EFFECT OF COLD EXPOSURE ON OXYGEN TENSION I N  
ADULT RAT. 
2 Szelenyi (U Med School, lnst of Pathophysiol , PLcs. Hungary) 
Acta Physiologica Academiae Scientiarum Hungaricae. vol 33. no 
3. 1968.p 311-316 1 4  refs 
Adult rats adapted to room temperature were repeatedly 
exposed to  an environmental temperature of IO" C or 20" C and 
30"  C Temperature and oxygen tension (available oxygen) were 
measured in the interscapular brown adipose tissue wtth 
copper-constantan thermocouples and a gold oxygen electrode. 
respectively In additign. colonic temperature and oxygen consumption 
were recorded Cold exposure resulted in a fall of available oxygen 
in the brown fat, at the same time there was a rise in brown fat 
temperature and in increase in the animal's oxygen consumption 
On the other hand, transfer of the rats from the cold into a 
thermoneutral environment induced a rise in brown fat available 
oxygen and a fall in brown fat temperature concurrently with the 
decrease in the animal's oxygen consumption These results 
demonstrating the almost immediate increase in oxygen utilization 
of brown fat in response to cold confirm the inferences drawn from 
local temperature changes in brown fat in response to changes in 
the thermal environment 
BROWN ADIPOSE TISSUE IN THE NON-COLD-ADAPTED 
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A68-82298 
SPACETECHNOLOGY I N  MEDICINE. 
Arra S Avakian (Eastern Operation Aerospace Corp , Washington. 
D C )  
New York State Journal of Medicine. vol 68. Sep 1. 1968, 
p 2319-2323 
N Y ,  State, Med Soc , 161st Ann Meeting, New York City, Feb 
13.1967 
A discussion is given of the benefits that the space program 
can bring to medicine Two areas of knowledge are shared by 
space technology and medicine These are the body of technology 
itself and the methodology of problem solving The transfer of 
knowledge from the space program to medicine is briefly discussed. 
and the methods of problem solving such as systems analysis. 
decision making and technical management are applied to current 
problems in medicine In conclusion the author calls for the 
establishment centers of space medicine to  be organized at present 
universities to enlarge and unite various disciplines as space 
medicine develops 
A68-82299 
ELECTROCARDIOGRAPHIC PATTERNS I N  WORKERS 
EXPOSED TO CHRONIC TRICHLOROETHYLENE 
POISON1 NG [ Q U A D  RI  ELETT ROCARDI OG RAFlCl 
OSSERVATI I N  UN GRUPPO DI  OPERAIE ESPOSTE AL 
RlSCHlO DI  INTOSSICAZIONE DA TRICLOROETILENE]. 
E Orlando and G B Raffi (Bologna. U ,  lnst di Med del Lavoro. 
Italy) 
Lavoro e Medicma. vol 21, Nov-Dec 1967, p 215-223 
29  refs In Italian 
The electrocardiograms of 5 4  subjects (women) working 
in a dry cleaning plant and exposed to chronic trichloroethylene 
poisoning. were recorded The results obtained showed that 
44% of the subjects had normal tracings, 39% presented minor 
electrocardiographic changes, and the rest showed chronic coronary 
insufficiency It  was inferred that chronic exposure to  
trichloroethylene could result in alteration of cardiac bioelectric 
phenomena 
A68-82300 
THE PRESSURE-SENSITIVE RADIOTELEMETER. 
Peter N Desanctis and John K Lattimer (Columbia-Presbyterian 
Med Center, Squier Urol Clin and Columbia U , Coll of Physicians 
and Surgeons, Dept of Urol , New York. N Y )  
Journal of Urology, vol 100, Oct 1968. p 456-458 
Grants NIH A M  05225-03 and NIH TI A M  5451 -02 
The feasibility and reliability of a new and smaller 
radiotelemeter for measuring intravesical pressure were determined 
in 11 female patients The instrument was easy to calibrate and 
to use Virtually no discomfort in its introduction or use has been 
found Retrieval was not a problem as the patients eventually 
voided the capsule without pain Correlation of the suprapubic and 
transurethral catheter technique in monitoring intravesical pressure 
was excellent In 144 comparison measurements, the two results 
agreed within three mm per Hg at all times In comparing the 
radiotelemetered pressure to either the transurethral or suprapubic 
catheter measurement, agreement was found to  be generally 
excellent at pressures less than 60 mm per Hg A signal strength 
meter is a necessary adjunct to this testing method since it 
identifies all erroneous signal data The radiotelemeter permits 
measurements in all positions such as bending or squatting and 
allows unrestricted activity of the patient We feel that the 
radiotelemeter has verified the accuracy of both the transurethal and 
suprapubic technique of measuring intravesical pressure 
A68-82301 
DRY HEAT OR GASEOUS CHEMICAL RESISTANCE OF 
BACILLUS SUBTILLIS VAR. NIGER SPORES INCLUDED 
WITHIN WATER-SOLUBLE CRYSTALS. 
Charles L Mullican and Robert K Hoffman (Army. Dept. Fort 
Detrrck, Frederick, Md  1 
Applied Microbiology, vol 16, Aug 1968, p 1 1 1 0-1 1 1 3 1 0  refs 
Inclusion of spores of Bacillus subfilis var niger in water 
soluble crystals increased the resistance of the spores to dry heat 
to a gaseous mixture of methyl bromide and ethylene oxide 
Resistance of spores in glycine crystals to dry heat at 125"  C was 
increased 5 to 2 4  times compared to unprotected spores There 
appeared to be a positive correlation between the size of the 
crystal and the degree of resistance The resistance to dry heat of 
spores included in sodium chloride crystals was about SIX times 
greater than unprotected spores A gaseous mixture of methyl 
bromide (964 mg /I) and ethylene oxide (642 m g / l )  at 37% 
relative humidity was ineffective in sterilizing spores enclosed 
within these water-soluble crystals. as was ethylene oxide alone 
However, if the relative humidity was sufficiently high to dissolve 
the crystals during exposure to  the vapor, viable-spore counts were 
drastically reduced or were negative The surfaces of crystals 
grossly contaminated with dry spores were sterilized by exposure to 
gaseous ethylene oxide Sterilization of heat-labile or moisture-labile 
materials with a critical requirement for sterility. as in  planetary 
probes or drugs. may be complicated by the presence of spores in 
naturally occurring water soluble crystals This phenomenon IS 
similar to the protection afforded spores entrapped in solid plastics 
A68-82302 
ISOLATION A N D  CHARACTERIZATION OF A 
CELLULOSE-UTILIZING BACTERIUM. 
Y W Han and V R Srinivasan (La State U , Dept of Microbiol, 
Baton Rouge) 
Applied Microbiology, vol 16. Aug 1968, p 1 140-1 145 11 refs 
La State U supported research 
A cellulose-decomposing aerobic and mesophilic bacterium 
was isolated from soils of sugar cane fields The terminal dilution 
method was adapted to isolate a single clone of cellulolytic organism 
from closely related contaminants The cultural and physiological 
characteristics of the isolate were studied, and the organism was 
identified as a member of the genus Cellulomonas The isolate 
excreted cellulase into the menstruum, and it hydrolyzed various 
cellulosic materials producing cellobiose as the final breakdown 
product in the menstruum When sugar cane bagasse was properly 
treated with alkali and heat, the organism could decompose up to 
90% the initial substrate within five days Amino acid analysis of 
the cell crop revealed a high content of lysine. and the essential 
amino acid pattern compared favorably with that of Food and 
Agricultural Organization reference protein 
A68-82303 
FACILITATION A N D  ADAPTATION OF THE H U M A N  
QUADRICEPS STRETCH REFLEX PRODUCED BY AUDITORY 
STIMULATION. 
Christopher M Davis and Randal D Beaton (Calif State Coll , Long 
Beach) 
Journal of Comparative and Physiological Psychology, vol 65. Oct 
1968, p 4 8 3 4 8 7  10 refs 
Long Beach Calif State Coll Found supported research 
Two experiments were conducted on the human quadriceps 
stretch reflex Experiment one showed differential facilitatory effects 
of two tone intensities on the amplitude of the knee jerk The more 
intense tone produced the greatest facilitation when compared to 
the nonfacilitated response Adaptation of these facilitatory effects 
was visible during 20 presentations Experiment two indicated that 
the facilitation of the reflex by an intense tone adapts for at least 
50 presentations 
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MORPHOLOGICAL STATISTICAL ANALYSIS OF 5000 
ELECTROENCEPHALOGRAPHIC RECORDINGS OF HEALTHY 
SUBJECTS AGED 1 8  TO 21 [ANALIZA 
KLlNICZNlE ZDROWYCH OSOBNIKOW W WIEKU 18-21 
LAT]. 
Jan Miszczak 
Lekarz Wojskowy. vol 44. no 1. 1968. p 7-1 1 In Polish 
The studies were conducted on pilots and student pilots 
of the Polish Air Forces The electroencephalograms (EEG) of 
5.000 subjects (age 18-21 yr were recorded The purpose of the 
investigation was to determine (in percent) the number of abnormal 
EEG recordings in healthy subjects and to establish the dominant 
waveform components of the fundamental function The results 
obtained were presented 
MORFOLOGICZNO-STATYSTYCZNA 5000 ZAPISOW EEG 
A68-82305 
EFFECT ON THE ORGANISM OF PROLONGED EXPOSURE 
TO OXYGEN AT HIGH PARTIAL PRESSURE {WPLYW 
DLUGOTRWALEGO ODDYCHANIA TLENEM 0 
ZWIEKSZONYM ClSNlENlU CZASTECZKOWYM NA USTROJ]. 
Boleslaw Bembnowski 
Lekarz Wojskowy. vol 44, no 1, 1968, p 27-32 18 refs 
In Polish 
A review was presented of the findings of research carried 
out on the effect of exposure to oxygen at high partial pressure 
on the respiratory. circulatory and nervous systems The literature 
surveyed was mainly foreign 
A68-82306 
CHRONAXIMETRY OF THE COLOR PHOSPHENE 
S T l M  ULATlO N. 1. [CH RON AX1 METRlE BA REVNEHO 
FOSFENU. 11. 
J Vlk 
Ceskoslovenski Oftalmolog/e. vol 24, Jan 1968, p 29-32 28  
refs In Czech 
stimulation of the optic nerve with electric current calls 
forth, with lower current intensities. colorless, fleeting phosphene, 
wi th  higher intensities. tonic. colored phosphene. both being 
characteristic for the electric excitability of the visual apparatus The 
phosphenes are described and the problems are discussed of 
estimation of the site of the first excitation in the origin of phosphene 
A68-82307 
CHRONAXIE OF THE COLOR PHOSPHENE-PHYSIOLOGICAL 
VALUES. 2. [CHRONAXIE BAREVNEHO FOSFENU. 21. 
J Vlk 
Ceskoslovenskh Oftalmolog/e. vol 24. Jan 1968. p 33-36 
8 refs In Czech 
The elicitability. shape and color of electric color phosphene 
were ascertained in 120 healthy subjects and its chronaxie was 
measured by the method of direct comparison with the use of a 
generator of a right-angle impulse The phosphene could be elicited 
in all sdbjects. it was bilateral, of the same color and shape Its 
chronaxie was ascertained in the range of 0 8-7 2 msec , on the 
average 3 95  msec The maximum difference in chronaxie of the 
right and left eye was 1 2 msec From these measurements values 
of the normal electric excitability of the eye, measured by the color 
phosphene, were ascertained 
A68-82308 
EFFECT OF AMINAZIN O N  THE BLOOD FLOW OF THE 
CARDIAC MUSCLE (PRO VPLYV A M I N A Z Y N U  N A  
KROVOSTRUMIN' U SERTSEVOMU M'IAZI]. 
A V Gurkovs'ka (UkrSSR. 0 0 Bohomolits lnst of Physrol. 
Kiev) 
F/z!olohrchny/ Zhurnal. vol 14, Jan -Feb 1968. p 4450 29 refs 
In Ukrainian 
The effect of aminazin (chlorpromazine) was studied in cats 
The administration of the drug to the animals was accompanied by 
a vasodilation manifested in various vascular regions An increase 
in blood flow was observed in the myocardium of the left ventricle 
with a decrease in the systemic arterial pressure The vasodilating 
effect could not always be detected due to  the decrease in arterial 
pressure The diminution of blood flow in the cardiac muscle 
subsequent to the sharp drop in the arterial pressure was evidenced 
mainly by changes occuring in the T wave of the electrocardiogram 
With decrease in blood flow of the cardiac muscle a pronounced 
increase of the T wave was observed, particularly in the thoracic 
unipolar lead (V,4). as well as in the standard ones (11) Sometimes 
simultaneously with an increase of the T wave there was a 
decrease in the R wave 
A68-82309 
THE IMPORTANCE OF THE THYROID GLAND I N  THE 
ADAPTATION TO H I G H  M O U N T A I N  ALTITUDES OF 
RATS [PRO ZNACHENNIA SHCHYTOVYDNOI ZALOZY V 
ADAPTATSI I S HCH U RIV DO VYSO KO HI  R'IA]. 
V P Dudarev and I F Sokolians'kyi (UkrSSR. Acad of Sci I 0 
0 Bohomolits lnst of Physiol , Kiev) 
F/zfoloh/chny/ Zhurnal. vol 14, Jan -Feb 1968, p 64-7 1 33 refs 
In Ukrainian 
The importance of the thyroid gland during adaptation to 
high altitudes was studied in rats It was shown that at high altitude 
the increase in erythrocytes and hemoglobin in thyroidectomized 
rats differed little from that of the intact animals. and the decrease 
in oxygen consumption was less pronounced then at ground level. 
therefore it was inferred that thyroidectomized rats did not lose the 
ability to active adaptation to hypoxia After adaptation to  hypoxia 
thyroidectomized rats showed a higher [esistance to excess stress 
There were no marked differences in the amount of oxygen tension 
decrease in brain tissues of both thyroidectomized and intact 
animals 
A68-82310 
EFFECT OF DIFFERENT TEMPERATURES, WORK LOADS 
AND OXYGEN CONCENTRATIONS I N  THE INHALED AIR 
ON THE THERMOREGULATORY FUNCTIONS OF MAN 
[KOMPLEKSNA Dl lA RlZNOl TEMPERATURY SEREDOVY- 
SHCHA. FIZYCHNOHO NAVANTAZHENNIA I KONTSEN- 
TRATSll  KYSNIU U VDYKHUVANOMU POVlTRl N A  
TERMOREHULlATSllNl FUNKTSll LIUDYNY]. 
0. 0. Navakatikian. V. V Lebedeva. I M Blahoveshchens'ka, and S 
0. Pevnyi (Donets lnst of Labor Hyg. and Occupational Diseases, 
UkrSSR). 
Fiziolohichnyizhurnal. vol 14. Jan.-Feb. 1968. p. 73-80. 10 refs 
In Ukrainian. 
To study the combined effect of temperature, work load 
and various oxygen concentrations in the inhaled air on 
thermoregulation, experiments were carried out on students and 
mountain rescue teams previously adapted t o  high altitude 
environments. The body and the skin temperature (chest and 
forehead), as well as the rate of perspiration were determined 
before, during and after the experiments The results obtained 
attested of the concurrent effect of the studied factors Exposure to 
oxygen at room temperature, caused an increase in  the skin 
temperature, while at high temperature a decrease occurred During 
work the skin temperature increased less at room temperature than 
in high temperature Exposure to  50-1 00% oxygen concentration 
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caused a smaller rate of perspiration production during work at a 
low temperature than at a high one A high oxygen concentration 
during the performance of heavy physical work in high environmental 
temperature was recommended. for men working with respirators 
provisions for regulating the oxygen concentration in the breathing 
gas mixture should be made. 
A68-82311 
EFFECT OF MOTION SICKNESS ON GASTROINTESTINAL 
BIOELECTRIC POTENTIALS IN DOGS BEFORE AND AFTER 
LABYRINTHECTOMY [VPLYV ZAKACHUVANNIA N A  
POTENTSIAL SHLUNKA SOBAK D O  I PlSLlA 
DE LAB1 RY NTATSl I]. 
M P Kozhukhar 
Flzlo/ohlchny/ Zhurnal, vol 14. Jan -Feb 1968, p 109-1 13. 12 
refs In Ukrainian 
The purpose of this investigation was to study the changes 
occurring in gastrointestinal bioelectric potentials during motion 
sickness and to determine to what extent the vestibular apparatus 
contributed to their appearance The experiments were carried out 
with intact and labyrinthetomized dogs The results showed that 
motion sickness was accompanied by an increase of bioelectric 
potentials which attested to an inhibitfon of gastric glands secretion. 
and that the inhibition started two-three min after the beginning of 
the rotary motion The variations in the gastrointestinal potentials 
during motion sickness were evoked by stimulation of the vestibular 
system 
A68-82312 
RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN STRUCTURE A N D  
PHARMACOLOGICAL ACTION I N  THE SERIES OF SOME 
M E Z H D U  STROENIEM I FARMAKOLOGICHESKIM 
DElSTVlEM V R l A D U  NEKOTORYKH PlRlMlDlNOVYKH 
PROIZVODNYKH GlDRAZlNA]. 
F P Trinus. V A Portniagina. T K Riabukha, and V K Karn (Kiev 
Sci -Res lnst of Pharmacol and Toxicol , UkrSSR) 
Farmakologua I Tokslkolog/!a, vol 31, Jan -Feb 1968, p 37-41 
9 refs In Russian 
Toxicity. mitochondrial monoaminoxidase inhibition and the 
action of pyrimidine derivatives upon the cardiovascular system 
were studied A relationshtp between chemical structure of the cited 
substances and therr pharmacological action was established Thus, 
tri- and dihydrazine derivatives of pyrimidine elicited hypotension 
and exercised a greater inhibitory effect on the monoaminoxidase 
On the other hand, monohydrizines produced hypertension and 
were less inhibitory in regard to monoaminoxidase in laboratory 
animals 
PYRIMIDINE DERIVATIVES OF HYDRAZINE [ZAVISIMOST' 
A68-82313 
REACTION TO ETHER ANESTHESIA OF ANIMALS 
IRRADIATED W I T H  PRELIMINARY USE OF S O M E  
RADIOPROTECTIVE AGENTS [REAKTSIIA ZHIVOTNYKH. 
0 B LUC H ENNY KH S PRI M E N  EN1 E M  NE KOTO RY KH 
RADIOZASHCHITNYKH SREDSTV, NA EFlRNYl NARKOZ]. 
A V Lazovskaia and A V Bogatyrev (USSR. Min of Health. 
Central Sci -Res Roentgenol -Radio1 lnst, Leningrad) 
Farmakologtra I Toksfkolog/la. vol 31, Jan -Feb 1968, p 95-97 
In Russian 
At the height of irradiation sickness cats and mice 
demonstrated increased sensitivity to  ether S.6-aminoethylisothi- 
uronium in a great measure prevented thiseffect both in cats and mice 
5-methoxytryptamine failed to  exert such an action 
A68-82314 
THE RANGE OF RADIOPROTECTIVE MEXAMINE DOSES [O 
DIAPAZONE RADIOZASHCHITNYKH DO2 MEKSAMINAI. 
R 8 Strelkov (USSR. Acad of Med Sci. lnst of Exptl Pathol 
and Therapy. Lab of Radio1 , Sukhumi) 
FarmakologIla I Toks/kologua. vol 3 1, Jan -Feb 1968. p 98-1 00 
1 0  refs In Russian 
Mexamine (5-methoxytryptamine) has a broad spectrum 
of antiradiation protective action Doses of mexamine given at 
present may be appreciably reduced without any reduction to the 
anti-radiation effect When investigating the action of various 
mexamine doses. a correlation between the ability of the compound 
to elicit reduction of the oxygen tension in the tissues of protected 
mice and its antiradiation activlty was noted 
A68-82315 
INFLUENCE EXERTED BY SOME NEUROPLEGIC. 
GANGLIOLYTIC AND ADRENOLYTIC AGENTS ON THE 
RESISTANCE OF ANIMALS TO ACUTE HYPOXIA [VLllANlE 
NEKOTORYKH NEIROPLEGICHESKIKH, GANGLIOLITICHES- 
KlKH I ADRENOLITICHESKIKH SREDSTV NA USTOICHI- 
VOST' ZHIOTNYKH K OSTROI GIPOKSII]. 
P I Lukienko (Grodno Med lnst. Dept of Pharmacol. USSR) 
Farmakologua I Tokslkologila. vol 3 1, Jan -Feb 1968, p 100-1 03 
10 refs In Russian 
Tests conducted on mice ascertained that the substances 
under study. except for pachycarpine. dihydroergotoxin and 
dihydroergotamine, tended to appreciably raise the resistance of the 
organism to hypoxia produced through reducing the ambient 
atmosphere In so far as their activity was concerned they could be 
placed in  the following order reserpine > hydralizine > 
chlorpromazine > ethyzine > metamamizyl > diaphene > 
denactyzine > benzhexamethonium > diparcol > adiphenine > 
ganqleron > aprophen In a close space antihypoxic activity continued 
in hydralizine and chlorpromazine and was lost in reserpine and 
metamizyl 
A68-82316 
THE ACTION OF CYSTAMINE AND OF SOME OF ITS 
DERIVATIVES ON THE ANIMALS 1N ACUTE HYPOXIA AND 
OVERLOADS [VLllANlE TSlSTAMlNA I NEKOTORYKH 
EGO PROIZVODNYKH NA ZHIVOTNYKH V USLOVIIAKH 
OSTROI GlPOKSll I NEREGRUZOK]. 
V I Generalov (S M Kirov Mil -Med Acad, Dept of Pharmacol , 
Leningrad, USSR) 
Farmako/og//a I Toks/kolog/la, vol 31, Jan -Feb 1 968, p 103-1 07 
12 refs In Russian 
Under study was the effect of cystamine. tetramethylcystamine 
and difurfurylcystamine on the resistance of rats and mice to 
hypoxia as well as on the consumption of oxygen by the animals 
and oxygen tension in the brain I t  was shown that cystamine. 
tetramethylcystamine and, to a lesser extent, difurfurylcystamine 
tend to increase the life span of animals in a rarefied atmosphere, and 
to augment their survival in lethal overloads These preparations 
somewhat reduced consumption of oxygen and also decreased the 
oxygen level in the brain of rats 
A68-823 17 
THE EFFECT OF GUTlMlNE ON THE THERMORESISTANCE 
OF MICE [VLIIANIE GUTlMlNA NA TERMOUSTOICHIVOST' 
MYSHEI]. 
I P Shcherbachev (S M Kirov Mil -Med Acad , Leningrad. USSR) 
Farmakologna I TokskologIia, vol 31, Jan -Feb 1968, p 107-1 1 0  
5 refs In Russian 
In experiments on mice gutimine (guanilthiourea) was found 
to exert a considerable hypothermic action on the organism, the 
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body temperature of animals declining on the average by 3 5" The 
degree of the rectal temperature drop and duration of hypothermic 
effect were directly proportional to the dosage of the preparation 
Gutimine reduced the animals' tolerance of low temperatures 
without noticeably influencing their resistance to elevated ambient 
temperatures (40"). but tended to appreciable raise this resistance 
to high temperatures of the air (50 and 75") 
A68-82318 
EXPERIMENTAL GENETIC RESEARCH ON LYSOGENIC BAG 
TERIA DURING FLIGHT OF THE ARTIFICIAL EARTH SATELLITE 
COSMOS-I 10 1 EKSPERIMENTAL'NO-GENETICHESKIE IS- 
SLEDOVANIIA NA LIZOGENNYKH BAKTERIIAKH PRI POLETE 
N N Zhukov-Verezhnikov, M N Volkov, I N Maiskii, M A Guber- 
niev, N I aybakov. V V Antipov, V A Kozlov. P P Saksonov, 
G P Parfenov. A V Kolobov. K D Rybakova. and E D Aniskin 
Kosmicheskie lssledovaniia, vol 6, Jan -Feb 1968. p 144-149 
6 refs In Russian 
The effects of induced phage formation in lysogenic bacteria 
as well as the possibilities of protecting the genetic system of 
bacterial cells from radiation injuries under space flight condi- 
tions were studied The nature of cell induced bacteriophage 
formation (latent period, amount of phage particles formation 
for each bacterium) after recovery of the lysogenic cultures from 
space, the induction capacity of these bacteria using x-rays, ultra- 
violet and mitomycin C were investigated The experiments carried 
out on lysogenic bacteria Escherichia coli K-12 (gamma) on 
board the satellite Cosmos 1 I O ,  showed as in previous experi- 
ments (Vostok-4. - 5 and -6) a moderate reduction of bacteriophage 
activity with increase of the space flight duration This was 
apparently related to changes occurring in the induction properties 
of lysogenic bacteria and decrease of the amount of phage particles 
production by one bacterial cell Studies on the duration of the 
latent period and the nature of phage components formation 
revealed no significant differences between experimental and 
control samples Results of research on the radioprotective prop- 
erties of various chemical compounds during the flight of the 
satellite Cosmos 1 10 proved the high antimutagenic effectiveness 
of aminothiol compounds group 
ISZ "KOSMOS-1 I O ] .  
A68-82319 
STIMULATION OF THE GROWTH OF THE ONION ALLIUM 
CEPA SUBSEQUENT TO THE EXPOSURE OF THE BULBS TO 
SPACE FLIGHT ON BOARD THE SATELLITE COSMOS-110 
[STIMULIATSIIA ROSTA U LUKA ALLIUM CEPA POSLE 
PREBYVANIIA LUKOVITS V KOSMICHESKOM POLETE NA 
KORABLE-SPUTNIKE "KOSMOS-11 O"] 
N L Delone, E M Morozova. V V Antipov, G P Parfenov. 
andA S Trusova 
Kosmicheskie Issledovanniia, vol 5. Nov -Dec 1967. p 939- 
943 11 refs In Russian 
As a result of exposure of the bulbs of Allium cepa to 
space flight on board Cosmos-I 10 a growth stimulation was ob- 
served in the plants during the ten days of the germination 
period No differences were found in cell sizes in various parts of 
the roots, in the experimental and control plants Chromosome 
rearrangements and the mitotic index were computed An increase 
in the number of chromosome rearrangements were noted in ex- 
perimental plants in comparison with the controls 
A68-82320 
THE SIDE EFFECTS OF MODERN DRUGS WITH PARTICULAR 
REFERENCE TO THE EYE. 
L J Fish 
Ophthalmic Optician. vol 8. Jul 20, 1968. p 807-81 0. 81 7 
Important ocular adverse effects of drugs which are main of- 
fenders are listed and discussed Drugs included in the discussion 
are the following (1 corticosteroids. (21 anti-malarials. (3) oral 
contraceptives. and (4) phenothiazines Symptoms of each of 
these drug categories are also listed and discussed It is suggested 
that all patients at risk should have regular examinations to  facili- 
tate the chance of detecting the toxicity before it progresses to 
irreversible pathology 
A68-82321 
LIGHT MICROSCOPIC OBSERVATIONS OF THE INNER EAR IN 
MAN AND MONKEY. 
Joseph E Hawkins. Jr and Lars-Goran Johnsson (Mich , U , Med 
School, Dept of Otorhinolaryngol , Ann Arbor) 
Annals of Otology Rhinology and Laryngology, vol 77, Aug 1968, 
p 608-628 25refs 
A m  Otol Soc , Inc.. Centennial Celebration, Hollywood, Fla , 
Apr  18-20,1968 
Grants PHS NB 05065 and PHS NB 05785, Am Otol SOC, Inc 
supported research 
Since so many problems of development, cytoarchitecture 
innervation and blood supply of the inner ear are still unresolved, 
it is not easy to  agree with a previous investigator that the light 
microscopic features of the inner ear are now completely known 
Despite its limited resolving power of about 0 2 5 ~ .  the light micro- 
scope still has some use In studying inner ear pathology it is 
possible to  take advantage of the full range of magnifications 
offered by the microscope. by means of the techniques of micro- 
dissection and surface preparation By applying these methods to 
temporal bones collected at autopsy from patients in whom recent 
and extensive audiological studies have been made, it will be possi- 
ble to establish a firm basis for audiological diagnosis. which now 
rests on a rather shaky foundation of questionable cochlear path- 
ology 
A68-82322 
MECHANISMS OF THE INNER EAR. 
Hallowell Davis 
Annals of Otology Rhinology and Laryngology, vol 77. Auy 1968. 
p 644-655 18 refs 
A m  Otol Soc , lnc , Centennial Celebration. Hollywood. Fla , Apr 
18-20,7968 
Grant PHS NB-03856 
Some of the fundamental bioacoustic and electrophysiologi- 
cal mechanisms of the inner ear were reviewed A system of nomen- 
clature based exclusively on  anatomy was advocated Mechanisms 
of the inner ear which were discussed included (1) frequency 
analysis in the cochlea (the place principle). (2) frequency trans- 
mission in the auditory nerve, (the volley principle). (3) the move- 
ments of the cochlear partition. (4) hair cells and the tectorial 
membrane, (5) the mechano-electrical theory of cochlear excita- 
tion, and (6) the nature and significance of the unique electrical 
and chemical features of the endolymph 
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A68-82323 
THE INNERVATION OFTHE VESTIBULAR LABYRINTH. 
Richard R Gacek (Harvard Med School and Mass Eye and Ear 
Infirmary, Boston, Mass 1 
Annals of Otology Rhinology and Laryngology, VOI 77. Aug 1968. 
p 6 7 6 4 8 5  5refs 
A m  Otol SOC , Inc , Centennial Celebration. Hollywood, Fla , Apr 
18-20,1968 
Grant NIH NE 05623-01 
The anatomical features of the efferent and afferent neural 
supply of the vestibular labyrinth was summarized An anatomical 
map was presented through the use of diagrams and histochemical 
methods 
A68-82324 
ASSESSMENT OF THE NEWER TESTS OF AUDITORY 
F U N CTI ON. 
D Thane R Cody, Terry Griffing, and William F Taylor (Mayo Clin 
and Mayo Found, Rochester, Minn ) 
Annals of Otology Rhinology and Laryngology, vol 77. Aug 1968, 
p 686-705 20refs 
Am Otol SOC , lnc , Centennial Celebratton, Hollywood, f l a  
Apr 18-20.1968 
Grant NIH NB-6306 
Audiometric tests interpreted in the light of the results of 
a thorough examination of the patient can be of immense value 
in the diagnosis of lesions of the audiovestibular system The 
newest of these tests, cortical audiometry, is an oblective and 
accurate means of determining air-conduction and bone-conduction 
thresholds of hearing Narrow band masking has a similar influence 
on cortical and conventional audiometric thresholds It seems that 
cortical audiometry can be used as a rough Objective measurement 
of recruitment Cortical audiometry has been found of clinical value 
in testing infants, yound children. mentally retarded individuals, 
patients with disorders of the central nervous system. patients with 
functional hearing impairment and an occasional patient with loud 
tinnitus or fluctuating hearing loss 
A68-82325 
EXAMINATION OF THE VESTIBULAR SYSTEM. 
Terence Cawthorne 
Annals of Otology Rhinology and Laryngology, vol 77. Aug 1968. 
p 727-732 
A m  Otol SOC , lnc , Centennial Celebration, Hollywood. Fla , Apr 
18-20,1968 
A scheme for neuro-otological examination was presented 
Taking of a careful history was followed by a test for balance and 
gait and eye movement tests Included in the eye movement tests 
were measurements of spontaneous nystagmus, positional 
nystagmus, optokinetic nystagmus, and caloric nystagmus 
Electronystagmography made possible the differential diagnosis of 
peripheral, high and low brain stem lesions, cerebral lesions and 
cerebellar lesions, all of which exhibit charactersstic 
electronystagmographic patterns All methods outlined were found 
to be useful in the neuro-otological exammation 
A68-82326 
ELECTRONYSTAGMOGRAPHY: ITS USE A N D  
USEFULNESS. 
L B W Jongkees (Amsterdam. U , Dept of Oto-Rhino-Laryngol , 
The Netherlands) 
Annals of Otology Rhinology and Laryngology. vol 77. Aug 1968. 
p 733-739 10refs 
A m  Otol. SOC , lnc , Centennial Celebration, Hollywood. Fla , Apr 
18-20.1968 
The use and advantages of electronystagmography (ENG) 
are discussed Nystagmographic diagnosis of various diseases are 
analyzed. and it is pointed out that ENG is most helpful in solving 
problems concerned with disturbed equilibrium of peripheral or 
central origin in or outside of the vestibular field Characteristics of 
various eye movements are correlated with the origin of disturbance. 
and it is stressed that positional nystagmus can only be discovered 
by ENG in a great percentage of cases In basic research on the 
vestibular apparatus ENG has already and will in the furture greatly 
aid in scientific progress 
A68-82327 
VESTIBULAR MECHANISMS I N  HUMAN BEHAVIOR. 
Ashton Graybiel (Naval Aerospace Med Center, Naval Aerospace 
Med lnst, Pensacola, Fla I 
Annals of Otology Rhinology and Laryngology. vol 77. Aug 1968. 
p 772-786 35refs 
A m  Otol SOC . lnc , Centennial Celebration. Hollywood, Fla , Apr  
18-20,1968 
NASA supported research 
The vestibular mechanisms in human behavior were discussed 
Undoubtedly. the vestibular organs are of great importance even 
though their potentialities are not fully exploited. for some tasks 
these organs are essential If there seems t o  be a disparity 
between the great representations of the vestibular organs in the 
central nervous system and their role in the human economy, this 
disparity disappears when their potentialities are considered for 
causing bodily distqrbances A weak but unusual stimulus may 
cause motion sickness and prostration Labyrinthitis due to inlury, 
disease. or functional disturbance may cause suffering far out of 
proportion to comparable injury or inflammation elsewhere There are 
great gajp in the knowledge of the vestibular organs, highlighted 
by the fact that the collective term is often used rather than canals 
ahd otoliths which surely furnish different information despite their 
close relations Simple. reliable tests of canal and particularly of 
otholith functions are lacking The significance of functional 
test values such as exist in terms of behavioral responses is not 
known There is much to  learn about neural mechanisms underlying 
normal and abnormal responses In short the role of the vestigular 
organs in man is now well known There are good reasons why 
this is so, including the difficulty and cost of conducting research 
on man The role of these organs is sufficiently different in animals 
with regard to behavioral aspects to require caution in making 
extrapolations t o  man 
A68-82328 
THE SIDE EFFECTS OF MODERN DRUGS W I T H  
PARTICULAR REFERENCE f o  THE EYE. 
L J Fish 
Ophthalmic Optician, vol 8. Aug I O .  1968, p 877-879. 893 
2 4  refs 
A review of the unwanted effects of potentially dangerous 
drugs in common use which induce ocular toxicity was presented 
The drugs discussed included oral contraceptive. sulphonamides and 
phenylbutazone. the phenothiazines, monoamine oxidase inhibitors. 
carbromal, anti-epileptics, antibiotics. antidiabetics. ganglion blocking 
agents, digitalis, diuretics and anticoagulants Some of the reported 
effects of these compounds were mentioned for each one 
A68-82329 
CIRCULATORY CHANGES I N  DOGS UNDER HYPEROXIA 
WITHOUT A N D  UNDER ANESTHESIA [ IZMENENIE 
KROVOOBRASHCHENIIA U SOBAKH PRI GlPEROSKll BEZ 
NARKOZA I POD NARKOZOM]. 
N K Savel'ev and IU  M Smirnov (Orenburg Med lnst. Dept of 
Normal Physiol , USSR) 
Bidleten, Eksperimental'noi Biologii I Meditsiny, vol 66, Jul 1968, 
p 27-28 14refs In Russian 
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In chronic experimental inhalation of 90 to 96% oxygen 
in non-anesthetized dogs. no changes were produced in the arterial 
pressure and in the blood flow rate in the carotid In dogs 
anesthetized with Nembutal, inhalation of oxygen resulted in all 
cases in a drop of the arterial pressure and marked decrease of the 
blood flow rate. 
A68-82330 
RADIATION PROTECTION ACTION OF ADENOSINE 
TRIPHOSPHORIC ACID SODIUM SALT I N  EXPERIMENTS 
O N  MICE [RADIOZASHCHITNOE DEISTVIE NATRIEVOI 
SOLI ADENOZINTRIFOSFORNOI KISLOTY V OPYTAKH N A  
MYSHAKH]. 
V D Rogozkin and E I Marinenko 
Btullefen' Ekspertmental'not Btologtt I Med/tstny, vol 66. Jul 1968. 
p 64-67 13 refs In Russian 
The sodium salt of adenosinetriphosphoric acid was 
administered intraperitoneally in a dose of 350 mg /kg to 180 
white mongrel male mice 15 to 20 min prior to irradiation 
with 650 r (LD 80-85/30) and to  236 mice intramuscularly in 
doses of 500, 350, 200 mg /kg Survival of protected mice after 
intraperitoneal administration rose by 41%. after intramuscular 
administration by 57. 28, 6 2% as compared to  the control group 
Peripheral blood was tested on the 1. 3, 7, IO. 15, 20, 25 and 30th 
day after irradiation of 40 mice with prophylactic administration of 
ATP in a dose of 350 g /kg intraperitoneally. 40 irradiated mice 
served as contyol Results show that after ATP there IS less 
depression of hemopoiesis and it reverts to the normal earlier 
A68-82331 
IMMUNOHISTOCHEMICAL INVESTIGATION OF THE 
ANTITOXIC I M M U N I T Y  I N  MICE UNDER HYPOXIA 
[ I M M U N O G I S T O K H I M I C H E S K O E  I S S L E D O V A N I E  
ANTlTOKSlCHESKOGO I M M U N I T E T A  U MYSHEI PRI 
GI PO KS Ill. 
A S Kaplanskii, G N Durnova, and G M Kopylova (USSR. Min 
of Health, lnst of Med -BIOI Problem, Moscow) 
Btulleten' Ekspertmental'not Btologtt I Medttstny, vol 66. Jul 1968, 
p 90-92 In Russian 
The development of antitoxic immunity in mice immunized 
with tetanus antitoxin. kept for 30 days i n  a barochamber under 
pressure of 378 mm Hg was studied Antitoxin level in the blood 
of the experimental animals and their resistance to the tetanus 
toxin remain at the normal level despite hypoplasia of lymph nodes 
and decrease of plasmatic cells in them It is suggested that the 
conservation of the normal level of antibodies in the blood along 
with decrease in the number of the antibody producing cells takes 
palce at the expense of the increased synthesis of antibodies in 
each individual cell 
A68-82332 
EFFECT OF LOBELINE, CORAZOLE AND NOSAMIDE ON 
SOME ASPECTS OF CARBOHYDRATE AND NITROGEN 
METABOLISM I N  THE DOG BRAIN [VPLYV LOBELINU, 
KORAZOLU TA N A S A M I D U  N A  DEIAKI  STORONY 
VUHLEVODNOHO TA AZOTYSTOHO O B M I N U  V 
HOLOVNOMU MOZKU SOBAKl. 
L H Tomilina (UkrSSR. Acad of Sci. lnst of Biochem. Kiev) 
Ukratns'kyr Btokhtrntchnyi Zhurnal. vol 40, no 3. 1968. 
p 265-269 22 refs In Ukrainian 
Lobeline. corazole and nosamide (N-acetylsalicylamide) were 
found to  cause an increase in the lactic acid level of the brain stem 
of dogs The difference was positively observed in the hemispheres 
only on the administration of corazole. glycogen content decreased 
in the brain stem under the effect of lobeline and the glucose 
content remained unchanged The content of ammonia glutamine 
and amide labile groups of proteins were not affected by the 
investigated substances either in the brain stem or hemispheres 
A68-82333 
NITROGEN METABOLISM OF THE GOPHER BRAIN AT 
HYPOTHERMIA AND COMBINED ACTION OF HYPOTERMIA 
A N D  HYPEROXIA 1AZOTlSTYl METABOLIZM 
GOLOVNOGO MOZGA SUSLIKOV PRI GIPOTERMII  I 
SOVMESTNOM DElSTVll GIPOTERMII I GIPEROKSII]. 
Z S Gershenovich and E Z Emirbekov (Daghestan State U , Dept 
of Biochem, Makhach-Kala and Rostov-on-Don State U , Dept of 
Biochem , USSR) 
Ukrains'kyi Biokhtmtchnyt Zhurnal. vol 40, no 3. 1968. 
p 270-273 10 refs In Russian 
Gophers (Cirtel/us ptgmaflcus) weighing 200 to 250 g. 
were cooled in cold blankets to a rectal temperature of 30, 20 to 
19 and 1 1  to 10 C Vigil normothermal gophers were used as 
control It was found that cooling the body to 30' C causes a 
7 1-fold increase of the ammonium content in gopher brain 
hemispheres as compared with the control At cooling to  20 to 19" 
C the ammonia content decreases by 123 p c in comparison 
with the previous stage of cooling In a state of cold narcosis which 
starts in animals with cooling to 1 1  to IO" C the ammonia 
content is less by 26 3 p c than in  the animals cooled to 20 to 
19" C The regularity of changes in  the ammonia content in the 
gopher cerebellum at hypothermy differs from the regularity of its 
change in the hemispheres Thirty min action of hyperoxia on 
gophers cooled to 20 to 19" C does not change nitrogen metabolism 
of the brain 
A68-82334 
FOUR-METHYL URACIL EFFECT O N  CARBOHYDRATE 
METABOLISM I N  MUSCULAR ACTIVITY [VLl lANlE 
4-METILURATSILA N A  OBMEN UGLEVODOV PRI 
MYSHECHNOI DEIATEL'NOSTI]. 
N I Oreshchenko (P F Lesgaft lnst of Phys Cult.  Leningrad. 
USSR) 
Ukratns'kyi Btokhrmtchnyt Zhurnal. vol 40. no 3. 1968. 
p 307-312 1 1  refs. In Russian 
With introduction of 4-methyl uracil to adult albino rats 
(50 mg /I kg a day per os for 20 days) body weight increases 
(without an increase of the specific weight) and the glycogen 
content in the liver sharply grows 4-methyl uracil has no effect on 
the glycogen content in skeletal muscles and myocardium and on 
sugar and lactic acid amount in blood The intensity of muscle and 
myocardium glycogen consumption of animals that received 
4-methyl uracil is the same as in control ones. but the intensity of 
liver glycogen consumption IS higher Besides. it is established that 
4-methyl uracil favors the use of food carbohydrates for resynthesis 
of glycogen in the muscles, myocardium and liver at rest after 
work The results of the experiments permit stating that 4-methyl 
uracil intensifies glycogen synthesis in the liver but does not limit 
its consumption 
A68-82335 
NEUROPHYSIOLOGY OF POSTURAL MECHANISMS. 
Tristan D M Roberts (Glasgow, U . Great Britain) 
New York, Plenum Press. 1967, xvii +354 p Many refs 
In this book a description is presented of the mechanisms 
involved in the regulation of posture These mechanisms of necessity 
include many of the fundamental ideas of neurophysiology, including 
the following (1 basic neurophysiology concepts and terminology. 
(2) mechanical properties of skeletal muscles. (3) electrical activity 
of nerve and muscle, (4) how nerve impulses convey information. 
(5) simple deformation receptors, 16) the mammalian muscle 
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spindle, (7) the stretch reflex and the muscle servo, (8 )  general 
problems of standing and locomotion. (9) the sense organs of  the 
labyrinth. (10) reflexes of balance, and (1 1) central co-ordinating 
mechanisms An appendix. a bibliography, and a combined subject 
and author index are included 
A68-82336 
FURTHER OBSERVATIONS OF PSYCHOLOGICAL 
FACTORS INVOLVED I N  CNV GENESIS. 
Morton D Low and Joseph W McSherry (Baylor U , Coll of Med , 
Dept of Physiol, Sect of Neurophysiol and Methodist Hosp. 
Houston, Tex ) 
Electroencephalography and Clinical Neurophysiology, vol 25, Sep 
1968. p 203-207 1 4  refs 
NASA Grant NSG 390 and Grant PHS MH 05204 
Experiments were done in man in an attempt to define 
more extensively the psychological factors involved in contingent or 
conative negative variation (CNV) genesis Conditioning. recording. 
and averaging techniques were similar to those previously described 
Two experimental designs were used In the first, S, was a picture 
of a number, S, was a tone pip following S, by one sec. and 
R was depression of a plunger so constructed that the force 
required to  depress it increased linearly with displacement from rest 
S, indicated the level to which the subject must depress the 
plunger In the second experiment, separate anticipations were 
created by presenting subjects with two different S, - S,-R 
paradigms, then the two were presented superimposed in time It 
was demonstrated that (1) CNVs are additive if two anticipations 
are superimposed in time or if a subject is expecting to perform 
more than one response of the same kind, (2) increasing the force 
required to perform a response is associated with an increase in 
the magnitude of the CNV, and (3) the interposition of a metal 
task between S, and R diminishes the degree of expected increase 
in CNV magnitude associated with increased force requirments of 
R 
A68-82337 
A HIGH FREQUENCY MECHANISM WHICH UNDERLIES 
VISUAL EVOKED POTENTIALS. 
D Regan (Keele, U , Dept of Commun , Staffs, Great Britain) 
Electroencephalography and Clinical Neurophysiology, vol 25, Sep 
1968 p 231-237 11  refs 
Med Res Council supported research 
Dynamic steady-state scalp potentials were evoked in man 
by sinusoidally modulated light An averaging computer was used 
to obtain average response waves, the amplitude and phase of 
individual harmonic components of the waves were measured with 
a cross-correlator Evidence was found for a high frequency system 
which could be distinguished from a lower frequency system The 
peak amplitude of the high frequency responses occurred at around 
45  to 55 c p s ,  and their apparent latency was about 77  msec 
(61 msec after correction for phase shifts) The lower frequency 
responses had an apparent latency of about 120 msec (about 100 
msec after correction for phase shifts) and could occur 
simultaneously with the high frequency responses The amplitude of 
the high frequency responses was less dependent on stimulus 
intensity than that of the lower frequency responses, but was more 
dependent on field size Evidence was found that the generators 
of the two types of response had different spatial distributions or 
orientations in the brain The high frequency responses were 
generally in accord with Spekreilse’s theoretical short latency system 
The amplitude of the high frequency evoked responses increased 
as stimulus frequency was increased near and beyond the point 
of fusion of perceived flicker, some possible implications of this are 
discussed 
A68-82338 
QUALITATIVE ALTERATION I N  RADIATION INJURY 
UNDER HYPOXIC CONDITIONS. 
Theodore L Phillips (Calif, U San Francisco Med Center Dept 
of Radiol and Lab of Radiobiol , San Francisco) 
Radiology, vol 9 1, Sep 1968, p 529-536 
North A m ,  Radiol Soc , 53rd Sei Assembly and Ann Meeting. 
Chicago, Nov 26-Dec I .  1967 
AEC supported research 
Mouse bone marrow and spleen colony-forming cells (CFU’s) 
were used to test for a qualitative change in the type of injury 
occurring to cells irradiated under hypoxic conditions With cobalt-60 
radiations, dose-response curves obtained in vivo with endogenous 
spleen CFU’s indicate an oxygen enhancement ratio of 2 6 A fall in 
the extrapolation number suggests that there would be decreased 
recovery with hypoxic cells Split-dose recovery measurements 
reveal an increase in the survival ratio to a maximum of 2 8 with 
cells irradiated in animals breathing air. but the increase occurs at 
only one point and only to a level of 1 25 in animals irradiated 
while breathing five per cent oxygen To determine the exact nature 
of such dose-response curves, the effects of hypoxic irradiation on 
transplanted bone marrow CFU’s were measured Dose-response 
curves obtained in vivo with 300 kVp x-rays show an oxygen 
enhancement ratio of 2 3 The extrapolation number fell from 2 to 1 4 
with hypoxia. and split-dose experiments with similar transplanted 
bone marrow CFU’s indicate little or no early repair in hypoxic 
CFU s Dose-response curves determined 27 hr after the initial 
conditioning dose of radiation revealed that protection of cells by 
hypoxia continues during this time Dose response curves indicate 
that the degree of hypoxia obtained m vivo is similar to that in 
vitro and that the change in the extrapolation number can be 
duplicated in vitro This group of experiments indicates that severe 
hypoxia can be obtained in vivo and that radiation injury incurred 
under this condition is less reparable These results suggest that 
one of the factors contributing to the success of fractionated 
radiotherapy may be the advantage obtained with multiple fractions 
in the killing of hypoxid cells as compared to the killing of normal 
oxygenated cells Such alterations in recovery caused by qualitative 
differences in the type of radiation injury would be augmented by 
metabolic suppression of recovery by hypoxia present between 
exposures 
A68-82339 
AN ANALYSIS OF RAPID EYE MOVEMENTS OF SLEEP IN 
THE MONKEY. 
Albert F Fuchs and Samuel Ron (Johns Hopkins U ,  Depts of 
Med and Biomed Eng , Baltimore. Md ) 
Electroencephalography and Clinical Neurophysiology. vol 25, Sep 
1968.p 244-251 17  refs 
Grants PHS AM-05524 and PHS 5-TI-GM-576, Johns Hopkins 
U and Natl Council to Combat Blindness. Inc supported research 
Eye movements and the parietal electroencephalogram were 
measured in two Macaca mulatta monkeys during natural sleep 
Most of the eye movements during the rapid eye movement 
(REM) period occurred at velocities less than 5 0  deg /sec which 
corresponds to the velocity range of smooth pursuit movements in 
the awake monkey Saccades or rapid fixation changes also occur 
during REM sleep but take up only 0 5% of the total episode time 
In addition. the eye often turns at velocities intermediate to the 
normal saccadic and smooth pursuit velocities, exhibiting a type of 
movement which is not observed in the awake animal During 
one-third of the REM episode the eye undergoes loop-shaped 
trajectories composed of movements of different velocities and there 
is a constancy of the velocity histograms among REM episodes 
Neither of these phenomena were observed in the awake monkey 
suggesting that the interpretation that all eye movements during 
REM sleep are related to dream content should be made with 
caution 
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A68-82340 
DAILY CIRCADIAN RHYTHM I N  RATS TO 
CONTINUOUS ILLUMINATION ON THE RHYTHM. 
Lawrence E Scheving (La State U . Dept of Anat. New Orleans), 
Donald F Vedral (Cincinnati, U,  Dept of Anat. Ohio). and John 
E Pauly (Ark, U , Dept of Anat, Little Rock) 
Nature,vol 219,Aug 10, 1968.p 6 2 1 4 2 2  1 8  refs 
PHS supported research 
This report demonstrates the daily pattern in susceptibility to 
D-amphetamine sulphate as measured by percentage of mortality 
for normal rats housed in a light-dark (LD) environment, for rats 
maintained in continuous illumination (LL), and for blinded rats kept 
in continuous darkness (DD) In animals maintained in LL there 
was a marked difference in response to a 26  mg /kg dose of 
amphetamine when compared with LD and blinded animals This 
dosage did not cause the characteristic tremor, or severity of 
reaction in LD or blinded rats The injected LL animals (12/time 
point) were very nervous and showed some piloerection, but generally 
the characteristic tailbiting and dirty appearance of their coats are 
absent No clear susceptibility rhythm could be detected with this 
dosage Although there was about a 20% mortality at 1300 hr , 
such results could not be reproduced consistently in subsequent 
experiments In experiments where the dosage was increased. but 
sampling was done at only one time point. the resistance to 
amphetamine in LL animals still could be detected There was 
increased resistance to  amphetamine associated with subjecting 
animals to constant light Explanations of these findings are 
attempted 
D-AMPHETAMINE SULPHATE: EFFECT OF BLINDING AND 
A68-82341 
RESPONSE OF FREE FATTY ACIDS TO COFFEE A N D  
CAFFEINE. 
Samuel Bellet. Alfred Kershbaum. and E Michael Finck (Philadelphia 
Gen Hosp, Div of Cardiol , Pa ) 
Metabolism, vol 17, Aug 1968. p 702-707 2 0  refs 
Grant NIH HE-05165, Sugar Res Found, lnc and Found for 
Cardiovascular Res supported research 
The effect of coffee, decaffeinated coffee and a control 
beverage on plasma free fatty acids (FFA) was studied in a group 
of normal human subjects The effect of caffeine sodium benzoate 
was also studied in the dog Significant elevations in FFA were 
observed after coffee and caffeine which usually reached their peak 
in three or four hrs The administration of sucrose significantly 
reduced the immediate FFA response The FFA effects wi th  
decaffeinated coffee were markedly less than with regular coffee and 
were similar to that of the control beverage These effects are 
considered to be of importance. particularly in that they may be 
related to other disturbances in lipid metabolism 
A68-82342 
THE EFFECT OF EXERCISE O N  THE HEART A N D  
PULMONARY VASCULATURE: A PRELIMINARY REPORT. 
Asher Farhi, Henry Burko. Elliott Newman. Eugene C Klatte. Glenn 
Carwell. and Thomas Arnold (Vanderbilt U , Hosp , Depts of Med 
and Radiol , Nashville. Tenn I 
Radiology, vol 9 1, Sep 1968, p 4 8 8 4 9 2  7 refs 
North A m  , Radiol SOC , 53rd Sci Assembly and Ann Meeting, 
Chicago, Now 26-Dec 1,1967. 
Grant PHS HE-08195 
Cardiac volumes were determined by chest roentgenographic 
examinations of normal subjects performing moderate and 
exhaustive exercise under controlled conditions Considerable variation 
in cardiac volumes was found after both moderate and exhaustive 
exercise Subjects without elicited history of previous heart disease 
but with abnormal electrocardiograms tended to have larger cardiac 
volumes following exercise A group of patients with striking 
increase in  cardiac volume also demonstrated engorgement of 
upper lobe pulmonary veins after exhaustive exercise The adaptive 
mechanisms of the heart in response to muscular exercise are 
discussed, and relative failures of adaptation are manifested by 
increase in cardiac volumes and pulmonary blood volumes The 
method of investigation-by radiographic examination-is suggested 
as an approach to the assessment of myocardial function 
A68-82343 
SEAT BELT FRACTURES: A REPORT OFTWO CASES. 
T B Carroll and F H. Gruber (S C Med Coll, Dept of Radiol, 
Charleston) 
Radiology,vol 91.Sep 1968.p 517-518 
Two seat belt fractures of the lumbar spine are illustrated 
and presented The fracture is a horizontal splitting of the lamina. 
pedicles, transverse processes, and posterior aspect of the vertebral 
body The spinous process may be included, and the body may be 
compressed anteriorly A less extensive fracture of this type. 
mvolving only the lamina or spinous process, could easily be 
overlooked unless considered specifically With greater use of seat 
belts we may expect to  encounter these fractures more frequently 
A68-82344 
UNIFORMITY OF PROTON BEAMS AVAILABLE AT THE 
NASA SYNCHROCYCLOTRON (S REL). 
Gerald F Hill, William C Honaker, and K H Kim (NASA. Langley 
Res Center. Hampton. Va 1 
Radiology. vol 9 1, Sep 1968, p 562-567 6 refs. 
North A m ,  Radiol SOC , 53rd Sci Assembly and Ann Meeting, 
Chicago, Now 26-Dec 1,1967 
The NASA Space Radiation Effects Laboratory (SREL) has 
the unique ability to produce both small- and large-area beams 
having energies from 595 MeV-30 MeV Dose rates are available over 
a wide energy spectrum to meet the requirements for radiation 
biology experiments All of the large-area beams are uniform and 
repeatable Several investigators have used the available large-area 
beams to irradiate mice. rabbits and monkeys 
A68-82345 
RENOIDOSA. 
J Barber (East Anglia. U ,  School of Biol Sci . Norwich. Great 
Britain) 
Biochimica et  Biophysica Acta. vol 163. Sep 17. 1968, 
p 141-149 27  refs 
Using radiotracer it has been shown that under steady-state 
conditions the majority of the intracellular K+ in Chlorella exchanges 
by first-order kinetics The unidirectional influx of K+, in the absence 
of net movement, is approximately I pmole K+ per sec .cm 2 in 
the light but in  the dark is reduced to 0 1 8  pmole K+ per 
sec an 2 The influx rates, particularly for illuminated cells, were 
temperature sensitive and seem to be under metabolic control as 
expected for an active process The experiments suggest that the 
light-induced transport mechanism is independent of net carbon 
fixation and may be utilizing energy derived drrectly from electron 
transport processes An estimate of the passive permeability 
coefficient for K+ movement into illuminated Chlorella cells gave 
B value of 2 0.1 0-8 cm -sec -' 
THE INFLUX OF POTASSIUM INTO CHLORELLA PY- 
A68-82346 
GROWTH OF MIXED CULTURES ON MIXED SUBSTRATES. 
1. CONTINUOUS CULTURE. 
S K Chian and R. I. Mateles [Mass lnst of Technol, Dept of 
Nutr and Food Sci . Cambridge) 
AppliedMicrobiology,vol 16, Sep 1968. p 1337-1342 16 refs 
NASA Grant NsG-496 and Grant PHS ES 00063 
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Continuous culture on mixed glucose-lactose or 
glucose-butyrate media inoculated wi th  river water lead to  a 
population composed of a pseudomonad and a coliform The 
glucose was used preferentially to  the other carbon source, and the 
utilization of the secondary carbon source was greatly reduced at 
high growth rates Significant amounts of acetate were excreted 
even though the cultures were limited by the carbon source, rather 
than by oxygen or other nutrients At high growth rates, the 
pseudomonad dominated the population. wheras at low and moderate 
growth rates the coliform was dominant A syntrophic relationship 
was shown by the fact that the pseudomonad could not grow 
alone on the glucose-butyrate medium 
A68-82347 
ELECTRONICALLY CONTROLLED CONTINUOUS CULTURE 
DEVICE. 
William J Eisler, Jr and Robert B Webb (Argonne Natl Lab, Div 
of BIOI and Med Res. 111 ) 
Apphed Mtcrobiofogy, vol 16, Sep 1968. p 1375-1380 9 refs 
AEC supported research 
A photocell-controlled continuous culture device. a Nephelostat, 
is described that maintains a wide variety of cultures of 
microorganisms in balanced growth This Nephelostat controls 
concentrations of bacteria within f 3% over a cell concentration 
range of 106 to 109 cells per ml Growth rates are recorded so that 
changes in the growth rate are observed over small increments 
of time Spontaneous and caffeine-induced mutation rates of two 
strains of Escherichia coli were compared under Nephelostat and 
chemostat conditions 
A68-82348 
AUTOMATIC SAMPLE COLLECTOR FOR CONTINUOUS 
CULTURES. 
William J Etsfer. Jr (Argonne Natl Lab, Div of BIOI and Med 
Res , 111 
Applied Microbiology, vol 16. Sep 1968, p 1381 -1 382 
AEC supported research 
An automatic sample collector is descirbed that samples 
growing cultures sequentially It can be programmed to collect 
at preselected intervals (usually several hours apart) for a 
prescribed period (usually from minutes to hours) Samples are 
collected serially but during intermediate time periods, when the 
sample is not required. it is disposed of by diverting it into a discard 
reservoir This device collects culture samples on a predetermined 
schedule and stores them under refrigeration for study at a later 
time 
A68-82349 
ELECTRON PARAMAGNETIC RESONANCE SPECTROSCOPY. 
Bernard D Goldstein. Oscar J 8alchum. Harry 6 Dernopoulos, and 
Phillip S Duke (Southern Calif. U,  School of Med, Depts of 
Pathol and Med . Los Angeles) 
Archives of Environmental Health, vol 17. Jul 1968, p 46-49 
20  refs 
Grants PHS PH 86-62-162. and PHS AP 00606-01, Gildred Found 
and Natl Center for Air Pollution Control supported research 
The air pollutant ozone is believed to exert its deleterious 
biological effects by the formation of free radicals However these 
free radicals have not been directly measured It has also been 
suggested that peroxidation of cell membrane unsaturated fatty 
acids is an important mechanism in ozone toxicity Utilizing electron 
paramagnetic resonance technique. direct ozonization of linoleic 
acid produced measurable free radicals after a two hr induction 
period 
A68-82350 
OZONE EXPOSURE AND INTELLIGENCETESTS. 
Terry Hore (Alberta, U , Dept of Educ Psychol , Edmonton, Canada) 
and David E Gibson (Alberta. Govt , Dept of Health, Div of Ind 
Health Serv , Edmonton, Canada) 
Archives of Environmental Health, vol 17. Jul 1968. p 77-79 
15 refs 
The effect of ozone on water functioning was studied by 
administering intelligence tests to 9 9  university students The 
subjects were divided into treatment (exposed to 0 2 to 0 3 p p m 
ozone during the writing of the test). placebo, and control (not 
exposed to ozone) groups After statistical adjustment had been 
made for the effects of the covariants (age. sex, anxiety. and 
initial intelligence test score) no significant difference was found 
between the groups This study indicated that exposure to  
concentrations of 0 2 to  0 3 p p m ozone over a period of 7 0  min 
had no noticeable effect on mental functioning during the exposure 
period 
A68-82351 
ECOLOGY, PERCEPTUAL DEVELOPMENT A N D  THE 
MULLER-LYER ILLUSION. 
J W Berry (Sydney. U , Dept of Psychol , Australia) 
British Journal of Psychology, vol 59, Aug 1968. p 205-210 
2 4  refs 
Canada Council and Dept of Educ supported research 
Two separate traditions of research into the Muller-Lyer 
illusion have existed for at least 7 0  yr the ecological and the 
developmental To assess the ecological hypothesis. a sufficient 
range in visual ecology typically has been sought in cross-cultural 
comparisons. however, many of these comparisons have been 
inconclusive. especially when other ethnic variables have been held 
constant These insignificant findings are considered to result from 
a confounding of the ecological and developmental variables 
Appropriate sampling from Temne and Eskimo population (enabling. 
in turn. one variable to  be matched while the other is varied) 
demonstrates this confounding within cultures and. when eliminated, 
the significant influence of each variable on susceptibility to the 
Muller-Lyer illusion Further work, however. is needed to discover 
other factors which will account for variance in susceptibility 
between cultures 
A68-82352 
A STUDY OF TWO FACTORS WHICH AFFECT AROUSAL 
LEVEL AND THE APPARENT DURATION OF A 
TEN-MINUTE INTERVAL. 
R C B Aitken and J L Gedye (Roy AF, lnst of Aviation Med, 
Farnborough. Hants, Great Britain). 
Brttish Journal of Psychology, vol 59, Aug 1968. p 253-263 
27 refs 
Interview studies of aircrew suggested that the apparent 
duration of an interval during flight might be affected both by the 
demand made on the individual by his allotted task and by the 
amount of background distraction t o  which he was exposed In a 
laboratory experiment, eight pilots were isolated for four intervals 
of 10 rnin During two of the intervals the pilots were required to  
perform a simple tracking task, while in the other two they were 
not required to  do anything. on one occasion for each task 
condition they were exposed t o  distracting stimulation The palmar 
skin resistance was measured every one-half min during each 10 
min interval, afterwards the subject estimated its duration and 
indicated how alert he had been during it. The apparent duration 
was increased by the presence of distraction and decreased by the 
performance of the task, however. the effects of distraction and 
performance of the task on alertness and skin conductance were 
7 1  
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similar. both being in the direction of an increase in arousal It was 
found that arousal changes could not account for more than an 
insignificant proportion of the observed alterations in  apparent 
duration It is concluded that an explanation in terms of the way in 
which attention is organized under the particular conditions of 
isolation obtaining is both consistent with the findings and may be 
a fruitful line for future investigation 
A68-82353 
LOAD A N D  PUPILLARY CHANGES I N  CONTINUOUS 
PROCESS I NG TASKS. 
J L Bradshaw (Otago. U, Dept of Psychol, Dunedin, New 
Zealand) British Journal of Psychology. vol 59, Aug 1968. p 
265-271 11 refs 
The interaction of rate presentation, and number of transforms 
and possible responses was examined in connection wi th  the 
effect of cognitive load upon pupillary dilation The task involved 
continuous processing of auditorily presented material The two 
criteria of task difficulty both contributed to raising pupillary diam- 
eters. which were further increased at the moment of button-press 
responding That variations in level arousal were involved was 
further borne out by the tendency for certain regular changes to 
occur in pupillary dilation in the course of the processing tasks 
A68-82354 
HEMOLYSIS A N D  ERYTHROPOIESIS. 4. EFFECT OF 
HEMOLYSATES ON THE ERYTHROPOIESIS OF NORMAL, 
STARVED, AND POLYCYTHEMIC RATS. 
Juan Labardini. L Sbnchez-Medal. Luis Arriaga. Delifa LBpez. and 
John F Smyth (Inst Nacl de la Nutr , Dept of Hematol , Mexico 
City. Mexico) 
Journal of Laboratory and Clinical Medicine, vol 72. Sep 1968. 
p 4 1 9 4 2 8  37 refs 
Inter Soc of Hematol 10th Congr , Stockholm. 1964 
Lab Carnot supported research 
Normal. starved hypertranfused rats given four to five 
intraperitoneal injections of isohemolysate showed significant 
increases in erythrocyte 59Fe incroporation Starved rats responded 
even to a single injection The effect of isohemolysates was evident 
in all the other parameters of erythropoiesis investigated the 
number of reticulocytes in the peripheral blood of starved and 
polycythemic rats and the number of normoblasts in bone marrow 
and spleen, and the 59Fe spleen uptake in starved animals 
lsohemolysate administration prevented the rise in serum iron 
secondary to starvation A dose effect of hemolysate was 
demonstrated with starved rats No response in  erythrocyte 59Fe 
incorporation was observed in starved rats given a liver homogenate 
and bovine albumin. and only a slight effect was seen with an amino 
acid mixture with a protein content equivalent to  the hemolysate 
The soluble fraction of iso- and hetero- (human) hemolysates was 
as active as the whole preparation, wheras the stroma showed no 
effect Bovine hemoglobin also increased red blood cell 59Fe 
incorporation in starved rats The maximal effect of hemolysate on 
erythrocyte 59Fe incorporation of the starved animals was obtained 
when the hemolysate preceded the radioiron by 72  hr The results 
of this study indicate that hemoglobin exerts a stimulatory action 
on erythropoiesis 
A68-82355 
EFFECT OF INCREASED OXYGEN I N  THE INSPIRED AIR 
ON MORPHOLOGY OF SPERMATOZOA AND EPITHELIAL 
CELLS OF THYROID LOBULES OF MICE. 
D P Mukherjee and S P Singh (Indian Vet Res Inst, Div of 
Animal Genetics. Izatnagar) 
Indian Journal of Experimental Biology, vol 6. Jan 1968. 
p 6-8 15  refs 
Exposure of mice at low environmental temperature (21 75O 
& 4 6 ° C )  to  a mixture of air and oxygen (3 I ) ,  prepared by 
elctrolysis of water. increased the area and breadth of the mid- 
piece of live spermatozoa Exposure to the gaseous mixture at 
high environmental temperature (35 40" i 3 07°C ) had no effect 
on the mensuration characteristics of spermatozoa The height of 
the epithelia cells of the thyroid lobules increased at low environ- 
mental temperature The increase. however. was less in mice ex- 
posed to a mixture of air and oxygen than in those exposed to  air 
A68-82356 
INVESTIGATIONS O N  THE CHEMICAL NATURE OF 
BIOLOGICAL RADIATION DAMAGES [UNTERSUCHUNGEN 
UBEA DIE CHEMISCHEN URSACHEN BIOLOGISCHER 
STRAHLENSCHADEN]. 
E Fahr (Wurzburg. U , lnst fur Organ Chem, West Germany) 
Biophysikvol 5, Aug 12. 1968, p 2-13 32 refs In German 
When aqueous solutions of uracil, uridine and uridylic acids 
resp cytosine. cytidine and cutidylic acid are exposed to  ultraviolet 
(UV) irradiation. 6-hydroxy-dihydrouracil (3) resp 6-hydroxy- 
dihydrocytosine derivatives (6) are formed by addition of water 
to  the C=C-bond The structures of these compunds are 
proven by synthesis On standing (6) are deaminated yielding (3) 
This means that the cytosine part of DNA can be transformed to 
an uracil derivative by addition of water and following deamination 
These two reaction steps which are chemically proven may explain 
the mutations effected by UV irradiation The dimeric uracil was 
systhesized chemical The behavior of dimeric uracil is discussed 
The reactions started by ionizing irradiation of nucleic acids are 
discussed The irradiation products obtained derived mainly from the 
addition of H- and OH-radicals to the C=C-bond of the pyrimidine 
system As in the UV irradiation. products of the addition of water 
are formed This means that for the understanding of the mutations 
originated by ionizing irradiation a transformation of the cytosine 
part of DNA into an uracil derivative can be considered 
A68-82357 
A STUDY OF RADIATION PROTECTION BY SULFUR 
COMPOUNDS. 
S N Pennington and C E Meloan (Kan State U , Dept of Chem , 
Manhattan) 
Radiation Botany, vol 8, Aug 1968, p 345-353 16 refs 
A group of sulfur containing compounds was investigated 
to determine if any of these compounds possessed antiradiation 
character as defined by their ability to  protect plant tissue 
(Lycopersicon esculenfum) from the indirect effects of gamma 
radiation Those compounds containing the S-H group or that were 
able to generate this group in solution were found to  afford excellent 
protection The ability of these compounds t o  react with OH 
radicals was then determined by comparison of rate constant for a 
known reaction involving OH radicals with and without the 
compounds being present The order of reactivity with OH radicals 
matchedthe protecting order found for the radiolysis of plant tissue 
A68-82358 
DRUG EFFECTS ON MOTOR COORDINATION. 
Nathan Watzman and Herbert Barry. 111 (Pittsburgh, U , School of 
Pharm . Dept of Pharmacol , Pa 
Psychopharmacologia, vol 12, May 27. 1968. p 4 1 4 4 2 3  13 
refs 
Grants PHS MH-06540 and NSF G-11309 
The rotarod test of motor coordination in mice was modified 
by increasing the rotation speed every 3 0  sec until the animals 
fell off Thrs procedure yielded a stable, proficient level of 
performance within four brief trials, the approximately normal 
distribution of performance times provided an equivalent measure of 
7 2  
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either improvement or impairment caused by drugs and permitted 
the use of parametric statistical tests A total of 240 mice were 
assigned to 20 different groups of 1 2  each, adminsitered oral 
doses of placebo or different drugs, prior to  trial 4 The use of a 
ratio score (performance time in trial 4 divided by the same time 
in trial 3) provided a measure of drug-induced changes. controlling 
for individual differences among animals in over-all level of 
performance Two phenothiazines (chlorpromazine and perphenaune) 
impaired performance at low doses, with a progressively greater 
decrement at increasing doses (4. 8, 16 mg /kg ), two barbiturates 
(pentobarbital and amobarbital) showed an all-or-none effect, with no 
significant decrement at the lower doses (20 and 40 mg /kg but 
almost complete incapacitation at the highest dose of 80 mg /kg 
Performance superior to the placebo condition was found with the 
two lower doses of pentobarbital and with three d-amphetamine 
doses (4. 8, 16 mg./kg ) An analysis of individual differences gave 
evidence that the animals which were inferior in prior performance 
were more susceptible to both improvement and impairment of 
performance under the influence of drugs 
A68-82359 
THE EFFECT OF HYPERBARIC OXYGENATION O N  
CEREBROSPlNAL FLUID OXYGEN. 
Sidney A Hollin. Omar E Espinosa, Michael H Sukoff. and Julius 
H Jacobson, II (Mt Sinai Hosp, Dept of Surg and Dept of 
Neurosurg , New York. N Y ) 
Journalof Neurosurgery, vol 29. Sep 1968, p 229-235 40 refs 
Hyperbaric oxygenation causes an increase in cisternal 
cerebrospinal fluid oxygen tension to high levels which are not 
attainable under normobaric conditions Changes in cisternal fluid 
oxygen follow that of the arterial blood but are slower and less in 
magnitude Elevation of lumbar spinal fluid oxygen tension is lower 
and lags behind that of the cisternal fluid The relationship of high 
levels of cisternal fluid PO, to actual brain tissue oxygenation 
requires further investigation 
A68-82360 
THE HEMATOCRIT OF THE LOWER EXTREMITY I N  MAN 
AT REST AND DURING EXERCISE. 
0 Andr6e Larsen (Bispeb~erg Hosp, Dept of Clin Physiol , 
Copenhagen, Denmark) 
Scandinavran Journal of Clinical and Laboratory Investigation. vol 
21. 1968.p 305-313 22refs 
Kong Christian den Tiendes Fond supported research 
The aim of the present work was t o  study to what extent 
the vascular area of the leg contributes to the body hematocrit 
phenomenon, I e the fact that the total body hematocrit (hctb,dy) 
is about 10% lower than the large vessel hematocrit (hct,.) The 
hematocrit of the leg (hctleg) was calculated from the mean 
circulation times of plasma and red cells through the vascular bed 
of the lower extremity These values were determined at rest and 
during exercise by the arteriovenous equilibration technique after 
injection of 1251-labelled albumin and 51Cr-labelled red cells 
into an antecubital vein and sampling from a peripheral artery and 
the femoral vein In 1 4  normal resting subjects the average hctleg 
was 9 0  2% and hctbod 86 9% of hct I IT Hctleg was significantly 
higher than hctbody. Luring exercise hctleS was also found 
to  be significantly lower than hctlv and higher than hctbdy, 
but the ratio between hctleg and hct, was not significantly lower 
during exercise than during rest It is concluded that the body 
hematocrit phenomenon is t o  a major part due to a larger 
intravascular volume of distribution for plasmas than for red cells. 
and that rapidly exchangeable extravascular plasma pools only 
existed in special areas. e g the liver 
A68-82361 
STUDIES ON SWEAT LOSSES OF NUTRIENTS. 2. THE 
INFLUENCE OF AN ORAL IRON LOAD ON THE IRON 
0 D. Veller (Oslo, U , lnst of Hyg.. Norway) 
Scandinavian Journal of Clinical and Laboratory lnvest1gation. vol 
21,1968, p 3 4 4 3 4 6  
Aktieselskapet Borregaards Forskningsfond supported research 
The objective of the study was to assess the validity of 
the assumption that the amount of iron excreted by the sweat 
glands is influenced by the plasma level Whole muscular cell-free 
sweat collected in 19 healthy young men during 60 rnin of 
profuse sweating in an environmental chamber with a hot, humid 
atmosphere Before the start of the sweat experiment an oral iron 
load with ferrous succinate tablets was given The mean iron 
concentration of the cell-free sweat collected during the experiments 
was 3 4  5 p g  /lo0 m l  and the corresponding hourly loss about 
400 pg In spite of nearly doubled serum iron levels due to the oral 
iron load, it was not possible to demonstrate any significant 
influence on the sweat iron content compared with basic values 
CONTENT OF WHOLE BODY CELL-FREE SWEAT. 
A68-82362 
DIETARY CONTROL I N  THE METABOLIC STUDIES OF 
GEMINI-7 SPACE FLIGHT. 
Jeanne M Reid, Leo Lutwak. and G Donald Whedon (NIH. Natl 
lnst of Arthritis and Metab Disease. Bethesda, Md  and Cornell U , 
Graduate School of Nutr , Ithaca. N Y ) 
Journal of the Amerrcan Dretetrc Assocration, vol 53, Oct 1968. 
p 342-347 6 refs 
Am Dietetic Assn .49th Ann Meeting. Boston, Oct 27. 1966 
The primary Objective of the metabolic balance studies of the 
Gemini-7 space flight was to  obtain information on the possible 
changes in  nitrogen and mineral metabolism in man during space 
flight These studies required precise control of dietary intake and 
complete collection of all excreta during control phases prior to and 
following the experimental 14-day inflight phase as well as during 
the flight itself The 1 0-day preflight control phase was conducted 
at the Kennedy Space Center The four day postcontrol phase was 
begun on the recovery vessel, Wasp, immediately following the 
arrival of the astronauts and was completed at the Kennedy Space 
Center Rigid specifications for the purchase of food were set up 
prior to the planning and calculation of the diets The diets were 
planned to include foods selected by the astronauts from a suitable 
list of available items in  which possible sources o f  variation 
were reduced to a minimum The three rotating menus for each 
astronaut for the two control phases were calculated to contain 1 1 
g calcium daily and the other elements to be as comparable as 
possible during all three phases Since accuracy is of prime 
importance, standardized techniques were used for weighing, 
preparing, cooking. and serving all food, as well as in checking 
plates returned to the kitchen Reasonably accurate dietary control 
for metabolic studies is possible under new and difficult conditions 
with extensive. careful planning and intensive, detailed effort 
A68-82363 
D-AMINO ACID OXIDASE INDUCTION I N  THE KIDNEYS 
OF GERM-FREE MICE. 
L R Lyle and J W Jutila (Mont State U., Dept. of Botany and 
Microbiol , Bozeman) 
Journal of Bacteriology, vol 96, Sep 1968. p 6 0 6 4 0 8  10 refs 
Grants PHS AI 06552-03 and PHS 2TI AI 131 -06 
High levels of D-Amino acid oxidase activity were found 
in the kidneys of conventionally reared mice, whereas the enzyme 
was absent from the kidneys of most germ-free mice Injections 
of D-alanine or monocontamination with Bacllus cereus stimulated 
D-amino acid oxidase activity in the kidneys of germ-free mice 
7 3  
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A68-82364 
APPLICATION OF FOURIER ANALYSIS TO THE VlSlElLlN 
OF GRATINGS. 
F W Campbell and J G Robson (Cambridge. U .  Physiol Lab, 
Great Britain) 
Journal o f  Physiology. vol 197. Aug 1968, p. 55  1-566 1 1 refs 
The contrast thresholds of a variety of grating patterns 
were measured over a wide range of spatial frequencies Contrast 
thresholds for the detection of gratings whose luminance profiles 
are sine. square, rectangular or saw-tooth waves can be simply 
related using Fourier theory Over a wide range of spatial frequencies 
the contrast threshold of a grating is determined only by the 
amplitude of the fundamental Fourier component of its wave form 
Gratings of complex wave form cannot be distinguished from 
sine-wave gratings until their contrast has been raised t o  a level at 
which the higher harmonic components reach their independent 
threshold These findings can be explained by the existence within 
the nervous system of linearly operating independent mechanisms 
selectively sensitive to limited ranges of spatial frequencies 
A68-82365 
THE RELATION OF OXYGEN INTAKE AND VELOCITY OF 
WALKING AND RUNNING, IN  COMPETITION WALKERS. 
D R Menier and L G C E Pugh (Natl Institution for Med Res, 
Lab for Field Physiol, Holly Hill. London. Great Britain and 
Centre Pr6-Olympique, Physiol Lab , Font-Romeu, Pyrenees Ouest, 
France) 
JournalofPhysiology,vol 197. Aug 1968, p 71 7-721 8 refs 
The oxygen intake of four Olympic walkers was measured 
while walking and running at varying velocities on a treadmill at 
an altitude of 1,800 m The relation between 0, intake and 
running at speeds between 8 km /hr and 21  km /hr was linear 
The relation for walking at speeds up to  8 km /hr followed an 
upward concave curve These findings were similar to results obtained 
at sea level by other investigators For walking at speeds between 
8 km /hr and 14.5 km /hr the relation o f  O2 intake and velocity 
was a straight line having a slope twice that of running Maximum 
0, intake in walking averaged 60.0 m l  /kg /mm (range 55.8-64.1 
ml /kg /min ) compared with 57.4 ml /kg /min (range 55.2-602 
ml /kg /min 1 in running An international class long distance 
runner serving as a control reached a maximum O2 intake of 70 
ml /kg /min 
A68-82366 
COOPERATION OF SELECTED LIMB JOINTS I N  
MAINTAINING OPTIMUM TRAJECTORY OF MOVEMENT 
D U R I N G  TAKE-OFF [WSPOLDZIALANIE WYBRANYCH 
S T A W O W  KONCZYN W UTRZYMANIU OPTYMALNEGO 
TORU RUCHU W CZASIE ODBICIA]. 
T Bober 
Wychowanie Fizyczne i Sport. vol 12. no 2, 1968, p. 31 -39 
10 refs In Polish 
The aim of the paper is to  select from the complex structure 
of movement those elements characterizing the coordination of 
movement By the term coordination one understands usually the 
course of the movement to  its destination. which is achieved 
through cooperation of the nervous and muscular systems The test 
was carried out on 61 individuals Each executed a vertical jump 
to a maximum height with the take-off from both feet The jumps 
were filmed with the observance of requirements permitting a 
detailed physical analysis The deviation of the direction of take-off 
from the vertical. which constituted a criterion for the accuracy of 
the movement, was measured from the film This characteristic 
was correlated with the mutual position in the hip and knee joints 
at the moment of the deepest squat-down. formulated into a single 
index The take-off angle was also correlated with the time of delay 
in the upward swing of the arms in relation to the upward 
movement of the body during the take-off Significant correlations 
were obtained in both cases It was determined on the basis of 
multiple correlation and determination coefficient that the angular 
position in the joints of the lower extremities in 12% the accuracy 
of the take-off General conclusions were drawn on the basis of 
the results It appeared that the characteristics investigated 
proved to  be diagnostic and to  constitute precisely those external 
manifestations of movements which are a proof of coordination 
Moreover, detailed conclusions pertain to the optimum position in 
the joints of extremities for the achievement of the best results, 
both as regards the accuracy of the attempt and the height of the 
lump 
A68-82367 
THE GREAT ILLUSION. 
Fletcher H. Higgison 
Optical Journal and Review of Optometry. vol 105, Sep 1, 1968, 
p 35-40 
The problem of optical illusion was discussed Nine illusionary 
figures and the illusions associated with the moon. sun and stars 
were presented It was suggested that the explanation may be 
related to fusion and/or stereopsis or some other function where 
binocularity has played a part in establishing the seeing pattern 
A68-82368 
EFFECT OF ANOXIA ON MECHANICAL PERFORMANCE 
OF ISOLATED ATRIA FORM GROUND SQUIRRELS AND 
RATS ACCLIMATIZED TO ALTITUDE. 
Roy F Burlington and John T Maher ( U S  Army Res lnst of 
Environ Med , Natick. Mass) 
Nature. vol 219, Sep 28. 1968, p 1370-1371 9 refs organic 
In order to  test the hypothesis that the ability of hibernators to 
survive hypoxia can be associated with a functional adaptation to 
lowered oxygen tension (PO,) at the tissue and/or cellular level, 
the effect of anoxia on the contractility 6f isolated atria of rats and 
ground squirrels was determined Evidence that the cardiac tissue 
from the ground squirrel is better adapted organic function at a 
lowered p02 than that from normal rats or rats acclimatized to 
altitude was provided 
A68-82369 
FACTORS AFFECTING CIRCADIAN PERIODICITY OF 
BLOOD AMINO ACIDS IN MAN. 
Ralph D Feigin. Albert S Klainer. and William R 8eisel ( U S  Army 
Med Unit, Fort Detrick. Frederick. Md  
Metabolism. vol 17. Sep 1968, p 764-775 4 2  refs 
Total whole blood amino acids in normal men and all major 
individual blood amino acids (with the single exception of citrulline1 
were found to display a circadian periodicity characterized by peak 
values between 1200 and 2000 hr and lowest values between 
0400 and 0800  Possible underlying factors responsible for this 
rhythm were investigated Increases and decreases in the total 
protein content of an isocaloric diet did not affect amino acid 
periodicity In addition. the ingestion of a large protein load at 0800 
hr , a time of rising whole blood amino acid concentration, resulted 
in a small but significant additional increase. wheras an identical 
protein load eaten at 2000 hr did not interfere with the decrease 
in amino acid concentration normally seen between 2000 and 
0400 hr An acute period of physical exercise did not affect blood 
amino acid concentrations A 12 hr shift in the sleep-wakefulness 
cycle in normal adult males resulted in a rapid reversal of the 
normal circadian periodicity of blood amino acids, such that peak 
values were observed at 0400 hr rather than at 1200 to 2000 
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A68-82370 
PERTURBATION APPROACH TO SPATIAL BRIGHTNESS 
INTERACTION I N  HUMAN VISION. 
Michael Davidson (Rochester. U , Dept of Psycho1 , N Y ) 
Journal of the Optical Society of America, vol 58, Sep 1968. 
p 1300--1308 37refs 
Grants PHS MH-16,134and PHS N8O-3412 
The tools of Fourier analysis can be used to explain visual 
phenomena of spatial brightness interaction, provided that attention 
is confined to small perturbations of spatially uniform fields A 
perturbation approach is outlined here, and a transfer function IS 
presented which muscles appropriate for small perturbations The 
transfer function was obtained from human subjects wi th  
psychophysical methods, for the case of briefly flashed, achromatic 
fields at photopic levels of illumination For the frequency range 
of 0 005 to 0 15  cycles/min of arc, the transfer function IS roughly 
proportional to spatial frequency, thus reflecting. in large part, 
nonoptical properties of the system A simple mechanism of lateral 
inhibition could underlie this transfer function 
A68-82371 
STIMULUS INTENSITY AND RESPONSE EVOCATION. 
G Robert Grice ( 1 1 1 ,  U . Urbana) 
Psychological Review, vol 75, Sep 1968 p 359-373 18 refs 
Grant PHS MH 08033 
A decision model based on that of a previous delivered relativg 
stimulus intensity to response latency is applied to conditioning 
and reaction time data Points of simularity and identity between 
this model, Hull-Spence behavior theory, and the theory of signal 
detection are indicated It is suggested that the concept of a 
variable. experimentally manipulable detection criterion or reaction 
threshold is a principle of considerable potential measured in 
behavior theory The difference between within-S and between S 
stimulus-intensity effects is deduced from the model The effects of 
motivational, reinforcement, adaptation, and practice variables and 
their relations to stimulus intensity are analyzed 
A68-82372 
STIMULUS MEANINGFULNESS AND PAIRED-ASSOCIATE 
TRANSFER: AN ENCODING VARIABILITY HYPOTHESIS. 
Edwin Martin (Mich , U , Ann Arbor) 
Psychological Review, vol 75. Sep 1968. p 421 4 4 1  43 refs 
Contracts AF 496381-1 235 and AF 49(638)-1736 
The role of stimulus meaningfulness (M) in single-list and 
transfer situations and in proaction and retroaction paradigms is 
explicated with the help of an encoding-variability hypothesis, which 
states that analyrable nominal stimuli are variably encodable and 
hence may be perceived differently on different occasions This 
means that in a single-list situation. parired-associate learning will 
appear to progress more slowly under the more variable functional 
stimulation of low-M nominal stimuli It also means that in a 
negative transfer situation. the second task involves recoding when 
stimuli are low M, but unlearning when stimuli are high M New 
transfer data are presented as verification, and implications for 
proaction and retroaction are discussed Throughout, a major role 
is assigned to stimulus recognition Also the present formulation 
is compared with alternative views 
hr as seen in subjects on a normal routine The rhythmic!ty of blocd 
amino acids could be dissociated from those of body temperature. DETERMlNATlON OF ORGANIC SUBSTANCES IN THE 
urine volume and sodium and potassium excretion These latter EXPIRED AIR OF M A N  BY MEANS OF GAS 
observations suggested that blood amino acid periodicity may be CHROMATOGRAPHY [ D I E  B E S T I M M U N G  VON 
influenced significantly by exogenous synchronizers. although it 1% ORGANISCMEN SUBSTANZEN I N  DER AUSATMUNGSLUFT 
likely that the basic rhythms are generated by unknown endogenous DES MENSCHEN M l T  HiLFE DER GASCHROMATOGRA- 
signals PHIE]. 
A Walther (Deut Hochschule fur Korperkul , lnst fur Sportmed , 
Abt fur angew Physiol , Leipzig. East Germany) 
Act2 btologica et Medica Germanica. vol 20, no 5 1968. 
p 587-595 20 refs In German 
A method enabling gas chromatographic detection and 
quantitative determination of acetone and other volatile orgainc 
substances in the expired air of man (acetaldehyde. methanol and 
ethanol) is reported The method IS designed to give parameters 
which are obtainable at any t ime and to  furnish information 
about intermediate metabolic processes, and thus to  reflect 
the actual state of metabolism in  the organism examined In  
order to  be independent of the laboratory in determining the 
orgainc components of the expired air. the volatile components of 
the latter were frozen out by means of a cooling trap The resulting 
condensate was treated gas chromatoyraphically according to the 
head space technique An examination of the respiratory air 
condensate of 10 healthy normal persons aged 20 to 30 yr revealed 
an acetone content of 0 77 to 2 7 0  p g  /ml which corresponds to 
the standard auditory stimulus than when the visual stimulus was 
associated with the comparison of 0 038 p g  acetone/l of expired 
air The advantage of this method is the possibility of quantitative 
determination of acetone and other substances contained in the 
body fluids without venous puncture Since the content of acetone 
or formation o f  ketone bodies in  the organism are in close 
relationship with the available quantity of glucose and the degree 
of fatty acid oxidation, the gas chromatographic determination of 
acetone in the expired air enables a continuous control of metabolic 
processes in the intact organism 
A68-82373 
A68-82374 
THE T I M E  ZONE A N D  CIRCADIAN RHYTHMS I N  
RELATION TO AIRCRAFT OCCUPANTS TAKING 
LONG-DISTANCE FLIGHTS. 
Stanley R Mohler (FAA Office of Aviation Med , Washington D 
C ), J Robert Dille, arid H L Gibbons (FAA. Civil Aeromed lnst, 
Oklahoma City, Okla ) 
American Journal of Public Health. vol 58, Aug 1968, 
p 1404-1409 18 refs 
A m  Public Health Assn , 95th Ann Meeting, Miami Beach, Oct 
25,1967 
Air travelers traversing four or more time zones experience 
desynchronization of certain daily biologic rhythms Until rephasing 
of the rhythms occurs relative to the solar cycle at the point of 
destination, some below par subjective and phychophysiologic 
responses result Information IS provided referencing certain of these 
responses and some suggested means of avoiding time zone 
fatigue are given 
A68-82375 
OTOLITHIC INFLUENCES ON TONUS CHANGES OF THE 
EXTRAOCULAR MUSCLES: A STUDY O N  POSITIONAL 
EYE DEVIATION AND NYSTAGMUS. 
Jun-lchi Suzuki, Kazuyoshi Goto, Atsushi Komatsuzaki. and 
Michihiko Nozue (Tokyo. U, Fac of Med , Dept of Otolaryngol . 
Japan) 
Annals of Otology Rhinology and Laryngology. vol 77. Oct 1968, 
p 959-970 8 refs 
Grant PHS NB-06585 
The otolithic influences on tonus changes of the extraocular 
muscles of rabbits are studied The head-hanging position and 
alcoholic intoxication are used for investigating positional nystagmus 
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Alcohol-induced positional nystagmus IS compared in rabbtts and 
cats, and comments are made on cases of pathological positional 
nystagmus in humans Since compensatory eye movements do not 
occur in the head-hanging position, otholithic influences upon the 
extraocular muscles are eliminated In this latter position. both 
antagonists and agonists relax and contract and abrupt changes in the 
tonus of these muscles occur in the noncompensatory direction 
In both clinical patients and experimental animals (rabbits and cats) 
the highest incidence of positional nystagmus was found in the 
head-hanging position, arguing for the specificity of this position 
The nose-up position is a specific neutral position with respect to 
otolithic function at lease for alcohol-induced positional nystagmus 
The first phase of alcohol-induced positional nystagmus in normal 
cats is active and is geotropic in character It can be found only 
when there are functioning otolithic organs on both sides A 
functioning labyrinth on one side is not sufficient for inducing 
normal alcohol positional nystagmus Direction-changing positional 
nystagmus, encountered in cases wi th  infratentorial lesions. IS 
probably due to  a mechanism similar to  that seen in alcohol 
intoxication If it is. then the nose-up or supine position should be 
a point of zero-level or a neutral position in which positional 
nystagmus is either not found or diminished 
A68-82376 
CORRELATIONS BETWEEN THE INTENSITY OF 
ILLUMINATION AND THE FUNCTIONAL STATE OF THE 
CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM [RELATIONEN ZWISCHEN 
BELEUCHTUNGSINTENSITAT UND FUNKTIONSZUSTAND 
DES ZNS]. 
K Hect, K Treptow, Tamara Hecht. and Marianne Poppei 
(German Acad of Sci , lnst for Cortico-visceral Pathol and Hecht, 
Berlin-8uch. East Germany) 
Acta Biologica et Medica Germanica. vol 20, no 6. 1968, 
p 743-755 49refs In German 
Forty male albino rats aged five to seven mo were tested 
by conditioning escape (jumping test) to find out the influence of 
definite intensities of illumination (0 2-0 5, 15, and 1,000 lux) under 
otherwise constant conditions on the central nervous capacity The 
results can be summarized as follows (1) the conditional-reflectory 
behavior of the animals is dependent on the ambient brightness, 
(2) the parameters of the conditional reflex and the intensity of 
illumination are correlated in such a way that increasing light 
intensity raises the central nervous capacity, (3) the dependence 
of the conditional-reflectory activity on the ambient brightness in 
evident immediately with the change of light intensity. and (4) the 
mechanism of the observed phenomenon IS discussed and IS 
attributed to the interaction between the formatio reticularis and the 
cortex 
A68-82377 
THE DEPENDENCE OF PHARMACOLOGIC EFFECTS ON 
THE AMBIENT BRIGHTNESS [ZUR ABHANGIGKEIT 
PHARMAKOLOGISCHER EFFEKTE VON DERUMGEBUN- 
GSHELLIGKEIT]. 
K Hect, K Treptow, Marianne Poppei. and Tamara Hecht 
(German Acad of Sci , lnst for Cortico-visceral Pathol and Therapy, 
Berlin-8uch. East Gemany) 
Acta Biologica et Medica Germanica. vol 20, no 6. 1968. 
p 757-772 4 3  refs InGerman 
Eighty albino rats aged five to  six m o  were kept at constant 
conditions Their central nervous activity was tested by conditioning 
escape (jumping test) at different defined inthsit ies of illumination 
(0 2 4  5, 15, and 1.000 lux) under othewise constant conditions The 
experiments were carried out in three variants (1) investigation 
of the dynamic effect (time-action relation) of 2 0  m g  /kg ethyl 
crotyl barbiturate and 7 5 mg /kg benactyzine as a factor 
(t imeaction intensity of illumination, (2) survey investigations on 
the situational dependence of pharmacologic effects of the various 
light intensities one hr following subcutaneous infection of caffeine 
(5, 10, 20 rng /kg I. ethyl crotyl barbiturate (5. 15, 3 0  mg /kg 1. 
benactyzine (7 5, 15, 3 0  mg /kg 1, chloropromazine (0 5. 1 0. 5 0 
mg /kg ) and two hr following administration of reserpine (0 1, 0 5, 
and 1 0 rng /kg ): and (3) investigation of the effect of caffeine (IO 
mg /kg ). of ethyl crotyl bartiturate (30 mg /kg ) of benactyzine 
(30 m g / k g )  and of chloropromazine (1 0 mg /kg)  one hr after 
the injection in dependence upon the immediate change of the 
light situations The results were summarized as follows (1) the 
effects of darkness and brightness on the pharmacodynamics of 
benactyzine (7 5 m g  /kg.) and ethyl crotyl barbiturate (20 mg /kg.) 
are diametrically opposed, (2) the drugs investigated at different 
doses were more or less dependent on the intensity of light. 
(3) whereas chloropromazine and reserpine were stable against 
optic influences of their surroundings. caffeine, benactyzine and ethyl 
crotyl barbiturate were labile, and (4) the change of light intensity 
during the action of a labile drug on the organism produced an 
immediate change of the effect The significance of the results for 
pharmaceutic and pharmacologic research. for ambulant and 
clinical pharmacotherapy as well as for occupational medicine and 
medicine of traffic is pointed out 
A68-82378 
POSTHYPERVENTI LATl O N  HYPOXIA: T H E 0  RETICAL 
CONSIDERATIONS I N  MAN. 
S F Sullivan and R W Patterson (Columbia U , Coll of Physicians 
and Surgeons. Dept of Anesthesiol . New York, N Y ) 
Anesthesiology, vOI 29. Sep -0ct 1968, p 981-986 1 4  refs 
Am SOC ofAnesthesiol, Las Vegas. Oct 2,1967 
Grants NIH K3-HE-11,900, NIH GM-14419. and NIH GM 09069 
The magnitude of CO, washout from the body following 
an increase in alvGolar ventilation is time-dependent Recovery from 
this depletion in Cog content requires relative hypoventilation and 
is also time-dependent. this leads inevitably to alveolar hypoxia 
during breathing of air The model used here predicts that, following 
hyperventilation (PAco, = 2 0  mm H g l  for several hours, when 
spontaneous ventilation (PAco, = 40 m m  Hg ) returns alveolar 
O2 tension will be 73, 9 0  and 9 7  mm Hg at IO, 30 and 6 0  
min , respectively. compared with a value of 101 mm Hg several 
hours later 
A68-82379 
BASIC PRINCIPLES OF SENSORY EVALUATION. 
Committee E-1 8 on Sensory Evaluation of Materials and Products 
Philadelphia, Am SOC for Testing and Mater, 1968. 105 p Many 
refs 
$5 7 5  
This book contains papers by the members of Subcommittee 
I1 on Principles of Psychophysical Test Methods of the American 
Society for Testing and Materials. which also sponsored the 
publication The first two sections of the book cover general principles 
of the nature of sensory stimuli and physiology of odor, taste, 
vision, hearing and the intercorrelation of these senses The final 
section of the book considers various principles and techniques for 
sensory measurement and analysis in the areas of subjective 
reponses, odor detection measurement of irritation, and visual 
appearance 
A68-82380 
BETA-, GAMMA-, AND X-RADIATION SENSITIVITY OF A 
NUCLEAR TRACK FILM. 
Donald E. Barber (Minn., U., School of Public Health, Minneapolis) 
American Industrial Hygiene Association Journal, vol 29. J u L A u g  
1968, p. 3 5 8 3 6 3 .  7 refs. 
Contract PHS PH 86-63-198 
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The interference of beta-. gamma-, and x-radiation with 
nuclear track counting in Kodak Personal Neutron Monitoring Film. 
Type A, is examined for several irradiations with Pu-Be neutrons 
in combination wi th  various exposures from other radiations 
Neutron irradiations were 197, 1183. and 3550 mrems Exposures 
to other radiations ranged from 50 mR to 5000 mrads The data 
show that x-ray exposures as small as 16 m R can severely interfere 
with nuclear track counting in Kodak Personal Neutron Monitoring 
Film. Type A Conditions under which routine nuclear track counting 
should not be accepted as a measure of fast neutron irradiation 
are indicated It is concluded that monitoring for fast neutrons with 
Type A film in the presence of low-energy photons IS impracticable 
A68-82381 
COMMUNITY NOISE-THE INDUSTRIAL ASPECT. 
Kenneth M Morse (U S Steel Corp , Pittsburgh, Pa ) 
American Industrial Hygiene Association Journal, vol 29, Jul -Aug 
1968, p 368-380 22  refs 
Acoust SOC of Am,  74th Ann Meeting, Miami Beach, Nov 
14-1 7.1967 
Often community noise control regulations are hastily 
developed and contain unrealistic features Transportation. home, 
and other community noise sources are neglected with resulting 
emphasis on the contribution of industrial sources Industry is the 
only segment of the total environment which has and is developing 
a full hearing conservatton program Evaluation of noise as an 
annoyance factor and one subjective response has not received 
adequate study for setting of meaningful criteria Community noise 
control is based too often on possible effects rather than proven 
effects Most studies to evaluate the subjective response to noise 
have been based on aircraft noise. and attempts to rate annoyance 
in terms of a physical measurement Several such rating systems 
are discussed Community noise regulations tend toward zoning 
laws with performance standards which present many pitfalls and 
inconsistencies A stepwise approach to community noise control 
giving due consideration to all contributing sources and factors is 
believed necessary to the development of good regulations 
A68-82382 
INVESTIGATIVE STUDIES OF PLASMA TORCH HAZARDS. 
Charles H Powell, Leon Goldman. and Marcus M Key (Natl 
Center for Urban and Ind Health, Occupational Health Program and 
Children’s Hosp Res Found, Laser Lab, Cincinnati. Ohio) 
American Industrial Hygiene Association Journal, vol 29. Jul -Aug 
1968.p 381-385 1 4  refs 
Potential health hazards from a medium output plasma 
torch used in a biological laboratory were investigated. and 
some industrial applications of higher output plasma torches were 
surveyed Exposures to intense ultraviolet radiation. noise. and 
noxious gases and fumes were measured Biological experiments on 
animals and human skin were performed to evaluate the reaction 
to ultraviolet energy, and thermocouples were used to quantitate 
the thermal reaction of skin and eyes produced by the plasma 
torch 
A68-82383 
THE INTERRELATIONSHIP BETWEEN THE REACTION OF 
ASSIMILATION OF PHOTOSTIMULATION RHYTHM AND 
THE PATTERN OF BACKGROUND ACTIVITY I N  HUMAN 
EEG 10 SOOTNOSHENII REAKTSll USVOENllA RITMA 
FOTOSTlMULlATSll  S KHARAKTEROM FONOVOI 
AKTlVNOSTl V EEG CHELOVEKA]. 
G N Boldyreva (USSR, Acad of Sci. lnst of Higher Nervous 
Activity and Neurophysiol , Moscow and Acad of Med Sci , N N 
Burdenko lnst of Neurosurg , Moscow) 
Fiziologicheskii Zhurnal SSSR. vol 54, Mar 1968, p 261-269 
22 refs In Russian 
A comparison of the reaction of assimilation with the pattern 
of background activity of the brain did not reveal any relation of 
this reaction to a-rhythm in the background electroencephalogram, 
no definite relationships could be also demonstrated between 
optimal frequency of assimilation and the frequency of a-rhythm 
The amplitude of the reaction of assimilation is directly dependent on 
total activity of background rhythms Correlation analysis revealed 
negative relationship between the reaction of assimilation and the 
degree of synchronization of the background rhythms No definite 
relationship was found between the amplitude of the reaction of 
assimilation and the degree of regularity or stability of the rhythms 
evoked by photostimulation 
A68-82384 
PECULIARITIES OF HEMOPOIETIC ACTIVITY OF THE 
BLOOD S E R U M  I N  SUBJECTS TRAINED TO CHRONIC 
HYPOXIA [GEMOPOETICHESKAIA AKTIVNOST’ 
SYVOROTKI KROVl U LlUDEl PRI  KHRONICHESKOI 
BIPOKSII]. 
V. I. Voitkevich (USSR, Acad of Sci.. I P Pavlov lnst of Physiol , 
Lab of Exptl. and Clin Hematol , Leningrad) 
Fiziologicheskii Zhurnal SSSR. vol 54, Mar 1968. p 350-356 
3 9  refs In Russian 
It has been shown that the blood serum of almost all 
subjects, both trained and untrained to hypoxia, exhibits certain 
hemopoietic activity At an altitude of 2,300 m the content of 
hemopoiesis-stimulating factors in the serum increases only in 
untrained persons, whereas at 4,000 m and higher, hemopoietic 
activity of the serum increases in subjects trained to hypoxia 
although this increase is less significant as compared to that in 
untrained persons In persons returning after 2 0 4 0  days stay in the 
mountains. the content of hemopoietines in the serum remained 
increased for 1 5-2 wk  
A68-82385 
CONDITIONS AND UNDER THE WATER [SEKRETSIIA 
OBYCHNYKH USLOVIIAKH I POD VODOI]. 
S Sh Umanskii. B A Kheifets-Tetel’baum, and E E Rozov 
Fiziologicheskii Zhurnal SSSR, vol 54. Mar 1968, p 365-369 
17 refs In Russian 
With the help of the ion-exchange resin KB-4-2p. using 
quinine as an indicator. studies were made on gastric secretion in 
42 deep-divers under normal conditions, in decompression chamber 
(9 ata) and at the depth of 100-160 m Positive effect of 
polyvitamins has been observed under all the conditions studied 
GASTRIC SECRETION I N  DEEP-DIVERS UNDER NORMAL 
ZHELUDKA U VODOLAZOV-GLUBOKOVODNIKOV V 
A68-82386 
THE ROLE OF THE ADRENAL GLANDS I N  CHANGES OF 
CATECHOLAMINE CONTENT I N  ALBINO RATS AFTER 
PHYSICAL STRESS IROL’ NADPOCHECHNIKOV V 
IZMENENII SODERZHANIIA KATEKHOIAMINOV U BELYKH 
KRYS POSLE FlZlCHESKOl NAGRUZKI]. 
G IA Breido and R M Reidler (USSR, Acad of Sci, I M 
Sechnov lnst of Evolutionary Physiol and Biochem, Leningrad) 
Fiziologicheskii Zhurnal SSSR. vol 54. Mar 1968. p 370-374 
25  refs In Russian 
Adrenalectomy in resting rats does not cause any changes in 
catecholamine content of the heart. while decreasing noradrenalin 
level in the brain Prolonged swimming with a load increases 
adrenalin and noradrenalin contents in the heart and decreases 
noradrenalin content in the brain After adrenalectomy. physical 
stress does not affect adrenalin and noradrenalin contents in the 
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organs studied The data obtained indicate that additional raserves 
*which account for the maintenance o f  a necessary level of 
catecholamines during physical stress are produced by the adi enal 
glands 
A65-82387 
QUANTITATIVE CHARACTERISTICS OF THE FINE 
MOVEMENTS OF THE EYES I N  FIXATION 
[KOLlCHESTVENNYE KHARAKTERISTI KI FI KSATSIONNYKH 
MlKRODViZHENIl GLAZAJ. 
N G Proskuriakova and A R Shakhnovich (USSR. Acad of Sci, 
lnst of Automation and Teleinech , Moscow and Acad of Med 
Sci , N N Burdenko Inst. of Neurosurg . Moscow) 
BIofmka. vol 13. Jan -Feb 1968, p 117-126 7 refs In 
Russian 
The object of the study was to analyze the quantitative 
characteristics of the fine movements of the eyes during fixation 
of a stationary test object, by recording the horizontal and the 
vertical components of the movements The experiments were done 
on ten healthy subjects (20-36 yr of age) wi th  normal vision 
The quantitative analysis showed diverse changes in the different 
parameters, the least variable was the range of drift of the visual 
axis during prolonged fixation By its size this area corresponded 
to the most sensitive region of the retina. the fovea contralis The 
amplitude-time characteristics of the drifts and the amplitude 
characteristics of the saccadic movements were significantly more 
variable Interaction between these movements varied from full 
compensation of drifts by jerks to involuntary drifts The invariability 
of thp visual axis area was determined basically by the constancy 
of the task, the fixation of a stationary point At the same time 
as the different ways to perform these tasks the functional 
state of the oculomotor apparatus and the whole organism were 
determined A change in test procedures (attempt to  view an 
imaginary point in darkness or in scattered light) resulted in an 
increase in drifts of the visual axis 
A68-82388 
SELF EVALUATION IN PILOTS PHYSICAL TRAINING 
[SAMOKONTROL' V FIZICHESKOI PODGOTOVKE 
LETCHI KA]. 
E Poruchikov 
AwatsuaI KosmonavtIka, no 3. Mar 1968, p 71 73 In  Russian 
A discussion is presented on the importance of objective and 
subjective self-evaluation by pilots of their physiological responses 
during physical training Self-evaluation by the pilots of their 
appetite. sleep. tolerance to stress. perspiration. pulse and respiratory 
rate, etc , would provide valuable additional physiological data that 
could be used by the doctors and physical educators in their 
evaluation of the physical fitness of the flying personnel 
A68-82389 
THE VESTIBULAR APPARATUS A N D  PHYSICAL 
TRAINING [VESTIBULIARNYI APPARAT I EGO 
TRENIROVKA]. 
V Voigin and S Raskatova 
Avmtsna I Kosmonavtika. no 1, Jan 1968, p 7 1 -72 In Russian 
A discussion is presented concerning motion sickness 
occurrences, the vestibular components of the process related to the 
activation of the central nervous system and the way to reduce 
the effects of vestibular stimulation by regularly performed physical 
exercises 
A68-82390 
DIAGNOSIS IS ESTABLISHED BY A T R A I N I N G  
SIMULATOR IDIAGNOZ STAVIT TRENAZHER]. 
V Valuk 
Awafsua I /Cosmonavt/ka, no 1, Jan 1968. p 73-75 In Russian 
The use of flight simulators was recommended as a tool for 
medical examination of flying personnel examined for determination 
of their fitness for continued flying mission The results obtained were 
reliable and enlarged the knowledge of psychological behavior ot 
flyers during the execution of their professional activitiF's The 
methods also helped to reduce the error percentage when apprais- 
ing their physical fitness Two case histories were included 
A68-82391 
THE SENSORY EFFECTS OF AGING IN MAN. 
J F Corso (N Y, State U Dept of Psycho1 , Cortland) 
ScientIa,vol 103, no 6 5 7 6 7 6 .  1968 p 3 6 2 3 9 3  80refs  
In 1958, the number of civilian non-institutionalized individuals 
in the United States who were 65 yr of age or older was 
estimated to be about I 4  4 million With an increase of approximately 
1.000/day. this population is predicted to be between 21 and 23 
million by 1975 There is therefore. a growmg interest in the 
problem of aging as the average life span of the population increases 
At one level of analysis. it is important for theoretical and practirdl 
reasons to understand how aging tends to affect the sensory 
functions in man and the extent to which such changes produce 
modifications of behavior Accordingly this review is concerned 
primarily with studies in  experimental psychology which show a 
relationship between human aging and sensory processes The major 
emphasis is on the empirical findings in the areas of vision 
audition. gustation. olfaction. pain. touch, and vibration Some data 
on selected perceptual functions are also included and it is shown 
that no single theory or hypothesis can account for the diversity 
of data currently available The evidence indicaies clearly that 
significant changes occur in sensory and perceptual functions as a 
function of ag,ng and the implications of these changes in relation 
to human behavior are discussed In effect. this paper sunimarizes 
the present state of knowledge in the area of aging and the human 
senses and should suggest new guidelines for future research in 
a relatively young and promising field 
A68-82392 
EXPERIMENTAL SUBSTANTIATION OF THE MAXIMUPA 
PERMISSIBLE CONCENTRATION OF Bi-58 {ROGOR. 
PHOSPHAMIDE) I N  THE ATMOSPHERE [EKSPERIMENTAL' 
NOE OBOSNOVANIE PREDEL'NO DOPUSTIMOI KONTSEN- 
TRATSll Bi-58 (ROGOR, FOSFAMID) V ATMOSFERNOM 
VOZDU KHE]. 
F Kaloianova. L Ivanova. G Dimov. and M Mukhtarova 
G/grena I San/?arm. no 6. Jun 1968. p 6-10 8 refs In 
Russian 
Investigation findings proved Bi-58 at a concentration of 
0 0 0 5  mg /m 3 to be ineffective for reflex reactions of man In 
a chronic poisoning test the subthreshold value of the same 
substance amounted 0 01 mg /m 3 The maximal one-time and the 
daily average concentration of the compound in the atmosphele 
are supposed to be at a level of 0 005 mg /m 
A68-82393 
SKIN-VASCULAR R E E ? I O N  TO LOCAL COOLING lhl 
M A N  [KOZHNO-SOSUDISTYE REAKTSll NA LOKAL'YOE 
OKHLAZHDENIE CHELOVEKA V GlGlENlCHESKiKH 
ISSLEDOVANIIAKH(. 
M N Evlampieva (USSR, Acad cf  Med Sci, A N Sysin lnst of 
Gen and Communal Hyg , Moscow) 
GIgIena I San/rarua. no 6. Jun 1968, p 24-28 In  Russian 
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:he time of restoration of the skin temperature to normal 
is the 5hortesi :n the zone of thermal confort and increases in 
discornforz both :n direction of superheating and supercooling of the 
body The results of investigated pharmacological tests show the 
proceb~es 31 constriction and subsequent dilatation of the vessels 
a i  iocai coolin!: to be regulated by the highest section of the 
nervous systern Consequently. the cooling test may be used for 
objective assewing of a thermal state of the human body 
A68-82394 
VIBRATION SPECTRUM O F  PERFORATORS A N D  
FEATURES PECULIAR TO VIBRATION DISEASE IN 
DRILLERS ISPEKTRAL'NYI SOSTAV VIBRATSll  
PERFORATUROV I OSOBENNOSTI KLlNlKl VlBRATSlONNOl 
BOLEZNI BURLL'SHCHIKOV]. 
N N ibtalinskaia N B Metlina, and E I Denisov (USSR. Acad 
of Med Sci, Inst of Labor Hyg and Occupational Diseases. 
Mosrowv) 
Grqiena I Soniraiiia. no 6, Jun 1968, p 28-30 In Russian 
The average vibration spectrum of perforators devoid of 
vibiation safeguard arrangement exceeds the sanitary standards for 
lovv and iiiediurn fiequencies and is almost within the standard 
level foi high frequencies It is the characteristic correlation of the 
vibrdtioo levels of various frequencies that is responsible for the 
speL:fic course of the driller's disease wi th  a long-term 
compensation of the vascular disturbances. absence of any 
pronounced symptoms of their generalization and comparatively 
slow development and a favorable course of the disease The use 
of vibration safeguard arrangement for perforators lowers the 
vibratiori intensity to a standard sanitary level 
AS&-82395 
CONTROL OF BACTERIAL CONTAMINATION OF HARD 
SURFACES IN THE OPERATING ROOM. 
Pater Eineeii (Corriell U , Med Coll, Ithaca. N Y ) 
AOKN Journal, vol 8, Sep 1968, p 57-60 
Studies concerned with the problem of bacteria on hard 
surfaces. particularly in air, floors, and walls of operating rooms are 
reported In order to control bacteria in the operating room properly 
it i s  necessary to be able to detect their number and location The 
detection of bacteria in the air is probably best done by the use 
of an air sampling machine. while those on hard surfaces are 
probably more accurately done by the use of the Rodac plate 
Resulis froin one of the tests suggest that a good detergent 
germicide adequately cleans and also removes viable bacteria This 
procedure would ordinarily be performed after each operation as 
well as in the evening The problem of sepsis in the operating room 
has not been eliminated and good cleaning and disinfection must 
be carried out In the rush to get cases done and to speed up time 
lost between operations there is a tendency to short cut in cleaning 
procedures This in the long run, is dangerous and self-defeating 
The only w a y  to give complete protection from one case to the 
next is to habe an all inclusive safe technique in which every case 
is considered a dirty case 
AS8-82396 
SUPPRESSIVE EFFECT OF LIGHT O N  THE FORMATION 
OF DNA A r m  ON THE INCREASE OF DEOXYTHYMIDINE 
M C ~ ~ ~ O ~ ~ O ~ ~ ~ A ~ E  KINASE ACTIVITY IN CHLORELLA 
PR070TldECOID€S 
Yoshihiro Sokawa and Eiji Hase (Tokyo, U , lnst of Appl Microbiol 
arid To!iuyawa lnst for 8101 Res, Tokyo, Japan) 
Planf and Cell Physiology. vol 9. Sep 1968. p 4 6 1 4 6 6  
11 tafs 
Min 3f Educ supported research 
The effect of light on the level of deoxythymidine monophate 
kinase (dTMP kinase) activity in the cells of Chlorelh protothecoides 
was investigated in relation to  the photoinhibition of 
deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) formation It was found that light 
suppresses the increase of dTMP kinase activity in the algal cells 
which starts in advance of active DNA synthesis. and that blue 
light has a stronger suppressive effect than red light 
A68-82397 
APPEARANCE OF PLASTOQUINONE CtJRING THE 
GREENING OF BLEACHED CELLS OF CHLORf11.A PROTO- 
THECOlD ES. 
Tatsuo Oku. Seiko Okayama. lchiro Alga. and Tsutomu Sasa 
(Kyushu U , Fac of Sci , Dept of 8101, Fukuolta. Japan) 
Plant and Cell Physiology. vol 9. Sep 1968. p 599 602 
11 refs 
The quinone content of green and bleached cells of Chloiella 
prorothecoides was determined by silica-gel chromatography The 
relation of these compounds to  chlorophyll synthesis Obiquinon 10 
was found in all cells of eveiy stage Plastoquinone A was not 
found in bleached cells, but appeared after the 18 hr log period 
when cells were greening This synthesis of plastoquinone A 
paralleled the formation of chlorophyll The results indica'ed that 
quinone synthesis may be a limiting factor in photosynthesis 
A68-82398 
AURAL BAROTRAUMA I N  NAVAL DIVERS. 
G J A Bayliss (Roy Australian Navy School of Underwater Med , 
Edgecliff. New South Wales Australia) 
Archives of O~olaryngofogy, vol 88. Aug 1968 p 141 -147 
9 refs 
A survey of aural barotrauma aniony naval dideis was 
undertaken The percentage of trauma at different depths and rluriqg 
asent and descent was measured Personal details dnd base line 
data were completed, and clinical exammations of the ear nose and 
throat were carried out 1 herapeutic measures were rnenrioned 
A68-82399 
RADIATION EFFECTS ON THE INNER EAR. 
James E Gamole, E A Peterson and J Ryan Chandler (Mianii 
U , School of Med , Dept of Surg Div ot Otolaryngol Fla ) 
Archives of Otolaryngology, VOI 88, Aug i 9 6 8  p 156 I 6 1  
7 refs 
A m  Acad of Ophthalmol and Otolaryngol, I I th  Ann Meeting, 
Cliicago. Oct 28. 1967 
The effects of ionizing radiation on the inner ear qf guinea 
pigs was studied by physiological and histologic means The inner 
ear was found to be relatively radioresistant The stria bawularis 
and the hair cells of the organ of Corti appeai to  be most 
susceptible to morphologic change and are felt to  account for the 
moderate but definite depression of function The conip1tcat:ons 
and indications for irradiating the human labyrinth were discussed 
It is a necessary mode of therapy in a variety of lesions but should 
not. or with caution. be used for certain less serious problems 
Radiation may be useful as a research tool in the study of the 
physiology of the ear, and cochlear potentials may be useful in the 
study of the direct effects of radiation energy 
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A68-82400 
MECHANISM OF ACTION OF ETHYLENE GLYCOL ON 
MYOSIN A, MYOSIN B A N D  HEAVY MEROMYOSIN. 
Georgy Kaldor (Pa, Woman's Med Coll , Dept of Physiol and 
Biophys , Philadelphia) 
Archives of Biochemistry and Biophysics. vol 127. Sep 20. 1968, 
p 22-30 24refs 
Grants NIH 1 -K3-NB-33 and NIH 0651 7 
Forty percent ethylene glycol (E G ) strongly accelerated 
the ATPase activity of myocin A (MyA). myocin B (MyB) and heavy 
meromyosin in the presence of 0 5  M K+, Rb+ and NH4+ 
5 to I O  m M  Ca++ inhibited 7 5  to  80% of the E G  activation 
In the same concentration E G increased the Vm of the K +  
activated MyA ATPase and the Q, without changing the order 
of magnitude of the Km (1 x 10 -3  moles/L) Five to ten m M  
Ca ++ depressed both the Vm and Km of the E G activated 
enzyme In the presence of 40 vol % E G MyA ATPase showed 
one broad optimal activity range between pH 7 5 and 9 0  The 
same enzyme in the presence of E G but in the absence of Ca ++ 
became very sensitive to photooxidation and was inhibited by low 
concentrations of PCMB (<  5 x 10-5 M) In the presence of 
5-10 m M  Ca++ not only the activating effect of E G  was 
depressed but also the increased sensitivity to photooxidation was 
reversed to a great extent E G most probably interacted with 
some hydrophobic regions of the MyA molecule and certain histidine 
and/or SH groups of the active site became involved indirectly in 
the conformational change The Ca++ effect can be explained 
by assuming that this ion in a concentration sufficiently high to 
saturate the active site acted as a stabilizer against the indirect 
attack of E G Superprecipitation and ultracentrifugal experiments 
indicated that 2 0  to 40 vol % E G also weakened the physical 
interaction between actin and myosin regardless of the presence or 
absence of Ca ++ 
A68-82401 
EFFECT OF ACETAZOLAMIDE ON ACUTE MOUNTAIN 
SICKNESS. 
Stanley A Forwand, Milton Landowne, John N Follansbee. and 
James E Hansen (LIS Army Res lnst of Environ Med. Natick, 
Mass ) 
New England Journal of Medicine. vol 279, Oct 17. 1968, 
p 8 3 9 4 4 5  23  refs 
U S Army supported research 
The influence of acetazolamide on acute mountain sickness 
was tested in a double-blind study of  43  volunteers given 
acetazolamide or placebo, 250  mg every 8 hr , for 3 2  hr before 
and 40 hr after abrupt transportation from sea level to 12,800 
ft  In response to hypoxia, control subjects hyperventilated and 
developed mild respiratory alkalosis with increased blood pH and 
reduced carbon dioxide tension and bicarbonate within 8 hr after 
arrival at altitude These changes persisted over the five days of 
the study Alkalosis was prevented in the acetazolamide-treated 
group, with a greater increase in ventilation and alveolar oxygen 
tension and a greater decrease in  carbon dioxide tension and 
bicarbonate than in controls Significant reductions in frequency and 
severity of the most prominent symptoms of acute mountain sick- 
ness-headache, insomnia and gastrointestinal symptoms-were 
observed in treated subjects In control subjects. occurrence and 
severity of  symptoms correlated well with carbon dioxide tension 
and poorly with pH or oxygen tension The mechanism of the 
acetazolamide effect was not identified 
A68-82402 
GLYCEMIA A N D  GLUCOSE TOLERANCE I N  RATS 
SUBJECTED TO A DEFICIENT PROTEIN-CALORIE DIET 
[LA GLYCEMIE ET LA TOLERANCE AU GLUCOSE CHEZ LE 
RAT S O U M I S  A U N  DESEQUILIBRE D U  RAPPORT 
PROTEINE-CALORIES DE LA RATION ALIMENTAIRE]. 
Jacques Gayet and Paul Lehr (Nancy. U , Fac of Sci , Lab of Gen 
Physiol , France) 
Comptes Rendus des seances de I'Academie des Sciences, vol 
267, Jul 8, 1968. p 206-209 9 refs In French 
Glycemia and tolerance to high quantities of glucose were 
evaluated in adult rats subjected to  protein-free diets and partial 
inanition The deprivation of  alimentary protein Induced 
hypoglycemia and a disturbance of the glucose metabolism over a 
period of 3 0  days Past this period the glucose metabolism was 
abmost unchanged Partial inanition only affected slightly the 
glucose metabolism 
A6842403 
COMPARISON OF THE THERAPEUTIC EFFICACY OF 
INJECTIONS OF ISOGENOUS FETAL LIVER OR BONE 
M A R R O W  I N  IRRADIATED M I C E  lEFFlCAClTES 
THERAPEUTIQUES COMPAREES DES INJECTIONS DE FOlE 
FOETAL OU DE MOELLE OSSEUSE ISOGENIQUES CHEZ 
LES SOURIS IRRADIEES]. 
Jean-Francois Duplan 
Comptes Rendus des Seances de I'Academie des Sciences. vol 
267. Jul 8, 1968. p 227-230 11 refs In French 
For an equal number of stem cells injected in the irradiated 
mice. the therapeutic effect of the fetal liver was 1 7 times greater 
than that of the bone marrow This difference seemed to be due 
to a rapid increase in the number of stem cells originating from 
the fetal liver, their first mitosis would be preferentially of the stem 
cell type, subsequently the formation of the functional elements 
would be increased in proportion 
A68-82404 
INCREASE I N  THE SYNTHESIS OF SEROTlNlN IN THE 
RAT BRAIN STEM DURING DIFFERENTIAL DEPRIVATION 
OF PARADOXICAL SLEEP [AUGMENTATION DE LA 
SYNTHESE DE LA SEROTONINE DANS LE TRONC 
CEREBRAL CHEZ LE RAT APRES PRIVATION SELECTIVE 
D U  SOMMEIL PARADOXAL]. 
Jean-Francois Pujol. Francis Hery. Micheline Durand. and Jacques 
Glowinski (Lyon, U , Fac de Med, Lab of Gen and Exptl Pathol , 
Rh6n6 and France, Coll , Lab of Gen Neurophysiol , Paris) 
Comptes Rendus des seances de I'Academie des Sciences. vol 
267, Jul 15. 1968, p 371-372 6 refs In French 
Experiments were done on rats to investigate the variations 
of brain serotonin metabolism during deprivation of rapid eye 
movement state (REM) The results showed /n vivo and in vitro an 
increase in the concentration of H3-serontonin originating from 
H3-tryptophan. in the brain stem of rats differentially deprived of 
REM for 96  hr 
A68-82405 
APOLLO AND THE UNIVERSE. 
Edited by S T Butler and H Messel (Sydney. U . Australia) 
Oxford, Pergamon Press, 1968,422 p 
This book is a compilation of lectures given at the University 
of Sydney's 1967 Summer Science School The lecture topics 
range from the Apollo Project to modern atomic physics and 
cosmology The lectures being six in number are given by specialists 
in these fields The lecture on the Apollo Project also covers briefly 
other aspects of the American space program such as discussions 
of the Project Vanguard, the establishment of  the National 
Aeronautics and Space Administration. and the mercury and Gemini 
Programs 
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A68-82406 
ACTION OF SMALL DOSES OF PENETRATING 
RADIATIONS O N  THE CORTICOSUBCORTICAL 
INTERACTION [VOZDElSTVlE MALYKH D O 2  
VZAIMOOTNOSHEN IlA]. 
G A Antropov, V P Godin, and A V Kolesnikova (F F Erisman 
Moscow Sci -Res lnst of Hyg , Physiol Lab, USSR) 
Gigiena i Sanitariia, no 7. Jul 1968, p 49-52 1 2  refs In 
Russian 
A study of the central nervous system of rabbits subjected 
to the action of y-rays of c060 showed general irradiation with 
small doses as two ber for period of 20 hr to produce changes in 
the reflex activity of the irradiated animal Analyzing the dynamics 
of the values of conditional and nonconditional reflexes in relation 
to changes in the rhythm of cardiac contractions of respiration, it 
was supposed that irradiation results in the formation of a focus 
of pronounced excitation in subdortical regions of the cerebrum A 
decrease in the values of conditional reflexes IS apparently due to 
the effect induced by subcortical regions on the cortex 
PR ON1 KAl US HCH El RAD1 ATSI I N A KO R KO- POD KO R KOVY E 
A68-82407 
RELATION OF DREAMING AND REM SLEEP: THE EFFECTS 
OF REM DEPRIVATION UNDER TWO CONDITIONS. 
Rosalind Dymond Cartwright and Lawrence J Monroe (Ill, U , Coll 
of Med Urbana) 
Journal of Personality and Social Psychology. vol 10. Sep 1968. 
p 69-74 
Grants NSF GS-649 and SIDMH 17-257 
To test the hypothesis that amount amount of rapid eye 
movement (REM) sleep time made up following deprivation is 
related to the type of behavior which replaces it, 16 subjects were 
deprived of REM sleep for the first one-half night for two nights 
under two different instructions (a) to report whatever mental 
content was occurring spontaneously prior to the awakening, and 
(b) to repeat lists of digits forward and backward On a third night 
an equal number of awakenings were made in non-rapid eye 
movement (NREM) sleep. one-half the sublects reported their 
own content, the other one-half repeated digits REM deprivation 
content awakenings were followed by less REM t ime in the 
second one-half night than were the digit awakenings These two 
conditions did affect REM time differently when applied during 
NREM sleep The amount of REM compensation was negatively 
related to the amount of content judged to be dreams 
A68-82408 
CEREBELLUM AND HYPERBARIC OXYGEN. 
F S Rucci. M L Giretti. and M La Rocca (Sassari. U .  1st di Clin 
Chir , 1st di Fisiol Urnana, Sardegna, Italy) 
Electroencephalography and Clinical Neurophysiology. vol 25. Oct 
1968.p 359-371 3 9  refs 
This research analyzed the role of the cerebellum in the 
mechanism of the start and development of hyperoxic seizures in 
unrestrained. unanesthetized rats In a first group of animals the 
behavior of the electrical activity of the cerebellum during hyperbaric 
oxygen (5 atm abs for two to four hr 1 was investigated Both 
oscillographic and polygraphic records of the electrical activity of the 
cerebellum were compared with those of the cerebral cortex and 
of various brain-stem Structures The cerebellum did not show 
pre-seizure activity and fired later than the extracerebellar formations 
The voltage of the cerebellar records increased progressively in 
subsequent attacks but was consistently lower than that of the other 
structures The cerebellar spikes were usually synchronous with 
those of the cerebral and subcortical sites Thus the cerebellar 
activity induced by hyperbaric oxygen was not autochthonous but 
was propagated from the extracerebellar structures In  a second 
group of rats the effect of total cerebellectomy was investigated 
The electrical activity of the cerebral cortex and of some brain-stem 
structures was analyzed in unrestrained, unanesthetized rats 
submitted to hyperbaric oxygen during the periods of unstabilized 
and stabilized deficiency Cerebellectomy induced (1 ) increase in 
pre-seizure activity (synchronization, isolated cortical spikes) in both 
groups of animals. (2) highly significant increase in the duration 
of the first attack both in unstabilized and in stabilized deficiency. 
and (3) highest incidence (100%) of the “status epilepticus” in 
the animals submitted to  hyperbaric oxygen during the first ten 
days of the period of unstabilized deficiency Thus the conclusion 
was reached that the cerebellum plays an inhibitory role in the 
development of the hyperoxic seizure In a third group of experiments 
the effects of different cerebellar electrical stimuli on the hyperbaric 
attack were tested Cerebellar stimulation did not block the 
hyperbaric seizures but provoked only slight inhibitory effects on 
the hyperoxic waves Occasionally cerebellar stimulation provoked 
facilitatory effects 
A68-82409 
ELECTRICAL STIMULATION OF THE OCULOMOTOR 
NUCLEUS: THE EFFECTS OF STIMULUS FREQUENCY. 
Donald G Pitts (USAF School of Aerospace Med, Ophthalmol 
Branch, Phys -Physiol Sect, Brooks AFB. Tex ) 
American Journal of Optometry and Archives of American Academy 
of Optometry, vol 45. Sep 1968, p 563-573 8 refs 
Procedures and methods for the study of the central control 
of accommodation by electrical stimulation are presented Positive 
accommodation (an increase in the dioptric power of the eye) and 
negative accommodations (a decrease in the dioptric power of the 
eye) were found by brainstem stimulation The frequency threshold 
for positive accommodation was about 4 c p s , the frequency 
threshold for negative accommodation about 1 0  c p s Frequencies 
of 60 and 9 0  c p s  were more efficient in producing positive 
accommodation while negative accommodation varied directly with the 
frequency up to the 120 c p s limiting frequency It is concluded 
that the central control of accommodation by the oculomotor 
nucleus depends somewhat on the stimulus frequency Not all 
responses can be explained by frequency alone and a definitive 
theory must await further data analysis 
A68-82410 
PERCEPTION OF SPACE AND TIME I N  THE COSMOS 
lVOSPRllATlE PROSTRANSTVA I VREMENI V KOSMOSE]. 
A A LeonovandV I Lebedev 
Moscow, Izdatel’stvo ”Nauka”. 1968, [l 161 p 100 refs In 
Russian 
Some psychophysiological problems of space and t ime 
perception under cosmic flights conditions were investigated 
Characteristics of space flight dynamics and the role of the astronaut 
in the man-spacecraft system were related The changes occurring 
in life conditions and the related psychophysiological mechanisms 
of space and time perception occurring in space were recounted 
Weightlessness. the feeling of isolation in a confined space. 
emotional stress and other factors of space flights and their 
effects on time perception by man were examined The sensations 
experienced by the Russian astronaut A A Leonov during his walk 
in space were described Future plans for training astronauts’ 
orientation functions during extended space missions and work-rest 
cycles organization on interplanetary flights were outlined 
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A68-82411 
ADAPTIVE THRESHOLD PROCEDURES: BUDTIF. 
Richard A Campbell and Elaine Z Lasky (Case Western Reserve 
U , Cleveland, Ohio) 
Journal of the Acoustical Society of America. vol 44. Aug 1968. 
p 537-541 14refs 
NSF supported research 
Consideration of recent psychoacoustic research reveals 
that. independent of the general acceptance of the theory of signal 
detectability. threshold methodology continues to  play a major 
role in the acquisition of psychoacoustic data Although adaptive 
methods are widely used, the newer, finite-trial. adaptive methods are 
not -possibly owing to  a misconception regarding the impossibility 
of obtaining psychometric function slopes and infoimation other 
than threshold with such methods The simplest of the finite-trial 
adaptive methods, the Block Up-and-Down, Two-Interval 
Forced-Choice (BUDTIF) method is investigated and an attempt is 
made to show the feasibility and efficiency of obtaining such 
information with an adaptive method Specifically, the variability and 
bias of repeated thresholds obtained by using human subjects with 
two-, four-. and eight trial block sizes and from 16 t o  144 per 
threshold were determined Results indicate that, for a target 
performance level of 75% a block of four trials leads to minimal 
between-threshold variability Although between-threshold variability 
is indirectly related to the number of trials per threshold, if greater 
piec,sion is necessary i t  would seem preferable to invest the 
subject's time in  more short threshold runs than fewer long runs 
An adaptive stopping rule is suggested 
A68-82412 
VARIABLES THAT INFLUENCE S O U N D  PRESSURES 
GENERATED I N  THE EAR CANAL BY AN AUDIOMETRIC 
EARPHONE 
Norman P Erber (Central lnst for the Deaf, St Louis, Mo I 
Journal of the Acoustical Society of America, vol 44. Aug 1968 
p 555 562 28refs 
NIH supported research 
The influence of ou ter-ear configuration on the acoustic stimulus 
by a supra-aural earphone to a listeners tympanic membrane 
was investigated A probe-tube microphone measured sound 
pressures generated in the ear canal by a TDH-49 earphone with 
constant electrical input Acoustic and anatomical measure- 
ments obtained from the ears of Caucasban adults and chtl 
dren (male and female) were analyzed statistically Mean sound 
levels measured in the ears of  the adulc male group were found to 
be lower than those obtained from the other three groups of ears 
at all eight test frequencies Significant differences between 
groups were found at three of these frequencies Variation between 
individuals was partly explained at specific frequencies by certain 
structural parameters of the ear Implications of these results are 
discussed with respect to definition of international auditory 
standards. design of an improved artificial ear. accurate determination 
of the threshold of hearing sensitivity. comparisons of hearing 
between groups, and audiometric evaluation of patients w i th  
structurally abnormal ears 
A68-82413 
TWO-IMAGE LATERALIZATION OF TONES AND CLICKS. 
Ervin R Hafter and Lloyd A Jeffress (Tex, U ,  Dept of Psycho1 
and Defense Res Lab, Austin) 
Journal of the Acoustical Society of America. vol 44, Aug i 968. 
p 653-569 15refs 
NASA and ONR supported research 
When interaural differences of time and level are set into 
opposition. subjects may report a single image that is determined 
in its lateralization largely by the interaural level difference Such 
images show a fairly large "trading-ratio " They may report hearing 
an image that is little affected by the difference of level, but is 
dependent largely upon the interaural difference of time Such 
images show a very small trading-ratio With practice. subjects can 
learn to hear and respond to both images. and center either at will 
The present study is concerned with both images as they arise 
from tonal stimuli of various durations and rise-fall times. and from 
high-pass clicks 
A68-82414 
SENSORY INTERACTION: PERCEPTiQN OF LOUDNESS 
DURING VISUAL STIMULATION. 
Raymond S Karlovich (Wis, U Dept of Commun Disorders. 
Madison) 
Journal of the Acoustical Society of America vol 44, Aug 1968. 
p 5 7 0 6 7 5  2 3  refs 
Wis Alumni Res Found supported research 
Eight subjects engaged in an alternate binaural loudness 
balance (ABLBI task utilizing the method of adjustment to explore 
the perception of loudness of a 300-msec -duration 1-kHz auditory 
stimulus at 20  db and 50  db SL's Conditions utilized were no 
visual stimulation during A6L6 visual stimulation in synchrony with 
th-3 standaid aiiditoty stiniulbs during ABL8 and visual stimulaiion 
in sychrony with the cornparison auditory stiniulus during ABL8 
1 he vlsual stirnu!vs was a short duration stroboscopic Iigh? flash 
The data indicated that sensory interaction in ?erms of visual 
facilitation of auditory loudness does occur avd is more apparent 
dt higher rather SL s The comparison stimulus was adjusted to a 
higher SL when the visual stimulus was associated with the stand- 
ard auditory stimulus than when the visual stimulus was associated 
with the comparison auditory stimulus The magnitude of this sta 
tistically significant difference was approximately 7 db and implies 
that information presented to the visual sensory modality can 
affect the perception of the magnitude of information presented to 
the auditory sensory modality 
A68-82415 
PURE-TONE INTENSITY DISCRIMINATION AND ENERGY 
D EIE CT 1 ON. 
W J McGill and J P Goldberg (Calif U ,  San Diego La Jolla) 
Joilrr7d/ of the Acoustical Society of America vol 44, Aug 1968. 
p 576 561 15refs 
NSF suppoired research 
A study of 1 000 Hz intensity oiscrimination is reported 
in which single toiles were identified as the louder or softer of two 
alternatives differing slightly in energy Tones were ptldsed locked 
and fixed in duration (1 50 msec I Feedback was given following each 
judgment Psychometric functions are presented and a masking 
curve is computed The masking curve is found to be linear above 
25-db sensation level and the slope is computed as 15 /16 These 
results are interpreted as reflecting a form of energy discrLmination 
similar to that oroposed iii noise masking 
A68-82416 
EFFECTS OF DURATION A N D  RISE T IME OF TONE 
BURSTS ON EVOKED V POTENTIALS. 
Shinjiro Onishi and Hallowell Davis (Central lnst for the Deaf, St 
LOUIS Mo 1 
Journal of the AcousticaJ Society of America, vol 44, Aug 1968. 
p 582 -591 20refs 
PHS supported research 
Tone bursts of 1,000 Hz with linear on and off ramps 
and plateaus of various durations were used to  evoke cortical 
(vertex) potentials in five adult subjects With 30-msec rise time 
the amplitude. from N, peak to P2 trough. and the latency to 
elther the N1 peak or P2 trough were all independent of duration 
of the plateau from 0 to 300  msec With 3-msec rise time. the 
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amplitudes were progressively reduced when the plateau was 
shortened from 30 msec to 10. 3. or 0 msec With a long plateau, 
the amplitudes were nearly constant for rise times of 5 0  msec or 
less The latency of the V potential was prolonged at intensities 
of 45  db (EO)  or less and also in relation to the slope of the 
onset ramp With very gradual slope [300 msec to reach 4 5  db 
(ISOI]. mean latency to  N, was 169 msec while with very steep 
slope [3 msec to reach 85 db tlSOi]. i t  was 109 msec Off 
responses showed similar relations but with smaller amplitudes and 
shorter (by 16  msec I latencies For evoked-response audiometry, 
the rise time of the test signal will not be critical if it is 30 msec 
or less and the plateau is at least 3 0  msec long, and any plateau 
of 3 0  msec or longer will be acceptable 
A68-82415 
AUDITORY PULSED DOPPLER DISCRIMINATION. 
Irwin Pollack (Mich U ,  Mental Health Res lnst Ann Arbor) 
Journal of the Acoustical Society of America, voi 44. Aug 1968 
p 592-598 I 1  iefs 
N S i  supported research 
Detection and relative discrimination thresholds were de 
termined for auditory pulsed Doppler seqiiences Doppler thiest, 
olds rival the extremely acute intervdl or L,,trh thresiiolds ot the 
ear Doppler threshold charges of less than one p5ec /interval 
are readily obtained Doppiei thresholds suffer when temporal 
uncertainty. or jitter. is introduced. especidlly at high pulse fre- 
quencies An attempt was made to obtain a pure measure of audi- 
tory interval gradient disci imination Under experimental procedures 
that lessen the contribution of component variables auditory 
interval gradient discrimination is relatively poor interval gradient 
thresholds of about 25% compaie with pulse number thresholds of 
about 10% and with interpulse interval thiesholds of dbout 0 1% 
AS8-82418 
MONAURAL LOUDNESS FUNCTIONS UNDER MASKING 
Alan M Richards (U S Naval Sdbniaririe Med Center Groton 
Conn i 
Journal of the Acoustical Society o i  Aiiisrtca vol 44. Aug 1968 
p 599-605 19refs 
Monaural sone functions are obtained for a no noise condition 
and under five levels of masking noise using the method of 
fractionation This method precludes the use of both ears in obtaining 
such functions as has been the case with dichotic loudness balance 
and other related procedures The curves obtained are found to 
parallel previously found masked functions in one case, and in 
another to show a more rapid acceleratioii at low levels but 
identical slopes above one sone When the power function exponent 
of a 1000-Hz tone is plotted against over all sound-pressure level 
of a masking noise a power transformation which parallels that 
found for speech in noise. is obtained Although no numerical 
calculations are presented, it appears that above 60 db of noise 
the exponent grows as approximately the 0 16 power of  the noise 
A68-82419 
RELATION OF THRESHOLD SHIFT 7'0 NOlSE IN THE 
HUMAN EAR. 
Heinr Weissing (Tech U , lnst fur Elekrro- und Bauakustik, Dresden, 
East Germany) 
Journal of the Acoustical Society of America. vol 44, Aug 1968. 
p 6 1 0 4 1 5  Z l r e f s  
Threshold shifts in the average human ear are dependent 
upon the physical parameters of the noise to which the ear is 
exposed The influence of noise level can be described approximarely 
by an exponential function High-frequency noise components cause 
much greater threshold shifts thari low-frequency components, the 
point of maximum effectiveness lies near 3.000 Hz In summatirig 
the action of different noise components. critical bands of about 
one oct width are effective Noise components that excite different 
critical bands produce partial threshold shifts that are to some 
extent, independent of one another 
A68-82420 
INTERRELATlONSHlPS BETWEEN THE CORTEX A N D  
SUBCOK'TICAL BRAiN STRUCTURES IN THE REACTION 
TO HYPOXIA [VZA11\/100TNOSHENllA KORY I 
PQDKORKQVYKH OBRAZBVANII GOLOWNOGO MOZGA V 
E L Goluoeva and S N Klhaium (USSR. Min of Health. Tffloscow) 
* REAKTSIl RIA GlPOKSilUj 
/ inal SSSR, 101 54 Aug 1968 p 884-892 
In acute experiments on rabbits Lnder urethane anesthesia 
.;tudies were nade of toe effort of a short in wii,4ariov o: hypoxic 
mixtures on the electricoi activity of the cortex ano subcortical 
scructiires of the brain TWO types of rezcraon of ihr. (er,ital nervous 
system to hypoxia were estaohslied ib ldatioin of d gaesods 
mixture (7 5% 0 in nitrogen) inc:eased both the frequericy and 
amplitude of respiratory movements and evoked irquls! rhythm 
4 7/sec (stress rhythm) in the reticular foi mation of the iiiiuwain 
hippocamp. nonspecific thalamic nuclei. posterior hypothalamus as 
well as in the parietal, temporal and occipital parts of the coitex 
Desynchronization of electrical oscillations or stress rhythm was 
observed in the sensory motor zone Electroencephalographic (EEG) 
chariges in subcortical structures preceded those in the cortex 
Inhalation of a mixture (5% 0, in nitrogen) evoked slow, high 
amplitude polymorphous waves in the cortex and later on in the 
subcortical structures (depressive reaction) lrt spite of the identical 
EEG inanifestations painful and hypoxic reactions of the central 
nervous system exhibit different biological specificity 
A68-82421 
THE EFFECT OF HYPOXIA AND OF THE HORMONES OF 
ADRENAL CORTEX O N  THE ORIGINATION OF 
ACETYLCHOLINE CARDIAC SYNCOPE [VLllANlE GlPOKSll 
I GORMONOV KORY NADPOCHECHNIKOV N A  
VOZNIKNOVENIE ATSETILKHOLlNOVOi OSTANOVKI 
SE HDTS A]. 
E N Berger and V A Boliarskaia (Ternopol Med lnst. Dept of 
Pathol Physiol , USSR) 
Patologicheskaia Fiziologiia I Eksperimeiitalhala Terapiia. vol 1 2. 
Jul -Aug 1968. p 31  -33 5 refs In Russian 
Hypoxia was induced in rats with the aid of the rebreathing 
method Cardiac activity was recorded electrocardtographically 
During the first stage of hypoxia when the sensitivity to acetylcholine 
was increased, intravenous injection of acetylcholine in a dose 
approaching the lethal one (for normal rats) provoked an irreversible 
arrest of the cardiac activity During the second stage of hypoxia 
when the acetylcholine sensitivity was reduced administration of the 
same dose caused no arrest of  the heart Preliminary administration 
of hydrocortisone to animals prevented the irreversible cardiac arrest 
during the first stage of hypoxia Desoxycorticosterone produced no 
such effect 
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A68-82422 
BIOELECTRIC RESPONSES TO ULTRASONICS A N D  
THEIR MASKING WITH WHITE NOISE I N  THE AUDITORY 
SYSTEM OF THE BAT MYOTlS OXYGNATHUS [BIOELEK- 
TRICHESKIE REAKTSII NA UL'TRAZVUKI I IKH MASKIR- 
OVKA BELYM SHUMOM V SLUKHOVOI SISTEME LETUCH- 
IKH MYSHEI MYOTIS OXYGNATHUS]. 
D P Matiushkin and A G Vasil'ev 
Vestnik Leningradskogo Universiteta. no 15. Aug 1968, 
p 94-101 17 refs. In Russian 
The experiments with echo-locating bats have shown that 
a masking effect of white noise on ultrasonic signals may be 
diminished by a preliminary adjustment of the auditory system to 
the pick up of signals. by their optimal height and intensity as well 
as by the emission of sounds under the most favorable angle 
regarding the animal's head 
A68-82423 
DYNAMICS OF ELECTROENCEPHALOGRAM AMPLITUDE 
CHANGES IN MAN DURING DROWSINESS AND LIGHT 
SLEEP (EEG GRAPHICAL DATA ANALYSIS) [DlNAMlKA 
AMPLITUDNYKH IZMENENII  ELEKTROENTSELOFALO- 
GRAMMY CHELOVEKA V PROTSESSE RAYVlTllA DREMOTY 
I LEGKOGO SNA (DANNYE GRAFICHESKOI OBRABOTKI 
EEG)]. 
A I Pudovkin 
Vestnik Leningradskogo Universiteta, no 15, Aug 1968, 
p 102-1 1 0  1 4  refs In Russian 
The method of numerical assessment of the 
electroencephalogram (EEG) for quantitative evaluation and 
compressed graphical presentation of long EEG records proposed by 
a previous worker was used Amplitude changes of EEG were 
studied in healthy men (college students) at rest and drowsiness 
Drowsiness and light sleep developed naturally in the subjects who 
were comfortably seated in a soundproof and warm experimental 
chamber Detailed descriptions of two experiments with a non-alpha 
dominant subject are given There are several figures in the paper 
which give compressed graphical presentation of continuous EEG 
recording during the course of the experiment Limitations of the 
method, its efficiency and stability of the assessment are discussed 
The deepening of drowsiness and ensuing sleep were characterized 
by an increase in the mean value of the amplitude index, awaking 
was followed by its sharp fall Some material on changes of heart 
rate in the course of the experiment is given Falling asleep was 
not characterized with any significant changes in the length of R 
- R intervals of EEG, awaking was followed by slight but quite 
distinct increase in the heart rate 
A68-82424 
EFFECT OF INSULIN O N  THE RATE OF GLYCINE-2C14 
CONVERSION INTO SERINE, ASPARTIC AND GLUTAMIC 
ACIDS I N  THE BRAIN AND LIVER [VLllANlE INSULINA 
N A  INTENSIVNOST' PREVRASHCHENIIA GLITSINA-2Cl4 
V SERIN, ASPARTAT I GLUTAMAT MOZGA I PECHENI]. 
G K Khodzhaiova 
Vestnik Leningradskogo Universiteta. no 15. Aug 1968. 
p 11 1-1 15 9 refs In Russian 
The influence of insulin on the metabolism of serine, aspartic 
and glutamic acids in the brain and liver of starved rats was 
studied after injection of glycine -C14 The results obtained indicated 
that insulin decreases the conversion of glycine and serine to 
aspartic and glutamic acids and increases their conversion to final 
products 
A68-82425 
EFFECT OF PHOTOSYNTHESIS AND ITS INHIBITION IN 
NITRATES REDUCTION OF CHLORELLA CULTURE 
[VLIIANIE FOTOSINTEZA I EGO INGlBlROVANllA NA RE- 
DU KTSI I U N ITRATOV KU L'TU R NO I KH LOR ELLY]. 
A M Stepanova and A A Baranova 
Vestnik Leningradskogo Universiteta, no 15, Aug 1968, 
p 134-139 16refs In Russian 
Photoassimilation of nitrate and CO, in actively growing 
Chlorella culture was studied under normal conditions and using 
o-phenantrolin and 343.4- dichlorophenyl)-l,l-dimethylurea 
inhibitors The rate changes of these two  processes during the 
growth of algae were observed to have a polar and periodic 
character The same concentration of the inhibitors of photochemical 
phase of photosynthesis depressed both photosynthesis and nitrate 
photoreduction in the same degree 
A68-82426 
SEARCHING FOR LETTERS OR CLOSED SHAPES I N  
SIMULATED ELECTRONIC DISPLAYS. 
E C Poulton (Appl Psycho1 Res Unit. Cambridge, Great Britain) 
Journal of Applied Psychology, vol 52, Oct 1968, p 348-356 
6 refs 
M RC supported research 
Sixteen men counted the number of bright symbols of a 
particular kind in a simulated electronic display presenting a total 
of between 19 and 59 symbols of 8 different kinds In some 
displays all the symbols were bright, in others bright and dim 
symbols were mixed Four sets of eight symbols were compared 
Targets were missed less often from sets of capital letters than 
from sets of closed shapes (p < 01). thus the letters were the 
more easily discriminated from each other The probability of 
missing at least one target increased approximately linearly with the 
number of targets present (p < 01) The rate of increase was 
approximately proportional to  the total number of bright symbols 
displayed. and was somewhat greater when dim symbols were 
present also (p < 05) For a combined tofal of 5 7 5 9  bright and dim 
symbols. the probability of missing at least one target increased 
from about 0 3  per target when ten of the symbols were bright. 
to 0 9  when 2 6  were bright Thirty-five percent of the 
underestimations were of size two or greater The time taken to 
count the targets increased with the total number of bright symbols 
present (p < 01)  Dim symbols tended to be counted as bright 
(p < 01) 
A68-82427 
EFFECT OF CONTROL PLACEMENT ON INFORMATION 
TRANSFER RATE USING BISENSORY SIGNALS. 
A D Perriment (Monash U , Clayton, Victoria, Australia) 
Journalof Applied Psychology, vol 52, Oct. 1968, p. 357-361 
A 2 x 2 x 4 factorial experiment was designed to examine 
the effect which various display-control relationships had upon the 
rate at which subjects could transmit information from a bisensory 
display Subjects were required to respond to a visual signal 
stimultaneously presented wi th  an auditory signal of equal 
uncertainty Responses were made by depressing push buttons The 
three response-code variables examined were (1) the code carried 
by each of the operating limbs. (2) the code carried by the 
operating digits of each hand. and (3) the degree of separation 
between the button pairs The only variable significantly affecting 
information transfer rate was found to be the code carried by the 
operating limbs. although the other two variables combined with 
it to produce significant interactions The results support the 
contention that the S-R expectancies, which the subject brings to 
the task, are important determinants of performance. The flexibility of 
the human component in man-machine systems is also illustrated 
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A68-82428 
TASK COHERENCE. TRAINING TIME, AND RETENTION 
INTERVAL EFFECTS ON SKILL RETENTION. 
James C Naylor, George E Briggs, and Walter G Reed (Ohio 
State U , Columbus) 
Journal o f  Applied Psychology. vol 52. Oct 1968, p 386-393 
9 refs 
Contract AF 33(616)-7269 
Amount of trainihg. secondary task coherence, and length 
of retention interval, each at two levels, were evaluated in terms of 
long-term skill retention effects The criterion task was composed 
of a three-dimensional tracking task (primary task) and a nine-event 
monitoring task (secondary task) Retention loss varied inversely 
with amount of training and with secondary task coherence (the 
latter only under the lesser amount of training) for both tasks 
Absolute retention levels varied directly with the training and task 
coherence variables and inversely with retention interval From 
these and previous data, task coherence emerges as an important 
variable in  skill acquisition and retention 
A68-82429 
STIMULUS VARIABLES I N  VIGILANCE: SIGNAL 
DURATION AND INTENSITY. 
W G Davenport (Newcastle. U , New South Wales. Australia) 
Austrakan Journal of Psychology, vol 20. Aug 1968, p 129-133 
8 refs 
Vigilance behavior was studied to evaluate the ability to 
detect short, low-intensity, aperiodically presented auditory stimuli 
over a period of 80 min continuous watch-keeping Four values 
of signal duration and of signal intensity were employed to assess 
the effect of each on signal detection efficiency Results showed that 
both signal duration and signal intensity contributed significantly 
to the efficiency of signal detection over time. and that there were 
no differential effects of signal duration of intensity over time, that 
the detectability measure of a signal for stimuli above threshold level 
rose as both signal duration and signal intensity were increased. 
and that the intersignal interval did not influence the efficiency of 
signal detection There was a significant decrement in detection 
performance over t ime The model put  forward by previous 
investigators extending signal detection theory to a vigilance situation 
was validated with portions of the experimental data 
A68-82430 
THE AMINO ACID SEQUENCE OF SCENEDESMUS FER- 
REDOXIN. 
Koichi Sugeno and Hiroshi Matsubara (Calif, U , Space Sci Lab, 
Berkeley) 
Biochemical and Biophysical Research Communications, vol 32. 
Sep 30,1968. p 951 -955 13 refs 
NASA Grant NsG 479 and Grant NIH HE 1 1  553-01 
The amino acid sequence of ferredoxin in the green alga, 
Scenedemos was determined A total of 9 6  residues was observed 
Two large peptides. one from residue 1 -69  and other from 70-96 
were obtained by cyanogen bromide cleavage The total of 96 
amino acids showed a molecular weight of 10.1 72 The structure 
and sequence were compared to  ferredoxin of higher plants 
A68-82431 
THE ANTICONVULSANT ACTION OF CARBON DIOXIDE: 
INTERACTION WITH RESERPINE AND INHIBITORS OF 
CARBONIC ANHYDRASE. 
William D Gray and Charles E Rauh (Am Cyanamid Co , Lederle 
Labs Div , Dept of Exptl Pharmacol , Pear River, N Y 1 
Journal of Pharmacology and Experimental Therapeutics, vol 1 63, 
Oct 1968. p 43 1 4 3 8  32 refs 
The anticonvulsant actions of CO, and inhibitors of carbonic 
anhydrase show the following similarities (1) they are antagonized 
by reserpine in both rats and mice. (2) action is restored by 
the administration of dl-dopa to reserpine-treated mice, indicating 
involvement of catecholamines. and (3) in rats. the antagonistic 
action of reserpine is  surmountable by both agents The two  
agents differ in their anticonvulsant effect in mice. antagonism by 
reserpine is insurmountable by carbonic anhydrase inhibitors, but is 
surmountable by CO, Treatment with methazolamide followed by 
CO, produces a greater anticonvulsant effect in mice and possibly 
also in rats than would be expected on the basis of a similar joint 
action This phenomenon most probably is oue to the enhancement 
of the anticonvulsant effect of methazolamide by the acidosis 
produced by equilibration with CO, Reserpine antagonism of the 
anticonvulsant action of C02 does not appear to be mediated 
either by changes in brain excitability or via action on the blood CO, 
buffer system The results support the belief that the anticonvulsant 
action of carbonic anhydrase inhibitors is mediated by disequilibrium 
of the COz buffer system 
A68-82432 
MASS OCCURRENCE OF OCCUPATIONAL SKIN DISEASES 
llvl A TEXTILE-PLANT DURING ANTICREASE PROCESSING 
OF TEXTILES [HROMADNY VYSKYT PROFESIONALNICH 
KOZNICH ONEMOCNENI V KONFEKCNIM ZAVODE PRI 
ZPRACOVANI LATEK NEMACKAVE UPRAVVJ. 
Zdenek Kachlik 
Pracovni Likarstvi, vol 20. May 1968. p 154-158 9 refs In 
Czech 
The anticrease processing of textiles is at present mostly 
performed by urea- or melamine-formaldehyde resins In one and 
one-half yr in  a textile plant 63 cases of skin affections 
occurred (5 25% of all employees) Most cases occurred in women 
employed at sewing Skin damages were localized mostly on the 
face. eye lids, skin on the chest and on the forearms and hands 
A number of patients had eye complications (conjunctivitis with 
edema of the eye lids), ulcerous stomatitis and inflammation of the 
upper respiratory tract The above effects were caused by 
crease-proofed fabrics which contain free formaldehyde that may be 
released from them Through contact of the perspiring skin with 
textile dust. formaldehyde is released by hydrolysis. and skin and 
mucous membranes are irritated and damaged Precautions are 
suggested which contain requirements for modification of the 
anti-crease processing technology by synthetic resins wi th  
formaldehyde concentration. dust rate reduction in plant, air 
conditioning of work places, pre-employment examinations and 
controls of formaldehyde concentration in fabrics before work 
A68-82433 
FURTHER OBSERVATIONS OF THE ADAPTATION AND 
TRAINING UNDER MEXICAN CONDITIONS [DALSZE 
BADANIA ADEPTACJI I TRENINGU W WARUNKACH 
MEKSY KU I. 
I Malarecki. M Lukawska, and M Firsowicz 
Wychowanie Fizyczne i Sport, vol 12, no 3, 1968. p 29-32 
9 refs In Polish 
The adaptation to strenuous efforts was investigated in 
the light of the changes of the maximum ceiling of oxygen 
consumption in groups of athletes after a total of five to six wk 
sojourn and training in European mountain bases and in Mexico, 
as well as in groups which had come to Mexico from the lowlands 
The results were assessed against the background of similar earlier 
investigations in which the period of adaption in Mexico was 
limited to 14 to 17 days only It was found that maximum oxygen 
consumption during work after a longer period of adaptation. that 
IS five to six wk , was still lower than the starting level at home. 
amounting on the average to 4 1 to  9 2 %  (in the earlier 
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investigations after 14 to 17 days of sojourn it amounted on the 
average to 11%) This means a better adaptation to work under 
the above conditions This shows also that the period of five to 
six wk is insufficient for full adaptation to endurance competitions 
As regards technical sport competitions. such as weight lifting 8 
to 15 days of training in Mexico was considered sufficient for the 
achievement of full sporting conditions 
A6842434 
M A X l M A L  OXYGEN UPTAKE A N D  INCREASE I N  THE 
CONCENTRATION OF LACTATE I N  YOUNG M E N  
[MAKSYMALNE ZUZYCIE TLENU I ZMIANY STEZENIA 
MLECZANU W E  KRWf U MLODYCH MEZCZYNNJ 
I VVojcieszak and E Walajtys 
Wychowanie Fizyczne I Sport, vol 12 no 3. 1968. p 33-42 
26 refs In Polish 
The aim of the investigation was to determine the maximal 
oxygen uptake by the direct method and with the use of a 
nomogram as well as an attempt to determine the part of anaerobic 
mechanisms in the production of energy of maximal effort Thirty 
students aged 18-24 yrs performed maximal work of 1,800 to 
2,200 kyni /miri on a cydoergometei The heart rate, the ventilation 
of the lungs and the oxygen consumption were registered during 
work and ovei 15 min of recovery The concentration of lactate 
and pyruvate in venous blood was determined at rest and directly 
after work Excess lactate and oxygen equivalent of the lactate 
increase and the excess lactate were calculated It was found that 
there exists a considerable relationship between the maximum 
oxygen consumption during maximum work and that calculated 
according to nomogram The determinatron of the maximum oxygen 
consumption made on the basis of the nomogram may serve as 
control for the determination of the maximum oxygen consumption 
during work A better correlation was obtained between the directly 
measured respiratory oxygen debt and lactate concentration and 
lactate increase expressed as oxygen equivalents than between the 
oxygeri debt and the excess lactate expressed as oxygen equivalents 
The share of the changes of lactate pyruvate in the production of 
energy during maximal work may be found by the determination of 
the complete lactate increase or the complete lactate concentration 
after work 
A68-82435 
THE EXOSMOSIS OF FREE AMINO ACIDS FROM NORMAL 
HUMAN SKIN. 
Radu Dumitriu and Mioara CBrsteanu (Rumania. Acad of the 
Socialist Rep. lnst of Biochem and Min of Health, "Colentina" 
Center of Dermato-Venerol , Bucharest) 
Revue Rournaine de Biochimie. vol 5. no 2. 1968, 1 107-1 11 
23 refs 
The exosmosis of the free amino acids from normal human 
skin was investigated The amino acids obtained by exosmosis in 
solution were passed through a Zerolit column. eluted, separated 
by chromatography and quantitatively determined by photometry 
The results show that from the connective tissue of the skin. by 
exosmosis 12 amino acids could be separated. from the upper 
layers of the skin considerable amounts of methionine. histidine and 
cysteine respectively cystine were exosmosed In the process of 
exosmosis very small amounts of glycine and proline respectively 
hydroxyproline passed in solution from the skin. amino acids occurring 
as largest amourits in the collagen molecule 
A68-82436 
D N A  SPECTROPHOTOMETRIC CHARACTERIZATION 
AFTER IRRADIATION IN VIVO. 2. THERMIC TRANSITION 
AND INFLUENCE EXERTED BY RADIOPROTECTIVE (AET) 
A N D  RADIOSENSITIZING (COACARBOXYLASE) SUB- 
STANCES. 
Maria Furnica (Oncol lnst, Bucharest, Rumania) 
Revue Roumaine de Biochimie, vol 5. no 2, 1968, p 113-120 
20 refs 
Thermic properties (Tm. 12 /3 .  AT) of DNA extracted from 
h e r  of rats irradiated by lethal doses (900 r) or nonlethal ones 
(300 r) were studied, in order to  render evident eventual structural 
changes, undergone by DNA macromolecules after irradiation in 
vivo An increased resistance to  heat actson (TM = 90" C ) of DNA 
extracted from animals irradiated by lethal doses is found. but only 
in late phases of irradiation (after 10 days) Administering of 
cocarboxylase t irradiation with 900  r hastens the effect, increasing 
of Tm being found even three days after irradiation (Tin = 
87 7 "  C ) Irradiation after administering of aminoethylisothiuronium 
diminishes the irradiation effects, namely DNA extracted after 1 0  
days is less resistant to heat action (Tm = 87 5" C ) It is also found 
out that transition width, although equal in absolute values for the 
various DNA preparations. is situated in different temperature 
ranges in the case of DNA irradiated by lethal doses, against the 
one irradiated by nonlethal doses or the normal one 
A68-82437 
SUPPRESSION OF BEHAVIOR BY TIMEOUT PUNISHMENT 
WHEN SUPPRESSION RESULTS I N  LOSS OF POSITIVE 
RE INFO RCENIENT. 
Arnold Kaufman and Alan Baron (Wis, U, Milwaukee) 
Journal of the Experimental Analysis of Behavior, vol 11, Sep 
1968. p 595-607 20 refs 
Grants NlMH 08430 and NSF GB 4004 
This investigation. using rats as subjects and punishment 
by timeout for responses maintained on a ratio schedule sought 
to determine whether behavior would be suppressed by timeout 
punishment when such suppression also reduced reinforcement 
density or frequency A series of experiments indicated that timeout 
punishment suppressed responding with the degree of suppression 
increasing as a function of the duration of the timeout period 
Suppressive effects were found to decrease as a function of increases 
in deprivation (body weight) and were eliminated when the punished 
response also was reinforced It  was concluded that timeout can 
produce aversive effects even when loss of reinforcement results 
An alternative interpretation of the findings, based on the effects of 
extinction periods and delay of reinfoicement on chained behavior, 
was discussed 
A68-82438 
FIXED-RATIO PUNISHMENT BY TIMEOUT OF 
CONCURRENT VARIABLE-INTERVAL BEHAVIOR. 
John R Thomas llnst for Behavioral Res, Silver Spring, Md  ) 
Journal of the Experimental Analysls of Behavior, vol 11, Sep 
1968, p 609-6 16 22  refs 
NASA Grant NsG-450 
Pigeons' responding was maintained by two concurrently 
available variable-interval reinforcement schedules A fixed-ratio 
punishment schedule of timeout periods from the concurrent 
reinforcernent schedules was arranged for responding during one of 
the variable-interval schedules The greater the probabilrty of a 
rimeout after a response on the punished variable-interval schedule 
(the smaller the fixed ratio that produced timeout) the greater the 
decline in the relative punished response rates Relative 
reinforcement rates remained invariant when relative response rates 
declined Both behavioral contrast and induction effects were 
observed on the unpunished variable-interval schedule as a function 
of timeout punishment of the other schedule 
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A68-82439 
EFFECTS OF STRESS O N  THE METABOLISM OF 
MOREPINEPHRINE, DOPAMINE AND SEROTONIN IN THE 
CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM OF THE RAT. 1. 
MODIFICATIONS OF NOREPlNEPHRl NE TURNOVER. 
Anne-Marie Thierry. France Javoy. Jacques Glowinski. and Seymour 
S Kety (France. Coll, Lab de Neurophysiol Gen, Unit6 de 
Neuropharmacol Biochim , Paris) 
Journal of Pharmacology and Experimental Therapeutics, vol 1 63, 
Sep 1968.p 163-171 32refs 
Intern Neurochem SOC .First Meeting. Strasbourg. Jut 1967 
Grant NlMH M H  12017, Parts. U .  lnst Natl de la Sante e t  de 
la Rec Med , and SOC des Usines Chim Rhone-Poulenc supported 
Research 
The effect of stress on the metabolism of norepinephrine 
(NE) dopamine and serotonin (5-hydroxytryptamine. 5HT) in the 
central nervous system of the rat was examined Estimations of 
turnover of NE were made by following the changes in NE specific 
activity after labeling the endogenous stores of NE by intracisternal 
injection of H3-NE Stress induced by mild electric shocks to the 
feet did not significantly affect the endogenous content of NE but 
did markedly increase the turnover of this amine in  central 
NE-containing neurons, mainly in the brainstem-mesencephalon and 
in the spinal cord The disappearance of H3-dopamine in the 
striatum and brainstem-mesencephaion was not affected under 
these conditions This stress increased the synthesis of 5HT in 
the brainstem-mesencephalon as seen by the greater increase of 
endogenous 5HT after monoamine oxidase inhibition but did not 
affect the dissappearance of intracisternally administered H3-5HT 
Changes in NE turnover regulation induced by electric foot 
shocks were studied in various conditions There was an enhanced 
turnover of N E  in the brainstem-mesencephalon when higher 
intensities of stimulation were used, this was associated with an 
increased accumulation of H3-normetanephrine. no modiftcation 
was seen when the frequency of stimulation was increased 
NE turnover during an acute stress session was enhanced to  
a greater degree when rats were prevtously subjected to  
many stress sessions The initial accumulation of H3-NE in the 
brainstem-mesencephalon was decreased just after an acute stress 
and increase 2 4  hr after the last electric shock stress session of 
a chronic stress treatment 
A68-82440 
MECHANlSM OF MONOMETHYLHYDRAZINE EXCRETION 
BY THE MAMMALIAN KIDNEY. 
Fredric L Coe, Robert W Howe, and James A Goetting (USAF 
School of Aerospace Med , Biosci Div , Pharmacol -Blochem 
Branch, Brooks AFB, Tex ) 
Journal of Pharmacology and Experimental Therapeutics, vol 1 63. 
Sep 1968.p 216-221. 
Renal pathways for excretion of monomethylhydrazine (MMH) 
have been studied by standard clearance methods The renal 
handling of this substance is quite similar to that of hydrazine. its 
parent base MMH is excreted by a combination of glomerular 
filtration. passive diffusion-mediated reabsorption and simulatanous 
tubular secretion The secretion process has a limited capacity for 
MMH transfer and can be inhibited by 2.4-dinitrophenol The 
percentage of the filtered load of MMH excreted is influenced by 
urine pH It approximates 100% below p H  6 5 and falls to 20% 
above pH 7 
A68-82441 
DEGREE-ORIENTED SPEECH SIGNALS IN ANECHOIC 
SPACE. 
LATERAL LOCALIZATION OF 0 DEGREE- OR NEAR-0 
Mark B Gardner (Bell Telephone Labs, Inc, Murray Hill. N J ) 
Journal of the Acoustical Society of America, vol 4 4  Sep 1968 
p 797 5 0 2  34refs 
Acoust SOL of Am ,73rd Meeting, New York. Apr 20. 1967 
Many studies have been made of man's ability to localize 
various types of sounds under various acoustic conditions Of 
particular interest in loudspeaker reception is the ability to localize 
transient-type signals that originate at or near the intersection of 
the horizontal and median planes, I e ,  in the region directly in Front 
of the listener The present study explores this ability for high 
quality speech signals in noise-free. anechoic space It was found 
that. under such test conditions, the average error of lateral or 
angular localization was 1 5"  In addition. an average individual bias 
of 1 1' and a group bias of less than 1 0  1"  were also found 
When the speed signals were presented over a wide range of levels 
from a source located among similar units displayed at various 
angles and distances from the observer, 2001 , angular shifts as large 
as 5" were observed in the apparent lateral position of the source 
A68-82442 
AUDITORY FLUTTER FUSION A N D  ENVELOPE OF 
SIGNAL. 
F Harbert. I M Young. and C H Wenner (Jefferson Med Coll 
Dept of Otolaryngol , Philadelphia, Pa ) 
Journal of the Acoustical Society of America, vol 44. Sep 1968 
p 8 0 3 4 0 6  9 refs 
NIH supported research 
Auditory-flutter fusion (AFF) threshold measurements were 
made for pure tones and white noise by varying the rise and 
decay time The tests were conducted with trained. normal-hearing 
subjects and also those with pathological ears Off time was the 
major factor in determining the AFF threshold The off time required 
to obtain AFF threshold was dependent upon the rise and decay 
time and followed a definite pattern referred to in the derived 
equation There was no relationship between on time and AFF 
threshold Other variables such as testing intensity level, interruption 
rate, and stimulus components did not provide any statistically 
significant alteration of AFF threshold AFF thresholds were similar 
for both normals and pathologicals with and without abnormal 
adaption 
A68-82443 
LATERALIZATION THRESHOLD OF A SIGNAL IN NOISE. 
T Houtgast and R Plomp (Inst for Perception RVO-TNO, 
Soesterberg, The Netherlands ) 
Journal of the Acoustical Society of America, vol 44, Sep 1968, 
p 807-812 16refs 
Haute Autorite de la Communaute EuropLenne du Charbon et de 
I'Acier supported research 
Experiments are described in which the accuracy of the 
perceived lateral position of a signal against a continuous 
background of making noise is determined Both signal and masker 
consisted of octave bands of thermal noise. with the same center 
frequency of 500  Hz The signal-to-noise ratio and signal duration 
served as parameters The results can be understood on the 
statistical basis. the random fluctuations due to  internal noise are 
found to have a standard deviation of about 80 Fsec It appeared 
that. as a result of the increase of the sound-pressure level, the 
onset part of the signal contributes more to the lateral position 
perceived to  the ongoing part does The relation to the precedence 
effect IS discussed The statistical procedure underlying the accuracy 
of the lateral position perceived suggests an approach relaxed 
prestress masking level difference effect based on a masking 
pattern in the binaural-hearing mechanism 
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EFFECT OF SIGNAL DURATION ON DETECTION FOR 
GATED AND FOR CONTINUOUS NOISE. 
Ann Tucker, Paul I Williams, and Lloyd A Jeffress (Tex , U , Dept 
of Psycho1 and Defense Res Lab, Austin) 
Journal of the Acoustical Society of America, vol 44. Sep 1968. 
p 813-816 12refs 
NASA and ONR supported research 
A series of two-alternative forced-choice experiments 
showed that for short durations, the detection of a tonal signal in 
noise when the two are gated synchronously is superior to the 
detection of the signal in a background of continuous noise The 
experiments also showed that for gated signal and noise. there is 
a steady improvement in detection as the duration is shortened, 
provided that highly practiced observers are employed in  the task 
Native observers exhibit a similar trend, but their performance 
drops at the short durations (5 and 10 msec when the listening 
task becomes very difficult 
A68-82445 
MODIFICATION OF LETHALITY AND MUTAGENESIS BY 
ESCHERICHIA COLI STRAIN B/R 
Ruth F Hill (Columbia U Dept of Radiol , Radiol Res Lab, New 
York City. N Y ) 
Journal of General Microbiology, vol 52, part 2, Jul 1968. 
p 261-270 26refs 
Contract AEC AT-(30-1)-2740 
The influence of post-irradiation growth inhibition on survival 
and absolute yields of prototropic mutants has been studied in 
Escherichia coli B/R, u v -irradiated in the lag and logarithmic phases 
of the growth cycle Without post-irradiation growth inhibition 
survival and yields of mutants were higher for logarithmic phase 
cells Post-irradiation growth inhibition reduced yields of mutants 
from both types of cells to similar extents and markedly increased 
the survival of logarthmic phase cells, both after small and large 
u v  doses In the case of lag phase cells, a survival increase 
mediated by post-irradiation growth inhibition could only be observed 
by giving a large u v  dose or by inhibiting repair of damage 
occurring after plating for colony formation Post-irradiation growth 
inhibition was observed to have two effectsane tending to increase 
survival and another tending to enhance lethality The results 
indicate that observable effects of post-irradiation growth inhibition 
on survival and induced mutation in E coh B/R and whether or not 
such effects are correlated depend upon a number of factors 
These include (1) relative amounts of repair occurring during 
growth inhibition and during subsequent growth, (2) heterogeneity 
of the population with respect to growth phase, intrinsic repair 
ability and amount of damage. and (3) relative contributions of 
increased repair and increased killing-both mediated by 
post-irradiation growth inhibition 
GROWTH INHIBITION OF ULTRAVIOLET-IRRADIATED 
A68-82446 
FREE AMINO ACIDS I N  BLOOD OF HIBERNATING AND 
HAMSTERS, AND IN COMMON FROGS ACCLIMATED TO 
DIFFERENT AMBIENTTEMPERATURES. 
Rolf Kristoffersson and Saara Broberg (Helsinki, U , Dept of Physiol 
Zoo, Finland) 
Annales Academiae Scfentiarurn Fennicae, Ser A, IV Biologica. 
130, 1968.22 p 2 4  refs 
Natl Res Council for Sci supported research 
The pattern of free amino acids in the blood serum of hedgehogs 
:n relation to seasonal and hibernation cycles is described Among 
the awake animals outside the hibernation season the group 
studied in spring revealed a somewhat different pattern of amino 
acids from that of the other two groups analyzed in the fall The 
NON-HIBERNATING HEDGEHOGS A N D  GOLDEN 
amino acid pattern of hibernating hedgehogs differed from that 
found in awake animals lysine. valine, leucine isoleucine and 
ornithine were present in hibernating animals at relatively high levels 
Spontaneous arousals during the hibernation cycle in midwinter are 
accompanied by an abundant increase of free amino acids in the 
blood serum. resulting in an amino acid pattern dissimilar from that 
found in hibernating animals or in  awake animals outside the 
hibernation season The effect of hibernation and spontaneous 
arousals on the amino acid pattern in the blood serum of another 
type of hibernator. the golden hamster, is described In the 
latter species at least lysine, leucine and ornithine are present at 
relatively high levels during hibernation as compared with their 
concentrations in animals outside the hibernation season Increase 
of the ambient temperature (from 5" to 20°C ) leads t o  a rise of 
about 80% in the free amino acid level in the blood plasma of 
the common frog 
A68-82447 
MUSCLE REFLEX CHANGES UNDER EMOTIONAL STRESS. 
Kurt Boman and Erkki Kivalo (Helsinki. U. Dept of Neurol. 
Finland) 
Annales Acaderniae Scientiarum Fennicae, Ser A. V Medica. 135, 
1968 19 p 3 0  refs 
Signe och Ane Gyllenbergs Sriftelse supported research 
The effect of emotional stress on  myotatic reflexes of 
33 healthy students was investigated The subjects were 
seated in a convenient chair and under identical quiet circumstances 
knee jerks were elicited by the same supramaximal mechanical 
stimulus with a frequency of two/min during a period of two to 
three hr The angular biophysical, movements were recorded by an 
electric goniometer Fifteen subjects were examined in this way 
twice or more often In the first series the basis reflex activity was 
recorded only. but in the second series the subjects had to perform 
hard mental arithmetics during a period of 30 to 45 min after a 
relaxation t ime of about 4 0  to  6 0  min Eighteen subjects were 
examined only once similar to the subjects in the second series 
described above The values of the jerk amplitudes obtained under 
relaxed p res t ress  circumstances .compared w i t h  those 
obtained under emotional stress During the emotional stress 
a marked increase in the jerk amplitudes varying between 4 5 and 
13 3 degrees was observed in 16 subjects and a slight to  
moderate increase varying between 0 1 and 3 6 degrees in 10 
subjects A marked decrease in jerk amplitude values varying between 
4 5 and 8 5 degrees was seen in  four cases and a slight to 
moderate decrease varying between 0 3 to 2 3 degrees in three 
cases It is concluded, that emotional factors can exert a marked 
influence on the fusimotor system. which regulates principally the 
excitability of the myotatic reflexes During emotional stress also 
clonic reflexes, an increased number of leg oscillations and an 
increased angular velocity of the free swinging leg were observed 
The results are discussed 
A68-82448 
VENUS: ESTIMATES OF THE SURFACE TEMPERATURE 
A N D  PRESSURE F R O M  RADIO A N D  RADAR 
MEASUREMENTS. 
A T Wood, Jr , J B Pollack (Harvard Coll Obs, Cambridge. 
Mass ). and R B Wattson (Smithsonian Astrophys Obs . Cambridge, 
Mass ) 
Science, vol 162, Oct 4, 1968. p 1 14-1 16 16 refs 
NASA Grant NGR-09-015-023 
The radio brightness temperature and radar cross section 
spectra of Venus are in much better accord with surface boundary 
conditions deduced from a combination of the Mariner V results 
and the radar radius than those obtained by the Venera 4 space 
probe The average surface temperature and pressure are 
approximately 750'K and 9 0  atm 
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CHEMICAL ANALYSIS OF THE MOON AT THE SURVEYOR 
VI1 LANDING SITE: PRELIMINARY RESULTS. 
Anthony L Turkevich (Chicago, U., Chem Dept. and Enrico Fermi 
lnst, 111). Ernest J. Franzgrote (Jet Propulsion Lab.. Pasadena, 
Calif), and James H Patterson (Argonne Natl. Lab., Chern. Div., 
111 ) 
Science, vol 162, Oct 4. 1968. p 1 17-1 18 7 refs 
NASA Contracts 7-1000 and NASA 951347: AEC supported 
research 
The alpha-scattering experiment aboard Surveyor VI1 has 
provided a chemical analysis of the moon in the area o f  the crater 
Tycho The preliminary results indicate a chemical composition 
similar to that already found at two mare sites, but with a lower 
concentration of elements of the iron group (titanium through 
copper) 
A68-82450 
PHYSIOLOGICAL INVESTIGATIONS OF W O R K  LOAD 
WITH THE CIRCULATION CONTROLLING APPARATUS 
"PHYSIOMAT" [ARBEITSPHYSIOLOGISCHE BELASTUNG- 
SUNTERSUCHUNGEN M I T  DEM KREISLAUFKONTROLL- 
GERAT "PHYSIOMAT"]. 
A Fuchs-Schmuck and H J Naumann (Med Akad "Carl Gustav 
Carus". lnst f i r  Arbeitshyg , Dresden, East Germany) 
Das Deursche Gesundheitswesen, vol 23, Jul 4. 1968. p 1280- 
1283 28  refs In German 
As has been proved by studies of work on the bicycle 
ergometer, the electronic circulation-controlling appliance Physiomat 
can also be applied on labor physiology A fixed measuring arm 
is the prerequisite for a recording of the blood pressure and 
pulse parameters according to  the Riva-Rocci-Korotkow method or 
oscillation method free from disturbances Due to the indication of 
mean values, temporary pulse changes are not recorded The 
appliance is particularly efficient if the circulator exposure does not 
exceed a steady state behavior 
A68-82451 
RELATIONSHIP OF BEAM SUBSTRATES AND CERTAIN 
INTESTINAL BACTERIA TO GAS PRODUCTION IN THE 
DOG. 
Edmund A Richards, F R Steggerda. and A Murata (111,  U , Dept 
of Physiol and Biophysics. Urbana) 
Gastroenterology, vol 55, Oct 1968, p 502-509 28 refs 
Contract USDA 6963-71 
ln vivo and in virro tests indicated that certain anaerobic 
bacteria in the small and large intestine of dogs are closely related 
to gas production in the presence of navy bean and soybean 
products The characteristic high carbon dioxide and hydrogen content 
of the gas produced in the in vitro experiments gives support to  
the assumption that the gas production is closely related to 
fermentation by the clostridia type of bacteria Gas production in the 
presence of bean homogenates was completely inhibited with 
antibiotic and bacteriostatic agents After injection of gas-producing 
bean products into intestinal loops the numbers of anaerobic 
spore-forming organisms present on mucosal samples of the ileum 
and colon were markedly increased The methods used in this study 
can be used effectively for detecting the presence of gas-producing 
factors in foods 
Correlations between the physical conditions of Venus and 
the chemistry of the atmosphere and lithospere were discussed 
The data were taken from measurements made from the Venera 4 
and other planetary probes Abundance data for HCI and HF were 
studied in an attempt to determine the sources of HCI and HF in 
the atmosphere. The thermodynamic relations of HCI and HF on 
Venus indicate some interesting features There can be no relations 
between the atmospheric abundance and those of the hypothetical 
solar nebula The reactive constituents are not derived by any 
simple degassing process, although they are. according to the 
hypothesis presented, closely related to  the lithospheric minerals A 
better approach seems to be view this relation as a two way 
process in which absorption is equal in importance to volatization 
The extensive reaction with surface material implied by the data 
takes some emphasis from the role of volcanism in  determining the 
atmospheric characteristics The HCI and HF relations have 
important implications in comparative planetology. particularly in 
relation to  the history of halogens on Earth 
A68-82452 
SOURCES OF HCI AND HF I N  THE ATMOSPHERE OF 
VENUS. 
Robert F. Mueller (NASA, Goddard Space Flight Center, Planetol. 
Branch. Greenbelt, Md.). 
Nature, vol. 220, Oct. 5, 1968. p. 55-57. 14 refs. 
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AUTOMATIC COMPUTER PROCESSING OF PHYSIOLOGICAL 
OATA DURING SPACE FLIGHTS, D ISCUSSING CHOICE OF 
COMPUTERS AN0 COMPUTER PROGRAMS 
A6B-43893 
AIRCRAFT ACCIDENTS 
PASSENGER EVACUATION FROM SST I N  BELLY LANDING 
CONF IGURAT ION, COMP AR I N G  EFF I C  I E  NC I E S OF S I  NGLE 
AN0 DOUBLE OOOR E X I T S  Ab8-43824  
AIRCRAFT DESIGN 
A I R  CONOITIONING SYSTEM DESIGN C R I T E R I A  FOR FUTURE 
SHORT HAUL COMMERCIAL PASSENGER JET AIRCRAFT 
NOTING PERFORMANCE, SAFETY, R E L I A B I L I T Y  AN0 
M A I N T A I N A B I L I T Y  
SAE PAPER 6 8 0 7 2 5  A68-45098  
LOCKHEEO C-5A ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL SYSTEM 
DESIGN. DESCRIBING BLEED-AIR CONTROL. A I R  
C O N O I T I O N I N G ~  TEMPERATURE CONTROL AN0 
PRESSURIZATION 
SAE PAPER 6 8 0 7 2 2  AbB-45099 
NEW AIRCRAFT FOR TRANSPORTING PATIENTS - GENERAL 
DESIGN FEATURES Ab8-82255  
AIRCRAFT SAFETY 
PREVENTIVE A V I A T I O N  MEDICINE AN0 AEROMEDICAL 
RESEARCH FROM AIRCRAFT SAFETY VIEWPOINT NOTING 
P I  LOT PHYSICAL EXAM I N A T  IONS t 
AIRPORT OPERATORS ROLE 
F L I G H T  FATIGUE AN0 
Ab8-45656  
ALANINE 
SYNTHESIS, REACTIONS. AN0 ANALYSIS  OF 
C-PERFLUORALKYL GLYCINES Nb8-36235  
ALCOHOLS 
AMINO ALCOHOL REGENERABLE ABSORBERS OF CARBON 
D I O X I D E S  TOXICOLOGICAL CHARACTERISTICS. DISCUSSING 
ABSORBING A B I L I T Y  I N  RATS Ab8-43886  
ALERTNESS 
ANXIETY. ATTENTIVENESS-ALERTNESS REACTION TO 
A N T I C I P A T I O N  OF PHYSICAL OR MENTAL PERFORMANCEt 
STUOYING SURFACE-NEGATIVE POTENTIAL APPEARING I N  
HUMAN B R A I N  FRONTAL REGION A 6 8 - 4 4 0 5 1  
APPARENT DURATION OF TEN MINUTE INTERVAL 
TO P I L O T S  DURING ISOLATION WHILE PERFORMING 
TRACKING TASKS AN0 WHILE ENGAGE0 I N  NO A C T I V I T Y  
WITH AN0 WITHOUT BACKGROUND DISTRACTION 
Ab8-82352  
EFFECTS OF SIGNAL DURATION AN0 I N T E N S I T Y  ON 
DETECTION OF AUDITORY SIGNALS DURING 
V I G I L A N C E  168-82429 
ALGAE 
PALEONTOLOGICAL METHODS FOR INVESTIGATION OF 
EARLIEST FORM OF L I F E  I N  NORTHERN EURASIA, 
C I T I N G  NEH SPECIES OF ALGAE Ab8-45592  
UNICELLULAR ALGAE CONTINUOUS CULTURE AS 
AUTOTROPHIC COMPONENT OF CLOSE0 ECOLOGICAL SYSTEM, 
DISCUSSING S T A B I L I Z A T I O N  OF BIOMASS CONCENTRATION 
TO PROVIDE OXYGEN REQUIREMENT A6B-45914 
BIOLOGICAL REGENERATION OF ENCLOSE0 ATMOSPHERE 
WITH ALGAE PHOTOSYNTHESIS NOTING EFFECT OF D I E T  
CHANGE 868-45915 
BIOLOGICAL VALUE OF ALGAL AN0 SOYA PROTEINS ON 
FOUR GENERATIONS OF WHITE RATS A68-45917  
ALGORITHMS 
ALGORITHM FOR PROCESSING PRIMARY MOTOR 
CHARACTERISTICS OF HUMAN MOTIONS ON D I G I T A L  
COMPUTER A6B-45927  
ALKYLATES 
SYNTHESIS. REACTIONS. AN0 ANALYSIS  OF 
C-PERFLUORALKYL GLYCINES Nb8-36235  
ALLERGIC DISEASES 
ALLERGIC SYVPTOMS I N  SCREWWORM FLY ERADICATION 
PROGRAM PERSONNEL, RECOMMENOING PERIODIC TESTING. 
HYPOSENSITIZATION AN0 RESPIRATORS 
A b 8 - 4 4 1 2 6  
ALT ITUDE 
PHYSIOLOGICAL CHANGES I N  ADAPTING TO ANTARCTIC 
L I V I N G  - POSSIBLE ALT ITUDE EFFECTS 
A68-82254  
ALT ITUDE ACCLIMATIZATION 
ALT I T U  0 E OECOMPRES S ION S I CKN ES S , 0 I SC US S I NG 
MEASURES TO M I N I M I Z E  MORBIDITY A68-44119  
PREVIOUS ACCLIMATIZATION AT MOUNTAIN HEIGHTS 
STRENGTHENS TRANSVERSE ACCELERATION TOLERANCE I N  
HUMANS A b 8 - 4 5 7 4 6  
HUMAN PHYSIOLOGICAL RESPONSES DURING TRANSVERSE 
ACCELERATION AFTER ALTITUOE ACCLIMATIZATION 
A b 8 - 4 5 7 4 7  
HUMAN TOLERANCE TO TRANSVERSE ACCELERATION DURING 
ADAPTATION TO HYPOXIA I N  PRESSURE CHAMBER, 
CONSIDERING ASTRONAUTS PREFLIGHT TRAINING 
~ 6 a - 4 5 7 4 8  
RESPIRATORY, CARDIOVASCULAR AN0 CENTRAL NERVOUS 
SYSTEMS REACTIONS I N  MOUNTAIN CLIMBERS AN0 CONTROL 
SUBJECTS TO HYPOXIA AOAPTATION I N  PRESSURE 
CHAWBER A68-45749  
ALT ITUDE AOAPTATION EFFECT ON HUMAN RESISTANCE TO 
HYPOXIA, H I G H  TEMPERATURE AN0 VESTIBULAR STIMULI ,  
USING PRESSURE CHAMBER Ab8-45750  
REPEATEO STAY EFFECT AT MOUNTAIN HEIGHTS ON 
RESISTANCE TO ACUTE HYPOXIA I N  MOUNTAIN CLIMBERS. 
DISCUSSING ALTITUDE EFFECT ON HEMOGLOBIN AN0 
ERYTHROCYTES I N  BLOOO A 6 8 - 4 5 7 5 1  
LOW BAROMETRIC PRESSURE ADAPTATION EFFECTS ON 
HYPOCAPNIA RESISTANCEv MEASURING EEG, EKG. BLOOO 
PRESSURE AN0 CARBON OIOXIOE P A R T I A L  PRESSURE I N  
ROUNTAIN AN0 NONMOUNTAIN CLIMBERS 
A b 8 - 4 5 7 5 3  
MICE AN0 RATS RESISTANCE TO ACUTE HYPOXIA STUDIED 
I N  PRESSURE CHAMBER AFTER SUBJECTION TO STATIC  
AN0 DYNAMIC LOAOS AT MOUNTAIN ALTITUDES 
A68-45754  
PRESSURE CHAMBER STUOY OF WHITE RAT HYPOXIA 
ADAPTATION, DISCUSSING EFFECTS OF PHYSICAL 
T R A I N I N G  Ab8-45755  
WHITE MICE, RATS AN0 GUINEA P I G  HYPOXIA ADAPTATION 
EFFECTS ON ACCELERATION ENDURANCE 
A b 8 - 4 5 7 5 6  
H I G H  ALT ITUDE ACCLIMATIZATION EFFECTS ON 
ACCELERATION TOLERANCE OF WHITE RATS 
A 6 8 4 5 7 5 7  
HYPOXIA ADAPTATION METHODS EVALUATED FROM H I G H  
MOUNTAIN AN[: PRESSURE CHAMBER EXPERIMENTAL OATA ON 
MICE AN0 RATS A68-45759  
CONTROL SYSTEM S IGNIF ICANCE I N  AOAPTATION OF 
RATS TO MODERATE HYPOXIA, CONSIDERING CEREBRAL 
CORTEXI CEREBELLUM, ADRENAL GLANDS AN0 HYPOPHYSIS 
A 6 8 - 4 5 7 6 1  
SUBCORTICAL BRAIN FORMATIONS OF RATS STUDIED 
FOR ADAPTATION TO CHRONIC HYPOXIA 
A68-45762  
AMINAZINE INFLUENCE ON ADAPTATION OF RAT AN0 MICE 
BRAINS TO SEVERE OXYGEN DEFIC IENCY 
1-4 
SUBJECT INDEX ANIMALS 
A68-45763  
AORENAL GLANDS I N S I G N I F I C A N C E  I N  ADAPTATION TO 
HYPOXIA, DISCUSSING OBSERVATIONS OF ERYTHROCYTES, 
WEIGHT AN0 ALT ITUDE RESISTANCE I N  RATS 
A68-45764  
HYPOPHYSIS ROLE I N  ADAPTATION TO HYPOXIA. 
ANALYZING ARTERIAL BLOOOt WEIGHT AN0 ALT ITUDE 
RESISTANCE OF WHITE RATS Ab  8-4 57 6 6 
ERYTHROCYTES OSMOTIC RESISTANCE DURING H I G H  
MOUNTAIN ACCLIMATIZATION OF HUMANS AN0 RATS. 
NOTING INCREASE CORRELATED WITH OVERALL RESISTANCE 
TO HYPOXIA AN0 ACCELERATIONS A68-45767 
ALT ITUDE ADAPTATION EFFECT ON ERYTHROCYTES 
OSMOTIC RESISTANCE I N  AORENALECTOMI ZED AN0 
HYPOPHYSECTOMIZED RATS UNDER H I G H  MOUNTAIN 
CONDITIONS A68-45768  
HYPOXIA ADAPTATION TRACE ACCUMULATION I N  ANIMALS 
EXPOSED REPEATEDLY TO H I G H  ALT ITUDE TESTS 
DETERMINED FROM CHANGE0 WEIGHT, ERYTHROCYTES, 
HEMOGLOBIN CAPACITY AN0 OXYGEN CONSUMPTI ON 
A68-45769  
DURATION O F  HEMOPOIETIC REACTION OF BONE MARROW I N  
RATS FOR ACCLIMATIZATION TO HYPOXIA, NOTING 
OESOXYRIBONUCLEIC ACIO CONTENT OF CELLS AN0 
M I T O T I C  A C T I V I T Y  A68-45770  
WHITE M I C E  AOAPTATION TO HYPERCAPNIC GASEOUS 
MEOIUMI NOTING DISRUPTION OF INTERRELATIONSHIP  
BETWEEN CORTEX AN0 SUBCORTICAL STRUCTURES AN0 
R E A C T I V I T Y  TO NARCOTICS A 6 8 - 4 5 7 7 1  
DEHYDROGENASE A C T I V I T Y  OF SUCCINIC  AN0 L A C T I C  
ACIDS I N  WHITE RATS DURING ACCLIMATIZATION TO 
CHRONIC HYPOXIA. NOTING CELLULAR ADAPTATION 
MECHANISMS 668-45774 
HIGH ALT ITUDE TRACK AN0 F I E L O  ATHLETIC TRAINING 
AND ACCL I M A T I Z A T I O N  EFFECTS ON PER1 PHERAL BLODO 
I N D I C E S  A68-45778  
EFFECTS OF ALTITUOE ACCLIMATIZATION ON PULMONARY 
FUNCTION I N  WOMEN AS COMPARE0 TO THOSE I N  MEN 
A68-82278  
ADAPTATION TO STRENUOUS PHYSICAL EXERCISE UNDER 
H I G H  ALT ITUDE CONDITIONS OF MEXICO C I T Y  
A68-82433  
ALT ITUDE CONTROL 
P I L O T  PERFORMANCE I N  SIMULATOR TRAINING DURING 
ACUTE HYPOXIA NOTING EFFECT ON ALTITUDE, ENGINE 
POWER AN0 DIRECTIONAL CONTROL A68-46155 
ALT ITUDE SICKNESS 
D I U R E T I C  EFFECT OF ACETAZOLAMIDE ON C L I N I C A L  
SYNDROME OF ACUTE MOUNTAIN SICKNESS I N  HUMANS 
A68-82401  
ALT ITUDE S IMULATION 
NEURORETINA L I G H T  S E N S I T I V I T Y  REDUCTION UNDER H I G H  
ALT ITUDE HYPOXIA S IMULATION FROM AOAPTDMETRY TESTS 
I A F  PAPER 8-60 868-44226 
ARTERIAL AN0 VENOUS BLOOD OF B R A I N  AND MIXED 
VENOUS E L 0 0 0  OF HEART MEASURE0 I N  DOGS EXPOSED TO 
SIMULATED ALTITUDE, NOTING BODY DEOXYGENATION 
A 6 8 - 4 5 9 2 1  
ANTIH ISTAMINE COMPOUNDS EFFECTS ON PSYCHOMOTOR 
PERFORMANCE AND PHYSIOLOGICAL RESPONSES AT THREE 
S IMULATE0 ALT ITUDE LEVELS 
AM-68-1 5 N68-36017  
ALT ITUDE TOLERANCE 
OXYGEN CONSUMPTION AN0 PHOSPHORYLATION PROCESSES 
RELATION STUDIED I N  RATS FOR H I G H  ALT ITUDE 
S T A B I L I T Y  A68-46 150 
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE 
FREE AMINO ACIDS I N  BLOOD OF HIBERNATING AN0 
NON-HIBERNATING HEOGEHOGS AN0 GOLDEN HAMSTERS 
AN0 I N  COMMON FROGS ACCLIMATED TO DIFFERENT 
AM8 I ENT TEMPERATURES A68-82446  
AMINES 
AMINO ALCOHOL REGENERABLE ABSORBERS OF CARBON 
DIOXIDES TOXICOLOGICAL CHARACTERISTICS, OISCUSSING 
ABSORBING A B I L I T Y  I N  RATS A68-43886  
INCREASE I N  SEROTONIN CONCENTRATION I N  B R A I N  STEM 
CF RATS DIFFERENTIALLY DEPRIVE0  OF RAPID EYE 
MOVEMENT STATE A68-82404  
AMINO ACIDS 
D A I L Y  RHYTHMS I N  CONCENTRATIONS OF VARIOUS AMINO 
CONTAINING VARIOUS AMOUNTS OF PROTEINS 
ACIIJS IN HUMAN maoo PLASMA FROM MALES ON DIETS 
A68-45393  
ABIOGENESISt  OISCUSSING HYOROGEN, OXYGEN, CARBON, 
NITROGEN AN0 SULFUR CONVERSION INTO AMINO ACIDS 
FOR S IMPLE ORGANIC COMPOUNDS FORMATION 
A 6 8 - 4 5 3 9 7  
PREBIOLOGICAL EVOLUTION OF PROTEIN SUBSTANCES 
GEMONSTRATED BY SYNTHESIS O F  COMPLEX AMINO ACIO 
COMBINATIONS BY UV RAY EXPOSURE 
A 68-4551 9 
0-AMINO ACIO OXIOASE INOUCTION I N  KIDNEYS OF 
GERM-FREE MICE A68-82363  
FACTORS AFFECTING CIRCADIAN P E R I O D I C I T Y  OF BLOOD 
AMINO ACIDS I N  MAN A68-82369  
EFFECT OF I N S U L I N  ON AMINO ACIO METABOLISM I N  
STARVE0 RATS A68-82424  
CHARACTERISTICS AND SEQUENCE OF AMINO ACIDS 
I N  FERREDOXIN OF GREEN ALGA. SCENEOESMUS 
A68-82430  
EXOSMOSIS OF FREE AMINO ACIDS FROM NORMAL HUMAN 
S K I N  A68-8243  5 
FREE APINO ACIOS I N  BLOOD OF HIBERNATING AN0 
NON-HIBERNATING HEDGEHOGS AN0 GOLDEN HAMSTERS 
AND I N  COMMON FROGS ACCLIMATED TO DIFFERENT 
AMBIENT TEMPERATURES A 6 8 - 8 2 4 4 6  
I O N I Z I N G  RADIATION EFFECTS ON CHEMICAL PROPERTIES 
CF AMINO ACIDS W I T H I N  PROTEIN MOLECULES 
NYO-2735-8 N68-36637  
AMPHETAMINES 
EFFECTS OF SECOBARBITAL AN0 DEXTROAMPHETAMINE ON 
T I M E  JUDGMENTS - INTERSENSORY FACTORS 
~ 6 8 - 8 2 2 8 5  
EFFECT OF BL INOING AN0 CONTINUOUS I L L U P I N A T I O N  ON 
DAILY  C IRCADIAN A C T I V I T Y  RHYTHM I N  RATS 
RECEIV ING 0-AMPHETAMINE SULPHATE 
A68-82340  
AMPHIB IA  
EFFECT OF L I G H T  ON EPINEPHRINE CONTENT OF TOAD 
RETINA 668-82258 
ANALOG S IMULATION 
SYNTHESIS OF HUMAN RESPONSE I N  CLOSE0 LOOP 
TRACKING TASKS 
NAS A-TN-0-4842 N 6 8 - 3 6 4 6 1  
ANESTHESIA 
EFFECTS OF ANESTHESIA AND A R T I F I C I A L  VENTILATION 
ON CAVAL FLOW AN0 CARDIAC OUTPUT I N  DOGS 
~ 6 8 - 8 2 x 6  
ANT I R A I J I A T I  ON DRUGS DECREASING ETHER S E N S I T I V I T Y  
I N  CATS AND MICE DURING R A D I A T I O N  SICKNESS 
A68-82313  
CIRCULATORY CHANGES I N  ANESTHETIZED AN0 
UNANESTHETIZED DOGS UNDER HYPEROXIA 
~ 6 a - 8 2 3 2 9  
ANIMALS 
ACCELERATION EFFECTS ON CELLULAR AND SUBCELLULAR 
STRUCTURES ENZYME A C T I V I T Y  I N  HUMANS AN0 ANIMALS, 
NOTING CHANGES RESULTING FROM CHANGE0 PERMEABIL ITY  
OF MEMBRANES A 68-43 880 
ACCELERATION F I E L D S  STRONGER THAN EARTH GRAVITY 
1-5 
ANNUAL VARIATIONS SUBJECT INDEX 
B IOLOGICAL EFFECT ON MATURE BODY S I Z E  OF ANIMALS 
Ab8-44152  
PURE OXYGEN RESPIRATION EFFECTS ON BEHAVIOR OF 
MICE, GUINEA P I G S  AN0 RABBITS. MEASURING 
RESPIRATORY GAS METABOLISM U N T I L  DEATH 
I A F  PAPER 8-183 A68-44233  
SPECIES DIFFERENCES I N  I N O U C I B I L I T Y  OF 
PHENYLETHANOLAMINE- N-METHYL TRANSFERASE 
AbB-44425 
MIN IATURE SKULL MOUNTED MULTIPLE CONNECTOR FOR 
SMALL ANIMALS SUITABLE FOR B R A I N  STIMULATION WORK 
A68-44428  
WHITE MICE. RATS AN0 GUINEA P I G  HYPOXIA AOAPTATION 
EFFECTS ON ACCELERATION ENOURANCE 
Ab8-45756  
ALTERE0 GAS MEDIUM EFFECTS ON MICE AN0 RATS 
ACCELERATION RESISTANCE FOR PROLONGED PERIOOS 
Ab8-45758  
T O X I C I T Y  AN0 PHARMACOLOGICAL ACTION OF VARIOUS 
P Y R I M I D I N E  DERIVATIVES OF HYDRAZINE I N  MICE. 
RATS, RABBITS AND FROGS 868-82312 
AFFERENT AN0 EFFERENT NEURAL SUPPLY OF VESTIBULAR 
LABYRINTH AbB-82323 
ANNUAL VARIATIONS 
URINARY CREATININE BASED RATIOS FOR DETERMINING 
SEASONAL CHANGES EFFECT ON HUMAN F L I G H T  STRESS 
Ab8-441  16 
ANOXIA 
EFFECT OF ANOXIA ON MECHANICAL PERFORMANCE OF 
ISOLATED ATRIA  FROM GROUND SQUIRRELS AN0 RATS 
ACCLIMATIZE0  TO ALT ITUDE 1 6 8 - 8 2 3 6 8  
ANTARCTIC REGIONS 
PHYSIOLOGICAL CHANGES I N  ADAPTING TO ANTARCTIC 
L I V I N G  - POSSIBLE ALT ITUDE EFFECTS 
A68-82254  
MICROBIAL STUDIES OF ANTARCTICA WITH CONDITIONS 
S I M I L A R  TO THOSE OF MARS Ab8-82259  
ANTHROPOMETRY 
COOPERATION OF SELECTED L I M B  J O I N T S  I N  MAINTAINING 
OPTIMUM TRAJECTORY OF MOVEMENT DURING TAKE-OFF 
I N  VERTICAL JUMPING Ab8-82366  
ANTICDNVULSANTS 
ANTICONVULSANT ACTION OF CARBON OIOXIOE - 
INTERACTION WITH RESERPINE AN0 I N H I B I T O R S  OF 
CARBONIC ANHYDRASE I N  RATS AN0 MICE 
AbB-82431  
ANTIGENS 
CELLULAR AND HUMORAL IMMUNITY AND 
IMMUNOMORPHOLOGICAL REACTIONS I N  LYMPH ORGANS AN0 
SUBCUTANEOUS T ISSUE A T  ANTIGEN INTRODUCTION I N  
MICE UNDER LOW ATMOSPHERIC PRESSURE 
16845760 
A N T I H I S T A M I N  I C S  
ANTIH ISTAMINE COMPOUNDS EFFECTS ON PSYCHOMOTOR 
PERFORMANCE AND PHYSIOLOGICAL RESPONSES AT THREE 
SIMULATE0 ALTITUOE LEVELS 
AM-68-1 5 NbB-36017 
ANTIRADIATION DRUGS 
A N T I  RADIATION DRUGS DECREASING ETHER S E N S I T I V I T Y  
I N  CATS AND M I C E  DURING R A D I A T I O N  SICKNESS 
AbB-82313 
RADIATION PROTECTIVE ACTION OF ADENOSINE 
TRIPHOSPHORIC ACID SODIUM SALT ON MICE 
AbB-82330  
ANXIETY 
ANXIETY t ATTENTIVENESS-ALERTNESS REACTION TO 
A N T I C I P A T I O N  OF PHYSICAL OR MENTAL PERFORMANCE* 
STUDYING SURFACE-NEGATIVE POTENTIAL APPEARING I N  
HUMAN B R A I N  FRONTAL REGION A 6 8-44 05 1 
APOLLO PROJECT 
LECTURES FOR LAYMEN ON APOLLO PROJECT ATOMIC 
PHYSICS AND COSMOLOGY A68-82405  
OESIGN AN0 DEVELOPMENT OF APOLLO MEDICAL 
OF PHYSIOLOGICAL PHENOMENA 
NASA-CR-92348 NbB-38207 
EXPERIMENTS SYSTEM FOR IN-FL IGHT MEASUREMENT 
ARM (ANATOMY) 
CIRCULATORY RESPONSES TO ARM EXERCISE WITH 
DIFFERENT ARM ROSITIONS I N  HUMANS 
Ab8-82273  
ARTERIES 
A X I A L  WAVES I N  BLOOD VESSELS, DETERMINING PHASE 
VELOCIT IES AND OAMPINGt NOTING ANISOTROPIC 
BEHAVIOR OF ARTERY WALL 
SESA PAPER 1350 A 6 8 - 4 5 6 1 1  
A R T I F I C I A L  GRAVITY 
POSSIBLE A R T I F I C I A L  GRAVITY MAGNITUDE BASE0 ON 
B IOELECTRICAL POTENTIAL OF SKELETAL MUSCLES AN0 
CARDIAC AN0 RESPIRATORY A C T I V I T Y  
A 68-44 11 1 
VESTIBULAR ANALYZER AN0 MAINTENANCE OF P O S I T I O N  
AN0 MOTION COORDINATION I N  A R T I F I C I A L  LOH GRAVITY 
AND WEIGHTLESSNESSt NOTING RESULTS FOR MICE AN0 
RATS A 68-4411- 
A S S I M I L A T I B N  
ORGANIC COMPOUNDS ROLE I N  PHOTOSYNTHETIC 
A S S I M I L A T I O N  OF CARBON BY BACTERIA, NOTING 
HETEROTROPHIC F I X A T I O N  OF CARBON D I O X I D E  BY GREEN 
PLANTS A 6 8 - 4 5 5 8 9  
ASTRONAUT LOCOMOTION 
REDUCE0 GRAVITY SIMULATORS AND METHODS FOR 
T R A I N I N G  ASTRONAUTS I N  LUNAR AN0 SPACE STATION 
SELF-LOCOMOTION 
NAS A-TM-X-60686 Nb8-36545  
ASTRONAUT PERFORMANCE 
COSMONAUT WORK SCHEDULING, CONSIDERING 
PSYCHOLOGICAL AN0 PHYSIOLOGICAL CONDITIONS OURING 
PROLONGEO SPACEFLIGHT 
FATIGUE PREVENTION I N  ASTRONAUTS, OISCUSSING 
PHYSIOLOGY OF AOAPTATION- WORK-REST SCHEOULES. 
A68-44072  
CIRCAOIAN RHYTHMS. TENSION AND USE OF HYPNOSIS, 
ELECTROSLEEP AN0 DRUGS A68-44073  
WORK-REST SCHEDULES I N  RELATION TO COSMONAUT 
FATIGUE AN0 ENVIRONMENTAL FACTORS 
A b 8 - 4 4 0 7 4  
SPACE FL IGHT SENSORY DEPRIVATION, OISCUSSING 
EMOTIONALI SYMPATHETIC AN0 B R A I N  FUNCTION CHANGES 
CF COSMONAUT I N  SIMULATE0 SPACECRAFT ENVIRONMENTS 
Ab8-44075  
WORK-REST REGIME FOR COSMONAUTS, OISCUSSING 
ADAPTABIL ITY  TO CIRCAOIAN RHYTHM CHANGES, 
AFTEREFFECTS OF WORK AT CONTROL PANELS, ETC 
1 6 8 - 4 4 0 7 7  
PHYSIOLOGICAL AN0 NEUROPSYCHOLOGICAL EFFECTS OF 
ALTERED D A I L Y  A C T I V I T Y  SCHEDULE ON COSMONAUTS 
DURING CONFINEMENT A68-44079  
WORKING CAPACITY AND HIGHER NERVOUS A C T I V I T Y  OF 
PAN ANALYZED I N  SPACECRAFT SIMULATORS 
A68-44080  
PHYSICAL T R A I N I N G  FOR BETTER ADAPTATION TO 
ENVIRONMENTAL CHANGES DURING PROLONGED 
HYPODYNAMIA AND ALTERED D A I L Y  RHYTHM 
A b 8 - 4 4 0 8 1  
V I S U A L  CAPACITY DURING SPACE F L I G H T  I N  TERMS OF 
SHORT TERM WEIGHTLESSNESS EFFECTS, EXAMINING COLOR 
A68-44086  PERCEPTION ERRORS 
HUMAN CARDIOVASCULAR SYSTEM DURING SPACE FLIGHTS. 
CONSIDERING EFFECTS ON FUNCTIONING OF SYSTEM 
Ab8-44088  
COOROINATION OF MOTION DURING WRITING UNDER SPACE 
1-6 
SUBJECT INDEX AUDITORY S T I M U L I  
FL IGHT CONDITIONS A68-44176  
R F RADIATION HAZARD FOR ASTRONAUT OURING 
EXTRAVEHICULAR ACTIV ITY,  NOTING EVA S U I T  
ATTENUATION AND REFLECTION EFFECTS 
SAE PAPER 6 8 0 6 8 1  ~ 6 8 - 4 5 0 5 2  
SOVIET 8OOK ON SPACE CARDIOLOGY COVERING F L I G H T  
FACTORS EFFECTS ON ORGANISMS, C L I N I C A L  DATA, ETC 
~6a-45610 
CONOITIDNEO F A L L I N G  REFLEX OF ANALYZER SYSTEMS 
EFFECT ON CHANGE OF HUMAN POSTURE AND S P A T I A L  
P O S I T I O N  A68-45918  
HUMAN PSYCHOLOGICAL REACTIONS TO SPACE F L I G H T  
PROBLEMS, INVESTIGATING EFFECTS OF WEIGHTLESSNESSI 
I M M O B I L I T Y  AND CONFINEMENT ON COSMONAUT HEALTH AN0 
A B I L I T Y  ~6a-46112 
COSMONAUTS D I E T S  ON SHORT, INTERMEDIATE AND LONG 
SPACE FLIGHTS, WITH SUGGESTIONS AND CONCEPTS OF 
ONBOARD NATURAL FOOD PRODUCTION 
A68-46144  
I N V E S T I G A T I O N  OF SOME PSYCHOPHYSIOLOGICAL 
PROBLEMS OF SPACE AND T IME PERCEPTION BY MAN 
DURING TRAVEL I N  SPACE 8 6 8 - 8 2 4 1 0  
GEOMAGNETIC F I E L O  EFFECTS ON PSYCHOPHYSIOLOGICAL 
PROCESSES OF INTERPLANETARY SPACECREWS AN0 
COMMUNICATING WITH EXTRATERRESTRIAL L I F E  
JPRS-46446  N68-36248  
GEOMAGNETIC F I E L O  EFFECTS ON CIRCADIAN RHYTHM. 
A C T I V I T Y  CYCLES, AND B IOELECTRIC POTENTIAL  OF 
INTERPLANETARY CREWS ~6a-36249 
U. S.S.R. INFORMATION SUMMARY ON WEIGHTLESSNESS 
I N  SPACE ENVIRONMENT AND EFFECTS ON HUMANS 
FTD-MT-66-157 N6B-38453 
ASTRONAUT T R A I N I N G  
L I F E  SUPPORT SYSTEMS AND SPACECRAFT H A B I T A B I L I T Y  
PROBLEMS, DISCUSSING COSMONAUT TRAINING. 
PHYSIOLOGICAL REACTIONS, C A B I N  E N V I  RONMENTS, 
FEEDING, WASTE OISPOSALI R A D I A T I O N  PROTECTION, ETC 
A68-44089  
ASTRONAUT T R A I N I N G  PROGRAM, DISCUSSING ACADEMIC, 
OPERATIONAL AN0 SURVIVAL TRAINING 
A I A A  PAPER 6 8 - 1 0 0 9  A 6 8 - 4 4 9 8 2  
COSMONAUT SELECTION AND TRAINING FOR SPACE F L I G H T  
N68-38010  
ATAXIA  
LABYRINTHINE DEFECTS AS SHOWN BY ATAXIA  AND 
CALORIC TESTS 
NASA-CR-97365 N68-37859  
ATHLETES 
H I G H  ALT ITUDE TRACK AN0 F I E L D  ATHLETIC  T R A I N I N G  
AN0 ACCLIMATIZATION EFFECTS ON PERIPHERAL BLOOD 
I N D I C E S  AbB-45778  
ATMOSPHERIC PRESSURE 
HUMAN AUDITORY ANALYZER FOUNO STABLE DURING 
PROLONGED EXPOSURE TO ALTERED GAS MEDIUM 
A68-44085  
RATS RESISTANCE AN0 R E A C T I V I T Y  I N  HYPOTHERMAL 
HY PERCAPNIA-HYPOXIA EXPOSURE A 6 8 4 5 9 1 9  
STATE TO VERY LOW ATMOSPHERIC PRESSURE ay 
ATMOSPHERIC TURBULENCE 
P I L O T  RESPONSE DURING TSR-2 AIRCRAFT F L I G H T S  
THRCUGH TURBULENCE 
ARC-CP-997 Nb8-37139  
ATOMIC PHYSICS 
LECTURES FOR LAYMEN ON APOLLO PROJECT ATOMIC 
PHYSICS AND COSMOLOGY Ab8-82405  
ATROPHY 
ISOMETRIC EXERCISE I N  OVERCOMING DEFECTS OF 
FUNCTIONAL AND ORGANIC MUSCLE ATROPHY 
A68-82260  
ATROPINE 
VASOCONSTRICTOR RESPONSE TO SIMULATED D I V I N G  I N  
MAN AS AFFECTED aY ATROPINE ~ 6 8 - a 2 2 7 4  
ATTENT I O N  
COGNITIVE LOAD AN0 PUPILLARY D I L A T I O N  CHANGES I N  
CONTINUOUS PROCESSING TASKS ~ 6 8 - 8 2 3 5 3  
AUDIO FREQUENCIES 
TWO TONE I N H I B L T I O N  I N  AUDITORY NERVE F I B E R S  FROM 
S P I K E  DISCHARGES RECORDED FROM ANESTHETIZED CATS 
A 6 8 - 4 3 3 5 1  
AUD IOMETRY 
HUMAN AUDITORY ANALYZER FOUND STABLE OURING 
PROLONGED EXPOSURE TO ALTERED GAS MEDIUM 
A 6 8 - 4 4 0 8 5  
EVALUATION OF NEW AUDIOMETRIC TESTS 
~ 6 a - a 2 3 2 4  
NEURO-OTOLOGICAL EXAMINATION - TEST METHODS AND 
OIAGNOSIS A68-82325  
VARIABLES THAT INFLUENCE SOUND RRESSURES GENERATE0 
AND OLD HUMANS OF BOTH SEXES A 6 8 - 8 2 4 1 2  
SPEECH AUOIOHETRY BASE0 ON BANDPASS F I L T E R I N G  OF 
WORDS N68-37462  
ay AUD.IOMETRIC EARPHONE IN EAR CANAL OF YOUNG 
AUDITORY DEFECTS 
AUDITORY HAZARDS FROM SUPERSONIC AIRCRAFT PRODUCED 
SONIC aoons, USING HUMAN TOLERANCES TO SIMULATED 
aooMs AND FRIEDLANDER PRESSURE WAVEFORMS 
~ 6 a - 4 5 3 9 6  
FOR HYPOKINESIA EFFECTS ~ 6 a - 4 6 1 5 ~  
HUMAN ACOUSTIC ANALYZER FUNCTIONAL STATE STUDIED 
RELATICN OF THRESHOLD S H I F T  TO NOISE I N  HUMAN 
EAR A 6 8- 8 24 19 
AUDITORY FATIGUE 
AUOITORY FATIGUE I N  HUMANS FOLLOWING TONE-BURST 
TRAINS AT 2.2 KC 
SMRL-529 ~ 6 a - 3 8 0 7 3  
AUO ITDRY PERCEPT ION 
TWO TONE I N H I B I T I O N  I N  AUDITORY NERVE F I B E R S  FROM 
S P I K E  DISCHARGES RECORDED FROM ANESTHETIZED CATS 
~ 6 a - 4 3 3 5 1  
HUMAN AUDITORY ANALYZER FOUNO STABLE 0-URING 
PROLONGED EXPOSURE TO ALTERED GAS MEDIUM 
AM-44085  
PURE-TONE I N T E N S I T Y  OISCRIMINATION AND ENERGY 
DETECTION A 6 8 - 8 2 4 1 5  
PSYCHOPHYSICAL TESTS TO DETERMINE DETECTION AN0 
RELATIVE OISCRIMINATION THRESHOLDS FOR PULSED 
DOPPLER S EPUENCES A b 8 - 8 2 4 1 7  
SOUNO LEVEL MEASUREMENTS AND APPROXIMATION 
FORMULA FOR ACOUSTIC PERCEPTION OF NOISE 
NASA-TT-F-11926 N 6 8 - 3 6 3 1 6  
REACTION T I M E  AN0 CHOICE CONFIDENCE STUDIES OF 
AUDITORY S IGNAL PERCEPTION I N  HUMANS 
N68-36808  
HUMAN EXPERIMENTS TO DETERMINE UNISENSORY AND 
BISENSORY PRACTICE EFFECTS ON AUDITORY 
DISCRIMINAT I O N  ~ 6 8 - 3 7 6 4 1  
AUDITORY SIGNALS 
EFFECTS OF SECOBARBITAL AND OEXTROAMPHETAMINE ON 
T I M E  JUDGMENTS - ENTERSENSORY FACTORS 
A 68-82 28 5 
LATERAL LOCALIZATION OF ZERO-DEGREE OR NEAR 
ZERO-DEGREE-ORIENTED SPEECH SIGNALS I N  ANECHOIC 
SPACE A 6 8 - 8 2 4 4 1  
AUDITORY S T I M U L I  
HUMAN HEART RATE RESPONSE FOLLOWING TWO DURATIONS 
AN0 I N T E N S I T I E S  OF AUDITORY STIMULUS 
A68-44863  
AUTOMAT I C  CONTROL SUBJECT INDEX 
NOISE AN0 V IBRATION EFFECT ON HUMAN MENTAL WORK 
CAPACITY WITH INCREASING T IME L I M I T A T I O N  
I N D I C A T I N G  EFFIC IENCY REDUCTION 
~68-46 1 2 6  
F A C I L I T A T I O N  AND ADAPTATION OF HUMAN QUADRICEPS 
STRETCH REFLEX PRODUCED BY AUDITORY STIMULATION 
~ ~ - 8 2 3 0 3  
PSYCHOLOGICAL FACTORS INVOLVE0 I N  CONTINGENT OR 
CONATIVE VARIATION I N  HUMANS PERFORMING MENTAL 
TASK AND EXPOSE0 TO V ISUAL AN0 AUDITORY 
S T I M U L I  ~ 6 8 - 8 2 3 3 6  
DECIS ION MODEL RELATING STIMULUS I N T E N S I T Y  TO 
RESPONSE LATENCY AS APPLIED TO CONOITIONING AN0 
REACTION T I M E  DATA A 6 8 - 8 2 3 7 1  
ADAPTIVE THRESHOLD PROCEDURES - BLOCK UP-AND-OOWN 
TWO-INTERVAL FORCED-CHOICE METHOD W I  TH STIMULUS 
LEVEL VARIED I N  F I X E 0  STEPS A 6 8 - 8 2 4 1 1  
TWO-IMAGE L A T E R A L I Z A T I O N  OF BINAURALLY PRESENTED 
TONES AN0 CL ICKS A ~ B - 8 2 4 1 3  
PERCEPTION OF LOUDNESS DURING V ISUAL ST IMULATION 
I N  HUMANS A 6 8 - 8 2 4 1 4  
EFFECTS OF DURATION AN0 R I S E  T IME OF TONE BURSTS 
ON EVOKE0 V POTENTIALS OF HUMANS 
A68-82416  
PSYCHOPHYSICAL TESTS TO DETERMINE DETECTION AN0 
RELATIVE D I S C R I M I N A T I O N  THRESHOLDS FOR PULSE0 
OOPPL ER SEQUENCES A68-82417  
EFFECT OF CONTROL PLACEMENT ON INFORMATION 
TRANSFER RATE USING AUDITORY AND V ISUAL S T I M U L I  
OF EQUAL UNCERTAINTY A ~ B - W ~ Z ~  
REACTION T I M E  AND CHOICE CONFIDENCE STUOIES OF 
AUDITORY SIGNAL PERCEPTION I N  HUMANS 
N60-36808  
HUMAN RESPONSE TO L I G H T  AND NOISE S T I M U L I  
RM-427 N68-38374  
H I G H  I N T E N S I T Y  INTERMITTENT AUDIO AND VISUAL 
S T I M U L I  EFFECT ON HUMAN BEHAVIOR AN0 
PHYSIOLOGY 
A D 4 7 3 9 7 0  N68-38486  
AUTOMATIC CONTROL 
AUTOMATION PROBLEMS I N  SPACE F L I G H T  OPERATIVE 
MEDICAL CONTROL, G I V i N G  EQUATIONS OF CHANGES I N  
PHY S IDLOGICAL I N D I C E S  A68-4 61  11 
AUTOMAT 1 ON 
ALGORITHM FOR PROCESSING PRIMARY MOTOR 
CHARACTERISTICS OF HUMAN MOTIONS ON D I G I T A L  
COMPUTER ~ 6 8 - 4 5 9 2 7  
B 
BABOONS 
HEMODYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS AN0 PULMONARY AN0 
HEART FUNCTIONS OF BABOONS DURING INDUCE0 
HYPOXIA ~ 6 8 - 8 2 2 7 0  
B A C I L L U S  
CONSERVED DNA UNITS I N  B. S U B T I L I S  SPORES, 
NOTING SEGREGATION OURING GERMINATION 
A68-44429  
DRY HEAT OR GASEOUS CHEMICAL RESISTANCE OF 
W I T H I N  WATER SOLUBLE CRYSTALS A 6 8 - 8 2 3 0 1  
BACILLUS SUBTILUS VAR. NIGER SPORES INCLUDE0 
BACTERl  A 
SPACE ENVIRONMENT EFFECTS ON GENETIC BEHAVIOR OF 
LYSOGENIC E, C O L I  K-12 BACTERIA OURING COSMOS 
110 FLIGHT, NOTING BACTERIOPHAGE FORMATION AN0 
AMINOTHIOL ANTIMUTOGENIC EFFECT 
A 6 8 4 4 5 2 5  
ORGANIC COMPOUNDS ROLE I N  PHOTOSYNTHETIC 
A S S I M I L A T I O N  OF CARBON BY BACTERIA,  NOTING 
HETEROTROPHIC F I X A T I O N  OF CARBON D I O X I D E  BY GREEN 
PLANTS A 6 8 - 4 5 5 8 9  
ISOLATION AN0 CHARACTERIZATION OF 
CELLULOSE-UTIL IZ ING BACTERIUM A 6 8 - 8 2 3 0 2  
BACTERIA S T E R I L I Z A T I O N  I N  AIR, FLOORS9 AN0 WALLS 
OF OPERATING ROOMS A 6 8 - 8 2 3 9 5  
RELATIONSHIP  OF BEAN SUBSTRATES AN0 CERTAIN 
I N T E S T I N A L  BACTERIA TO GAS PRODUCTION I N  DOGS 
A 6 8 - 8 2 4 5 1  
\ 
BACTERIOLOGY 
WAVELENGTH DEPENDENCE OF UV R A D I A T I O N  EFFECT ON 
PHYSICOOHEMICAL PROPERTIES OF DNA OF PHAGE ALPHA 
A 6 8 - 4 4 2 0 1  
HYPOXIA EFFECT ON CELLULAR AN0 HUMORAL IMMUNITY 
OF M I C E  TO BACTERIAL INFECTION A 68-46 11 5 
BACTERIOPHAGES 
SPACE ENVIRONMENT EFFECTS ON GENETIC BEHAVIOR OF 
LYSOGENIC E. C O L I  K -12  BACTERIA OURING COSMOS 
110 F L I G H T t  NOTING BACTERIOPHAGE FORMATION AN0 
AMINOTHIOL ANTIMUTOGENIC EFFECT 
A 6 8 - 4 4 5 2 5  
BANDPASS F I L T E R S  
SPEECH AUDIOMETRY BASE0 ON BANOPASS F I L T E R I N G  OF 
WORDS ~ 6 8 - 3 7 4 6 2  
BARANY CHAIR 
PHYSICAL EXERCISES AN0 SPORTS A C T I V I T I E S  ROLE I N  
INCREASING STATOKINETIC S T A B I L I T Y  I N  SPACE 
TRAVELERS A68-44102  
BAROTRAUMA 
SURVEY OF AURAL BAROTRAUMA I N  NAVAL D IVERS 
A 6 8 - 0 2 3 9 8  
BATS 
MASKING EFFECT OF WHITE NOISE ON ULTRASONIC 
SIGNALS I N  EXPERIMENTS USING ECHO-LOCATING BATS 
~ . ~ ~ - 8 2 4 2 2  
COMPARATIVE PURSUIT STUOIES OF ECHOLOCATION 
MECHANISMS I N  BATS 
AMRL-TR-67-192 N 6 8 - 3 6 7 6 6  
BEACONS 
HUMAN PERFORMANCE MEASURE0 AS FUNCTION OF REACTION 
T I M E  RE@JIREO TO DISCRIMINATE CHANGE I N  BEACON 
BRIGHTNESS 
NASA-CR-1220 N68-37819  
BE0 REST 
HUMAN TOLERANCE TO TRANSVERSE ACCELERATION STRESS 
AFTER HYPODYNAMIA USE0 TO PREDICT PHYSIOLOGICAL 
EFFECTS OF REENTRY A 6 8 - 4 4 0 8 4  
HYPODYNAMIA EFFECT ON MEN CONFINE0 TO BE0  REST, 
USING DISORDERS OF NERVOUS AN0 CARDIOVASCULAR 
SYSTEMS, GASTRIC SECRETION AN0 BLOOD COMPOSITION 
A 6 8 - 4 4 0 9 1  
AUTOGENEOUS AN0 EXOGENEOUS SUGGESTION APPLIED TO 
CHANGING OF PSYCHOPHYSIOLOGICAL STATE OF HUMAN 
ORGANISM AFTER EXPOSURE TO PROLONGEO BE0 REST 
~ ~ 8 - 4 5 9 2 5  
EXPOSURE TO ACCELERATION AND PROLONGED CONFINEMENT 
I N  BE0  STUDIED FOR EFFECTS ON FUNCTIONAL STATE OF 
HUMAN STOMACH A 6 8 4 6 1 2 4  
WATER-SALT METABOLISM CHANGES FROM PROLONGED 
CONFINEMENT I N  BE0 FOLLOWING EXPOSURE TO 
ACCELERATION I N D I C A T I N G  OEHYORATION AND 
DECALCIF ICATION A 6 8 - 4 6 1 2 5  
HUMAN B R A I N  HEMODYNAMICS OURING PROLONGED 
HYPOKINESIA  INCLUOING ORTHOSTATIC AND BED-REST 
TESTS? USING RHEOENCEPHALOGRAPHIC TECHNIQUE 
A68-46157  
HUMAN ACOUSTIC ANALYZER FUNCTIONAL STATE STUDIED 
FOR HYPOKINESIA EFFECTS ~ 6 a - 4 6 1 5 8  
BERYLLIUM POISONIRG 
LESIONS I N  LUNGS OF DOGS EXPOSED TO ROCKET EXHAUST 
FUMES CONTAINING BERYLLIUM COMPOUNDS 
A 6 8 - 8 2 2 8 1  
SUBJECT INDEX BIOINSTRUMENTATlON 
BETA PARTICLES 
DOSE DISTRIBUTIONS NEAR ISOTROPIC POINT AND PLANE 
BETA SOURCES I N  A I R  AN0 WATER FOR 3 7  NUCLIDES 
CALCULATED FROM MONOENERGETIC ELECTRON DOSE 
OISTRlBUTIONS - TABLES 
AECL-2793 Nb8-36760  
B IBL IOGRAPHIES 
HEAT AND HUMIDITY ENDURANCE L I M I T S  I N  MAN 
Ab8-43878  
S O L I 0  STATE DOSIMETRY BIBLIOGRAPHY WITH KEYWORD 
AND AUTHOR INDEXES 
STI /PUB-21 /23  ~68-37225 
ANNOTATED BIBLIOGRAPHY AND INDEXES ON AEROSPACE 
MEDICINE AND BIOLOGICAL EFFECTS - AUGUST 1968 
NASA-SP-7011/54/ N 6  8-3 805 1 
BINAURAL HEARING 
PERCEPTUAL CONSTANCY OF AUDITORY DIRECTION WITH 
HEAD ROTATION Ab8-82282  
TWO-IMAGE LATERALIZATION OF BINAURALLY PRESENTED 
TONES AN0 C L I C K S  Ab8-82413  
MONAURAL LOUDNESS FUNCTIONS UNDER MASKING 
~ 6 8 - 8 2 4 1 8  
BINOCULAR V I S I O N  
PHYSICAL AND PHYSIOLOGICAL B A S I S  OF SPACE 
PERCEPTION - RELATION OF BINOCULAR V I S I O N  
A 6 8 - 8 2 2 9 1  
B I DACOUST I CS 
BIOACOUSTIC AND ELECTROPHYSIOLOGICAL MECHANISMS 
OF INNER EAR 868-82322 
COMPARATIVE PURSUIT STUDIES OF ECHOLOCATION 
MECHANISMS I N  BATS 
AMRL-TR-67-192 Nb8-36766  
ULTRASONIC RADIATION EFFECTS AND ATTENUATION I N  
BIOLOGICAL MEDIA 
AD-674519 N68-38354  
BIOASTRONAUTICS 
AUTOMATIC COMPUTER PROCESSING OF PHYSIOLOGICAL 
DATA DURING SPACE FLIGHTS, D ISCUSSING CHOICE OF 
COMPUTERS AN0 COMPUTER PROGRAMS 
168-43893 
GAMMA R A D I A T I O N  AND SPACE F L I G H T  FACTORS COMBINED 
INFLUENCE ON BARLEY SEEDS GERMINATION 
Ab8-44035 
H IGH PRESSURE OXYGEN POISONING S U S C E P T I B I L I T Y  OF 
VARIOUS MAMMALIAN SPECIES, CONSIDERING ROLE OF 
GAMMA AMINOBUTYRIC ACID METABOLISM 
~68-44052 
MO ISTURE-CONTA I N  I N G  WA STES FOR B I OLOGI CAL  
MINERALIZATION I N  L I F E  SUPPORT SYSTEM 
Ab8-44106  
ACCELERATION F I E L D S  STRONGER THAN EARTH GRAVITY 
B IOLOGICAL EFFECT ON MATURE BODY S I Z E  OF ANIMALS 
Ab8-44152  
B IOLOGICAL EXPLORATION OF MARS I N  TERMS OF 
BIOLOGICAL AND CHEMICAL EXPERIMENTS AND HARDWARE 
PLANNED FOR MISSIONS 
A I A A  PAPER 68-1122 A 6  8-44934 
SOVIET COLLECTION O F  ARTICLES ON SPACE BIOLOGY. 
ADAPTATION TO HYPOXIA AND S T A B I L I T Y  OF ORGANISM, 
VOLUME a Ab8-45745  
BIOCYBERNETICS AND SPACE PHYSIOLOGY APPLICATIONS 
TO C L I N I C A L  MEDICINE Nb B-3 801 1 
BIOCHEMISTRY 
HIGH PRESSURE OXYGEN POISONING S U S C E P T I B I L I T Y  OF 
VARIOUS MAMMALIAN SPECIES. CONSIDERING ROLE OF 
GAMMA AMINOBUTYRIC A C I D  METABOLISM 
Ab B-44052 
SPERMATOZOA OBSERVATIONS AND BIOCHEMICAL TESTS OF 
SEMEN I N  MACACA NEMESTRINA MONKEY UNDER STUDY FOR 
GRBITAL  SPACE FL IGHT A 6 8 - 4 4 0 5 3  
CELL MEMBRANE AND INTRACELLULAR MECHANISMS 
AFFECTING ENOOQENOUS A C T I V I T Y  I N  NEURON /PARABOLIC 
BURSTER OF SEA HARE/* NOTING CIRCADIAN RHYTHM 
~ 6 8 - 4 5 4 0 1  
MATCHING DIFFUSION PROCESSES AND CHEMICAL 
REACTIONS I N  STUDY OF EVOLUTION OF OPEN 
BIOCHEKICAL SYSTEMS A68-45502  
0 NA COMPOSITION DATA I N  RELATION TO EVOLUTIONARY 
SYSTEMATIZATION OF MICROBES, PLANTS AND ANIMALS 
~ 6 8 - 4 5 5 8 6  
INORGANIC POLYPHOSPHATES P A R T I C I P A T I O N  I N  ORGANIC 
COMPOUND SYNTHESIS ON PRIMEVAL EARTH, DISCUSSING 
POLYPHOSPHATE ROLE I N  PRIMEVAL ORGANISM METABOLISM 
AbB-45587  
BIOCHEMICAL FUNCTIONS CHANGES PRODUCED BY PLANTS 
I N  BIOSPHERE, EXAMINING FLORAL AND BIOSPHERIC 
EVOLUTION ~ 6 8 - 4 5 5 8 a  
BIOGEOCHEMICAL OISTRIBUTIONSt  DISCUSSING 
MICROELEMENT EXCESS OR DEFIC IENCY*  8IOGEOCHEMICAL 
ALIMENTARY CYCLES, INTERMEDIATE METABOLISM, AND 
ORGANIC ADAPTATION TO GEOCHEMICAL ENVIRONMENT 
A68-45593  
EIOCHEMICAL BLOOD Cl-ARACTERISTICS AND 
HISTOCHEMICAL CHANGES I N  RAT ORGANS FROM EXPOSURE 
TO HYPOXIA AFTER MEXAMINE I N J E C T I O N  
~ 6 8 - 4 5 7 7 7  
PHARMACOLOGICAL AN0 BIOCHEMICAL CHANGES I N  BRAINS 
OF ANIMALS MADE AGGRESSIVE BY ISOLATION 
AD-674665 N ~ B - 3 8 0 1 4  
BIODYNAMICS 
ALGORITHM FOR AROOESSING PRIMARY MOTOR 
CHARACTERISTICS OF HUMAN MOTIONS ON D I G I T A L  
COMPUTER A 6 8 - 4 5 9 2 7  
PROLONGED CONFINEMENT I N  SMALL CHAMBERS EFFECT ON 
BIODYNAMIC PROCESSES OF WALKING AND OTHER 
MOVEMENTS I N  SPECIAL  POSIT IONS A68-46123  
DYNAMIC ASPECTS OF TEMPERATURE REGULATING SYSTEM, 
CARDIOVASCULAR SYSTEM, HORMONAL SYSTEM, CENTRAL 
NERVOUS SYSTEMt AN0 BEHAVIOR I N  MAMMALS 
NASA-CR-97316 N68-37722  
B IOELECTRIC POTENTIAL 
POSSIBLE A R T I F I C I A L  GRAVITY MAGNITUDE BASED ON 
B IOELECTRICAL POTENTIAL OF SKELETAL MUSCLES AN0 
CARDIAC AND RESPIRATORY A C T I V I T Y  
A 6 8 - 4 4 1 1 1  
EFFECT OF MOTION SICKNESS ON GASTROINTESTINAL 
B IOELECTRIC POTENTIALS I N  INTACT AN0 
LABYRINTHECTOMIZED DOGS A 6 8 - 8 2 3 1 1  
H IGH FREQUENCY MECHANISM UNDERLYING V ISUAL EVOKED 
POTENTIALS A68-82337  
ELECTRICAL A C T I V I T Y  OF CEREBELLUM AN0 EFFECTS OF 
CEREBELLECTOMY DURING HYPEROXIC SEIZURES OF RATS 
~ 6 8 - a 2 4 0 8  
EFFECTS OF CURATION AN0 R I S E  T IME OF TONE BURSTS 
ON EVOKED V POTENTIALS OF HUMANS 
A 68 -824  16 
GEOMAGNETIC F I E L D  EFFECTS ON CIRCADIAN RHYTHM, 
A C T I V I T Y  CYCLES, AND B IOELECTRIC POTENTIAL OF 
INTERPLANETARY CREWS NbB-36249  
B IOELECTRICITY 
PROPOSED NEURAL EXCITATION ay INTERACTION OF 
ULTRASONIC AND ELECTROMAGNETIC ENERGY 
AFOS R-68-0 8 79 N68-37770 
B I D  INSTRU MENTAT ION 
MINIATURE SKULL MOUNTED MULTIPLE CONNECTOR FOR 
SMALL ANIMALS SUITABLE FOR B R A I N  STIMULATION WORK 
~ 6 8 - 4 4 4 2 8  
EXTERNAL BIOSENSOR USING OPTICAL BACKSCATTER FOR 
1-9 
BIOLOGICAL EFFECTS SUBJECT INDEX 
CONTINUOUS DETERMINATION OF BLOOD OXYGENATION I N  
HUMANS AND ANIMALS 
NASA-CR-92318 N6B-36572 
B IOLOGICAL EFFECTS 
RAOIOISOTOPIC COLOR SCANNING OF PULMONARY 
AEROEMBOLI I N  DECOMPRESSION SICKNESS, NOTING OOG 
EXPERIMENT RESULTS AN0 ROLE OF DEXTRAN I N F U S I O N  I N  
RECOVERY A68-44117  
BIOLOGICAL REGENERATION OF ENCLOSE0 ATMOSPHERE 
WITH ALGAE PHOTOSYNTHESIS NOTING EFFECT OF D I E T  
CHANGE 168-45915 
BIOLOGICAL VALUE OF ALGAL AN0 SOYA PRPTEINS ON 
FOUR GENERATIONS OF WHITE RATS A68-45917  
B IOLOGICAL VALUE OF PLANT PROTEINS FOR CLOSE0 
LIFE-SUPPORT SYSTEM, STUDYING D I E T  EFFECTS ON RATS 
A68-46117  
DRUGS FOR PROTECTION AN0 STIMULATION OF 
BIOLOGICAL FUNCTIONS OF SPACECREWS, NOTING 
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS ON TRANSVERSE-ACCELERATION 
RESISTANCE OF ANIMALS A68-46145  
COMMAND RADIATION GUIDANCE BASE0 ON PRESENT 
KNOWLEDGE AN0 ESTIMATES OF HUMAN RESPONSE TO 
WHOLE BODY IRRADIATION A68-82263  
CHEMICAL NATURE OF B IOLOGICAL DAMAGE FROM 
I O N I Z  I N G  I RRAO I AT ION A68-02356  
B IOLOGICAL EFFECTS ON ANIMALS EXPOSEO TO 
MICROWAVES 
UR-49-810 N68-36850  
ANNCTATEO BIBLIOGRAPHY AN0 INDEXES ON AEROSPACE 
MEDICINE AND BIOLOGICAL EFFECTS - AUGUST 1968 
NASA-SP-7011/54/ N68-3805  1 
ULTRASONIC RADIATION EFFECTS AN0 ATTENUATION I N  
BIOLOGICAL MEDIA 
AD-614519  N68-38354  
BIOLOGICAL EVOLUTION 
SOVIET COLLECTION OF ARTICLES ON ABIOGENESIS AN0 
I N I T I A L  STAGES OF EVOLUTION OF L I F E  
A68-45573  
0 NA COMPOSITION DATA I N  RELATION TO EVOLUTIONARY 
SYSTEMATIZATION OF MICROBES, PLANTS AN0 ANIMALS 
A68-45586  
BIOCHEMICAL FUNCTIONS CHANGES PRODUCED BY PLANTS 
I N  BIOSPHEREI EXAMINING FLORAL AND BIOSPHERIC 
EVOLUTION A68-45508  
U V RADIATION EFFECTS ON ONE CELLEO ORGANISMS, 
NOTING PHOTOREACTIVATION AN0 ST IMULATI  ON OF 
ADENINE SYSTEM AND P Y R I M I D I N E S  OF NUCLEIC ACIDS 
A68-45590  
F O S S I L  ORGANIC COMPONENTS INVESTIGATED TO 
ESTABLISH PLACE FOR ORGANISM I N  EVOLUTION SCHEME, 
CONSIDERING PROTEINS, AMINO ACIDS AN0 
CARBOHY DRATES A68-45591  
PALEONTOLOGICAL METHODS FOR I N V E S T I G A T I O N  OF 
EARLIEST FORM OF L I F E  I N  NORTHERN EURASIA, 
C I T I N G  NEW SPECIES OF ALGAE A68-45592  
B IOGEOCHEM I C A L  D I STR I B U T I O N S  01 SCUSSI NG 
MICROELEMENT EXCESS OR DEFICIENCY. BIOGEOCHEMICAL 
ALIMENTARY CYCLES, INTERMEDIATE METABOLI SM, AND 
ORGANIC ADAPTATION TO GEOCHEMICAL ENVIRONMENT 
A 6 8 4 5 5 9 3  
BIOLOGY 
010- ISOLATOR S U I T  FOR ASEPTIC ASSEMBLY OF 
SPACECRAFT I N  STERILE CHAMBER A68-45650  
81 DNICS 
PHYSIOLOGICAL REACTION OF HUMAN BODY TO APPLIED 
ST IMULI ,  DEVELOPING METHOD TO EVALUATE METABOLISM 
1 6 8 - 4 6 1 1 6  
MOOEL FOR PREDICTION OF EXPECTED MAGNITUDE AN0 
T I M E  COURSE OF POST-HYPERVENTILATION HYPOXIA I N  
MAN A68-82378  
B IOPHYSICS 
B IOPHYSICAL EVALUATION OF HUMANS DURING SPACE 
FL IGHT S IMULATION I N  CLOSED L I F E  SUPPORT SYSTEM 
NASA-CR-97363 N68-37876  
B IOSATELL ITES 
SPERMATOZOA OBSERVATIONS AN0 BIOCHEMICAL TESTS OF 
SEMEN I N  MACAOA NEMESTRINA MONKEY UNDER STUDY FOR 
ORBITAL  SPACE FL IGHT A68-44053  
B I  DTEL6METRY 
IMPLANTABLE BIOINSTRUMENTATION SYSTEM CONSISTING 
OF D I S S I M I L A R  METALL IC  ELECTRODES POWER SOURCE 
AND AMPLIFIER/TRANSMITTER FOR TELEMETERING 
B IOPOTENTIAL  I N  EKG STUDIES 
I A F  PAPER 6-36 
BIOTELEMETRY SYSTEM FOR MEASURING, STORING AND 
TRANSMITTING HUMAN PHYSIOLOGICAL FACTORS I N  
CARDIOVASCULAR STUDIES UNDER VARIOUS CONDITIONS 
I A F  PAPER 8-141 A68-44230  
ADVANCES I N  BIOMEDICAL ENGINEERING AND MEDICAL 
PHYSICS - BIOTELEMETRY, LASER APPLICATIONS AN0 
PULSE FLOW A68-82293  
RAOIOTELEMETER FOR DETERMINING BLADDER PRESSURE 
I N  WOMEN I N  VARIOUS POSTURES 
SPACE BIOLOGY RELATIONSHIPS TO C L I N I C A L  MEDICINE. 
BIOTELEMETRY, EXTRATERRESTRIAL L I F E  RESEARCH, 
AND AEROSPACE ENGINEERING 
A6  8-442 19 
A68-82300  
N68-38009  
BIROS 
FORCE FEEDING EFFECT ON RESPONSE OF JAPANESE 
QUAIL  TO OXYGEN TOXICITY.  OISCUSSING BODY WEIGHT. 
O IGESTIVE PROCESSES AN0 MORTALITY RATES 
A68-45395  
BISMUTH ISOTOPES 
MAXIMUM PERMISSIBLE CONCENTRATION OF BISMUTH-58 
I N  ATMOSPHERE A68-82392  
BLACKOUT (PHYSIOLOGY) 
AVIATOR BLACKOUT DUE TO R E T I N A L  HYPOXIA DURING 
ACCELERATION STRESS, OISCUSSING PHOTOGRAPHIC 
OBSERVATIONS OF RETINAL ARTERY AN0 V E I N  COLLAPSE 
I N  OPTIC  D I S K  REGION 
I A F  PAPER 8-139 A6B-44229 
RELATION OF L I G H T  INTENSITY TO BLACKOUT LEVELS 
DURING P O S I T I V E  ACCELERATION 
S AM-T R-68-38 N68-36817  
BLADDER 
RAOIOTELEMETER FOR CETERMINING BLADDER PRESSURE 
I N  WOMEN I N  VARIOUS POSTURES A 6 8 - 8 2 3 0 0  
BLOOD 
BIOCHEPICAL BLOOD CHARACTERISTICS AN0 
HISTOCHEMICAL CHANGES I N  RAT ORGANS FROM EXPOSURE 
TO HYPOXIA AFTER MEXAMINE INJECTION 
A68-4 51 7 7 
OXYGEN AN0 CARBON OIOXIOE TENSIONS I N  T ISSUE AN0 
BLOOD OF NORMAL AN0 ACIDOTIC RATS 
A68-82275  
FACTORS AFFECTING CIRCADIAN P E R I D D I C I T Y  OF BLOOD 
AMINO ACIDS I N  MAN A68-82 3 6 9  
HEMATOPOIETIC A C T I V I T Y  OF BLOOD SERUM I N  SUBJECTS 
ACCLIMATIZED TO HYPOXIA AT H IGH ALT ITUDE 
A68-82384  
INFLUENCE OF EXTRACORPOREAL IRRADIATION OF BLOOD 
AN0 LYMPH ON LYMPHOPOIESIS AN0 IMMUNITY 
BNL-12300 N68-364 12 
BLOOD CIRCULATION 
POSTURAL BLOOD REOISTRIBUTION EFFECTS ON PULMONARY 
MECHANICS. NOTING Ct'ANGES I N  THORACIC 
CIRCUMFERENCE AND END-EXPIRATORY LUNG VOLUME AN0 
INTRATHORACIC PRESSURE 
ARTERIAL AND VENOUS BLOOD OF B R A I N  AND MIXED 
VENOUS BLOOD OF HEART MEASURE0 I N  DOGS EXPOSEO TO 
A 6 0 - 4 3 6 4 1  
1-10 
SUBJECT INDEX B R A I N  
SIMULATED ALTITUDE, NOTING BODY OEOXYGENATION 
A68-45921  
EFFECTS OF ANESTHESIA AND A R T I F I C I A L  VENTILATION 
ON CAVAL FLOW AND CARDIAC OUTPUT I N  DOGS 
A68-82266  
CIRCULATORY ADAPTATION TO ONE- AND TWO-LEG 
EXERCISE I N  HUMANS I N  SUPINE P O S I T I O N  
AM-82271 
CIRCULATORY RESPONSES TO ARM EXERCISE WITH 
DIFFERENT ARM POSIT IONS I N  HUMANS 
Ab8-82273  
CIRCULATORY CHANGES I N  ANESTHETIZED AND 
UNANESTHETIZEO DOGS UNDER HYPEROXIA 
Ab8-82329  
HEMATOCRIT OF LEGS I N  MAN A T  REST AN0 DURING 
PHYSICAL EXERCISE A68-82360  
USE ON CIRCULATION CONTROLLING APPARATUS DURING 
INVESTIGATIONS OF WORK LOAD ON B ICYCLE 
ERGOMETER A68-82450  
EXTERNAL BIOSENSOR USING OPTICAL BACKSCATTER FOR 
CONTINUOUS DETERMINATION OF BLOOD OXYGENATION I N  
HUMANS AND ANIMALS 
NASA-CR-92318 Nb8-36572  
MEASUREMENT OF BLOOD CIRCULATION PRESSURE AND 
NASA-TT-F-11904 ~ 6 a - 3 6 7 5 5  
DEVELOPMENT OF PULMONARY EDEMA I N  UREMIA 
CONDITIONS CONTRIBUTING TO V A R I A B I L I T Y  I N  PULSE 
VOLUME 
TR-28 N68-38077  
BLOOD FLOW 
TOTAL CARDIAC OUTPUT RESPONSE DURING FOUR MINUTES 
OF EXERCISE I N  NORMAL HUMANS AND HEART DISEASE 
PATIENTS A68-822 84 
ADVANCES I N  BIOMEDICAL ENGINEER1 NG AND MEDICAL 
PHYSICS - BIOTELEMETRY, LASER APPLICATIONS AND 
PULSE FLOW ~ 6 8 - 8 x 9 3  
EFFECT O F  AMINAZIN  CHLORPROMAZINE ON CARDIAC 
MUSCLE BLOOD FLOW I N  CATS A68-82308  
BLOOD PLASMA 
OAILY  RHYTHMS I N  CONCENTRATIONS OF VARIOUS AMINO 
ACIOS I N  HUMAN BLOOD PLASMA FROM MALES ON D I E T S  
CONTAINING VARIOUS AMOUNTS OF PROTEINS 
A68-45393  
H I G H  ALT ITUDE TRACK AND F I E L D  ATHLETIC TRAINING 
AN0 ACCLIMATIZATION EFFECTS ON PERIPHERAL BLOOD 
INDICES A68-45778  
BLOOD PRESSURE 
DOGS ORTHOSTATIC TOLERANCE AND RESISTANCE TO 
TRANSVERSE ACCELERATION AFTER 14-DAY HYPODYNAMIA, 
STUDYING TACHYCARDIA AND ARTERIAL  PRESSURE 
~ m - 4 3 8 8 3  
ARTERIAL BLOOD PRESSURE CHANGES I N  HUMANS 
INVESTIGATED BY SIMULATING F L I G H T  CONDITIONS I N  
PRESSURIZED CHAMBER A68-44860  
EFFECT OF LOWER n o w  DECOMPRESSION ON BLOOD 
PRESSURE AND LUNG CAPACITY I N  F I V E  PATIENTS WITH 
LUNG CONJESTION 
NASA-TT-F-11903 N68-36356  
BLOOD VESSELS 
ST IMULATION OF AORTIC AND CAROTID CHEMORECEPTORS 
DURING CARBON MONOXIDE INHALATION I N  CATS 
A68-82268  
BODY FLUIOS 
CHANGES I N  CENTRAL C IRCULATION AND BODY F L U I D  
SPACES O F  HUMANS OURING ACCLIMATIZATION TO HEAT 
AND PHYSICAL EXERCISE A68-82276  
BODY K I N E H A T I C S  
DOGS ORTHOSTATIC TOLERANCE AND RESISTANCE TO 
TRANSVERSE ACCELERATION AFTER 14-DAY HYPODYNAMIA, 
STUDYING TACHYCARDIA AND ARTERIAL PRESSURE 
A 6 8 4 3 8 8 3  
HYPOKINESIA  EFFECTS ON HUMAN NEUROLDGY ON 
EXTENDED SPACE FL IGHTS SIMULATED B Y  72-DAY BED 
REST A68-43890  
SPACE FL IGHT HYPOKINESIA SIMULATION EXPERIMENTS TO 
STUOY DXYGEN BALANCE I N  MAN A 6 8 - 4 3 8 9 1  
HUMAN TOLERANCE TO TRANSVERSE ACCELERATION STRESS 
AFTER HYPODYNAMIA USED TO PREDICT PHYSIOLOGICAL 
EFFECTS OF REENTRY 8 6 8 - 4 4 0 8 4  
BODY S I Z E  (BIQLDGY) 
ACCELERATION F I E L D S  STRONGER THAN EARTH GRAVITY 
B IOLDGICAL EFFECT ON MATURE BODY S I Z E  OF ANIMALS 
A 6  8-441 5 2  
SATIATED AN0 FOOD DEPRIVED IMMATURE RATS 
CONSUMPTION OF SACCHARIN-GLUCOSE SOLUTION 
RELATIVE T O  BODY WEIGHT A68-44443  
BODY SWAY TEST 
PHYSICAL EXERCISES AND SPORTS A C T I V I T I E S  ROLE I N  
INCREASING STATOKINETIC S T A B I L I T Y  I N  SPACE 
TRAVELERS A68-44102  
BOOY TEMPERATURE 
CIRCADIAN A C T I V I T Y  PERIODS AN0 HUMAN BODY 
TEMPERATURE PHASE RELATIONS, DISCUSSING TESTS I N  
BUNKER AND C L I M A T I C  CHAMBER A 6 8 - 4 5 3 4 5  
EVAPORATIVE COOLING GARMENT SYSTEM / ECGS/ FOR 
BODY COOLING DURING EXTRAVEHICULAR A C T I V I T Y  I N  
SPACE 
NAS A-CR-92332 ~6 8-36 5 6 6  
EVAPORATIVE COOLING GARMENT SYSTEM / E C G S l  FUR 
BODY COOLING OURING EXTRAVEHICULAR A C T I V I T Y  I N  
SPACE - T Y P I C A L  DESIGN V E R I F I C A T I O N  TEST RUN 
NASA-CR-92333 N68-36567  
BODY WEIGHT 
PROTEIN INTAKE ALTERATIONS EFFECT ON CHICK BODY 
WEIGHT, L I V E R  WEIGHT. L I V E R  NITROGEN AND XANTHINE 
DEHYDROGENASE A C T I V I T Y  A6  8- 4 5  3 8 6 
BONE MARROW 
PHYSIOLOGICAL AND BIOCHEMICAL EFFECTS OF 
WEIGHTLESSNESSI DLSCUSSING BONE MARROW 
DEGENERATION A68-44112  
DURATION OF HEMOPOIETIC REACTION OF BONE MARROW I N  
RATS FOR ACCLIMATIZATION TO HYPOXIA, NOTING 
DESOXYRIBONUCLEIC ACID CONTENT OF CELLS AN0 
C I T O T I C  A C T I V I T Y  A 6 8 - 4 5 7 7 0  
COMPARISON OF THERAPEUTIC EFFICACY OF I N J E C T I O N  
OF BONE MARROW AND FETAL L I V E R  STEM CELLS 
I N  IRRADIATED MICE A 6 8- a 2 4 0 3  
BONES 
HORMONES SUPPLIED I N  CHICKS D I E T  STUDIED FOR 
EFFECTS ON GROWTH AN0 BONE MINERALIZATION 
A68-45400  
BOTANY 
PROLONGED CHLORELLA CULTIVATION WITH RECOVERY OF 
MEDIUM WITHOUT I M P A I R I N G  PRODUCTION RATE 
A6  8-45 9 1 6  
BRAIN 
INTRAPERITONEAL ADMINISTRATION OF MELATONIN I N  
RATS INVESTIGATED FOR EFFECT ON B R A I N  SEROTONIN 
CONCENTRAT I G N  ~ 6 8 - 4 3 8 7 4  
ANX I ETY 9 ATTENT IVENESS-AL ERTNE SS REAC T I  ON TO 
A N T I C I P A T I O N  OF PHYSICAL OR MENTAL PERFORMANCE, 
STUDYING SURFACE-NEGATIVE POTENTIAL  APPEARING I N  
HUMAN B R A I N  FRONTAL REGION A 6 8 - 4 4 0 5 1  
B R A I N  NORADRENALIN CONCENTRATION DIURNAL CHANGES 
I N  CAT HYPOTHALAMUS AND CERVICAL SPINAL CORD, 
NOTING AXON TERMINALS OF NEURONS 
~ 6 8 - 4 4 4 2 6  
AMINAZINE INFLUENCE ON ADAPTATION OF RAT AND MICE 
BRAINS TO SEVERE OXYGEN DEFIC IENCY 
1-11 
B R A I N  C IRCULATION SUBJECT INDEX 
Ab8-45763  
EFFECT OF LOBELINE. CORAZOLE AND NOSAMIOE ON 
CARBOHYDRATE AN0 NITROGEN METABOLI SM I N  DOG 
BRAIN Ab8-82332  
PHARMACOLOGICAL AN0 BIOCHEMICAL CHANGES I N  BRAINS 
OF ANIMALS MADE AGGRESSIVE BY I S O L A T I O N  
AD-674665 Nb8-38014  
B R A I N  CIRCULATION 
ARTERIAL AND VENOUS BLOOO OF B R A I N  AN0 MIXED 
VENOUS BLOOO OF HEART MEASURED I N  DOGS EXPOSED TO 
SIMULttTEO ALTITUDE, NOTING BODY DEOXYGENATION 
A b 8 - 4 5 9 2 1  
B R A I N  DAHAGE 
SUBCORTICAL BRAIN FORMATIONS OF RATS STUDIED 
FOR ADAPTATION TO CHRONIC HYPOXIA 
A68-45762  
WHITE M I C E  ADAPTATION TO HYPERCAPNIC GASEOUS 
MEDIUM, NOTING DISRUPTION OF INTERRELATIONSHIP  
BETWEEN CORTEX AND SUBCORTICAL STRUCTURES AND 
R E A C T I V I T Y  TO NARCOTICS Ab8-45771  
B R A I N  STEM 
INCREASE I N  SEROTONIN CONCENTRATION I N  B R A I N  STEM 
OF RATS DIFFERENTIALLY OEPRIVED OF RAPID EYE 
MOVEMENT STATE Ab8-82404  
BRIGHTNESS 
DRUG EFFECTS ON CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM A C T I V I T Y  
OF RATS EXPOSED TO VARIOUS LEVELS OF BRIGHTNESS 
AbB-82377 
BRIGHTNESS D I S C R I M I N A T I O N  
PERTURBATION APPROACH TO SPATIAL  BRIGHTNESS 
INTERACTION I N  HUMAN V I S I O N  Ab8-82370  
AMBIGUOUS V ISUAL SIGNAL DETECTION DURING IMAGE 
PERCEPTION 
AFOSR-68-1622 NbB-36400  
HUMAN PERFORMANCE MEASURED AS FUNCTION OF REACTION 
T I M E  REQUIRE0 TO D ISCRIMINATE CHANGE I N  BEACON 
BRIGHTNESS 
NASA-CR-1220 Nb8-37819  
BUBBLES 
SELECTIVE COLLECTOR FOR T R I T I A T E D  WATER VAPOR FROM 
T R I T I U M  ATMOSPHERE USING BUBBLING 
LA-3916  Nb8-38460  
BURNS I N J U R I E S  
WHITE BURNS I N  RATS STUDIED FOR HEAT TRANSFER TO 
PROVIDE ASSESSMENT OF PROTECTION AFFORDED HUMANS 
C- 
BY CLOTHING Ab8-44122  
C 
5 AIRCRAFT 
LDCKHEED C-5A ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL SYSTEM 
DESIGN. DESCRIBING BLEED-AIR CONTROL. A I R  
CONOITIONINGI TEMPERATURE CONTROL AN0 
PRESSURIZATION 
SAE PAPER 6 8 0 7 2 2  Ab  8-4 5 099 
C A B I N  ATMOSPHERES 
LOW PRESSURE OXYGEN ATMOSPHERE EXPOSURE OF MAN AND 
ANIMALS, PPY S IOLOGICAL AN0 BIOCHEMICAL EXPERIMENTS 
I N D I C A T E  NO ADAPTIVE D I F F I C U L T I E S  
A b 8 - 4 4 0 8 1  
CAFFEINE 
RESPONSE OF FREE FATTY ACIDS TO COFFEE AND 
CAFFEINE I N  HUMANS AND DOGS AS AFFECTED BY 
SUCROSE A b 8 - 8 2 3 4 1  
CAPE KENNEDY LAUNCH COHPLEX 
CLEAN ROOM CONTAMINATION PREVENTION, ANALYZING 
MICROBIAL LEVELS AN0 ENTRANCE PATHWAYS AT CAPE 
KENNEDY Ab8-45651  
CAPILLARY FLOW 
HEMODYNAMIC MEASUREMENTS ON HUMAN S K I N  CAP1 LLARY 
FLOW DURING EXPOSURE TO HIGH AND LOW ATMOSPHERIC 
PRESSURES 
DL R-FB- 68- 5 6 Nb B-37988 
CARBOHYDRATE METABOLISH 
EFFECT OF STARVATION AND REFEEDING ON SERUM 
IMMUNOREACTIVE GLUCAGON AND I N S U L I N  LEVELS I N  
HUMAN BEINGS AND DOGS Ab8-82257  
EFFECT OF LOBELINE, CORAZOLE AN0 NOSAMIDE ON 
CARBOHYDRATE AND NITROGEN METABOLISM I N  DOG 
B R A I N  Ab8-823 32 
EFFECT OF FCUR-METHYL URACIL  ON CARBOHYDRATE 
METABOLISM OF RATS DURING MUSCULAR A C T I V I T Y  
Ab8-82334  
CARBON 
ORGANIC COMPOUNDS ROLE I N  PHOTOSYNTHETIC 
A S S I M I L A T I O N  OF CARBON BY BACTERIA, NOTING 
HETEROTROPHIC F I X A T I O N  OF CARBON D I O X I D E  BY GREEN 
PLANTS A 6 8 - 4 5 5 8 9  
CARBON COMPDUNDS 
CARBONACEOUS SUBSTANCES FORMATION DURING VARIOUS 
GEOLOGICAL PROOESSES, I D E N T I F Y I N G  COMPONENT 
COMPOUNDS AND CARBON EVOLUTION CYCLES B Y  MEANS OF 
SEVERAL DIAGNOSTIC PNALYSES AbB-45578  
CARBON D I O X I D E  
CARBON D I O X I D E  PARTIAL  PRESSURE R I S E  TIME AFTER 
STEP REDUCTION OF V E N T I L A T I O N t  NOTING EFFECT OF 
HYPERVENTILATION OUR AT ION Ab8-43640  
AMINO ALCOHOL REGENERABLE ABSORBERS OF CARBON 
010x1 DES TOXICOLOGICAL CHARACTER I STICS. 0 I SCUSSI NG 
ABSORBING A B I L I T Y  I N  RATS A b  8-43 88 6 
CARBON D I O X I D E  EFFECTS ON HYPOTHALAMIC SELF 
ST IMULATION I N  HYPOXIA, NOTING ROLE I N  
M A I N T A I N I N G  FUNCTIONAL NEURONAL POPULATION 
AbB-44445  
H IGH ALT ITUDE ACCLIMATIZATION PHYSIOLOGY STRESSING 
CARBON DIOX I D E  STIMULATION OF RESPIRATORY CENTERS 
Ab8-44604  
ANTICONVULSANT ACTION OF CARBON D I O X I D E  - 
INTERACTION WITH RESERPINE AND I N H I B I T O R S  OF 
CARBONIC ANHYDRASE I N  RATS AND MICE 
A b 8 - 8 2 4 3 1  
CARBON D I O X I D E  CONCENTRATION 
A I R  REGENERATION BY VARIOUS PLANT SPECIES I N  
CLOSED ECOLOGICAL SYSTEM. OISCUSSING CARBON 
D I O X I D E  CONCENTRATION AN0 GAS EXCHANGE I N T E N S I T Y  
A 6 8-44568  
CARBON D I O X I D E  REMOVAL 
ELECTROLYTE CELLS WITH PLATINUM ELECTRODES FOR 
CARBON D I O X I D E  REDUCTION AND A I R  P U R I F I C A T I O N  
SYSTEM 
AMR L-T R-67- 2 0 9  N 68 -37147  
CARBON O I O X I D E  TENSION 
CXYGEW AND CARBON D I O X I D E  TENSIONS I N  T ISSUE AN0 
BLOOD OF NORMAL AND ACIDOTIC RATS 
Ab8-82275  
CARBON MONOXIDE 
ST IMULATION OF AORTIC AND CAROTID CHEMORECEPTORS 
DURING CARBON MONOXIDE INHALATION I N  CATS 
A 68 -82268  
CARBONACEOUS METEORITES 
CARBONACEOUS CHONDRITES STRUCTURAL CHARACTERI S T I C S  
AN0 CHEMICAL AND MINERALOGICAL COMPOSITION - 
RELATION BETWEEN GASEOUS AN0 S I L I C A T E  COMPONENTS 
AN0 ORGANIC COMPOUNDS ABIOGENETIC SYNTHESIS ~ 
AbB-45576  
ORGANIC COMPOUNDS OF METEORITESI PREBIOLOGICAL 
EVOLUTION OF ORGANIC MATTER AND O R I G I N  OF L I V I P G  
MATTER Ab8-45577  
CARBONACEOUS ROCKS 
CARBONACEOUS SUBSTANCES FORMATION DURING VARIOUS 
GEOLOGICAL PROCESSES. I D E N T I F Y I N G  COMPONENT 
COMPOUNOS AN0 CARBON EVOLUTION CYCLES BY MEANS OF 
SEVERAL DIAGNOSTIC ANALYSES Ab8-45578  
F O S S I L  ORGANIC COMPONENTS INVESTIGATED TO 
ESTABLISH PLACE FOR ORGANISM I N  EVOLUTION SCHEME. 
1-12 
SUBJECT INDEX CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM STIMULANTS 
CONSIDERING PROTEINS, AMINO ACIDS AND 
CARBOHYDRATES A 6 8 4 5 5 9 1  
CARBONIC ANHYDRASE 
ANTICONVULSANT ACTION OF CARBON D I O X I D E  - 
INTERACTION WITH RESERPINE AND I N H I B I T O R S  OF 
CARBONIC ANHYDRASE I N  RATS AN0 MICE 
A68-82431  
CARDIOGRAPHY 
EFFECT O F  SUPERHIGH FREQUENCY ELECTROMAGNETIC 
F I E L D S  ON CONDITIONED REFLEX REGULATION OF 
CARDIAC AND RESPIRATORY A C T I V I T Y  I N  RABBITS 
JPRS-46632  N68-37285  
CARDIOLOGY 
SOVIET BOOK ON SPACE CARDIOLOGY COVERING F L I G H T  
FACTORS EFFECTS ON ORGANISMS, C L I N I C A L  DATA, ETC 
A68-45610  
CAROIOVASCULAR SYSTEM 
HUMAN CARDIOVASCULAR SYSTEM DURING SPACE FLIGHTS, 
CONSIDERING EFFECTS ON FUNCTIONING OF SYSTEM 
~68-4408a 
HYPODYNAMIA EFFECT ON MEN CONFINED TO BE0 REST, 
U S I N G  DISORDERS OF NERVOUS AND CARDIOVASCULAR 
SYSTEMS, GASTRIC SECRETION AND BLOOD COMPOSITION 
A 6 8 - 4 4 0 9 1  
PARACHUTISTS AND P I L O T S  CARDIOVASCULAR AND 
RESPIRATORY REACTIONS UNDER STRESS 
A68-44099  
POSSIBLE A R T I F I C I A L  GRAVITY MAGNITUDE BASE0 ON 
BIOELECTRICAL POTENTIAL OF SKELETAL MUSCLES AN0 
CARDIAC AND RESPIRATORY A C T I V I T Y  
A6 8-441 11 
GRAVITATIONAL EFFECTS ON HUMAN CIRCULATORY SYSTEM 
BY T I L T  TABLE SIMULATION. NOTING R E L I A B I L I T Y  
VARIATIONS I N  HEART BEAT AN0 BLOOD PRESSURE DATA 
A68-4412  1 
BIOTELEMETRY SYSTEM FOR MEASURING. STORING AN0 
TRANSMITTING HUMAN PHYSIOLOGICAL FACTORS I N  
CARDIOVASCULAR STUDIES UNDER VARIOUS CONDITIONS 
I A F  PAPER 8-141 A68-44230  
A X I A L  WAVES I N  BLOOD VESSELS, DETERMINING PHASE 
V E L O C I T I E S  AND DAMPING, NOTING A N I  SOTROP'IC 
BEHAVIOR OF ARTERY WALL 
SESA PAPER 1 3 5 0  A68-45611  
CHANGES I N  CENTRAL C IRCULATION AND BODY F L U I D  
SPACES O F  HUMANS DURING ACCLIMATIZATION TO HEAT 
AN0 PHYSICAL EXERCISE ~68-a2276 
GRAVITATIONAL AN0 I N E R T I A L  FORCE ENVIRONMENT 
EFFECTS ON CARDIOVASCULAR AND RESPIRATORY 
FUNCTIONS I N  OOGS AND CHIMPANZEES 
NASA-CR-97192 N68-36568  
CARDIOVASCULAR PERFORMANCE I N  RATS AFTER FOUR 
WEEKS I N  H IGH GRAVITY ENVIRONMENTS 
N68-36674  
CASE H I S T O R I E S  
CASE H I S T O R I E S  OF SEAT B E L T  FRACTURES OF 
VERTEBRAL COLUMN A68-82343  
CATALYSTS 
ASYMMETRIC ADSORBENTS AND CATALYSTS SIMULATING 
ENZYME EFFECTS STUDIED FOR ROLE I N  OCCURRENCE OF 
ORGANIC COMPOUNDS I N  NATURE ~6a-45581  
CATECHOLAMINE 
ADRENAL GLAND A C T I V I T Y  I N  CHANGES OF CATECHOLAMINE 
CONTENT I N  RATS AFTER PHYSICAL STRESS 
A68-82386  
CATS 
ST IMULATION OF AORTIC AND CAROTID CHEMORECEPTORS 
DURING CARBON MONOXIDE INHALATION I N  CATS 
~68-a2268 
EFFECT OF AMINAZIN  CHLORPROMAZINE ON CARDIAC 
MUSCLE BLDOO FLOW I N  CATS A 6 8 4 2 3 0 8  
1-13 
V I S U A L  ACCOMMOOATION EFFECTS OF ELECTRICAL 
STIMULUS FREPUENCY ON OCULOMOTOR NUCLEUS OF CATS 
~68-a2409 
CELLS (BIOLOGY) 
ACCELERATION EFFECTS ON CELLULAR AN0 SUBCELLULAR 
STRUCTURES ENZYME A C T I V I T Y  I N  HUMANS AND ANIMALS, 
NOTING CHANGES RESULTING FROM CHANGED PERMEABIL ITY  
A 6 8-43 8 80 OF MEMBRANES 
DIMETHYL SULFOXIDE / DMSO/ EFFECT ON MORPHOLOGY I N  
BASAL LAYERS OF STRATUM CORNEUM OF GUINEA P I G  S K I N  
AFTER PROFUSE SWABBING ~6a-44432 
REPARABIL ITY  OF CULTURE0 HUMAN KIDNEY CELLS 
INJURED BY FRACTIONATED HEAVY I O N  IRRAOIATION 
A 6 8 - 4 4 4 3 3  
U V RACIATION EFFECTS ON ONE CELLED ORGANISMSI 
NOTING PHOTOREACTLVATION AND STIMULATION OF 
ADENINE SYSTEM AND P Y R I M I D I N E S  OF NUCLEIC ACIDS 
A 6 8 - 4 5 5 9 0  
CELL SURVIVAL RATES AND MUTATION DEVELOPMENT I N  
CHLORELLA VULGARIS PLANTS CARRIE0 B Y  COSMOS 
S A T E L L I T E  AM-46147  
MAMMALIAN CELL AND MAMMAL SURVIVAL AFTER EXPOSURE 
TO I O N I Z I N G  RADIATIONS 
BNL- 1 2 5 8  1 N68-367  19 
CELLULOSE 
ISOLATION AND CHARACTERIZATION OF 
CELLULOSE-UTILIZING BACTERIUM ~ 6 8 - 8  2 302 
CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM 
RATS S E N S I T I V I T Y  TO ACCELERATIONS FOUND DEPENDENT 
ON E X C I T A T I O N - I N H I B I T I O N  RATIO I N  CENTRAL NERVOUS 
SYSTEM AN0 HYPQPHYSIAL-ADRENAL SYSTEM REACTIONS 
DURING ACOUSTIC EXCITATION A 6 8 - 4 3 8 8 1  
TRANVERSE ACCELERATIONS EFFECT ON DOGS 
GASTROINTESTINAL TRACT SECRETORY A C T I V I T Y ,  NOTING 
CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM ROLE A68-43882  
HUMAN ACOUSTIC ANALYZER FUNCTIONAL STATE STUDIED 
FOR HYPOKINESIA EFFECTS A68-46158  
CORRELATIONS BETWEEN INTENSITY OF I L L U M I N A T I O N  
AND FUNCTIONAL STATE OF CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM 
I N  RATS A 68-  8 2 3 7 6  
CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM A C T I V I T Y  I N  RABBITS 
EXPOSED TO SMALL DOSAGES OF GAMMA RAYS 
A 6 8- 8 2  406 
INTERRELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN CORTEX AND SUBCORTICAL 
BRAIN STRUCTURES OF RABBITS I N  REACTION TO 
HYPOXIA A68-82420  
EFFECTS OF STRESS ON METABOLISM OF NOREPINEPHRINE, 
DOPAMINE AND SEROTONIN I N  CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM 
OF RATS - MODIFICATIONS OF NOREPINEPHRINE 
TURNOVER A 6 8 - 8 2 4 3 9  
CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM DEPRESSANTS 
HYPOXIA EFFECTS ON WHITE M I C E  REACTIONS TO 
ETHER, INTRANARCONE AND CORAZOL. NOTING 
RETARDATION OF CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM FUNCTIONS 
A68-45775  
EFFECTS OF SECOBARBITAL AND DEXTROAMPHETAMINE ON 
T I M E  JUDGMENTS - INTERSENSORY FACTORS 
~ 6 a - 8 2 2 8 5  
DRUG EFFECTS ON CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM A C T I V I T Y  
CF RATS EXPCSED TO VARIOUS LEVELS OF BRIGHTNESS 
A 6 8 - 8 2 3 7 7  
CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM STIMULANTS 
HYPOXIA EFFECTS ON WHITE MICE REACTIONS TO 
ETHER, INTRANARCDNE AND CORAZOL, NOTING 
RETARDATION OF CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM FUNCTIONS 
A68-45775  
ORUG EFFECTS ON CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM A C T I V I T Y  
OF RATS EXPOSED TO VARIOUS LEVELS OF BRIGHTNESS 
A68-82377  
CENTRIFUGAL FORCE SUBJECT INDEX 
CENTRIFUGAL FORCE 
CARDIOVASCULAR PERFORMANCE I N  RATS AFTER FOUR 
WEEKS I N  H IGH GRAVITY ENVIRONMENTS 
N68-36674  
CEREBELLUM 
CONTROL SYSTEM S IGNIF ICANCE I N  ADAPTATION OF 
RATS TO MODERATE HYPOXIA, CONSIOERING CEREBRAL 
CORTEX, CEREBELLUM, ADRENAL GLANDS AND HYPOPHYSIS 
A 6 8 - 4 5 7 6 1  
ELECTRICAL A C T I V I T Y  OF CEREBELLUM AND EFFECTS OF 
CEREBELLECTOMY DURING HYPEROXIC SEIZURES OF RATS 
A68-82408  
CEREBRAL CORTEX 
CENTRIFUGE GRAVITATIONAL EFFECTS ON RNA OF 
OEITERS CELLS AND G L I A  OF RATS 
A68-44060  
CONTROL SYSTEM S IGNIF ICANCE I N  ADAPTATION OF 
RATS TO MODERATE HYPOXIA, CONSIDERING CEREBRAL 
CORTEX, CEREBELLUMI ADRENAL GLANDS AND HYPOPHYSIS 
A 6 8 4 5 7 6 1  
WHITE M I C E  ADAPTATION TO HYPERCAPNIC GASEOUS 
MEDIUM, NOTING DISRUPTION OF INTERRELATIONSHIP 
BETWEEN CORTEX AND SUBCORTICAL STRUCTURES AND 
REACTIV ITY TO NARCOTICS A 6 8 - 4 5 7 7 1  
CEREBRAL VASCULAR ACCIDENTS 
RHEDENCEPHALDGRAPHY METHODS FOR DETERMINING 
AVIATORS POTENTIALLY SUBJECT TO CEREBROVASCULAR 
DISEASE 
NASA-CR-97261 N6 8-31 2 04 
CEREBROSPINAL F L U I D  
HYPERBARIC OXYGENATION EFFECT ON CEREBROSPINAL 
F L U I D  OXYGEN TENSION I N  HUMAN A68-82359  
CHEMICAL ANALYSIS  
MASS SCALE CHEMICAL ANALYSIS  OF SOLID, L I Q U I D  AND 
GAS PHASES TRANSFER OF MATTER I N  B IOLOGICAL CYCLES 
OF L I F E  SUPPORT SYSTEMS A68-44105  
MOISTURE-CONTAINING WASTES FOR B IOLOGICAL 
MINERALIZATION I N  L I F E  SUPPORT SYSTEM 
A68-44106  
GLYCOLYTIC ENZYMES D I S T R I B U T I O N  I N  SQUIRREL 
MONKEY OLFACTORY BULB OETERMINEO BY HISTOCHEMICAL 
STUDIES A68-45394  
HISTOCHEMICAL STUDIES ON ESTERASES, MONOAMINE 
OXIDASE AND DEPHOSPHORYLATING ENZYMES 
D I S T R I B U T I O N  I N  SQUIRREL MONKEY AREA POSTREMA 
A68-45398  
HISTOCHEMICAL INVESTIGATION OF EFFECT OF 
HYPOTHERMIA AND HYPDBIOSIS  ON A C T I V I T Y  OF 
O X I D I Z I N G  T ISSUE ENZYMES OF CARBOHYDRATEI AMINO 
ACID. NUCLEOTIDE AN0 A L I P H A T I C  METABOLISM OF RATS 
A68-45923  
PRELIMINARY RESULTS OF CHEMICAL ANALYSIS OF MOON 
AT SURVEYOR 7 LANDING S I T E  A68-82449  
CHEMICAL COMPOSITION 
CARBONACEOUS CHONDRITES STRUCTURAL CHARACTERISTICS 
AN0 CHEMICAL AN0 MINERALOGICAL COMPOSITION - 
RELATION BETWEEN GASEOUS AN0 S I L I C A T E  COMPONENTS 
AN0 ORGANIC COMPOUNDS ABIOGENETIC SYNTHESIS 
A68-45576  
CARBONACEOUS SUBSTANCES FORMATION DURING VARIOUS 
GEOLOGICAL PROCESSES, I D E N T I F Y I N G  COMPONENT 
COMPOUNDS AN0 CARBON EVOLUTION CYCLES BY MEANS OF 
SEVERAL D IAGNOST I C  ANALYSES A 6 8 4 5 5 7 8  
FOSSIL  ORGANIC COMPONENTS INVESTIGATED TO 
ESTABLISH PLACE FOR ORGANISM I N  EVOLUTION SCHEME, 
CONSIDERING PROTEINS. AMINO ACIDS AND 
CARBOHY ORATES A 6 8 - 4 5 5 9 1  
CHEMICAL REACTIONS 
CARBONACEOUS SUBSTANCES FORMATION DURING VARIOUS 
GEOLOGICAL PROCESSESt I D E N T I F Y I N G  COMPONENT 
COMPOUNDS AND CARBON EVOLUTION CYCLES B Y  MEANS OF 
SEVERAL DIAGNOSTIC ANALYSES A68-45578  
SYNTHESIS OF B IOLOGICALLY ACTIVE ORGANIC 
SUBSTANCES I N  AQUEOUS MEDIUM UNOER ULTRASONIC 
HAVE ACTION RELATED TO PRIMORDIAL FORMATION OF 
EARTH A68-45580  
MATCHING OIFFUSION PROCESSES AN0 CHEMICAL 
REACTIONS I N  STUDY OF EVOLUTION OF OPEN 
BIOCHEYICAL SYSTEMS A68-45582  
CHEMICAL NATURE OF BIOLOGICAL DAMAGE FROM 
I O N I Z I N G  I R R A D I A T I O N  
SYNTHESIS, REACTIONSI AND ANALYSIS OF 
A68-82356  
C-PERFLUORALKYL GLYCINES N68-36235  
CHEMICAL S T E R I L I Z A T I O N  
BACTERIA S T E R I L I Z A T I O N  I N  AIR,  FLOORS, AND WALLS 
OF OPERATING ROOMS A68-82395  
CHEMORECEPTORS 
STIMULATION OF AORTIC AND CAROTID CHEMORECEPTORS 
DURING CARBON MONOXIDE INHALATION I N  CATS 
A68-82268  
CHICKENS 
PROTEIN INTAKE ALTERATIONS EFFECT ON CHICK BODY 
WEIGHT, L I V E R  WEIGHT- L I V E R  NITROGEN AND XANTHINE 
DEHYDROGENASE A C T I V I T Y  A68-45386  
HORMONES SUPPLIED I N  CHICKS D I E T  STUDIED FOR 
EFFECTS ON GROWTH AND BONE MINERALIZATION 
A68-45400  
L I V E R  XANTHINE DEHYCROGENASE CHANGE RELATION TO 
U R I C  ACID EXCRETION DURING ADAPTATION PERIOD I N  
CHICKS FED 25-75 PERCENT ISOLATED SOYBEAM PROTEIN 
A68-45415  
CHIMPANZEES 
GRAVITATIONAL AND I N E R T I A L  FORCE ENVIRONMENT 
EFFECTS ON CARDIOVASCULAR AND RESPIRATORY 
FUNCTIONS I N  DOGS AND CHIMPANZEES 
NASA-CR-97 192 N68-36568  
CHLORELLA 
PHYSIOLOGICAL EFFECTS OF OIETS WITH DRY 
CHLORELLA/ SCENEOESMUS ON HEALTHY MALE SUBJECTS 
A68-44023  
PROLONGED CHLORELLA CULTIVATION WITH RECOVERY OF 
MEDIUM WITHOUT I M P A I R I N G  PRODUCTION RATE 
A68-45916  
CELL SURVIVAL RATES AND MUTATION DEVELOPMENT I N  
CHLORELLA VULGARIS PLANTS CARRIED BY COSMOS 
S A T E L L I T E  A68-46147  
HUMAN NATURAL IMMUNITY WITH RESPECT TO 
SUBSTITUTION OF CHLORELLA PROTEINS FOR ANIMAL 
PROTEINS, STUDYING LYSOZYME A C T I V I T Y  I N  SAL IVA 
AND BLOOD SERUM A68-46160  
USE OF RAOIOTRICER TO DETERMINE INFLUX OF 
POTASSIUM INTO CHLORELLA PYRENOIDOSA AS 
AFFECTED BY EXPOSURES TO L I G H T  AN0 DARKNESS 
A68-82345  
I N H I B I T I O N  BY L I G H T  ON DNA FORMATION AN0 
DEOXYTHYMIDINE MONDPHOSPHATE K I N A S E  A C T I V I T Y  I N  
CHLORELLA PROTOTHECOIDES A 6 8 - 8 2 3 9 6  
QUINONE SYNTHESIS AN0 CONTENT I N  VARIOUS STAGES 
OF CELL DEVELORMENT OF ALGA. CHLORELLA 
PROTOTHECOIOES AS RELATED TO PHOTOSYNTHESIS 
A68-82397  
PHOTOASSIMILATION OF N ITRATE AN0 CARBON D I O X I D E  
I N  CHLORELLA UNDER NORMAL CONDITIONS AND WITH 
I N H I B I T O R S  A68-82425  
CHLORDETHY LENE 
ELECTROCARDIOGRAPHIC PATTERNS OF WORKERS EXPOSED 
TO CHRDNIC TRICHLOROETHYLENE PO ISON I N G  
A68-82299  
CHLDRDPHY L L S  
OXIDATION-REDUCTION REACTION SENSIT IZED B Y  
CHLOROPHYLL I N  OLEATE- AND PHOSPHATIDE-PROTEIN 
COACERVATES A68-45585  
1-14 
SUBJECT INDEX COENZYMES 
CHLORPROMAZ I N E  
MELATONIN METABOLISM I N H I B I T I O N  BY PHENOTHIAZINESt  
DISCUSSING TEMPORAL AN0 OOZE EFFECTS OF 
CHLORPROMAZINE AN0 L I V E R  O I S P O S I T I O N  
A68-44439  
AMINASINE INJECTION AN0 ELECTROLYSIS EFFECTS ON 
FORMAT10 RETICULARIS  OF ANIMALS AFTER EXPOSURE TO 
HYPOXIA A68-46146  
EFFECT O F  AMINAZIN  CHLORPROMAZINE ON CARDIAC 
MUSCLE BLOOD FLOW I N  CATS 868-82308 
CHOLINE 
EXCLUSION EFFECT O F  AFFERENT S I G N A L I Z A T I O N  ON 
TONIC FUNCTION OF I L I O T I B I A L  MUSCLE I N  FROGS 
EXPOSE0 TO ACETYLCHOLINE A 6 8 4 5 9 2 2  
CHROMOSOMES 
CONSERVED DNA U N I T S  I N  8. S U B T I L I S  SPORES, 
NOTING SEGREGATION DURING GERMINATION 
A68-44429  
C IRCADIAN RHYTHMS 
WORK-REST REGIME FOR COSMONAUTS, DISCUSSING 
AOAPTABIL ITY  TO CIRCADIAN RHYTHM CHANGES, 
AFTEREFFECTS OF WORK A T  CONTROL PANELS, ETC 
A68-44077  
24 AN0 18 HR WORK-REST SCHEDULE EFFECTS ON HUMAN 
FUNCTIONAL CONDITIONS DURING PROLONGED CONFINEMENT 
I N  HERMETICALLY SEALED CABINS Ab8-44078  
ALTERE0 D A I L Y  RHYTHM EFFECT ON MUSCULAR FUNCTIONS* 
EMPHASIZING CAPACITY OF INTENTIONALLY STRAINING 
AN0 RELAXING SKELETAL MUSCLES AN0 LATENT T IME OF 
ACTION 868-44082 
IRREGULAR CHANGES I N  DIURNAL RHYTHMS OF 
SYMPATHETIC FUNCTIONS DURING SPACE F L I G H T  
ASCRIBE0 TO WEIGHTLESSNESS AN0 NERVOUS AN0 
EMOTIONAL TENSION A68-44174  
B R A I N  NORADRENALIN CONCENTRATION DIURNAL CHANGES 
I N  CAT HYPOTHALAMUS AN0 CERVICAL SPINAL COROt 
NOTING AXON TERMINALS OF NEURONS 
Ab8-44426  
CIRCADIAN A C T I V I T Y  PERIODS AN0 HUMAN BODY 
TEMPERATURE PHASE RELATIONS, 01 SCUSSING TESTS I N  
BUNKER AN0 C L I M A T I C  CHAMBER A68-45345  
D A I L Y  RHYTHMS I N  CONCENTRATIONS OF VARIOUS AMINO 
ACIDS I N  HUMAN BLOOD PLASMA FROM MALES ON D I E T S  
CONTAINING VARIOUS AMOUNTS OF PROTEINS 
Ab  8-45 3 9 3  
CELL MEMBRANE AN0 INTRACELLULAR MECHANISMS 
AFFECTING ENDOGENOUS A C T I V I T Y  I N  NEURON /PARABOLIC 
BURSTER OF SEA HARE/*  NOTING CIRCADIAN RHYTHM 
A b 8 - 4 5 4 0 1  
EFFECT O F  B L I N O I N G  AND CONTINUOUS I L L U M I N A T I O N  ON 
D A I L Y  C IRCADIAN A C T I V I T Y  RHYTHM I N  RATS 
RECEIV ING 0-AMPHETAMINE SULPHATE 
Ab8-82340  
FACTORS AFFECTING CIRCADIAN P E R I O O I C I T Y  OF BLOOD 
AMINO ACIDS I N  MAN 868-82369 
T I M E  ZONE AN0 C IRCADIAN RHYTHMS I N  RELATION 
TO AIRCRAFT OCCUPANTS TAKING LONG DISTANCE 
FL IGHTS Ab8-82374  
GEOMAGNETIC F I E L D  EFFECTS ON CIRCADIAN RHYTHM, 
A C T I V I T Y  CYCLES. AN0 B IOELECTRIC POTENTIAL OF 
INTERPLANETARY CR EMS N68-36249  
CLEAN ROOHS 
B I O -  ISOLATOR S U I T  FOR ASEPTIC ASSEMBLY OF 
SPACECRAFT I N  STERILE CHAM8ER A68-45650  
CLEAN ROOM CONTAMINATION PREVENTION, ANALYZING 
MICROBIAL LEVELS AN0 ENTRANCE PATHWAYS AT CAPE 
KENNEDY A 6 8 - 4 5 6 5 1  
C L I N I C A L  MEOICINE 
CLINICOPSYCHOLOGICAL METHOD APPLIED TO ANALYSIS  OF 
HALLUCINATION. DEPERSONALIZATION AN0 S I M I L A R  
EFFECTS RESULTING FROM EXPOSURE TO EXTREMAL 
FACTORS FROM STANDPOINT OF SPACE PSYCHOLOGY 
A68-45926  
EVALUATION OF NEW AUOIOMETRIC TESTS 
A b 8 - 8 2 3 2 4  
NEURO-GTOLOGICAL EXAMINATION - TEST METHODS AN0 
DIAGNOSIS A68-82325  
CONFERENCE PAPERS ON SOVIET APPLICATIONS OF 
EXOBIOLOGYt BIOENGINEERING, AN0 SPACE F L I G H T  
T R A I N I N G  RESEARCH TO C L I N I C A L  MEOICINE 
JPRS-46630 N68-38008  
SPACE BIOLOGY RELATIONSHIPS TO C L I N I C A L  MEDICINE*  
BIOTELEMETRY. EXTRATERRESTRIAL L I F E  RESEARCH, 
AN0 AEROSPACE ENGINEERING N68-38009  
BIOCYBERNETICS AN0 SPACE PHYSIOLOGY APPLICATIONS 
TO C L I N I C A L  MEOICINE N 6 8 - 3 8 0 1 1  
C L I N I C A L  R A C I O A C T I V I T Y  MEASUREMENT WITH PULSE 
HEIGHT SPECTROMETER 
ORNL-4153 Nb8-38466  
CLOSED CYCLES 
CLOSEO CYCLE L I F E  SUPPORT SYSTEM 60-DAY MANNED 
TEST I N  SPACE CABLN SIMULATOR NOTING WATER AN0 
OXYGEN RECOVERY, THERMAL CONTROL, ATMOSPHERE 
CONTROL. ETC 
SAE PAPER 6 8 0 7 4 1  A 6 8 - 4 5 0 8 9  
CLOSEO ECOLOGICAL SYSTEMS 
REACTORS TECHNICAL CHARACTERISTICS FOR HIGH 
TEMPERATURE MINERALIZATION OF CLOSEO L I F E  SYSTEMS 
BIOLOGICAL WASTES, DERIV ING EQUATIONS TO ESTIMATE 
ENERGY BALANCE A68-43888  
L I F E  SUPPORT SYSTEMS AN0 SPACECRAFT H A B I T A B I L I T Y  
PROBLEMS+ OISCUSSING COSMONAUT TRAINING, 
PHYSIOLOGICAL REACTIONS, C A B I N  ENVIRONMENTS, 
FEEDING, WASTE DISPOSAL, RAOIATION PROTECTION, ETC 
Ab8-44089  
A I R  REGENERATION BY VARIOUS PLANT SPECIES I N  
CLOSEO ECOLOGICAL SYSTEM, DISCUSSING CARBON 
OIOXIOE CONCENTRATION AND GAS EXCHANGE I N T E N S I T Y  
A68-44568  
ONBOARO AIRCRAFT OXYGEN GENERATION SYSTEM USING 
WATER ELECTROLYSIS. DISCUSSING SERVICING AN0 
APPLICATIONS 
SAE PAPER 6 8 0 7 1 6  A 6 8 4 5 1 0 1  
UNICELLULAR ALGAE CONTINUOUS CULTURE AS 
AUTOTROPHIC COMPONENT OF CLOSEO ECOLOGICAL SYSTEM, 
DISCUSSING S T A B I L I Z A T I O N  OF BIOMASS CONCENTRATION 
TO PROVIDE OXYQEN REQUIREMENT A68-45914  
BIOLOGICAL REGENERATION O F  ENCLOSED ATMOSPHERE 
WITH ALGAE PHOTOSYNTHESIS NOTING EFFECT OF D I E T  
CHANGE A68-45915  
CLOTHING 
COOLING REQUIRE0 TO SUPPRESS SWEATING DURING 
WORK A 6 8 - 8 2 2 6 1  
COCKPIT SIMULATORS 
P ILOT PERFORMANCE I N  SIMULATOR TRAINING DURING 
ACUTE HYPOXIA NOTING EFFECT ON ALTITUDE. ENGINE 
POWER AN0 OIRECTIONAL CONTROL Ab8-46155  
COOING 
ST I MU LUS 
TRANSFER 
MEANINGFULNESS AND PAIRED-ASSOCIATE - ENCODING V A R I A B I L I T Y  HYPOTHESIS 
A 68 -62  3 1  2 
COENZYMES 
QUINONE SYNTHESIS AN0 CONTENT I N  VARIOUS STAGES 
OF CELL  DEVELOPMENT OF ALGA, CHLORELLA 
PROTOTHECOIOES AS RELATE0 TO PHOTOSYNTHESIS 
A68-82397  
CHARACTERISTICS AN0 SEQUENCE OF AMINO ACIDS 
I N  FERREDOXIN OF GREEN ALGA, SCENEDESMUS 
Ab8-  8 2 4 3 0  
1-15 
COLD ACCLIMATIZATION SUBJECT INDEX 
COLD ACCLIMATIZATION 
PHYSIOLOGICAL CHANGES I N  ADAPTING TO ANTARCTIC 
L I V I N G  - POSSIBLE ALT ITUDE EFFECTS 
A68-82254  
COLLAPSE 
HUMAN EXPERIMENTS TO STUDY SOMNOLENT AN0 
PRECOLLAPTOIO /COLLAPTOID/  STATES WHEN F A L L I N G  
ASLEEP AN0 DURING PROLONGED STANDING TESTS 
A68-46159  
COLLOIOS 
ORGANIZATION P R I N C I P L E  AND S IMULATION OF ENZYMATIC 
PROCESSES I N  COACERVATE SYSTEMS, DISCUSSING 
POLYMERIZATION A68-45584  
OXIDATION-REDUCTION REACTION SENSIT IZED BY 
CHLOROPHYLL I N  OLEATE- AN0 PHOSPHATIDE-PROTEIN 
COACERVATES ~ ~ - 4 5 5 8 5  
COLOR V I S I O N  
V I S U A L  CAPACITY DURING SPACE F L I G H T  I N  TERMS OF 
SHORT TERM WEIGHTLESSNESS EFFECTS, EXAMINING COLOR 
PERCEPT I O N  ERRORS A68-44086  
PRIMARY INTENSITY SPECIF ICATION FOR SEVEN COLOR 
A 0 0  I T  I V E  01 SPLAYS 
RAOC-TR-68-319 N68-38457  
COMMERCIAL AIRCRAFT 
A I R  CONOITIONING SYSTEM DESIGN C R I T E R I A  FOR FUTURE 
SHORT HAUL COMMERCIAL PASSENGER J E T  AIRCRAFT 
NOTING PERFORMANCE, SAFETY, R E L I A B I L I T Y  AN0 
H A I N T A I N A 8 I L I T Y  
S A E  PAPER 6 a o 7 2 5  ~6a-45098 
COMMUNICATING 
EFFECT OF CONTROL PLACEMENT ON INFORMATION 
TRANSFER RATE USING AUDITORY AND V ISUAL S T I M U L I  
OF EQUAL UNCERTAINTY A68-82427  
GEOMAGNETIC F I E L O  EFFECTS ON PSYCHOPHYSIOLOGICAL 
PROCESSES OF INTERPLANETARY SPACECREWS AN0 
COMMUNICATING WITH EXTRATERRESTRIAL L I F E  
JPRS-46446 N68-36248  
COMHUNITIES 
INDUSTRIAL  ASPECTS OF COMMUNITY NOISE AN0 HEARING 
CONSERVATION PROGRAM A68-8238 1 
COMPARTMENTS 
WORK SCHEDULES AN0 OPERATOR PERFORMANCE DURING 
CONFINEMENT TO SIMULATED AEROSPACE CREW 
COMPARTMENT A68-82288  
COMPENSATORY TRACKING 
R E L I A B I L I T Y  EVALUATION OF PARAMETER TRACKING 
VERSION OF PRUPOStD CROSSOVER MODEL FOR 
MEASURING HUMAN 9PERATOR PERFORMANCE I N  LOW 
OROER COMPENSATORY MANUAL CONTROL SYSTEMS 
N68-36304  
FREQUENCY AND T IME CONTROLLED MODELS FOR 
ANALYZING HUMAN RESPONSE DURING COMPENSATORY 
TRACKING 
NASA-TM-X-59750 N68-37735 
COMPUTER PROGRAMMING 
ALGORITHM FOR PROCESSING PRIMARY MOTOR 
CHARACTERISTICS OF HUMAN MOTIONS ON D I G I T A L  
COMPUTER A68-45927  
COMPUTER PROGRAMS 
COMPUTER PROGRAM FOR ONBOARD MEDICAL CHECKUPS OF 
SPACECRAFT CREWS DURING EXTENDED SPACE FLIGHTS, 
DISCUSSING TESTS AN0 INTERVALS A68-43889  
COMPUTERS 
COMPUTER CONTROL OF BEHAVIORAL EXPERIMENTS 
UR-49-814 N68-36873 
CONCENTRATION (COMPOSITION) 
D A I L Y  RHYTHMS I N  CONCENTRATIONS OF VARIOUS AMINO 
ACIOS I N  HUMAN BLOOD PLASMA FROM MALES ON D I E T S  
CONTAINING VARIOUS AMOUNTS OF PROTEINS 
A68-45393  
INFLUENCE OF ORAL IRON LOAD ON IRON CONTENT OF 
WHOLE BODY CELL-FREE SWEAT OF MEN I N  H I G H  
TEMPERATURE ENVIRONMENTS ~6a-82361  
CONDIT IONING (LEARNING ) 
CONOITIONEO FALL ING REFLEX OF ANALYZER SYSTEMS 
EFFECT ON CHANGE OF HUMAN POSTURE AN0 S P A T I A L  
POS I T  I O N  A68-45918  
D E C I S I O N  MOOEL RELATING STIMULUS I N T E N S I T Y  TO 
RESPONSE LATENCY AS APPLIED TO CONOITIONING AN0 
REACTION T I P E  DATA A 6 8 - 8 2 3 7 1  
EFFECT OF SUPERHIGH FREQUENCY ELECTROMAGNETIC 
F I E L D S  ON CONOITIONEO REFLEX REGULATION OF 
CARDIAC AN0 RESPIRATORY A C T I V I T Y  I N  RABBITS 
JPRS-46632 N68-37285  
CONFERENCES 
AMERICAN ASSOCIATION FOR CONTAMINATION 
CONTRCL - CONFERENCE. CHICAGO, MAY 1968 
A68-45645  
CONFERENCE PAPERS ON SOVIET APPLICATIONS OF 
EXOBIDLOGYI 8IOENGINEERING. AN0 SPACE F L I G H T  
T R A I N I N G  RESEARCH TO C L I N I C A L  MEDICINE 
JPRS-46630 N68-38008  
CONFIOENCE 
REACTION T I M E  AND Cl-OICE CONFIDENCE STUDIES OF 
AUDITORY S IGNAL PERCEPTION I N  HUMANS 
N68-36808  
CONFINEMENT 
SPACE FL IGHT SENSORY DEPRIVATION, DISCUSSING 
EMOTIONALI SYMPATHETIC AN0 BRAIN FUNCTION CHANGES 
OF COSMONAUT I N  SIMULATED SPACECRAFT ENVIRONMENTS 
A60-44075  
24 AND 18 HR WORK-REST SCHEOULE EFFECTS ON HUMAN 
FUNCTIONAL CONDITIONS DURING PROLONGED CONFINEMENT 
A68-44078  I N  HERMETICALLY SEALED CABINS 
PROLONGEO CONFINEMENT I N  SMALL CHAMBERS EFFECT ON 
BIODYNAMIC PROCESSES OF WALKING AND OTHER 
MOVEMENTS I N  SPECIAL  POSIT IONS A 6 8 - 4 6 1 2 3  
WORK SCHEDULES AN0 OPERATOR PERFORMANCE DURING 
CONFINEMENT TO SIMULATED AEROSPACE CREW 
COMPARTMENT A68-82288  
CONTACT OERMATITIS 
OCCUPATIONAL Of iRMATITIS FROM P L A S T I C S  AN0 
PREVENTIVE MEASURES ~ 6 a - 8 2 2 5 6  
CONTAMINATION 
AMERICAN ASSOCIATION FOR CONTAMINATION 
CONTROL - CONFERENCE, CHICAGO, MAY 1 9 6 8  
A6  8 -4564  5 
CONTAMINATION CONTROL I N  PLANETARY LANDINGS BY 
SPACECRAFT S T E R I L I Z A T I O N  8 6 8 - 4 5 6 4 6  
SPACECRAFT S T E R I L I Z A T I O N  HANDBOOK COVERING 
MICROBIOLOGICAL ASPECTS, SPACECRAFT DESIGN AN0 
CONTAMINATION CONTROL REQUIREMENTS 
A 6 8- 4 5  6 4 1  
CLEAN ROOM CONTAMINATION PREVENTION, ANALYZING 
MICROBIAL LEVELS AN0 ENTRANCE PATHWAYS AT CAPE 
A 6 8 - 4 5 6 5 1  KENNEDY 
CONTROL 
AMERICAN ASSOCIATION FOR CONTAMINATION 
CONTROL - CONFERENCE, CHICAGO. MAY 1 9 6 8  
A68-45645  
CONTROL EQUIPMENT 
COMPUTER CONTROL OF BEHAVIORAL EXPERIMENTS 
UR-49-814 ~ 6 8 - 3 6 a 7 3  
CONTROL S IMULATION 
P I L O T  CONTROLLABILITY L I M I T S  MEASURE0 FROM F I X E 0  
BASE0 FL IGHT SIMULATOR TESTS, EVALUATING UNSTABLE 
ELEMENT ~ 6 a - 4 5 2 8 1  
FREQUENCY AN0 T I M E  CONTROLLED MODELS FOR 
ANALYZING HUMAN RESPONSE DURING COMPENSATORY 
TRACK I NG 
N AS A-T M-X- 5 97 5 0 N68-3713  5 
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CONTROLLABILITY 
P I L O T  CONTROLLABIL ITY  L I M I T S  MEASURED FROM F I X E D  
BASED F L I G H T  SIMULATOR TESTS. EVALUATING UNSTABLE 
EL  EM ENT A b 8 - 4 5 2 8 1  
CONVERTERS 
PERFORMANCE. WEIGHT, AN0 SAFETY CHARACTERISTICS 
OF DIELECTROPHORETIC L I Q U I D  OXYGEN CONVERTER 
AMRL-TR-b8-21 Nb8-38061  
COOLING 
ELECTRCNIC DEVICE FOR CONTROLLING CONTINUOUS 
GROWTH OF ESCHERICHIA CULTURES 
Ab8-82347  
AUTOMATIC SAMPLE COLLECTOR FOR CONTINUOUSLY 
GROWING ESCHERICHIA CULTURES A68-82348  
CY BERNET I C s  
HUMAN OPERATOR PERFORMANCE ADAPTATION UNDER STRESS 
FOR CYBERNETIC SIMULATION 
FTD-HT-67-337 N68-36484  
Ab8-82393  MAN AN0 TECHNOLOGY 
Nb8-38478  FTO-MT-24-328-67 
C O R I O L I S  EFFECT 
PHYSICAL EXERCISES AN0 SPORTS A C T I V I T I E S  ROLE I N  CYTOLOGY 
INCREASING STATOKINETIC S T A B I L I T Y  I N  SPACE GAMMA RADIATION AN0 SPACE F L I G H T  FACTORS COMBINE0 
TRAVELERS Ab8-44102  INFLUENCE ON BARLEY SEEDS GERMINATION 
A 68 -440  3 5 
CORNEA 
CORNEAL C A L C I F I C A T I O N  I N  RABBITS FROM M I L O  PROLONG60 CHLORELLA CULTIVATION WITH RECOVERY OF 
I R R A D I A T I O N  WITH CARBON D I O X I D E  LASER NOTING MEDIUM WITHOUT I M P A I R I N G  PROOUCTION RATE 
EXTRACELLULAR CHARACTERISTICS Ab8-43389  A 68-4591 b 
PHYSIOLOGICAL REGENERATION ON CORNEA EPITHELIUM 
AND INTESTINES EXPOSE0 TO FRACTIONAL I R R A D I A T I O N  
WITH F I S S I O N  NEUTRONS* STUDYING MITOTIC INDEX AN0 DARK ADAPTATION 
CHROMOSOME ABERRATIONS CONTENT A68-46118  EFFECTS OF I R R I T A T I O N  OF VESTIBULAR APPARATUS ON 
ADAPTABIL ITY  OF HUMAN EYE TO DARKNESS, STUDYING 
COSMIC RAYS RATE OF RECOVERY OF SHARPNESS OF V I S I O N  
COSMIC RADIATION PROTECTION DURING MANNED SPACE A 6 8 - 4 6 1 2 7  
FLIGHT, CONSIDERING USE OF R A D I A T I O N  WARNING 
OEVICES AND PROTECTIVE DRUGS A68-46110  EFFECT OF L IGHT ON EPINEPHRINE CONTENT OF TOAD 
RETINA A 6 8- 8 2 2  5 8 
DARKNESS 
USE OF RAOICTRACER T O  DETERMINE INFLUX OF 
POTASSIUM INTO CHLORELLA PYRENOIOOSA AS 
CELL SURVIVAL RATES AN0 MUTATION DEVELOPMENT I N  
SAT ELL I T E  Ab8-46147  
CHLORELLA VULGARIS PLANTS CARRIED BY COSMOS 
COSMOLOGY 
LECTURES FOR LAYMEN ON APOLLO PROJECT ATOMIC 
PHYSICS AND COSMOLOGY Ab8-82405  
COSMONAUTS 
COSMONAUT SELECTION AND TRAINING FOR SPACE F L I G H T  
N68-3 8010 
COSMOS (SATELL ITES)  
CELL SURVIVAL RATES AND MUTATION DEVELOPMENT I N  
CHLORELLA VULGARIS PLANTS CARRIED BY COSMOS 
S A T E L L I T E  A68-46147  
D 
AFFECTED BY EXPOSURES TO L I G H T  AN0 DARKNESS 
Ab8-82345  
DATA ACQU I S  I T  I O N  
DETECTION METHOO FOR INFORMATION POINTS OF IMAGE, 
USING LAYERS OF NEURON NETWORKS 
A 68-4541 4 
DATA PROCESSING 
AUTOMATIC COMPUTER PROCESSING OF PHYSIOLOGICAL 
DATA DURING SPACE FLIGHTS, OISCUSSING CHOICE OF 
COMPUTERS AND COMPUTER PROGRAMS 
A 6 8-43 8 93 
EXPERIMENTAL GENETIC RESEARCH ON LYSOGENIC 
BACTERIA ESCHERICHIA C O L I  K-12 CARRIED OUT GRAVITATIONAL EFFECTS ON HUMAN CIRCULATORY SYSTEM 
DURING F L I G H T  O F  SATELL ITE COSMOS 110 BY T I L T  TABLE SIMULATION, NOTING R E L I A B I L I T Y  
A68-82318  VARIATIONS I N  HEART BEAT AND BLOOD PRESSURE DATA 
Ab8-44121  
STIMULATION OF GROWTH OF ALL IUM CEPA AFTER 
EXPOSURE OF I T S  BULBS TO SPACE F L I G H T  ON BOAR0 ALLERGIC SYMPTOMS I N  SCREWWORM F L Y  ERADICATION 
COSMOS-110 Ab8-82319  PROGRAM PERSONNEL. RECOMMENDING PERIODIC TESTING, 
HYPOSENSITIZATION AN0 RESPIRATORS 
CRASH I N J U R I E S  A68-4412  b 
CASE H I S T O R I E S  O F  SEAT B E L T  FRACTURES OF 
VERTEBRAL COLUMN Ab8-82343  ALGORITHM FOR PROCESSING PRIMARY MOTOR 
CHARACTERISTICS OF HUMAN MOTIONS ON D I G I T A L  
CREAT I N  I N E  COMPUTER Ab8-45927  
URINARY CREATININE BASE0 RATIOS FOR DETERMINING 
SEASONAL CHANGES EFFECT ON HUMAN F L I G H T  STRESS OC 9 AIRCRAFT 
Ab8-44116  NEW AIRCRAFT FOR TRANSPORTING PATIENTS - GENERAL 
OES I G N  FEATURES A68-82255  
CULTURE (SOCIAL SCIENCES) 
ECOLOGICAL AN0 DEVELOPMENTAL HYPOTHESES FOR DECIS ION MAKING 
OPTICAL I L L U S I O N S  Ab  8-8235 1 T R A I N I N G  SEQUENCES USED TO MANIPULATE MAJOR ASPECT 
OF STRUCTURAL COMPLEXITY 
CULTURE TECHN IPUES TR-18 N 6 8 - 3 6 6 8 1  
UNICELLULAR ALGAE CONTINUOUS CULTURE AS 
AUTOTROPHIC COMPONENT OF CLOSE0 ECOLOGICAL SYSTEM, MANAGERENT PLANNING AND OPTIMAL T IME ALLOCATION 
OISCUSSING S T A B I L I Z A T I O N  OF BIOMASS CONCENTRATION I N  COMPLEX TASKS 
TO PROVIDE OXYGEN REQUIREMENT Ab8-45914  P I B E E 6 8 - 0 0 0 8  Nb8-37224  
PROLONGED CHLORELLA C U L T I V A T I O N  WITH RECOVERY OF D E C I S I O N  THEORY 
MEDIUM WITHOUT I M P A I R I N G  PROOUCTION RATE SUBJECTIVE ANALYSIS OF SEMANTIC INFORMATION 
A 68-45916 A N O ~ I N G U C T I O N  PROBLEMS 
P-3921  Nb8-38436  
GROWTH OF MIXED CULTURES OF MICROORGANISMS ON 
MIXED SUBSTRATES A68-82346  DECOMPRESSION SICKNESS 
SPACECRAFT DECOMPRESSION HYPOXIA EFFECT ON 
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OEHY ORATION SUBJECT INDEX 
RABBITS. STUDYING ELECTROENCEPHALOGRAPH CHANGES 
FOR CORRELATION BETWEEN B IOELECTRICAL B R A I N  
A C T I V I T Y  AN0 CONDITIONED REFLEX ACTIONS 
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RAOIOISOTOPIC COLOR SCANNING OF PULMONARY 
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MIXTURESI T IMES OF APPLICATION AN0 ERROR 
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ALT ITUDE DECOMPRESSION SICKNESSI DISCUSSING 
MEASURES TO M I N I M I Z E  MORBIDITY ~ 6 8 - 4 4 ~ 1 9  
BENDS THERAPY FOR UNDERSEA AN0 AEROSPACE ACTIV ITY,  
DISCUSSING CIRCULATORY ASPECTS A68-44120  
DEHYDRATION 
WATER-SALT HETABDLISH CHANGES FROM PROLONGED 
CONFINEMENT I N  BE0  FOLLOWING EXPOSURE TO 
ACCELERATION I N D I C A T I N G  DEHYDRATION AN0 
OECALCIF ICATION A68-46125 
COSMONAUTS DIETS ON SHORT, INTERMEDIATE AN0 LONG 
SPACE FLIGHTS, WITH SUGGESTIONS AN0 CONCEPTS OF 
ONBOARO NATURAL FOOO PRODUCTION 
8 6 8 - 4 6 1 4 4  
HUMAN NATURAL IMMUNITY WITH RESPECT TO 
SUBSTITUTION OF CHLORELLA PROTEINS FOR ANIMAL 
PROTEINS. STUDYING LYSOZYME A C T I V I T Y  I N  SAL IVA 
AN0 BLOOD SERUM A 68-46 160 
U R I C  ACID PRODUCTION I N  MEN FED VARIOUS QUANTIT IES 
OF EGG PROTEIN AN0 YEAST NUCLEIC A C I D  
A 6 8 - 8 2 2 8 0  
DIETARY CONTROL I N  METABOLIC STUDIES OF GEMINI -7  
SPACE FL IGHT A68-82362  
EFFECT OF PROTEIN OEFIC IENT D I E T  ON GLYCEMIA AN0 
GLUCOSE METABOLISM I N  RATS 
RELATICNSHIP  OF BEAN SUBSTRATES AN0 CERTAIN 
I N T E S T I N A L  BACTERIA TO GAS PRODUCTION I N  DOGS 
8 6 8 - 8 2 4 0 2  
A 6 8 - 8 2 4 5 1  
O I F F U S I V I T Y  
MATCHING DIFFUSION PROCESSES AN0 CHEMICAL 
REACTIONS I N  STUDY OF EVOLUTION OF OPEN 
BIOCHEMICAL SYSTEMS ~6 8-4 5 5 8 2  OEOXYRIBONUCLEIC A C I D  
WAVELENGTH OEPENOENCE OF UV R A D I A T I O N  EFFECT ON 
PHYSICOCHEMICAL PROPERTIES OF DNA OF PHAGE ALPHA 
A 6 8 - 4 4 2 0 1  
CONSERVE0 DNA UNITS I N  B. S U B T I L I S  SPORES. 
NOTING SEGREGATION DURING GERMINATION 
~6a-44429 
0 NA COMPOSITION DATA I N  RELATION TO EVOLUTIONARY 
SYSTEMATIZATION OF MICROBES. PLANTS AN0 ANIMALS 
~ 6 a - 4 5 5 8 6  
INHIBITION ay LIGHT ON DNA FORMATION AND 
OEOXYTHYMIOINE MONOPHOSPHATE K INASE A C T I V I T Y  I N  
CHLORELLA PROTOTHECOIOES A68-82396  
THERMIC PROPERTIES OF DNA FROM L I V E R  OF RATS 
EXPOSED TO X I R R A D I A T I O N  AN0 EFFECTS OF 
AMINOETHYLISOTHIURONIUM AN0 COCARBOXYLASE 
A68-82436  
ULTRAVIOLET RADIATION EFFECTS I N  OEOXYRIBONUCLEIC 
ACID AN0 RELATED COMPOUNOSI RADIO-INDUCE0 
FORMATION OF CYCLOBUTYL DIMERS AN0 THYMINE 
PRODUCTS I N  DNA. AN0 PHOTOCHEMICAL REACTIONS 
NYO-2798-32 N 6  8 -36759  
SOLUTIONS OF TIME-DEPENDENT D I F F E R E N T I A L  EQUATIONS 
FOR TAUTOMERIC INTERCONVERSION I N  A-T AND G-C 
BASE P A I R S  OF ONA 
UCRL-50412 N68-38367  
DEPERSONALIZATION 
CLINICOPSYCHOLOGICAL METHOD APPLIED TO ANALYSIS OF 
HALLUCINATIONI DEPERSONALIZATION AND S I M I L A R  
EFFECTS RESULTING FROM EXPOSURE TO EXTREMAL 
FACTORS FROM STANDPOINT OF SPACE PSYCHOLOGY 
~ 6 a - 4 5 9 2 6  
DEPRIVATION 
INCREASE I N  SEROTONIN CONCENTRATION I N  B R A I N  STEM 
OF RATS DIFFERENTIALLY DEPRIVED OF RAP10 EYE 
MOVEMENT STATE A68-a2404  
D I E T S  
PHYSIOLOGICAL EFFECTS OF D I E T S  WITH DRY 
CHLORELLA/ SCENEOESMUS ON HEALTHY MALE SUBJECTS 
A68-44023  
HORMONES SUPPLIED I N  CHICKS D I E T  STUDIED FOR 
EFFECTS ON GROWTH AN0 BONE MINERALIZATION 
~6a-45400 MEASUREMENT OF BLOOD CIRCULATION PRESSURE AN0 
DEVELOPMENT OF PULMONARY EDEMA I N  UREMIA 
L I V E R  XANTHINE OEHYOROGENASE CHANGE RELATION TO NASA-TT-F-11904 N68- 3 6 7 5 5  
U R I C  A C I D  EXCRETION DURING ADAPTATION PERIOD I N  
CHICKS FED 25-75 PERCENT ISOLATED SOYBEAM PROTEIN OIURET I C s  
~ 6 a - 4 5 4 1 5  C I U R E T I C  EFFECT OF ACETAZOLAMIDE ON C L I N I C A L  
SYNDROME OF ACUTE MOUNTAIN SICKNESS I N  HUMANS 
B IOLOGICAL REGENERATION OF ENCLOSE0 ATNOSPHERE ~ 6 a - 8 2 4 0 1  
WITH ALGAE PHOTOSYNTHESIS NOTING EFFECT OF D I E T  
CHANGE 468-45915  
DISCHARGE COEFFIC IENT 
DISCHARGE RATES OF METABOLIC PRODUCTS I N  MEN 
CONFINED I N  PRESSURE CHAMBER HEARING A I R T I G H T  
S U I T S  AN0 GAS MASKS ~ 6 8 - 4 3 8 9 2  
OISCRIMINATION 
REPEATED LOW-DOSE X RAY IRRADIATION EFFECTS ON 
OISCRIMINATION AN0 RADIATION TOLERANCES OF 
ALBINO RATS ~ 6 a - 3 6 0 6 9  
THRESHOLO ELEMENTS I N  SELECTION AN0 OISCRIMINATION 
PROCESS OF PATTERN RECOGNITION 
FTO-HT-23-1044-67 N 6 8 - 3 8 3 3 7  
OISPLAY DEVICES 
SENIOR COMMERCIAL J E T  P I L O T S  A B I L I T Y  TO V I S U A L I Z E  
FL IGHT INSTRUMENTS ~ 6 a - 4 4 1 2 7  
SEARCHING FUR LETTERS OR CLOSE0 SHAPES I N  
S IMULATtO OISPLAYS A 6 8 - 8 2 4 2 6  
PERFORMANCE COMPARISON OF ELECTROMECHANICAL AN0 
ELECTROLUMINESCENT OISPLAYS I N  CLOSED LOOP 
MANUAL TRACKING TASK AN0 READING ACCURACY TESTS 
NAS A-TN-0-4841 ~ 6 a - 3 6 4 5 7  
PRIMARY INTENSITY SPECIF ICATION FOR SEVEN COLOR 
AOOIT I V E  01 SPLAYS 
RAOC-TR-68-319 ~ 6 8 - 3 8 4 5 7  
OISSOCIAT ION 
5 0  S RIBOSOMES OBTAINED FROM ESCHERICHIA C O L I  
DISSOCIATED BY D I A L Y S I S  INTO 5 S R RNA AND 44 S 
PART I CLES. NOT I NG PART1 ALLY UNCO I LEO STRUCTURE 
~ 6 a - 4 4 4 4 1  
O I S T I L L A T  I O N  
FROG EGGS AN0 LARVAE BEHAVIOR I N  D I S T I L L E D  WATER 
NASA-TT-F-11962 ~ 6 a - 3 8 1 6 4  
D I S T R I B U T I O N  (PROPERTY) 
CHANGES I N  REGIONAL OISTRIBUTION OF SHEATING 
DURING ACCLIMATIZATION TO HEAT I N  HUMANS DURING 
EXERCISE A 68- a2 2 6 9  
OIURES IS 
SATIATED AN0 FOOO DEPRIVED IMMATURE RATS 
CONSUMPTION OF SACCHARIN-GLUCOSE SOLUTION 
RELATIVE TO BODY WEIGHT ~ 6 a - 4 4 4 4 3  
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SUBJECT INDEX EARTH ATMOSPHERE 
DOGS 
TRANVERSE ACCELERATIONS EFFECT ON OOGS 
GASTROINTESTINAL TRACT SECRETORY ACTIV ITY,  NOTING 
CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM ROLE ~ 6 a - 4 3 8 ~ 2  
DOGS ORTHOSTATIC TOLERANCE AN0 RES1 STANCE TO 
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AEROEMBOLI I N  DECOMPRESSION SICKNESS, NOTING DOG 
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ARTERIAL AND VENOUS BLOOD OF B R A I N  AN0 MIXED 
VENOUS BLOOD OF HEART MEASURED I N  DOGS EXPOSED TO 
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~ 6 a - 4 5 9 2 1  
SPERMATOGENESIS CONDITION OF EXPERIMENTAL DOGS 
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EFFECTS O F  ANESTHESIA AN0 A R T I F I C I A L  VENTILATION 
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A6B-82266 
REGIONAL PULMONARY ARTERIAL-VENOUS SHUNTING I N  
DOGS EXPOSED TO ACCELERATION IN OIFFERENT aooy 
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LESIONS I N  LUNGS OF DOGS EXPOSED TO ROCKET EXHAUST 
FUMES CONTAINING BERYLLIUM COMPOUNDS 
~ b a - a 2 2 a i  
RENAL FUNCTION I N  WATER OEPRIVATION AND FREE FOOO 
INTAKE I N  DOGS Ab8-82296  
EFFECT O F  MOTION SICKNESS ON GASTROINTESTINAL 
B IOELECTRIC POTENTIALS I N  INTACT AND 
LABYRINTHECTOMIZEO DOGS A ~ B - B ~ ~ I I  
CIRCULATORY CHANGES I N  ANESTHETIZED AN0 
UNANESTHETIZED DOGS UNDER HYPEROXIA 
AbB-a2329 
EFFECT OF LOBELINE, CORAZOLE AN0 NOSAMIOE ON 
CARBOHYDRATE AN0 NITROGEN METABOLISM I N  006 
B R A I N  Ab8-82332  
RENAL PATHWAYS FOR MONOMETHYLHYORAZINE EXCRETION 
I N  DOGS ~ 6 a - a 2 4 4 0  
RELATIONSHIP O F  BEAN SUBSTRATES AN0 CERTAIN 
I N T E S T I N A L  BACTERIA TO GAS PRODUCTION I N  DOGS 
A ~ B - B ~ ~ S I  
GRAVITATIONAL AN0 I N E R T I A L  FORCE ENVIRONMENT 
EFFECTS ON CARDIOVASCULAR AN0 RESPIRATORY 
FUNCTIONS I N  DOGS AN0 CHIMPANZEES 
NASA-CR-97192 N68-36568  
DOORS 
PASSENGER EVACUATION FROM SST I N  BELLY LANDING 
CONFIGURATION, COMPARING E F F I C I E N C I E S  OF S INGLE 
AN0 DOUBLE OOOR E X I T S  A~B-43824 
DOSAGE 
MATHEMATICAL RELATIONS ESTABLISHED FOR ABSORBED 
DOSE, KERMA. AN0 EXPOSURE FOR ELECTRONS AN0 
PHOTONS 
CEA-R-3424 NbB-36999 
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OEPRIVATION UNCER TWO CONDITIONS 
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OISCUSSING TEMPORAL AN0 OOZE EFFECTS OF 
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EFFECT OF VARIOUS DRUGS ON RESISTANCE OF MICE TO 
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S I D E  EFFECTS OF MODERN ORUGS WITH PARTICULAR 
EFFECT OF LOBELINE. CORAZOLE AN0 NOSAMIOE ON 
CARBOHYDRATE AN0 NITROGEN METABOLISM I N  DOG 
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NAS A-CR-37698 Nb8-37 6 9  8 
DRY HEAT 
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BACILLUS SUBTILUS VAR. NIGER SPORES INCLUDE0 
W I T H I N  HATER SOLUBLE CRYSTALS A 68- 8 2  3 0  1 
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T O X I C I T Y  AN0 SAFETY HAZARDS TO PERSONNEL FROM 
INHALE0 AEROSOLS AND DUSTS OF RARE METALS, 
METAL ALLOYS, AN0 METAL COMPOUNDS 
AEC-TR-6710 ~ 6 a - 3 6 8 8 ~  
OUST COLLECTORS 
EVALUATION OF VACUUM PROBE FOR SAMPLING OUST AN0 
MICROBIOLOGICAL SURFACE CONTAMINATION 
NASA-CR-97152 N ~ B - 3 6 x 9  
DYNAMIC RESPONSE 
E EG. HEART BEAT. RESPIRATION RATES. BODY 
TEMPERATURE, MOTOR ACTIV ITY,  PHYSICAL AN0 MENTAL 
EFFIC IENCY OF MAN OURING ANECHOIC CHAMBER 
CONFINEMENT AbB-43894  
E 
C A R  %”., 
LIGHT MICROSCOPE OBSERVATIONS OF INNER EAR I N  
MAN AND MONKEYS A 6 8 - 8 2 3 2 1  
BIOACOUSTIC AN0 ELECTROPHYSIOLOGICAL MECHANISMS 
OF INNER EAR A6B-82322 
AFFERENT AND EFFERENT NEURAL SUPPLY OF VESTIBULAR 
LABYRINTH A68-a2323  
EVALUATION OF NEW AUDIOMETRIC TESTS 
~ 6 a - a 2 3 2 4  
01 AGNOS IS ~ 6 a - a 2 3 2 5  
A 6 8-82 3 2 7  
NEURO-OTOLOGICAL EXAMINATION - TEST METHODS AN0 
VESTIBULAR MECHANISMS I N  HUMAN BEHAVIOR 
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HYPOKINESIA  EFFECTS ON NITROGEN METABOLISM OF RATS 
A68-46152 
HUMAN SENSOR-MOTOR COORDINATION TESTING I N  
S IMULAT EO WEIGHTLESSNESS A ~ B - 4 6 1 5 4  
LABYRINTH ~6a-82323 
AFFERENT AND EFFERENT NEURAL SUPPLY OF VESTIBULAR 
EGGS 
FROG EGGS AN0 LARVAE DEHAVIOR I N  D I S T I L L E D  WATER 
NASA-TT-F-11962 N68-38164  
ELECTRIC CONNECTORS 
MINIATURE SKULL MOUNTED MULTIPLE CONNECTOR FOR 
SMALL ANIMALS SUITABLE FOR B R A I N  ST IMULATION WORK 
~ 6 a - 4 4 4 2 ~  
ELECTRIC CURRENT 
ELECTRIC STIMULUS EFFECT ON VESTIBULAR APPARATUS 
RESPONSES TO ACCELERATION INCREASING OR DECREASING 
REACTIONS OEPENDING ON APPLIED VOLTAGE POLARITY 
A68-45929  
ELECTRIC PULSES 
DATA PROCESSING PROCEDURES FOR ANALYSIS  OF 
ELECTROENCEPHALOGRAPHICAL TRACINGS FROM SLEEP 
DEPRIVATION STUDIES 
HOC-TR-67-106 N~B-36442 
ELECTRIC S T I M U L I  
ELECTRIC STIMULUS EFFECT ON VESTIBULAR APPARATUS 
RESPONSES TO ACCELERATION INCREASING OR DECREASING 
REACTIONS DEPENDING ON APPLIED VOLTAGE POLARITY 
A 6 8 - 4 5 9 2 9  
EFFECTS OF ELECTRIC STIMULATION OF HUMAN 
VESTIBULAR APPARATUS RECORDED BY MONOSYNAPTIC H 
REFLEX TECHNIQUE ~ 6 a - 4 6 1 6 1  
HUMANS ~ 6 a - 8 2 3 0 6  
CHRONAXIMETRY OF COLORE0 PHOSPHENE PRODUCTION I N  
CHARACTERISTICS OF PHOSPHENE ELICITED B y  ELECTRIC 
S T I M U L I  I N  HUMANS ~6a-a2307  
V I S U A L  ACCOMMODATION EFFECTS OF ELECTRICAL 
STIMULUS FREQUENCY ON OCULOMOTOR NUCLEUS OF CATS 
A6B-a2409  
PROPOSE0 NEURAL EXCITATION BY INTERACTION OF 
ULTRASONIC AN0 ELECTROMAGNETIC ENERGY 
AFOSR-68-0879 ~6a-37770 
ELECTROCARDIOGRAPHY 
IMPLANTABLE BIOINSTRUMENTATION SYSTEM CONSISTING 
CF D I S S I M I L A R  METALL IC  ELECTRODES POWER SOURCE 
AND AMPLIFIER/TRANSMITTER FOR TELEMETERING 
BIOPOTENTIAL I N  EKG STUDIES 
I A F  PAPER 8 -36  A~B-44219 
ELECTROCARDIOGRAPHIC PATTERNS OF WORKERS EXPOSED 
TO CHRONIC TRICHLOROETHYLENE POISONING 
A68-82299  
DESIGN AN0 OEVELOPMENT OF APOLLO MEDICAL 
CF PHYSIOLOGICAL PHENOMENA 
EXPERIMENTS SYSTEM FOR IN-FL IGHT MEASUREMENT 
NAS A-CR-92 3 4 8  ~ 6 a - 3 ~ 2 0 7  
E EG, HEART BEAT, RESPIRATION RATES, aooy 
ELECTROENCEPHALOGRAPHY 
TEMPERATURE, MOTOR ACTIV ITY,  PHYSICAL AN0 MENTAL 
EFFIC IENCY CF BAN DURING ANECHOIC CHAMBER 
CONFINEMENT A6B-43894 
HUMAN AVERAGE EVOKEC POTENTIALS TO NEAR THRESHOLD 
OPTICAL S T I M U L I  FROM OCCIPUT EEG RECORDINGS 
A~B-45211 
PORPHO-STATISTICAL ANALYSIS OF 5000 EEG TRACINGS 
OF HEALTHY FLYING PERSONNEL 18 TO 2 1  YEARS 
OLD I N  POLISH A I R  FORCE ~ 6 ~ - a 2 3 0 4  
PSYCHOLOGICAL FACTORS INVOLVE0 I N  CONTINGENT OR 
CONATIVE VARIATION I N  HUMANS PERFORMING MENTAL 
TASK AND EXPOS60 TO V ISUAL AN0 AUOITORY 
S T I  M U L I  
RAP10 EYE MOVEMENTS AN0 PARIETAL 
ELECTROENCEPHALOGRAM I N  MACACA MULATTA MONKEYS 
DURING NATURAL SLEEP A6B-a2339  
RELATICN BETWEEN ASSIMULATION REACTION L I G H T  
STIMULATED RHYTHM AN0 PATTERN OF BACKGROUND 
A6 8-82 33 6 
A C T I V I T Y  OF HUMAN EEG A ~ B - B ~ B ~  
ELECTRCENCEPHALOGRAPHIC AMPLITUDE CHANGES I N  
HUMANS DURING WAKEFULNESS AN0 SLEEP - EVALUATION 
USING NUMERICAL ASSESSMENT METHOD 
A6B-a2423  
DATA PROCESSING PROCEDURE.' FOR ANALYSIS OF 
ELECTROENCEPHALOGRAPHICAL fRACINGS FROM SLEEP 
DEPRIVATION STUDIES 
BOC-TR-67- 1 0 6  N ~ B - 3 6 4 4 2  
DESIGN AND OEVELOPMENT OF APOLLO MEDICAL 
OF PHYSIOLOGICAL PHENOMENA 
NAS A-CR-92348 N68-38207  
EXPERIMENTS SYSTEM FOR IN-FL IGHT MEASUREMENT 
ELECTRDLUMINESCENDE 
PERFORMANCE COMPARISON OF ELECTROMECHANICAL AN0 
ELECTROLUMINESCENT CISPLAYS I N  CLOSE0 LOOP 
MANUAL TRACKING TASK AN0 READING ACCURACY TESTS 
NASA-TN-0-4841 N ~ B - 3 6 4 5 7  
1-20 
SUBJECT INDEX ENZYME A C T I V I T Y  
ELECTROLYSIS 
BOSCH REACTOR AN0 WATER VAPOR ELECTROLYSIS U N I T  
FOR OXYGEN RECOVERY FROM CARBON D I O X I D E  
SAE PAPER 680719 Ab8-45100  
ONBOARO AIRCRAFT OXYGEN GENERATION SYSTEM USING 
WATER ELECTROLYSISI DISCUSSING SERVICING AN0 
APPLICATIONS 
SAE PAPER 6 a o i i 6  A68-4510  1 
AMINASINE INJECTION AN0 ELECTROLYSIS EFFECTS ON 
FORMAT10 RETICULARIS  OF ANIMALS AFTER EXPOSURE TO 
HYPOXIA ~6a-46146 
ELECTROLYTES 
THERMOOYNAMIC THEORY OF ELECTROCAPI LLARY CURVE 
INCLUOING TEMPERATURE VARIATION 
N68-36044  
ELECTROLYTIC CELLS 
ELECTROLYTE CELLS WITH PLATINUM ELECTRODES FOR 
CARBON D I O X I D E  REDUCTION AN0 A I R  P U R I F I C A T I O N  
SYSTEM 
AMRL-TR-67-209 ~6a-37747 
N68-36044  
ELECTRON PARAMAGNETIC RESONANCE 
ELECTRON PARAMAGNETIC RESONANCE SPECTROSCOPY 
FOR DETECTION O F  FREE R A D I C A L  SIGNALS ASSOCIATED 
WITH OZONIZATION O F  L I N O L E I C  A C I D  
~6a-a2349 
ELECTRONIC CONTROL 
ELECTRONIC DEVICE FOR CONTROLLING CONTINUOUS 
GROWTH OF ESCHERICHIA CULTURES 
~ 6 a - 8 2 3 4 7  
ELECTRONIC EPUIPMENT 
CONVERSION OF RESEARCH RESULTS I N T O  TRAINING 
METHOD FOR M I L I T A R Y  ELECTRONICS MAINTENANCE 
HUMRRO-PP-21-66 ~6a-38172 
ELECTRONS 
MATHEMATICAL RELATIONS ESTABLISHED FOR ABSOREEO 
DOSE. KERMA, AND EXPOSURE FOR ELECTRONS AN0 
PHOTONS 
CEA-R-3424 N68-36999  
ELECTROPHORESIS 
PERFORMANCE. WEIGHT, AN0 SAFETY CHARACTERISTICS 
OF OIELECTROPHORETIC L I Q U I D  OXYGEN CONVERTER 
AMRL-TR-68-21 N68-38061  
ELECTROPHYSIOLOGY 
BIOACOUSTIC AN0 ELECTROPHYSIOLOGICAL MECHANISMS 
OF INNER EAR A68-82322  
USE AND ADVANTAGES OF ELECTRONYSTAGMOGRAPHY 
I N  VESTIBULAR TESTS ~6a-82326 
EMERY OLOGY 
HEAT OF COMBUSTION I N  BIOMASS OF ALGA, 
SCENEOESMUS QUAORICAUDA, DURING I T S  ONTOGENETIC 
OEVELOPMENT ~68-a2295  
EMBRYOS 
GAMMA R A D I A T I O N  EFFECTS ON REPRODUCTIVE SYSTEM AN0 
EMBRYONIC OEVELOPMENT OF FROGS 
NASA-TI-F-11966 N68-36318  
EMOTIONS 
MUSCLE REFLEX CHANGES UNDER EMOTIONAL STRESS I N  
HUMANS 
ENERGY BUDGETS 
REACTORS TECHNICAL CHARACTERISTICS FOR H I G H  
TEMPERATURE MINERALIZATION OF CLOSED L I F E  SYSTEMS 
BIOLOGICAL WASTES, DERIV ING EQUATIONS TO ESTIMATE 
ENERGY BALANCE ~ 6 a - 4 3 8 a a  
ENERGY LEVELS 
PURE-TONE INTENSITY OISCRIMINATION AND ENERGY 
DETECT I O N  ~68-a2415  
ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL 
PHYSICAL T R A I N I N G  FOR BETTER ADAPTATION TO 
ENVIRONMENTAL CHANGES DURING PROLONGED 
HYPOOYNAMIA AND ALTERE0 D A I L Y  RHYTHM 
~ 6 a - 4 4 0 8 1  
L I F E  SUPPORT SYSTEMS AND SPACECRAFT H A B I T A B I L I T Y  
PROBLEMS, DISCUSSING COSMONAUT TRAINING, 
PHYSIOLOGICAL REACTIONS, CAB I N  ENVIRONMENTS, 
FEEDING, WASTE OISPOSALI RADIATION PROTECTIONI ETC 
~ 6 a - 4 4 o a 9  
ELECTROMAGNET I C  F I E L D S  
EFFECT OF SUPERHIGH FREQUENCY ELECTROMAGNETIC COMPUTERIZ EO R E L I A B I L I T Y  AN0 MA I N T A I N A B I  L I  TY 
F I E L D S  ON CONOITIONED REFLEX REGULATION OF ANALYSES OF LONG DURATION MANNED SPACE MISSIONS, 
CARDIAC AN0 RESPIRATORY A C T I V I T Y  I N  RABBITS DISCUSSING IMPACT ON ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL-LIFE 
JPRS-46632  ~68-372a5 SUPPORT SY5TEMS DESIGN 
SAE PAPER 6 8 0 7 4 5  A 6 8 - 4 5 0 8 6  
PROPOSE0 NEURAL EXCITATION B Y  INTERACTION OF 
ULTRASONIC AN0 ELECTROMAGNETIC ENERGY R E L I A B I L I T Y  AN0 IN-FL IGHT M A I N T A I N A B I L I T Y  PROBLEMS 
AFOSR-68-0879 ~6a-37770 I N  ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL-LIFE SUPPORT SYSTEMS 
OES I G N  FOR LONG DURATION INTERPLANETARY MANNED 
ELECTROMECHANICAL OEVICES SPACE FL IGHT 
PERFORMANCE COMPARISON OF ELECTROMECHANICAL AN0 SAE PAPER 680744 ~ 6 a - 4 5 0 8 7  
ELECTROLUMINESCENT DISPLAYS I N  CLOSED LOOP 
MANUAL TRACKING TASK AN0 READING ACCURACY TESTS LOCKHEEO C-5A ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL SYSTEM 
NASA-TN-0-4841 N68-36457  DESIGN, CESCRIBING BLEED-AIR CONTROLI A I R  
CONDITIONING. TEMPERATURE CONTROL AN0 
ELECTROMOTIVE FORCES PRESSURIZATION 
THERMOOYNAMIC THEORY OF ELECTROCAPILLARY CURVE SAE PAPER 6 8 0 7 2 2  A b 8 - 4 5 0 9 9  
INCLUOING TEMPERATURE VARIATION 
CONTAMINAT ION CONTROL I N  PLANETARY LANDINGS B Y  
SPACECRAFT S T E R I L I Z A T I O N  
610-  ISOLATOR S U I T  FOR ASEPTIC ASSEMBLY OF 
SPACECRAFT I N  STERILE CHAMBER Ab8-45 650 
CLEAN ROOM CONTAMINATION PREVENTION. ANALYZING 
MICROBIAL LEVELS AN0 ENTRANCE PATHWAYS A T  CAPE 
~ 6 a - 4 5 6 4 6  
KENNEDY A 6 8-45 6 5 1 
SPACECRAFT CONTAMINATION CONTROL PROGRAM AS PART 
OF QUALITY CONTROL, REVIEWING FAILURE MODES 
~ 6 a - 4 5 6 5 2  
ENVIRONMENTAL TESTS 
NEURORETINA L I G H T  S E N S I T I V I T Y  REDUCTION UNDER H I G H  
ALT ITUDE HYPOXIA S IMULATION FROM AOAPTOMETRY TESTS 
A68-44226  I A F  PAPER 8-60 
SPACE ENVIRONMENT EFFECT ON L E A F  RHYTHMS OF 
BEAN PLANTS ~ 6 a - 4 4 4 2 7  
P I N E A L  GLANO CENTRAL CONTROL I N  FEMALE RATS 
EXPOSED TO CONTINUOUS ENVIRONMENTAL I L L U M I N A T I O N  
~6a-44440 
RATS EXPOSEC TO DIFFERENT HYPEROXIC ATMOSPHERES 
FOR 20 DAYS STUOIEO FOR TOXIC L I P 1 0  FORMATION 
A 6 8 - 4 5 9 2 4  
PERFORMANCE AND N O I S E  ENVIRONMENT TESTS ON 
PROTECTIVE HELMETS 
USAARU-69-1 ~6 8-381 97 
ENZYME A C T I V I T Y  
ACCELERATION EFFECTS ON CELLULAR AN0 SUBCELLULAR 
STRUCTURES ENZYME A C T I V I T Y  I N  HUMANS AN0 ANIMALS. 
NOTING CHANGES RESULTING FROM CHANGE0 PERMEABIL ITY  
OF MEMBRANES ~ 6 8 - 4 3 a a o  
TRANVERSE ACCELERATIONS EFFECT ON DOGS 
GASTROINTESTINAL TRACT SECRETORY A C T I V I T Y I  NOTING 
CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM ROLE ~ 6 a - 4 3 8  82 
RATS TOLERANCE TO IMPACT ACCELERATIONS FROM BLOOD 
1-21 
ENZYMES SUBJECT INDEX 
ENZYME A C T I V I T Y  PROVIDE SAFETY L I M I T S  FOR L I V I N G  
ORGANISMS Ab8-43884  
SPECIES DIFFERENCES I N  I N D U C I B I L I T Y  OF 
PHENYLETHANOLAMINE N-flETHYL TRANSFERASE 
A68-44425  
INTRAPERITONEAL I N J E C T I O N  OF HISTONES AN0 OTHER 
POLYPEPTIDES INTO ADRENALECTOMIZE0 MICE INCREASES 
HEPATIC TYROSINEALPHA-KETAGLUTARATE TRANSAMINASE 
AN0 TRYPTOPHAN PYROLASE A C T I V I T Y  
A68-44430  
PROTEIN INTAKE ALTERATIONS EFFECT ON CHICK BODY 
WEIGHT. L I V E R  WEIGHT, L I V E R  NITROGEN AND XANTHINE 
DEHYDROGENASE A C T I V I T Y  Ab8-45386  
L I V E R  XANTHINE DEHYDROGENASE CHANGE RELATION TO 
U R I C  A C I D  EXCRETION DURING ADAPTATION PERIOD I N  
CHICKS FED 25-75  PERCENT ISOLATE0 SOYBEAM PROTEIN 
Ab8-45415  
ASYMMETRIC AOSORBENTS AN0 CATALYSTS SIMULATING 
ENZYME EFFECTS STUDIED FOR ROLE I N  OCCURRENCE OF 
ORGANIC COMPOUNDS I N  NATURE A68-45581  
ENZYMATIC PROCESSES ON MEMBRANE MODELS STUDIED 
FOR MIGRATION AN0 P H EFFECT, CONSIDERING 
MEMBRANES ROLE I N  ENZYME A C T I V I T Y  CONTROL 
Ab8-45583  
ORGANIZATION P R I N C I P L E  AND S IMULATION OF ENZYMATIC 
PROCESSES I N  COACERVATE SYSTEMS. 01 SCUSSING 
POLYMERIZATION Ab8-45584  
MONOAMINOXIOASE A C T I V I T Y  LEVELS I N  ORGANS AN0 
I N T E S T I N E S  OF WHITE RATS. NOTING DECREASE DURING 
HYPOXIA ADAPTATION Ab  8-45772 
ENZYMATIC A C T I V I T Y  OF MONOAMINOXIOASE I N  ORGANS 
AN0 INTESTINES O F  WHITE RATS SUBJECTED TO LATERAL 
ACCELERATIONS Ab8-45773  
DEHYDROGENASE A C T I V I T Y  OF SUCCINIC AND LACTIC 
ACIDS I N  WHITE RATS DURING ACCLIMATIZATION TO 
CHRONIC HYPOXIA, NOTING CELLULAR ADAPTATION 
MECHANISMS Ab8-45774  
HISTOCHEMICAL INVESTIGATION OF EFFECT OF 
HYPOTHERMIA AN0 HYPDBIOSIS  ON A C T I V I T Y  OF 
O X I D I Z I N G  T ISSUE ENZYMES OF CARBOHYDRATE. AMINO 
ACIOI NUCLEOTIDE AN0 A L I P H A T I C  METABOLISM OF RATS 
Ab8-45923  
HUMAN NATURAL IMMUNITY WITH RESPECT TO 
SUBSTITUTION OF CHLORELLA PROTEINS FOR ANIMAL 
PROTEINS. STUDYING LYSOZYME A C T I V I T Y  I N  S A L I V A  
AN0 BLOOD SERUM Ab8-46160  
0-AMINO ACID OXIDASE INDUCTION I N  KIDNEYS OF 
GERM-FREE MICE A 6 8 4 2 3 6 3  
I N H I B I T I O N  BY L I G H T  ON DNA FORHATION AN0 
DEOXYTHYMIDINE MONOPHOSPHATE K INASE A C T I V I T Y  I N  
CHLORELLA PROTOTHECOIDES Ab8-82396  
MECHANISM OF ACTION OF ETHYLENE GLYCOL ON MYOSIN 
TRIPHOSPHATASE A C T I V I T Y  Ab8-82400  
A, MYOSIN 89 HEAVY MEROMYOSIN, AND ADENOSINE 
ENZYMES 
L I V E R  REACTION AS MANIFESTED I N  INCREASED 
A C T I V I T Y  OF SERUM ORNITHINE CARBAMOYL 
TRANSFERASE AFTER SHORT HEAVY EXERCISE AND 
PROLONGED EXERCISE I N  MAN A68-82264  
ENZYMOLOGY 
GLYCOLYTIC ENZYMES O I S T R I B U T I O N  I N  SQUIRREL 
MONKEY OLFACTORY BULB DETERMINED BY HISTOCHEMICAL 
STUOIES Ab8-45394  
HISTOCHEMICAL STUDIES ON ESTERASES, MONOAMINE 
OX I D  ASE AN0 OEPHOSPHORY L A T  ING ENZYMES 
O I S T R I B U T I D N  I N  SQUIRREL MONKEY AREA POSTREMA 
Ab8-45398  
EPIDERMIS 
DIMETHYL SULFOXIDE / OMSO/ EFFECT ON MORPHOLOGY I N  
BASAL LAYERS OF STRATUM CORNEUM OF GUINEA P I G  S K I N  
AFTER PROFUSE SWA8BING Ab8-44432  
EPINEPHRINE 
SPECIES DIFFERENCES I N  I N D U C I B I L I T Y  OF 
PHENYLETHANOLAMINE- N-METHYL TRANSFERASE 
A68-44425  
EFFECT OF L IGHT ON EPINEPHRINE CONTENT OF TOAD 
RETINA A 68- 8 2 2  5 8  
EPU IPMENT SPECiFSDAT IONS 
PRIMARY INTENSITY SPECIF ICATION FOR SEVEN COLOR 
AOOIT IVE D ISPLAYS 
RAOC-TR-b8-319 Nb8-38457  
ERGOMETERS 
S K I N  SWEATING DURING EXERCISE AS OESCRIBEO BY 
L INEAR FUNCTION OF METABOLIC RATE AND AMBIENT A I R  
TEMPERATURE Ab8-44123  
ERYTHROCYTES 
ERYTHROCYTES OSMOTIC RESISTANCE DURING HIGH 
MOUNTAIN ACCLIMATIZATION OF HUMANS AN0 RATS, 
NOTING INCREASE CORRELATED WITH OVERALL RESISTANCE 
TO HYPOXIA AN0 ACCELERATIONS A 6 8 - 4 5 7 6 7  
ALT ITUDE AOAPTATION EFFECT ON ERYTHROCYTES 
OSMOTIC RESISTANCE I N  ADRENALECTOMIZED AND 
HYPOPHYSECTOMIZE0 RATS UNDER H I G H  MOUNTAIN 
CONDITIONS A b 8 - 4 5 7 6 8  
EFFECT OF PREIRRADIATION AND POSTIRRADIATION 
ERYTHROPOIETIC STIMULATION ON SURVIVAL FOLLOWING 
EXPOSURE TO HEMATOPOIETICALLY LETHAL X RAY 
00s ES 
AFRRI-SR68-13 Nb8-38099  
ESCAPE SYSTEMS 
PASSENGER EVACUATION FROM SST I N  BELLY LANDING 
CONFIGURATION, COMPARING E F F I C I E N C I E S  OF SINGLE 
AN0 OOUBLE DOOR E X I T S  Ab8-43824  
ESCHERICHIA 
50 S RI8OSOHES OBTAINED FROM ESCHERICHIA C O L I  
D ISSOCIATED BY D I A L Y S I S  INTO 5 S R RNA AN0 44 S 
PARTICLES, NOTING PARTIALLY UNCOILEO STRUCTURE 
A 6 8 - 4 4 4 4 1  
EXPERIMENTAL GENETIC RESEARCH ON LYSOGENIC 
BACTERIA ESCHERICHIA C O L I  K -12  CARRIE0 OUT 
DURING FL IGHT OF S A T E L L I T E  COSMOS 110 
~ 6 8 - 1 3  2 3 1 a 
ELECTRCNIC DEVICE FOR CONTROLLING CONTINUOUS 
GROWTH OF ESCHERICHIA CULTURES 
A b 8 - 8 2 3 4 7  
AUTOMATIC SAMPLE COLLECTOR FOR CONTINUOUSLY 
GROWING ESCHERICHIA CULTURES ~ 6 a - a 2 3 4 8  
MOOIF ICATION OF L E T H A L I T Y  AN0 MUTAGENESIS BY 
GROWTH I N H I B I T I O N  OF ULTRAVIOLET-IRRADIATE0 
ESCHERICHIA C O L I  ~ 6 8 - a 2 4 4 5  
ETHYLENE COMPOUNDS 
MECHANISM OF ACTION OF ETHYLENE GLYCOL ON MYOSIN 
TRIPHOSPHATASE A C T I V I T Y  A b 8 - 8 2 4 0 0  
A, MYOSIN 8, HEAVY MEROMYOSIN, AN0 ADENOSINE 
ETHYLENE OXIDE 
CRY HEAT OR GASEOUS CHEMICAL RESISTANCE OF 
W I T H I N  WATER SOLUBLE CRYSTALS A b  8- 82 301 
BACILLUS SUBTILUS VAR. NIGER SPORES INCLUDED 
EVACUATING (TRANSPORTATION) 
PASSENGER EVACUATION FROM SST I N  BELLY LANDING 
CONFIGURATION, COMPARING E F F I C I E N C I E S  OF SINGLE 
AN0 OOUBLE DOOR E X I T S  Ab8-43824  
EVALUATION 
EVALUATION OF NEW AUOIOMETRIC TESTS 
A 6 8 - 8 2 3 2 4  
SELF-EVALUATION OF PHYSIOLOGICAL RESPONSES BY 
P I L O T S  DURING PHYSICAL T R A I N I N G  
~ 6 a - 8 2 3 8 8  
EVAPORATIVE COOLIWG 
EVAPORATIVE COOLING GARMENT SYSTEM / E C G S l  FOR 
1-22 
SUBJECT INDEX F L I G H T  CONTROL 
8OOY COOLING DURING EXTRAVEHICULAR A C T I V I T Y  I N  
SPACE 
NASA-CR-92332 Nb8-36566  
EVAPORATIVE COOLING GARMENT SYSTEM / ECGSI  FOR 
BODY COOLING DURING EXTRAVEHICULAR A C T I V I T Y  I N  
SPACE - TYPICAL DESIGN V E R I F I C A T I O N  TEST RUN 
NASA-CR-92333 Nb8-36567  
EXCRETION 
U R I C  A C I D  PROOUCTION I N  MEN FED VARIOUS QUANTIT IES 
OF EGG PROTEIN AN0 YEAST NUCLEIC ACIO 
A68-82280  
RENAL PATHWAYS FOR MONOMETHYLHYORAZINE EXCRETION 
I N  DOGS Ab8-82440  
EX ERCISE (PHYSIOLOGY) 
S K I N  SWEATING DURING EXERCISE AS DESCRIBE0 BY 
L I N E A R  FUNCTION OF METABOLIC RATE AN0 AMBIENT A I R  
T EMP ERATURE Ab8-44123  
EXOBIOLOGY 
B IOLOGICAL EXPLORATION OF MARS I N  TERMS OF 
BIOLOGICAL AN0 CHEMICAL EXPERIMENTS AN0 HARDWARE 
PLANNED FOR MISSIONS 
A I A A  PAPER 68-1122  Ab8-44934  
CONFERENCE PAPERS ON SOVIET APPLICATIONS OF 
EXOBIOLOGY. BIOENGINEERING. AN0 SPACE F L I G H T  
T R A I N I N G  RESEARCH TO C L I N I C A L  MEDICINE 
JPRS-4b630  Nb8-38008  
SPACE BIOLOGY RELATIONSHIPS TO C L I N I C A L  MEDICINE. 
BIOTELEMETRY. EXTRATERRESTRIAL L I F E  RESEARCH. 
AN0 AEROSPACE ENGINEERING Nb8-38009  
EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN 
COMPUTER CONTROL OF BEHAVIORAL EXPERIMENTS 
UR-49-814 Nb8-36873  
EXPIRED A I R  
QUANTITATIVE OETERHINATION OF ORGANIC 
SUBSTANCES I N  EXPIRE0 A I R  OF MAN USING GAS 
CHROMATOGRAPHIC METHODS Ab8-82373  
EXPOSURE 
B IOLOGICAL EFFECTS ON ANIMALS EXPOSED TO 
MICROWAVES 
UR-49-810 Nb8-36850  
MATHEMATICAL RELATIONS ESTABLISHED FOR ABSORBED 
OOSEt KERMAI AN0 EXPOSURE FOR ELECTRONS AND 
PHOTONS 
CEA-R-3424 Nb8-36999  
EXTRATERRESTRIAL L I F E  
GEOMAGNETIC F I E L D  EFFECTS ON PSYCHOPHYSIOLOGICAL 
PROCESSES OF INTERPLANETARY SPACECREWS AN0 
COMMUNICATING WITH EXTRATERRESTRIAL L I F E  
JPRS-46446  Nb8-36248 
SPACE BIOLOGY RELATIONSHIPS TO C L I N I C A L  MEDICINE.  
BIOTELEMETRY. EXTRATERRESTRIAL L I F E  RESEARCH, 
AND AEROSPACE ENGINEERING Nb8-38009  
EXTRATERRESTRIAL R A D I A T I O N  
SPACE F L I G H T  R A D I A T I O N  PROTECTION, DISCUSSING 
SHIELDING. SOLAR R A D I A T I O N  INTENSITY.  DURATION. 
DOSES AN0 RADIOBIOLOGICAL RANGE 
A 6 8 4 4 0 6 7  
EXTRAVEHICULAR A C T I V I T Y  
EXTRAVEHICULAR SPACE A C T I V I T Y  DEVELOPMENTS I N  
EQUIPMENT AN0 TECHNIQUES INCLUDING PORTABLE 
WELOERSI ASTRONAUT ATTACHMENTS. MANEUVERING U N I T S  
AN0 ASSEMBLY PROCESSES 
I A F  PAPER 8-106 168-44242 
R F RADIATION HAZARD FOR ASTRONAUT DURING 
EXTRAVEHICULAR ACTIV ITY.  NOTING EVA S U I T  
ATTENUATION AN0 REFLECTION EFFECTS 
SAE PAPER 6 8 0 6 8 1  A68-45052  
EYE (ANATOUY) 
SENIOR COMMERCIAL J E T  P I L O T S  A B I L I T Y  TO V I S U A L I Z E  
F L I G H T  I N  STRUM ENTS A68-44127  
OCULAR EFFECTS OF Q-SWITCHED RUBY LASERS ON 
RABRITS A 6 8 - 8 2 2 6 1  
S I O E  EFFECTS OF MODERN DRUGS WITH PARTICULAR 
REFERENCE TO EYE Ab8-82320  
S I O E  EFFECTS OF MODERN DRUGS WITH PARTICULAR 
REFERENCE TO EYE A b 8 - 0 2 3 2 8  
EVALUATION METHOD FOR LASER BEAM HAZARD TO EYES 
AND S K I N  
SC-DC-68-2108 Nb8-38178  
EYE HOVEUENTS 
USE AND ADVANTAGES OF ELECTRONYSTAGMOGRAPHY 
I N  VESTIBULAR TESTS A 68-8232 6 
OTOLITHIC  INFLUENCES ON TONUS CHANGES OF 
EXTRAOCULAR MUSCLES - STUDY ON POSIT IONAL EYE 
DEVIAT ION AN0 NYSTAGMUS I N  RABBITS 
Ab8-82375  
QUANTITATIVE ANALYSIS OF F I N E  MOVEMENTS OF EYES I N  
PAN DURING F I X A T I O N  OF STATIONARY POINT 
A b 8 - 8 2 3 8 7  
EFFECT OF DRUGS ON OCULAR COUNTERROLLING 
NASA-CR-37698 N 6  8- 3 7 6 9 0 
EYE PROTECTION 
FLASH BLINDNESS EFFECTS ON NAVAL AVIATORS EXPOSED 
TO S IMULATE0 NUCLEAR BURST NOTING RECOVERY RATES. 
REFLEXIVE ACTIONS AN0 GOLO VISOR PROTECTION 
Ab8-44124  
F ILTERS USED BY DRIVERS AT NIGHT AGAINST GLARE 
AN0 V I S U A L  PERCEPTION Ab8-82262  
SUBMICRON METAL F I B E R  SOLUTIONS FOR F I L T E R S  TO 
PROTECT PERSONNEL FROM H I G H  I N T E N S I T Y  L I G H T  
FLASHES 
REPT.-b339-F N68-37897  
F 
F 4 AIRCRAFT 
OPERATIONAL AND ENVIRONMENTAL FACTORS I N  HEAD-UP 
OISPLAY FOR TERRAIN FOLLOWING I N  H I G H  SPEED, LOW 
ALTITUOE F L I G H T  WITH RESPECT TO P I L O T  
PERFORMANC E Ab8-82287  
FATIGUE (BIOLOGY) 
WORK-REST SCHEDULES I N  RELATION TO COSMONAUT 
FATIGUE AN0 ENVIRONMENTAL FACTORS 
A68-44074  
FATTY ACIDS 
RESPONSE OF FREE FATTY ACIDS TO COFFEE AN0 
CAFFEINE I N  HUMANS AN0 DOGS AS AFFECTED BY 
SUCROSE 
ELECTRON PARAMAGNET I C  RESONANCE SPECTROSCOPY 
FOR DETECTION OF FREE RADICAL SIGNALS ASSOCIATED 
WITH OZONIZATION OF L I N O L E I C  A C I D  
A 6 0- 8 2 341 
A b 8 - 8 2 3 4 9  
FEEDBACK CONTROL 
SYNTHESIS OF HUMAN RESPONSE I N  CLOSE0 LOOP 
TRACKING TASKS 
NASA-TN-0-4842 N b 8 - 3 6 4 6 1  
FLASH BLINDNESS 
FLASH BLINDNESS EFFECTS ON NAVAL AVIATORS EXPOSED 
TO SIMULATED NUCLEAR BURST NOTING RECOVERY RATES, 
REFLEXIVE ACTIONS AN0 GOLO V I S O R  PROTECTION 
Ab8-44124  
FL IGHT 
EFFECTS OF H IGH ALTITUOE FL IGHTS ON STRUCTURE OF 
VASCULAR SYSTEM I N  RABBITS AN0 RATS 
A b 8 - 8 2 2 8 9  
FL IGHT CLOTHING 
PERFORPANCE AND NOISE ENVIRONMENT TESTS ON 
PROTECTIVE HELMETS 
USAARU-69-1 
FL IGHT CONTROL 
Nb8- 38 197 
PILOT CONTROLLAEIILITY L I M I T S  MEASURE0 FROM F I X E 0  
BASE0 F L I G H T  SIMULATOR TESTS, EVALUATING UNSTABLE 
1-23 
F L I G H T  CREWS SUBJECT INDEX 
ELEMENT A 6 8 - 4 5 2 8 1  
F L I G H T  CREWS 
LOW LEVEL HELICOPTER NAVIGATION ACCURACY ON 
M I L I T A R Y  MISSIONS, COMPARING PERFORMANCE OF S INGLE 
P I L O T  AN0 P I L O T  AN0 NAVIGATOR TEAM 
868-45407 
APPLICATION OF RANQUE- H ILSCH VORTEX TUBE TO 
AIRCREW COOLING PROBLEMS 
AMRL-TR-67-124 N68-36877  
F L I G H T  FATIGUE 
FATIGUE PREVENTION I N  ASTRONAUTSt DISCUSSING 
PHYSIOLOGY OF ADAPTATION, WORK-REST SCHEDULES, 
C IRCADIAN RHYTHMS, TENSION AND USE OF HYPNOSIS, 
ELECTROSLEEP AND DRUGS A68-44073  
PREVENTIVE A V I A T I O N  MEOICINE AN0 AEROMEDICAL 
RESEARCH FROM AIRCRAFT SAFETY VIEWPOINT NOTING 
P I L O T  PHYSICAL EXAMINATIONSI F L I G H T  FATIGUE AN0 
AIRPORT OPERATORS ROLE A68-45656  
F L I G H T  F ITNESS 
SENIOR COMMERCIAL J E T  P I L O T S  A B I L I T Y  TO V I S U A L I Z E  
FL IGHT INSTRUMENTS ~6a-44127 
PREVENTIVE A V I A T I O N  MEDICINE AN0 AEROMEDICAL 
RESEARCH FROM AIRCRAFT SAFETY VIEWPOINT NOTING 
P I L O T  PHYSICAL EXAMINATIONSt F L I G H T  FATIGUE AN0 
AIRPORT OPERATORS ROLE A68-45656  
PROLONGED SPACE F L I G H T  EFFECTS ON CREW MEMBERS 
HEALTH A68-46120  
F L I G H T  HAZARDS 
PHYSIOLOGICAL AN0 BIOCHEMICAL EFFECTS OF 
WEIGHTLESSNESSt DISCUSSING BONE MARROW 
DEGENERATION A68-44112  
FLASH BLINDNESS EFFECTS ON NAVAL AVIATORS EXPOSED 
TO SIMULATED NUCLEAR BURST NOTING RECOVERY RATES, 
REFLEXIVE ACTIONS AND GOLD VISOR PROTECTION 
A68-44124  
F L I G H T  INSTRUMENTS 
OPERATIONAL AN0 ENVIRONMENTAL FACTORS I N  HEAD-UP 
DISPLAY FOR TERRAIN FOLLOWING I N  H I G H  SPEED, LOW 
ALTITUDE FL IGHT WITH RESPECT TO P I L O T  
PERFORMANCE ~ 6 8 - 8 2 2 8 7  
F L I G H T  S IMULATION 
ARTERIAL BLOOO PRESSURE CHANGES I N  HUMANS 
INVESTIGATED BY SIMULATING F L I G H T  CONDITIONS I N  
PRESSURIZED CHAMBER A68-44860  
OPERATIONAL AND ENVIRONMENTAL FACTORS I N  HEAD-UP 
DISPLAY FOR TERRAIN FOLLOWING I N  H I G H  SPEED, LOW 
ALTITUDE FL IGHT WITH RESPECT TO P I L O T  
P ERFORM AN C E ~ 6 8 - 8 2 2 a i  
F L I G H T  SIMULATORS 
P I L O T  CONTROLLABILITY L I M I T S  MEASURED FROM F I X E D  
BASEO F L I G H T  SIMULATOR TESTS, EVALUATING UNSTABLE 
ELEMENT A6  E-452 8 1 
USE OF F L I G H T  SIMULATORS FOR MEDICAL SCREENING 
OF F L Y I N G  PERSONNEL A6E-82390 
F L I G H T  STRESS (BIOLOGY) 
PARACHUTISTS AND P I L O T S  CARDIOVASCULAR AN0 
RESPIRATORY REACTIONS UNDER STRESS 
A6E-44099 
URINARY CREATININE BASEO RATIOS FOR DETERMINING 
SEASONAL CHANGES EFFECT ON HUMAN F L I G H T  STRESS 
868-44 I1 6 
D I V I N G  AN0 A V I A T I O N  BENOS TREATMENT BY INCREASED 
AMBIENT PRESSURE, DISCUSSING RECOMPRESSION, GAS 
MIXTURES. T IMES OF APPLICATION AND ERROR 
A68-44118  
F L I G H T  TESTS 
MOTION COORDINATION UNDER CONDITIONS OF 
INTERMITTENT ACCELERATION AN0 WEIGHTLESSNESS 
DURING PARABOLIC AIRCRAFT F L I G H T  
A6B-45928 
FL IGHT T R A I N I N G  
F E A S I B I L I T Y ,  ECONOMIC. AN0 M I L I T A R Y  CONSIDERATIONS 
OF SYNTHETIC FL IGHT TRAINING SYSTEM 
NAVTRAOEVCEN-68-C-0 108- 1 N 6  8- 3 E 4 3  5 
T R A I N I N G  METHODS AND PROGRAMME0 INSTRUCTIONS FOR 
ARMY HELICOPTER P I L O T S  
HUMRRO-PP- 18-68 N68-38474  
FLUOR0 COMPOUNDS 
SYNTHESIS, REACTIONS, AN0 ANALYSIS OF 
C-PERFLUORALKYL GLYCINES N68-36235  
F L Y I N G  PERSONNEL 
ALLERGIC SYMPTOMS I N  SCREWWORM FLY ERADICATION 
PROGRAM PERSONNEL, RECOMMENOING PERIODIC TESTING, 
HYPOSENSITIZATION AN0 RESPIRATORS 
A 6 8 - 4 4 1 2 6  
MORPHO-STATISTICAL ANALYSIS OF 5000 EEG TRACINGS 
OF HEALTHY FLYING PERSONNEL 18 TO 2 1  YEARS 
OLD I N  POLISH A I R  FORCE A68-82304  
USE OF FL IGHT SIMULATORS FOR MEDICAL SCREENING 
OF FLYING PERSONNEL A 6 8 - 8 2 3 9 0  
FOOD INTAKE 
PROTEIN INTAKE ALTERATIONS EFFECT ON CHICK BODY 
WEIGHT. L I V E R  WEIGHT, L I V E R  NITROGEN AN0 XANTHINE 
DEHYDROGENASE A C T I V I T Y  A68-45386  
FORCE FEEDING EFFECT ON RESPONSE OF JAPANESE 
QUAIL  TO OXYGEN T O X I C I T Y t  OISCUSSING BODY WEIGHT, 
D I G E S T I V E  PROCESSES AND MORTALITY RATES 
A68-45395  
EFFECT OF STARVATION AN0 REFEEOING ON SERUM 
IMMUNOREACTIVE GLUCAGON AND I N S U L I N  LEVELS I N  
HUMAN BEINGS AN0 DOGS A6E-82257  
RENAL FUNCTION I N  WATER DEPRIVATION AN0 FREE FOOD 
INTAKE I N  DOGS A6E-82296  
FOSSILS 
FOSSIL  ORGANIC COMPONENTS INVESTIGATED TO 
ESTABLISH PLACE FOR ORGANISM I N  EVOLUTION SCHEME, 
CONSIDERING PROTELNSI AMINO ACIDS AN0 
CARBOHY ORATES 1 6 8 - 4 5  591 
FOURIER ANALYSIS 
APPLICATION OF FOURIER ANALYSIS TO V I S I B I L I T Y  OF 
GRATINGS A6E-82364  
PERTURBATION APPROACH TO SPATIAL  BRIGHTNESS 
INTERACTION I N  HUMAN V I S I O N  ~ 6 8 - 8 2 3 7 0  
FREE RADICALS 
FREE RADICAL FORMATION BY DECAY OF CONSTITUENT 
T R I T I U M  ATOM I N  CYTOSINE T R I T I A T E D  AT 5 P O S I T I O N  
A 6  E-44892 
ELECTRON PARAMAGNETIC RESONANCE SPECTROSCOPY 
FOR DETECTION OF FREE RADICAL SIGNALS ASSOCIATED 
WITH OZONIZATION OF L I N O L E I C  A C I D  
A68-82349  
FREQUENC I ES 
V I S U A L  ACCOMMOOATION EFFECTS OF ELECTRICAL 
STIMULUS FREQUENCY ON OCULOMOTOR NUCLEUS OF CATS 
A 6 8- 8 2 409 
FROGS 
EXCLUSION EFFECT OF AFFERENT S I G N A L I Z A T I O N  ON 
TONIC FUNCTION OF I L I O T I B I A L  MUSCLE I N  FROGS 
EXPOSED TO ACETYLCHOLINE A68-45922  
FREE ACINO ACIDS I N  BLOOO OF HIBERNATING AND 
NON-HIBERNATING HEDGEHOGS AND GOLDEN HAMSTERS 
AN0 I N  COMMON FROGS ACCLIMATED TO DIFFERENT 
AMBIENT TEMPERATURES ~ 6 8 - 8 x 4 6  
GAMMA RADIATION EFFECTS ON REPRODUCTIVE SYSTEM AN0 
EMBRYONIC DEVELOPMENT O F  FROGS 
NASA-TT-F-11966 N6E-36318 
FROG EGGS AND LARVAE BEHAVIOR I N  D I S T I L L E D  WATER 
NASA-TT-F-11962 N68-38164  
1-24 
SUBJECT INDEX GRAVITATIONAL EFFECTS 
FUMES 
STUDIES OF PLASMA TORCH HAZARDS INCLUDING 
ULTRAVIOLET RAOIATIONI NOISE, AN0 NOXIOUS 
GASES AN0 FUMES A60-02302  
G 
GAMMA RAYS 
GAMMA RADIATION AN0 SPACE F L I G H T  FACTORS COMBINED 
INFLUENCE ON BARLEY SEEDS GERMINATION 
A60-44035  
CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM A C T I V I T Y  I N  RABBITS 
EXPOSED TO SMALL DOSAGES OF GAMMA RAYS 
A68-02406  
GAMMA RADIATION EFFECTS ON REPROOUCTIVE SYSTEM AN0 
EMBRYONIC DEVELOPMENT OF FROGS 
NASA-TT-F-11966 N6B-36318 
PRESERVATION OF POTATOES USING GAMMA I R R A D I A T I O N  
J EN- 1094  I /I- 10 N60-36915  
AIRBORNE SURVEYING OF RADIOACTIVE CONTAMINATION OF 
ATMOSPHERE, SOILS. AND WATER I N  GAMMA RAY 
SPECTRUM 
ONI-TRANS-2634 N68-30290  
GAS ANALYSIS 
A I R  REGENERATION BY VARIOUS PLANT SPECIES I N  
CLOSEO ECOLOGICAL SYSTEM, DISCUSSING CARBON 
D I O X I D E  CONCENTRATION AN0 GAS EXCHANGE I N T E N S I T Y  
A68-44568  
RELATIONSHIP OF BEAN SUBSTRATES AN0 CERTAIN 
I N T E S T I N A L  BACTERIA TO GAS PRODUCTION I N  DOGS 
A6B-82451  
GAS CHROMATOGRAPHY 
QUANTITATIVE DETERMINATION OF ORGANIC 
SUBSTANCES I N  EXPIRE0 A I R  OF MAN USING GAS 
CHROMATOGRAPHIC METHODS A 6 8 4 2 3 7 3  
GAS EVOLUTION 
MULTISTAGE GAS EVOLUTION I N  EARTH CRUST AND 
ATMOSPHERE AN0 RELATION TO O R I G I N  OF L I F E  
A60-45575  
GAS EXCHANGE 
WEIGHTLESSNESS EFFECT DURING PARABOLIC F L I G H T  ON 
EXTERNAL RESPIRATION, GAS EXCHANGE AN0 ENERGY 
EXPENO I TURE A 6 8 4 4 0 8 3  
A I R  REGENERATION BY VARIOUS PLANT SPECIES I N  
CLOSEO ECOLOGICAL SYSTEM, 01 SCUSSING CARBON 
D I O X I D E  CONCENTRATION AND GAS EXCHANGE I N T E N S I T Y  
A68-44568  
B IOLOGICAL REGENERATION OF ENCLOSED ATMOSPHERE 
WITH ALGAE PHOTOSYNTHESIS NOTING EFFECT OF D I E T  
CHANGE A68-45915  
GAS MIXTURES 
ALTERED GAS MEDIUM EFFECTS ON MICE AN0 RATS 
ACCELERATION RESISTANCE FOR PROLONGED PERIODS 
A 6 8 4 5 7 5 8  
GAS SPECTROSCOPY 
MASS SPECTROMETER SYSTEM FOR SENSING AND CONTROL 
OF TWO GAS SPACECRAFT ATMOSPHERE 
I A F  PAPER 8-136 A68-44224  
GASES 
STUDIES OF PLASMA TORCH HAZARDS INCLUDING 
ULTRAVIOLET RADIATION, NOISE, AN0 NOXIOUS 
GASES AND FUMES A 6 0 4 2 3 0 2  
GASTROINTESTINAL SYSTEM 
TRANVERSE ACCELERATIONS EFFECT ON DOGS 
GASTROINTESTINAL TRACT SECRETORY ACTIV ITY.  NOTING 
CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM ROLE A60-43802  
NERVOUS AN0 HUMORAL MECHANISMS OF 
EXTRALABYRINTHINE EFFECTS ON VEGETATIVE 
DISTURBANCES DURING SPACE F L I G H T  FACTORS 
A68-459  13 
PHYSIOLOGICAL REGENERATION ON CORNEA E P I T H E L I U M  
AN0 I N T E S T I N E S  EXPOSED TO FRACTIONAL I R R A D I A T I O N  
WITH F I S S I O N  NEUTRONS, STUDYING M I T O T I C  INDEX AN0 
CHROMOSOME ABERRATIONS CONTENT 6 6 8 - 4 6 1 1 8  
EXPOSURE TO ACCELERATION AN0 PROLONGED CONFINEMENT 
I N  BED STUDIED FOR EFFECTS ON FUNCTIONAL STATE OF 
HUMAN STOMACH A 6 8 - 4 6 1 2 4  
EFFECT OF MOTION SICKNESS ON GASTROINTESTINAL 
B IOELECTRIC POTENTIALS I N  INTACT AN0 
LABY RINTHECTOM I 2  EO DOGS A 6 8 - 8 2 3 1 1  
GASTRIC SECRETIONS I N  D IVERS DURING DECOMPRESSION 
AN0 AT OEPTH A68-02305  
GEMINI  7 F L I G H T  
DIETARY CONTROL I N  METABOLIC STUDIES OF GEMINI -7  
SPACE FL IGHT A6  8-82 3 6 2  
GENETICS 
SPACE ENVIRONMENT EFFECTS ON GENETIC BEHAVIOR OF 
LYSOGENIC E. C O L I  K-12 BACTERIA DURING COSMOS 
110 FLIGHT, NOTING BACTERIOPHAGE FORMATION AND 
AMINOTHIOL ANTIMUTOGENIC EFFECT 
A68-44525  
EXPERIMENTAL GENETIC RESEARCH ON LYSOGENIC 
BACTERIA ESCHERICHIA C O L I  K-12 CARRIED OUT 
DURING FL IGHT OF S A T E L L I T E  COSMOS 110 
A60-82318  
ST IMULATION OF GROWTH OF ALL IUM CEPA AFTER 
EXPOSURE OF I T S  BULBS TO SPACE FL IGHT ON BOAR0 
COSMOS-110 A6  8-0 2 31 9 
GEOCHEMISTRY 
BIOGEOCHEMICAL O I S T R I B U T I O N S t  DISCUSSING 
MICROELEMENT EXCESS OR OEFICIENCYI BIOGEOCHEMICAL 
ALIMENTARY CYCLES, INTERMEDIATE METAEOLISMt AN0 
ORGANIC ADAPTATION TO GEOCHEMICAL ENVIRONMENT 
A68-45593  
GEOLOGY 
CARBONACEOUS SUBSTANCES FORMATION DURING VARIOUS 
GEOLOGICAL PROCESSESI I D E N T I F Y I N G  COMPONENT 
COMPOUNDS AN0 CARBON EVOLUTION CYCLES BY MEANS OF 
SEVERAL DIAGNOSTIC ANALYSES A 6 0 - 4 5 5 7 0  
GEOMAGNETISM 
GEOMAGNETIC F I E L D  EFFECTS ON PSYCHOPHYSIOLOGICAL 
PROCESSES OF INTERPLANETARY SPACECREWS AN0 
COMMUNICATING WITH EXTRATERRESTRIAL L I F E  
JPRS-46446 N60-36240  
GEOMAGNETIC F I E L D  EFFECTS ON CIRCADIAN RHYTHM, 
A C T I V I T Y  CYCLES, AN0 B IOELECTRIC POTENTIAL OF 
INTERPLANETARY CREWS N60-36249  
GLARE 
F I L T E R S  USED BY DRIVERS AT N I G H T  AGAINST GLARE 
AN0 V I S U A L  PERCEPTION A60-02262  
GLUCOSE 
SATIATED ANC FOOD DEPRIVED IMMATURE RATS 
CONSUMPTION OF SACCHARIN-GLUCOSE SOLUTION 
RELATIVE TO BODY WEIGHT A68-44443  
GLYCINE 
SYNTHESIS. REACTIONS, AN0 ANALYSIS OF 
C-PERFLUORALKYL GLYCINES N60-36235  
GLYCOLYSIS 
GLYCOLYSIS RATE AN0 L A C T I C  A C I D  CONTENT I N  RATS 
MYOCARDIUM OURING ADAPTATION TO HYPOXIA, USING 
PRESSURE CHAMBER A68-43005  
GLYCOLYTIC ENZYMES D I S T R I 0 U T I O N  I N  SQUIRREL 
MONKEY OLFACTORY BULB OETERM I N  EO B Y  H I  STOCHEMI CAL 
STUDIES A 6 0 - 4 5 3 9 4  
GNOTOBIOT I C s  
D-AMINC A C I D  OXIDASE INDUCTION I N  KIDNEYS OF 
GERM-FREE MICE A&-02363 
GRATINGS (SPECTRA) 
APPLICATION OF FOURIER ANALYSIS  TO V I S I B I L I T Y  OF 
GRATINGS A 6 0 - 0 2 3 6 4  
GRAVITATIONAL EFFECTS 
CENTRIFUGE GRAVITATIONAL EFFECTS ON RNA OF 
1-25 
GROUND SQUIRRELS SUBJECT INDEX 
OEITERS CELLS AND G L I A  OF RATS 
Ab8-44060  
PHYSIOLOGICAL AND BIOCHEMICAL EFFECTS OF 
WEIGHTLESSNESSt DISCUSSING BONE MARROW 
DEGENERATION Ab8-44112  
GRAVITATIONAL EFFECTS ON HUMAN CIRCULATORY SYSTEM 
BY T I L T  TABLE SIMULATION* NOTING R E L I A B I L I T Y  
VARIATIONS I N  HEART BEAT AND BLOOD PRESSURE DATA 
Ab8-44121  
ACCELERATION F I E L D S  STRONGER THAN EARTH GRAVITY 
B IOLOGICAL EFFECT ON MATURE BODY S I Z E  OF ANIMALS 
Ab8-44152  
L I F E  SUPPORT SYSTEM LOW GRAVITY TESTS9 DISCUSSING 
L I Q U I D  DROPLET RELEASE. HEAT EXCHANGER PASSAGE 
PLUGGING AN0 L I Q U I D  F I L M  S T A B I L I T Y  
SAE PAPER 680742 Ab8-45088  
ANIMAL STUDY FOR MOTOR REFLEXES UNDER SIMULATED 
WEIGHTLESSNESS AND DURING GRAVITATIONAL PULSES 
Ab8-46149  
GRAVITATIONAL AN0 I N E R T I A L  FORCE ENVIRONMENT 
EFFECTS ON CARDIOVASCULAR AN0 RESPIRATORY 
FUNCTIONS I N  DOGS AND CHIMPANZEES 
NASA-CR-97192 Nb8-36568  
GROUND SQUIRRELS 
EFFECT OF ANOXIA ON MECHANICAL PERFORMANCE OF 
ISOLATED A T R I A  FROM GROUND SQUIRRELS AN0 RATS 
ACCLIMATIZED TO ALT ITUDE Ab8-82368  
GROUP DYNAMICS 
USE OF TEAMS I N  IMAGE INTERPRETATION - INFORMATION 
EXCHANGE, CONFIDENCE, AND RESOLVING 
DISAGREEMENTS Ab8-822 86 
GROWTH 
HORMONES SUPPLIED I N  CHICKS D I E T  STUDIED FOR 
EFFECTS ON GROWTH AN0 BONE MINERALIZATION 
Ab8-45400  
STIMULATION OF GROWTH OF A L L I U M  CEPA AFTER 
EXPOSURE OF ITS BULBS TO SPACE F L I G H T  ON BOAR0 
COSMOS-1 10 Ab8-82319  
GROWTH OF MIXED CULTURES OF MICROORGANISMS ON 
MIXED SUBSTRATES Ab8-82346  
ELECTRONIC DEVICE FOR CONTROLLING CONTINUOUS 
GROWTH OF ESCHERICHIA CULTURES 
Ab 8-8 2341 
AUTOMATIC SAMPLE COLLECTOR FOR CONTINUOUSLY 
GROWING ESCHERICHIA CULTURES 868-82348 
MOOIF ICATION OF L E T H A L I T Y  AN0 MUTAGENESIS BY 
GROWTH I N H I B I T I O N  OF ULTRAVI  OLET-IRRAOI ATED 
ESCHERICHIA C O L I  Ab8-82445  
GUINEA P I G S  
DIMETHYL SULFOXIDE / DMSO/ EFFECT ON MORPHOLOGY I N  
BASAL LAYERS OF STRATUM CORNEUM OF GUINEA P I G  S K I N  
AFTER PROFUSE SWABBING Ab8-44432  
I O N I Z I N G  RADIATION EFFECTS ON INNER EAR OF GUINEA 
P I G S  Ab8-82399  
H 
HALLUCINATIONS 
CLINICOPSYCHOLOGICAL METHOD APPLIED TO ANALYSIS OF 
HALLUCINATIONt  OEPERSONALIZATION AN0 S I M I L A R  
EFFECTS RESULTING FROM EXPOSURE TO EXTREMAL 
FACTORS FROM STANDPOINT OF SPACE PSYCHOLOGY 
Ab8-45926  
HALOGENS 
CORRELATIONS BETWEEN PHYSICAL CONDITIONS AN0 
CHEMISTRY OF VENUS ATMOSPHERE - SOURCES OF 
H CL  AN0 HF I N  ATMOSPHERE Ab0-82452  
HAMSTERS 
HAMSTER P I N E A L  CELLS I N  VITRO NEOPLASTIC 
TRANSFORMATION BY ONCOGENIC DNA VIRUSES. 
D ISCUSSING TUMOR FORMATION A b 8 4 5 3 9 9  
HANDWRITING 
COOROINATION OF MOTION DURING WRITING UNDER SPACE 
FL IGHT CON0 I T  IONS Ab8-44116  
HAZARDS 
STUDIES OF PLASMA TORCH HAZARDS INCLUDING 
ULTRAVIOLET RAOIATIONI NOISE, AN0 NOXIOUS 
GASES AN0 FUMES Ab8-82382  
HEAD MOVEMENT 
PERCEPTUAL CONSTANCY OF AUDITORY DIRECTION WITH 
HEAD ROTATION Ab8-82282  
HEALTH 
PROLONGED SPACE FL IGHT EFFECTS ON CREW MEMBERS 
HEALTH Ab8-46120  
HEARING 
INOUSTRIAL ASPECTS OF COMMUNITY NOISE AN0 HEARING 
CONSERVATION PROGRAM 168-82381 
PREFERRED L I S T E N I N G  LEVELS RELATED TO LEVELS OF 
MAXIMUM SPEECH D I S C R I M I N A T I O N  A B I L I T Y  
Nb8-37461  
HEART 
EFFECT OF HYPOXIA AN0 ADRENAL CORTEX HORMONES ON 
ORIGINATION OF ACETYLCHOLINE CARDIAC SYNCOPE I N  
RATS A68-82421  
HEART DISEASES 
CORONARY HEART DISEASE STUDY OF AEROSPACE INDUSTRY 
EMPLOYEES NOTING INCIDENCE, L IPOPROTEIN PATTERNS. 
HYPERTENSIONI FAMILY HISTORY, ETC 
A68-44125  
TOTAL CARDIAC OUTPUT RESPONSE DURING FOUR MINUTES 
OF EXERCISE I N  NORMAL HUMANS AN0 HEART DISEASE 
PATIENTS Ab8-82284  
HEART FUNCTION 
EFFECTS OF ANESTHESIA AND A R T I F I C I A L  VENTILATION 
ON CAVAL FLOW AN0 CARDIAC OUTPUT I N  DOGS 
Ab8-82266  
HEMODYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS AND PULMONARY AND 
HEART FUNCTIONS OF BABOONS DURING INDUCED 
HYPOXIA Ab8-82210  
EFFECT OF SEASONAL T R A I N I N G  ON MAXIMAL CARDIAC 
OUTPUT I N  ATHLETES Ab8-82277  
CARDIAC OUTPUT DETERMINED BY DYE-DILUTION 
TECHNIQUE AN0 OXYGEN UPTAKE I N  ATHLETES DURING 
SUBMAXIMAL AN0 MAXIMAL TREADMILL EXERCISE 
A b 8 4 3 2 2 7 9  
EFFECT OF EXERCISE ON HEART AN0 PULMONARY BLOOD 
VOLUMES I N  HUMANS Ab8-82342  
EFFECT OF ANOXIA ON MECHANICAL PERFORMANCE OF 
ISOLATE0 A T R I A  FROM GROUND SQUIRRELS AN0 RATS 
ACCLIMATIZED TO ALT ITUDE Ab8-82368  
HEART RATE 
DOGS ORTHOSTATIC TOLERANCE AND RES1 STANCE TO 
TRANSVERSE ACCELERATION AFTER 14-DAY HYPOOYNAMIA. 
STUDYING TACHYCARDIA AND ARTERIAL PRESSURE 
Ab8-43883  
IRREGULAR CHANGES I N  DIURNAL RHYTHMS OF 
SYMPATHETIC FUNCTIONS DURING SPACE F L I G H T  
ASCRIBE0 TO WEIGHTLESSNESS AND NERVOUS AN0 
EMOTIONAL TENSION Ab8-44174  
HUMAN HEART RATE RESPONSE FOLLOWING TWO DURATIONS 
AN0 I N T E N S I T I E S  OF AUDITORY STIMULUS 
Ab8-44863  
HEAT MEASUREMENT 
LABYRINTHINE DEFECTS AS SHOWN BY 
CALORIC TESTS 
NASA-CR-97365 
HEAT OF COMBUSTION 
HEAT OF COMBUSTION I N  BIOMASS OF 
SCENEOESMUS QUADRICAUOAt DURING 
DEVELOPMENT 
ATAXIA  AN0 
Nb8-37859  
ALGA 9 
I T S  ONTOGENETIC 
Ab8-82295  
1-26 
SUBJECT INDEX HISTOLOGY 
HEAT STROKE 
OXYGEN CONSUMPTION OF VARIOUS T ISSUES I N  RATS 
HAVING HEAT STROKE Ab8-82283  
HEAT TOLERANCE 
HEAT AN0 HUMIOITY ENDURANCE L I M I T S  I N  MAN 
A68-43878  
CHANGES I N  REGIONAL D I S T R I B U T f O N  OF SWEATING 
DURING ACCLIMATIZATION TO HEAT I N  HUMANS DURING 
EXERCISE Ab8-82269  
CHANGES I N  CENTRAL C IRCULATION AND BODY F L U I D  
SPACES OF HUMANS DURING ACCLIMATIZATION TO HEAT 
AN0 PHYSICAL EXERCISE A68-82276  
HEAT TRANSFER 
WHITE BURNS I N  RATS STUDIED FOR HEAT TRANSFER TO 
PRDVIDE ASSESSMENT OF PROTECTION AFFORDED HUMANS 
BY CLOTHING Ab8-44122  
TRANSIENT LOCALIZE0  THERMAL LOAD CHANGES EFFECT 
ON HUMAN S K I N  THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY 
A b 8 4 4 9 0 6  
HEAT TREATMENT 
HEAT TREATMENTS I N  INERT GAS ATMOSPHERE IMPROVE 
ELASTIC  FOAM POLYURETHANE BY REDUCING C A P A B I L I T Y  
OF TOXIC OUTGASSING A6 8 -4 38 8 7 
HELMETS 
PERFORMANCE AND NOISE ENVIRONMENT TESTS ON 
PROTECTIVE HELMETS 
USAARU-69-1 Nb8-38 197 
HEMATOCRIT 
HEMATOCRIT O F  LEGS I N  MAN AT REST AND DURING 
PHYSICAL EXERCISE A68-02360  
HEMATOPOIESIS 
PHYSIOLOGICAL AND BIOCHEMICAL EFFECTS OF 
WEIGHTLESSNESS, DISCUSSING BONE MARROW 
DEGENERATION A68-44112  
HEMOLYSIS AND ERYTHROPOIESIS - EFFECT OF 
HEMOLYSATES ON ERYTHROPOIESIS OF NORMAL, 
STARVED AND POLYCYTHEMIC RATS Ab8-82354  
HEMATOPOIETIC A C T I V I T Y  OF BLOOD SERUM I N  SUBJECTS 
ACCLIMATIZED TO HYPOXIA AT H I G H  ALT ITUDE 
A68-82384  
HEMATOPOIETIC SYSTEM 
HYPOXIA EFFECT ON BLOOD AN0 HEMOPOIETIC ORGANS OF 
ADRENALECTOMIZED AND HYPOPHYSECTOMIZED RATS, 
NOTING ERYTHROCYTOSIS Ab8-45765  
W R A T I O N  O F  HEMOPOIETIC REACTION OF BONE MARROW I N  
RATS FOR ACCLIMATIZATION TO HYPOXIA, NOTING 
DESOXYRIBONUCLEIC A C I D  CONTENT OF CELLS AN0 
M I T O T I C  A C T I V I T Y  A68-45770  
EFFECT OF PREIRRADIATION AN0 POSTIRRADIATION 
ERYTHROPOIETIC STIMULATION ON SURVIVAL FOLLOWING 
EXPOSURE TO HEMATOPOIETICALLY LETHAL X RAY 
DOSES 
AFRRI-SRb8-13 N68-38099  
HEWOOYNAMIC RESPONSES 
ARTERIAL BLOOD PRESSURE CHANGES I N  HUMANS 
INVESTIGATED BY SIMULATING F L I G H T  CONDITIONS I N  
PRESSURIZED CHAMBER A6B-44860 
HUMAN B R A I N  HEMODYNAMICS DURING PROLONGED 
HYPOKINESIA INCLUDING ORTHOSTATIC AND BED-REST 
TESTS, USING RHEOENCEPHALOGRAPHIC TECHNIQUE 
Ab8-46157  
HUMAN ACOUSTIC ANALYZER FUNCTIONAL STATE STUDIED 
FOR HYPOKINESIA EFFECTS Ab8-46158  
HEMODYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS AND PULMONARY AND 
HEART FUNCTIONS OF BABOONS DURING INDUCED 
HYPOXIA A b 8 4 2 2 7 0  
HEMODYNAMIC MEASUREMENTS ON HUMAN S K I N  CAPILLARY 
FLOW DURING EXPOSURE TO H I G H  AND LOW ATMOSPHERIC 
PRESSURES 
DLR-FB- 68- 56 Nb8-37988  
HEMOGLOBIN 
STUDY OF MOLECULAR HEMOGLOBIN STRUCTURE B Y  
MEASURING SMALL OIFFERENCES OF COMPLEX MICROWAVE 
DIELECTRIC CONSTANT 
I P P - 3 / 6 6  N b 8 - 3 7 1 1 1  
HEMOLYSIS 
HEMOLYSIS AN0 ERYTHROPOIESIS - EFFECT OF 
HEMOLYSATES ON ERYTHROPOIESIS OF NORMAL, 
STARVE0 AN0 POLYCYTHEMIC RATS Ab8-82354  
HIBERNATION 
HIBERNATOR AS IDEAL BIOLOGICAL TOOL FOR BASIC 
STUDIES OF PHYSIOLOGICAL EFFECTS OF STRESS 
A 6 8 - 8 2 2 5 3  
FREE AMINO ACIDS I N  BLOOD OF HIBERNATING AN0 
NON-HIBERNATING HEDGEHOGS AN0 GOLDEN HAMSTERS 
AND I N  COMMON FROGS ACCLIMATED TO DIFFERENT 
AMBIENT TEMPERATURES A 6 8 - 8 2 4 4 6  
H I G H  ALT ITUDE 
EFFECTS OF H IGH ALT ITUDE F L I G H T S  ON STRUCTURE OF 
VASCULAR SYSTEM I N  RABBITS AND RATS 
A b 8 - 8 2 2 0 9  
H IGH ALTXTUDE ENVIRONMENTS 
HIGH ALT ITUDE ACCLIMATIZATION PHYSIOLOGY STRESSING 
CARBON D I O X I D E  STIMULATION OF RESPIRATORY CENTERS 
A68-44604  
SUPERSONIC TRANSPORTATION MEDICAL PROBLEMS DUE TO 
HIGH SPEED, ACCELERATION AND ALTITUDE. DISCUSSING 
FL IGHT PATHS, PRESSURIZED CABINS SAFETY AND 
PASSENGER PSYCHOLOGY Ab8-45657  
STUDY ON THYROID GLAND IMPORTANCE DURING 
ADAPTATION TO H I G H  ALTITUDES I N  RATS 
Ab8-02309  
RELATION OF OXYGEN INTAKE AND VELOCITY OF WALKING 
AND RUNNING I N  ATHLETES AT 1800 M. ALTITUDE AND 
AT SEA LEVEL A68-82365  
PHARMACOLOGICAL IMPROVEMENT OF CAPACITY OF 
PULMONARY CIRCULATION AT H IGH ALT ITUDE 
ARDG/ FEI-FE-348-2-F N68-36155  
H IGH FREQUENCIES 
H IGH FREQUENCY MECHANISM UNDERLYING V ISUAL EVOKE0 
POTENTIALS A68-02337  
H I 6 H  PRESSURE 
SURVEY OF AURAL BAROTRAUMA I N  NAVAL DIVERS 
8 6 8 - 8 2 3 9 8  
H I G H  PRESSURE OXYGEN 
H I G H  PRESSURE OXYGEN PDISDNING S U S C E P T I B I L I T Y  OF 
VARIOUS MAMMALIAN SPECIES, CONSIDERING RDLE OF 
GAMMA AMINDBUTYRIC ACID METABOLISM 
Ab 8 -44052  
EFFECT OF EXPOSURE TO OXYGEN A T  H I G H  P A R T I A L  
PRESSURE ON RESPIRATORYI CIRCULATORY AND 
NERVOUS SYSTEMS A68-82305  
HYPERBARIC OXYGENATION EFFECT ON CEREBROSPINAL 
F L U I D  OXYGEN TENSION I N  HUMAN Ab0-02359  
H IGH TEMPERATURE ENVIRONMENTS 
ALT ITUDE ADAPTATION EFFECT ON HUMAN RESISTANCE TO 
HYPOXIA. H I G H  TEMPERATURE AN0 VESTIBULAR STIMULI ,  
USING PRESSURE CHAMBER A b 8 - 4 5 7 5 0  
INFLUENCE OF ORAL IRON LOAD ON IRON CONTENT OF 
WHOLE BODY CELL-FREE SWEAT OF MEN I N  H IGH 
TEMPERATURE ENVIRONMENTS 1 6 8 - 8 2 3 6 1  
H ILSCH TUBES 
APPLICATION OF RANQUE- H ILSCH VORTEX TUBE TO 
AIRCREW COOLING PROBLEMS 
AMRL-TR-67-124 N60-36077  
HISTOLOGY 
GLYCOLYTIC ENZYMES D I S T R I B U T I O N  I N  SQUIRREL 
MONKEY OLFACTORY BULB DETERMINED BY HISTOCHEMICAL 
STUD I ES 168-45394 
HISTOCHEMICAL STUDIES ON ESTERASES, MONOAMINE 
1-27 
H I  STOR I ES SUBJECT INDEX 
OXIDASE AN0 DEPHOSPHORYLATING ENZYMES 
OISTRIBUTION I N  SQUIRREL MONKEY AREA POSTREMA 
Ab8-45398  
BIOCHEMICAL BLOOD CHARACTERISTICS AN0 
HISTOCHEMICAL CHANGES I N  RAT ORGANS FROM EXPOSURE 
TO HYPOXIA AFTER HEXAMINE I N J E C T I O N  
Ab8-45777  
HISTOCHEMICAL INVESTIGATION OF EFFECT OF 
HYPOTHERMIA AN0 HYPOBIOSIS  ON A C T I V I T Y  OF 
O X I D I Z I N G  T ISSUE ENZYMES OF CARBOHYDRATE, AMINO 
ACID, NUCLEOTIDE AND A L I P H A T I C  METABOLISM OF RATS 
Ab8-45923  
H I  STORIES 
HISTORY OF DEVELOPMENT OF F I R S T  DECADE OF 
SOVIET SPACE EXPLORATION Ab8-82290  
HORMONE METABOLISMS 
MELATONIN METABOLISM I N H I B I T I O N  BY PHENOTHIAZINES, 
D ISCUSSING TEMPORAL AN0 OOZE EFFECTS OF 
CHLORPROMAZINE AN0 L I V E R  D I S P O S I T I O N  
Ab8-44439  
HORMONES 
HORMONES SUPPLIED I N  CHICKS D I E T  STUDIED FOR 
EFFECTS ON GROWTH AN0 BONE MINERAL1 ZATION 
AbB-45400 
EFFECT OF HYPOXIA AN0 ADRENAL CORTEX HORMONES ON 
ORIGINATION OF ACETYLCHOLINE CARDIAC SYNCOPE I N  
RATS Ab8-82421  
HOSPITALS 
BACTERIA S T E R I L I Z A T I O N  I N  AIR,  FLOORS, AN0 WALLS 
OF OPERATING ROOMS Ab8-82395  
HUMAN BEHAVIOR 
VESTIBULAR MECHANISMS I N  HUMAN BEHAVIOR 
AbB-82327 
HUMAN BEINGS 
EFFECTS OF STRESS ON HUMAN PERFORMANCE OF DISCRETE 
AN0 CONTINUOUS AVOIDANCE TASKS NbB-36100 
HUHAN BODY 
HEMODYNAMIC MEASUREMENTS ON HUMAN S K I N  CAPILLARY 
FLOW OURING EXPOSURE TO H I G H  AN0 LOW ATMOSPHERIC 
PRES SUR E S 
OL R- FB-6 8- 5 b Nb8-37988  
HUMAN FACTORS ENGINEERING 
FATIGUE PREVENTION I N  ASTRONAUTS, DISCUSSING 
PHYSIOLOGY OF AOAPTATION, WORK-REST SCHEOULESv 
C IRCADIAN RHYTHMS, TENSION AN0 USE OF HYPNOSISt  
ELECTROSLEEP AN0 DRUGS Ab8-44073  
CORONARY HEART DISEASE STUDY OF AEROSPACE INDUSTRY 
EMPLOYEES NOTING INCIDENCE, L IPOPROTEIN PATTERNS, 
HYPERTENSION, FAMILY HISTORY, ETC 
Ab8-44125  
C IRCADIAN A C T I V I T Y  PERIOOS AN0 HUMAN BODY 
TEMPERATURE PHASE RELATIONS, D ISCUSSING TESTS I N  
BUNKER AND C L I M A T I C  CHAMBER Ab8-45345  
LOW LEVEL HELICOPTER NAVIGATION ACCURACY ON 
M I L I T A R Y  MISSIONS, COMPARING PERFORMANCE OF SINGLE 
P I L O T  AN0 P I L O T  AN0 NAVIGATOR TEAM 
AbB-45407  
CONVERSION OF RESEARCH RESULTS I N T O  TRAINING 
METHOD FOR M I L I T A R Y  ELECTRONICS MAINTENANCE 
HUMRRO-PP-21-68 Nb8-38172 
HUMAN FACTORS LABORATORIES 
SPACE F L I G H T  SENSORY OEPRIVATION, DISCUSSING 
EMOT IONALI SYMPATHETIC AN0 B R A I N  FUNCTION CHANGES 
OF COSMONAUT I N  SIMULATED SPACECRAFT ENVIRONMENTS 
Ab8-44075  
HUMAN PERFORMANCE 
E EG, HEART BEAT, RESPIRATION RATES, BODY 
TEMPERATURE, MOTOR A C T I V I T Y ,  PHYSICAL AN0 MENTAL 
EFFIC IENCY OF MAN OURING ANECHOIC CHAMBER 
CONFINEMENT Ab8-43894  
BIOTELEMETRY SYSTEM FOR MEASURING, STORING AN0 
TRANSMITTING HUMAN PHYSIOLOGICAL FACTORS I N  
CARDIOVASCULAR STUDIES UNDER VARIOUS CONDITIONS 
I A F  PAPER 8-141 A b 8 - 4 4 2 3 0  
HUMAN AVERAGE EVOKED POTENTIALS TO NEAR THRESHOLD 
OPTICAL S T I M U L I  FROM OCCIPUT EEG RECORDINGS 
A b 8 - 4 5 2 1 1  
TWO 15-OAY EXPERIMENTS OF THREE SUBJECTS 
PERFORMING WORK-REST CYCLES I N  ISOLATION CHAMBER, 
NOTING PSYCHOLOGICAL FUNCTIONS. CARDIOVASCULAR 
SYSTEM. ETC AbB-46121  
PROLONGED CONFINEMENT I N  SMALL CHAMBERS EFFECT ON 
BIODYNAMIC PROCESSES OF WALKING AN0 OTHER 
MOVEMENTS I N  SPECIAL  POSIT IONS 
HUMAN SENSOR-MOTOR COORDINATION TESTING I N  
SIMULATED WEIGHTLESSNESS A68-46154  
TRACKING A C T I V I T Y  OF HUMAN OPERATOR UNDER EFFECT 
OF CERTAIN SPACE FL IGHT FACTORSI ESTABLISHING 
RELATIONSHIP  BETWEEN CONTROL H A B I T S  AND LEVEL OF 
HYPOXIA AND HYPERCAPNIA Ab8-46156  
HUHAN EXPERIMENTS TO STUDY SOMNOLENT AND 
PRECOLLAPTOIO /COLLAPTOIO/ STATES WHEN F A L L I N G  
ASLEEP AN0 DURING PROLONGED STANDING TESTS 
Ab8-46123  
A b 8 - 4 6 1 5 9  
HUMAN OPERATOR PERFORMANCE AOAPTATION UNDER STRESS 
FOR CYBERNETIC SIMULATION 
FTO-HT-67-337 Nb8-36484  
EFFECTS OF STRESS ON HUMAN PERFORMANCE OF DISCRETE 
Nb8-36700  AN0 CONTINUOUS AVOIDANCE TASKS 
HUMAN EXPERIMENTS TO DETERMINE UNISENSORY AN0 
BISENSORY PRACTICE EFFECTS ON AUDITORY 
OISCRIMINAT ION Nb8-31641  
FREQUENCY AND T I M E  CONTROLLEO MODELS FOR 
ANALYZING HUMAN RESPONSE DURING COMPENSATORY 
TRACKING 
NAS A-TM-X- 5 9 7 5 0  
HUMAN PERFORMANCE MEASURE0 AS FUNCTION OF REACTION 
T I M E  REQUIRED TO DISCRIMINATE CHANGE I N  BEACON 
BRIGHTNESS 
NASA-CR-1220 Nb8-37819  
HUMAN REACTIONS 
L F V IBRATION EFFECT ON MAN, DISCUSSING AUDIBLE 
AN0 NONAUOIBLE AIRBORNE N O I S E  STRUCTURE-BORNE 
V I B R A T I O N  AN0 EXPOSURE L I M I T S  A b 8 - 4 3 7 1 8  
HYPOKINESIA EFFECTS ON HUMAN NEUROLOGY ON 
EXTENDED SPACE FL IGHTS SIMULATED B Y  72-DAY BE0 
REST Ab8-43 8 9 0  
PHYSIOLOGICAL EFFECTS OF D I E T S  WITH DRY 
CHLORELLA/ SCENEOESMUS ON HEALTHY MALE SUBJECTS 
A 6 8 - 4 4 0 2 3  
ANXIETY, ATTENTIVENESS-ALERTNESS REACTION TO 
A N T I C I P A T I O N  OF PHYSICAL OR MENTAL PERFORMANCE. 
STUDYING SURFACE-NEGATIVE POTENTIAL APPEARING I N  
HUMAN B R A I N  FRONTAL REGION 
24 AND 18 HR WORK-REST SCHEDULE EFFECTS ON HUMAN 
FUNCTIONAL CONDITIONS DURING PROLONGED CONFINEMENT 
A68-44078  I N  HERMETICALLY SEALED CABINS 
HE1 GHTLESSNESS EFFECT DURING PARABOLIC F L I G H T  ON 
EXTERNAL RESPIRATION, GAS EXCHANGE AND ENERGY 
EXPENDITURE Ab8-44083  
HYPODYNAMIA EFFECT ON MEN CONFINED TO BE0  REST, 
U S I N G  DISORDERS OF NERVOUS AND CARDIOVASCULAR 
SYSTEMS, GASTRIC SECRETION AN0 BLOOD COMPOS1 T I O N  
A 6 8 - 4 4 0 5 1  
A b 8 4 4 0 9 1  
PARACHUTISTS AN0 P I L O T S  CARDIOVASCULAR AND 
RESPIRATORY REACTIONS UNDER STRESS 
Ab8-44099  
URINARY CREATININE BASE0 RATIOS FOR DETERMINING 
SEASONAL CHANGES EFFECT ON HUMAN F L I G H T  STRESS 
Ab8-44116  
1-28 
SUBJECT INDEX HYPERCAPNIA 
GRAVITATIONAL EFFECTS ON HUMAN CIRCULATORY SYSTEM Ab0-45396  
BY T I L T  TABLE S IMULATIONt  NOTING R E L I A B I L I T Y  
VARIATIONS I N  HEART BEAT AN0 BLOOD PRESSURE DATA 
A 6 0 - 4 4 1 2 1  
PREVIOUS ACCLIMATIZATION AT MOUNSAIN HEIGHTS 
STRENGTHENS TRANSVERSE ACCELERATION TOLERANCE I N  
HUMANS Ab0-45746  
S K I N  SWEATING DURING EXERCISE AS DESCRIBE0 BY 
L INEAR FUNCTION OF METABOLIC RATE AN0 AMBIENT A I R  HUMAN TOLERANCE TO TRANSVERSE ACCELERATION DURING 
TEMPERATURE Ab0-44123  ADAPTATION TO HYPOXIA I N  PRESSURE CHAMOERI 
HUMAN HEART RATE RESPONSE FOLLOWING TWO DURATIONS Ab0-45740  
AN0 I N T E N S I T I E S  OF AUDITORY STIMULUS 
CONSIDERING ASTRONAUTS PREFLIGHT TRAINING 
Ab0-44863  ALTITUOE AOAPTATION EFFECT ON HUMAN RES1 STANCE TO 
HYPOXIA, H I G H  TEMPERATURE AN0 VESTIBULAR S T I M U L I  s 
HUMAN AVERAGE EVOKED POTENTIALS TO NEAR THRESHOLO 
OPTICAL S T I M U L I  FROM OCCIPUT EEG RECORDINGS 
A b 0 - 4 5 2 1 1  
D A I L Y  RHYTHMS I N  CONCENTRATIONS OF VARIOUS AMINO 
ACIDS I N  HUMAN E L 0 0 0  PLASMA FROM MALES ON D I E T S  
CONTAINING VARIOUS AMOUNTS OF PROTEINS 
Ab0-45393  
SOVIET BOOK ON SPACE CARDIOLOGY COVERING F L I G H T  
FACTORS EFFECTS ON ORGANISMS. C L I N I C A L  OATAt  ETC 
AbB-45610 
HUMAN PHYSIOLOGICAL RESPONSES DURING TRANSVERSE 
ACCELERATION AFTER ALTITUOE ACCLIMATIZATION 
1 6 6 - 4 5 7 4 7  
RESPIRATORY. CARDIOVASCULAR AN0 CENTRAL NERVOUS 
SYSTEMS REACTIONS I N  MOUNTAIN CLIMBERS AN0 CONTROL 
SUBJECTS TO HYPOXIA AOAPTATION I N  PRESSURE 
CHAMBER Ab0-45749  
AUTOGENEOUS AND EXOGENEOUS SUGGESTION APPLIED TO 
CHANGING OF PSYCHOPHYSIOLOGICAL STATE OF HUMAN 
ORGANISM AFTER EXPOSURE TO PROLONGED BE0 REST 
Ab0-45925  
ELECTRIC STIMULUS EFFECT ON VESTIBULAR APPARATUS 
RESPONSES TO ACCELERATION INCREASING OR DECREASING 
REACTIONS OEPENOING ON APPLIED VOLTAGE POLARITY 
860-45929 
PHYSIOLOGICAL REACTION OF HUMAN BODY TO APPLIED 
STIMULI ,  DEVELOPING METHOD TO EVALUATE METABOLISM 
Ab0-46116  
SYNTHESIS OF HUMAN RESPONSE I N  CLOSED LOOP 
TRACKING TASKS 
NASA-TN-0-4842 Nb0-36461  
HUMAN RESPONSE TO L I G H T  AN0 NOISE S T I M U L I  
RM-427 NbB-30374  
PSYCHOMOTOR RESPONSES TO LIGHT, COLOR, AN0 
GEOMETRIC FORM S T I M U L I  
SMRL -52 5 Nb0-36440  
H I G H  I N T E N S I T Y  INTERMITTENT AUDIO AND V ISUAL 
S T I M U L I  EFFECT ON HUMAN BEHAVIOR AN0 
PHYSIOLOGY 
AD-673970 NbB-30486 
HUMAN TOLERANCES 
L F V IBRATION EFFECT ON MAN. DISCUSSING AUDIBLE 
AN0 NONAUOIBLE AIRBORNE NO1 SE STRUCTURE-BORNE 
V IBRATION AN0 EXPOSURE L I M I T S  Ab0-43710  
HEAT AN0 HUMIDITY ENOURANCE L I M I T S  I N  MAN 
Ab0-43070  
HUMAN TOLERANCE TO TRANSVERSE ACCELERATION STRESS 
AFTER HYPODYNAMIA USE0 TO PREDICT PHYSIOLOGICAL 
EFFECTS OF REENTRY Ab0-44004  
FLASH EL  INONESS EFFECTS ON NAVAL AVIATORS EXPOSE0 
TO S IMULATE0 NUCLEAR BURST NOTING RECOVERY RATES, 
REFLEXIVE ACTIONS AN0 GOLD VISOR PROTECTION 
A60-44124  
REPARABIL ITY  OF CULTURE0 HUMAN K IDNEY CELLS 
INJURED BY FRACTIONATED HEAVY I O N  I R R A D I A T I O N  
Ab0-44433  
AUDITORY HAZARDS FROM SUPERSONIC AIRCRAFT PRODUCE0 
SONIC BOOMS9 USING HUMAN TOLERANCES TO SIMULATED 
BOOMS AND FRIEDLANDER PRESSURE WAVEFORMS 
U S I N G  PRESSURE CHAMBER A b 0 - 4 5 7 5 0  
ERYTHROCYTES OSMOTIC RESISTANCE DURING H I G H  
MOUNTAIN ACCLIMATIZATION OF HUMANS AN0 RATS, 
NOTING INCREASE CORRELATED WITH OVERALL RESISTANCE 
TO HYPOXIA AN0 ACCELERATIONS A 60-45767 
HUMAN BRAIN HEMOOYNAMICS DURING PROLONGED 
HYPOKINESIA  INCLUDING ORTHOSTATIC AN0 BED-REST 
TESTS, U S I N G  RHEOENCEPHALOGRAPHIC TECHNIQUE 
A 60-461 5 1  
HUMAN ACOUSTIC ANALYZER FUNCTIONAL STATE STUDIED 
FOR HYPOKINESIA EFFECTS A b 0 - 4 6 1 5 0  
HUMAN NATURAL IMMUNITY WITH RESPECT TO 
SUBSTITUTION OF CHLORELLA PROTEINS FOR ANIMAL 
PROTEINS, STUDYING LYSOZYME A C T I V I T Y  I N  SAL IVA 
AN0 BLOOD SERUM A 68-461 6 0  
BIOPHYSICAL EVALUATION OF HUMANS DURING SPACE 
FL IGHT S IMULATION I N  CLOSEO L I F E  SUPPORT SYSTEM 
N AS A- CR-913 6 3  
AUOITORY FATIGUE I N  HUMANS FOLLOWING TONE-BURST 
TRAINS AT 2.2 KC 
S MRL-529 
Nb0-37076 
Nb0-30073  
HUMAN WASTES 
REACTORS TECHNICAL CHARACTERISTICS FOR HKGH 
TEMPERATURE MINERALIZATION OF CLOSEO L I F E  SYSTEMS 
B IOLOGICAL WASTES, DERIV ING EQUATIONS TO ESTIMASE 
ENERGY BALANCE ~ 6 a - 4 3 0 0 0  
MOISTURE-CONTAINING WASTES FOR B IOLOGICAL 
MINERALIZATION I N  L I F E  SUPPORT SYSTEM 
A b  0-44 10 b 
INCINERATION AN0 MICROWAVE TREATMENT OF HUMAN 
FECAL MATTER TO OETERMINE CONCENTRATION RANGES 
AN0 I D E N T I T I E S  OF L IQUIOI  GASEOUSt AN0 SOLIO 
PRODUCTS 
NASA-CR-73247 Nb0-36571  
LOW TEMPERATURE ASHING OF HUMAN FECES FOR SOLIO 
WASTE MANAGEMENT ONBOAR0 SPACECRAFT 
NAS A-CR-7 3249 Nb0-36740  
HUMIDITY 
HEAT AN0 HUMIDITY ENOURANCE L I M I T S  I N  MAN 
A b 0 - 4 3 0 7 8  
HYDRAZINES 
T O X I C I T Y  AN0 PHARMACOLOGICAL ACTION OF VARIOUS 
PYRIMIOINE DERIVATIVES OF HYDRAZINE I N  MICE. 
RATS, RABFJITS AN0 FROGS 160-02312 
RENAL PATHWAYS FOR MONOMETHYLHYORAZINE EXCRETION 
I N  DOGS Ab0-82440  
HYOROGENOMONAS 
HYOROGENOMONAS EUTROPHA AS POTENTIAL REGENERATED 
FOOD FOR LONG DURATION SPACE M I S S I O N S t  OISCUSSING 
WEANLING RAT PROLONGED FEEDING STUDIES 
I A F  PAPER 8-170 Ab8-44231  
HYPERCAPNIA 
HYPEROXIA, HYPERCAPNIA AN0 H I G H  TEMPERATURE 
RESISTANCE OF WHITE M I C E  AFTER HYPOXIA AOAPTATION 
UNOER LOW BAROMETRIC PRESSURES Ab0-45752  
ALTERE0 GAS MEDIUM EFFECTS ON MICE AN0 RATS 
ACCELERATION RESISTANCE FOR PROLONGED PERIODS 
160-45750 
WHITE MICE AOAPTATION TO HYPERCAPNIC GASEOUS 
1-29 
HYPEROXIA SUBJECT INDEX 
MEOIUMI NOTING DISRUPTION OF INTERRELATIONSHIP  
BETWEEN CORTEX AN0 SUBCORTICAL STRUCTURES AND 
R E A C T I V I T Y  TO NARCOTICS Ab8-4577  1 
RATS RESISTANCE AN0 R E A C T I V I T Y  I N  HYPOTHERMAL 
STATE TO VERY LOW ATMOSPHERIC PRESSURE BY 
HYPERCAPN IA-HYPOXIA EXPOSURE AbB-45919  
HY PEROX I A 
H I G H  PRESSURE OXYGEN POISONING S U S C E P T I B I L I T Y  OF 
VARIOUS MAMMALIAN SPECIES. CONSIOERING ROLE OF 
GAMMA AMINOBUTYRIC A C I D  METABOLISM 
AbB-44052 
PURE OXYGEN RESPIRATION EFFECTS ON BEHAVIOR OF 
MICE. GUINEA P I G S  AN0 RABBITS, MEASURING 
RESPIRATORY GAS METABOLISM U N T I L  DEATH 
I A F  PAPER 8 -183  AbB-44233 
FORCE FEEDING EFFECT ON RESPONSE OF JAPANESE 
QUAIL  TO OXYGEN T O X I C I T Y *  DISCUSSING BODY WEIGHT. 
D I G E S T I V E  PROCESSES AN0 MORTALITY RATES 
Ab8-45395  
HYPEROXIA, HYPERCAPNIA AN0 H I G H  TEMPERATURE 
RESISTANCE OF WHITE MICE AFTER HYPOXIA ADAPTATION 
UNDER LOW BAROMETRIC PRESSURES Ab B-4515 2 
RATS EXPOSE0 TO DIFFERENT HYPEROXIC ATMOSPHERES 
FOR 20 DAYS STUDIED FOR TOXIC L I P 1 0  FORMATION 
Ab8-45924  
CIRCULATORY CHANGES I N  ANESTHETIZED AN0 
UNANESTHETIZED DOGS UNDER HYPEROXIA 
AbB-82329 
NITROGEN METABOLISM OF GOPHER B R A I N  I N  HYPOTHERMIA 
AN0 HYPEROXIA Ab8-82333  
ELECTRICAL A C T I V I T Y  OF CEREBELLUM AN0 EFFECTS OF 
CEREBELLECTOMY DURING HYPEROXIC SEIZURES OF RATS 
AbB-82408 
HYPERVENTILATION 
CARBON D I O X I D E  P A R T I A L  PRESSURE R I S E  T I M E  AFTER 
STEP REDUCTION OF VENTILATION, NOTING EFFECT OF 
HYPERVENTILATION DURATION A6B-43640 
MODEL FOR PREDICTION OF EXPECTED MAGNITUDE AN0 
T I M E  COURSE OF POST-HYPERVENTILATION HYPOXIA I N  
MAN AbB-82378 
HYPOCAPNIA 
CARBON D I O X I D E  PARTIAL  PRESSURE R I S E  T I M E  AFTER 
STEP REDUCTION OF VENTILATIONI NOTING EFFECT OF 
HYPERVENTILATION DURATION AbB-43640 
LOW BAROMETRIC PRESSURE ADAPTATION EFFECTS ON 
HYPOCAPNIA RESISTANCE, MEASURING EEG. EKGI BLOOD 
PRESSURE AN0 CARBON D I O X I D E  P A R T I A L  PRESSURE I N  
MOUNTAIN AN0 NONMOUNTAIN CLIMBERS 
AbB-45753 
HY POGLYCEHIA 
EFFECT OF PROTEIN D E F I C I E N T  D I E T  ON GLYCEMIA AN0 
GLUCOSE METABOLISM I N  RATS AbB-82402 
HY POTHALAHUS 
B R A I N  NORADRENALIN CONCENTRATION DIURNAL CHANGES 
I N  CAT HYPOTHALAMUS AN0 CERVICAL S P I N A L  COROt 
NOTING AXON TERMINALS OF NEURONS 
AbB-44426 
CARBON D I O X I D E  EFFECTS ON HYPOTHALAMIC SELF 
STIMULATION I N  HYPOXIA. NOTING ROLE I N  
M A I N T A I N I N G  FUNCTIONAL NEURONAL POPULATION 
Ab8-44445  
HYPOTHERMIA 
RATS RESISTANCE AN0 R E A C T I V I T Y  I N  HYPOTHERMAL 
STATE TO VERY LOW ATMOSPHERIC PRESSURE BY 
HYPERCAPNIA-HYPOXIA EXPOSURE Ab8-45919  
HISTOCHEMICAL INVESTIGATION OF EFFECT OF 
HYPOTHERMIA AN0 HYPOBIOSIS ON A C T I V I T Y  OF 
O X I O I Z I N G  T ISSUE ENZYMES OF CARBOHYDRATE, AMINO 
ACID. NUCLEOTIDE AN0 A L I P H A T I C  METABOLISM OF RATS 
Ab8-45923  
EFFECT OF GUANILTHIDUREA I N  PRODUCING 
HYPOTHERMIA I N  MICE Ab8-82317  
NITROGEN METABOLISM OF GOPHER B R A I N  I N  HYPOTHERMIA 
Ab8-82333  AN0 HY PEROX I A  
HY POX1 A 
GLYCOLYSIS RATE AN0 L A C T I C  ACID CONTENT I N  RATS 
MYOCAROIUM DURING ADAPTATION TO HYPOXIA. USING 
PRESSURE CHAMBER Ab8-43885  
HUMAN AUDITORY ANALYZER FOUND STABLE DURING 
PROLONGED EXPOSURE TO ALTERED GAS MEDIUM 
A 68 -44085  
SPACECRAFT DECOMPRESSION HYPOXIA EFFECT ON 
RABBITS, STUDYING ELECTROENCEPHALOGRAPH CHANGES 
FOR CORRELATION BETWEEN B IOELECTRICAL B R A I N  
A C T I V I T Y  AN0 CONDITIONE0 REFLEX ACTIONS 
A b  8- 44090 
NEURORETINA L I G H T  S E N S I T I V I T Y  REDUCTION UNDER H I G H  
ALT ITUDE HYPOXIA SIMULATION FROM AOAPTOMETRY TESTS 
I A F  PAPER 6-60 AbB-44226  
AVIATOR BLACKOUT DUE TO R E T I N A L  HYPOXIA DURING 
ACCELERATION STRESS, DISCUSSING PHOTOGRAPHIC 
OBSERVATIONS OF RETINAL ARTERY AN0 V E I N  COLLAPSE 
I N  O P T I C  D I S K  REGION 
I A F  PAPER 0-139 A b 8 - 4 4 2 2 9  
CARBON D I O X I D E  EFFECTS ON HYPOTHALAMIC SELF 
ST IMULATION I N  HYPOXIA. NOTING ROLE I N  
M A I N T A I N I N G  FUNCTIONAL NEURONAL POPULATION 
Ab8-44445  
SOVIET COLLECTION OF ARTICLES ON SPACE BIOLOGYI 
ADAPTATION TO HYPOXIA AN0 S T A B I L I T Y  OF ORGANISM, 
VOLUME 8 AbB-45745  
PREVIOUS ACCLIMATIZATION AT MOUNTAIN HEIGHTS 
STRENGTHENS TRANSVERSE ACCELERATION TOLERANCE I N  
HUMANS 
HUMAN PHYSIOLOGICAL RESPONSES DURING TRANSVERSE 
ACCELERATION AFTER ALT ITUDE ACCLIMATIZATION 
Ab8-45146  
AbE-45747  
HUMAN TOLERANCE TO TRANSVERSE ACCELERATION DURING 
ADAPTATION TO HYPOXIA I N  PRESSURE CHAMBER, 
CONSIOERING ASTRONAUTS PREFLIGHT TRAINING 
Ab8-45748  
RESPIRATORYI CAROIOVASCULAR AN0 CENTRAL NERVOUS 
SYSTEMS REACTIONS I N  MOUNTAIN CLIMBERS AN0 CONTROL 
SUBJECTS T O  HYPOXIA ADAPTATION I N  PRESSURE 
CHAMBER AbB-45749  
ALTITUOE ADAPTATION EFFECT ON HUMAN RESISTANCE TO 
HYPOXIA, H IGH TEMPERATURE AND VESTIBULAR STIMULI  9 
U S I N G  PRESSURE CHAMBER AbB-45750  
REPEATED STAY EFFECT AT MOUNTAIN HEIGHTS ON 
RESISTANCE TO ACUTE HYPOXIA I N  MOUNTAIN CLIMBERS, 
OISCUSSING ALTITUDE EFFECT ON HEMOGLOBIN AN0 
ERYTHROCYTES I N  BLOOD 
M I C E  AN0 RATS RESISTANCE TO ACUTE HYPOXIA STUDIED 
I N  PRESSURE CHAMBER AFTER SUBJECTION TO STATIC 
AN0 DYNAMIC LOADS AT MOUNTAIN ALT ITUDES 
AbE-45751  
AbB-45754 
PRESSURE CHAMBER STUDY OF WHITE RAT HYPOXIA 
ADAPTATION, DISCUSSING EFFECTS OF PHYSICAL 
T R A I N I N G  Ab8-45755  
WHITE MICE. RATS AND GUINEA P I G  HYPOXIA ADAPTATION 
EFFECTS ON ACCELERATION ENDURANCE 
Ab8-45756  
ALTERED GAS MEOIUM EFFECTS ON MICE AN0 RATS 
ACCELERATION RESISTANCE FOR PROLONGED PERIODS 
AbB-45758  
HYPOXIA ADAPTATION METHODS EVALUATED FROM H I G H  
MOUNTAIN ANC PRESSURE CHAMBER EXPERIMENTAL DATA ON 
MICE AND RATS Ab8-45759  
CELLULAR AN0 HUMORAL IMMUNITY AN0 
1-30 
SUBJECT INDEX IN-FLIGHT MONITORING 
IMMUNOMORPHOLOGICAL REACTIONS I N  LYMPH ORGANS AND 
SUBCUTANEOUS T ISSUE A T  ANTIGEN INTRODUCTION I N  
MICE UNDER LOW ATMOSPHERIC PRESSURE 
Ab8-45760  
CONTROL SYSTEM S IGNIF ICANCE I N  ADAPTATION OF 
RATS TO MODERATE HYPOXIA, CONSIDERING CEREBRAL 
CORTEX, CEREBELLUM, ADRENAL GLANDS AN0 HYPOPHYSIS 
A b 8 4 5 7 6 1  
SUBCORTICAL BRAIN FORMATIONS OF RATS STUDIED 
FOR ADAPTATION TO CHRONIC HYPOXIA 
Ab8-45762  
AMINAZINE INFLUENCE ON ADAPTATION OF RAT AND MICE 
BRAINS TO SEVERE OXYGEN DEFIC IENCY 
Ab8-45763  
ADRENAL GLANDS I N S I G N I F I C A N C E  I N  ADAPTATION TO 
HYPOXIAS DISCUSSING OBSERVATIONS OF ERYTHROCYTESv 
WEIGHT AND ALT ITUDE RESISTANCE I N  RATS 
Ab8-45764  
HYPOXIA EFFECT ON BLOOO AND HEMOPOIETIC ORGANS OF 
ADRENALECTOMIZE0 AND HYPOPHYSECTOMIZED RATS, 
NOTING ERYTHROCYTOSIS Ab8-45765  
HYPOPHYSIS ROLE I N  AOAPTATEON TO HYPOXIA. 
ANALYZING ARTERIAL BLOOD9 WEIGHT AN0 ALT ITUDE 
RESISTANCE OF WHITE RATS Ab8-45766  
HYPOXIA AOAPTATION TRACE ACCUMULATION I N  ANIMALS 
EXPOSED REPEATEDLY TO H I G H  ALT ITUDE TESTS 
DETERMINED FROM CHANGE0 WEIGHT, ERYTHROCYTES, 
HEMOGLOBIN CAPACITY AN0 OXYGEN CONSUMPTION 
Ab8-45769  
DURATION OF HEMOPOIETIC REACTION OF BONE MARROW I N  
RATS FOR ACCLIMATIZATION TO HYPOXIA, NOTING 
DESOXYRIBONUCLEIC A C I D  CONTENT OF CELLS AN0 
M I T O T I C  A C T I V I T Y  Ab8-45770  
MONOAMINOXIDASE A C T I V I T Y  LEVELS I N  ORGANS AND 
I N T E S T I N E S  OF WHITE RATS9 NOTING DECREASE DURING 
HYPOXIA ADAPTATION Ab8-45772  
DEHYDROGENASE A C T I V I T Y  OF SUCCINIC AN0 LACTIC  
ACIDS I N  WHITE RATS DURING ACCLIMATIZATION TO 
CHRONIC HYPOXIA, NOTING CELLULAR ADAPTATION 
M ECHAN I S M S  Ab8-45774  
HYPOXIA EFFECTS ON WHITE MICE REACTIONS TO 
ETHER, INTRANARCONE AND CORAZOLt NOTING 
RETARDATION OF CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM FUNCTIONS 
Ab8-45775 
A N T I  OX1 OANTS INCREASE RES1 S T I V I  TY TO ACUTE , 
SUBACUTE AND CHRONIC HYPOXIA I N  MICE AN0 RATS 
Ab8-45776  
BIOCHEMICAL BLOOD CHARACTER1 S T I C S  AN0 
HISTOCHEMICAL CHANGES I N  RAT ORGANS FROM EXPOSURE 
TO HYPOXIA AFTER MEXAMINE I N J E C T I O N  
Ab8-45777  
RATS RESISTANCE AN0 R E A C T I V I T Y  I N  HYPOTHERMAL 
STATE TO VERY LOW ATMOSPHERIC PRESSURE BY 
HYPERCAPNIA-HYPOXIA EXPOSURE Ab8-45919  
ARTERIAL AND VENOUS BLOOD OF B R A I N  AN0 MIXED 
VENOUS BLOOD OF HEART MEASURE0 I N  DOGS EXPOSED TO 
SIMULATED ALTITUDE, NOTING BOOY DEOXYGENATION 
A b 8 - 4 5 9 2 1  
HYPOXIA EFFECT ON CELLULAR AND HUMORAL IMMUNITY 
OF MICE TO BACTERIAL INFECTION Ab8-46115  
AMINASINE I N J E C T I O N  AN0 ELECTROLYSI S EFFECTS ON 
FORMAT10 R E T I C U L A R I S  OF ANIMALS AFTER EXPOSURE TO 
HYPOXIA Ab8-46146  
P I L O T  PERFORMANCE I N  SIMULATOR TRAINING DURING 
ACUTE HYPOXIA NOTING EFFECT ON ALTITUDE, ENGINE 
POWER AN0 D IRECTIONAL CONTROL Ab B-4615 5 
THERMOREGULATION OISTURBANCES I N  RABBITS DURING 
ACUTE AN0 CHRONIC HYPOXIA AbB-82265 
HEMODYNAMIC CHARACTER1 S T I C S  AND PULMONARY AND 
HEART FUNCTIONS OF BABOONS DURING INDUCE0 
HYPOXIA A b 8 - 8 2 2 7 0  
EFFECT OF VARIOUS DRUGS ON RESISTANCE OF MICE TO 
ACUTE HYPOXIA 
EFFECT OF CYSTAMINE AN0 DERIVATIVES I N  MICE AND 
RATS DURING ACCELERATION STRESS AN0 HYPOXIA 
A 68-823 15 
Ab8-8231b  
HISTOCHEMICAL INVESTIGATION OF ANTITOXIC IMMUNITY 
I N  MICE UNOER HYPOXIA A b 8 - 8 2 3 3 1  
QUALITATIVE ALTERATION I N  R A D I A T I O N  INJURY I N  
MICE UNOER HYPOXIC CONDITIONS 
MODEL FOR PREDICTION OF EXPECTED MAGNITUDE AN0 
T I M E  COURSE OF POST-HYPERVENTILATION HYPOXIA I N  
MAN A b 8 - 8 2 3 7 8  
HEMATOPOIETIC A C T I V I T Y  OF BLOOD SERUM I N  SUBJECTS 
ACCLIMATIZED TO HYPOXIA A T  H I G H  ALT ITUDE 
Ab8-82338  
Ab8-82384  
INTERRELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN CORTEX AN0 SUBCORTICAL 
BRAIN STRUCTURES OF RABBITS I N  REACTION TO 
HYPOXIA 
EFFECT OF HYPOXIA AN0 ADRENAL CORTEX HORMONES ON 
ORIGINATION OF ACETYLCHOLINE CARDIAC SYNCOPE I N  
RATS A b 8 - 8 2 4 2 1  
PHARMACOLOGICAL IMPROVEMENT OF CAPACITY OF 
PULMONARY CIRCULATION AT H IGH ALT ITUDE 
AROG/ FE/-FE-348-2-F 
PILOT PERFORMANCE UNDER CONDITIONS OF HYPOXIA OR 
OXYGEN BREATHING AT H I G H  PRESSURES 
JPRS-46656 Nb8-37345  
A 6 8 - 8 2 4 2 0  
Nb8-36155  
I 
I D E N T I F Y I N G  
ISOLATION AND CHARACTERIZATION OF 
CELLULOSE-UTILIZ ING BACTERIUM Ab8-82302  
ILLUMINATING 
P INEAL GLAND CENTRBL CONTROL I N  FEMALE RATS 
EXPOSED TO CONTINUOUS ENVIRONMENTAL I L L U M I N A T I O N  
A b 8 - 4 4 4 4 0  
IMAGERY 
AMBIGUOUS V I S U A L  SIGNAL DETECTION DURING IMAGE 
PERCEPTION 
AFOSR-b8-1622 Nb8-36400  
IMAGES 
DETECTION METHOD FOR INFORMATION POINTS OF IMAGE, 
USING LAYERS OF NEURON NETWORKS 
Ab8-45414  
TWO-IMAGE LATERALIZATION OF BINAURALLY PRESENTED 
TONES AN0 CL ICKS A b 8 - 8 2 4 1 3  
IMMUNITY 
CELLULAR AND HUMORAL IMMUNITY AND 
It4MUNOMORPHOLOGfCAL REACTIONS I N  LYMPH ORGANS AN0 
SUBCUTANEOUS T I S S U E  AT ANTIGEN INTRODUCTION I N  
MICE UNOER LOW ATMOSPHERIC PRESSURE 
A b 8 - 4 5 7 6 0  
HISTOCHEMICAL INVESTIGATION OF ANTITOXIC IMMUNITY 
I N  MICE UNOER HYPOXIA A b 8 - 8 2 3 3 1  
INFLUENCE OF EXTRACORPOREAL I R R A D I A T I O N  OF BLOOD 
AN0 LYMPH ON LYMPHOPOIESIS AN0 IMMUNITY 
BNL-12300 Nb8-36472  
IMPACT ACCELERATION 
RATS TOLERANCE TO IMPACT ACCELERATIONS FROM BLOOD 
ENZYME A C T I V I T Y  PROVIDE SAFETY L I M I T S  FOR L I V I N G  
ORGAN I S M S  Ab8-43884  
CUMULATIVE EFFECT OF IMPACT ACCELERATION ON 
PHYSIOLOGICAL FUNCTIONS OF RATS, STUDYING 
PARTICULARLY LUNG LESIONS Ab8-46113  
IN-FL IGHT MONITORING 
COMPUTER PROGRAM FOR ONBOARO MEDICAL CHECKUPS OF 
1-31 
INCINERATORS SUBJECT INDEX 
SPACECRAFT CREWS DURING EXTENDED SPACE FLIGHTS, 
DISCUSSING TESTS AND INTERVALS Ab8-43889  
INCINERATORS 
INCINERATION AN0 MICROWAVE TREATMENT OF HUMAN 
FECAL MATTER TO DETERMINE CONCENTRATION RANGES 
AND I D E N T I T I E S  OF L I Q U I D t  GASEOUS, AN0 S O L I D  
PRODUCTS 
NASA-CR-73247 N b 8 - 3 6 5 7 1  
INDEXES (OOCUMENTATIDN) 
ANNOTATED BIBLIOGRAPHY AND INDEXES ON AEROSPACE 
MEDICINE AND BIOLOGICAL EFFECTS - AUGUST 1968 
NASA-SP-7011/54/ Nb8-38051  
INOUSTRIAL  SAFETY 
OCCUPATIONAL DERMATIT IS  FROM P L A S T I C S  AN0 
PREVENTIVE MEASURES Ab8-82256  
V IBRATION SPECTRUM OF PERFORATORS AN0 V IBRATION 
DISEASE I N  DRILLERS Ab8-82394  
S K I N  I R R I T A T I O N  AND DAMAGE I N  T E X T I L E  PLANT 
WORKERS EXPOSE0 TO RESINS USED I N  ANTICREASING 
PROCESS Ab8-82432  
INDUSTRIES 
INOUSTRIAL  ASPECTS OF COMMUNITY NOISE AND HEARING 
CONSERVATION PROGRAM Ab8-82381  
INFORMATION THEORY 
SUBJECTIVE ANALYSIS OF SEMANTIC INFORMATION 
AND INDUCTION PROBLEMS 
P-3921  Nb8-38436  
I N H I B I T O R S  
PHOTDASSIMILATION OF N ITRATE AN0 CARBON D I O X I D E  
I N  CtiLORECLA UNDER NORMAL CONDITIONS AND WITH 
I N H I B I T O R S  Ab8-82425  
INSECTS 
ALLERGIC SYMPTOMS I N  SCREWWDRM F L Y  ERADICATION 
PROGRAM PERSONNEL, RECOMMENDING PERIODIC TESTING. 
HYPOSENSITIZATION AND RESPIRATORS 
Ab8-44126  
I N S U L I N  
EFFECT OF STARVATIDN AND REFEEOING ON SERUM 
IMMUNOREACTIVE GLUCAGON AND I N S U L I N  LEVELS I N  
HUMAN BEINGS AND DOGS Ab8-82257  
EFFECT OF I N S U L I N  ON AMINO A C I D  METABOLISM I N  
STARVE0 RATS Ab8-82424  
INTERFACIAL  TENSION 
THERMODYNAMIC THEORY OF ELECTROCAPILLARY CURVE 
INCLUDING TEMPERATURE VARIATION 
Nb8-36044  
INTERPLANETARY F L I G H T  
GEOMETRIC PRDBABIL ITY  TO RECONTAMINATE PLANETARY 
LANDER BY SPORES AND DUST PARTICLES, DISCUSSING 
SPACECRAFT-PARTICLE INTERACTION PHYSICS 
A68-44343  
R E L I A B I L I T Y  AND I N - F L I G H T  M A I N T A I N A B I L I T Y  PROBLEMS 
I N  ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL-LIFE SUPPORT SYSTEMS 
DESIGN FOR LONG DURATION INTERPLANETARY MANNED 
SPACE F L I G H T  
SAE PAPER 6 8 0 7 4 4  Ab8-45087  
I N T E S T I N E S  
RELATIONSHIP  OF BEAN SUBSTRATES AND CERTAIN 
I N T E S T I N A L  BACTERIA TO GAS PRODUCTION I N  DOGS 
Ab8-8245 1 
I O N  I R R A D I A T I O N  
REPARABIL ITY  OF CULTURED HUMAN KIDNEY CELLS 
INJURED BY FRACTIONATED HEAVY I O N  I R R A O I A T I  ON 
168-44433 
ION MOTION 
USE OF RADIOTRACER TO DETERMINE INFLUX OF 
POTASSIUM INTO CHLORELLA PYRENOIDDSA AS 
AFFECTED BY EXPOSURES TO L I G H T  AND DARKNESS 
A b 8 4 2 3 4 5  
I O N I Z I N G  R A D I A T I O N  
I O N I Z I N G  RADIATION PROBLEMS DURING LONG SPACE 
FLIGHTS, DISCUSSING DOSE RATES 
I A F  PAPER 8-184 Ab8-44234  
I O N I Z I N G  RADIATION RECEIVED BY B IOLOGICAL T ISSUE 
DURING SPACE FL IGHTS MEASURED BY NUCLEAR 
EMULSION TECHNIQUE Ab8-46151  
I O N I Z I N G  RADIATION EFFECTS ON INNER EAR OF GUINEA 
P IGS A b 8 - 8 2 3 9 9  
MAMMALIAN CELL AND MAMMAL SURVIVAL AFTER EXPOSURE 
TO I O N I Z I N G  RADIATIONS 
BNL-12581  Nb8-36719  
IRON 
INFLUENCE OF ORAL IRON LOA0 ON IRON CONTENT OF 
WHOLE BODY CELL-FREE SWEAT OF MEN I N  H IGH 
TEMPERATURE ENVIRONMENTS A b 8 - 8 2 3 6 1  
I R R A D I A T I O N  
INFLUENCE OF EXTRACORPOREAL I R R A D I A T I O N  OF BLOOD 
AN0 LYMPH ON LYMPHOPOIESIS AND IMMUNITY 
BNL-12300 Nb8-36472  
I S O L A T I O N  
E EG, HEART BEAT, RESPIRATION RATES, BODY 
TEMPERATURE, MOTOR ACTIV ITY,  PHYSICAL AN0 MENTAL 
EFFIC IENCY OF MAN DURING ANECHOIC CHAMBER 
CONFINEMENT Ab8-43894  
ISOLATION AND CHARACTERIZATION OF 
CELLULOSE-UTIL IZ ING BACTERIUM Ab8-82302  
J 
JET AIRCRAFT 
A I R  CONDITIONING SYSTEM DESIGN C R I T E R I A  FOR FUTURE 
SHORT HAUL COMMERCIAL PASSENGER J E T  AIRCRAFT 
NOTING PERFORMANCE, SAFETY, R E L I A B I L I T Y  AND 
M A I N T A I N A B I L I T Y  
SAE PAPER 6 8 0 7 2 5  Ab8-45098  
JOINTS (ANATOMY) 
COOPERATION OF SELECTED L I M B  J O I N T S  I N  MAINTAINING 
OPTIMUM TRAJECTORY OF MOVEMENT DURING TAKE-OFF 
I N  VERTICAL JUMPING A 6 8 - 8 2 3 6 6  
K 
KIDNEYS 
0-AMINO A C I D  OXIDASE INDUCTION I N  KIDNEYS OF 
GERM-FREE MICE A 68-82363 
KINEMAT I C s  
COOPERATION OF SELECTED L I M B  J O I N T S  I N  MAINTAINING 
OPTIMUM TRAJECTORY OF MOVEMENT DURING TAKE-OFF 
I N  VERTICAL JUMPING Ab8-82366  
L 
LABYRINTH 
NERVOUS AND HUMORAL MECHANISMS OF 
EXT R AL ABY R I NTH I N  E EFFECTS ON VE GE TA T I  VE 
DISTURBANCES DURING SPACE FL IGHT FACTORS 
Ab8-45913  
USE AND ADVANTAGES OF ELECTRONYSTAGMOGRAPHY 
I N  VESTIBULAR TESTS 8 6 8 - 8 2 3 2 6  
REDUCING EFFECTS OF VESTIBULAR STIMULATION I N  MAN 
BY PHYSICAL T R A I N I N G  Ab8-82389  
I O N I Z I N G  RADIATION EFFECTS ON INNER EAR OF GUINEA 
P IGS A68-82399  
LABYRINTHINE DEFECTS AS SHOWN BY A T A X I A  AN0 
CALORIC TESTS 
NAS A-CR-97365 N b 8 - 3 7 8 5 9  
LACTATES 
MAXIMAL OXYGEN UPTAKE AN0 INCREASE I N  LACTATE 
CONCENTRATION I N  HUMANS BY DIRECT METHODS AN0 
NOMOGRAMS Ab8-82434  
L A C T I C  A C I D  
GLYCOLYSIS RATE AND L A C T I C  ACID CONTENT I N  RATS 
MYOCARDIUM DURING ADAPTATION TO HYPOXIA 9 USING 
PRESSURE CHAMBER Ab8-43885  
1-32 
SUBJECT INDEX L I V E R  
DEHYDROGENASE A C T I V I T Y  OF SUCCINIC AND LACTIC 
ACIDS I N  WHITE RATS DURING ACCLIMATIZATION TO 
CHRONIC HYPOXIA, NOTING CELLULAR ADAPTATION 
MECHANISMS A68-45774  
LASER OUTPUTS 
CORNEAL C A L C I F I C A T I O N  I N  RABBITS FROM M I L D  
I R R A D I A T I O N  WITH CARBON OIOXIOE LASER NOTING 
EXTRACELLULAR CHARACTERISTICS A~B-43389 
EVALUATION METHOD FOR LASER BEAM HAZARD TO EYES 
AND S K I N  
SC-OC-68-2108 N68-38178  
LASERS 
ADVANCES I N  BIOMEDICAL ENGINEER1 NG AN0 MEDICAL 
PHYSICS - BIOTELEMETRY, LASER APPLICATIONS AN0 
PULSE FLOW A68-82293  
LEARN I N  G 
STIMULUS MEANINGFULNESS AN0 PAIRED-ASSOCIATE 
TRANSFER - ENCODING V A R I A B I L I T Y  HYPOTHESIS 
A68-8 231 2 
SUPPRESSION OF BEHAVIOR I N  RATS BY TIMEOUT 
PUNISHMENT WHEN SUPPRESSION RESULTS I N  LOSS OF 
P O S I T I V E  REINFORCEMENT ~ 6 ~ - a 2 4 3 7  
FIXED-RATIO PUNISHMENT B Y  TIMEOUT OF CONCURRENT 
VARIABLE-INTERVAL BEHAVIOR I N  PIGEONS 
~68-82438 
LEAVES 
SPACE ENVIRONMENT EFFECT ON LEAF RHYTHMS OF 
BEAN PLANTS ~ 6 8 - 4 4 4 2 7  
LECTURES 
LECTURES FOR LAYMEN ON APOLLO PROJECT ATOMIC 
PHYSICS AN0 COSMOLOGY ~ 6 8 - a 2 4 0 5  
OVER EXTENDED PERIODS OF T I M E  
A I A A  PAPER 68-1032 
COMPUT ERIZ  ED REL I A B I L  I T Y  AN0 MAINTA I N A B I  L I  TY 
ANALYSES OF LONG DURATION MANNED SPACE MISSIONS, 
D I S  CUSSING IMPACT ON ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL-LI F E  
SUPPORT SYSTEMS DESIGN 
SAE PAPER ~ w 1 4 5  ~ 6 8 - 4 5 0 8 6  
R E L I A E I L I T Y  AND IN-FL IGHT M A I N T A I N A B I L I T Y  PROBLEMS 
I N  ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL-LIFE SUPPORT SYSTEMS 
DESIGN FOR LONG DURATION INTERPLANETARY MANNED 
SPACE F L I G H T  
~6 a- 4 5 08 7 S A E  PAPER 680744 
L I F E  SUPPORT SYSTEM LOH GRAVITY TESTS, OISCUSSING 
L I Q U I D  DROPLET RELEASE, HEAT EXCHANGER PASSAGE 
PLUGGING AND L I Q U I D  F I L M  S T A B I L I T Y  
S A E  PAPER 680742 A 6  8-45088 
CLOSED CYCLE L I F E  SUPPORT SYSTEM 60-DAY MANNED 
TEST I N  SPACE CABIN SIMULATOR NOTING WATER AN0 
OXYGEN RECDVERYI THERMAL CONTROL* ATMOSPHERE 
CONTROL, ETC 
A 68-4 5089 SAE PAPER 680741 
BOSCH REACTOR AND WATER VAPOR ELECTROLYSIS U N I T  
FOR OXYGEN RECOVERY FROM CARBON D I O X I D E  
SAE PAPER 680719 868-45100 
BIOLOGICAL VALUE OF PLANT PROTEINS FOR CLOSEO 
LIFE-SUPPORT SYSTEM, STUDYING D I E T  EFFECTS ON RATS 
~ 6 8 - 4 6 1 1 7  
SYNTHESIS OF S INGLE CYCLE O F  NATURAL METABOLIC 
PROCESSES TO BE USED AS B A S I S  OF SPACE VEHICLE 
SELF S U F F I C I E N T  L I F E  SUPPORT SYSTEMS 
A 6 8-461 53 
L IGHT ( V I S I B L E  RADIATION) 
LEG (ANATOMY) H IGH FREQUENCY MECHANISM UNDERLYING V ISUAL EVOKED 
CIRCULATORY ADAPTATION TO ONE- AND TWO-LEG POTENTIALS A~B-a2337 
EXERCISE I N  HUMANS I N  SUPINE P O S I T I O N  
~68-a2271  EFFECT OF B L I N D I N G  AND CONTINUOUS I L L U M I N A T I O N  ON 
D A I L Y  C IRCADIAN A C T I V I T Y  RHYTHM I N  RATS 
HEMATOCRIT O F  LEGS I N  MAN A T  REST AN0 DURING RECEIV ING D-AMPHETAMINE SULPHATE 
PHYSICAL EXERCISE AM-a2360 A68-82340  
L I F E  SUPPORT SYSTEMS 
L I F E  SUPPORT SYSTEMS AND SPACECRAFT H A B I T A B I L I T Y  
PROBLEMS, DISCUSSING COSMONAUT TRAINING, 
PHY S IOLOG I C A L  REACT1 ONS, CAB I N  ENVIRONMENTS, 
FEEDING, WASTE DISPOSALI R A D I A T I O N  PROTECTIONI ETC 
A68-44089  
MASS SCALE CHEMICAL ANALYSIS  OF SOLID. L I Q U I O  AN0 
GAS PHASES TRANSFER OF MATTER I N  B IOLOGICAL CYCLES 
OF L I F E  SUPPORT SYSTEMS A68-44105  
MOISTURE-CONTAIN I N G  WASTES FOR BIOLOGICAL 
MINERALIZATION I N  L I F E  SUPPORT SYSTEM 
A68-44106  
TWO GAS REGENERATIVE L I F E  SUPPORT SYSTEM 30-DAY 
UNMANNED R E L I A B I L I T Y  TEST, ESTABLISHING F A I L U R E  
MODES AN0 RATES AND MAINTENANCE REQUIREMENTS 
I A F  PAPER 8-43 A68-44220  
REGENERATIVE L I F E  
SPACE STATIONS TO 
SUPPORT 
ACHIEVE 
SYSTEMS FOR LARGE 
C A P A B I L I T Y  FOR OPERATION 
L I F E  SCIENCES USE OF RADIOTRACER TO DETERMINE INFLUX OF 
ABIOGENESIS, OISCUSSING HYDROGENI OXYGEN, CARBON, POTASSIUM INTO CHLORELLA PYRENOIOOSA AS 
NITROGEN AN0 SULFUR CONVERSION I N T O  AMINO ACIDS AFFECTED BY EXPOSURES TO L I G H T  AN0 DARKNESS 
FOR S IMPLE ORGANIC COMPOUNDS FORMATION ~6 8- 132345 
~6a-45397 
RELATION BETWEEN ASSIMULATION REACTION L I G H T  
L I F E  O R I G I N  ON EARTH, DISCUSSING GRADUAL FORMATION STIMULATED RHYTHM AND PATTERN OF BACKGROUND 
MULTIMOLECULAR SYSTEMS A68-45574  
PALEONTOLOGICAL METHODS FOR I N V E S T I G A T I O N  OF OEOXYTHYMIDINE MONOPHOSPHATE K INASE A C T I V I T Y  I N  
EARLIEST FORM OF L I F E  I N  NORTHERN EURASIA, CHLORELLA PROTOTHECOIOES 
OF HIGHLY COMPLEX CARBONACEOUS COMPOUNDS COMPOSING A C T I V I T Y  OF HUMAN EEG ~ 6 a - 8 2 3 8 3  
INHIBITION ay LIGHT ON ONA FORMATION AND 
~68-82396 
C I T I N G  NEW SPECIES OF ALGAE ~68-45592 
L IGHT ADAPTATION 
SYNTHESIS OF SINGLE CYCLE OF NATURAL METABOLIC NEURORETINA L I G H T  S E N S I T I V I T Y  REDUCTION UNDER H I G H  
PROCESSES TO B E  USE0 AS B A S I S  OF SPACE VEHICLE ALT ITUDE HYPOXIA SIMULATION FROM ADAPTOMETRY TESTS 
SELF S U F F I C I E N T  L I F E  SUPPORT SYSTEMS I A F  PAPER 6-60 A68-44226  
868-46 15 3 
L I P I O  METABOLISM 
RATS EXPOSE0 TO DIFFERENT HYPEROXIC ATMOSPHERES 
FOR 20 OAYS STUDIED FOR TOXIC L I P I D  FORMATION 
~ 6 8 - 4 5 9 2 4  
LIaum OXYGEN 
PERFORMANCE, WEIGHT. AN0 SAFETY CHARACTERISTICS 
OF 01 ELECTROPHORETIC L I Q U I O  OXYGEN CONVERTER 
AMRL-TR-66-21 N 6 8 - 3 6 0 6 1  
u a u m  PHASES 
MASS SCALE CHEMICAL ANALYSIS  O F  SOLID. L I Q U I D  AN0 
GAS PHASES TRANSFER OF MATTER I N  B IOLOGICAL CYCLES 
OF L I F E  SUPPORT SYSTEMS ~t.8-44105 
L I V E R  
TEMPERATURE EFFECTS I N  V ITRO ON OXYGEN METABOLIC 
RATES OF BROWN FAT AND L I V E R  HOMOGENATES FROM 
CONTROL AND COLD-ACCLIMATED RATS 
868-44056 
PROTEIN INTAKE ALTERATIONS EFFECT ON CHICK BODY 
HEIGHT, L I V E R  WEIGHT, L I V E R  NITROGEN AN0 XANTHINE 
1-33 
LONG TERM EFFECTS SUBJECT INDEX 
DEHYDROGENASE A C T I V I T Y  A b 8 4 5 3 8 6  
L I V E R  XANTHINE DEHYDROGENASE CHANGE RELATION TO 
U R I C  ACID EXCRETION DURING ADAPTATION PERIOD I N  
CHICKS FED 25-75 PERCENT ISOLATED SOYBEAM PROTEIN 
Ab8-45415  
L I V E R  REACTION AS MANIFESTED I N  INCREASED 
A C T I V I T Y  OF SERUM ORNITHINE CARBAMOYL 
TRANSFERASE AFTER SHORT HEAVY EXERCISE AND 
PROLONGED EXERCISE I N  MAN Ab8-82264  
COMPARISON OF THERAPEUTIC EFFICACY OF I N J E C T I O N  
OF BONE MARROW AND FETAL L I V E R  STEM CELLS 
I N  IRRADIATED MICE Ab8-82403  
LONG TERH EFFECTS 
LOW PRESSURE OXYGEN ATMOSPHERE EXPOSURE OF MAN AN0 
ANIMALS, PHYSIOLOGICAL AN0 BIOCHEMICAL EXPERIMENTS 
I N D I C A T E  NO ADAPTIVE D I F F I C U L T I E S  
Ab8-44087  
LOUDNESS 
PERCEPTION OF LOUDNESS DURING V I S U A L  STIMULATION 
I N  HUMANS AbB-82414 
MONAURAL LOUDNESS FUNCTIONS UNDER MASKING 
Ab8-82418  
LOW TEMPERATURE 
LOW TEMPERATURE ASHING OF HUMAN FECES FOR SOLID  
WASTE MANAGEMENT ONBOARD SPACECRAFT 
NASA-CR-73249 Nb8-36748  
LOW TEMPERATURE ENVIRDNMENTS 
COOLING REQUIRED TO SUPPRESS SWEATING DURING 
WORK A b 8 - 8 2 2 6 1  
EFFECT OF COLD EXPOSURE ON OXYGEN TENSION I N  
BROWN ADIPOSE TISSUE I N  NON-COLD-ADAPTED ADULT 
RAT Ab8-82297 
LOWER ATMOSPHERE 
BIOCHEMICAL FUNCTIONS CHANGES PRODUCED BY PLANTS 
I N  BIOSPHERE. EXAMINING FLORAL AN0 BIOSPHERIC 
EVOLUTION Ab8-45588  
LUMINOUS I N T E N S I T Y  
CORRELATIONS BETWEEN I N T E N S I T Y  OF I L L U M I N A T I O N  
AND FUNCTIONAL STATE OF CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM 
I N  RATS Ab8-82376  
SUBMICRON METAL F IBER SOLUTIONS FOR F I L T E R S  TO 
PROTECT PERSONNEL FROM HIGH I N T E N S I T Y  L I G H T  
FLASHES 
REPT .-b339-F Nb8-37897  
LUNAR COMPOSITION 
PRELIMINARY RESULTS OF CHEMICAL ANALYSIS OF MOON 
AT SURVEYOR 7 LANDING S I T E  Ab8-82449  
LUNAR ENVIRONMENT 
REDUCED GRAVITY SIMULATORS AN0 METHODS FOR 
TRAINING ASTRONAUTS I N  LUNAR AND SPACE STATION 
SELF-LOCOMOTION 
NASA-TM-X-60686 Nb8-36545  
LUNG MORPHOLOGY 
MEASUREMENT OF BLOOD CIRCULATION PRESSURE AN0 
DEVELOPMENT OF PULMONARY EDEMA I N  UREMIA 
NAS A-TT-F- 11904 Nb8-36755  
LUNGS 
CUMULATIVE EFFECT OF IMPACT ACCELERATION ON 
PHYSIOLOGICAL FUNCTIONS OF RATS, STUDYING 
PARTICULARLY LUNG LESIONS Ab8-46113  
LESIONS I N  LUNGS OF DOGS EXPOSED TO ROCKET EXHAUST 
FUMES CONTAINING BERYLL IUM COMPOUNDS 
Ab8-82281  
EFFECT OF LOWER BODY DECOMPRESSION ON BLOOD 
PRESSURE AND LUNG CAPACITY I N  F I V E  PATIENTS WITH 
LUNG CONJESTION 
NASA-TT-F-11903 Nb8-36356 
LYMPH 
CELLULAR AND HUMORAL IMMUNITY AND 
IMMUNOMORPHDLOGICAL REACTIONS I N  LYMPH ORGANS AND 
SUBCUTANEOUS T ISSUE AT ANTIGEN INTROOLKTION I N  
N I C E  UNDER LOW ATMOSPHERIC PRESSURE 
Ab8-45760  
INFLUENCE OF EXTRACORPOREAL I R R A D I A T I D N  OF BLOOD 
AN0 LYMPH ON LYMPHOPOIESIS AND IMMUNITY 
BNL-12300 Nb8-36472  
LYSOGENESIS 
SPACE ENVIRONMENT EFFECTS ON GENETIC BEHAVIOR OF 
LYSOGENIC E. C O L I  K-12 BACTERIA DURING COSMOS 
110 FLIGHT, NOTING BACTERIOPHAGE FORMATION AN0 
AMINOTHIOL ANTIMUTDGENIC EFFECT 
Ab8-44525  
LYSDZY M E  
I O N I Z I N G  RADIATION EFFECTS ON CHEMICAL PROPERTIES 
OF AMINO ACIDS W I T H I N  PROTEIN MOLECULES 
NYO-2735-8 N68-36637  
M 
M A I N T A I N A B I L I T Y  
CDMPUTERIZ ED R E L I A B I L I T Y  AN0 M A I N T A I N A B I  L I T Y  
ANALYSES OF LONG DURATION MANNED SPACE MISSIONS. 
DISCUSSING IMPACT ON ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL-LIFE 
SUPPORT SYSTEMS DESIGN 
SAE PAPER 6 8 0 7 4 5  A b 8 - 4 5 0 8 6  
MAINTENANCE 
CONVERSION OF RESEARCH RESULTS INTO TRAINING 
METHOD FOR M I L I T A R Y  ELECTRONICS MAINTENANCE 
HUMRRD-PP-21-60 Nb8-38172  
MALES 
SPACE FL IGHT HYPOKINESIA SIMULATION EXPERIMENTS TO 
A b 8 - 4 3 8 9 1  STUDY OXYGEN BALANCE I N  MAN 
MAMMALS 
HIGH PRESSURE OXYGEN POISONING S U S C E P T I B I L I T Y  OF 
VARIOUS MAMMALIAN SPECIES, CONSIDERING ROLE OF 
GAMMA AMINDBUTYRIC ACID METABOLISM 
A 6 8-44052  
ANT I R A D I A T  ION DRUGS DECREASING ETHER S E N S I T I V I T Y  
I N  CATS AND MICE DURING RADIATION SICKNESS 
A b  8- 82 31 3 
NITROGEN METABOLISM OF GOPHER B R A I N  I N  HYPOTHERMIA 
AN0 HYPEROX I A  Ab8-82333  
NEUROPHYSIOLOGY OF POSTURAL MECHANISMS 
I N  MAMMALS A 68- 8 2  33 5 
RESPONSE OF FREE FATTY ACIDS TO COFFEE AND 
CAFFEINE I N  HUMANS AND DOGS AS AFFECTED BY 
SUCROSE A b 8 - 8 2 3 4 1  
UNIFORMITY OF PROTON BEAMS AVAILABLE A T  NASA 
SYNCHROCYCLOTRON I N  SPACE RADIATION EFFECTS 
LABORATORY DURING STUDIES USING MICE, RABBITS,  
AND MONKEYS 
FREE AMINO ACIDS I N  BLOOD OF HIBERNATING AND 
NON-HIBERNATING HEDGEHOGS AND GOLDEN HAMSTERS 
AN0 I N  COMMON FROGS ACCLIMATED TO DIFFERENT 
AMBIENT TEMPERATURES A 68-8244 6 
MAMMALIAN CELL AND MAMMAL SURVIVAL AFTER EXPOSURE 
TO I O N I Z I N G  RADIATIONS 
BNL-1258 1 
DYNAMIC ASPECTS OF TEMPERATURE REGULATING SYSTEM, 
CARDIOVASCULAR SYSTEM, HORMONAL SYSTEM, CENTRAL 
NERVOUS SYSTEM, AND BEHAVIOR I N  MAMMALS 
NAS A-CR-97 3 16 N68-37722  
AbB-82344  
N b 8- 3 67 1 9 
MAN MACHINE SYSTEMS 
MAN ANC TECHNOLOGY 
FTD-MT-24-328-bl Nb8-’38478 
MANAGEMENT PLANNING 
MANAGEMENT PLANNING AND OPTIMAL T IME ALLOCATION 
I N  COMPLEX TASKS 
P IBEE68-0008  Nb8-37224  
MANEUVERABLE SPACECRAFT 
EXTRAVEHICULAR SPACE A C T I V I T Y  DEVELOPMENTS I N  
EQUIPMENT AND TECHNIQUES INCLUDING PORTABLE 
1-34 
SUBJECT INDEX MEMBRANES 
WELDERS, ASTRONAUT ATTACHMENTS, MANEUVERING UNITS 
AND ASSEMBLY PROCESSES 
I A F  PAPER 8-106 Ab8-44242  
MANNED SPACE F L I G H T  
ALT ITUDE DECOMPRESSION SICKNESS, DISCUSSING 
MEASURES TO M I N I M I Z E  MORBIDITY Ab8-44119  
I O N I Z I N G  R A D I A T I O N  PROBLEMS DURING LONG SPACE 
FLIGHTS, DISCUSSING DOSE RATES 
I A F  PAPER 8-184 Ab8-44234  
EXTRAVEHICULAR SPACE A C T I V I T Y  DEVELOPMENTS I N  
EQUIPMENT AND TECHNIQUES INCLUDING PORTABLE 
WELDERSI ASTRONAUT ATTACHMENTS, MANEUVERING U N I T S  
AND ASSEMBLY PROCESSES 
I A F  PAPER 8-106 Ab8-44242  
COMPUTERIZED R E L I A B I L I T Y  AND M A I N T A I  NAB1 L I  TY 
ANALYSES O F  LONG DURATION MANNED SPACE MISSIONSt  
D ISCUSSING IMPACT ON ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL-LIFE 
SUPPORT SYSTEMS DESIGN 
SAE PAPER 680745 Ab8-45086  
R E L I A B I L I T Y  AND I N - F L I G H T  M A I N T A I N A B I L I T Y  PROBLEMS 
I N  ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL-LIFE SUPPORT SYSTEMS 
DESIGN FOR LONG DURATION INTERPLANETARY MANNED 
SPACE F L I G H T  
SAE PAPER 680744 Ab8-45087  
COSMIC R A D I A T I O N  PROTECTION DURING MANNED SPACE 
FLIGHT, CONSIDERING USE OF R A D I A T I O N  WARNING 
OEVICES AND PROTECTIVE DRUGS Ab8-46110  
AUTOMATION PROBLEMS I N  SPACE F L I G H T  OPERATIVE 
MEDICAL CONTROL, G I V I N G  EQUATIONS OF CHANGES I N  
PHYSIOLOGICAL I N D I C E S  Ab8-46 1 1 1 
HUMAN PSYCHOLOGICAL REACTIONS TO SPACE F L I G H T  
PROBLEMS. INVESTIGATXNG EFFECTS OF WEIGHTLESSNESS, 
I M M O B I L I T Y  AND CONFINEMENT ON COSMONAUT HEALTH AND 
A B I L I T Y  Ab8-46112  
PROLONGED SPACE F L I G H T  EFFECTS ON CREW MEMBERS 
HEALTH A 68-461 20 
HISTORY OF DEVELOPMENT OF F I R S T  DECADE OF 
SOVIET SPACE EXPLORATION Ab8-82290  
INVESTIGATION OF SOME PSYCHOPHYSIOLOGICAL 
PROBLEMS O F  SPACE AND T I M E  PERCEPTION B Y  MAN 
DURING TRAVEL I N  SPACE 168-82410 
MANUAL CONTROL 
R E L I A B I L I T Y  EVALUATION OF PARAMETER TRACKING 
VERSION O F  PROPOSED CROSSOVER MODEL FOR 
MEASURING HUMAN OPERATOR PERFORMANCE I N  LOH 
ORDER COMPENSATORY MANUAL CONTROL SYSTEMS 
N b 8 - 3 6 3 0 4  
MANUALS 
C L I N I C A L  R A D I O A C T I V I T Y  MEASUREMENT WITH PULSE 
HEIGHT SPECTROMETER 
ORNL-4 15 3 Nb8-38466  
MARINER 5 SPACE PROBE 
ESTIMATES OF SURFACE TEMPERATURE AND PRESSURE OF 
VENUS FROM RADIO AND RADAR MEASUREMENTS 
168-82448 
MARS [PLANET) 
B IOLOGICAL EXPLORATION OF MARS I N  TERMS OF 
B IOLOGICAL AND CHEMICAL EXPERIMENTS AND HARDWARE 
PLANNED FOR M I S S I O N S  
A I A A  PAPER 68-1122 A b 8 - 4 4 9 3 4  
MARS ENVIRONMENT 
MICROBIAL STUDIES OF ANTARCTICA WITH CONDITIONS 
S I M I L A R  TO THOSE OF MARS Ab8-82259  
MASKING 
MONAURAL LOUDNESS FUNCTIONS UNDER MASKING 
Ab8-82418  
MASKING EFFECT OF WHITE NOISE ON ULTRASONIC 
SIGNALS I N  EXPERIMENTS USING ECHO-LOCATING BATS 
Ab8-82422  
CONTINUOUS BACKGROUND OF MASKING NOISE 
Ab8-82443  
EFFECT OF SIGNAL DURATION ON DETECTION FOR GATED 
AN0 FOR CONTINUOUS NOISE A68-82444  
M l S S  SPECTROSCOPY 
MASS SPECTROMETER SYSTEM FOR SENSING AND CONTROL 
OF THO GAS SPACECRAFT ATMOSPHERE 
I A F  PAPER 8-136 168-44224 
MATHEMATICAL MODELS 
R E L I A B I L I T Y  EVALUATION OF PARAMETER TRACKING 
VERSION OF PROPOSED CROSSOVER MOOEL FOR 
MEASURING HUMAN OPERATOR PERFORMANCE I N  LOW 
ORDER COMPENSATORY MANUAL CONTROL SYSTEMS 
Nb8-36304  
HUMAN OPERATOR PERFORMANCE ADAPTATION UNDER STRESS 
FOR CYBERNETIC SIMULATION 
FTO-HT-67-337 Nb8-36484  
FREQUENCY AND T I M E  CONTROLLED MODELS FOR 
ANALYZING HUMAN RESPONSE DURING COMPENSATORY 
TRACKING 
NAS A-TN-X-59750 N68-37735  
MEASURING INSTRUMENTS 
CAROIAC OUTPUT DETERMINE0 BY DYE-DILUTION 
TECHNIQUE AND OXYGEN UPTAKE I N  ATHLETES DURING 
SUBMAXIMAL AN0 MAXIMAL TREADMILL EXERCISE 
Ab8-82279  
HEAT OF COMBUSTION I N  BIOMASS OF ALGA, 
SCENEOESMUS QUAORICAUOA, DURING I T S  ONTOGENETIC 
DEVELOPMENT Ab8-82295  
SENSORY S T I M U L I  AND TECHNIQUES FOR SENSORY 
MEASUREMENT AN0 ANALYSIS Ab8-82379  
ADAPTIVE THRESHOLD PROCEDURES - BLOCK UP-AND-DOWN 
TWO-INTERVAL FORCED-CHOICE METHOD WITH STIMULUS 
LEVEL VARIED I N  F I X E 0  STEPS 
USE ON CIRCULATION CONTROLLING APPARATUS DURING 
INVESTIGATIONS OF WORK LOAD ON BICYCLE 
ERGOMETER 
A b 8 - 8 2 4 1 1  
A b 8 - 8 2 4 5 0  
MEDICAL ELECTRONICS 
IMPLANTABLE 8IDINSTRUHENTATIDN SYSTEM CONS1 STING 
OF D I S S I M I L A R  METALL IC  ELECTRODES POWER SOURCE 
AND AMPLIFIER/TRANSMITTER FOR TELEMETERING 
B IOPDTENTIAL  I N  EKG STUDIES 
I A F  PAPER 6-36 AbB-44219  
MEDICAL EQUIPMENT 
DESIGN AN0 DEVELOPMENT OF APOLLD MEDICAL 
OF PHYSIOLOGICAL PHENOMENA 
NASA-CR-92348 
EXPERIMENTS SYSTEM FOR IN-FL IGHT MEASUREMENT 
N b 8 - 3 8 2 0 7  
MEDICAL PERSONNEL 
COMMAND RADIATION GUIDANCE BASED ON PRESENT 
KNOWLEDGE AN0 ESTIMATES OF HUMAN RESPONSE TO 
WHOLE BODY IRRADIATION Ab8-82263  
MEDICAL SCIENCE 
BIOMEDICAL APPLICATIONS O F  AEROSPACE GENERATED 
TECHNOLOGYt 1 JUNE TO 3 1  AUGUST 1 9 6 8  
NAS A-CR-97 2 66 Nb8-37370  
MEDICINE 
APPLICATIONS OF SPACE PROGRAM METHODOLOGY I N  
PROBLEM SOLVING AND KNOWLEDGE TO MEDICINE 
A b 8 - 8 2 2 9 8  
MEMBRANE STRUCTURES 
ACCELERATION EFFECTS ON CELLULAR AND SUBCELLULAR 
STRUCTURES ENZYME A C T I V I T Y  I N  HUMANS AND ANIMALS, 
NOTING CHANGES RESULTING FROM CHANGE0 PERMEABIL I  TY 
OF MEMBRANES Ab8-43880  
MEMBRANES 
ENZYMATIC PROCESSES ON MEMBRANE MODELS STUOIED 
FOR MIGRATION AND P H EFFECT, CONSIDERING 
MEMBRANES ROLE IN ENZYME A C T I V I T Y  CONTROL 
A 68 -45583  
PERCEIVED LATERAL P O S I T I O N  OF S IGNAL AGAINST 
1-35 
MEMORY SUBJECT INDEX 
MEMORY 
TASK COHERENCE, TRAINING TIME, AN0 RETENTION 
INTERVAL EFFECTS ON S K I L L  RETENTION FROM 
TRACKING AN0 MONITORING TASKS A68-82428  
MENTAL PERFORMANCE 
NOISE AN0 V IBRATION EFFECT ON HUMAN MENTAL WORK 
CAPACITY WITH INCREASING T I M E  L I M I T A T I O N  
I N O I C A T I N G  EFFIC IENCY REDUCTION 
A68-46126  
PSYCHOLOGICAL FACTORS INVOLVE0 I N  CONTINGENT OR 
CONATIVE VARIATION I N  HUMANS PERFORMING MENTAL 
TASK AN0 EXPOSED TO V I S U A L  AN0 AUDITORY 
S T I M U L I  868-82336 
EFFECT OF OZONE EXPOSURE ON MENTAL FUNCTIONING 
A68-82350  
HUMAN OPERATOR PERFORMANCE ADAPTATION UNDER STRESS 
FOR CYBERNETIC S IMULATION 
FT 0-HT-67- 3 3 7  N68-36484  
METABOLIC WASTES 
OISCHARGE RATES OF METABOLIC PRODUCTS I N  MEN 
CONFINED I N  PRESSURE CHAMBER WEARING A I R T I G H T  
S U I T S  AND GAS MASKS Ab8-43892  
METABOLISM 
METABOLIC ADAPTATIONS I N  RAT HEART MYOCARDIAL 
T I S S U E  DURING REPEATED EXERCISE ON TREADMILL, 
NOTING PHYSICAL TRAINING EFFECT ON MYOCARDIAL 
GLYCOGENESIS A68-45405  
PHYSIOLOGICAL REACTION OF HUMAN BODY TO APPLIED 
ST IMULI ,  DEVELOPING METHOD TO EVALUATE METABOLISM 
A68-46116  
WATER-SALT METABOLISM CHANGES FROM PROLONGED 
CONFINEMENT I N  BE0  FOLLOWING EXPOSURE TO 
ACCELERATION I N O I C A T I N G  DEHYDRATION AND 
OECALCIF ICATION 8 6 8 - 4 6 1 2 5  
SYNTHESIS OF SINGLE CYCLE OF NATURAL METABOLIC 
PROCESSES TO BE USE0 AS B A S I S  OF SPACE VEHICLE 
SELF S U F F I C I E N T  L I F E  SUPPORT SYSTEMS 
A68-46153  
NITROGEN METABOLISM OF GOPHER B R A I N  I N  HYPOTHERMIA 
AN0 HYPEROXIA A68-82333  
DIETARY CONTROL I N  METABOLIC STUDIES OF GEMINI-7 
SPACE F L I G H T  A68-82362  
EFFECT OF I N S U L I N  ON AMINO A C I D  METABOLISM I N  
STARVE0 RATS A68-82424  
EFFECTS OF STRESS ON METABOLISM OF NOREPINEPHRINEI 
DOPAMINE AN0 SEROTONIN I N  CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM 
OF RATS - MODIF ICATIONS OF NOREPINEPHRINE 
TURNOVER A68-82439  
METEORIT IC  COMPOSITION 
CARBONACEOUS CHONDRITES STRUCTURAL CHARACTERISTICS 
AN0 CHEMICAL AN0 MINERALOGICAL COMPOSITION - 
RELATION BETWEEN GASEOUS AN0 S I L I C A T E  COMPONENTS 
AN0 ORGANIC COMPOUNDS ABIOGENETIC SYNTHESIS 
A 6 8 4 5 5 7 6  
ORGANIC COMPOUNDS OF METEORITES, PREBIOLOGICAL 
EVOLUTION OF ORGANIC MATTER AN0 O R I G I N  OF L I V I N G  
HATTER Ab8-45577  
METEORIT IC  MICROSTRUCTURES 
CARBONACEOUS CHONDRITES STRUCTURAL CHARACTERISTICS 
AN0 CHEMICAL AN0 MINERALOGICAL COMPOSITION - 
RELATION BETWEEN GASEOUS AN0 S I L I C A T E  COMPONENTS 
AND ORGANIC COMPOUNDS ABIOGENETIC SYNTHESIS 
A68-45576  
METHYL COMPOUNDS 
DIMETHYL SULFOXIDE / DMSO/ EFFECT ON MORPHOLOGY I N  
BASAL LAYERS OF STRATUM CORNEUM OF GUINEA P I G  S K I N  
AFTER PROFUSE SWABBING A68-44432  
DRY HEAT OR GASEOUS CHEMICAL RESISTANCE OF 
W I T H I N  WATER SOLUBLE CRYSTALS A68-82301  
BACILLUS SUBTILUS VAR. NIGER SPORES INCLUDE0 
MICE 
INTRAPERITONEAL INJECTION OF HISTONES AN0 OTHER 
POLYPEPTIDES INTO ADRENALECTOMIZED MICE INCREASES 
HEPAT IC TY ROSINE-ALPHA-KETAGLUTARATE TRANSAMINASE 
AN0 TRYPTOPHAN PYROLASE A C T I V I T Y  
Ab8-44430  
HYPEROXIAt  HYPERCAPNIA AND HIGH TEMPERATURE 
RESISTANCE OF WHITE M I C E  AFTER HYPOXIA ADAPTATION 
UNDER LOW BAROMETRIC PRESSURES Ab8-45752  
MICE AN0 RATS RESISTANCE TO ACUTE HYPOXIA STUDIED 
I N  PRESSURE CHAMBER AFTER SUBJECTION TO STATIC  
AN0 DYNAMIC LOADS AT MOUNTAIN ALT ITUDES 
A 6 8 - 4 5 7 5 4  
HYPOXIA ADAPTATION METHODS EVALUATED FROM H I G H  
MOUNTAIN AND PRESSURE CHAMBER EXPERIMENTAL DATA ON 
MICE AND RATS A68-45759  
CELLULAR AN0 HUMORAL IMMUNITY AN0 
IMMUNOMORPHOLOGICAL REACTIONS I N  LYMPH ORGANS AN0 
SUBCUTANEOUS T ISSUE AT ANTIGEN INTRODUCTION I N  
MICE UNDER LOW ATMOSPHERIC PRESSURE 
A 6 8 - 4 5 7 6 0  
AMINAZINE INFLUENCE ON ADAPTATION OF RAT AN0 MICE 
BRAINS TO SEVERE OXYGEN DEFIC IENCY 
A68-45763  
WHITE MICE ADAPTATION TO HYPERCAPNIC GASEOUS 
MEDIUM* NOTING DISRUPTION OF INTERRELATIONSHIP 
BETWEEN CORTEX AND SUBCORTICAL STRUCTURES AND 
REACTIV ITY TO NARCOTICS Ab8-45771  
HYPOXIA EFFECTS ON WHITE M I C E  REACTIONS TO 
ETHER, INTRANARCONE AN0 CORAZOL, NOTING 
RETARDATION OF CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM FUNCTIONS 
A6B-45775  
ANTIOXIDANTS INCREASE R E S I S T I V I T Y  TO ACUTE, 
SUBACUTE AN0 CHRONIC HYPOXIA I N  MICE AN0 RATS 
Ab8-45776  
HYPOXIA EFFECT ON CELLULAR AN0 HUMORAL IMMUNITY 
OF M I C E  TO BACTERIAL INFECTION Ab0-46115  
PHYSIOLOGICAL REGENERATION ON CORNEA EPITHELIUM 
AN0 INTESTINES EXPOSED TO FRACTIONAL I R R A D I A T I O N  
WITH F I S S I O N  NEUTRONS, STUDYING M I T O T I C  INDEX AN0 
CHROMOSOME ABERRATIONS CONTENT A b 8 - 4 6 1 1 8  
DOSE RANGE OF HEXAMINE I N  RAOIOPROTECTIVE EFFECT 
ON MICE 
EFFECT OF VARIOUS DRUGS ON RESISTANCE OF MICE TO 
ACUTE HYPOXIA A68-82315  
EFFECT OF GUANILTHIOUREA I N  PRODUCING 
HYPOTHERMIA I N  MICE Ab  8- 82 3 17 
RADIATION PROTECTIVE ACTION OF ADENOSINE 
TRIPHOSPHORIC ACID SODIUM SALT ON MICE 
A b 8 - 8 2 3 1 4  
A 6 8 - 8 2 3 3 0  
HISTOCHEMICAL INVESTIGATION OF ANTITOXIC IMMUNITY 
I N  M I C E  UNDER HYPOXIA 
Q U A L I T A T I V E  ALTERATION I N  R A D I A T I O N  INJURY I N  
MICE UNDER HYPOXIC CONDITIONS Ab  8- 8233 B 
EFFECT OF INCREASED OXYGEN I N  INSPIRED A I R  
ON MORPHOLOGY OF SPERMATOZOA AN0 E P I T H E L I A L  
CELLS OF THYROID LOBULES OF MICE 
A68-82331  
Ab8-82355  
DRUG EFFECTS ON MOTOR COOROINATION I N  MICE AS 
MEASURE0 WHEN ANIMALS ARE BALANCING ON 
ROTATING ROO A68-82358  
D-AMINO A C I D  OXIDASE INDUCTION I N  KIDNEYS OF 
GERM-FREE MICE A68-82363  
COMPARISON OF THERAPEUTIC EFFICACY OF I N J E C T I O N  
OF BONE MARROW AN0 FETAL L I V E R  STEM CELLS 
I N  IRRADIATED M I C E  
ANTICONVULSANT ACTION OF CARBON OIOXIOE - 
INTERACTION WITH RESERPINE AND I N H I B I T O R S  OF 
A6B-82403  
1-36 
SUBJECT INDEX MUSCULAR FUNCTION 
CARBONIC ANHYDRASE I N  RATS AND MICE 
A68-8243 1 
MICROBIOLOGY 
SPACECRAFT S T E R I L I Z A T I O N  HANDBOOK COVER1 NG 
MICROBIOLOGICAL ASPECTS, SPACECRAFT DESIGN AND 
CONTAMINATION CONTROL REQUIREMENTS 
~t.8-45647 
CLEAN ROOM CONTAMINATION PREVENTIONt ANALYZING 
MICROBIAL LEVELS AND ENTRANCE PATHWAYS AT CAPE 
KENNEDY 1 6 8 - 4 5 6 5 1  
MICROORGANISMS 
MICROBIAL STUDIES OF ANTARCTICA WITH CONOITIONS 
S I M I L A R  TO THOSE OF MARS 168-82259 
ORAL MICROFLORA - ORAL LESIONS AN0 CONTROL OF 
MICROORGAN ISMS A68-82292  
GROWTH OF MIXEO CULTURES OF MICROORGANISMS ON 
MIXEO SUBSTRATES A~B-a2346 
EVALUATION OF VACUUM PROBE FOR SAMPLING OUST AND 
MICROBIOLOGICAL SURFACE CONTAMI N A T I  ON 
NASA-CR-97152 ~68-36749 
IMPROVED AGAR SPRAY TECHNIQUE FOR SAMPLING SURFACE 
MICROORGAN ISM 
NASA-CR-97349 ~ 6 8 - 3 7 ~ 7 1  
MICROSCOPY 
L I G H T  MICROSCOPE OBSERVATIONS OF INNER EAR I N  
MAN AND MONKEYS ~6 8-62 32 1 
MICROWAVE EQUIPMENT 
INCINERATION AND MICROWAVE TREATMENT OF HUMAN 
FECAL MATTER TO DETERMINE CONCENTRATION RANGES 
AN0 I D E N T I T I E S  OF L I Q U I D ,  GASEOUS, AN0 S O L I 0  
PRODUCTS 
NASA-CR-73247 ~68 -36571  
MICROWAVE INTERFEROMETERS 
STUDY OF MOLECULAR HEMOGLOBIN STRUCTURE BY 
MEASURING SMALL DIFFERENCES OF COMPLEX MICROWAVE 
D I E L E C T R I C  CON STANT 
I PP- 3 / 6 6  ~ 6 1 3 - 3 7  11 1 
HICROWAVES 
B IOLOGICAL EFFECTS ON ANIMALS EXPOSED TO 
NICROWAVES 
UR-49-810 ~ t .8 -36850  
MIDDLE EAR 
SURVEY OF AURAL BAROTRAUMA I N  NAVAL D IVERS 
A6B-82398 
MIGRATION 
ENZYMATIC PROCESSES ON MEMBRANE MODELS STUDIED 
FOR MIGRATION AND P H EFFECT9 CONSIDERING 
MEMBRANES ROLE I N  ENZYME A C T I V I T Y  CONTROL 
A68-45583  
M I L I T A R Y  HELICOPTERS 
LOW LEVEL HELICOPTER NAVIGATION ACCURACY ON 
M I L I T A R Y  MISSIONS. COMPARING PERFORMANCE OF S INGLE 
P I L O T  AND P I L O T  AND NAVIGATOR TEAM 
A68-45407  
T R A I N I N G  METHODS AN0 PROGRAMMED INSTRUCTIONS FOR 
ARMY HELICOPTER P I L O T S  
HUMRRO-PP-18-68 ~68-38474 
M I NERAL O W  
CARBONACEOUS CHONDRITES STRUCTURAL CHARACTERISTICS 
AN0 CHEMICAL AND MINERALOGICAL COMPOSITION - 
RELATION BETW-EgN GASEOUS AND S I L I C A T E  COMPONENTS 
AND ORGANIC COMPOUNDS ABIOGENETIC SYNTHESIS 
~ 6 8 - 4 5 5 7 6  
MIN IATURE ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT 
IMPLANTABLE BIOINSTRUMENTATION SYSTEM CONS1 ST ING 
OF D I S S I M I L A R  METALL IC  ELECTRODES POWER SOURCE 
AND AMPLIFIER/TRANSMITTER FOR TELEMETERING 
B IOPOTENTIAL  I N  EKG STUOIES 
I A F  PAPER 6-36 ~68-44219 
I 4 I N I A T U R I Z A T I O N  
MINIATURE SKULL MOUNTED MULTIPLE CONNECTOR FOR 
SMALL ANIMALS SUITABLE FOR B R A I N  ST IMULATION WORK 
868-44428 
MISSION PLANNING 
WORK-REST SCHEDULES I N  RELATION TO COSMONAUT 
FATIGUE AND ENVIRONMENTAL FACTORS 
A68-44074  
BIOLOGICAL EXPLORATION OF MARS I N  TERMS OF 
BIOLOGICAL AN0 CHEMICAL EXPERIMENTS AN0 HARDWARE 
PLANNED FOR MISSIONS 
AIA PAPER 68-1122  ~68-44934 
MODELS 
DECIS ION MODEL RELATING STIMULUS I N T E N S I T Y  TO 
RESPONSE LATENCY AS APPLIED TO CONDITIONING AND 
REACT I O N  T I M E  DATA ~ 6 a - 8 2 3 7 1  
MOLECULAR STRUCTURE 
STUDY DF MOLECULAR HEMOGLOBIN STRUCTURE B Y  
MEASURING SMALL DIFFERENCES OF COMPLEX MICROWAVE 
DIELECTRIC CONSTANT 
I P P - 3 / 6 6  N 6 8 - 3 7 1 1 1  
MOLECULAR WEIGHT 
I O N I Z I N G  RADIATION EFFECTS ON CHEMICAL PROPERTIES 
OF AMINO ACIDS W I T H I N  PROTEIN MOLECULES 
NYD-2735-8 N68-36637  
UONITORS 
TASK COHERENCE, TRAINING TIME, AND RETENTION 
INTERVAL EFFECTS ON S K I L L  RETENTION FROM 
TRACKING AND MONITORING TASKS ~68-a2428  
BIOLOGICAL INDICATORS O F  R A D I O A C T I V I T Y  I N  V I C I N I T Y  
OF NUCLEAR F A C I L I T I E S  
DP-MS-67-99 ~68-36455 
MONKEYS 
RATES OF WAKING EYE MOVEMENT TO R A P I D  EYE MOVEMENT 
I N  SLEEP CONDITIONED MONKEYS USING 
ELECTROOCULOGRAM ~ 6 8 - 4 3 4 9 9  
SPERMATOZOA OBSERVATIONS AND BIOCHEMICAL TESTS OF 
SEMEN I N  MACACA NEMESTRINA MONKEY UNDER STUDY FOR 
ORBITAL SPACE FL IGHT ~ 6 8 - 4 4 0 5 3  
GLYCOLYTIC ENZYMES D I S T R I B U T I O N  I N  SQUIRREL 
MONKEY OLFACTORY BULB DETERMINED BY HISTOCHEMICAL 
STUOIES ~68-45394  
HISTOCHEMICAL STUDIES ON ESTERASES, MONOAMINE 
OXIDASE AND DEPHOSPhORYLATING ENZYMES 
D I S T R I B U T I O N  I N  SQUIRREL MONKEY AREA POSTREMA 
~6 a- 4 5 39 8 
RAPID EYE MOVEMENTS AND PARIETAL 
ELECTROENCEPHALOGRAM I N  MACACA MULATTA MONKEYS 
DURING NATURAL SLEEP A68-82339  
MOTION SICKNESS 
NERVOUS AN0 HUMORAL MECHANISMS OF 
EXTRALABYRINTHINE EFFECTS ON VEGETATIVE 
DISTURBANCES DURING SPACE F L I G H T  FACTORS 
8 6 8 - 4 5 9 1 3  
EFFECT OF MOTION SICKNESS ON GASTROINTESTINAL 
B IOELECTRIC POTENTIALS I N  INTACT AND 
LABYRINTHECTOMIZED DOGS A 6 a- a23 1 1 
REDUCING EFFECTS OF VESTIBULAR STIMULATION I N  MAN 
AM-a2389 BY PHYSICAL TRAINING 
EFFECT OF DRUGS ON OCULAR COUNTERROLLING 
NAS A-CR-37698 N68-37698  
MOUTH 
ORAL MICROFLORA - ORAL LESIONS AND CONTROL OF 
MICROORGANISMS A68-82292  
MUSCULAR FUNCTION 
WORK-REST REGIME FOR COSMONAUTS, DISCUSSING 
ADAPTABIL ITY  TO CIRCADIAN RHYTHM CHANGES, 
AFTEREFFECTS OF WORK AT CONTROL PANELS, ETC 
A 6 8 - 4 4 0 7 7  
PHYSICAL T R A I N I N G  FOR BETTER ADAPTATION TO 
ENVIRONMENTAL CHANGES DURlNG PROLONGED 
HYPODYNAMIA AND ALTERED D A I L Y  RHYTHM 
1-37 
MUSCULAR TONUS SUBJECT INDEX 
Ab8-44081  
ALTERED O A I L Y  RHYTHM EFFECT ON MUSCULAR FUNCTIONS, 
EMPHASIZING CAPACITY OF INTENTIONALLY STRAINING 
AN0 RELAXING SKELETAL MUSCLES AN0 LATENT T I M E  OF 
ACT I ON Ab8-44082  
EXCLUSION EFFECT OF AFFERENT S I G N A L I Z A T I O N  ON 
TONIC FUNCTION OF I L I O T I B I A L  MUSCLE I N  FROGS 
EXPOSED TO ACETYLCHOLINE Ab8-45922  
ISOMETRIC EXERCISE I N  OVERCOMING DEFECTS OF 
FUNCTIONAL AN0 ORGANIC MUSCLE ATROPHY 
A b 8 - 8 2 2 6 0  
F A C I L I T A T I O N  AN0 ADAPTATION OF HUMAN QUADRICEPS 
STRETCH REFLEX PRODUCED BY AUDITORY STIMULATION 
Ab8-82303  
MUSCULAR TONUS 
PHYSICAL EXERCISES RECOMMENOEO TO M A I N T A I N  TONUS, 
WORK CAPACITY AN0 PSYCHIC S T A B I L I T Y  DURING SENSORY 
DEPRIVATION REPLACEMENT BY EXCESS AFFERENTATION 
Ab8-44016  
EXCLUSION EFFECT OF AFFERENT S I G N A L I Z A T I O N  ON 
TONIC FUNCTION OF I L I O T I B I A L  MUSCLE I N  FROGS 
EXPOSED TO ACETYLCHOLINE Ab8-45922  
O T O L I T H I C  INFLUENCES ON TONUS CHANGES OF 
EXTRAOCULAR MUSCLES - STUOY ON POSIT IONAL EYE 
DEVIAT ION AN0 NYSTAGMUS I N  RABBITS 
Ab8-82375  
MUSCULOSKELETAL SYSTEM 
ALTERED D A I L Y  RHYTHM EFFECT ON MUSCULAR FUNCTIONSI 
EMPHASIZING CAPACITY OF INTENTIONALLY STRAINING 
AN0 RELAXING SKELETAL MUSCLES AN0 LATENT T IME OF 
ACT I O N  Ab8-44082  
POSSIBLE A R T I F I C I A L  GRAVITY MAGNITUDE BASED ON 
B IOELECTRICAL POTENTIAL OF SKELETAL MUSCLES AN0 
CARDIAC AN0 RESPIRATORY A C T I V I T Y  
A b 8 - 4 4 1 1 1  
MUSCLE REFLEX CHANGES UNOER EMOTIONAL STRESS I N  
HUMANS Ab8-82447  
HUT AT IONS 
CELL SURVIVAL RATES AND MUTATION DEVELOPMENT I N  
CHLORELLA VULGARIS PLANTS CARRIE0  BY COSMOS 
S A T E L L I T E  AbB-46147 
MOOIF ICATION OF L E T H A L I T Y  AN0 MUTAGENESIS BY 
GROWTH I N H I B I T I O N  OF ULTRAVIOLET-IRRADIATE0 
ESCHERICHIA C O L I  AbB-82445 
MY OCAROIUM 
GLYCOLYSIS RATE AN0 LACTIC  A C I D  CONTENT I N  RATS 
MYOCARDIUM DURING ADAPTATION TO HYPOXIA, USING 
PRESSURE CHAMBER Ab8-43885  
METABOLIC ADAPTATIONS I N  RAT HEART MYOCARDIAL 
T I S S U E  DURING REPEATED EXERCISE ON TREAOMILL, 
NOTING PHYSICAL TRAINING EFFECT ON MYOCARDIAL 
GLYCOGENESIS Ab8-45405  
EFFECT O F  AMINAZIN  CHLORPROMAZINE ON CARDIAC 
MUSCLE BLOOD FLOW I N  CATS Ab8-82308  
N 
NARCOT I C s  
HYPOXIA EFFECTS ON WHITE MICE REACTIONS TO 
ETHER, INTRANARCONE AN0 CORAZOLt NOTING 
RETARDATION OF CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM FUNCTIONS 
Ab8-45775  
NAVIGATORS 
LOW LEVEL HELICOPTER NAVIGATION ACCURACY ON 
M I L I T A R Y  MISSIONSI COMPARING PERFORMANCE OF S INGLE 
P I L O T  AN0 P I L O T  AN0 NAVIGATOR TEAM 
Ab8-45407  
NERVOUS SYSTEM 
TWO TONE I N H I B I T I O N  I N  AUDITORY NERVE F I B E R S  FROM 
S P I K E  DISCHARGES RECORDED FROM ANESTHETIZED CATS 
Ab8-43351  
WORKING CAPACITY AND HIGHER NERVOUS A C T I V I T Y  OF 
MAN ANALYZED I N  SPACECRAFT SIMULATORS 
Ab8-44080  
HYPODYNAMIA EFFECT ON MEN CONFINED TO BE0  REST, 
USING DISORDERS OF NERVOUS AN0 CARDIOVASCULAR 
SYSTEMSt GASTRIC SECRETION AN0 BLOOD COMPOSITION 
A b 8 4 4 0 9 1  
DETECTION METHOO FOR INFORMATION POINTS OF IMAGE, 
U S I N G  LAYERS OF NEURON NETWORKS 
Ab8-45414  
SENSORY OEPRIVATION I N  SPACE MEDICINE,  DISCUSSING 
I R R I T A T I O N  SPECTRUM LEADING TO PATHOLOGICAL 
CHANGES I N  PSYCHIC PROCESSES OF TEST SUBJECTS 
Ab8-45912  
NEUROGLIA 
CENTRIFUGE GRAVITATIONAL EFFECTS ON RNA OF 
OEITERS CELLS AN0 G L I A  OF RATS 
Ab8-44060  
NEUROLOGY 
HYPOKINESIA EFFECTS ON HUMAN NEUROLOGY ON 
EXTENDED SPACE FL IGHTS SIMULATED BY 72-DAY BE0  
REST Ab8-43890  
NEURONS 
CENTRIFUGE GRAVITATIONAL EFFECTS ON RNA OF 
OEITERS CELLS AN0 G L I A  OF RATS 
Ab8-44060  
CARBON D I D X I O E  EFFECTS ON HYPOTHALAMIC SELF 
ST IMULATION I N  HYPOXIA, NOTING ROLE I N  
M A I N T A I N I N G  FUNCTIONAL NEURONAL POPULATION 
Ab  8 -44445  
CELL MEMBRANE AN0 INTRACELLULAR MECHANISMS 
AFFECTING ENDOGENOUS A C T I V I T Y  I N  NEURON /PARABOLIC 
BURSTER OF SEA HARE/, NOTING CIRCADIAN RHYTHM 
Ab8-45401  
DETECTION METHOO FOR INFORMATION POINTS OF IMAGE, 
USING LAYERS OF NEURON NETWORKS 
Ab8-45414  
PROPOSE0 NEURAL EXCITATION BY INTERACTION OF 
ULTRASONIC AN0 ELECTROMAGNETIC ENERGY 
AFOSR-b8-0879 N b 8 - 3 7 7 7 0  
NEUROPHYSIOLOGY 
ANXIETY ATTENT IVENESS-ALERTNESS REACTION TO 
A N T I C I P A T I O N  OF PHYSICAL OR MENTAL PERFORMANCE, 
STUOY I N G  SURFACE-NEGATIVE POTENTIAL APPEARING I N  
HUMAN BRAIN FRONTAL REGION A b 8 4 4 0 5 1  
NEUROPHYSIOLOGY OF POSTURAL MECHANISMS 
I N  MAMMALS A b 8 - 8 2 3 3 5  
NEUROPSYCHIATRY 
PHYSIOLOGICAL AN0 NEUROPSYCHOLOGICAL EFFECTS OF 
ALTERED O A I L Y  A C T I V I T Y  SCHEDULE ON COSMONAUTS 
DURING CONFINEMENT A 68 -44019  
NEUTRON IRRAO I AT I O N  
PHYSIOLOGICAL REGENERATION ON CORNEA E P I T H E L I U M  
AN0 INTESTINES EXPOSED TO FRACTIONAL I R R A O I A T I  ON 
WITH F I S S I O N  NEUTRONS. STUDYING M I T O T I C  INDEX AND 
CHROMOSOME ABERRATIONS CONTENT A 6 8 - 4 6 1  1 8 
NIGHT V I S I O N  
EFFECTS OF I R R I T A T I O N  O F  VESTIBULAR APPARATUS ON 
ADAPTABIL ITY  OF HUMAN EYE TO DARKNESS, STUDYING 
RATE OF RECOVERY OF SHARPNESS OF V I S I O N  
Ab  8-461 2 1  
F ILTERS USED BY DRIVERS AT N I G H T  AGAINST GLARE 
AN0 V I S U A L  PERCEPTION Ab8-82262  
NITROGEN 
HYPOKINESIA EFFECTS ON NITROGEN METABOLISM OF RATS 
Ab8-46152  
EFFECT OF LOBELINE, CORAZOLE AN0 NOSAMIOE ON 
CARBOHYDRATE AN0 NITROGEN METABOLISM I N  DOG 
BRAIN Ab  8- 82332 
NITROGEN METABOLISM OF GOPHER B R A I N  I N  HYPOTHERMIA 
1-30 
SUBJECT INDEX ORTHOSTATIC TOLERANCE 
AN0 HYPEROXIA Ab8-82333  
N O I S E  (SOUNO) 
STUDIES O F  PLASMA TORCH HAZARDS INCLUDING 
ULTRAVIOLET RAOIATIONI NOISE, AN0 NOXIOUS 
GASES AN0 FUMES A68-82382  
RELATION OF THRESHOLD S H I F T  TO NOISE I N  HUMAN 
EAR 668-82419 
N O I S E  REDUCTION 
INDUSTRIAL  ASPECTS OF COMMUNITY NOISE AN0 HEARING 
CONSERVATION PROGRAM A b 8 - 8 2 3 8 1  
N O I S E  THRESHOLD 
HUMAN AUDITORY ANALYZER FOUND STABLE OURING 
PROLONGED EXPOSURE TO ALTERED GAS MEDIUM 
Ab8-44085  
SOUNO LEVEL MEASUREMENTS AN0 APPROXI MAT1 ON 
FORMULA FOR ACOUSTIC PERCEPTION OF NOISE 
NASA-TT-F-11926 Nb8-36316  
N O I S E  TOLERANCE 
AUDITORY HAZARDS FROM SUPERSONIC AIRCRAFT PRODUCED 
SONIC BOOMS, USING HUMAN TOLERANCES TO SIMULATED 
BOOMS AND FRIEDLANDER PRESSURE WAVEFORMS 
A68-45396  
NORADRENALINE 
B R A I N  NORADRENALIN CONCENTRATION DIURNAL CHANGES 
I N  CAT HYPOTHALAMUS AN0 CERVICAL S P I N A L  CORD, 
NOTING AXON TERMINALS OF NEURONS 
A68-44426  
NOREPINEPHRINE 
EFFECTS OF STRESS ON METAEOLISM OF NOREPINEPHRINE, 
DOPAMINE AN0 SEROTONIN I N  CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM 
OF RATS - MODIF ICATIONS OF NOREPINEPHRINE 
TURNOVER A68-82439  
NUCLEAR EMULSIONS 
I O N I Z I N G  RAOIATION RECEIVED BY B IOLOGICAL T ISSUE 
OURING SPACE FL IGHTS MEASURE0 BY NUCLEAR 
EMULSION TECHNIQUE AbB-46151  
NUCLEAR RESEARCH 
B IOLOGICAL INDICATORS OF R A D I O A C T I V I T Y  I N  V I C I N I T Y  
OF NUCLEAR F A C I L I T I E S  
OP-MS-67-99 NbB-36455 
NUCLEIC ACIDS 
U V RAOIATION EFFECTS ON ONE CELLEO ORGANISMS, 
NOTING PHOTOREACTIVATION AN0 ST IMULATION OF 
ADENINE SYSTEM AN0 P Y R I M I D I N E S  OF NUCLEIC ACIDS 
Ab8-45590  
NUCLEOTIDES 
SOLUTIONS OF TIME-OEPENOENT D I F F E R E N T I A L  EQUATIONS 
FOR TAUTOMERIC INTERCONVERSION I N  A-T AN0 G-C 
BASE P A I R S  OF DNA 
UCRL-50412  NbB-38367 
NUCLIDES 
DOSE D I S T R I B U T I O N S  NEAR ISOTROPIC POINT AN0 PLANE 
BETA SOURCES I N  A I R  AN0 WATER FOR 37 NUCLIDES 
CALCULATED FROM MONOENERGETIC ELECTRON DOSE 
DISTRIBUTIONS - TABLES 
AECL-2793 Nb8-36760  
N U T R I T I O N  
HYOROGENOMONAS EUTROPHA AS POTENTIAL  REGENERATED 
FOOD FOR LONG DURATION SPACE MISSIONS, D ISCUSSING 
WEANLING RAT PROLONGED FEEDING STUDIES 
I A F  PAPER 8-178 168-44231 
NUTRIT IONAL REQUIREMENTS 
B IOLOGICAL VALUE OF PLANT PROTEINS FOR CLOSE0 
LIFE-SUPPORT SYSTEM, STUDYING D I E T  EFFECTS ON RATS 
AbB-46117 
0 
OCCUPATION 
OCCUPATIONAL DERMATIT IS  FROM PLASTICS AN0 
PREVENT I VE MEASURES A48-82256  
OCULOMOTOR NERVES 
V ISUAL ACCOMMODATION EFFECTS OF ELECTRICAL 
STIMULUS FREQUENCY ON OCULOMOTOR NUCLEUS OF CATS 
A68-82409  
OLFACTORY PERCEPT I O N  
GLYCOLYTIC ENZYMES OISTRIBUTION I N  SQUIRREL 
MONKEY OLFACTORY BULB DETERMINED BY HISTOCHEMICAL 
STUDIES Ab8-45394  
ONBOARD E~~IPHENT 
ONBOARO AIRCRAFT OXYGEN GENERATION SYSTEM USING 
WATER ELECTROLYSIS. DISCUSSING SERVICING AN0 
APPLICATIONS 
SAE PAPER 680716 A b 8 - 4 5 1 0 1  
OPERATIONAL HAZARDS 
V IBRATION SPECTRUM OF PERFORATORS AND V IBRATION 
DISEASE I N  ORILLERS A 68-02 3 94 
OPERATOR PERFORMANCE 
WORK SCHEDULES AN0 OPERATOR PERFORMANCE DURING 
CONFINEMENT TO SIMULATED AEROSPACE CREW 
COMPARTMENT A 68 -82288  
R E L I A B I L I T Y  EVALUATION OF PARAMETER TRACKING 
VERSION OF PROPOSE0 CROSSOVER MODEL FOR 
MEASURING HUMAN OPERATOR PERFORMANCE I N  LOW 
ORDER COMPENSATORY MANUAL CONTROL SYSTEMS 
Nb8-36304  
OPTICAL COUPLING 
EXTERNAL BIOSENSOR USING OPTICAL BACKSCATTER FOR 
CONTINUOUS DETERMINATION OF BLOOD OXYGENATION I N  
HUMANS AN0 ANIMALS 
NAS A-CR-923 18 Nb8-36572  
OPTICAL F I L T E R S  
SUBMICRON METAL F I B E R  SOLUTIONS FOR F I L T E R S  TO 
PROTECT PERSONNEL FROM H I G H  I N T E N S I T Y  L I G H T  
FLASHES 
REPT .-b339-F N b 8 - 3 7 8 9 7  
OPTICAL i L L U S I O N  
ECOLOGICAL AND DEVELOPMENTAL HYPOTHESES FOR 
OPTICAL I L L U S I O N S  
OPTICAL I L L U S I O N S  AN0 ASSOCIATED THEORIES 
EXPLAINING OCCURRENCE A 6 8 - 8 2 3 6 7  
A b 8 - 8 2 3 5 1  
OPTICAL TRACKING 
TRACKING A C T I V I T Y  OF HUMAN OPERATOR UNDER EFFECT 
OF CERTAIN SPACE FL IGHT FACTORS, ESTABLISHING 
RELATIONSHIP  BETWEEN CONTROL H A B I T S  AN0 LEVEL OF 
HYPOXIA AND HYPERCAPNIA A 6 8 - 4 6 1 5 6  
ORGANIC COMPOUNDS 
ABIOGENESIS, DISCUSSING HYOROGENI OXYGEN, CARBONI 
NITROGEN AN0 SULFUR CONVERSION INTO AMINO ACIDS 
FOR S IMPLE ORGANIC COMPOUNDS FORMATION 
A 6 8 - 4 5 3 9 7  
ORGANIC COMPOUNDS OF METEORITES, PREBIOLOGICAL 
EVOLUTION OF ORGANIC MATTER AND O R I G I N  OF L I V I N G  
MATTER A48-45577  
SYNTHESIS OF B IOLOGICALLY ACTIVE ORGANIC 
SUBSTANCES I N  AQUEOUS MEDIUM UNDER ULTRASONIC 
WAVE ACTION RELATE0 TO PRIMORDIAL FORMATION OF 
EARTH A b 8 - 4 5 5 8 0  
ASYMMETRIC AOSORBENTS AN0 CATALYSTS SIMULATING 
ENZYME EFFECTS STUDIED FOR ROLE I N  OCCURRENCE OF 
ORGANIC COMPOUNDS I N  NATURE A 6 0 - 4 5 5 8 1  
INORGANIC POLYPHOSPHATES P A R T I C I P A T I O N  I N  ORGANIC 
COMPOUND SYNTHESIS ON PRIMEVAL EARTH, DISCUSSING 
POLYPHOSPHATE ROLE I N  PRIMEVAL ORGANISM METABOLISM 
A b 8 - 4 5 5 8 7  
F O S S I L  ORGANIC COMPONENTS INVESTIGATED TO 
ESTABLISH PLACE FOR ORGANISM I N  EVOLUTION SCHEME. 
CONSIDERING PROTEINS, AMINO ACIDS AN0 
CARBOHYDRATES A b 8 - 4 5 5 9 1  
ORTHOSTAT I C  TOLERANCE 
DOGS ORTHOSTATIC TOLERANCE AN0 RES1 STANCE TO 
TRANSVERSE ACCELERATION AFTER 14-DAY HYPOOYNAMI A, 
STUDYING TACHYCARDIA AN0 ARTERIAL PRESSURE 
Ab8-43883  
1-39 
OSCILLATING CYLINDERS SUBJECT INDEX 
HUMAN B R A I N  HEMODYNAMICS DURING PROLONGED 
HYPOKINESIA INCLUDING ORTHOSTATIC AN0 BED-REST 
TESTS, U S I N G  RHEOENCEPHALOGRAPHIC TECHNIQUE 
A68-46157  
HUMAN EXPERIMENTS TO STUDY SOMNOLENT AND 
PRECOLLAPTOID /COLLAPTOIO/ STATES WHEN F A L L I N G  
ASLEEP AN0 DURING PROLONGED STANDING TESTS 
868-46159 
O S C I L L A T I N G  CYLINDERS 
RHEOENCEPHALOGRAPHY METHODS FOR DETERMINING 
AVIATORS POTENTIALLY SUBJECT TO CEREBROVASCULAR 
DISEASE 
NASA-CR-97261 N68-37204  
OSMOSIS 
ERYTHROCYTES OSMOTIC RESISTANCE DURING H I G H  
MOUNTAIN ACCLIMATIZATION OF HUMANS AN0 RATS. 
NOTING INCREASE CORRELATED WITH OVERALL RESISTANCE 
TO HYPOXIA AND ACCELERATIONS A 6 8 4 5 7 6 7  
ALT ITUDE ADAPTATION EFFECT ON ERYTHROCYTES 
OSMOTIC RESISTANCE I N  ADRENALECTOMIZE0 AN0 
HYPOPHYSECTOMIZED RATS UNDER H I G H  MOUNTAIN 
CONDITIONS A68-45768  
EXOSMOSIS OF FREE AMINO ACIDS FROM NORMAL HUMAN 
S K I N  Ab8-82435  
O T O L I T H  ORGANS 
O T O L I T H I C  INFLUENCES ON TONUS CHANGES OF 
EXTRAOCULAR MUSCLES - STUDY ON POSIT IONAL EYE 
D E V I A T I O N  AN0 NYSTAGMUS I N  RABBITS 
A68-82375 
OUTGASSING 
HEAT TREATMENTS I N  INERT GAS ATMOSPHERE IMPROVE 
ELASTIC  FOAM POLYURETHANE BY REDUCING C A P A B I L I T Y  
OF TOXIC OUTGASSING AbB-43887 
OXIDASE 
HISTOCHEMICAL STUDIES ON ESTERASES* MONOAMINE 
OXIDASE AND DEPHOSPHORYLATING ENZYMES 
D I S T R I B U T I O N  I N  SQUIRREL MONKEY AREA POSTREMA 
868-45398 
MONOAMINOXIDASE A C T I V I T Y  LEVELS I N  ORGANS AN0 
I N T E S T I N E S  O F  WHITE RATS, NOTING DECREASE DURING 
HYPOXIA ADAPTATION A68-45772  
ENZYMATIC A C T I V I T Y  OF MONOAMINOXIOASE I N  ORGANS 
AN0 I N T E S T I N E S  OF WHITE RATS SUBJECTED TO LATERAL 
ACCELERATIONS Ab8-45773  
OXYGEN 
EFFECT OF TEMPERATURE, WORK LOAD AN0 OXYGEN 
CONCENTRATION I N  INHALE0 A I R  ON THERMOREGULATORY 
FUNCTIONS I N  MAN Ab8-82310  
OXYGEN BREATHING 
LOW PRESSURE OXYGEN ATMOSPHERE EXPOSURE OF MAN AN0 
ANIMALS, PHYSIOLOGICAL AND BIOCHEMICAL EXPERIMENTS 
I N D I C A T E  NO ADAPTIVE D I F F I C U L T I E S  
Ab8-44087  
P I L O T  PERFORMANCE UNDER CONDITIONS OF HYPOXIA OR 
OXYGEN BREATHING AT H I G H  PRESSURES 
JPRS-46656  N68-37345  
OXYGEN CONSWPTION 
SPACE F L I G H T  HYPOKINESIA S IMULATION EXPERIMENTS TO 
STUDY OXYGEN BALANCE I N  MAN A b 8 - 4 3 8 9 1  
HYPOXIA ADAPTATION TRACE ACCUMULATION I N  ANIMALS 
EXPOSED REPEATEDLY TO H I G H  ALT ITUDE TESTS 
DETERMINED FROM CHANGED WEIGHT, ERYTHROCYTES, 
HEMOGLOBIN CAPACITY AND OXYGEN CONSUMPTION 
A68-45769  
OXYGEN CONSUMPTION AND PHOSPHORYLATION PROCESSES 
RELATION STUDIED I N  RATS FOR H I G H  ALT ITUDE 
S T A B I L I T Y  A68-46150  
CARDIAC OUTPUT DETERMINED BY DYE-DILUTION 
TECHNIQUE AND OXYGEN UPTAKE I N  ATHLETES DURING 
SUBMAXIMAL AND MAXIMAL TREADMILL EXERCISE 
A68-82279  
OXYGEN CONSUMPTION OF VARIOUS T ISSUES I N  RATS 
HAVING HEAT STROKE A68-82283  
RELATION OF OXYGEN INTAKE AND VELOCITY OF WALKING 
AND RUNNING I N  ATHLETES AT 1800 M. ALTITUDE AND 
AT SEA LEVEL A68-82365  
MAXIMAL OXYGEN UPTAKE AND INCREASE I N  LACTATE 
CONCENTRATION I N  HUMANS BY DIRECT METHODS AND 
NOMOGRAMS A 6 8 - 8 2 4 3 4  
OXYGEN METABOLISM 
TEMPERATURE EFFECTS I N  VITRO ON OXYGEN METABOLIC 
RATES OF BROWN FAT AND L I V E R  HOMOGENATES FROM 
CONTROL AND COLD-ACCLIMATED RATS 
A 6 8 - 4 4 0 5 6  
PURE OXYGEN RESPIRATION EFFECTS ON BEHAVIOR OF 
MICE, GUINEA P I G S  AND RABBITS,  MEASURING 
RESPIRATORY GAS METABOLISM U N T I L  DEATH 
I A F  PAPER 8-183 A68-44233  
OXYGEN t4ETABOLISM CHANGES I N  MUSCULAR AND B R A I N  
T ISSUES OF ANIMALS EXPOSED TO PROLONGED TRANSVERSE 
ACCELERATIONS. EXAMINING OXYGEN CONSUMPTION AND 
BODY TEMPERATURE A68-46114  
EXTERNAL BIOSENSOR USING OPTICAL BACKSCATTER FOR 
CONTINUOUS DETERMINATION OF BLOOD OXYGENATION I N  
HUMANS AND ANIMALS 
NASA-CR-92318 N68-36572  
OXYGEN PROWCTIOW 
BOSCH REACTOR AND WATER VAPOR ELECTROLYSIS U N I T  
FOR OXYGEN RECOVERY FROM CARBON D I O X I D E  
SAE PAPER 680719 8 6 8 - 4 5 1 0 0  
ONBOARD AIRCRAFT OXYGEN GENERATION SYSTEM USING 
WATER ELECTROLYSIS* DISCUSSING SERVICING AND 
APPLICATIONS 
SAE PAPER 6 8 0 7 1 6  8 6 8 - 4 5 1 0 1  
OXYGEN TENSION 
OXYGEN AND CARBON D I O X I D E  TENSIONS I N  T ISSUE AND 
BLOOD OF NORMAL AND ACIDOTIC RATS 
Ab 8-82275 
EFFECT OF COLD EXPOSURE ON OXYGEN TENSION I N  
BROWN ADIPOSE T ISSUE I N  NDN-COLD-ADAPTED ADULT 
RAT Ab8-82297  
EFFECT OF INCREASED OXYGEN I N  INSPIRED A I R  
ON MORPHOLOGY OF SPERMATOZOA AND E P I T H E L I A L  
CELLS O f  THYROID LOBULES OF MICE 
8 6 8 - 8 2 3 5 5  
HYPERBARIC OXYGENATION EFFECT ON CEREBROSPINAL 
F L U I D  OXYGEN TENSION I N  HUMAN A b 8 - 8 2 3 5 9  
OZONE 
ELECTRON PARAMAGNETIC RESONANCE SPECTROSCOPY 
FOR DETECTION OF FREE RADICAL SIGNALS ASSOCIATED 
WITH OZONIZATION OF L I N O L E I C  A C I D  
Ab8-82349  
EFFECT OF OZONE EXPOSURE ON MENTAL FUNCTIONING 
A b 8 - 8 2 3 5 0  
P 
PALEONTOLOGY 
PALEONTOLOGICAL METHODS FOR INVESTIGATION OF 
EARLIEST FORM OF L I F E  I N  NORTHERN EURASIA*  
C I T I N G  NEW SPECIES OF ALGAE 1 6 8 - 4 5 5 9 2  
PARABOLIC FL IGHT 
WEIGHTLESSNESS EFFECT DURING PARABOLIC F L I G H T  ON 
EXTERNAL RESPIRATION, GAS EXCHANGE AN0 ENERGY 
EXPENDITURE A68-44083  
MOTION CODROINATION UNDER CONDITIDNS OF 
INTERMITTENT ACCELERATION AN0 WEIGHTLESSNESS 
DURING PARABOLIC AIRCRAFT F L I G H T  
A68-45928  
PARAMETERIZATIDN 
R E L I A B I L I T Y  EVALUATION OF PARAMETER TRACKING 
VERSION OF PROPDSED CROSSOVER MODEL FOR 
MEASURING HUMAN OPERATOR PERFORMANCE I N  LOW 
1-40 
SUBJECT INDEX PHOTON BEAMS 
ORDER COMPENSATORY MANUAL CONTROL SYSTEMS 
Nb8-36304  
P A R T I A L  PRESSURE 
CARBON D I O X I D E  P A R T I A L  PRESSURE R I S E  T I M E  AFTER 
STEP REDUCTION O F  VENTILATION. NOTING EFFECT OF 
HYPERVENTILATION DURATION Ab8-43640  
PASSENGER AIRCRAFT 
A I R  CONOITIONING SYSTEM DESIGN C R I T E R I A  FOR FUTURE 
SHORT HAUL COMMERCIAL PASSENGER J E T  AIRCRAFT 
NOTING PERFORMANCE, SAFETY, R E L I A B I L I T Y  AN0 
M A I N T A I N A B I L I T Y  
SAE PAPER 6 8 0 7 2 5  AbB-45098 
PATHOLOGICAL EFFECTS 
CORNEAL C A L C I F I C A T I O N  I N  RABBITS FROM M I L D  
I R R A D I A T I O N  WITH CARBON OIOXIOE LASER NOTING 
EXTRACELLULAR CHARACTERISTICS A b 8 - 4 3 3 8 9  
REPARABIL ITY  OF CULTURE0 HUMAN K IDNEY CELLS 
INJURED BY FRACTIONATED HEAVY I O N  I R R A O I A T I  ON 
168-44433 
SENSORY DEPRIVATION I N  SPACE MEDICINE,  DISCUSSING 
I R R I T A T I O N  SPECTRUM LEADING TO PATHOLOGICAL 
CHANGES I N  PSYCHIC PROCESSES OF TEST SUBJECTS 
Ab8-45912  
CLINICOPSYCHOLOGICAL METHOD APPLIED TO ANALYSIS OF 
HALLUCINATION, OEPERSONALIZATION AND S I M I L A R  
EFFECTS RESULTING FROM EXPOSURE TO EXTREMAL 
FACTORS FROM STANDPOINT OF SPACE PSYCHOLOGY 
AbB-45926  
PATIENTS 
NEW AIRCRAFT FOR TRANSPORTING PATIENTS - GENERAL 
DESIGN FEATURES Ab8-82255  
PATTERN RECOGNITION 
THRESHOLD ELEMENTS I N  SELECTION AN0 D I S C R I M I N A T I O N  
PROCESS OF PATTERN RECOGNITION 
FTD- HT- 2 3- 1044- 67 Nb8-38337 
PEPTIDES 
INTRAPERITONEAL I N J E C T I O N  OF HISTONES AND OTHER 
POLYPEPTIDES INTO ADRENALECTOMIZED MICE INCREASES 
HEPATIC TYROSINE-ALPHA-KETAGLUTARATE TRANSAMINASE 
AND TRYPTOPHAN PYROLASE A C T I V I T Y  
A b 8 4 4 4 3 0  
50 S RIBOSOMES OBTAINED FROM ESCHERICHIA C O L I  
D ISSOCIATED BY D I A L Y S I S  INTO 5 S R RNA AND 44 S 
PARTICLES, NOTING P A R T I A L L Y  UNCOILED STRUCTURE 
AM-44441 
PERFORMANCE TESTS 
L I F E  SUPPORT SYSTEM LOW GRAVITY TESTS, DISCUSSING 
L I Q U I D  DROPLET RELEASE, HEAT EXCHANGER PASSAGE 
PLUGGING AND L I Q U I D  F I L M  S T A B I L I T Y  
SAE PAPER 6 8 0 7 4 2  Ab8-45088  
PERFORMANCE AND N O I S E  ENVIRONMENT TESTS ON 
PROTECTIVE HELMETS 
USAARU-69-1 Nb8-38197  
PERIPHERAL C IRCULATION 
HIGH ALT ITUDE TRACK AN0 F I E L D  ATHLETIC  TRAINING 
AN0 ACCLIMATIZATION EFFECTS ON PERIPHERAL BLOOO 
I N D I C E S  Ab8-45778  
PERITONEUM 
INTRAPERITONEAL AOMINISTRATION OF MELATONIN I N  
RATS INVESTIGATED FOR EFFECT ON B R A I N  SEROTONIN 
CONCENTRATION Ab8-43874  
PERSONNEL 
CORONARY HEART DISEASE STUDY OF AEROSPACE INDUSTRY 
EMPLOYEES NOTING INCIDENCE. L IPOPROTEIN PATTERNS, 
HYPERTENSION. FAMILY HISTORY, ETC 
A68-44125  
PERSONNEL SELECT I O N  
MOTION CDOROINATION UNDER CONDITIONS OF 
I N T E W I T T E N T  ACCELERATION AN0 WEIGHTLESSNESS 
DURING PARABOLIC AIRCRAFT F L I G H T  
Ab8-45928  
PROLONGED SPACE F L I G H T  EFFECTS ON CREW MEMBERS 
HEALTH A 6 8 - 4 6 1 2 0  
COSMONAUT SELECTION AND TRAINING FOR SPACE F L I G H T  
N68-38010  
PERSPIRATION 
S K I N  SWEATING OURING EXERCISE AS DESCRIBED BY 
L INEAR FUNCTION OF METABOLIC RATE AN0 AMBIENT A I R  
TEMPERATURE A 6 8 - 4 4 1 2 3  
PH 
ENZYMATIC PROCESSES ON MEMBRANE MODELS STUDIED 
FOR MIGRATION AND P H EFFECT, CONSIDERING 
MEMBRANES ROLE I N  ENZYME A C T I V I T Y  CONTROL 
Ab8-45583  
PHARMACOLOGY 
REACTIV ITY OF ANIMALS TO CAFFEINE AND STRYCHNINE 
OURING TRANSVERSE ACCELERATION AFTEREFFECTS 
A b 8 - 4 5 9 2 0  
DRUGS FOR PROTECTION AND STIMULATION OF 
BIOLOGICAL FUNCTIONS OF SPACECREWS, NOTING 
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS ON TRANSVERSE-ACCELERATION 
RESISTANCE OF ANIMALS 8 6 8 - 4 6 1 4 5  
PHARMACOLOGICAL IMPROVEMENT OF CAPACITY OF 
PULMONARY CIRCULATION AT H IGH ALT ITUDE 
AROG/FE/-FE-348-2-F N68-36155  
PHARMACOLOGICAL AN0 BIOCHEMICAL CHANGES I N  BRAINS 
OF ANIMALS MAOE AGGRESSIVE BY ISOLATION 
AD-674665 Nb8-38014  
PHASE VELOCITY 
A X I A L  WAVES I N  BLOOO VESSELS, DETERMINING PHASE 
VELOCIT IES AN0 DAMPING, NOTING ANISOTROPIC 
BEHAVIOR OF ARTERY WALL 
SESA PAPER 1 3 5 0  A b 8 - 4 5 6 1 1  
PHENOTHIAZINES 
MELATONIN METABOLISM I N H I B I T I O N  BY PHENOTHIAZINES. 
DISCUSSING TEMPORAL AN0 OOZE EFFECTS OF 
CHLORPROMAZINE AND L I V E R  D I S P O S I T I O N  
A 6 8 - 4 4 4 3 9  
PHOSPHATES 
INORGANIC POLYPHOSPHATES P A R T I C I P A T I O N  I N  ORGANIC 
COMPOUND SYNTHESIS ON PRIMEVAL EARTH, DISCUSSING 
POLYPHOSPHATE ROLE I N  PRIMEVAL ORGANISM METABOLISM 
A b  8-45 5 8 7 
PHOSPHENE 
CHRONAXIMETRY OF COLORE0 PHOSPHENE PRODUCTION I N  
HUMANS A68-82306  
CHARACTERISTICS OF PHOSPHENE E L I C I T E D  B Y  ELECTRIC 
S T I M U L I  I N  HUMANS Ab8-82307  
PHOSPHORUS METABOLISM 
INORGANIC POLYPHOSPHATES P A R T I C I P A T I O N  I N  ORGANIC 
COMPOUND SYNTHESIS ON PRIMEVAL EARTH, DISCUSSING 
POLYPHOSPHATE ROLE I N  PRIMEVAL ORGANISM METABOLISM 
8 6 8 - 4 5 5 8 7  
PHOSPHORYLATION 
OXYGEN CONSUMPTION AN0 PHOSPHORYLATION PROCESSES 
RELATION STUDIED I N  RATS FOR H I G H  ALT ITUDE 
S T A B I L I T Y  Ab8-46150  
PHOTOCHEMICAL REACTlONS 
OXIDATION-REDUCTION REACTION SENSITIZED a Y  
COACERVATES ~ 6 8 - 4 5 5 8 5  
CHLOROPHYLL I N  OLEATE- AN0 PHOSPHATIDE-PROTEIN 
ULTRAVIOLET RADIATION EFFECTS I N  DEOXYRIBONUCLEIC 
A C I D  AND RELATE0 COMPOUNOSI RADIO-INDUCED 
FORMATION OF CYCLOBUTYL DIMERS AN0 THYMINE 
PRODUCTS I N  DNA, AN0 PHOTOCHEMICAL REACTIONS 
NY 0-2798-32 N68-36759  
PHOTOGRAPHIC F I L M  
BETA-. GAMMA-, AND X-RADIATION S E N S I T I V I T Y  OF 
NLICLEAR TRACK MONITORING F I L M  A b 8 - 8 2 3 8 0  
PHOTON BEAMS 
EVALUATION METHOD FOR LASER BEAM HAZARD TO EYES 
AN0 S K I N  
SC-OC-68-2108 Nb8-3 8 178 
1-41 
PHOTONS SUBJECT INDEX 
PHOTONS 
MATHEMATICAL RELATIONS ESTABLISHED FOR ABSORBED 
DOSE, KERMA. AN0 EXPOSURE FOR ELECTRONS AN0 
PHOTONS 
CEA-R-3424 N68-36999 
PHOTOSYNTHESIS 
ORGANIC COMPOUNDS ROLE I N  PHOTOSYNTHETIC 
A S S I M I L A T I O N  OF CARBON BY BACTERIA, NOTING 
HETEROTROPHIC F I X A T I O N  OF CARBON O I O X I O E  BY GREEN 
PLANTS 168-45589 
QUINONE SYNTHESIS AN0 CONTENT I N  VARIOUS STAGES 
O F  CELL DEVELOPMENT OF ALGA. CHLORELLA 
PROTOTHECOIOES AS RELATED TO PHOTOSYNTHESIS 
A68-82397 
PHOTOASSIMILATION OF N I T R A T E  AN0 CARBON O I O X I O E  
I N  CHLORELLA UNDER NORMAL CONOITIONS AN0 WITH 
I N H I B I T O R S  A 6 8 - 8 2 4 2 5  
PHYSICAL EXAMINATIONS 
CORONARY HEART DISEASE STUDY OF AEROSPACE INDUSTRY 
EMPLOYEES NOTING INCIOENCEI L IPOPROTEIN PATTERNS, 
HYPERTENSIONI FAMILY HISTORY, ETC 
A6 8 -441 2 5 
PREVENTIVE A V I A T I O N  MEDICINE AN0 AEROMEDICAL 
RESEARCH FROM AIRCRAFT SAFETY VIEWPOINT NOTING 
P I L O T  PHYSICAL EXAMINATIONS. F L I G H T  FATIGUE AN0 
AIRPORT OPERATORS ROLE A 6 8 - 4 5 6 5 6  
USE OF F L I G H T  SIMULATORS FOR MEDICAL SCREENING 
O F  F L Y I N G  PERSONNEL A 6 8 - 8 2 3 9 0  
PHYSICAL EXERCISE 
PHYSICAL EXERCISES RECOMMENOEO TO M A I N T A I N  TONUS, 
WORK CAPACITY AN0 PSYCHIC S T A B I L I T Y  DURING SENSORY 
DEPRIVATION REPLACEMENT B Y  EXCESS AFFERENTATION 
A b 8 - 4 4 0 7 6  
PHYSICAL T R A I N I N G  FOR BETTER ADAPTATION TO 
ENVIRONMENTAL CHANGES DURING PROLONGED 
HYPODYNAMIA AN0 ALTERED D A I L Y  RHYTHM 
A 6 B - 4 4 0 8 1  
ALTERED D A I L Y  RHYTHM EFFECT ON MUSCULAR FUNCTIONS, 
EMPHASIZING CAPACITY OF INTENTIONALLY STRAINING 
AND RELAXING SKELETAL MUSCLES AN0 LATENT T I M E  OF 
ACT I O N  A 6 8 - 4 4 0 8 2  
PHYSICAL EXERCISES AN0 SPORTS A C T I V I T I E S  ROLE I N  
INCREASING STATOKINETIC S T A B I L I T Y  I N  SPACE 
TRAVELERS ~ 6 8 - 4 4 1 0 2  
METABOLIC ADAPTATIONS I N  RAT HEART MYOCARDIAL 
T I S S U E  DURING REPEATED EXERCISE ON TREADMILL, 
NOTING PHYSICAL T R A I N I N G  EFFECT ON MYOCARDIAL 
GLYCOGENESIS A68-45405 
ISOMETRIC EXERCISE I N  OVERCOMING DEFECTS OF 
FUNCTIONAL AND ORGANIC MUSCLE ATROPHY 
A 6 8 - 8 2 2 6 0  
L I V E R  REACTION AS MANIFESTED I N  INCREASED 
A C T I V I T Y  OF SERUM O R N I T H I N E  CARBAMOYL 
TRANSFERASE AFTER SHORT HEAVY EXERCISE AN0 
PROLONGED EXERCISE I N  MAN A 6 8 - 8 2 2 6 4  
COOLING REQUIRED TO SUPPRESS SWEATING DURING 
WORK ~6a-82267 
CHANGES I N  REGIONAL O I S T R I B U T I O N  OF SWEATING 
DURING ACCLIMATIZATION TO HEAT I N  HUMANS DURING 
EXERCISE 
CIRCULATORY ADAPTATION TO ONE- AN0 TWO-LEG 
EXERCISE I N  HUMANS I N  SUPINE P O S I T I O N  
A6 8 -8 22 b 9 
~68-82271 
CIRCULATORY RESPONSES TO ARM EXERCISE WITH 
DIFFERENT ARM P O S I T I O N S  I N  HUMANS 
A68-82273 
CHANGES I N  CENTRAL CIRCULATION AN0 BODY F L U I D  
SPACES OF HUMANS DURING A C C L I M A T I Z A T I O N  TO HEAT 
AND PHYSICAL EXERCISE ~ 6 8  -  2276 
EFFECT OF SEASONAL T R A I N I N G  ON MAXIMAL CARDIAC 
OUTPUT I N  ATHLETES A 6 8 - 8 2 2 7 7  
CARDIAC OUTPUT DETERMINED BY DYE-DILUTION 
TECHNIQUE AN0 OXYGEN UPTAKE I N  ATHLETES DURING 
SUBMAXIMAL AN0 MAXIMAL TREADMILL EXERCISE 
A b 8 - 0 2 2 7 9  
TOTAL CARDIAC OUTPUT RESPONSE DURING FOUR MINUTES 
OF EXERCISE I N  NORMAL HUMANS AN0 HEART DISEASE 
PAT I ENTS 
EFFECT OF TEMPERATURE, WORK LOAO AN0 OXYGEN 
CONCENTRAT I O N  I N  INHALED A I R  ON THERMOREGULATORY 
FUNCTIONS I N  MAN A 6 8 - 8 2 3 1 0  
EFFECT OF FOUR-METHYL U R A C I L  ON CARBOHYDRATE 
METABOLISM OF RATS DURING MUSCULAR A C T I V I T Y  
~68-02284  
~68-82334 
EFFECT OF EXERCISE ON HEART AN0 PULMONARY BLOOD 
VOLUMES I N  HUMANS A 6 8 4 2 3 4 2  
HEMATOCRIT OF LEGS 
PHYS I CAL EXERCISE 
I N  MAN A T  REST AND 
S ELF-EVALU AT I O N  O F  PHYSIOLOGICAL RESPONSES B Y  
P I L O T S  DURING PHYSICAL T R A I N I N G  
A 6 8 - 8 2 3 8 8  
REDUCING EFFECTS OF VESTIBULAR STIMULATION I N  MAN 
BY PHYSICAL T R A I N I N G  A b 8 - 8 2 3 8 9  
ADAPTATION TO STRENUOUS PHYSICAL EXERCISE UNDER 
H I G H  ALTITUDE CONOITIONS OF MEXICO C I T Y  
A 6 8 - 8 2 4 3 3  
MAXIMAL OXYGEN UPTAKE AN0 INCREASE I N  LACTATE 
CONCENTRATION I N  HUMANS 8Y DIRECT METHODS AN0 
NOMOGRAMS A 6 8 - 8 2 4 3 4  
USE ON CIRCULATION CONTROLLING APPARATUS DURING 
INVESTIGATIONS OF WORK LOAO ON BICYCLE 
ERGON ETER 868-82450 
PHYSIOCHEMISTRY 
WAVELENGTH DEPENDENCE OF UV R A D I A T I O N  EFFECT ON 
PHYSICOCHEMICAL PROPERTIES OF DNA OF PHAGE ALPHA 
A 6 8 - 4 4 2 0 1  
DYNAMIC ASPECTS OF TEMPERATURE REGULATING SYSTEM, 
CAROIOVASCULAR SYSTEM, HORMONAL SYSTEM, CENTRAL 
NERVOUS SYSTEM, AN0 BEHAVIOR I N  MAMMALS 
NAS A-CR-973 16 N 6 8 - 3 7 7 2 2  
PHYSIOLOGICAL EFFECTS 
HYPOKINESIA EFFECTS ON HUMAN NEUROLOGY ON 
EXTENDED SPACE F L I G H T S  SIMULATED BY 72-DAY BE0 
REST A 6 8 - 4 3 8 9 0  
AUTOMATIC COMPUTER PROCESSING OF PHYSIOLOGICAL 
DATA DURING SPACE FLIGHTS, OISCUSSING CHOICE OF 
COMPUTERS AN0 COMPUTER PROGRAMS 
A 6 8 - 4 3 8 9 3  
PHYSIOLOGICAL EFFECTS OF D I E T S  WITH DRY 
CHLORELLA/ SCENEOESMUS ON HEALTHY MALE SUBJECTS 
A68-44023 
PHYSIOLOGICAL AN0 NEUROPSYCHOLOGICAL EFFECTS OF 
ALTERED D A I L Y  A C T I V I T Y  SCHEDULE ON COSMONAUTS 
DURING CONFINEMENT ~68-44079 
PHYSICAL T R A I N I N G  FOR BETTER ADAPTATION TO 
ENVIRONMENTAL CHANGES DURING PROLONGED 
HYPODYNAMIA AN0 ALTERED D A I L Y  RHYTHM 
A 6 8 - 4 4 0 8 1  
HUMAN TOLERANCE TO TRANSVERSE ACCELERATION STRESS 
AFTER HYPODYNAMIA USE0 TO PREDICT PHYSIOLOGICAL 
A68-&4084 EFFECTS OF REENTRY 
LOW PRESSURE OXYGEN ATMOSPHERE EXPOSURE OF MAN AN0 
ANIMALS. PHYSIOLOGICAL AN0 BIOCHEMICAL EXPERIMENTS 
I N O I C A T E  NO ADAPTIVE D I F F I C U L T I E S  
~68-44087 
HUMAN CAROIOVASCULAR SYSTEM DURING SPACE FLIGHTS,  
CONSIDERING EFFECTS ON FUNCTIONING OF SYSTEM 
A b 8 - 4 4 0 8 8  
1-42 
SUBJECT INOEX PHYSIOLOGICAL RESPONSES 
SPACECRAFT DECOMPRESSION HYPOXIA EFFECT ON 
RABBITS, STUDYING ELECTROENCEPHALOGRAPH CHANGES 
FOR CORRELATION BETWEEN B IOELECTRICAL B R A I N  
A C T I V I T Y  AND CONDITIONED REFLEX ACTIONS 
Ab8-44090  
HYPODYNAMIA EFFECT ON MEN CONFINED TO BE0  REST, 
U S I N G  DISORDERS OF NERVOUS AN0 CAROIOVASCULAR 
SYSTEMS, GASTRIC SECRETION AN0 BLOOD COMPOSITION 
AbB-4409 1 
GRAVITATIONAL EFFECTS ON HUMAN CIRCULATORY SYSTEM 
BY T I L T  TABLE SIMULATION, NOTING R E L I A B I L I T Y  
VARIATIONS I N  HEART BEAT AN0 BLOOD PRESSURE DATA 
AbB-44121 
H IGH ALT ITUDE ACCLIMATIZATION PHYSIOLOGY STRESSING 
CARBON D I O X I D E  STIMULATION OF RESPIRATORY CENTERS 
Ab8-44604  
SUPERSONIC TRANSPORTATION MEDICAL PROBLEMS DUE TO 
HIGH SPEED? ACCELERATION AND ALTITUDE, DISCUSSING 
FL IGHT PATHS, PRESSURIZED CABINS SAFETY AN0 
PASSENGER PSYCHOLOGY Ab8-45657  
HYPOPHYSIS ROLE I N  AOAPTATION TO HYPOXIA, 
ANALYZING ARTERIAL BLOOD, WEIGHT AN0 ALT ITUDE 
RESISTANCE OF WHITE RATS AbB-45766 
MONOAMINOXIOASE A C T I V I T Y  LEVELS I N  ORGANS AN0 
I N T E S T I N E S  O F  WHITE RATS, NOTING DECREASE DURING 
HYPOXIA ADAPTATION AbB-45772 
ENZYMATIC A C T I V I T Y  OF MONOAMINOXIOASE I N  ORGANS 
AND I N T E S T I N E S  OF WHITE RATS SUBJECTED TO LATERAL 
ACCELERATIONS AbB-45773 
H I G H  ALT ITUDE TRACK AN0 F I E L D  ATHLETIC  TRAINING 
AN0 ACCLIMATIZATION EFFECTS ON PERIPHERAL BLOOD 
INDICES Ab8-45778  
H I G H  I N T E N S I T Y  INTERMITTENT AUDIO AND V I S U A L  
S T I M U L I  EFFECT ON HUMAN BEHAVIOR AN0 
PHYSIOLOGY 
AD-673970  Nb8-38486  
PHYSIOLOGICAL FACTORS 
COSMONAUT WORK SCHEDULING, CONSIDER1 NG 
PSYCHOLOGICAL AN0 PHYSIOLOGICAL CONDITIONS DURING 
PROLONGED SPACEFLIGHT Ab0-44072  
BIOTELEMETRY SYSTEM FOR MEASURING, STORING AND 
TRANSMITTING HUMAN PHYSIOLOGICAL FACTORS I N  
CARDIOVASCULAR STUDIES UNDER VARIOUS CONDITIONS 
I A F  PAPER 8-141 A b 8 4 4 2 3 0  
PHY S I O L  06 I C  AL  RESPONSES 
HEAT AM0 HUMIDITY ENDURANCE L I M I T S  I N  MAN 
AbB-43870 
E EG. HEART BEAT, RESPIRATION RATES, BOOY 
TEMPERATURE, MOTOR A C T I V I T Y ,  PHYSICAL AN0 MENTAL 
EFFIC IENCY OF MAN DURING ANECHOIC CHAMBER 
CONFINEMENT 168-43894 
PHYSIOLOGICAL AN0 BIOCHEMICAL EFFECTS OF 
WEIGHTLESSNESS, DISCUSSING BONE MARROW 
DEGENERATION Ab8-44212  
PURE OXYGEN RESPIRATION EFFECTS ON BEHAVIOR OF 
MICE. GUINEA P I G S  AND RABBITS,  MEASURING 
RESPIRATORY GAS METABOLISM U N T I L  DEATH 
I A F  PAPER 0-183 Ab8-44233  
INTRAPERITONEAL I N J E C T I O N  OF HISTONES AN0 OTHER 
POLYPEPTIOES INTO ADRENALECTOMIZE0 MICE INCREASES 
HEPATIC TYROSINE-ALPHA-KETAGLUTARATE TRANSAMINASE 
AN0 TRYPTOPHAN PYROLASE A C T I V I T Y  
Ab8-44430  
FORCE FEEDING EFFECT ON RESPONSE OF JAPANESE 
QUAIL  TO OXYGEN TOXICITY.  DISCUSSING BOOY WEIGHT. 
D I G E S T I V E  PROCESSES AND MORTALITY RATES 
A b 8 - 4 5 3 9 5  
HUMAN PHYSIOLOGICAL RESPONSES DURING TRANSVERSE 
ACCELERATION AFTER ALT ITUDE ACCLIMATIZATION 
Ab8-45747  
RESPIRATORY, CAROIOVASCULAR AN0 CENTRAL NERVOUS 
SYSTEMS REACTIONS I N  MOUNTAIN CLIMBERS AN0 CONTROL 
SUBJECTS TO HYPOXIA AOAPTATION I N  PRESSURE 
CHAMBER Ab8-45749  
REPEATEO STAY EFFECT AT MOUNTAIN HEIGHTS ON 
RESISTANCE TO ACUTE HYPOXIA I N  MOUNTAIN CLIMBERS, 
DISCUSSING ALT ITUDE EFFECT ON HEMOGLOBIN AN0 
ERYTHROCYTES I N  BLOOD A b 8 - 4 5 7 5 1  
LOW BAROMETRIC PRESSURE AOAPTATION EFFECTS ON 
HYPOCAPNIA RESISTANCE, MEASURING EEGt  EKGI BLOOD 
PRESSURE AN0 CARBON D I O X I D E  P A R T I A L  PRESSURE I N  
MOUNTAIN AN0 NONMOUNTAIN CLIMBERS 
Ab8-45753  
HYPOXIA EFFECTS ON WHITE MICE REACTIONS TO 
ETHER, INTRANARCONE AND CORAZOLt NOTING 
RETARDATION OF CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM FUNCTIONS 
Ab8-45775  
ANTIOXIDANTS INCREASE R E S I S T I V I T Y  TO ACUTE, 
SUBACUTE AND CHRONIC HYPOXIA I N  MICE AN0 RATS 
Ab8-45776  
CUMULATIVE EFFECT OF IMPACT ACCELERATION ON 
PHYSIOLOGICAL FUNCTIONS OF RATSI STUDYING 
PARTICULARLY LUNG LESIONS 
OXYGEN METABOLISM CHANGES I N  MUSCULAR AN0 B R A I N  
T ISSUES OF ANIMALS EXPOSED TO PROLONGED TRANSVERSE 
ACCELERATIONSt EXAMINING OXYGEN CONSUMPTION AND 
BOOY TEMPERATURE Ab  8-46 11 4 
HYPOXIA EFFECT ON CELLULAR AND HUMORAL IMMUNITY 
OF MICE TO BACTERIAL INFECTION 
PHYSIOLOGICAL REACTION OF HUMAN BOOY TO APPLIED 
ST IMULI ,  DEVELOPING METHOD TO EVALUATE METABOLISM 
Ab8-46113  
Ab8-46115  
A b 8 - 4 6 1 1 6  
PHYSIOLOGICAL REGENERATION ON CORNEA E P I T H E L I U M  
AN0 INTESTINES EXPOSED TO FRACTIONAL IRRAOIATION 
WITH F I S S I O N  NEUTRONS, STUDYING M I T O T I C  INDEX AND 
CHROMOSOME ABERRATIONS CONTENT Ab  6-46 11 8 
EXPOSURE TO ACCELERATION AM0 PROLONGED CONFINEMENT 
I N  BED STUDIED FOR EFFECTS ON FUNCTIONAL STATE OF 
HUMAN STOMACH AbB-46124  
HUMAN EXPERIMENTS TO STUDY SOMNOLENT AN0 
PRECOLLAPTOIO l C O L L A P T O I O l  STATES WHEN F A L L I N G  
ASLEEP AN0 DURING PROLONGED STANDING TESTS 
A b 8 - 4 6 1 5 9  
EFFECTS OF ELECTRIC STIMULATION OF HUMAN 
VESTIBULAR APPARATUS RECORDED BY MONOSYNAPTIC H 
REFLEX TECHNIQUE 
HIBERNATOR AS IDEAL B IOLOGICAL TOOL FOR B A S I C  
STUDIES OF PHYSIOLOGICAL EFFECTS OF STRESS 
A b 8 - 4 6 1 6 1  
Ab8-82253  
TOTAL CARDIAC OUTPUT RESPONSE DURING FOUR MINUTES 
OF EXERCISE I N  NORMAL HUMANS AN0 HEART DISEASE 
PAT I ENTS 
EFFECT OF EXPOSURE TO OXYGEN AT H I G H  P A R T I A L  
PRESSURE ON RESPIRATORY, CIRCULATORY AN0 
NERVOUS SYSTEMS A b 8- 82  305 
STUDY ON THYROID GLAND IMPORTANCE DURING 
AOAPTATION TO H I G H  ALTITUDES I N  RATS 
Ab8-82204  
A 68- 82 309 
S I D E  EFFECTS OF MODERN DRUGS WITH PARTICULAR 
REFERENCE TO EYE Ab8-82320  
RESPONSE OF FREE FATTY ACIDS TO COFFEE AN0 
CAFFEINE I N  HUMANS AND DOGS AS AFFECTED B Y  
SUCROSE A b 8 - 8 2 3 4 1  
SELF-EVALU AT ION OF PHY S IOLOG I C A L  RESPONSES BY 
P ILOTS DURING PHYSICAL T R A I N I N G  
AbB-82388  
SKIN-VASCULAR REACTION TO LOCAL COOLING I N  MAN 
Ab8-82393  
1-43 
PHYSIOLOGICAL TESTS SUBJECT INDEX 
A N T I H I S T A M I N E  COMPOUNDS EFFECTS ON PSYCHOMOTOR 
PERFORMANCE AN0 PHYSIOLOGICAL RESPONSES AT THREE 
SIMULATED ALTITUDE LEVELS 
AM-b8-15 N b 8 - 3 6 0 1 7  
PHYSIOLOGICAL TESTS 
COMPUTER PROGRAM FOR ONBOARD MEDICAL CHECKUPS OF 
SPACECRAFT CREWS DURING EXTENDED SPACE FLIGHTS,  
DISCUSSING TESTS AN0 INTERVALS A 6 8 - 4 3 8 8 9  
S K I N  SWEATING DURING EXERCISE AS DESCRIBED BY 
L I N E A R  FUNCTION OF METABOLIC RATE AND AMBIENT A I R  
TEMPERATURE A b 8 - 4 4 1 2 3  
ARTERIAL BLOOD PRESSURE CHANGES I N  HUMANS 
INVESTIGATED BY SIMULATING F L I G H T  CONDITIONS I N  
PRESSURIZED CHAMBER Ab8-44860 
AUTOMATION PROBLEMS I N  SPACE F L I G H T  OPERATIVE 
MEDICAL CONTROL, G I V I N G  EQUATIONS OF CHANGES I N  
PHYSIOLOGICAL I N D I C E S  Ab8-46 11 1 
NEURO-OTOLOGICAL EXAMINATION - TEST METHODS AND 
DIAGNOSIS A68-82325 
Q U A L I T A T I V E  ALTERATION I N  R A D I A T I O N  I N J U R Y  I N  
M I C E  UNDER HYPDXIC CONDITIONS Ab8-82338 
RHEOENCEPHALOGRAPHY METHODS FOR OETERMI N I  NG 
AVIATORS POTENTIALLY SUBJECT TO CEREBROVASCULAR 
DISEASE 
NASA-CR- 97261 ~6a-37204 
PHYSIOLOGY 
CELL MEMBRANE AND INTRACELLULAR MECHANISMS 
AFFECTING ENDOGENOUS A C T I V I T Y  I N  NEURON /PARABOLIC 
BURSTER OF SEA HARE/. NOTING C I R C A D I A N  RHYTHM 
A b 8 - 4 5 4 0 1  
BIOCYBERNETICS AND SPACE PHYSIOLOGY APPLICATIONS 
TO C L I N I C A L  M E D I C I N E  N68-3 8 0 1  1 
PIGEONS 
ANIMAL STUDY FOR MOTOR REFLEXES UNDER SIMULATED 
WEIGHTLESSNESS AND DURING GRAVITATIONAL PULSES 
A 6 8 - 4 6 1 4 9  
F IXED-RATIO PUNISHMENT B Y  TIMEOUT OF CONCURRENT 
VARIABLE-INTERVAL BEHAVIOR I N  PIGEONS 
Ab8-82438 
P I L O T  PERFORMANCE 
PARACHUTISTS AND P I L O T S  CARDIOVASCULAR AND 
RESPIRATORY REACTIONS UNDER STRESS 
A b 8 - 4 4 0 9 9  
FLASH BLINDNESS EFFECTS ON NAVAL AVIATORS EXPOSED 
TO SIMULATED NUCLEAR BURST NOTING RECOVERY RATES. 
R E F L E X I V E  ACTIONS AN0 GOLD VISOR PROTECTION 
Ab8-44124 
SENIOR COMMERCIAL J E T  P I L O T S  A B I L I T Y  TO V I S U A L I Z E  
F L I G H T  INSTRUMENTS A 6 8 - 4 4 1 2 7  
AVIATOR BLACKOUT DUE TO R E T I N A L  HYPOXIA DURING 
ACCELERATION STRESS, DISCUSSING PHOTOGRAPHIC 
OBSERVATIONS OF R E T I N A L  ARTERY AND V E I N  COLLAPSE 
I N  O P T I C  D I S K  REGION 
I A F  PAPER 8-139 A68-44229 
P I L O T  CONTROLLABIL ITY L I M I T S  MEASURE0 FROM F I X E D  
BASE0 F L I G H T  SIMULATOR TESTS. EVALUATING UNSTABLE 
ELEMENT A b 8 - 4 5 2 8 1  
LOW LEVEL HELICOPTER N A V I G A T I O N  ACCURACY ON 
M I L I T A R Y  MISSIONS. COMPARING PERFORMANCE OF SINGLE 
P I L O T  AND P I L O T  AND NAVIGATOR TEAM 
Ab8-45407 
PREVENTIVE A V I A T I O N  M E D I C I N E  AND AEROMEDICAL 
RESEARCH FROM AIRCRAFT SAFETY VIEWPOINT NOTING 
P I L O T  PHYSICAL EXAMINATIONS, F L I G H T  FATIGUE AND 
AIRPORT OPERATORS ROLE A 6 8 - 4 5 6 5 6  
P I L O T  PERFORMANCE I N  SIMULATOR T R A I N I N G  DURING 
ACUTE HYPOXIA NOTING EFFECT ON ALTITUDE, ENGINE 
POWER AND DIRECTIONAL CONTROL 168-46155 
OPERATIONAL AND ENVIRONMENTAL FACTORS I N  HEAO-UP 
D I S P L A Y  FOR TERRAIN FOLLOWING I N  H I G H  SPEED, LOW 
A L T I T U D E  F L I G H T  W I T H  RESPECT TO P I L O T  
PERFORMANCE A b 8 - 8 2 2 8 7  
P I L O T  RESPONSE DURING TSR-2 AIRCRAFT F L I G H T S  
THROUGH TURBULENCE 
ARC-C P-99 7 N68-37139 
P I L O T  PERFORMANCE UNDER CONDITIONS OF HYPOXIA OR 
OXYGEN BREATHING AT H I G H  PRESSURES 
JPRS-46656 ~6 a- 3 7 3 4 5  
P I L O T  SELECTION 
RHEOENCEPHALDGRAPHY METHODS FOR DETERMINING 
AV IATDRS POTENTIALLY SUBJECT TO CEREBROVASCULAR 
0 IS EASE 
NASA-CR-97261 N b 8- 3 12 04 
T R A I N I N G  METHODS AND PROGRAMMED INSTRUCTIONS FOR 
ARMY HELICOPTER P I L O T S  
HUMRRO-PP-18-60 N b 8 - 3 8 4 7 4  
P I L O T  T R A I N I N G  
SELF-EVALUATION OF PHYSIOLOGICAL RESPONSES BY 
P I L O T S  DURING PHYSICAL T R A I N I N G  
A b 8 - 8 2 3 8 8  
T R A I N I N G  METHODS AN0 PROGRAMMED INSTRUCTIONS FOR 
ARMY HELICOPTER P I L O T S  
HUMRRO-PP- 18-68 Nb8-38474 
P I  LOTS (PERSONNEL) 
APPARENT DURATION OF TEN MINUTE INTERVAL 
TO P I L O T S  DURING I S O L A T I O N  Y H I L E  PERFORMING 
TRACKING TASKS AND WHILE ENGAGED I N  NO A C T I V I T Y  
W I T H  AND WITHOUT BACKGROUND DISTRACTION 
A 6 8 - 8 2 3 5 2  
P I N E A L  GLAND 
MELATONIN METABOLISM I N H I B I T I O N  BY PHENOTHIAZINES. 
DISCUSSING TEMPORAL AND DOZE EFFECTS OF 
CHLORPROMAZINE AN0 L I V E R  D I S P O S I T I O N  
A 6 8 - 4 4 4 3 9  
P I N E A L  GLAND CENTRAL CONTROL I N  FEMALE RATS 
EXPOSED TO CONTINUOUS ENVIRONMENTAL I L L U M I N A T I O N  
A 6 8 - 4 4 4 4 0  
HAMSTER P I N E A L  CELLS I N  VITRO NEOPLASTIC 
TRANSFORMATION BY ONCOGENIC DNA VIRUSES, 
DISCUSSING TUMOR FORMATION A b 8 - 4 5 3 9 9  
P I T U I T A R Y  GLAND 
SPECIES DIFFERENCES I N  I N D U C I B I L I T Y  OF 
PHENYLETHANOLAMINE- N-METHYL TRANSFERASE 
A 6 8-4442 5 
HYPOXIA EFFECT ON BLOOD AN0 HEMOPOIETIC ORGANS OF 
ADRENALECTOMIZED AN0 HYPOPHYSECTOMIZED RATS, 
NOTING ERYTHROCYTOSIS A b 8 - 4 5 7 6 5  
HYPOPHYSIS ROLE I N  ADAPTATION TO HYPOXIA. 
ANALYZING ARTERIAL BLOOD, WEIGHT AND A L T I T U D E  
RESISTANCE OF WHITE RATS Ab8-45766 
A L T I T U D E  ADAPTATION EFFECT ON ERYTHROCYTES 
OSMOT IC RESISTANCE I N  ADRENALECTOMIZED AND 
HYPOPHYSECTOMIZED RATS UNDER H I G H  MOUNTAIN 
COND I T  IONS 868-45768 
PLANETARY EVOLUTION 
L I F E  O R I G I N  ON EARTH, DISCUSSING GRADUAL FORMATION 
OF HIGHLY COMPLEX CARBONACEOUS COMPOUNDS COMPOSING 
MULTIMOLECULAR SYSTEMS A b 8 - 4 5 5 7 4  
MULTISTAGE GAS EVOLUTION I N  EARTH CRUST AND 
ATMOSPHERE AND RELATION TO O R I G I N  OF L I F E  
~6a-45575 
SYNTHESIS OF BIOLOGICALLY A C T I V E  ORGANIC 
SUBSTANCES I N  AQUEOUS MEDIUM UNDER ULTRASONIC 
WAVE ACTION RELATED TO PRIMORDIAL FORMATION OF 
EARTH A 6 8 - 4 5 5 8 0  
PLANETARY LANDING 
GEOMETRIC P R O B A B I L I T Y  TO RECONTAMINATE PLANETARY 
SPACECRAFT-PARTICLE INTERACTION PHYSICS 
LANDER ay SPORES AND DUST PARTICLES, DISCUSSING 
A 6 8 - 4 4 3 4 3  
1-44 
SUBJECT INDEX PROBLEM SOLVING 
CONTAMINATION CONTROL I N  PLANETARY LANDINGS BY 
SPACECRAFT S T E R I L I Z A T I O N  Ab8-45646  
PLANETARY SURFACES 
IMPROVE0 AGAR SPRAY TECHNIQUE FOR SAMPLING SURFACE 
MICROORGAN ISM 
NASA-CR-97 3 4 9  N b 8 - 3 7 8 7 1  
PLANTS (BOTANY) 
CHANGE I N  CONTENT OF DRY MATTER, SUGARS AND 
ASCORBIC ACID I N  PLANTS AFTER ACTION OF SPACE 
FL IGHT FACTORS ON SEEDS OF THESE PLANTS 
A68-43879  
SPACE ENVIRONMENT EFFECT ON LEAF RHYTHMS OF 
BEAN PLANTS Ab8-44427  
A I R  REGENERATION BY VARIOUS PLANT SPECIES I N  
CLOSED ECOLOGICAL SYSTEM. DISCUSSING CARBON 
D I O X I D E  CONCENTRATION AN0 GAS EXCHANGE I N T E N S I T Y  
Ab8-44568  
BIOCHEMICAL FUNCTIONS CHANGES PRODUCE0 BY PLANTS 
I N  BIOSPHERE, EXAMINING FLORAL AN0 BIOSPHERIC 
EVOLUTION A68-45588  
ORGANIC COMPOUNDS ROLE I N  PHOTOSYNTHETIC 
A S S I M I L A T I O N  OF CARBON B Y  BACTERIA, NOTING 
HETEROTROPHIC F I X A T I O N  OF CARBON D I O X I D E  BY GREEN 
PLANTS Ab8-45589  
BIOLOGICAL VALUE OF PLANT PROTEINS FOR CLOSED 
LIFE-SUPPORT SYSTEM, STUDYING D I E T  EFFECTS ON RATS 
A68-46117  
ST IMULATION OF GROWTH OF A L L I U M  CEPA AFTER 
EXPOSURE OF I T S  BULBS TO SPACE F L I G H T  ON BOARD 
COSMOS-110 8 6 8 - 8 2 3 1 9  
RADIATION PROTECTION OF SULFUR COMPOUNDS TO PLANT 
T I S S U E  A68-82357  
P L A S T I C S  
OCCUPATIONAL DERMATIT IS  FROM P L A S T I C S  AN0 
PREVENTIVE MEASURES A6 8 -8 2 2 5 b 
POLYURETHANE FOAM 
HEAT TREATMENTS I N  INERT GAS ATMOSPHERE IMPROVE 
ELASTIC  FOAM POLYURETHANE B Y  REDUCING C A P A B I L I T Y  
OF TOXIC OUTGASSING Ab8-43887  
POSTURE 
POSTURAL BLOOD REDISTRIBUTION EFFECTS ON PULMONARY 
MECHANICS, NOTING CHANGES I N  THORACIC 
CIRCUMFERENCE AND END-EXPIRATORY LUNG VOLUME AN0 
INTRATHORACIC PRESSURE A b 8 - 4 3 6 4 1  
CONDITIONE0 F A L L I N G  REFLEX OF ANALYZER SYSTEMS 
EFFECT ON CHANGE OF HUMAN POSTURE AN0 S P A T I A L  
P O S I T  ION A68-45918  
REGIONAL PULMONARY ARTERIAL-VENOUS SHUNTING I N  
DOGS EXPOSED TO ACCELERATION I N  DIFFERENT BODY 
POSIT IONS Ab8-82272  
CIRCULATORY RESPONSES TO ARM EXERCISE WITH 
DIFFERENT ARM POSIT IONS I N  HUMANS 
A b 8 4 2 2 7 3  
RAOIOTELEMETER FOR DETERMINING BLADDER PRESSURE 
I N  WOMEN I N  VARIOUS POSTURES Ab8-82300  
NEUROPHYSIOLOGY OF POSTURAL MECHANISMS 
I N  MAMMALS Ab8-82335  
POTASSIUM 
USE OF RADIOTRACER TO DETERMINE I N F L U X  OF 
POTASSIUM INTO CHLORELLA PYRENOIOOSA AS 
AFFECTED BY EXPOSURES TO L I G H T  AN0 DARKNESS 
Ab8-82345  
POTATOES 
PRESERVATION O F  POTATOES USING GAUUA I R R A D I A T I O N  
J EN-189-5 I/I- 18 Nb8-36915  
POWER SPECTRA 
DATA PROCESSING PROCEDURES FOR ANALYSIS OF 
ELECTROENCEPHALOGRAPHICAL TRACINGS FROM SLEEP 
DEPRIVATION STUDIES 
N68-36442  MOC-T R-67-106 
PRESERVING 
PRESERVATION OF POTATOES USING GAMMA I R R A D I A T I O N  
J EN-189-S I / I- 18 
PRESSURE BREATHING 
Nb8-36915  
EFFECTS OF ANESTHESIA AN0 A R T I F I C I A L  VENTILATION 
ON CAVAL FLOW AND CARDIAC OUTPUT I N  DOGS 
A b 8 - 8 2 2 6 6  
PRESSURE CHAMBERS 
DISCHARGE RATES OF METABOLIC PRODUCTS I N  MEN 
CONFINE0 I N  PRESSURE CHAMBER WEARING A I R T I G H T  
SUITS AN0 GAS MASKS Ab8-43892  
ARTERIAL BLOOO PRESSURE CHANGES I N  HUMANS 
INVESTIGATED BY S IMULATING F L I G H T  CONDITIONS IN 
PRESSURIZED CHAMBER A 68 -448  b D 
HUMAN TOLERANCE TO TRANSVERSE ACCELERATION DURING 
ADAPTATION TO HYPOXIA I N  PRESSURE CHAMBER, 
CONSIDERING ASTRONAUTS PREFLIGHT TRAINING 
Ab8-45748  
RESPIRATORY. CARDIOVASCULAR AND CENTRAL NERVOUS 
SYSTEMS REACTIONS I N  MOUNTAIN CLIMBERS AND CONTROL 
SUBJECTS TO HYPOXIA ADAPTATION I N  PRESSURE 
CHAMBER Ab8-45749  
MICE AND RATS RESISTANCE TO ACUTE HYPOXIA STUDIED 
I N  PRESSURE CHAMBER AFTER SUBJECTION TO STATIC  
AND DYNAMIC LOADS AT MOUNTAIN ALTITUDES 
A b 8 4 5 7 5 4  
HYPOXIA ADAPTATION METHODS EVALUATED FROM H I G H  
MOUNTAIN AND PRESSURE CHAM8ER EXPERIMENTAL DATA ON 
MICE AND RATS A 68 -45159  
PRESSURE EFFECTS 
LOW PRESSURE OXYGEN ATMOSPHERE EXPOSURE OF MAN AN0 
ANIMALS, PHYSIOLOGICAL AN0 BIOCHEMICAL EXPERIMENTS 
I N D I C A T E  NO ADAPTIVE O I F F I C U L T I E S  
Ab8-44087  
D I V I N G  AN0 A V I A T I O N  BENOS TREATMENT B Y  INCREASED 
AMBIENT PRESSURE. DISCUSSING RECOMPRESSION, GAS 
MIXTURESI T IMES OF APPLICATION AND ERROR 
Ab8-44118  
RATS RESISTANCE AND R E A C T I V I T Y  I N  HYPOTHERMAL 
STATE TO VERY LOW ATMOSPHERIC PRESSURE B Y  
HYP ERCAPN I A-HY POX I A  EXPOSURE A b 8 - 4 5 9 1 9  
HEMODYNAMIC MEASUREMENTS ON HUMAN S K I N  CAPILLARY 
FLOW DURING EXPOSURE TO H I G H  AND LOW ATMOSPHERIC 
PRESSURES 
DLR-FE-66-56 Nb8-37988  
PRESSURE MEASUREMENTS 
RAOIOTELEMETER FOR DETERMINING BLADDER PRESSURE 
I N  WOMEN I N  VARIOUS POSTURES Ab8-82300  
MEASUREMENT OF BLOOD CIRCULATION PRESSURE AN0 
DEVELOPMENT OF PULMONARY EDEMA I N  UREMIA 
NASA-TT-F-11904 
PRESSURE REDUCTION 
GASTRIC SECRETIONS I N  D IVERS DURING DECOMPRESSION 
AND AT DEPTH 
EFFECT OF LOWER BODY DECOMPRESSION ON BLOOD 
PRESSURE AN0 LUNG CAPACITY I N  F I V E  PATIENTS WITH 
LUNG CONJESTION 
NAS A-TT-F-11903 Nb8-36356  
Nb8-36155  
Ab8-82385  
PROBABIL ITY  THEORY 
GEOMETRIC PROBABIL ITY  TO RECONTAMINATE PLANETARY ~ 
LANDER BY SPORES AN0 OUST PARTICLES, DISCUSSING 
SPACECRAFT-PART I C L  E INTERACTION PHYSICS 
Ab8-44343  
EFFECT OF CONTROL PLACEMENT ON INFORMATION 
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MOUNTAIN ACCLIMATIZATION OF HUMANS AN0 RATS. 
NOTING INCREASE CORRELATED WITH OVERALL RESISTANCE 
TO HYPOXIA AND ACCELERATIONS 868-45767  
ALT ITUDE ADAPTATION EFFECT ON ERYTHROCYTES 
OSMOTIC RESISTANCE I N  AORENALECTOMIZEO AN0 
HYPOPHYSECTOMIZED RATS UNDER H I G H  MOUNTAIN 
CON0 I T  IONS A68 -45768 
DURATION OF HEMOPOIETIC REACTION OF BONE MARROW I N  
RATS FOR ACCLIMATIZATION TO HYPOXIA, NOTING 
OESOXYRIEONUCLEIC ACIO CONTENT OF CELLS AN0 
M I T O T I C  A C T I V I T Y  A6  E -4577 0 
MONOAMINOXIDASE A C T I V I T Y  LEVELS I N  ORGANS AN0 
I N T E S T I N E S  OF WHITE RATS, NOTING DECREASE DURING 
HYPOXIA ADAPTATION A~B-45772 
ENZYMATIC A C T I V I T Y  OF MONOAMINOXIOASE I N  ORGANS 
AN0 INTESTINES OF WHITE RATS SUBJECTED TO LATERAL 
ACCELERATIONS A6E-45773 
DEHYDROGENASE A C T I V I T Y  OF SUCCINIC AN0 L A C T I C  
ACIDS I N  WHITE RATS DURING ACCLIMATIZATION TO 
CHRONIC HYPOXIA, NOTING CELLULAR ADAPTATION 
MECHANISMS AbE-45774 
ANTIOXIDANTS INCREASE R E S I S T I V I T Y  TO ACUTE. 
SUBACUTE AN0 CHRONIC HYPOXIA I N  MICE AN0 RATS 
A6  8-4571 6 
BIOCHEMICAL BLOOD CHARACTERISTICS AN0 
HISTOCHEMICAL CHANGES I N  RAT ORGANS FROM EXPOSURE 
TO HYPOXIA AFTER MEXAMINE I N J E C T I O N  
A 6 8 - 4 5 7 7 7  
BIOLOGICAL VALUE OF ALGAL AN0 SOYA PROTEINS ON 
FOUR GENERATIONS OF WHITE RATS AbE-45917 
RATS RESISTANCE AN0 R E A C T I V I T Y  I N  HYPOTHERMAL 
STATE TO VERY LOW ATMOSPHERIC PRESSURE BY 
HYPERCAPNI A-HYPOXIA EXPOSURE A6 E -459 19 
HISTOCHEMICAL INVESTIGATION OF EFFECT OF 
HYPOTHERMIA AND HYPOBIOSIS  ON A C T I V I T Y  OF 
O X I D I Z I N G  T ISSUE ENZYMES OF CARBOHYDRATE. AMINO 
ACID, NUCLEOTIDE AN0 A L I P H A T I C  METABOLISM OF RATS 
A6E-45923 
RATS EXPOSED TO DIFFERENT HYPEROXIC ATMOSPHERES 
FOR 20 DAYS STUDIED FOR TOXIC L I P 1 0  FORMATION 
AbB-45924 
CUMULATIVE EFFECT OF IMPACT ACCELERATION ON 
PHYSIOLOGICAL FUNCTIONS OF RATS, STUDYING 
PARTICULARLY LUNG LESIONS Ab8-46113  
OXYGEN METABOLISM CHANGES I N  MUSCULAR AN0 B R A I N  
TISSUES OF ANIMALS EXPOSED TO PROLONGED TRANSVERSE 
ACCELERATIONS, EXAMINING OXYGEN CONSUMPTION AN0 
BODY TEMPERATURE A6 E-46 11 4 
BIOLOGICAL VALUE OF PLANT PROTEINS FOR CLOSE0 
LIFE-SUPPORT SYSTEM, STUDYING D I E T  EFFECTS ON RATS 
A~B-46117 
OXYGEN CONSUMPTION AN0 PHOSPHORYLATION PROCESSES 
RELATION STUDIED I N  RATS FOR H I G H  ALT ITUDE 
S T A B I L I T Y  168-461 50 
HYPOKINESIA EFFECTS ON NITROGEN METABOLISM OF RATS 
A6E-46152 
OXYGEN AN0 CARBON OIOXIOE TENSIONS I N  T ISSUE AN0 
E L 0 0 0  OF NORMAL AN0 ACIDOTIC RATS 
AbE-E2275 
OXYGEN CONSUMPTION OF VARIOUS TISSUES I N  RATS 
HAVING HEAT STROKE Ab8-82283  
EFFECTS OF H IGH ALT ITUDE F L I G H T S  ON STRUCTURE O f  
VASCULAR SYSTEM I N  RABEITS AN0 RATS 
A68-82289  
EFFECT OF COLD EXPOSURE ON OXYGEN TENSION I N  
BROWN ADIPOSE T ISSUE I N  NON-COLD-ADAPTED ADULT 
RAT A6E-82297  
STUDY ON THYROID GLAND IMPORTANCE DURING 
ADAPTATION TO HIGH ALTITUDES I N  RATS 
Ab8-82309  
EFFECT OF FOUR-METHYL URACIL  ON CARBOHYDRATE 
METABOLISM OF RATS DURING MUSCULAR A C T I V I T Y  
A6B- E 2 3 3 4  
EFFECT OF B L I N D I N G  AN0 CONTINUOUS I L L U M I N A T I O N  ON 
D A I L Y  C IRCADIAN A C T I V I T Y  RHYTHM I N  RATS 
RECEIV ING 0-AMPHETAMINE SULPHATE 
Ab8-E2340  
HEMOLYSIS AN0 ERYTHROPOIESIS - EFFECT OF 
HEMOLYSATES ON ERYTHROPOIESIS OF NORMAL, 
STARVED AN0 POLYCYTHEMIC RATS 868-82354 
EFFECT OF ANOXIA ON MECHANICAL PERFORMANCE OF 
ISOLATE0 ATRIA  FROM GROUND SQUIRRELS AN0 RATS 
ACCLIMATIZED TO ALT ITUDE AbE-E2368 
CORRELATIONS BETWEEN INTENSITY OF I L L U M I N A T I O N  
AN0 FUNCTIONAL STATE OF CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM 
I N  RATS A6E-82376  
DRUG EFFECTS ON CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM A C T I V I T Y  
OF RATS EXPOSED TO VARIOUS LEVELS OF BRIGHTNESS 
AbB-82377  
ADRENAL GLAND A C T I V I T Y  I N  CHANGES OF CATECHOLAMINE 
CONTENT I N  RATS AFTER PHYSICAL STRESS 
A6E-82386  
EFFECT OF PROTEIN D E F I C I E N T  D I E T  ON GLYCEMIA AND 
GLUCOSE METABOLISM I N  RATS AbE-E2402 
INCREASE I N  SEROTONIN CONCENTRATION I N  B R A I N  STEM 
OF RATS DIFFERENTIALLY DEPRIVE0  OF RAPID EYE 
MOVEMENT STATE A b 8 - 8 2 4 0 4  
ELECTRICAL A C T I V I T Y  OF CEREBELLUM AN0 EFFECTS OF 
CEREBELLECTOMY DURING HYPEROXIC SEIZURES OF RATS 
A6E-82408  
EFFECT OF HYPOXIA AN0 ADRENAL CORTEX HORMONES ON 
ORIGINATION OF ACETYLCHOLINE CARDIAC SYNCOPE I N  
RATS A6E-E2421 
EFFECT OF I N S U L I N  ON AMINO A C I O  METABOLISM I N  
STARVE0 RATS A6E-E2424 
ANTICONVULSANT ACTION OF CARBON O I O X I O E  - 
INTERACTION WITH RESERPINE AN0 I N H I B I T O R S  OF 
CARBONIC ANHYDRASE I N  RATS AN0 MICE 
A6E-E2431  
THERMIC PROPERTIES OF DNA FROM L I V E R  OF RATS 
EXPOSED TO X I R R A D I A T I O N  AN0 EFFECTS OF 
AMINOETHYLISOTHIURONIUM AN0 COCARBOXYLASE 
A 6 8- E 2 4 3 6  
SUPPRESSION OF BEHAVIOR I N  RATS B Y  TIMEOUT 
PUNISHMENT WHEN SUPPRESSION RESULTS I N  LOSS OF 
A68-82437  P O S I T I V E  REINFORCEMENT 
EFFECTS OF STRESS ON METABOLISM OF NOREPINEPHRINE, 
DOPAMINE AN0 SEROTONIN I N  CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM 
OF RATS - MOOIFICATIONS O F  NOREPINEPHRINE 
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REACTION T I M E  SUBJECT INDEX 
TURNOVER Ab8-82439  
REPEATED LOW-DOSE X RAY I R R A D I A T I O N  EFFECTS ON 
OISCRIMINATION AN0 R A D I A T I O N  TOLERANCES OF 
ALBINO RATS Nb8-36069  
CARDIOVASCULAR PERFORMANCE I N  RATS AFTER FOUR 
WEEKS I N  H I G H  GRAVITY ENVIRONMENTS 
Nb8-36674  
REACTION T I M E  
HYPOXIA ADAPTATION TRACE ACCUMULATION I N  ANIMALS 
EXPOSED REPEATEDLY TO H I G H  ALT ITUDE TESTS 
DETERMINE0 FROM CHANGE0 WEIGHT, ERYTHROCYTESt 
HEMOGLOBIN CAPACITY AN0 OXYGEN CONSUMPTION 
Ab8-45169  
DECIS ION MOOEL RELATING STIMULUS I N T E N S I T Y  TO 
RESPONSE LATENCY AS APPLIED TO CONDITIONING AN0 
REACTION T I M E  DATA A b 8 - 8 2 3 7 1  
REACTION T I M E  AN0 CHOICE CONFIDENCE STUDIES OF 
AUDITORY SIGNAL PERCEPTION I N  HUMANS 
Nb8-36808  
REACTOR TECHNOLOGY 
REACTORS TECHNICAL CHARACTERISTICS FOR H I G H  
TEMPERATURE MINERALIZATION OF CLOSED L I F E  SYSTEMS 
BIOLOGICAL HASTES, DERIV ING EQUATIONS TO ESTIMATE 
ENERGY BALANCE Ab8-43888  
READING 
PERFORMANCE COMPARISON OF ELECTROMECHANICAL AN0 
ELECTROLUMINESCENT DISPLAYS I N  CLOSEO LOOP 
MANUAL TRACKING TASK AN0 READING ACCURACY TESTS 
NASA-TN-0-4841 N b 8 - 3 6 4 5 1  
REDUCE0 GRAVITY 
VESTIBULAR ANALYZER AN0 MAINTENANCE OF P O S I T I O N  
AN0 MOTION COOROINATION I N  A R T I F I C I A L  LOW GRAVITY 
AN0 WEIGHTLESSNESS, NOTING RESULTS FOR MICE AN0 
RATS A68-44177  
L I F E  SUPPORT SYSTEM LOW GRAVITY TESTS9 DISCUSSING 
L I Q U I D  DROPLET RELEASE. HEAT EXCHANGER PASSAGE 
PLUGGING AN0 L I Q U I D  F I L M  S T A B I L I T Y  
SAE PAPER 6 8 0 7 4 2  Ab8-45088  
REENTRY EFFECTS 
HUMAN TOLERANCE TO TRANSVERSE ACCELERATION STRESS 
AFTER HYPODYNAMIA USEO TO PREDICT PHYSIOLOGICAL 
EFFECTS OF REENTRY Ab8-44084  
REFLEXES 
F A C I L I T A T I O N  AN0 ADAPTATION OF HUMAN QUADRICEPS 
STRETCH REFLEX PRODUCED BY AUDITORY STIMULATION 
Ab8-82303  
MUSCLE REFLEX CHANGES UNDER EMOTIONAL STRESS I N  
HUMANS Ab8-82447  
REGENERATION (ENGINEERING) 
REGENERATIVE L I F E  SUPPORT SYSTEMS FOR LARGE 
SPACE STATIONS TO ACHIEVE C A P A B I L I T Y  FOR OPERATION 
OVER EXTENDED PERIODS OF T I M E  
AIAA PAPER 68-1032 Ab8-44944  
REINFORCEMENT (PSYCHOLOGY) 
SUPPRESSION OF BEHAVIOR I N  RATS BY TIMEOUT 
PUNISHMENT WHEN SUPPRESSION RESULTS I N  LOSS OF 
P O S I T I V E  REINFORCEMENT Ab8-82437  
F IXED-RATIO PUNISHMENT BY TIMEOUT OF CONCURRENT 
VARIABLE-INTERVAL BEHAVIOR I N  PIGEONS 
nm-a2438 
R E L I A B I L I T Y  ENGINEERING 
TWO GAS REGENERATIVE L I F E  SUPPORT SYSTEM 30-DAY 
UNMANNED R E L I A B I L I T Y  TEST, ESTABLISHING F A 1  LURE 
MODES AN0 RATES AN0 MAINTENANCE REQUIREMENTS 
I A F  PAPER 8-43 Ab8-44220  
COMPUTERIZED R E L I A B I L I T Y  AN0 M A I N T A I N A B I L I T Y  
ANALYSES O F  LONG DURATION MANNED SPACE MISSIONS. 
D ISCUSSING IMPACT ON ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL-LIFE 
SUPPORT SYSTEMS DESIGN 
SAE PAPER 680745 Ab8-45 08 b 
R E L I A B I L I T Y  AN0 I N - F L I G H T  M A I N T A I N A B I L I T Y  PROBLEMS 
I N  ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL-LIFE SUPPORT SYSTEMS 
DESIGN FOR LONG OURATION INTERPLANETARY MANNED 
SPACE FL IGHT 
SA€ PAPER 680144 Ab8-45087  
RENAL FUNCTION 
RENAL FUNCTION I N  WATER DEPRIVATION AN0 FREE FOOD 
INTAKE I N  DOGS Ab8-82296  
REPRODUCTIVE SYSTEMS 
SPERMATOZOA OBSERVATIONS AN0 BIOCHEMICAL TESTS OF 
SEMEN I N  MACACA NEMESTRINA MONKEY UNDER STUDY FOR 
ORBITAL  SPACE FL IGHT Ab8-44053  
SPERMATOGENESIS CONDITION OF EXPERIMENTAL DOGS 
AFTER 22-DAY SPACE FL IGHT AN0 REPROOUCTION 
FUNCTION I N  F I R S T  OFFSPRING GENERATION 
Ab8-46148  
GAMMA RAOIATION EFFECTS ON REPRODUCTIVE SYSTEM AN0 
EMBRYONIC DEVELOPMENT O F  FROGS 
NASA-TT-F-11966 Nb8-36318  
RESEARCH FAC I L  IT1  ES 
UNIFORMITY OF PROTON BEAMS AVAILABLE A T  NASA 
SYNCHROCYCLOTRON I N  SPACE R A D I A T I O N  EFFECTS 
LABORATORY DURING STUDIES USING MICE, RABBITS,  
AN0 MONKEYS A b 8 - 8 2 3 4 4  
RESERPINE 
ANTICONVULSANT ACTION O F  CARBON D I O X I D E  - 
INTERACTION WITH RESERPINE AN0 I N H I B I T O R S  OF 
CARBONIC ANHYDRASE I N  RATS AN0 MICE 
Ab 8 -8243  1 
RESIDUES 
INCINERATION AND MICROWAVE TREATMENT OF HUMAN 
FECAL MATTER TO DETERMINE CONCENTRATION RANGES 
AN0 I O E N T I T I E S  OF L I P U I O I  GASEOUSI AN0 S O L I 0  
PRODUCTS 
NAS A-CR-73247 N b 8 - 3 6 5 1 1  
RES I N S  
S K I N  I R R I T A T I O N  AN0 OAMAGE I N  T E X T I L E  PLANT 
HORKERS EXPOSED TO RESINS USEO I N  ANTICREASING 
PROCESS A68-82432  
RESPIRATION 
PURE OXYGEN RESPIRATION EFFECTS ON BEHAVIOR OF 
MICE, GUINEA P I G S  AN0 RABBITS,  MEASURING 
RESPIRATORY GAS METAEOLISM U N T I L  DEATH 
I A F  PAPER 8-183 Ab8-44233  
ST IMULATION OF AORTIC AN0 CAROTID CHEMORECEPTORS 
DURING CARBON MONOXIDE INHALATION I N  CATS 
A b 8 - 8 2 2 6 8  
VASOCONSTRICTOR RESPONSE TO SIMULATED D I V I N G  I N  
MAN AS AFFECTED BY ATROPINE Ab8-82274  
EFFECTS OF ALTITUDE ACCLIMATIZATION ON PULMONARY 
FUNCTION I N  WOMEN AS COMPARE0 TO THOSE I N  MEN 
A b 8 - 8 2 2 7 8  
RESPIRATORY PHYSIOLOGY 
WEIGHTLESSNESS EFFECT DURING PARABOLIC F L I G H T  ON 
EXTERNAL RESPIRATION* GAS EXCHANGE AN0 ENERGY 
EXPENDITURE A 68 -44083  
RESPIRATORY REFLEXES 
EFFECT OF SUPERHIGH FREQUENCY ELECTROMAGNETIC 
F I E L D S  ON CONOITIONEO REFLEX REGULATION OF 
CAROIAC AN0 RESPIRATORY A C T I V I T Y  I N  RABBITS 
JPRS-46632 Nb8-37285  
RESPIRATORY SYSTEM 
PARACHUTISTS AN0 P I L O T S  CARDIOVASCULAR AN0 
RESPIRATORY REACTIONS UNDER STRESS 
Ab8-44099  
H IGH ALT ITUDE ACCLIMATIZATION PHYSIOLOGY STRESSING 
CARBON OIOXIOE STIMULATION OF RESPIRATORY CENTERS 
A 68-44604 
GRAVITATIONAL AN0 I N E R T I A L  FORCE ENVIRONMENT 
EFFECTS ON CARDIOVASCULAR AN0 RESPIRATORY 
FUNCTIONS I N  DOGS AN0 CHIMPANZEES 
N AS A- CR-9 7 192 Nb8-36568  
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SUBJECT INDEX SEMANTICS 
Ab8-82316  R E T I N A  
NEURORETINA L I G H T  S E N S I T I V I T Y  REDUCTION UNDER HIGH 
ALT ITUDE HYPOXIA S IMULATION FROM AOAPTOMETRY TESTS 
I A F  PAPER B-bo Ab8-44226  
EFFECT OF L I G H T  ON EPINEPHRINE CONTENT OF TOAD 
RETINA Ab8-82258  
RETINAL ADAPTATION 
AVIATOR BLACKOUT DUE TO R E T I N A L  HYPOXIA DURING 
ACCELERATION STRESS, DISCUSSING PHOTOGRAPHIC 
OBSERVATIONS OF RETINAL ARTERY AN0 V E I N  COLLAPSE 
I N  OPTIC  D I S K  REGION 
I A F  PAPER 8-139 868-44229 
REVIEWING 
HIBERNATOR AS I D E A L  B IOLOGICAL TOOL FOR BASIC 
STUDIES OF PHYSIOLOGICAL EFFECTS OF STRESS 
Ab8-82253  
ADVANCES I N  BIOMEDICAL ENGINEERING AN0 MEDICAL 
PHYSICS - BIOTELEMETRY, LASER APPLICATIONS AN0 
PULSE FLOW Ab8-82293  
EFFECT OF EXPOSURE TO OXYGEN AT H I G H  P A R T I A L  
PRESSURE ON RESPIRATORY* CIRCULATORY AN0 
NERVOUS SYSTEMS A b 8 4 2 3 0 5  
OPTICAL I L L U S I O N S  AN0 ASSOCIATED THEORIES 
EXPLAINING OCCURRENCE Ab8-82367  
REVIEW OF SENSORY EFFECTS OF AGING I N  MAN 
A b 8 - 8 2 3 9 1  
RHEOENCEPHALOGRAPHY 
HUMAN B R A I N  HEMODYNAMICS DURING PROLONGED 
HYPOKINESIA INCLUDING ORTHOSTATIC AN0 BED-REST 
TESTS, USING RHEOENCEPHALOGRAPHIC TECHNIQUE 
Ab8-46157 
RHEOENCEPHALOGRAPHY METHODS FOR DETERMI N I  NG 
AVIATORS POTENTIALLY SUBJECT TO CEREBROVASCULAR 
DISEASE 
NASA-CR-97261 Nb8-37204  
RHYTHM (BIOLOGY) 
PHYSIOLOGICAL AN0 NEUROPSYCHOLOGICAL EFFECTS OF 
ALTERED D A I L Y  A C T I V I T Y  SCHEDULE ON COSMONAUTS 
DURING CONFINEMENT Ab8-44079  
PHYSICAL TRAINING FOR BETTER ADAPTATION TO 
ENVIRONMENTAL CHANGES DURING PROLONGED 
HYPODYNAMIA AN0 ALTERED D A I L Y  RHYTHM 
A b 8 - 4 4 0 8 1  
MASS SCALE CHEMICAL ANALYSIS  OF SOLID, L I Q U I D  AN0 
GAS PHASES TRANSFER OF MATTER I N  B IOLOGICAL CYCLES 
OF L I F E  SUPPORT SYSTEMS Ab8-44105  
SPACE ENVIRONMENT EFFECT ON LEAF RHYTHMS OF 
BEAN PLANTS Ab8-44427  
RIBONUCLEIC ACIOS 
CENTRIFUGE GRAVITATIONAL EFFECTS ON RNA OF 
OEITERS CELLS AN0 G L I A  OF RATS 
A b 8 - 4 4 0 6 0  
50 S RI8OSOMES OBTAINED FROM ESCHERICHIA C O L I  
D ISSOCIATED BY D I A L Y S I S  I N T O  5 S R RNA AN0 44 S 
PARTICLES, NOTING P A R T I A L L Y  UNCOILED STRUCTURE 
1 6 6 - 4 4 4 4  1 
ENZYMATIC PROCESSES ON MEMBRANE MODELS STUDIED 
FOR MIGRATION AN0 P H EFFECT, CONSIDERING 
MEMBRANES ROLE I N  ENZYME A C T I V I T Y  CONTROL 
Ab8-45583  
I O N I Z I N G  RADIATION EFFECTS ON CHEMICAL PROPERTIES 
OF AMINO ACIOS W I T H I N  PROTEIN MOLECULES 
NY 0-2735-8 Nb8-36637  
ROCKET EXHAUST 
LESIONS I N  LUNGS OF DOGS EXPOSED TO ROCKET EXHAUST 
FUMES CONTAINING BERYLLIUM COMPOUNDS 
A b 8 - 8 2 2 8 1  
RODENTS 
EFFECT OF CYSTAMINE AN0 D E R I V A T I V E S  I N  MICE AN0 
RATS DURING ACCELERATION STRESS AN0 HYPOXIA 
ROTATING ENVIRONMENTS 
PHYSICAL EXERCISES AN0 SPORTS A C T I V I T I E S  ROLE I N  
INCREASING STATOKINETIC S T A B I L I T Y  I N  SPACE 
TRAVELERS Ab8-44102  
RUNNING 
RELATION O F  OXYGEN INTAKE AN0 VELOCITY OF WALKING 
AT SEA LEVEL Ab8-82365  
AND RUNNING IN ATHLETES A T  m o o  M. ALTITUDE AND 
S 
SAMPLERS 
IMPROVED AGAR SPRAY TECHNIQUE FOR SAMPLING SURFACE 
MICROORGANISM 
NASA-CR-97349 Nb8-37871  
SAMPLING 
AUTOMATIC SAMPLE COLLECTOR FOR CONTINUOUSLY 
GROWING ESCHERICHIA CULTURES A6B-82348  
EVALUATION OF VACUUM PROBE FOR SAMPLING OUST AN0 
MICROBIOLOGICAL SURFACE CONTAMINATION 
NASA-CR-97152 N68-36749  
SCANNERS 
RAOIOISOTOPIC COLOR SCANNING OF PULMONARY 
AEROEMBOLI I N  DECOMPRESSION SICKNESS, NOTING DOG 
EXPERIMENT RESULTS AN0 ROLE OF DEXTRAN INFUSION I N  
RECOVERY A b 8 - 4 4 1 1 7  
SCENEDESMUS 
HEAT OF COMBUSTION I N  BIOMASS OF ALGA, 
DEVELOPMENT Ab8-82295  
CHARACTERISTICS AN0 SEQUENCE OF AMINO ACIOS 
I N  FERREDOXIN OF GREEN ALGA, SCENEOESMUS 
SCENEOES MUS QUAORI CAUDA, OUR I N G  I T S  ONTOGENE T I C  
A b 8 - 8 2 4 3 0  
SEASONS 
EFFELT OF SEASONAL TRAINING ON MAXIMAL CARDIAC 
OUTPUT I N  ATHLETES A b 8 - 8 2 2 7 7  
SEAT BELTS 
CASE HISTORIES OF SEAT BELT FRACTURES OF 
VERTEBRAL COLUMN Ab8-82343  
SECRET IONS 
GASTRIC SECRETIONS I N  D IVERS DURING DECOMPRESSION 
AN0 AT DEPTH Ab8-82385  
SEOIMENTARY ROCKS 
PALEONTOLOGICAL METHODS FOR INVESTIGATION OF 
EARLIEST FORM OF L I F E  I N  NORTHERN EURASIA, 
C I T I N G  NEW SPECIES OF ALGAE Ab8-45592  
SEEDS 
CHANGE I N  CONTENT OF DRY MATTER, SUGARS AN0 
ASCORBIC A C I D  I N  PLANTS AFTER ACTION OF SPACE 
FL IGHT FACTORS ON SEEDS OF THESE PLANTS 
A b 8 - 4 3 8 7 9  
GAMMA RADIATION AND SPACE F L I G H T  FACTORS COMBINED 
INFLUENCE ON BARLEY SEEDS GERMINATION 
Ab8-44035  
SEIZURES 
ELECTRICAL A C T I V I T Y  OF CEREBELLUM AN0 EFFECTS OF 
CEREBELLECTOMY DURING HYPEROXIC SEIZURES OF RATS 
Ab8-82408  
SELECTION 
THRESHOLD ELEMENTS I N  SELECTION AN0 O I S C R I M I N A T I O N  
PROCESS OF PATTERN RECOGNITION 
N b 8 - 3 8 3 3 7  FTO-HT- 23- 1044-67 
S E L F  ST IMULATION 
CARBON D I O X I D E  EFFECTS ON HYPOTHALAMIC SELF 
ST IMULATION I N  HYPOXIA, NOTING ROLE I N  
M A I N T A I N I N G  FUNCTIONAL NEURONAL POPULATION 
Ab8-44445  
SEMANTICS 
SUBJECTIVE ANALYSIS OF SEMANTIC INFORMATION 
AN0 INDUCTION PROBLEMS 
P-3921  Nb8-38436  
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S E N S I T I V I T Y  SUBJECT INDEX 
S E N S I T I V I T Y  
USE OF RADIOTRACER TO DETERMINE I N F L U X  OF 
POTASSIUM INTO CHLORELLA PYRENOIDOSA AS 
AFFECTED BY EXPOSURES TO L I G H T  AND DARKNESS 
Ab8-82345  
8ETA-r GAMMA-. AN0 X-RADIATION S E N S I T I V I T Y  OF 
NUCLEAR TRACK MONITORING F I L M  Ab8-82380  
SENSORIMOTOR PERFORMANCE 
COOROINATION OF MOTION DURING WRITING UNDER SPACE 
FL IGHT CONDITIONS 868-44176 
VESTIBULAR ANALYZER AN0 MAINTENANCE OF P O S I T I O N  
AN0 MOTION COORDINATION I N  A R T I F I C I A L  LOW GRAVITY 
AND WEIGHTLESSNESS+ NOTING RESULTS FOR MICE AND 
RATS AbB-44177 
ORUG EFFECTS ON MOTOR COOROINATION I N  MICE AS 
MEASURED WHEN ANIMALS ARE BALANCING ON 
ROTATING ROD Ab8-82358 
SENSORY DEPRIVATION 
SPACE F L I G H T  SENSDRY DEPRIVATION, DISCUSSING 
EMOTIONAL, SYMPATHETIC AN0 B R A I N  FUNCTION CHANGES 
OF COSMONAUT I N  SIMULATED SPACECRAFT ENVIRONMENTS 
1 6 8 - 4 4 0 7 5  
PHYSICAL EXERCISES RECOMMENOEO TO M A I N T A I N  TONUS, 
WORK CAPACITY AN0 PSYCHIC S T A B I L I T Y  DURING SENSORY 
DEPRIVATION REPLACEMENT B Y  EXCESS AFFERENTATION 
Ab8-44076  
SENSORY DEPRIVATION I N  SPACE MEDICINE,  D ISCUSSING 
I R R I T A T I O N  SPECTRUM LEADING TO PATHOLOGICAL 
CHANGES I N  PSYCHIC PROCESSES OF TEST SUBJECTS 
Ab8-45912  
TRACKING A C T I V I T Y  OF HUMAN OPERATOR UNDER EFFECT 
OF CERTAIN SPACE F L I G H T  FACTORS, ESTABLISHING 
RELATIONSHIP  BETHEEN CONTROL H A B I T S  AN0 LEVEL OF 
HYPOXIA AND HYPERCAPNIA Ab 8-46 156 
SENSORY DISCR I M  I N  AT I O N  
PREFERRED L I S T E N I N G  LEVELS RELATE0 TO LEVELS OF 
MAXIMUM SPEECH 01 SCR I N  I N  A T I O N  A B 1  L I  TY 
Nb8-37461  
HUMAN EXPERIMENTS TO DETERMINE U N I  SENSORY AN0 
BISENSORY PRACTICE EFFECTS ON AUDITORY 
D I S C R I M I N A T I O N  Nb8-37 64 1 
SENSORY PERCEPTION 
HUMAN SENSOR-MOTOR COOROINATION TESTING I N  
SIMULATED WEIGHTLESSNESS Ab8-46154  
REVIEW OF SENSORY EFFECTS OF AGING I N  MAN 
Ab8-82391  
PERCEPTION OF LOUDNESS DURING V I S U A L  ST IMULATION 
I N  HUMANS Ab8-82414  
SENSORY STIMULATION 
STIMULUS MEANINGFULNESS AN0 PAIRED-ASSOCIATE 
TRANSFER - ENCODING V A R I A B I L I T Y  HYPOTHESIS 
Ab8-82372  
SENSORY S T I M U L I  AN0 TECHNIQUES FOR SENSORY 
MEASUREMENT AND ANALYSIS  Ab8-82379  
PROPOSED NEURAL EXCITATION B Y  INTERACTION OF 
ULTRASONIC AND ELECTROMAGNETIC ENERGY 
AFOSR-b8-0879 Nb8-37770  
SEX 
EFFECTS OF ALT ITUDE ACCLIMATIZATION ON PULMONARY 
FUNCTION I N  WOMEN AS COMPARED TO THOSE I N  MEN 
Ab8-82278  
VARIABLES THAT INFLUENCE SOUND PRESSURES GENERATE0 
BY AUDIOMETRIC EARPHONE I N  EAR CANAL OF YOUNG 
AN0 OLD HUMANS OF BOTH SEXES Ab8-82412  
S IGNAL DETECTION 
EFFECTS OF SIGNAL DURATION AND I N T E N S I T Y  ON 
DETECTION OF AUOITORY SIGNALS DURING 
V I G I L A N C E  Ab8-82429  
AMBIGUOUS V ISUAL SIGNAL DETECTION DURING IMAGE 
PERCEPT I O N  
AFOSR-bB-1622 N68-36400  
SIGNS AND SYMPTOMS 
OIURETIC EFFECT OF ACETAZOLAMIDE ON C L I N I C A L  
SYNDROME OF ACUTE MOUNTAIN SICKNESS I N  HUMANS 
A b 8 - 8 2 4 0 1  
S IMULATION 
WORK SCHEDULES AND OPERATOR PERFORMANCE DURING 
CONFINEMENT TO SIMULATED AEROSPACE CREW 
A b 8 - 8 2 2 8 8  COMPARTMENT 
S K I N  (ANATOMY) 
S K I N  I R R I T A T I O N  AN0 DAMAGE I N  T E X T I L E  PLANT 
WORKERS EXPOSE0 TO RESINS USE0 I N  ANTICREASING 
PROCESS Ab8-82432  
EXOSMOSIS OF FREE AMINO ACIDS FROM NORMAL HUMAN 
S K I N  Ab8-82435  
HEMODYNAMIC MEASUREMENTS ON HUMAN S K I N  CAPILLARY 
FLOW OURING EXPOSURE TO H I G H  AN0 LOW ATMOSPHERIC 
PRESSURES 
DLR-FB-68-56 Nb8-37988  
EVALUATION METHOD FOR LASER BEAM HAZARD TO EYES 
AND S K I N  
S C-OC-b8-2 108 N b  8-381 78 
S K I N  TEMPERATURE (BIOLOGY) 
TRANSIENT LOCALIZED THERMAL LOAD CHANGES EFFECT 
ON HUMAN S K I N  THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY 
Ab8-44906  
SLEEP 
RATES OF WAKING EYE MOVEMENT TO R A P I O  EYE MOVEMENT 
I N  SLEEP CONOITIONEO MONKEYS USING 
ELECTROOCULOGRAM A b 8 - 4 3 4 9 9  
SLEEP CHARACTERISTICS DURING SIMULATED SPACE 
FL IGHT NOTING INFLUENCE OF NOISE, ANGULAR 
ACCELERATIONS AN0 ISOLATION A 68-461 2 2 
R A P I D  EYE MOVEMENTS AN0 PARIETAL 
ELECTROENCEPHALOGRAM I N  MACACA MULATTA MONKEYS 
DURING NATURAL SLEEP A b 8 - 8 2 3 3 9  
ELECTROENCEPHALOGRAPHIC AMPLITUDE CHANGES I N  
HUMANS DURING WAKEFULNESS AN0 SLEEP - EVALUATION 
USING NUMERICAL ASSESSMENT METHOD 
A b 8 - 8 2 4 2 3  
SLEEP DEPRIVATION 
HUMAN EXPERIMENTS TO STUDY SOMNOLENT AND 
PRECOLLAPTOIO /COLLAPTOID/  STATES WHEN F A L L I N G  
ASLEEP AND DURING PROLONGED STANDING TESTS 
A b 8 - 4 6 1 5 9  
DATA PROCESSING PROCEDURES FOR ANALYSIS  OF 
ELECTROENCEPHALOGRAPHICAL TRACINGS FROM SLEEP 
DEPRIVATION STUDIES 
MOC-TR-67-106 Nb8-36442  
SOCIAL  I S O L A T I O N  
TWO 15-DAY EXPERIMENTS OF THREE SUBJECTS 
PERFORMING WORK-REST CYCLES I N  ISOLATION CHAMBER, 
NOTING PSYCHOLOGICAL FUNCTIONS, CARDIOVASCULAR 
SYSTEM, ETC A b 8 - 4 6 1 2 1  
PHARMACOLOGICAL AND BIOCHEMICAL CHANGES I N  BRAINS 
OF ANIMALS MADE AGGRESSIVE BY ISOLATION 
AD-674665 Nb8-38014  
so I L S  
AIRBORNE SURVEYING OF RADIOACTIVE CONTAMINATION OF 
ATMOSPHERE, SOILS, AND WATER I N  GAMMA RAY 
SPECTRUM 
ON I -T RANS-2 634 Nb8-38290  
S O L I O  PHASES 
MASS SCALE CHEMICAL ANALYSIS OF SOLID, L I Q U I D  AND 
GAS PHASES TRANSFER OF MATTER I N  B I O L O G I C A L  CYCLES 
Ab8-44105  OF L I F E  SUPPORT SYSTEMS 
S O L I O  STATE DEVICES 
S O L I D  STATE DOSIMETRY BIBLIOGRAPHY H I T H  KEYWORD 
AN0 AUTHOR INDEXES 
S T I / P U 8 - 2 1 / 2 3  N68-37225  
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SUBJECT INDEX SPACE F L I G H T  STRESS 
SONIC BOOMS 
AUDITORY HAZARDS FROM SUPERSONIC AIRCRAFT PRODUCE0 
SONIC BOOMS. USING HUMAN TOLERANCES TO SIMULATED 
BOOMS AND FRIEDLANDER PRESSURE WAVEFORMS 
Ab0-45396  
SOUND I N T E N S I T Y  
HUMAN HEART RATE RESPONSE FOLLOWING TWO DURATIONS 
AND I N T E N S I T I E S  O F  AUDITORY STIMULUS 
Ab0-44063  
PURE-TONE I N T E N S I T Y  D I S C R I M I N A T I O N  AND ENERGY 
DETECTION Ab8-82415 
EFFECTS OF S IGNAL DURATION AN0 I N T E N S I T Y  ON 
DETECTION O F  AUDITORY SIGNALS DURING 
V I G I L A N C E  Ab0-82429  
SDUNO LEVEL MEASUREMENTS AN0 APPROXI MAT1 ON 
FORMULA FOR ACOUSTIC PERCEPTION OF NOISE 
NASA-TT-F-11926 Nb8-36316  
SOUND LOCALIZATION 
PERCEPTUAL CONSTANCY OF AUDITORY DIRECTION WITH 
HEAD ROTATION Ab8-82282  
MASKING EFFECT OF WHITE NOISE ON ULTRASONIC 
SIGNALS I N  EXPERIMENTS USING ECHO-LOCATING BATS 
Ab8-82422  
LATERAL LOCALIZATION OF ZERO-DEGREE OR NEAR 
ZERO-DEGREE-ORIENTED SPEECH SIGNALS I N  ANECHOIC 
SPACE Ab8-82441  
PERCEIVED LATERAL P O S I T I O N  OF S IGNAL AGAINST 
CONTINUOUS BACKGROUND OF MASKING NOISE 
Ab8-82443  
SOUND PRESSURE 
VARIABLES THAT INFLUENCE SOUND PRESSURES GENERATED 
BY AUDIOMETRIC EARPHONE I N  EAR CANAL OF YOUNG 
AND OLD HUMANS OF BOTH SEXES A b 8 - 8 2 4 1 2  
SOYUZ SPACECRAFT 
COSMONAUT SELECTION AND TRAINING FOR SPACE F L I G H T  
Nb0-38010  
SPACE COMMUNICATION 
SPEECH RECEPTION AND TRANSMISSION ON AIRCRAFT 
FL IGHT BEFORE, DURING AND AFTER WEIGHTLESSNESS 
CONDITION Ab8-44175 
SPACE ENVIRONMENT S IMULATION 
SPACE F L I G H T  HYPOKINESIA S IMULATION EXPERIMENTS TO 
STUDY OXYGEN BALANCE I N  MAN Ab0-43091  
WORKING CAPACITY AN0 HIGHER NERVOUS A C T I V I T Y  OF 
MAN ANALYZED I N  SPACECRAFT SIMULATORS 
168-44000 
SPACE ENVIRONMENT EFFECT ON LEAF RHYTHMS OF 
BEAN PLANTS Ab8-44427  
REDUCE0 GRAVITY SIMULATORS AND METHODS FOR 
T R A I N I N G  ASTRONAUTS I N  LUNAR AN0 SPACE STATION 
SELF-LOCOMOTION 
NASA-TM-X-60606 Nb0-36545  
BIOPHYSICAL EVALUATION OF HUMANS DURING SPACE 
FL IGHT S IMULATION I N  CLOSED L I F E  SUPPORT SYSTEM 
NASA-CR-97363 Nb0-37876  
SPACE EXPLORATION 
B IOLOGICAL EXPLORATION OF MARS I N  TERMS OF 
BIOLOGICAL AND CHEMICAL EXPERIMENTS AN0 HARDWARE 
PLANNED FOR MISSIONS 
A I A A  PAPER 60-1122 Ab0-44934  
SPACE F L I G H T  
AUTOMATIC COMPUTER PROCESSING OF PHYSIOLOGICAL 
DATA DURING SPACE FLIGHTS, D ISCUSSING CHOICE OF 
COMPUTERS AND COMPUTER PROGRAMS 
Ab0-43093  
SLEEP CHARACTERISTICS DURING SIMULATED SPACE 
FL IGHT NOTING INFLUENCE OF NOISE. ANGULAR 
ACCELERATIONS AND I S O L A T I O N  Ab8-46122  
SPERMATOGENESIS CONDITION OF EXPERIMENTAL DOGS 
AFTER 22-DAY SPACE FL IGHT AND REPRODUCTION 
FUNCTION I N  F I R S T  OFFSPRING GENERATION 
Ab0-46148  
I O N I Z I N G  R A D I A T I D N  RECEIVED BY B IOLOGICAL T ISSUE 
DURING SPACE FL IGHTS MEASURE0 BY NUCLEAR 
EMULSION TECHNIPUE 168-46151 
SPACE FL IGHT FEEDING 
L I F E  SUPPORT SYSTEMS AND SPACECRAFT H A B I T A B I L I T Y  
PROBLEMS. DISCUSSING COSMONAUT TRAINING, 
PHYS I OLDG I CAL REACT IONS 9 CABIN ENVIRONMENTS t 
FEEDINGt WASTE DISPOSAL, R A D I A T I O N  PROTECTION. ETC 
A b 0 - 4 4 0 8 9  
HYOROGENOMONAS EUTROPHA AS POTENTIAL  REGENERATED 
FOOD FOR LONG DURATION SPACE MISSIONS, DISCUSSING 
WEANLING RAT PROLONGED FEEDING STUDIES 
I A F  PAPER 8-170 A b 0 - 4 4 2 3 1  
COSMONAUTS D I E T S  ON SHORT? INTERMEDIATE AND LONG 
SPACE FLIGHTS. WITH SUGGESTIONS AND CONCEPTS OF 
ONBOARD NATURAL FOOD PRODUCTION 
A b 0 - 4 6 1 4 4  
SPACE FL IGHT STRESS 
CHANGE I N  CONTENT OF DRY MATTER, SUGARS AN0 
ASCORBIC ACIO I N  PLANTS AFTER ACTION OF SPACE 
FL IGHT FACTORS ON SEEDS OF THESE PLANTS 
Ab8-43879  
HYPOKINESIA EFFECTS ON HUMAN NEUROLOGY ON 
EXTENDED SPACE FL IGHTS SIMULATED B Y  72-DAY BED 
REST 168-43890 
FATIGUE PREVENTION I N  ASTRONAUTS, DISCUSSING 
PHYSIOLOGY OF ADAPTATIONI WORK-REST SCHEDULES. 
C IRCADIAN RHYTHMS, TENSION AN0 USE OF HYPNOSIS, 
ELECTROSLEEP AN0 DRUGS Ab0-44073  
WORK-REST SCHEDULES I N  RELATION TO COSMONAUT 
FATIGUE AND ENVIRONMENTAL FACTORS 
Ab0-44074  
SPACE FL IGHT SENSORY OEPRIVATIONt  DISCUSSING 
EMOTIONAL. SYMPATHETIC AND B R A I N  FUNCTION CHANGES 
OF COSMONAUT I N  SIMULATED SPACECRAFT ENVIRONMENTS 
Ab0-44075  
V I S U A L  CAPACITY DURING SPACE F L I G H T  I N  TERMS OF 
SHORT TERM HEIGHTLESSNESS EFFECTSt  EXAMINING COLOR 
PERCEPTION ERRORS 868-44086 
HUMAN CARDIOVASCULAR SYSTEM DURING SPACE FLIGHTS, 
CONSIDERING EFFECTS ON FUNCTIONING OF SYSTEM 
Ab8-44008  
IRREGULAR CHANGES I N  OIURNAL RHYTHMSOF 
SYMPATHETIC FUNCTIONS DURING SPACE F L I G H T  
ASCRIBED TO HEIGHTLESSNESS AN0 NERVOUS AND 
EMOTIONAL TENSION A b 0 - 4 4 1 7 4  
COORDINATION OF MOTION DURING WRITING UNDER SPACE 
FL IGHT CONDITIONS A b 8 - 4 4 1 7 6  
SOVIET BOOK ON SPACE CARDIOLOGY COVERING F L I G H T  
FACTORS EFFECTS ON ORGANISMS. C L I N I C A L  DATA. ETC 
A 6 8 - 4 5 6 1 0  
SENSORY DEPRIVATION I N  SPACE M E D I C I N E t  DISCUSSING 
I R R I T A T I O N  SPECTRUM LEAOING TO PATHOLOGICAL 
CHANGES I N  PSYCHIC PROCESSES O F  TEST SUBJECTS 
A b 0 - 4 5 9 1 2  
NERVWS AND HUMORAL MECHANISMS OF 
EXTRALABYRINTHINE EFFECTS ON VEGETATIVE 
DISTURBANCES DURING SPACE F L I G H T  FACTORS 
A b 8 - 4 5 9 1 3  
TRACKING A C T I V I T Y  OF HUMAN OPERATOR UNDER EFFECT 
OF CERTAIN SPACE F L I G H T  FACTORS, ESTABLISHING 
RELATIONSHIP  BETWEEN CONTROL H A B I T S  AN0 LEVEL OF 
HYPOXIA AN0 HYPERCAPNIA A b 8 - 4 6 1 5 6  
EXPERIMENTAL GENETIC RESEARCH ON LYSOGENIC 
BACTERIA ESCHERICHIA C O L I  K - 1 2  CARRIED OUT 
DURING FL IGHT OF S A T E L L I T E  COSMOS 110 
A b 8 - 8 2 3 1 0  
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SPACE F L I G H T  TRAINING SUBJECT INDEX 
STIMULATION OF GROWTH OF A L L I U M  CEPA AFTER 
EXPOSURE OF ITS BULBS TO SPACE F L I G H T  ON BOAR0 
COSMOS-1 10 A b 8 4 2 3 1 9  
U. S.S.R. INFORMATION SUMMARY ON WEIGHTLESSNESS 
I N  SPACE ENVIRONMENT AN0 EFFECTS ON HUMANS 
FTO-MT- 66-157 N68-38453  
SPACE F L I G H T  TRAINING 
CONFERENCE PAPERS ON SOVIET APPLICATIONS Of 
EXOBIOLOGY, BIOENGINEERINGI AN0 SPACE F L I G H T  
T R A I N I N G  RESEARCH TO C L I N I C A L  MEDICINE 
JPRS-46630  NbB-38008  
COSMONAUT SELECTION AND TRAINING FOR SPACE F L I G H T  
Nb8-38010  
SPACE MISSIONS 
B IOLOGICAL EXPLORATION OF MARS I N  TERMS OF 
BIOLOGICAL AN0 CHEMICAL EXPERIMENTS AN0 HAROWARE 
PLANNED FOR M I S S I O N S  
A I A A  PAPER 68-1122 Ab8-44934  
SPACE PERCEPTION 
PHYSICAL AND PHYSIOLOGICAL B A S I S  OF SPACE 
PERCEPTION - RELATION OF BINOCULAR V I S I O N  
168-82291 
INVEST1 GATION OF SOME PSYCHOPHYSIOLOGICAL 
PROBLEMS OF SPACE AND T I M E  PERCEPTION BY MAN 
DURING TRAVEL I N  SPACE Ab8-82410  
SPACE PROGRAMS 
APPLICATIONS OF SPACE PROGRAM METHODOLOGY I N  
PROBLEM SOLVING AND KNOWLEDGE TO MEDICINE 
Ab8-82298  
SPACE RATIONS 
HYOROGENOMONAS EUTROPHA AS POTENTIAL REGENERATED 
FOOD FOR LONG DURATION SPACE MISSIONS, DISCUSSING 
WEANLING RAT PROLONGED FEEDING STUDIES 
I A F  PAPER 8-178 Ab 8-442 3 1 
BIOLOGICAL VALUE OF ALGAL AN0 SOYA PROTEINS ON 
FOUR GENERATIONS OF WHITE RATS AbB-45917  
COSMONAUTS D I E T S  ON SHORT, INTERMEOIATE AN0 LONG 
SPACE FLIGHTS. WITH SUGGESTIONS AN0 CONCEPTS OF 
ONBOARO NATURAL FOOD PRODUCTION 
8 6 8 - 4 6 1 4 4  
SPACE SIMULATORS 
SLEEP CHARACTERISTICS DURING SIMULATED SPACE 
FL IGHT NOTING INFLUENCE OF NO1 SE ANGULAR 
ACCELERATIONS AN0 I S O L A T I O N  Ab8-46122  
SPACE STATIONS 
REGENERATIVE L I F E  SUPPORT SYSTEMS FOR LARGE 
SPACE STATIONS-TO ACHIEVE C A P A B I L I T Y  FOR OPERATION 
OVER EXTENDED PERIODS OF TIME 
A I A A  PAPER 6 8 - 1 0 3 2  168-44944 
SPACE S U I T S  
DISCHARGE RATES OF METABOLIC PRODUCTS I N  MEN 
CONFINED I N  PRESSURE CHAMBER WEARING A IRTIGHT 
S U I T S  AND GAS MASKS Ab8-43892  
EVAPORATIVE COOLING GARMENT SYSTEM / ECGSl  FOR 
BODY COOLING DURING EXTRAVEHICULAR A C T I V I T Y  I N  
SPACE 
NASA-CR-92332 NbB-36566  
EVAPORATIVE COOLING GARMENT SYSTEM / ECGS/ FOR 
BODY COOLING DURING EXTRAVEHICULAR A C T I V I T Y  I N  
SPACE - TYPICAL DESIGN V E R I F I C A T I O N  TEST RUN 
NASA-CR-92333 Nb8-36567  
SPACECRAFT C A B I N  ATMOSPHERES 
SPACECRAFT DECOMPRESSION HYPOXIA EFFECT ON 
RABBITS. STUDYING ELECTROENCEPHALOGRAPH CHANGES 
FOR CORRELATION BETWEEN B IOELECTRICAL B R A I N  
A C T I V I T Y  AND CONOITIONEO REFLEX ACTIONS 
AbB-44090  
MASS SPECTROMETER SYSTEM FOR SENSING AN0 CONTROL 
OF TWO GAS SPACECRAFT ATMOSPHERE 
I A F  PAPER 8-136 Ab 8-442 24 
UNICELLULAR ALGAE CONTINUOUS CULTURE AS 
AUTOTROPHIC COMPONENT OF CLOSEO ECOLOGICAL SYSTEM, 
DISCUSSING S T A B I L I Z A T I O N  OF BIOMASS CONCENTRATION 
TO PROVIOE OXYGEN REQUIREMENT Ab8-45914  
SPACECRAFT C A B I N  SIMULATORS 
CLOSEO CYCLE L I F E  SUPPORT SYSTEM b0-OAY MANNED 
TEST I N  SPACE C A B I N  SIMULATOR NOTING WATER AN0 
OXYGEN RECOVERY, THERMAL CONTROL, ATMOSPHERE 
CONTROL, ETC 
SAE PAPER 680741 Ab8-45089  
SPACECRAFT CONTAMINATION 
GEOMETRIC PROBABIL ITY  TO RECONTAMINATE PLANETARY 
LANDER BY SPORES AN0 OUST PARTICLES, DISCUSSING 
SPACECRAFT-PARTICLE INTERACTION PHYSICS 
AbB-44343  
SPACECRAFT CONTAMINATION CONTROL PROGRAM AS PART 
OF QUALITY CONTROL, REVIEWING FAILURE MODES 
AbB-45652 
SPACECRAFT DESIGN 
SPACECRAFT S T E R I L I Z A T I O N  HANDBOOK COVERING 
MICROBIOLOGICAL ASPECTS. SPACECRAFT DESIGN AN0 
CONTAMINATION CONTROL REQUIREMENTS 
Ab8-45647  
SPACECRAFT ENVIRONMENTS 
SYNTHESIS OF S INGLE CYCLE OF NATURAL METABOLIC 
PROCESSES TO BE USE0 AS B A S I S  OF SPACE VEHICLE 
SELF S U F F I C I E N T  L I F E  SUPPORT SYSTEMS 
AbB-46153 
SPACECRAFT SHIELDING 
SPACE FL IGHT RADIATION PROTECTIONI DISCUSSING 
SHIELDINGI SOLAR RADIATION INTENSITY,  DURATION, 
DOSES AN0 RADIOBIOLOGICAL RANGE 
A 6 8 - 4 4 0 6 7  
SPACECRAFT S T E R I L I Z A T I O N  
CONTAMINATION CONTROL I N  PLANETARY LANDINGS B Y  
SPACECRAFT S T E R I L I Z A T I O N  AbB-45646 
SPACECRAFT S T E R I L I Z A T I O N  HANDBOOK COVERING 
MICROBIOLOGICAL ASPECTS. SPACECRAFT DESIGN AN0 
CONTAMINATION CONTROL REQUIREMENTS 
A b 8 - 4 5 6 4 1  
BIO- ISOLATOR S U I T  FOR ASEPTIC ASSEMBLY OF 
SPACECRAFT I N  STERILE CHAMBER A b 8 - 4 5 6 5 0  
SPACECREWS 
COMPUTER PROGRAM FOR ONBOARO MEDICAL CHECKUPS OF 
SPACECRAFT CREWS DURING EXTENDED SPACE FLIGHTS, 
DISCUSSING TESTS AND INTERVALS A 68 -43889  
WORKING CAPACITY AND HIGHER NERVOUS A C T I V I T Y  OF 
MAN ANALYZE0 I N  SPACECRAFT SIMULATORS 
AbB-44080  
ASTRONAUT T R A I N I N G  PROGRAM. DISCUSSING ACADEMIC, 
OPERATIONAL AN0 SURVIVAL TRAINING 
A I A A  PAPER 68-1009 A 68 -44902  
PROLONGED SPACE FL IGHT EFFECTS ON CREW MEMBERS 
HEALTH Ab8-46120  
DRUGS FOR PROTECTION AN0 STIMULATION OF 
BIOLOGICAL FUNCTIONS OF SPACECREWS, NOTING 
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS ON TRANSVERSE-ACCELERATION 
RESISTANCE OF AN IMALS Ab8-46145  
SPECTROMETERS 
C L I N I C A L  RAOIOACTIV ITY MEASUREMENT WITH PULSE 
HEIGHT SPECTROMETER 
ORNL-4153 NbB-384bb 
SPEECH RECOGNITION 
SPEECH RECEPTION AN0 TRANSMISSION ON AIRCRAFT 
FL IGHT BEFORE, DURING AND AFTER WEIGHTLESSNESS 
CONOITION Ab8-44175  
PREFERRED L I S T E N I N G  LEVELS RELATED TO LEVELS OF 
MAXIMUM SPEECH OISCRIMINATION A B I L I T Y  
NbB-37461  
SPERMATOGENESIS 
SPERMATOGENESIS CONOITION OF EXPERIMENTAL DOGS 
AFTER 22-DAY SPACE F L I G H T  AN0 REPRODUCTION 
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SUBJECT INDEX SYMPATHETIC NERVOUS SYSTEM 
FUNCTION I N  F I R S T  OFFSPRING GENERATION 
Ab8-46148  
S P ERUATOZO A 
SPERMATOZOA OBSERVATIONS AN0 BIOCHEMICAL TESTS OF 
SEMEN I N  MACACA NEMESTRINA MONKEY UNDER STUDY FOR 
ORBITAL SPACE F L I G H T  A 68-4405 3 
EFFECT OF INCREASED OXYGEN I N  I N S P I R E D  A I R  
ON MORPHOLOGY OF SPERMATOZOA AND E P I T H E L I A L  
CELLS O F  THYROID LOBULES OF MICE 
Ab8-82355  
S P I N A L  CORD 
BRAIN NORADRENALIN CONCENTRATION DIURNAL CHANGES 
I N  CAT HYPOTHALAMUS AND CERVICAL SPINAL CORD. 
NOTING AXON TERMINALS OF NEURONS 
Ab8-44426  
AMINASINE I N J E C T I O N  AN0 ELECTROLYSIS EFFECTS ON 
FORMAT10 R E T I C U L A R I S  OF ANIMALS AFTER EXPOSURE TO 
HYPOXIA A68-46 146 
SPORES 
CONSERVED DNA U N I T S  I N  8 .  S U B T I L I S  SPORES, 
NOTING SEGREGATION DURING GERMINATION 
Ab8-44429  
SPRAYERS 
IMPROWEO AGAR SPRAY TECHNIQUE FOR SAMPLING SURFACE 
MICROORGAN I S M  
NASA-CR-97349 Nb8-37871  
ST AT I S T  I C A L  ANALYSIS 
MORPHO-STATISTICAL ANALYSIS  OF 5000 EEG TRACINGS 
OF HEALTHY F L Y I N G  PERSONNEL 18 TO 2 1  YEARS 
OLD I N  P O L I S H  A I R  FORCE A 6 8 4 2 3 0 4  
STIMULANT 
R E A C T I V I T Y  OF ANIMALS TO CAFFEINE AND STRYCHNINE 
DURING TRANSVERSE ACCELERATION AFTEREFFECTS 
Ab8-45920  
ST IMULATION 
RELATION BETWEEN ASSIMULATION REACTION L IGHT 
STIMULATED RHYTHM AND PATTERN OF BACKGROUND 
A C T I V I T Y  OF HUMAN EEG A68-82383  
STRESS (BIOLOGY) 
AUTDGENEOUS AN0 EXOGENEOUS SUGGESTION APPLIED TO 
CHANGING OF PSYCHOPHYSIOLOGICAL STATE OF HUMAN 
ORGANISM AFTER EXPOSURE TO PROLONGED BE0 REST 
Ab8-45925  
STRESS (PHYSIOLOGY) 
HIBERNATOR AS IDEAL BIOLOGZCAL TOOL FOR B A S I C  
STUDIES OF PHYSIOLOGICAL EFFECTS OF STRESS 
A68-82253  
ADRENAL GLAND A C T I V I T Y  I N  CHANGES OF CATECHOLAMINE 
CONTENT I N  RATS AFTER PHYSICAL STRESS 
A68-82386  
AOAPTATION TO STRENUOUS PHYSICAL EXERCISE UNDER 
HIGH ALT ITUDE CONDITIONS OF MEXICO C I T Y  
Ab8-82433  
EFFECTS O F  STRESS ON METABOLISM OF NOREPINEPHRINEt 
DOPAMINE AND SEROTONIN I N  CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM 
OF RATS - MOOIFICATIONS OF NOREPINEPHRINE 
TURNOVER Ab8-82439  
HUMAN OPERATOR PERFORMANCE ADAPTATION UNDER STRESS 
FOR CYBERNETIC SIMULATION 
FTO-HT-67-337 Nb8-36484  
EFFECTS OF STRESS ON HUMAN PERFORMANCE OF DISCRETE 
AND CONTINUOUS AVOIDANCE TASKS Nb8-36700  
AUDITORY FATIGUE I N  HUMANS FOLLOWING TONE-BURST 
TRAINS AT 2.2 KC 
SMRL-529 Nb8-38073  
STRESS (PSYCHOLOGY) 
NUSCLE REFLEX CHANGES UNDER EMOTIONAL STRESS I N  
HUMANS Ab8-82447  
MAN AS AFFECTED BY ATROPINE 868-82274 
GASTRIC SECRETIONS I N  D IVERS DURING DECOMPRESSION 
AND AT DEPTH A b 8 - 8 2 3 8 5  
SUBSTRATES 
GROWTH OF MIXED CULTURES OF MICROORGANISMS ON 
MIXED SUBSTRATES A 6 8 - 8 2 3 4 6  
SUCROSE 
RESPONSE OF FREE FATTY ACIDS TO COFFEE AND 
CAFFEINE I N  HUMANS AND DOGS AS AFFECTEO B Y  
SUCROSE AbB-82341  
SULFUR COMPOUNDS 
RADIATION PROTECTION O F  SULFUR COMPOUNDS TO PLANT 
T ISSUE A b 8 - 8 2 3 5 7  
SULFUR OXIDES 
DIMETHYL SULFOXIDE / OMSO/ EFFECT ON MORPHOLOGY I N  
BASAL LAYERS O F  STRATUM CORNEUM OF GUINEA P I G  S K I N  
AFTER PROFUSE SWABBING Ab8-44432  
SUPERHIGH FREQUENCIES 
EFFECT OF SUPERHIGH FREQUENCY ELECTROMAGNETIC 
F IELDS ON CONDITIONED REFLEX REGULATION OF 
CARDIAC AND RESPIRATORY A C T I V I T Y  I N  RABBITS 
JPRS-46632 Nb8-37285  
SUPERS ON IC AIRCRAFT 
AUDITORY HAZARDS FROM SUPERSONIC AIRCRAFT PRODUCED 
SONIC BOOMS, USING HUMAN TOLERANCES TO SIMULATEO 
BOOMS AN0 FRIEOLANOER PRESSURE WAVEFORMS 
A68-45396  
SUPERSONIC TRANSPORTATION MEDICAL PROBLEMS DUE TO 
HIGH SPEED, ACCELERATION AN0 ALTITUDE, DISCUSSING 
FL IGHT PATHS, PRESSURIZED CABINS SAFETY AN0 
PASSENGER PSYCHOLOGY A68-45657  
SUPERSONIC TRANSPORTS 
PASSENGER EVACUATION FROM SST I N  BELLY LANDING 
CONFIGURATIONS COMPARING E F F I C I E N C I E S  OF SINGLE 
AN0 DOUBLE DOOR E X I T S  A b 8 - 4 3 8 2 4  
SUPINE P O S I T I O N  
CIRCULATORY ADAPTATION TO ONE- AN0 TWO-LEG 
EXERCISE I N  HUMANS I N  SUPINE P O S I T I O N  
A b 8 - 8 2 2 7 1  
SURFACE PROPERTIES 
EVALUATION OF VACUUM PROBE FOR SAMPLING DUST AND 
MICROBIOLOGICAL SURFACE CONTAMINATION 
NASA-CR-97 1 5 2  N68-36749  
SURVEYOR LUNAR PROBES 
PRELIMINARY RESULTS OF CHEMICAL ANALYSIS OF MOON 
AT SURVEYOR 7 LANDING S I T E  A b 8 - 8 2 4 4 9  
SURVEYS 
AIRBORNE SURVEYING OF RADIOACTIVE CONTAMINATION OF 
ATMOSPHERE, SOILS, AN0 WATER I N  GAMMA RAY 
SPECTRUM 
ONI-TRANS-2634 Nb8-38290  
SURVIVAL 
MAMMALIAN CELL AND MAMMAL SURVIVAL AFTER EXPOSURE 
TO I O N I Z I N G  RADIATIONS 
BNL-1258 1 N68-36719  
SWEAT 
COOLING REQUIRED TO SUPPRESS SWEATING DURING 
WORK Ab8-82267  
CHANGES I N  REGIONAL D I S T R I B U T I O N  OF SWEATING 
DURING ACCLIMATIZATION TO HEAT I N  HUMANS DURING 
EXERCISE Ab8-82269  
INFLUENCE OF ORAL IRON LOA0 ON IRON CONTENT OF 
WHOLE BOOY CELL-FREE SWEAT O F  MEN I N  H I G H  
TEMPERATURE ENV IRONHENTS A 6 8 - 8 2 3 6 1  
SYMPATHETIC NERVOUS SYSTEM 
IRREGULAR CHANGES I N  DIURNAL RHYTHMS OF 
SYMPATHETIC FUNCTIONS DURING SPACE F L I G H T  
ASCRI8EO TO WEIGHTLESSNESS AN0 NERVOUS AN0 
EMOT IONAL TENS I O N  A b 8 - 4 4 1 7 4  
SUBMERGING 
VASOCONSTRICTOR RESPONSE TO SIMULATEO O I V I N G  I N  
1-55 
SYNCHROCYCLOTRONS SUBJECT INDEX 
SYNCHROCYCLOTRONS 
UNIFORMITY OF PROTON BEAMS AVAILABLE AT NASA 
SYNCHROCYCLOTRON I N  SPACE R A D I A T I O N  EFFECTS 
LABORATORY DURING STUDIES USING MICE, RABBITS, 
AND MONKEYS Ab0-82344  
SYSTEM FAILURES 
TWO GAS REGENERATIVE L I F E  SUPPORT SYSTEM 30-DAY 
UNMANNED R E L I A B I L I T Y  TEST, ESTABLI  SHING F A 1  LURE 
MODES AND RATES AN0 MAINTENANCE REQUIREMENTS 
I A F  PAPER 6-43 Ab8-44220  
SYSTEMS ANALYSIS  
DETECTION METHOD FOR INFORMATION POINTS OF IMAGE, 
U S I N G  LAYERS OF NEURON NETWORKS 
Ab8-45414  
SYSTEMS ENGINEERING 
LOCKHEED C-5A ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL SYSTEM 
DESIGN, DESCRIBING BLEED-AIR CONTROLI A I R  
CONDITIONING, TEMPERATURE CONTROL AN0 
PRESSURIZATION 
SAE PAPER 6 8 0 7 2 2  Ab8-45099  
T 
TABLES (DATA) 
DOSE OISTRIBUTIDNS NEAR ISOTROPIC POINT AND PLANE 
BETA SOURCES I N  A I R  AND WATER FOR 3 7  NUCLIDES 
CALCULATED FROM MONOENERGETIC ELECTRON DOSE 
OISTRIBUTIONS - TABLES 
AECL-2793 Nb8-36760  
TARGET RECOGNITION 
USE OF TEAMS I N  IMAGE INTERPRETATION - INFORMATION 
EXCHANGE, CONFIDENCE. AN0 RESOLVING 
DISAGREEMENTS Ab8-02286  
TASK CDHPLEXITY 
COGNIT IVE LOAD AND PUPILLARY D I L A T I O N  CHANGES I N  
CONTINUOUS PROCESSING TASKS Ab0-02353  
TASK COHERENCE, TRAINING TIME, AND RETENTION 
INTERVAL EFFECTS ON S K I L L  RETENTION FROM 
TRACKING AND MONITORING TASKS Ab8-02428  
MANAGEMENT PLANNING AND OPT1 MAL T I  ME ALLOCATION 
I N  COMPLEX TASKS 
P I B E E b 8 - 0 0 0 8  Nb8-37224  
TAUTOMERS 
SOLUTIONS OF TIME-DEPENDENT D I F F E R E N T I A L  EQUATIONS 
FOR TAUTOMERIC INTERCONVERSION I N  A-T AND G-C 
BASE P A I R S  OF DNA 
UCRL-50412 Nb0-38367  
TECHNOLOGIES 
MAN AN0 TECHNOLOGY 
FTD-MT-24-328-61 Nb0-38478  
TECHNOLOGY U T I L I Z A T I O N  
APPLICATIONS OF SPACE PROGRAM METHODOLOGY I N  
PROBLEM SOLVING AND KNOWLEDGE TO MEDICINE 
A60-02298  
BIOMEDICAL APPLICATIONS OF AEROSPACE GENERATED 
TECHNOLOGY, 1 JUNE TO 3 1  AUGUST 1968 
NASA-CR-97 2 6  b N60-37370  
TEMPERATURE EFFECTS 
HEAT AND HUMIDITY ENDURANCE L I M I T S  I N  MAN 
AbB-43078  
TEMPERATURE EFFECTS I N  V ITRO ON OXYGEN METABOLIC 
RATES OF BROWN FAT AND L I V E R  HOMDGENATES FROM 
CONTROL AND COLD-ACCLIMATED RATS 
Ab8-44056  
WHITE BURNS I N  RATS STUDIED FOR HEAT TRANSFER TO 
PROV I D €  ASSESSMENT OF PROTECT1 ON AFFORDED HUMANS 
BY CLOTHING AbB-44122 
TRANSIENT LOCALIZED THERMAL LOAD CHANGES EFFECT 
ON HUMAN S K I N  THERMAL C O N D K T I V I T Y  
Ab8-44906  
HYPEROXIA, HYPERCAPNIA AND H I G H  TEMPERATURE 
RESISTANCE O F  WHITE MICE AFTER HYPOXIA ADAPTATION 
UNDER LOW BAROMETRIC PRESSURES AbB-45752 
EFFECT OF TEMPERATURE, WORK LOAD AND OXYGEN 
CONCENTRATION I N  INHALED A I R  ON THERMOREGULATORY 
FUNCTIONS I N  MAN 
TEMPERATURE HEASUREHENT 
A 68- 8231 0 
CIRCADIAN A C T I V I T Y  PERIODS AN0 HUMAN BODY 
TEMPERATURE PHASE RELATIONS. DISCUSSING TESTS I N  
BUNKER AN0 C L I M A T I C  CHAMBER Ab8-45345  
TERRAiN  
OPERATIONAL AND ENVIRONMENTAL FACTORS I N  HEAD-UP 
DISPLAY FOR TERRAIN FOLLOWING I N  H I G H  SPEED, LOW 
ALTITUDE FL IGHT WITH RESPECT TO P I L O T  
PERFORMANCE Ab8-822 87 
TEST CHAMBERS 
TWO 15-DAY EXPERIMENTS OF THREE SUBJECTS 
PERFORMING WORK-REST CYCLES I N  ISOLATION CHAMBER. 
NOTING PSYCHOLOGICAL FUNCTIONS, CARDIOVASCULAR 
SYSTEM. ETC A 68 -4612  1 
PROLONGED CONFINEMENT I N  SMALL CHAMBERS EFFECT ON 
BIODYNAMIC PROCESSES OF WALKING AND OTHER 
MOVEMENTS I N  SPECIAL  POSIT IONS Ab0-46123  
TEST EQUIPMENT 
TWO GAS REGENERATIVE L I F E  SUPPORT SYSTEM 30-DAY 
UNMANNED R E L I A B I L I T Y  TEST, ESTABLISHING FAILURE 
MODES AND RATES AND MAINTENANCE REQUIREMENTS 
I A F  PAPER 6-43 A68-44220  
TEXTS 
ORAL MICROFLORA - ORAL LESIONS AN0 CONTROL OF 
MICROORGANISMS 
RADIATION BIOLOGY - COMPREHENSIVE TEXTBOOK 
Ab8-02292  
Ab8-82294  
THERAPY 
BENDS THERAPY FOR UNDERSEA AND AEROSPACE ACT1 V I  TY, 
OISCUSSING CIRCULATORY ASPECTS AbB-44120  
THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY 
TRANSIENT LOCALIZED THERMAL LOAD CHANGES EFFECT 
ON HUMAN S K I N  THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY 
Ab8-44906  
THERMAL PROTECTION 
WHITE BURNS I N  RATS STUDIED FOR HEAT TRANSFER TO 
PROVIDE ASSESSMENT OF PROTECTION AFFORDED HUMANS 
BY CLOTHING AbB-44122 
THERMODYNAMIC PROPERTIES 
THERMIC PROPERTIES OF DNA FROM L I V E R  OF RATS 
EXPOSED TO X I R R A D I A T I O N  AND EFFECTS OF 
AMINOETHYLISOTHIURONIUM AND COCARBOXYLASE 
A b 0 - 0 2 4 3 6  
THERMODYNAMICS 
THERMODYNAMIC THEORY OF ELECTROCAPILLARY CURVE 
INCLUDING TEMPERATURE VARIATION 
NbB-36044  
THERMOREGULATION 
THERMOREGULATION DISTURBANCES I N  R A B B I T S  DURING 
ACUTE AND CHRONIC HYPOXIA 
EFFECT OF TEMPERATURE, WORK LOAD AND OXYGEN 
CONCENTRATION I N  INHALED A I R  ON THERMOREGULATORY 
FUNCTIONS I N  MAN A b 8 - 8 2 3 1 0  
SKIN-VASCULAR REACTION TO LOCAL CODLING I N  MAN 
1 6 8 - 8 2 2 6 5  
Ab8-82393  
DYNAMIC ASPECTS OF TEMPERATURE REGULATING SYSTEM, 
CARDIOVASCULAR SYSTEMI HORMONAL SYSTEM, CENTRAL 
NERVOUS SYSTEM, AND BEHAVIOR I N  MAMMALS 
NASA-CR-97316 NbB-37722 
THIOUREAS 
EFFECT OF GUANILTHIDUREA I N  PRODUCING 
HYPOTHERMIA I N  MICE Ab8-82317  
THRESHOLDS (PERCEPTION) 
ADAPTIVE THRESHOLD PROCEDURES - BLOCK UP-AND-DOWN 
TWO-INTERVAL FORCED-CHOICE METHOD WITH STIMULUS 
LEVEL VARIEO I N  F I X E 0  STEPS A b 8 - 8 2 4 1 1  
PSYCHOPHYSICAL TESTS TO DETERMINE DETECTION AN0 
1-56 
SUBJECT INDEX TRAINING DEVICES 
RELATIVE 
DOPPLER 
RELATION 
EAR 
AUDITORY 
FOR PURE 
DISCRIMINATION THRESHOLDS FOR PULSED 
SEQUENCES 868-82417 
OF THRESHOLD S H I F T  TO NOISE I N  HUMAN 
A68-82419 
FLUTTER FUSION THRESHOLD MEASUREMENTS 
TONES AN0 WHITE NOISE A68-02442  
PERCEIVED LATERAL P O S I T I O N  OF S IGNAL AGAINST 
CONTINUOUS BACKGROUMD OF MASKING NO1 SE 
~ 6 0 - a 2 4 4 3  
COMPARATIVE PURSUIT STUDIES OF ECHOLOCATION 
MECHANISMS I N  BATS 
AMRL-TR-67-192 N60-36766  
THRESHOLD ELEMENTS I N  SELECTION AND O I S C R I M I N A T I O N  
PROCESS OF PATTERN RECOGNITION 
FTO-HT-23- 1044- 67 N60-30337  
THYMINE 
ULTRAVIOLET R A D I A T I O N  EFFECTS I N  OEOXYRIBONUCLEIC 
ACID AND RELATED CDMPDUNDSI RADIO-INDUCE0 
FORMATION OF CYCLOBUTYL OIMERS AND THYMINE 
PRODUCTS I N  DNA, AND PHOTOCHEMICAL REACTIONS 
NYO-2798-32 N60-36759  
THYROID GLAND 
STUDY ON THYROID GLAND IMPORTANCE DURING 
ADAPTATION TO H I G H  ALT ITUDES I N  RATS 
A 6 8 4 2 3 0 9  
EFFECT OF INCREASED OXYGEN I N  I N S P I R E 0  A I R  
ON MORPHOLOGY OF SPERMATOZOA AN0 E P I T H E L I A L  
CELLS OF THYROID LOBULES OF MICE 
160-82355 
T I M E  
T I M E  ZONE AN0 C IRCADIAN RHYTHMS I N  RELATION 
TO AIRCRAFT OCCUPANTS TAKING LONG DISTANCE 
FL IGHTS A60-82374  
EFFECTS OF DURATION AN0 R I S E  T I M E  OF TONE BURSTS 
ON EVOKED V POTENTIALS OF HUMANS 
TASK COHERENCEI TRAINING TIME, AND RETENTION 
INTERVAL EFFECTS ON S K I L L  RETENTION FROM 
TRACKING AND MONITORING TASKS A60-02420  
EFFECTS OF SIGNAL DURATION AN0 I N T E N S I T Y  ON 
DETECTION OF AUDITORY SIGNALS DURING 
V IGILANCE A60-02429  
EFFECT OF SIGNAL DURATION ON DETECTION FOR GATED 
AND FOR CONTINUOUS NOISE Ab0-02444  
T I M E  DEPENDENCE 
HUMAN HEART RATE RESPONSE FOLLOWING TWO DURATIONS 
AND I N T E N S I T I E S  O F  AUDITORY STIMULUS 
A60-44863  
T I M E  OISCRIMINATION 
EFFECTS O F  SECOBARBITAL AND DEXTROAMPHETAMINE ON 
T I M E  JUDGMENTS - INTERSENSORY FACTORS 
~6a-82285 
APPARENT DURATION OF TEN MINUTE INTERVAL 
TO P I L O T S  OURING ISOLATION WHILE PERFORMING 
TRACKING TASKS AND WHILE ENGAGED I N  NO A C T I V I T Y  
WITH AND WITHOUT BACKGROUND DISTRACTION 
~6a-02352 
INVESTIGATION OF SOME PSYCHOPHYSIOLOGICAL 
PROBLEMS OF SPACE AND T IME PERCEPTION BY MAN 
DURING TRAVEL I N  SPACE A68-82410  
T I M E  SHARING 
MANAGEMENT PLANNING AND OPTIMAL T IME ALLOCATION 
I N  COMPLEX TASKS 
P IBEE68-0000  N68-37224  
T ISSUES (BIOLOGY) 
HAMSTER P I N E A L  CELLS I N  VITRO NEOPLASTIC 
TRANSFORMATION BY ONCOGENIC DNA VIRUSES, 
DISCUSSING TUMOR FORMATION A68-45399  
I O N I Z I N G  R A D I A T I O N  RECEIVED B Y  B IOLOGICAL T I S S U E  
DURING SPACE FL IGHTS 
EMULSION TECHNIQUE 
MEASURE0 NUCLEAR 
A60-46151  
OXYGEN AND CARBON O I D X I D E  TENSIONS I N  TISSUE AND 
BLOOD OF NORMAL AN0 ACIDOTIC RATS 
AM-a2275 
OXYGEN 
HAVING 
CONSUMPTION 
HEAT STROKE 
OF VARIOUS T ISSUES I N  RATS 
A60-82203  
TOLERANCES (PHYSIOLOGY) 
EFFECT OF STARVATION AND REFEEDING ON SERUM 
IMMUNOREACTIVE GLUCAGON AND I N S U L I N  LEVELS I N  
HUMAN BEINGS AND DOGS A68-02257  
ORY HEAT OR GASEOUS CHEMICAL RESISTANCE OF 
BACILLUS SUBTILUS VIR. NIGER SPORES INCLUDED 
WITHIN WATER s o L u a L E  CRYSTALS ~ 6 0 - 8 2 3 0 1  
ANTIRADIATION DRUGS DECREASING ETHER S E N S I T I V I T Y  
I N  CATS AND M I C E  DURING R A D I A T I O N  SICKNESS 
A 6 0 - 8 2 3 1 3  
EFFECT OF B L I N D I N G  AND CONTINUOUS I L L U M I N A T I O N  ON 
D A I L Y  C IRCADIAN A C T I V I T Y  RHYTHM I N  RATS 
REC E I V  ING C-AMP HETAM I N  E SULPHATE 
A60-82340  
TORCHES 
STUDIES OF PLASMA TORCH HAZARDS INCLUDING 
ULTRAVIOLET RAOIATIONI NOISE, AN0 NOXIOUS 
GASES AND FUMES A68-02 3 82 
TOXIC HAZARDS 
HEAT TREATMENTS I N  INERT GAS ATMOSPHERE IMPROVE 
ELASTIC  FOAM POLYURETHANE BY REDUCING C A P A 0 I L I T Y  
OF TOXIC OUTGASSING AM-43887 
TOX I C  I T Y  
ELECTPOCAROIOGRAPHIC PATTERNS OF WORKERS EXPOSE0 
TO CHRONIC TRICHLOROETHYLENE POISONING 
A68-82299  
EFFECT OF EXPOSURE TO OXYGEN A T  H I G H  PARTIAL  
PRESSURE ON RESPIRATORYI CIRCULATORY AND 
NERVOUS SYSTEMS A68-02305  
T O X I C I T Y  AN0 PHARMACOLOGICAL ACTION OF VARIOUS 
PYRIMIDINE DERIVATIVES OF HYDRAZINE I N  MICE. 
RATS, RABBITS AND FROGS A68-82312  
S I D E  EFFECTS OF MODERN DRUGS WITH PARTICULAR 
REFERENCE TO EYE A60-02320  
MAXIMUM PERMISSIBLE CONCENTRATION OF BISMUTH-58 
I N  ATMOSPHERE A68-82392  
S K I N  I R R I T A T I O N  AN0 DAMAGE I N  T E X T I L E  PLANT 
WORKERS EXPOSED TO RESINS USED I N  ANTICREASING 
PROCESS AM-a2432 
T O X I C I T Y  AND SAFETY HAZARD 
T O X I C I T Y  AN0 SAFETY HAZARDS TO PERSONNEL FROM 
INHALE0 AEROSOLS AN0 OUSTS OF RARE METALS, 
METAL ALLOYS, AN0 METAL CDMPDUNOS 
AEC-TR-6710 N68-36080  
TOXICOLOGY 
ALLERGIC SYMPTOMS I N  SCREWWORM F L Y  ERADICATION 
PROGRAM PERSONNEL, RECOMMENDING PERIODIC TESTING, 
HYPOSENSITIZATION AND RESPIRATORS 
A68-44126  
TOXINS AND ANTITOXINS 
HISTOCHEMICAL INVESTIGATION OF ANTITOXIC IMMUNI TY 
I N  MICE UNDER HYPOXIA A 6 0 - 0 2 3 3 1  
TRACKING (POSITION) 
TASK COHERENCEI T R A I N I N G  TIME, AN0 RETENTION 
INTERVAL EFFECTS ON S K I L L  RETENTION FROM 
TRACKING AN0 MONITORING TASKS A68-02420  
PERFORMANCE COMPARISON OF ELECTROMECHANICAL AN0 
ELECTROLUMINESCENT DISPLAYS I N  CLOSED LOOP 
MANUAL TRACKING TASK AND READING ACCURACY TESTS 
NBS A-TN-0-4841 N60-36457  
T R A I N I N G  DEVICES 
F E A S I B I L I T Y ,  ECONOMIC. AND M I L I T A R Y  CONSIDERATIONS 
1-57 
T R A I N I N G  SIMULATORS SUBJECT INDEX 
OF SYNTHETIC F L I G H T  TRAINING SYSTEM 
NAVSRADEVCEN-68-C-0108- 1 N68-38435 
T R A I N I N G  SIMULATORS 
REDUCE0 GRAVITY SIMULATORS AND METHODS FOR 
T R A I N I N G  ASTRONAUTS I N  LUNAR AND SPACE STATION 
SELF-LOCOMOTION 
NASA-TM-X-60686 N68-36545  
F E A S I B I L I T Y .  ECONOMIC. AN0 M I L I T A R Y  CONSIOERATIONS 
OF SYNTHETIC F L I G H T  TRAINING SYSTEM 
NAVTRADEVCEN-68-C-0108-1 N68-38435  
TRANSPORT AIRCRAFT 
LOCKHEED C-5A ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL SYSTEM 
DESIGN, DESCRIBING BLEED-AIR CONTROL. A I R  
C O N O I T I O N I N G ~  TEMPERATURE CONTROL AN0 
PRESSURIZATION 
SAE PAPER 6 8 0 7 2 2  A68-45099  
T R I T I U M  
FREE RADICAL FORMATION B Y  DECAY OF CONSTITUENT 
T R I T I U M  ATOM I N  CYTOSINE T R I T I A T E D  AT 5 P O S I T I O N  
A68-44892  
SELECTIVE COLLECTOR FOR T R I T I A T E D  WATER VAPOR FROM 
L A - 3 9 1 6  N68-38460  
T R I T I U M  ATMOSPHERE USING BUBBLING 
TRYPTAMINES 
DOSE RANGE OF HEXAMINE I N  RADIOPROTECTIVE EFFECT 
ON M I C E  A68-82314  
TSR-2 AIRCRAFT 
P I L O T  RESPONSE DURING TSR-2 AIRCRAFT FL IGHTS 
THROUGH TURBULENCE 
ARC-CP-997 N68-37139  
TUMORS 
HAMSTER P I N E A L  CELLS I N  VITRO NEOPLASTIC 
TRANSFORMATION BY ONCOGENIC DNA VIRUSES, 
DISCUSSING TUMOR FORMATION A68-45399  
TURBULENCE EFFECTS 
P I L O T  RESPONSE DURING TSR-2 AIRCRAFT FL IGHTS 
THROUGH T U  R BUL EM C E 
ARC-CP-997 N68-37139  
U 
U.S.S.R. SPACE PROGRAM 
HISTORY OF DEVELOPMENT OF F I R S T  DECADE OF 
SOVIET SPACE EXPLORATION ~ 6 e - a 2 2 9 0  
ULTRASONIC R A O I A T l O N  
SYNTHESIS OF B IOLOGICALLY ACTIVE ORGANIC 
SUBSTANCES I N  AQUEOUS MEDIUM UNDER ULTRASONIC 
WAVE ACTION RELATED TO PRIMORDIAL FORMATION OF 
EARTH ~ 6 8 - 4 5 5 a o  
PROPOSE0 NEURAL EXCITATION B Y  INTERACTION OF 
ULTRASONIC AN0 ELECTROMAGNETIC ENERGY 
AFOSR-68-0879 N68-37770  
ULTRASONIC RADIATION EFFECTS AN0 ATTENUATION I N  
B IOLOGICAL MEDIA 
AD-674519  N68-38354  
ULTRAVIOLET R A D I A T I O N  
WAVELENGTH OEPENDENCE OF UV R A D I A T I O N  EFFECT ON 
PHYSICOCHEMICAL PROPERTIES OF DNA OF PHAGE ALPHA 
A68-44201  
PREBIOLOGICAL EVOLUTION OF PROTEIN SUBSTANCES 
DEMONSTRATED BY SYNTHESIS OF COMPLEX AMINO ACID 
COMBINATIONS BY UV RAY EXPOSURE 
A68-45579  
U V RADIATION EFFECTS ON ONE CELLED ORGANISMS, 
NOTING PHOTOREACTIVATION AN0 STIMULATION OF 
ADENINE SYSTEM AND P Y R I M I O I N E S  OF NUCLEIC ACIDS 
868-45590 
CHEMICAL NATURE OF B IOLOGICAL DAMAGE FROM 
i O N I Z I N G  I R R A D I A T I O N  A68-82356  
STUDIES OF PLASMA TORCH HAZARDS INCLUDING 
ULTRAVIOLET RADIATIONI NOISE, AN0 NOXIOUS 
GASES AND FUMES A68-82382  
MODIF ICATION OF L E T H A L I T Y  AND t4UTAGENESIS B Y  
GROWTH I N H I B I T I O N  OF ULTRAVIOLET-IRRADIATED 
ESCHERICHIA C O L I  A 6 8- 82 445 
U R A C I L  
EFFECT OF FOUR-METHYL URACIL  ON CARBOHYDRATE 
METABOLISM OF RATS DURING MUSCULAR A C T I V I T Y  
A 6 8 - 8 2 3 3 4  
U R I C  A C I D  
L I V E R  XANTHINE DEHYDROGENASE CHANGE RELATION TO 
U R I C  A C I D  EXCRETION DURING ADAPTATION PERIOD I N  
CHICKS FED 25-75 PERCENT ISOLATED SOYBEAM PROTEIN 
A68-45415  
U R I C  ACIO PRODUCTION I N  MEN FED VARIOUS QUANTIT IES 
OF EGG PROTEIN AN0 YEAST NUCLEIC ACIO 
A 6 8 - 8 2 2 8 0  
UROLOGY 
URINARY CREATININE BASED RATIOS FOR DETERMINING 
SEASONAL CHANGES EFFECT ON HUMAN F L I G H T  STRESS 
A 6  8-441 1 6  
V 
VACUUW APPhRATUS 
EVALUATION OF VACUUM PROBE FOR SAMPLING DUST AN0 
MICROBIOLOGICAL SURFACE CONTAMINATION 
NASA-CR-97152 N68-36749  
VASCULAR SYSTEM 
EFFECTS OF H IGH ALT ITUDE FL IGHTS ON STRUCTURE OF 
VASCULAR SYSTEM I N  RABBITS AND RATS 
~68-82289  
VASOCONSTRICTION 
VASOCONSTRICTOR RESPONSE TO SIMULATE0 O I V I N G  I N  
MAN AS AFFECTED BY ATROPINE A 6 8 - 8 2 2 7 4  
VEGETATION 
NERVOUS AND HUMORAL MECHANISMS OF 
EXTRALABYRINTHINE EFFECTS ON VEGETATIVE 
DISTURBANCES DURING SPACE F L I G H T  FACTORS 
A68-45913  
VENUS ATMOSPHERE 
ESTIMATES OF. SURFACE TEMPERATURE AN0 PRESSURE OF 
VENUS FROM RADIO AN0 RADAR MEASUREMENTS 
A 6 8 - 8 2 4 4 8  
CORRELATIONS BETWEEN PHYSICAL CONDITIONS AN0 
CHEMISTRY OF VENUS ATMOSPHERE - SOURCES OF 
H CL AN0 HF I N  ATMOSPHERE A68-82452  
VENUS PROBES 
CORRELATIONS BETWEEN PHYSICAL CONDITIONS AND 
CHEMISTRY OF VENUS ATMOSPHERE - SOURCES OF 
H CL  AN0 HF I N  ATMOSPHERE A 6 8 - 8 2 4 5 2  
VERTEBRAL COLUMN 
CASE HISTORIES OF SEAT BELT FRACTURES OF 
VERTEBRAL COLUMN A68-82343  
VESTIBULAR TESTS 
PHYSICAL EXERCISES AN0 SPORTS A C T I V I T I E S  ROLE I N  
INCREASING STATOKINETIC S T A B I L I T Y  I N  SPACE 
TRAVELERS A68-44102  
VESTIBULAR ANALYZER AND MAINTENANCE OF P O S I T I O N  
AN0 MOTION COORDINATION I N  A R T I F I C I A L  LOW GRAVITY 
AN0 WEIGHTLESSNESS, NOTING RESULTS FOR MICE AN0 
RATS A 6 8 - 4 4 1 7 7  
ALT ITUDE ADAPTATION EFFECT ON HUMAN RESISTANCE TO 
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SKVORTSOV. S .  S. 
I O N I Z I N G  RADIATION RECEIVED B Y  BIOLOGICAL T ISSUE 
DURING SPACE FL IGHTS MEASURED BY NUCLEAR 
EMULSION TECHNIQUE A 6 8 - 4 6 1 5 1  
SLAYTON. 0. K. 
ASTRONAUT TRAINING PROGRAM, D ISCUSSING ACADEMIC, 
OPERATIONAL AND SURVIVAL TRAINING 
A I A A  PAPER 6 8 - 1 0 0 9  A68-44982  
SLOBOOSKAIA. V. P. 
MATCHING DIFFUSION PROCESSES AN0 CHEMICAL 
REACTIONS I N  STUDY OF EVOLUTION OF OPEN 
BIOCHEMICAL SYSTEMS A68-45582  
SMIRNOV. IU. M. 
CIRCULATORY CHANGES I N  ANESTHETIZED AN0 
UNANESTHETIZED DOGS UNDER HYPEROXIA 
A68-82329  
SMIRNOV. K. V. 
TRANVERSE ACCELERATIONS EFFECT ON DOGS 
GASTROINTESTINAL TRACT SECRETORY A C T I V I T Y t  NOTING 
CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM ROLE A68-43882  
HYPODYNAMIA EFFECT ON MEN CONFINE0 TO BE0  REST. 
USING DISOROERS OF NERVOUS AND CARDIOVASCULAR 
SYSTEMS, GASTRIC SECRETION AND BLOOD COMPOSITION 
A 6 8 - 4 4 0 9 1  
EXPOSURE TO ACCELERATION AN0 PROLONGED CONFINEMENT 
I N  BE0 STUDIED FOR EFFECTS ON FUNCTIONAL STATE OF 
HUMAN STOMACH A68-46124  
SMITH. A. H. 
ACCELERATION F I E L O S  STRONGER THAN EARTH GRAVITY 
B IOLOGICAL EFFECT ON MATURE BODY S I Z E  OF ANIMALS 
A68-44152  
SMITH. 0. B. D. 
HUMAN HEART RATE RESPONSE FOLLOWING TWO DURATIONS 
AN0 I N T E N S I T I E S  OF AUDITORY STIMULUS 
A68-44863  
SMITH. 3. M. 
REACTION T I M E  AN0 CHOICE CONFIDENCE STUDIES OF 
AUDITORY SIGNAL PERCEPTION I N  HUMANS 
N68-36808  
SMITH. R. E. 
TEMPERATURE EFFECTS I N  V ITRO ON OXYGEN METABOLIC 
RATES OF BROWN FAT AN0 L I V E R  HOMOGENATES FROM 
CONTROL AND COLD-ACCLIMATE0 RATS 
A68-44056  
SMITH. V. S. 
HEMOOYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS AN0 PULMONARY AND 
HEART FUNCTIONS OF BABOONS DURING INDUCED 
HYPOXIA A68-82270  
SMYTH. J. F. 
HEMOLYSIS AN0 ERYTHROPOIESIS - EFFECT OF 
HEMOLYSATES ON ERYTHROPOIESIS OF NORMAL, 
STARVED AN0 POLYCYTHEMIC RATS A6  8-82354 
SNIPES. W. 
FREE RADICAL FORMATION BY DECAY OF CONSTITUENT 
T R I T I U M  ATOM I N  CYTOSINE T R I T I A T E D  A T  5 P O S I T I O N  
A68-44892  
SOKAWA, Y -  
I N H I 8 I T I D N  BY L I G H T  ON ONA FORMATION AN0 
OEOXYTHYMIOINE MONOPHOSPHATE K INASE A C T I V I T Y  I N  
CHLORELLA PROTOTHECOIOES A68-82396  
SOKOLIANSKYI, I. F. 
STUDY ON THYROID GLAND IMPORTANCE DURING 
ADAPTATION TO H I G H  ALTITUOES I N  RATS 
A 6 8 - 8 2 3 0 9  
SOKOLOV, V. A. 
MULTISTAGE GAS EVOLUTION I N  EARTH CRUST AN0 
ATMOSPHERE AN0 RELATION TO O R I G I N  OF L I F E  
A68-45575  
SOLIDAYI S .  M. 
OPERATIONAL AN0 ENVIRONMENTAL FACTORS I N  HEAD-UP 
DISPLAY FOR TERRAIN FOLLOWING I N  H I G H  SPEED, LOW 
ALTITUOE F L I G H T  WITH RESPECT TO P I L O T  
PERFORMANCE A68-82287  
SOLOVEV, v. I .  
LOW PRESSURE OXYGEN ATMOSPHERE EXPOSURE OF MAN AN0 
ANIMALS, PHYSIOLOGICAL AN0 BIOCHEMICAL EXPERIMENTS 
INDICATE NO ADAPTIVE D I F F I C U L T I E S  
168-44087 
BIOCHEMICAL BLOOD CHARACTERISTICS AND 
HISTOCHEMICAL CHANGES I N  RAT ORGANS FROM EXPOSURE 
TO HYPOXIA AFTER MEXAMINE I N J E C T I O N  
A68-45777  
SOROKINAI E. I .  
OXYGEN METABOLISM CHANGES I N  MUSCULAR AN0 B R A I N  
TISSUES OF ANIMALS EXPOSE0 TO PROLONGED TRANSVERSE 
ACCELERATIONSI EXAMINING OXYGEN CONSUMPTION AN0 
BODY TEMPERATURE A68-46114  
SPIKES. G. A. 
ALLERGIC SYMPTOMS I N  SCREWWORM F L Y  ERADICATION 
PROGRAM PERSONNEL, RECOMMENDING PER1 ODIC TESTING 9 
HYPOSENSITIZATION AN0 RESPIRATORS 
A68-44 1 2  6 
SRINIVASANI V .  R. 
ISOLATION AN0 CHARACTERIZATION OF 
CELLULOSE-UTIL I Z  ING BACTERIUM A68-82302  
STAFFORD, 8. 8.  
LOW TEMPERATURE ASHING OF HUMAN FECES FOR S O L I 0  
WASTE MANAGEMENT ONEOAR0 SPACECRAFT 
NASA-CR-73249 N 6 8 - 3 6 7 4 8  
STEFAN. W. 
NEURORETINA L I G H T  S E N S I T I V I T Y  REDUCTION UNDER H I G H  
ALTITUOE HYPOXIA S IMULATION FROM ADAPTOMETRY TESTS 
I A F  PAPER 8-60 6 6 8 - 4 4 2 2 6  
STEGGEROA. F. R. 
RELATIONSHIP  OF BEAN SUBSTRATES AN0 CERTAIN 
I N T E S T I N A L  BACTERIA TO GAS PROOUCTION I N  DOGS 
A 6 8 - 8 2 4 5 1  
STEPANOVA, A. M. 
PHOTOASSIMILATION OF N I T R A T E  AND CARBON D I O X I D E  
I N  CHLORELLA UNDER NDRMAL CONDITIONS AN0 WITH 
I N H I 8 I T O R S  A 6 8 4 2 4 2 5  
STEUDEL, U. 
SOUND LEVEL MEASUREMENTS AN0 APPROXIMATION 
FORMULA FOR ACOUSTIC PERCEPTION OF NOISE 
NASA-TT-F-11926 N68-36316  
STOBOY. He 
ISOMETRIC EXERCISE I N  OVERCOMING DEFECTS OF 
FUNCTIONAL AN0 ORGANIC MUSCLE ATROPHY 
A 6 8 - 8 2 2 6 0  
1-93 
STOLL. A. n. PERSONAL AUTHOR INDEX 
S T O L L t  A. 
WHITE BURNS I N  RATS STUDIED FOR HEAT TRANSFER TO 
PROVIDE ASSESSMENT OF PROTECTION AFFORDED HUMANS 
BY CLOTHING AbB-44122 
STOLWIJK. J. A. J. 
S K I N  SWEATING DURING EXERCISE AS DESCRIBED BY 
L INEAR FUNCTION OF METABOLIC RATE AND AMBIENT A I R  
TEMPERATURE Ab8-44123  
STRAND. Fa L- 
ISOMETRIC EXERCISE IN OVERCOMING DEFECTS OF 
FUNCTIONAL AND ORGANIC MUSCLE ATROPHY 
Ab8-82250  
STRANDELL. T. 
CIRCULATORY ADAPTATION TO ONE- AND TWO-LEG 
EXERCISE I N  HUMANS I N  SUPINE P O S I T I O N  
Ab8-82271  
STRAWBRIDGE. P. J. 
HUMAN HEART RATE RESPONSE FOLLOWING TWO DURATIONS 
AND I N T E N S I T I E S  OF AUDITORY STIMULUS 
Ab8-44863  
STRELETS. V. G. 
PHYSICAL EXERCISES AN0 SPORTS A C T I V I T I E S  ROLE I N  
INCREASING STATOKINETIC S T A B I L I T Y  I N  SPACE 
TRAVELERS Ab8-44102  
STRELKDV. R. 8- 
DOSE RANGE OF HEXAMINE I N  RADIOPROTECTIVE EFFECT 
ON MICE Ab8-82314  
STRUMWASSER. Fa 
CELL MEMBRANE AND INTRACELLULAR MECHANISMS 
AFFECTING ENDOGENOUS A C T I V I T Y  I N  NEURON /PARABOLIC 
BURSTER OF SEA HARE/. NOTING CIRCADIAN RHYTHM 
AbB-45401 
STRYDOR, N. 8. 
CHANGES I N  CENTRAL C IRCULATION AND BODY F L U I D  
SPACES OF HUMANS DURING ACCLIMATIZATION TO HEAT 
AND PHYSICAL EXERCISE Ab8-8227  b 
STRZHIZHOVSKII .  A. D. 
PHYSIOLOGICAL REGENERATION ON CORNEA E P I T H E L I U M  
AN0 INTESTINES EXPOSED TO FRACTIONAL I R R A D I A T I O N  
WITH F I S S I O N  NEUTRONS, STUDYING M I T O T I C  INDEX AND 
CHROMOSOME ABERRATIONS CONTENT Ab8-46 118 
SUGENO, K. 
CHARACTERISTICS AND SEQUENCE OF AMINO ACIDS 
I N  FERREDOXIN OF GREEN ALGA, SCENEOESMUS 
Ab8-82430  
SUKOFF- Me H. 
HYPERBARIC OXYGENATION EFFECT ON CEREBROSPINAL 
F L U I D  OXYGEN TENSION I N  HUMAN Ab8-82359  
SULL IVANv  S. F. 
MOOEL FOR PREDICTION OF EXPECTED MAGNITUDE AN0 
T I M E  COURSE OF POST-HYPERVENTILATION HYPOXIA I N  
MAN AbB-82378 
SUNEt N. 0- 
PRESERVATION OF POTATOES USING GAMMA I R R A D I A T I O N  
J EN-189-SI /I-18 NbB-36915 
SUZUKIs J .-I 
O T O L I T H I C  INFLUENCES ON TONUS CHANGES OF 
EXTRAOCULAR MUSCLES - STUDY ON POSIT IONAL EYE 
DEVIAT ION AN0 NYSTAGMUS I N  RABBITS 
Ab8-82375  
SWANSON. L. 
RAOIOISOTOPIC COLOR SCANNING OF PULMONARY 
AEROEMBOLI I N  DECOMPRESSION SICKNESS, NOTING DOG 
EXPERIMENT RESULTS AN0 ROLE OF DEXTRAN I N F U S I O N  I N  
RECOVERY 868-44 11 7 
SWEENEY. D. n. 
LOW LEVEL HELICOPTER NAVIGATION ACCURACY ON 
M I L I T A R Y  MISSIONS, COMPARING PERFORMANCE OF S INGLE 
P I L O T  AND P I L O T  AND NAVIGATOR TEAM 
Ab8-45407  
SWINDELLS. F- E- 
SUBMICRON METAL F I B E R  SOLUTIONS FOR F I L T E R S  TO 
PROTECT PERSONNEL FROM H I G H  I N T E N S I T Y  L I G H T  
FLASHES 
REPT .-b339-F NbE-37897 
SWOPEt C. H- 
OCULAR EFFECTS OF 0-SWITCHED RUBY LASERS ON 
RABBITS AbB-82261  
S Z E L E N Y I t  2 .  
EFFECT OF COLD EXPOSURE ON OXYGEN TENSION I N  
BROWN ADIPOSE T ISSUE I N  NON-COLD-ADAPTED ADULT 
RAT Ab8-82297  
T 
TAYLOR, La W.0 JR. 
FREQUENCY AN0 T I M E  CONTROLLEO MODELS FOR 
ANALYZING HUMAN RESPONSE DURING COMPENSATORY 
TRACKING 
NASA-TM-X-59750 NbB-37735 
TAYLOR. W e  F. 
EVALUATION OF NEW AUDIOMETRIC TESTS 
Ab8-82324  
TERENTN,  V. G. 
PROLONGED SPACE FL IGHT EFFECTS ON CREW MEMBERS 
HEALTH A 6 8 - 4 6 1 2 0  
TERESHCHENKO. A. P. 
MASS SCALE CHEMICAL ANALYSIS OF S O L I 0 9  L I Q U I D  AN0 
GAS PHASES TRANSFER OF MATTER 
OF L I F E  SUPPORT SYSTEMS 
I N  B IOLOGICAL CYCLES 
Ab8-44105  
SYNTHESIS OF SINGLE CYCLE OF NATURAL METABOLIC 
PROCESSES TO BE USED AS B A S I S  OF SPACE VEHICLE 
SELF SUFFIC IENT L I F E  SUPPORT SYSTEMS 
Ab8-46153  
TERSKOVr I. A. 
UNICELLULAR ALGAE CONTINUOUS CULTURE AS 
AUTOTROPHIC COMPONENT OF CLOSED ECOLOGICAL SYSTEM, 
DISCUSSING S T A B I L I Z A T I O N  OF BIOMASS CONCENTRATION 
A b 8 - 4 5 9 1 4  TO PROVIDE OXYGEN REQUIREMENT 
BIOLOGICAL REGENERATION OF ENCLOSED ATMOSPHERE 
WITH ALGAE PHOTOSYNTHESIS NOTING EFFECT OF D I E T  
CHANGE Ab8-45915  
THIERRY. A.44. 
EFFECTS OF STRESS ON METABOLISM OF NOREPINEPHRINE, 
OOPAMINE AND SEROTONIN IN CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM 
OF RATS - MOOIFICATIONS OF NOREPINEPHRINE 
TURNOVER 
THOMAS* J, R. 
Ab8-82439  
FIXED-RATIO PUNISHMENT BY TIMEOUT OF CONCURRENT 
VARIABLE-INTERVAL BEHAVIOR I N  PIGEONS 
Ab8-82438  
THOMSONt R. A. E. 
BIOLOGICAL EFFECTS ON ANIMALS EXPOSED TO 
MICROWAVES 
UR-49-810 N68-36850  
TIKHONOVA, G. P. 
AMINO ALCOHOL REGENERABLE ABSORBERS OF CARBON 
DIOXIDES TOXICOLOGICAL CHARACTERISTICS, DISCUSSING 
AbB-43886  ABSORBING A B I L I T Y  I N  RATS 
TIMOFEEVt N-  N. 
HISTOCHEMICAL INVESTIGATION OF EFFECT OF 
HYPOTHERMIA AN0 HYPOBIOSIS ON A C T I V I T Y  OF 
@ X I D I Z I N G  T I S S U E  ENZYMES OF CARBOHYDRATE. AMINO 
ACID, NUCLEOTIDE AND A L I P H A T I C  METABOLISM OF RATS 
A b 8 - 4 5 9 2 3  
TISHCHENKO. M. I. 
AUTOGENEOUS AN0 EXOGENEOUS SUGGESTION APPLIED Td 
CHANGING OF PSYCHOPHYSIOLOGICAL STATE OF HUMAN 
ORGANISM AFTER EXPOSURE TO PROLONGED BE0 REST 
Ab8-45925  
TODDt C- E. 
DATA PROCESSING PROCEDURES FOR ANALYSIS OF 
ELECTROENCEPHALOGRAPHICAL TRACINGS FROM SLEEP 
DEPRIVATION STUDIES 
MOC-TR-b7-10b Nb8-36442  
1-94 
PERSONAL AUTHOR INDEX VASILEV. Pa V. 
T o 0 0 1  P e  
REPARABIL ITY  OF CULTURED HUMAN KIDNEY CELLS 
INJURED BY FRACTIONATED HEAVY I O N  I R R A D I A T I O N  
868-44433 
TOMILINAI  L. H. 
EFFECT OF LOBELINE, CORAZOLE AN0 NOSAMIDE ON 
CARBOHYDRATE AND NITROGEN METABOLISM I N  OM; 
BRAIN Ab8-82332  
TRACHTENBERG. E. 
LESIONS I N  LUNGS OF OOGS EXPOSED TO ROCKET EXHAUST 
FUMES CONTAINING BERYLLIUM COMPOUNDS 
A b 8 - 8 2 2 8 1  
TREPTOW. K. 
CORRELATIONS BETWEEN I N T E N S I T Y  OF XLLUMINATION 
AND FUNCTIONAL STATE OF CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM 
I N  RATS 868-82376 
DRUG EFFECTS ON CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM A C T I V I T Y  
OF RATS EXPOSED TO VARIOUS LEVELS OF BRIGHTNESS 
Ab B-82377 
TRINUSI Fa P -  
T O X I C I T Y  AND PHARMACOLOGICAL ACTION DF VARIOUS 
P Y R I M I D I N E  OERIVATIVES OF HYDRAZINE I N  MICE. 
RATS, RABBITS AND FROGS Ab8-82312  
TRDITSKAIA.  1. T. 
BIOLOGICAL VALUE OF ALGAL AND SOYA PROTEINS ON 
FOUR GENERATIONS OF WHITE RATS A68-45917  
BIOLOGICAL VALUE OF PLANT PROTEINS FOR CLOSE0 
LIFE-SUPPORT SYSTEMv STUDYING D I E T  EFFECTS ON RATS 
Ab8-46117  
TRUBNIKOVA. V. A. 
COORDINATION OF MOTION OURING WRITING UNDER SPACE 
FL IGHT CONDITIONS Ab8-44176  
TRUSOVAI A -  5 .  
STIMULATION OF GROWTH OF A L L I U M  CEPA AFTER 
EXPOSURE OF I T S  BULBS TO SPACE F L I G H T  ON BOAR0 
COSMOS-1 10 AbB-82319 
TSITSURIN.  V. P e  
THERMOREGULATION DISTURBANCES I N  RABBITS DURING 
ACUTE AN0 CHRONIC HYPOXIA Ab8-82265 
TSUKAHARAr T. 
P I L O T  CONTROLLABIL ITY  L I M I T S  MEASURED FROM F I X E 0  
BASE0 F L I G H T  SIMULATOR TESTS, EVALUATING UNSTABLE 
ELEMENT AbB-45281 
TUCKER, A. 
EFFECT OF SIGNAL DURATION ON DETECTION FOR GATED 
AND FOR CONTINUOUS NOISE Ab8-82444  
TURKEVICHo A -  L-  
PRELIMINARY RESULTS OF CHEMICAL ANALYSIS OF MOON 
AT SURVEYOR 7 LANDING S I T E  Ab0-82449  
U 
UGLOVAI Nm N- 
RATS S E N S I T I V I T Y  TO ACCELERATIONS FOUND DEPENDENT 
ON E X C I T A T I O N - I N H I B I T I O N  R A T I O  I N  CENTRAL NERVOUS 
SYSTEM AND HYPOPHYSIAL-ADRENAL SYSTEM REACTIONS 
DURING ACOUSTIC E X C I T A T I O N  A6 8-4388 1 
WHITE MICE, RATS AND GUINEA P I G  HYPOXIA ADAPTATION 
EFFECTS ON ACCELERATION ENDURANCE 
168-45756 
ALTERED GAS MEDIUM EFFECTS ON MICE AN0 RATS 
ACCELERATION RESISTANCE FOR PROLONGED PERIODS 
~68-45758  
I O N  WITH RECOVERY OF 
UMANSKII. Ss SH. 
GASTRIC SECRETIONS I N  01 WERS DURING DECOMPRESSION 
AND AT DEPTH AbB-82385 
USHAKOVt A. 5. 
PHYSIOLOGICAL EFFECTS O F  D I E T S  WITH DRY 
CHLORELLA/ SCENEDESMUS ON HEALTHY MALE SUBJECTS 
Ab B-44023 
V 
VALENSTEIN9 Ea S. 
SATIATED AND FOOD DEPRIVE0 IMMATURE RATS 
CONSUMPTION OF SACCHARIN-GLUCOSE SOLUTIOFd 
RELATIVE TO BODY WEIGHT Ab8-44443  
VALENTINE* A. M. 
SELECTIVE COLLECTOR FOR T R I T I A T E D  WATER VAPOR FROM 
T R I T I U M  ATMOSPHERE USING BUBBLING 
LA-3916  N 6 8 - 3 8 4 6 0  
VALUK. V. 
USE OF F L I G H T  SIMULATORS FOR MEDICAL SCREENING 
OF F L Y I N G  PERSONNEL AbB-82390  
V A L Z f L L I r  L. 
PHARMACOLOGICAL AND BIOCHEMICAL CHANGES I N  BRAINS 
OF ANIMALS MADE AGGRESSIVE BY I S O L A T I O N  
AD-674665 Nb8-38014  
VAN L I E # *  H. 0- 
OXYGEN AN0 CARBON D I O X I D E  TENSIONS I N  T ISSUE AN0 
BLOOD OF NORMAL AND ACIDOTIC RATS 
Ab8-82275  
VAN PATTEN, R. E. 
APPLICATION OF RANPUE- H ILSCH VORTEX TUBE TO 
AIRCREW COOLING PROBLEMS 
AMRL-TR-67- 1 2 4  N68-36877  
VAN SCHAIK. P. N. 
EXTRAVEHICULAR SPACE A C T I V I T Y  DEVELOPMENTS I N  
EPU IPMENT AN0 TECHNIQUES INCLUDING PORTABLE 
WELDERS, ASTRONAUT ATTACHMENTS, MANEUVERING U N I T S  
AND ASSEMBLY PROCESSES 
I A F  PAPER 8-106 A68-44242  
VANCE. J. E. 
EFFECT OF STARVATION AND REFEEOING ON SERUM 
IMMUNOREACT I V E  GLUCAGON AND I N S U L I N  LEVELS I N  
HUMAN BEINGS AN0 OOGS Ab8-82257  
VANDENBERGI R. A. 
REGIONAL PULMONARY ARTERIAL-VENOUS SHUNTING I N  
OOGS EXPOSE0 TO ACCELERATION I N  DIFFERENT BODY 
POSIT IONS 868-82272  
VANDREY. J. F m  
GEOMETRIC P R O B A B I L I  I Y  TO RECONTAMINATE PLANETARY 
LANOER BY SPORES AND DUST P A R T l C L E S t  DISCUSSING 
SPACECRAFT-PARTICLE INTERACTION PHYSICS 
AbB-44343 
VARTBARONOW. tt* A. 
HUMAN TOLERANCE TO TRANSVERSE ACCELERATION STRESS 
AFTER HYPODYNAMIA USE0 TO PREDICT PHYSIOLOGICAL 
EFFECTS OF REENTRY A b 8 - 4 4 0 8 4  
PREVIOUS ACCLIMATIZATION A T  MOUNTAIN HEIGHTS 
STRENGTHENS TRANSVERSE ACCELERATION TOLERANCE I N  
HUMANS 
HUMAN PHYSIOLOGICAL RESPONSES DURING TRANSVERSE 
ACCELERATION AFTER ALT ITUDE ACCLIMATIZATION 
Ab8-45746  
AbB-45747  
HUMAN TOLERANCE TO TRANSVERSE ACCELERATION DURING 
ADAPTATION TO HYPOXIA I N  PRESSURE CHAMBER, 
CONSIDERING ASTRONAUTS PREFLIGHT TRAINING 
Ab8-45748  
VASILEVI A- G. 
MASKING EFFECT OF WHITE N O I S E  ON ULTRASONIC 
SIGNALS I N  EXPERIMENTS USING ECHO-LOCATING BATS 
Ab8-82422  
VASILEV, P. V. 
IRREGULAR CHANGES I N  DIURNAL RHYTHMS OF 
SYMPATHETIC FUNCTIONS OURING SPACE FL IGHT 
ASCRIBED TO WEIGHTLESSNESS AND NERVOUS AND 
EMOTIONAL TENSION A 68-441 74 
PREVIOUS ACCLIMATIZATION AT MOUNTAIN HEIGHTS 
1-95 
VAUGHAN. J. A. PERSONAL AUTHOR INDEX 
STRENGTHENS TRANSVERSE ACCELERATION TOLERANCE I N  
HUMANS A60-45746  
ALTERE0 GAS MEDIUM EFFECTS ON MICE AND RATS 
ACCELERATION RESISTANCE FOR PROLONGED PERIODS 
Ab0-45750  
HYPOXIA ADAPTATION METHODS EVALUATED FROM H I G H  
MOUNTAIN AN0 PRESSURE CHAMBER EXPERIMENTAL DATA ON 
M I C E  AN0 RATS Ab0-45759  
WHITE M I C E  ADAPTATION TO HYPERCAPNIC GASEOUS 
MEDIUM, NOTING DISRUPTION OF INTERRELATIONSHIP  
BETWEEN CORTEX AN0 SUBCORTICAL STRUCTURES AN0 
R E A C T I V I T Y  TO NARCOTICS A68-4577  1 
HYPOXIA EFFECTS ON WHITE MICE REACTIONS TO 
ETHER, INTRANARCONE AN0 CORAZOL, NOTING 
RETARDATION OF CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM FUNCTIONS 
A60-45775 
R E A C T I V I T Y  OF ANIMALS TO CAFFEINE AN0 STRYCHNINE 
DURING TRANSVfRSE ACCELERATION AFTEREFFECTS 
A60-45920  
DRUGS FOR PROTECTION AN0 STIMULATION OF 
B IOLOGICAL FUNCTIONS OF SPACECREWS, NOTING 
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS ON TRANSVERSE-ACCELERATION 
RESISTANCE OF ANIMALS Ab0-46145  
VAUGHAN. J. A- 
ANTIH ISTAMINE COMPOUNDS EFFECTS ON PSYCHOMOTOR 
PERFORMANCE AND PHYSIOLOGICAL RESPONSES AT THREE 
SIMULATED ALT ITUDE LEVELS 
AM-60-1 5 N60-3 6017 
VOOVYKINt  G- P. 
ORGANIC COMPOUNDS OF METEORITES, PREBIOLOGICAL 
EVOLUTION OF ORGANIC MATTER AN0 O R I G I N  OF L I V I N G  
MATTER 8 6 0 - 4 5 5 7 7  
VEORALt D. F. 
EFFECT OF B L I N D I N G  AN0 CONTINUOUS I L L U M I N A T I O N  ON 
D A I L Y  C IRCADIAN A C T I V I T Y  RHYTHM I N  RATS 
RECEIV ING D-AMPHETAMINE SULPHATE 
A60-82340  
VELLAR. 0. 0. 
INFLUENCE OF ORAL IRON LOA0 ON I R O N  CONTENT OF 
WHOLE BODY CELL-FREE SWEAT OF MEN I N  H I G H  
TEMPERATURE ENVIRONMENTS A60-02361  
VEPRIKI IA. M. 
I O N I Z I N G  RADIATION RECEIVED B Y  B IOLOGICAL T ISSUE 
DURING SPACE FL IGHTS MEASURE0 BY NUCLEAR 
EMULSION TECHNIQUE A 6 8 - 4 6 1 5 1  
VESELL. E. S a  
SPECIES OIFFERENCES I N  I N O U C I B I L I T Y  OF 
PHENYLETHANOLAMINE- N-METHYL TRANSFERASE 
A68-44425  
VESELOVA. A. A. 
24 AN0 10 HR WORK-REST SCHEOULE EFFECTS ON HUMAN 
FUNCTIONAL CONDITIONS DURING PROLONGED CONFINEMENT 
I N  HERMETICALLY SEALED CABINS A60-44070  
VISY. M. 
RENAL FUNCTION I N  WATER DEPRIVATION AN0 FREE FOOD 
INTAKE I N  DOGS AbB-02296 
V L K r  J. 
CHRONAXIMETRY OF COLORE0 PHOSPHENE PRODUCTION I N  
HUMANS Ab0-02306 
CHARACTERISTICS OF PHDSPHENE E L I C I T E O  BY ELECTRIC 
S T I M U L I  I N  HUMANS Ab0-02307  
VOITKEVICH. V. I. 
HEMATOPOIETIC A C T I V I T Y  OF BLOOD SERUM I N  SUBJECTS 
ACCLIMATIZED TO HYPOXIA A T  H I G H  ALT ITUDE 
A b 0 - 0 2 3 0 4  
VOLGIN. V. 
REDUCING EFFECTS OF VESTIBULAR STIMULATION I N  MAN 
BY PHYSICAL TRAINING Ab8-02309  
VOLKOV. I U -  N. 
SOVIET 0OOK ON SPACE CARDIOLOGY COVERING F L I G H T  
FACTORS EFFECTS ON ORGANISMS* C L I N I C A L  DATAt ETC 
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